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CIRCUIT COURT SUPPL.EMENT Z FOR VOL.UME 6 

VAN NATTA 1 S WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION REPORTER 

Hedrick, Wade, WCB 68-1047, 68-1286 & 69-1518, Curry, affirmed 
Veneman, Richard D., WCB 69-2249, Marion, earnings loss 
award set aside 
Pollard, Daisy, WCB 70-303, Marion, affirmed 
Ashcraft, Franklin L., WCB 69-2194, Benton, award increase to 64° 
Hinzman, Ernest, WCB 69-2256, Linn, award increase to 65% 
Knapp, Darlene, WCB 70-893, Coos, award fixed at 64° 
Phipps, Joseph, WCB 70-846, Marion, settled 
Holloway, Joyce L., WCB 70-39, Douglas, award increased to 48° 
Young, Donald E., WCB 70-181, Curry, award increased to 60° 
Spriggs, Charles L., WC~ 70-1009, Multnomah, affirmed 
Montgomery, John L., WCB 70-95, Douglas, affirmed 
Robertson, Francis A., WCB 69-1854, Clackamas, claim allowed 
Robertson, Francis A., Deceased, WCB 69-1854, Multnomah, 
venue chanqed to Clackaman county 
Walty, Ernest, WCB 70-1239, Tillamook, affirmed 
Oremus, Daniel, WCB 68-107, Multnomah, Oregonian relieved 
of liability after appeal. 
Springstead, Richard A., WCB 70-480, Marion, affirmed 
Holland, Jack, WCB 69-2125, Douglas, the Order of the Hearing 
Officer, dated September 9, 1970 is reinstated. 
Stout, Mary K, WCB 69-1095, Linn, the order of the hearing 
officer, Norman F. Kelley, dated September 3, 1970, shall be 
reinstated in its entirety. 
Roeder, Charles M., WCB 69-2341, Jackson, settled for $400.00 
Riechle, Michael, WCB 70-1366, Coos, leg award increased to 
38° 
Nelson, Elwood, WCB 70-1005, Multnomah, settled for $7,000.00 
Lettenmaier, Kay, WCB 70-1049, Linn claim allowed 
Middleton, James, WCB 70-861, Linn dismissed 
Kern, George, WCB 70-1545, Multnomah, remanded for compensation 
Greer, John v., WCB 70-1404 & 70-1405, Washington, affirmed 
Massey, Jimmv, WCB 70-1778, Multnomah, settled 
Keller, Eugene c., WCB 71-27, Hood River, remanded for hearing 
Lampheare, Billy J., WCB 70-1502, Linn, leg award increased 
to 491/2° 
Majors, Judith s., WCB 70-1014, Multnomah, affirmed 
Compton, Ralph E., WCB 70-1688E, 
Bohannon, Ji (September 17, 1971) I find that the claimant 
is entitled to recover in accordance with the first finding 
and award of the Workman Compensation Board, to-witr 
temporary total disability to July 14, 1970, and to an 
award of permanent partial disability resulting from 
the injury equal to 64° for unscheduled neck disability, 
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CIRCUIT C URT SUPPLEMENT 2 F R V LUME 6

V N N TT * S WORKMEN1 S COMPENS TION REPORTER

Hedrick, Wade, WCB 68-1047, 68-1286 & 69-1518, Curry, affirmed
Veneman, Richard D., WCB 69-2249, Marion, earnings loss
award set aside
Pollard, Daisy, WCB 70-303, Marion, affirmed
 shcraft, Franklin L., WCB 69-2194, Benton, award increase to 64°
Hinzman, Ernest, WCB 69-2256, Linn, award increase to 65%
Knapp, Darlene, WCB 70-893, Coos, award fixed at 64°
Phipps, Joseph, WCB 70-846, Marion, settled
Holloway, Joyce L., WCB 70-39, Douglas, award increased to 48°
Young, Donald E., WCB 70-181, Curry, award increased to 60°
Spriggs, Charles L., WCB 70-1009, Multnomah, affirmed
Montgomery, John L., WCB 70-95, Douglas, affirmed
Robertson, Francis  ., WCB 69-1854, Clackamas, claim allowed
Robertson, Francis  ., Deceased, WCB 69-1854, Multnomah,
venue changed to Clackaman county
Walty, Ernest, WCB 70-1239, Tillamook, affirmed
Oremus, Daniel, WCB 68-107, Multnomah, Oregonian relieved
of liability after appeal,
Springstead, Richard  ., WCB 70-480, Marion, affirmed
Holland, Jack, WCB 69-2125, Douglas, the Order of the Hearing
Officer, dated September 9, 1970 is reinstated.
Stout, Mary K, WCB 69-1095, Linn, the order of the hearing
officer, Norman F. Kelley, dated September 3, 1970, shall be
reinstated in its entirety.
Roeder, Charles M., WCB 69-2341, Jackson, settled for $400.00
Riechle, Michael, WCB 70-1366, Coos, leg award increased to
38°
Nelson, Elwood, WCB 70-1005, Multnomah, settled for $7,000.00
Lettenmaier, Kay, WCB 70-1049, Linn claim allowed
Middleton, James, WCB 70-861, Linn dismissed
Kern, George, WCB 70-1545, Multnomah, remanded for compensation
Greer, John V., WCB 70-1404 & 70-1405, Washington, affirmed
Massey, Jimmy, WCB 70-1778, Multnomah, settled
Keller, Eugene C., WCB 71-27, Hood River, remanded for hearing
Lampheare, Billy J., WCB 70-1502, Linn, leg award increased
to 491/2°
Majors, Judith S., WCB 70-1014, Multnomah, affirmed
Compton, Ralph E., WCB 70-1688E,
Bohannon, Jt (September 17, 1971) I find that the claimant
is entitled to recover in accordance with the first finding
and award of the Workman Compensation Board, to-wit»
temporary total disability to July 14, 1970, and to an
award of permanent partial disability resulting from
the injury equal to 64° for unscheduled neck disability,
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and 64° for permanent loss of wage earning capacity. 
Bohannon J., (November 23) Please refer to my opini~n 
dated September 17, 1971. 
I have since received a letter from Mr. ·Warren requesting 
that I reconsider my opinion and reinstate the finding 
of the hearing officer, which held that the claimant 
sustained no disability and was not entitled to an 
award for permanent loss of wage earning capacity. 
The matter has been reviewed in light of Surratt -vs
Gunder.son Bros. Engineering co. (CA) 920AS 1135. The 
cited case, as I understand it, holds that loss of earning 
capacity is a proper test in measuring unscheduled 
disability, but that loss of function only is the sole 
criterion for determining any scheduled disability. 
In the present case, the claimant contends that he sus-

' tained an injury to his back while pulling a sheet of 
plywood. That he did sustain such an injury seems amply 
supported by the record, including the subsequent medical 
examinations and surgery that was performed. 
A back injury is an unscheduled disability, and hence it 
follows that loss of earning capacity is a proper factor 
in this case. 
This case, in my judgment, falls within the provisions 
of ORS 656.214 (4), which, in effect, allows up to 320 
degrees for unscheduled disability. 
The statutory yardstick for measuring disability under 
this section of the Code is one of comparison of the 
workman before and after the injury. This was the measure 
apparently applied in this case in the beginning, and 
resulted in an award of 64° for unscheduled disability 
and 64° for permanent loss of wage earning capacity. 
The total of these two items is 128 degrees, which is 
well within the 320° allowable for permanent partial 
disability. In my judgment the award was proper under 
the statutory comparison test. 
For the reasons stated above, I have today entered judg
ment in this case for the amounts mentioned above, but 
allowing attorneys fees of 25% of the compensation not 
to exceed $1,500.00. 

Hilton, Frank M., WCB 68-898, Baker, affirmed 
Hilton, Frank M., WCB 68-898, Multnomah, appeal dismissed 
Loper, James R., WCB 70-1420, Douglas, affirmed . 
Bennett~ Frederick F., WCB 70-761, Multnomah, aggravation 
claim allowed 
Kennison, Donald R., WCB 70-1467-E, Washington, affirmed 
Wallace, Prentice, WCB 70-1232. & 70-1233, Cur7v, affirmed 
Hamilton, Mary G., WCB 70-663, Jefferson, affirmed 
Uht, Howard, WCB 70-1791, Coos, remanded. . 
Pettit, Wesley o., WCB 70-443, Curry, affirmed except for 
attorneys fees . · 
Madrid, Louis G., WCB 70-461, Malheur, affirmed 
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240 and 64° for permanent I033 of wage earning capacity.
Bohannon J., (November 23) Please refer to my opinion
dated September 17. 1971.
I have since received a letter from Mr. Warren requesting
that I reconsider my opinion and reinstate the finding
of the hearing officer, which held that the claimant
sustained no disability and was not entitled to an
award for permanent loss of wage earning capacity.
The matter has been reviewed in light of Surratt -vs-
Gunderson Bros. Engineering Co. (C ) 920 S 1135. The
cited case, as I understand it, holds that loss of earning
capacity is a proper test in measuring unscheduled
disability, but that loss of function only is the sole
criterion for determining any scheduled disability.
In the present case, the claimant contends that he sus
tained an injury to his back while pulling a sheet of
plywood. That he did sustain such an injury seems amply
supported by the record, including the subsequent medical
examinations and surgery that was performed.
 back injury is an unscheduled disability, and hence it
follows that loss of earning capacity is a proper factor
in this case.
This case, in my judgment, falls within the provisions
of ORS 656.214 (4), which, in effect, allows up to 320
degrees for unscheduled disability.
The statutory yardstick for measuring disability under
this section of the Code is one of comparison of the
workman before and after the injury. This was the measure
apparently applied in this case in the beginning, and
resulted in an award of 64® for unscheduled disability
and 64° for permanent loss of wage earning capacity.
The total of these two items is 128 degrees, which is
well within the 320° allowable for permanent partial
disability. In my judgment the award was proper under
the statutory comparison test.
For the reasons stated above, I have today entered judg
ment in this case for the amounts mentioned above, but
allowing attorneys fees of 25% of the compensation not
to exceed $1,500.00.

277 Hilton, Frank M., WCB 68-898, Baker, affirmed
277 Hilton, Frank M., WCB 68-898, Multnomah, appeal dismissed
280 Loper, James R., WCB 70-1420, Douglas, affirmed
281 Bennett, Frederick F., WCB 70-761, Multnomah, aggravation

claim allowed282 Kennison, Donald R., WCB 70-1467-E, Washington, affirmed
284 Wallace, Prentice, WCB 70-1232 & 70-1233, Curry, affirmed
289 Hamilton, Mary G., WCB 70-663, Jefferson, affirmed
289 uht, Howard, WCB 70-1791, Coos, remanded
296 Pettit, Wesley D., WCB 70-443, Curry, affirmed except for

attornevs fees
298 Madrid, Louis G., WCB 70-461, Malheur, affirmed
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Circuit Court Supplement for Volume 6 of 
VAN NATTA'S WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION REPORTER 

Curtis, Vance L., WCB 69-2133, COOS; Award increased to 96 degrees. 
Carrell, Lumm F., WCB 69-2201, MULTNOMAH; Award fixed at 128 degrees for right leg, 23 degrees 

for left leg and 200 degrees for back. 
Townsend, Earl C., WCB 70-772, COOS; Award fixed at 117.5 degrees. 
Stewart, Donald G., WCB 70-297, JACKSON; Affirmed. 
Wingfield, Nevia, WCB 70-1206, MULTNOMAH; Penalties and fees allowed over temporary total disability 

payments. 
Allen, Ralph L., WCB 70-844, LANE; Affirmed. 
Hardison, Margaret, WCB 70-900, MULTNOMAH; Affirmed. 
McNamara, Donald W., WCB 70-149, MULTNOMAH; Left leg award increased to 82.5 degrees. 
Rios, Carlos V., WCB 70-754, MULTNOMAH; Award fixed at 50% loss of arm. 
Langston, Walter E., WCB 70-304, MULTNOMAH; Claim reopened. 
Countess, Thomas A., WCB 70-655, MULTNOMAH; Affirmed. 
Pankratz, Leo J., WCB 70-370, MULTNOMAH; Award increased to 60 d1mrees. 
Burgess, Gene H., WCB 70-625, MULTNOMAH; Claim allowed for prostate and bowel problems. 
Lewis, Billy J., WCB 70-240, MULTNOMAH; Hearing Officer award reinstated. 
Thomas, Donald, WCB 70-652, MULTNOMAH; Affirmed. 
Berry, Dee L., WCB 69-867, LANE; Allen, J: "After due consideration of the original record of the tran

scribed record prepared pursuant to ORS 656.295, all exhibits, the decisions and orders entered during 
the hearing and review proceedings, the briefs of the parties on review, the Order of the Workmen's 
Compensation Board dated December 10, 1970, and the briefs of the respective parties submitted to 
the court, and the employer having requested an opportunity to present oral argument and the parties 
having thereafter stipulated and agreed that each of the parties would waive oral argument, the court 
is of the opinion and finds as follows: · · 

"The Order of the Hearing Officer dated the 22nd day of June, 1970 ordered that claimant's claim 
of March 28, 1969 be remanded to the employer for payment of compensation relating to the profession
al services of Dr. J. A. Mchan on November 11, 1968 concerning the treatment of claimant's sprained 
ankle, and that such compensation for such total disability, if any, resulting from the accident in question 
as is found to be related to the ankle sprain injury of November 5, 1968, ordered that pursuant to ORS 
656.262 (8), the employer pay additional compensation to claimant equal to 25% of all compensation 
due and owing to or on behalf of claimant, and that the employer pay claimant's attorneys, Moore and 
Wurtz, Attorneys at Law, $600.00 for their services in connection with establishing claimant's claim. 

"The Order on Review of the Workmen's Compensation Board dated December 10, 1970, with 
Chairman M. Keith Wilson, dissenting, ordered that the Order of the Hearing Officer be reversed and that 
the employer pay all of the surgery and other medical care and associated time loss and to submit the 
matter pursuant to ORS 656.268 for evaluation of permanent disability attributable to the accidental 
injury, and counsel for the claimant were allowed the further sum of $250.00 in connection with the 
Board review. 

"The court has reviewed the entire record submitted to the court from the Workmen's Compensa
tion Board and the briefs of the respective parties on review to this court and after full consideration 
of this matter before it for de nova review, is of the opinion that the court cannot say with any degree 
of conviction what the proper result should be and being of this opinion defers to the administrative 
agency involved, that is, the Workmen's Compensation Board. Hannan v. Good Samartian Hospital, 
90 Adv. Sh. 1517 (June 11, 1970) Surratt v. Gunderson Bros. Engineering Corp, 90 Adv. Sh. 1721 
(July 9, 1970). 

"Having reached this conclusion should the court in making its determination defer to the admin
istrative expertise of the Hearing Officer of the Workmen's Compensation Board and the Chairman of 
the Workmen's Compensation Board, 'or to the administrative expertise of the two Commissioners of the 
Workmen's Compensation Board whose order reversed the Hearing Officer and from whose order the 
Chairman of the Workmen's Compensation Board dissented? 
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Curti , Vance L., WCB 69-2133, COOS; Award increa ed to 96 degree .
Carrell, Lumm F., WCB 69-2201, MULTNOMAH; Award fixed at 128 degree for right leg, 23 degree 

for left leg and 200 degree for back.
Town end, Earl C., WCB 70-772, COOS; Award fixed at 117.5 degree .
Stewart, Donald G„ WCB 70-297, JACKSON; Affirmed.
Wingfield, Nevia, WCB 70-1206, MULTNOMAH; Penaltie and fee allowed over temporary total di ability

payment .
Allen, Ralph L„ WCB 70-844, LANE; Affirmed.
Hardi on, Margaret, WCB 70-900, MULTNOMAH; Affirmed.
McNamara, Donald W., WCB 70-149, MULTNOMAH; Left leg award increa ed to 82.5 degree .
Rio , Carlo V., WCB 70-754, MULTNOMAH; Award fixed at 50% lo  of arm.
Lang ton, Walter E., WCB 7CF304, MULTNOMAH; Claim reopened.
Counte  , Thoma A., WCB 70-655, MULTNOMAH; Affirmed.
Pankratz, Leo J., WCB 70-370, MULTNOMAH; Award increa ed to 60 degree .
Burge  , Gene H., WCB 70-625, MULTNOMAH; Claim allowed for pro tate and bowel problem .
Lewi , Billy J., WCB 70-240, MULTNOMAH; Hearing Officer award rein tated.
Thoma , Donald, WCB 70-652, MULTNOMAH; Affirmed.
Berry, Dee L., WCB 69-867, LANE; Allen, J; "After due con ideration of the original record of the tran

 cribed record prepared pur uant to ORS 656.295, all exhibit , the deci ion and order entered during
the hearing and review proceeding , the brief of the partie on review, the Order of the Workmen' 
Compen ation Board dated December 10, 1970, and the brief of the re pective partie  ubmitted to
the court, and the employer having reque ted an opportunity to pre ent oral argument and the partie 
having thereafter  tipulated and agreed that each of the partie would waive oral argument, the court
i of the opinion and find a follow :

"The Order of the Hearing Officer dated the 22nd day of June, 1970 ordered that claimant' claim
of March 28, 1969 be remanded to the employer for payment of compen ation relating to the profe  ion
al  ervice of Dr. J. A. Mchan on November 11, 1968 concerning the treatment of claimant'  prained
ankle, and that  uch compen ation for  uch total di ability, if any, re ulting from the accident in que tion
a i found to be related to the ankle  prain injury of November 5, 1968, ordered that pur uant to ORS
656.262 (8), the employer pay additional compen ation to claimant equal to 25% of all compen ation
due and owing to or on behalf of claimant, and that the employer pay claimant' attorney , Moore and
Wurtz, Attorney at Law, $600.00 for their  ervice in connection with e tabli hing claimant' claim.

"The Order on Review of the Workmen' Compen ation Board dated December 10, 1970, with
Chairman M. Keith Wil on, di  enting, ordered that the Order of the Hearing Officer be rever ed and that
the employer pay all of the  urgery and other medical care and a  ociated time lo  and to  ubmit the
matter pur uant to ORS 656.268 for evaluation of permanent di ability attributable to the accidental
injury, and coun el for the claimant were allowed the further  um of $250.00 in connection with the
Board review.

"The court ha reviewed the entire record  ubmitted to the court from the Workmen' Compen a
tion Board and the brief of the re pective partie on review to thi court and after full con ideration
of thi matter before it for de novo review, i of the opinion that the court cannot  ay with any degree
of conviction what the proper re ult  hould be and being of thi opinion defer to the admini trative
agency involved, that i , the Workmen' Compen ation Board. Hannan v. Goo Samartian Hospital,
90 Adv. Sh. 1517 (June 11, 1970) Surr tt v. Gunderson Bros. Engineering Corp, 90 Adv. Sh. 1721
(July 9, 1970).

"Having reached thi conclu ion  hould the court in making it determination defer to the admin
i trative experti e of the Hearing Officer of the Workmen' Compen ation Board and the Chairman of
the Workmen' Compen ation Board, or to the admini trative experti e of the two Commi  ioner of the
Workmen' Compen ation Board who e order rever ed the Hearing Officer and from who e order the
Chairman of the Workmen' Compen ation Board di  ented?
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::I to 
1ge 
D "In the first instance the issues involved in this case turn to a considerable extent upon the test-

imony and credibility of the claimant who, of course, was seen and heard by the Hearing Officer and 
not by the Workmen's Compensation Board. Therefore, this court gives considerable weight to the find
ings of the Hearing Officer. Sa.tterfield v. State Compensation Department, 90 Adv. Sh. 247 (1970) 
Hannan v. Good Sa.martian Hospital, 90 Adv. Sh. 1721 (July 9, 1970). 

"To the undersigned it appears that the Hearing Officer in his Opinion and Order displayed a much 
more comprehensive and accurate understanding of the evidence involved herein and the logical and rea
sonable conclusions to be drawn therefrom than did the majority of the Workmen's Compensation Board. 

"Therefore, it is the opinion of the court that the Order of the Workmen's Compensation Board mad 
and entered on December 10, 1970 should be reversed and·the Order of the Hearing Officer made and ente 
ed herein on the 22nd day of June, 1970 should be reinstated and affirmed by this court. 

"Employer is entitled to judgment against the claimant for its costs and disbursements herein incurre, 

2 Biggers, Gerald L., WCB 70-572, LANE; Affirmed. 
9 Patitucci, Josephine, WCB 70-250, MULTNOMAH; Total Disability allowed. 
2 Miller, Dale G., WCB 69-2357, LINN; Remanded for review as to whether occupational disease or accident. 
3 Sackfield, David, WCB 70-794, COOS; Norman., J: "This will acknowledge, with appreciation, the letters you 

have furnished referring to other cases. 

"I cannot find any satisfactory basis for differing with the Hearing Officer on the elbow injury. The 
award for the neck injury is purely nominal, even though it is described by Dr. Smith as "sprain of cervical 
spine superimposed on pre-existing osteoarthritis with residual disability", whereas the elbow's disability 
is termed persistent". This choice of language coupled with the prior remarks about the elbow, and the 
availability of "surgical release" if it persists, lead me to conclude that the neck problem is more perman
ent. My own evaluation from this record is that the claimant will ultimately have at least as much inter
ference with his capacity to work from the neck as' the elbow,, and that the award for the neck should be 
increased to match iL 

"Mr. Flaxel is requested to submit an appropriate order." 

8 Biggers, Norman, WCB 69-370, COOS; Warden, J: "After completing the reading of the transcript in the 
above case and further reviewing the evidence, I am of the opinion that the Workmen's Compensation 
Board Order of 16 December 1970 must be modified to award claimant 80 degrees for unscheduled dis
ability on the basis of an injury equal to 25% of the workman. In so concluding I do not find sufficient 
evidence of causal connection to attribute claimant's low back symptoms to this accident, but am convinc
ed from the evidence that the continued disability associated with claimant's neck and head injuries, which 
are admittedly resultant from this accident, is greater than that found in the Determination Order of 
February 3, 1969 affirmed by the Hearing Officer on 1 September 1970 and by the Board on 16 Dec
ember 1970. 

"The evidence on which the court relies is as follows: 

"(1) Claimant's repeated complaints of headache and neck pain contained in his testimony before ti, 
Hearing Officer taken 1 December 1969 and again on 3 April 1970. The Hearing Officer did not doubt 
the claimant's statements regarding 'pain; thus there does not appear to be any credibility problem from 
claimant's testimony. 

"(2) Dr. Adler's report of -12 May 1970 in which he relates that claimant on being examined by Dr. 
Adler on February 5, 1970 complained of "neck pain" " ..... associated with headaches." Dr. Adler 
found "pain on rotation and lateral bending to the left." Claimant's complaints were corroborated by 
Dr. Adler's findings, 18 months after the injury, of "spasticity and tenderness in the upper fibers of the 
right trapezius." 

"(3) Claimant's limited education and experience. The evidence is that he only completed the 
4th grade in school and his work experience has been limited to driving truck and working as a mechanic. 

"(4) Claimant's loss of earning capacity. This is shown by his actual loss of earnings and by his in-
ability now to continue in the lines of work in which he is experienced. This inability is substantially con 
tributed to by the injuries to claimant's head and neck. 
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0 "In the fir t in tance the i  ue involved in thi ca e turn to a con iderable extent upon the te t

imony and credibility of the claimant who, of cour e, wa  een and heard by the Hearing Officer and
not by the Workmen' Compen ation Board. Therefore, thi court give con iderable weight to the find
ing of the Hearing Officer. Satterfiel v. State Compensation Department, 90 Adv. Sh. 247 (1970)
Hannan v. Goo Samartian Hospital, 90 Adv. Sh. 1721 (July 9, 1970).

"To the under igned it appear that the Hearing Officer in hi Opinion and Order di played a much
more comprehen ive and accurate under tanding of the evidence involved herein and the logical and rea
 onable conclu ion to be drawn therefrom than did the majority of the Workmen' Compen ation Board.

"Therefore, it i the opinion of the court that the Order of the Workmen' Compen ation Board mad
and entered on December 10, 1970  hould be rever ed and the Order of the Hearing Officer made and ente
ed herein on the 22nd day of June, 1970  hould be rein tated and affirmed by thi court.

"Employer i entitled to judgment again t the claimant for it co t and di bur ement herein incurrei

Bigger , Gerald L., WCB 70-572, LANE; Affirmed.
Patitucci, Jo ephine, WCB 70-250, MULTNOMAH; Total Di ability allowed.
Miller, Dale G., WCB 69-2357, LINN; Remanded for review a to whether occupational di ea e or accident.
Sackfield, David, WCB 70-794, COOS; Norman, J: "Thi will acknowledge, with appreciation, the letter you

have furni hed referring to other ca e .

"I cannot find any  ati factory ba i for differing with the Hearing Officer on the elbow injury. The
award for the neck injury i purely nominal, even though it i de cribed by Dr. Smith a " prain of cervical
 pine  uperimpo ed on pre-exi ting o teoarthriti with re idual di ability", wherea the elbow' di ability
i termed per i tent". Thi choice of language coupled with the prior remark about the elbow, and the
availability of " urgical relea e" if it per i t , lead me to conclude that the neck problem i more perman
ent. My own evaluation from thi record i that the claimant will ultimately have at lea t a much inter
ference with hi capacity to work from the neck a 'the elbow,, and that the award for the neck  hould be
increa ed to match it.

"Mr. Flaxel i reque ted to  ubmit an appropriate order."

8 Bigger , Norman, WCB 69-370, COOS; Warden, J: "After completing the reading of the tran cript in the
above ca e and further reviewing the evidence, I am of the opinion that the Workmen' Compen ation
Board Order of 16 December 1970 mu t be modified to award claimant 80 degree for un cheduled di 
ability on the ba i of an injury equal to 25% of the workman. In  o concluding I do not find  ufficient
evidence of cau al connection to attribute claimant' low back  ymptom to thi accident, but am convinc
ed from the evidence that the continued di ability a  ociated with claimant' neck and head injurie , which
are admittedly re ultant from thi accident, i greater than that found in the Determination Order of
February 3, 1969 affirmed by the Hearing Officer on 1 September 1970 and by the Board on 16 Dec
ember 1970.

"The evidence on which the court relie i a follow ;

"(1) Claimant' repeated complaint of headache and neck pain contained in hi te timony before th
Hearing Officer taken 1 December 1969 and again on 3 April 1970. The Hearing Officer did not doubt
the claimant'  tatement regarding pain; thu there doe not appear to be any credibility problem from
claimant' te timony.

"(2) Dr. Adler' report of 12 May 1970 in which he relate that claimant on being examined by Dr.
Adler on February 5, 1970 complained of "neck pain" "...........a  ociated with headache ." Dr. Adler
found "pain on rotation and lateral bending to the left." Claimant' complaint were corroborated by
Dr. Adler' finding , 18 month after the injury, of " pa ticity and tenderne  in the upper fiber of the
right trapeziu ."

"(3) Claimant' limited education and experience. The evidence i that he only completed the
4th grade in  chool and hi work experience ha been limited to driving truck and working a a mechanic.

"(4) Claimant' lo  of earning capacity. Thi i  hown by hi actual lo  of earning and by hi in
ability now to continue in the line of work in which he i experienced. Thi inability i  ub tantially con
tributed to by the injurie to claimant' head and neck.
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"Please prepare an~ forwprd. a form. of. order in cpnformarice with .ttiis letter, allowing attorneys' 
fees of 25% of claimant's incre~_se_d award r,,qt, to exceed. $l;500.00. '.' . 

• ' •••••. , • ,1 ... , 

Grossen, Wm. A, WCB 70-10.65.E°,_cobs; No~man,'.): ·'.'This,;is an appeal· by the claimant from an order of 
· the Board which' rejec;ted that part of the Hearing.,Qfficer's award based on loss of earnings capacity. 

' ' ' 

t' '. 

"The Board predicated its decision solely.' ~pon a lack o.f causation· between injury and loss of earn
ings. Specifically, it found that the claimant was discharged, not because he was physically unable to 
return to his former employment, but because •t.he employer had an opportunity to hire a replacement 
who could make job estimates and _bids as we.II as the work performed by the claimant. 

"On argument bef9re thjs court, the employer• raises for the first time a further reason for affir-
. mance of the. Board decision, 'i.e., that Administrative ·Order No. 1, allowing separate disability awards 

for loss of earning capacitv, is illegal, andthat rio. award should be allowable under it as a separate item. 
Cciunsel for claima·nt responded by argument that if t_he separation of awards into physical and economic 
components i's"unlawful·, then the case should-be remanded to the Hearing Officer for ·consideration of 
a single awa_rd coverin~ both factors.·' ·, , .- 1, · 

. . "It is undisputed that the clai~ant lost .time from his job, returned tb lighter work, then to his 
former heavier work, then was discharged, after which he was unable to obtain similar work from other 
employers. Nor is there any real dispute as to the amount of lost income. The sole issue is the weight 
to be given to the testimony of the employer, who testified that the claimant's work at his former job 
was satisfactory, and that he simply discharged him to hire another man with wider skills. 

"This testimony must be evaluated in these adverse circumstances 
' . '' 

"1. The employer'•s own equivoca·I statements .. For example, 
'0. Did yo·ur release of M~. Grossen have ·anything tci do ..with his ability to perform his job?' 

, A. Not'a thing in the_ ~orld; be~ause he got' h~rt ~or king .for us and every time someone gets 
hurt working for you, you feel thaf you are partly responsible, morally responsible, if anyone gets hurt 
working for you.' · · ' 

'O. Did you offer Mr. Grossen .anoth/H job?' 

'A. No.' 

'O. Why was that?; 

'A. Well, maybe I sh~uld have, but ·1 didn't feel he'd take it, and see - we have only about an 
eight or ten man crew and with my .experience, after several years in the woods and running other -
superintendant of other joos, that when you lower a man's pay and lower -- it just doesn't seem to 
work very good, and I felt that maybe that he could probably could go from there to a job like he had, 
and I don't know, that's just the way .1 felt about it.· It isn't -- I don't say that's the way most peo
ple do it, but I felt at that time th,at would be ,a helping him more than there would be -- giving him 
a chance to get a better job somewhere else.' (Tr p 12-13) 

'O. Did you have any conver,sation with Mr. Grossen when you terminated him, as to the reason 
for it?' 

'A. I don't believe I did. I .told him I was sorry and he said, 'Well, that's the way it goes'.' (Tr 26) 

"It seems to me that firing ari:· injured employee, without explanation, to hire someone he had trained 
to do everything the way he· liked i:o hav.e it done but was actually working for his ex-partner and was 
laid off, arid not even insulting him by offering.him lesser pay when he had earlier tried out at lighter 
work, ·correctly led the claimant to the conc!usion that he was laid off for physical reasons. If discharges 
can be made on this basis, then any employer can evade responsibility for his injured employee by re
hiring him for a few days, verbally proclaiming him completely satisfactory, then firing him for a better 
qualified man. 

"2. The fact that industry, instead of givi~g him. a better job, wouldn't even give him the right 
to apply: (Tr 25, 39) · · · · 
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"Plea e prepare and forward.a form of order in conformance with thi letter, allowing attorney '
fee of 25% of claimant' increa ed award not, to exceed, $1,500.00.''

Gro  en, Wm. A., WCB 70-1065E, COt)S; Norman,,J: "Thi , i an appeal by the claimant from an order of
the Board which rejected that part of the Hearing .Officer' award ba ed on lo  of earning capacity.

"The Board predicated it deci ion  olely upon a lack of cau ation between injury and lo  of earn
ing . Specifically, it found that the claimant wa di charged, not becau e he wa phy ically unable to
return to hi former employment, but becau e the employer had an opportunity to hire a replacement
who could make job e timate and bid a well a the work performed by the claimant.

"On argument before thi court, the employer rai e for the fir t time a further rea on for affir
mance of the Board deci ion, i.e., that Admini trative Order No. 1, allowing  eparate di ability award 
for lo  of earning capacity, i illegal, and that no award  hould be allowable under it a a  eparate item.
Coun el for claimant re ponded by argument that if the  eparation of award into phy ical and economic
component i unlawful, then the ca e  hould be remanded to the Hearing Officer for con ideration of
a  ingle award covering both factor . v.

"It i undi puted that the claimant lo t time from hi job, returned to lighter work, then to hi 
former heavier work, then wa di charged, after which he wa unable to obtain  imilar work from other
employer . Nor i there any real di pute a to the amount of lo t income. The  ole i  ue i the weight
to be given to the te timony of the employer, who te tified that the claimant' work at hi former job
wa  ati factory, and that he  imply di charged him to hire another man with wider  kill .

"Thi te timony mu t be evaluated in the e adver e circum tance 

"1. The employer' own equivocal  tatement . For example,
'Q. Did your relea e of Mr. Gro  en have anything to do with hi ability to perform hi job?'

'A. Nora thing in the world, becau e he got hurt working for u and every time  omeone get 
hurt working for you, you feel that you are partly re pon ible, morally re pon ible, if anyone get hurt
working for you.'

'Q. Did you offer Mr. Gro  en another job?'

'A. No.'

'Q. Why wa that?'

'A. Well, maybe I  hould have, but I didn't feel he'd take it, and  ee we have only about an
eight or ten man crew and with my experience, after  everal year in the wood and running other
 uperintendent of other job , that when you lower a man' pay and lower it ju t doe n't  eem to
work very good, and I felt that maybe that he could probably could go from there to a job like he had,
and I don't know, that' ju t the way I felt about it. It i n't I don't  ay that' the way mo t peo
ple do it, but I felt at that time that would be,a helping him more than there would be giving him
a chance to get a better job  omewhere el e.' (Tr p 12-13)

'Q. Did you have any conver ation with Mr. Gro  en when you terminated him, a to the rea on
for it?'

'A. I don't believe I did. I told him I wa  orry and he  aid, 'Well, that' the way it goe '.' (Tr 26)

"It  eem to me that firing an injured employee, without explanation, to hire  omeone he had trained
to do everything the way he liked to have it done but wa actually working for hi ex-partner and wa 
laid off, arid not even in ulting him by offering him le  er pay when he had earlier tried out at lighter
work, correctly led the claimant to the conclu ion that he wa laid off for phy ical rea on . If di charge 
can be made on thi ba i , then any employer can evade re pon ibility for hi injured employee by re
hiring him for a few day , verbally proclaiming him completely  ati factory, then firing him for a better
qualified man. .,

"2. The fact that Indu try,, in tead of giving him a better job, wouldn't even give him the right
to apply. (Tr 25, 39) .
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69 "3. The undisputed medical testimony that claimant was unable to do his job. The doctor may 

have relied upon his patient's statement that his work was too slow, not an unusual procedure, and may 
have mistaken the difference between a hook tender and rigging slinger, but his opinion is emphatic in 
finding the claimant cannot perform his former job, based on a thorough knowledge of the case. If the 
employer can defeat undisputed medical testimony because it is predicated in minor part on subjective 
complaints and slips of the pen, without clarification by cross-examination or correspondence, or separate 
medical testimony, then the system of medical evidence through reports is seriously flawed. 

"4. Most important, the appraisal of witnesses by the Hearing Officer, who saw the witnesses and 
was highly impressed by the claimant, less so with the employer. 

"The employer's effort to challenge an industry-wide administrative order of the Board, in a hearing 
where no one on behalf of the Board is represented, without even heretofore raising the matter in pro
ceedings before the Board, and without a word in the record upon which this court must rule, cannot be 
countenanced. This would be an unwarranted judicial invasion of administrative procedures in the wrong 
place, at the wrong time, and between the wrong parties. Furthermore, as appears from a brief filed with 
me by claimant's counsel, claimant does not care one way or the other, whether the Board's rule is sus
tained or overthrown, so long as he prevails as to the award. It is also my impression that the actual 
award made by the Hearing Officer, whether stated according to formula or in lump, is a proper disposition. 

"This letter is intended as findings of fact, and counsel for claimant is requested to prepare_ an order 
consonant with these findings." 

75 Anderson, Donald J., WCB 70-872, LANE; Allen, J: "This matter comes on for hearing before the court upon 
the original transcribed record prepared pursuant to the provisions of ORS 656.295, all exhibits, the decisions 
and orders entered during the hearing and review proceedings, the briefs of the parties on review, and the 
Order of the Workmen's Compensation Board subjected to review, the parties having been given an oppor
tunity by the Order made and entered herein on January 26, 1971 to submit oral argument, additional 
briefs, or additional evidence on the issue of extent of disability, and the parties having declined to accept 
the opportunity offered to them by the court to present oral argument, additional briefs or additional 
evidence on the issue of the extent of disability. 

"This matter is before the court upon an appeal by the claimant requesting the following relief. 

"1. An order directing the employer, United States Plywood-Champion Paper to pay the Claimant 
compensation for temporary total disability commencing January 13, 1970. 

"2. A judgment for Claimant's costs and disbursements incurred herein. 

"3. An order awarding Claimant's attorneys fees equal to twenty-five per cent of the additional 
compensation awarded by the court to be a lien upon and paid out of compensation by the employer. 

"4. An order cancelling the determination of the Workmen's Compensation Board dated April 
13, 1970 and directing that a first determination be made of Claimant's disability after his condition 
has become medically stationary. 

"Addressing the attention of the court to item 4, it would appear to the court that the Order of 
the Hearing Officer dated August 14, 1970 reopening claimant's claim and requiring payment of time 
loss benefits, medical care and treatment until such time as the claimant's condition becomes medically 
stationary and claimant's claim closed, pursuant to ORS 656.268, gives claimant the relief requested in 
item 4. Under ORS 656.268, when the claimant's condition becomes medically stationary claimant's 
claim will be examined and further compensation, including an award of permanent disability, if any, 
will be determined notwithstanding that an award of permanent disability was made by the Closing and 
Evaluation Division of the Workmen's Compensation Baord on April 13, 1970, and the court sees no 
useful purpose to be served by directing a first determination to be made of claimant's disability after 
his condition has become stationary. 

"The record indicates that the claim was closed originally on Dr. Larson's report, dated January 12, 
1970, Joint Exhibit 28, in which Dr. Larson indicates that as the claimant's condit'ion appears to have 
been relatively stationary over the past four or five months, he was of the opinion that claim closure 
could now be undertaken, Subsequently and on May 25, 1970 the claimant was examined by Dr. Cottrell 
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69 "3. The undi puted medical te timony that claimant wa unable to do hi job. The doctor may
have relied upon hi patient'  tatement that hi work wa too  low, not an unu ual procedure, and may
have mi taken the difference between a hook tender and rigging  linger, but hi opinion i emphatic in
finding the claimant cannot perform hi former job, ba ed on a thorough knowledge of the ca e. If the
employer can defeat undi puted medical te timony becau e it i predicated in minor part on  ubjective
complaint and  lip of the pen, without clarification by cro  -examination or corre pondence, or  eparate
medical te timony, then the  y tem of medical evidence through report i  eriou ly flawed.

"4. Mo t important, the apprai al of witne  e by the Hearing Officer, who  aw the witne  e and
wa highly impre  ed by the claimant, le   o with the employer.

"The employer' effort to challenge an indu try-wide admini trative order of the Board, in a hearing
where no one on behalf of the Board i repre ented, without even heretofore rai ing the matter in pro
ceeding before the Board, and without a word in the record upon which thi court mu t rule, cannot be
countenanced. Thi would be an unwarranted judicial inva ion of admini trative procedure in the wrong
place, at the wrong time, and between the wrong partie . Furthermore, a appear from a brief filed with
me by claimant' coun el, claimant doe not care one way or the other, whether the Board' rule i  u 
tained or overthrown,  o long a he prevail a to the award. It i al o my impre  ion that the actual
award made by the Hearing Officer, whether  tated according to formula or in lump, i a proper di po ition.

"Thi letter i intended a finding of fact, and coun el for claimant i reque ted to prepare an order
con onant with the e finding ."

75 Ander on, Donald J., WCB 70-872, LANE; Allen, J: "Thi matter come on for hearing before the court upon
the original tran cribed record prepared pur uant to the provi ion of ORS 656.295, all exhibit , the deci ion 
and order entered during the hearing and review proceeding , the brief of the partie on review, and the
Order of the Workmen' Compen ation Board  ubjected to review, the partie having been given an oppor
tunity by the Order made and entered herein on January 26, 1971 to  ubmit oral argument, additional
brief , or additional evidence on the i  ue of extent of di ability, and the partie having declined to accept
the opportunity offered to them by the court to pre ent oral argument, additional brief or additional
evidence on the i  ue of the extent of di ability.

"Thi matter i before the court upon an appeal by the claimant reque ting the following relief.

"1. An order directing the employer. United State Plywood-Champion Paper to pay the Claimant
compen ation for temporary total di ability commencing January 13, 1970.

"2. A judgment for Claimant' co t and di bur ement incurred herein.

"3. An order awarding Claimant' attorney fee equal to twenty-five per cent of the additional
compen ation awarded by the court to be a lien upon and paid out of compen ation by the employer.

"4. An order cancelling the determination of the Workmen' Compen ation Board dated April
13, 1970 and directing that a fir t determination be made of Claimant' di ability after hi condition
ha become medically  tationary.

"Addre  ing the attention of the court to item 4, it would appear to the court that the Order of
the Hearing Officer dated Augu t 14, 1970 reopening claimant' claim and requiring payment of time
lo  benefit , medical care and treatment until  uch time a the claimant' condition become medically
 tationary and claimant' claim clo ed, pur uant to ORS 656.268, give claimant the relief reque ted in
item 4. Under ORS 656.268, when the claimant' condition become medically  tationary claimant' 
claim will be examined and further compen ation, including an award of permanent di ability, if any,
will be determined notwith tanding that an award of permanent di ability wa made by the Clo ing and
Evaluation Divi ion of the Workmen' Compen ation Baord on April 13, 1970, and the court  ee no
u eful purpo e to be  erved by directing a first determination to be made of claimant' di ability after
hi condition ha become  tationary.

"The record indicate that the claim wa clo ed originally on Dr. Lar on' report, dated January 12,
1970, Joint Exhibit 28, in which Dr. Lar on indicate that a the claimant' condition appear to have
been relatively  tationary over the pa t four or five month , he wa of the opinion that claim clo ure
could now be undertaken: Sub equently and on May 25, 1970 the claimant wa examined by Dr. Cottrell
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75 and his report dated May 28, 1970 is Claimant's Exhibit A. Dr. Cottrell was of the opinion that on 

the basis of claimant's continuing symptoms he remains unable to work and that he is unable to say 
that his condition is stationary .. Dr. Cottrell believes he would benefit from further medical care, stat· 
ing that since the claimant was not able to work the way he is that he, Dr. Cottrell, suggests specified 
further medical treatment. 

"Thus, the record indicates the claimant's condition was medically stationary on January 12, 1970 
in the opinion of one doctor, and was not on May 25, 1970 in the opinion of another. It is possible 
to accept both of these opinions and come-to·the logical conclusion, which is contrary to the conclusions 
of the Hearing Officer and the Workmen's Compensation Board. I concur with the opinion of the Hear
ing Officer and the Board that the record does not reflect a total disability for the entire period follow
ing January 13, 1970. However, I disagree with the Hearing Officer and the Board in their conclusions 
that the payment of claimant's temporary total disability payments should commence upon the claimant's 
reporting and receiving medical treatment and when directed by the treating physician. Based upon Dr. 
Cottrell's report, the undersigned is of the opinion that as of the date of Dr. Cottrell's examination, May 
25, 1970, that the claimant was in need of further medical care and treatment, that his condition was 
not medically stationary, and that at least as of that date the claimant was temporarily totally disabled. 

"The court therefore finds that the Order on Review of the Workmen's Compensation Board dated 
the 22nd of May, 1970 should be modified to provide that the claimant be entitled to temporary total 
disability benefits from May 25, 1970 until the date upon which temporary total disability benefits 
were commenced to be paid the employer under the Order of the Hearing Officer dated August 14, 1970. 

"Claimant's attorneys are entitled to a fee equivalent to 25% of the additional compensation award
ed to the claimant by virtue of this Opinion, and the Judgment to be prepared in accordance therewith, 
said fees to be a lien on and paid out of said compensation to claimant's attorneys by the employer, and 
the claimant is entitled to a Judgment for his costs and disbursements incurred herein." 

76. Bray, Mildred, WCB 69-176, JACKSON; Affirmed. 
80 Powell, James F., WCB 70-1202, MULTNOMAH; Hearing Officer award reinstated. 
86 Tiffany, George E .• WCB 69-2367, MULTNOMAH; Affirmed. 
87 Schefter, Clifford J., WCB 70-798, MULTNOMAH; Award increased to 96 degrees. 
91 Briones, Ramon F., WCB 70-1250, MULTNOMAH; Permanent total disability allowed. 
93 Spence, Leonard F., WCB 70-600, LANE; Back ·award increased to 64 degrees. 
94 Fitzmorris, Willard D., WCB 691800, JACKSON; Affirmed. 
97 Ping, Adlore E .• WCB 69-2098, LANE; Dismissed for failure to comply with ORS 656.298. 

102 Alexander, Jack, WCB 69-1003, MULTNOMAH; Affirmed. 
107 Kolander, Mae E., WCB 70-661, MULTNOMAH; Unscheduled award increased to 240 degrees. 
110 Gaffney, Cona Lee, WCB 70-961, MULTNOMAH; Claim allowed. 
114 Cavin, Thelma J., WCB 70-1245, MARION; Remanded for further medical reports. 
120 Thurston, Heber W., WCB 69-975, MULTNOMAH; Compensation allowed on occupational disease claim. 
122 Tincknell, Ella, WCB 69-1864, MARION; Affirmed. 
124 Patterson, Henry S., WCB 69-1244, CLATSOP; Affirmed. 
128 Smith, George R., WCB 70-1255, MULTNOMAH; Affirmed. 
132 Ullrich, Miles R., WCB 70-1152, MULTNOMAH; Award increased to 192 degrees loss arm for back and 88 

degrees for each leg. 
133 Bergline, Ruth I. Ferguson, WCB 69-1482, JACKSON; Affirmed. 
135 Garrett, Gurley, WCB 70-347, LANE; Affirmed. 
138 Gunter, Clarice D., WCB 70-1027, CLACKAMAS; Hammond, J: "This matter coming on to be heard on 

appeal from an order entered by the Workmen's Compensation Board on January 29, 1971, and the 
Court having heard the argument of counsel and having examined the record submitted upon such appeal 
including the briefs of counsel, and the Court being advised in the premises, now therefore 

"THE COURT FINDS that at the time the claimant sustained the injury referred to in these pro
ceedings she was a workman employed as a domestic servant in and about a private home and, therefore, 
subject to the exception described in ORS 656.027 (1). The Court, therefore, finds that the order of 
the Workmen's Compensation Board should be affirmed. While the Court does not concur in the Board's 
characterization of the claimant as "an adult baby sitter" and while it does appear that the claimant has 
some expertise flowing from her training as a nurse's aide, it nevertheless appears ttiat at the time of her 
employment the claimant was employed exclusively in serving Mrs. Lucille Mersereau in the Mersereau 
home and that at such time she was an employee of Mr. Roland W. Mersereau, who was guardian of 
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and hi report dated May 28, 1970 i Claimant' Exhibit A. Dr. Cottrell wa of the opinion that on
the ba i of claimant' continuing  ymptom he remain unable to work and that he i unable to  ay
that hi condition i  tationary. Dr. Cottrell believe he would benefit from further medical care,  tat
ing that  ince the claimant wa not able to work the way he i that he. Dr. Cottrell,  ugge t  pecified
further medical treatment.

"Thu , the record indicate the claimant' condition wa medically  tationary on January 12, 1970
in the opinion of one doctor, and wa not on May 25, 1970 in the opinion of another. It i po  ible
to accept both of the e opinion and come to the logical conclu ion, which i contrary to the conclu ion 
of the Hearing Officer and the Workmen' Compen ation Board. I concur with the opinion of the Hear
ing Officer and the Board that the record doe not reflect a total di ability for the entire period follow
ing January 13, 1970. However, I di agree with the Hearing Officer and the Board in their conclu ion 
that the payment of claimant' temporary total di ability payment  hould commence upon the claimant' 
reporting and receiving medical treatment and when directed by the treating phy ician. Ba ed upon Dr.
Cottrell' report, the under igned i of the opinion that a of the date of Dr. Cottrell' examination. May
25, 1970, that the claimant wa in need of further medical care and treatment, that hi condition wa 
not medically  tationary, and that at lea t a of that date the claimant wa temporarily totally di abled.

"The court therefore find that the Order on Review of the Workmen' Compen ation Board dated
the 22nd of May, 1970  hould be modified to provide that the claimant be entitled to temporary total
di ability benefit from May 25, 1970 until the date upon which temporary total di ability benefit 
were commenced to be paid the employer under the Order of the Hearing Officer dated Augu t 14, 1970.

"Claimant' attorney are entitled to a fee equivalent to 25% of the additional compen ation award
ed to the claimant by virtue of thi Opinion, and the Judgment to be prepared in accordance therewith,
 aid fee to be a lien on and paid out of  aid compen ation to claimant' attorney by the employer, and
the claimant i entitled to a Judgment for hi co t and di bur ement incurred herein."

Bray, Mildred, WCB 69-176, JACKSON; Affirmed.
Powell, Jame F., WCB 70-1202, MULTNOMAH; Hearing Officer award rein tated.
Tiffany, George E„ WCB 69-2367, MULTNOMAH; Affirmed.
Schefter, Clifford J., WCB 70-798, MULTNOMAH; Award increa ed to 96 degree .
Brione , Ramon F., WCB 70-1250, MULTNOMAH; Permanent total di ability allowed.
Spence, Leonard F., WCB 70-600, LANE; Back award increa ed to 64 degree .
Fitzmorri , Willard D„ WCB 69-1800, JACKSON; Affirmed.
Ping, Adlore E., WCB 69-2098, LANE; Di mi  ed for failure to comply with ORS 656.298.
Alexander, Jack, WCB 69-1003, MULTNOMAH; Affirmed.
Kolander, Mae E., WCB 70-661, MULTNOMAH; Un cheduled award increa ed to 240 degree .
Gaffney, Cona Lee, WCB 70-961, MULTNOMAH; Claim allowed.
Cavin, Thelma J., WCB 70-1245, MARION; Remanded for further medical report .
Thur ton, Heber W., WCB 69-975, MULTNOMAH; Compen ation allowed on occupational di ea e claim.
Tincknell, Ella, WCB 69-1864, MARION; Affirmed.
Patter on, Henry S., WCB 69-1244, CLATSOP; Affirmed.
Smith, George R„ WCB 70-1255, MULTNOMAH; Affirmed.
Ullrich, Mile R., WCB 70-1152, MULTNOMAH; Award increa ed to 192 degree lo  arm for back and 88

degree for each leg.
Bergline, Ruth I. Fergu on, WCB 69-1482, JACKSON; Affirmed.
Garrett, Gurley, WCB 70-347, LANE; Affirmed.
Gunter, Clarice D., WCB 70-1027, CLACKAMAS; Hammond, J: "Thi matter coming on to be heard on

appeal from an order entered by the Workmen' Compen ation Board on January 29, 1971, and the
Court having heard the argument of coun el and having examined the record  ubmitted upon  uch appeal
including the brief of coun el, and the Court being advi ed in the premi e , now therefore

"THE COURT FINDS that at the time the claimant  u tained the injury referred to in the e pro
ceeding  he wa a workman employed a a dome tic  ervant in and about a private home and, therefore,
 ubject to the exception de cribed in ORS 656.027 (1). The Court, therefore, find that the order of
the Workmen' Compen ation Board  hould be affirmed. While the Court doe not concur in the Board' 
characterization of the claimant a "an adult baby  itter" and while it doe appear that the claimant ha 
 ome experti e flowing from her training a a nur e' aide, it neverthele  appear that at the time of her
employment the claimant wa employed exclu ively in  erving Mr . Lucille Mer ereau in the Mer ereau
home and that at  uch time  he wa an employee of Mr. Roland W. Mer ereau, who wa guardian of
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the estate of his mother, Lucille Mersereau. The Court does not feel that the claimant was an indepen-
dent contractor since her services were subject to direction and control. The services rendered by the 
claimant appear to this Court to be within the exceptions intended by the legislature and above referred to." 

Gee, Christine, WCB 70-32, UMATILLA; Kaye, J: "This matter comes before the Court upon an appeal by 
Claimant from a determination of the Workmen's Compensation Board affirming an Order of the Hearing 
Officer establishing the degree of permanent partial disability awarded Claimant. 

"Claimant, a psychiatric aide at Eastern Oregon Hospital and Training Center in Pendleton, sustain
ed injuries in the course of her employment on August 12, 1968, when a patient playfully grabbed her 
around the neck, slipped and fell, pulling Claimant to the floor. Claimant was granted an award for per
manent partial disability equal to 10% loss of workman. 

"Claimant has had erratic pattern of employment. However, she did obtain work at the Eastern 
Oregon Hospital and Training Center in January, 1967. She passed her six months probationary period, 
and was on permanent employment status at the time of the injury in August, 1968. Claimant's work 
had been evaluated for the period ending July 31, 1968, and she had received a rating of "performance 
meeting general requirement standards." 

"Claimant is a female who at the time of the subject injury was 49 years of age. She is of slight 
stature, and weighs approximately one hundred pounds. The Hearing Officer draws an inference from 
the record that a doctor, prior to the injury, would have advised Mrs. Gee to seek lighter employment. 
The fact is, Mrs. Gee was doing the work she was employed to do, and her work was rated satisfactory. 
The Hearing Officer does not indicate the basis of his inference from the record. After the injury in 
August, 1968, Mrs. Gee continued her employment at the Hospital until terminated in April, 1969. 

"Again, the Hearing Officer makes reference to Claimant's history of mental and emotional pro
blems dating back to 1961. (Page 3 of Opinion and Order). The Court fails to understand the relation
ship of this fact to the cause of the accident, and resulting injuries sustained by Claimant in August, 1968. 

"Claimant has been examined by no less than three doctors in the Pendleton area; Dr. Donald Smith, 
Dr. Joe Brennan and Dr. V. H. Gehling. Each of the doctors found that Claimant experienced consider
able discomfort and pain in the lower portion of the neck and upper dorsal spine. Each of the doctors 
found varying degrees of osteoporosis of the bones. 

"Dr. Brennan attributed some of the Claimant's back trouble to the fact she was doing work which 
was too heavy for her. Her employment at the State Hospital involved working with and handling pat
ients on the retarded children's ward. Dr. Brennan advised Mrs. Gee to change her job, which she attempt-
ed to do. · 

"Dr. Smith's letter report of June 23, 1969, states Claimant continued to complaint regarding her 
upper dorsal spine, and to a lesser extent her neck. Mrs. Gee expressed complaint with her inability to 
work or do anything by way of gainful employment. 

"In June, 1970, Mrs. Gee obtained work as a fry cook in a cafe in Pendleton. Her employer test
ified her work was satisfactory, although it was admitted that Mrs. Gee did not lift a potato pot which 
weighed between fifteen to twenty pounds. There are other items she did not lift but they were not 
itemized. The employer testified Mrs. Gee was a willing worker. 

"The Claimant at the time of her termination at the Hospital was earning $394.00 per month for 
a 40 hour week. Her wage as a fry cook is $1.85 per hour for a 30 hours week shift. Due to the rela
tive short period of work subsequent to the accident Claimant's earning capacity cannot be adequately 
measured by her present wage. 

"Under the authority of Coday 11. H'illamcllc Tug and Barge, 250 Or 39, the Court concludes after 
a review of the record that the degree of permanent partial disability should be increased to 25% for 
unscheduled disability. 

"The Court cannot refrain from commenting upon Respondent's brief in which the writer makes 
demeaning and caustic statements as to the nature of Claimant's work; "bed pan brigade", and reference 
to her work at the Hospital as being "marginal", and that Claimant had "no real desire to work". The 
record does not support any of these statements. 
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138 the e tate of hi mother, Lucille Mer ereau. The Court doe not feel that the claimant wa an indepen
dent contractor  ince her  ervice were  ubject to direction and control. The  ervice rendered by the
claimant appear to thi Court to be within the exception intended by the legi lature and above referred to."

140 Gee, Chri tine, WCB 70-32, UMATILLA; Kaye, J: "Thi matter come before the Court upon an appeal by
Claimant from a determination of the Workmen' Compen ation Board affirming an Order of the Hearing
Officer e tabli hing the degree of permanent partial di ability awarded Claimant.

"Claimant, a p ychiatric aide at Ea tern Oregon Ho pital and Training Center in Pendleton,  u tain
ed injurie in the cour e of her employment on Augu t 12, 1968, when a patient playfully grabbed her
around the neck,  lipped and fell, pulling Claimant to the floor. Claimant wa granted an award for per
manent partial di ability equal to 10% lo  of workman.

"Claimant ha had erratic pattern of employment. However,  he did obtain work at the Ea tern
Oregon Ho pital and Training Center in January, 1967. She pa  ed her  ix month probationary period,
and wa on permanent employment  tatu at the time of the injury in Augu t, 1968. Claimant' work
had been evaluated for the period ending July 31, 1968, and  he had received a rating of "performance
meeting general requirement  tandard ."

"Claimant i a female who at the time of the  ubject injury wa 49 year of age. She i of  light
 tature, and weigh approximately one hundred pound . The Hearing Officer draw an inference from
the record that a doctor, prior to the injury, would have advi ed Mr . Gee to  eek lighter employment.
The fact i , Mr . Gee wa doing the work  he wa employed to do, and her work wa rated  ati factory.
The Hearing Officer doe not indicate the ba i of hi inference from the record. After the injury in
Augu t, 1968, Mr . Gee continued her employment at the Ho pital until terminated in April, 1969.

"Again, the Hearing Officer make reference to Claimant' hi tory of mental and emotional pro
blem dating back to 1961. (Page 3 of Opinion and Order). The Court fail to under tand the relation
 hip of thi fact to the cau e of the accident, and re ulting injurie  u tained by Claimant in Augu t,1968.

"Claimant ha been examined by no le  than three doctor in the Pendleton area; Dr. Donald Smith,
Dr. Joe Brennan and Dr. V. H. Gehling. Each of the doctor found that Claimant experienced con ider
able di comfort and pain in the lower portion of the neck and upper dor al  pine. Each of the doctor 
found varying degree of o teoporo i of the bone .

"Dr. Brennan attributed  ome of the Claimant' back trouble to the fact  he wa doing work which
wa too heavy for her. Her employment at the State Ho pital involved working with and handling pat
ient on the retarded children' ward. Dr. Brennan advi ed Mr . Gee to change her job, which  he attempt
ed to do.

"Dr. Smith' letter report of June 23, 1969,  tate Claimant continued to complaint regarding her
upper dor al  pine, and to a le  er extent her neck. Mr . Gee expre  ed complaint with her inability to
work or do anything by way of gainful employment.

"In June, 1970, Mr . Gee obtained work a a fry cook in a cafe in Pendleton. Her employer te t
ified her work wa  ati factory, although it wa admitted that Mr . Gee did not lift a potato pot which
weighed between fifteen to twenty pound . There are other item  he did not lift but they were not
itemized. The employer te tified Mr . Gee wa a willing worker.

"The Claimant at the time of her termination at the Ho pital wa earning $394.00 per month for
a 40 hour week. Her wage a a fry cook i $1.85 per hour for a 30 hour week  hift. Due to the rela
tive  hort period of work  ub equent to the accident Claimant' earning capacity cannot be adequately
mea ured by her pre ent wage.

"Under the authority of Co ay v. Willamette Tug an Barge, 250 Or 39, the Court conclude after
a review of the record that the degree of permanent partial di ability  hould be increa ed to 25% for
un cheduled di ability.

"The Court cannot refrain from commenting upon Re pondent' brief in which the writer make 
demeaning and cau tic  tatement a to the nature of Claimant' work; "bed pan brigade", and reference
to her work at the Ho pital a being "marginal", and that Claimant had "no real de ire to work". The
record doe not  upport any of the e  tatement .
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"It should be noted that the ~riter of Respondent's bri\)f did riot argue the case before the Court." 

Dean, Robert G., WCB 70-1254, WASHINGTON; Affirmed. 
Kelley, Charles C., WCB 69-2050, JOSEPHINE; Remanded. 
Alstead, Lyn Woodard, WCB 70-1068, MULTNOMAH; Award increased to 115.2 degrees. 
Brown, Ernest J., WCB 69-783, BENTON; Dismissed for lack of jurisdiction because appeal not timely taken. 
Brown, Ernest J., WCB 69-783, MARION; Hay, J: "The above-entitled matter having come on for hearing 

before the Honorable Douglas Hay, Marion County Circuit Court, J. David Kryger of Emmons, Kyle, 
Kropp & Kryger appearing for, and on behalf of, the claimant, Ernest J. Brown; and James P. Cronan, Jr., 
Assistant Attorney General, appearing for, and in behalf of the Medical Board of Review; and the Work
men's Compensation Board and the Court having heard oral argu·ments from both parties and having con
sidered the pleadings and Exhibits; and the Court being now fully advised in the premises hereby finds that 
Petitioner's Petition for Alternative Writ of Mandamus is well taken, and, therefore, 

"HEREBY ORDERS, DIRECTS AND DECREES that the Workmen's Compensation Board of the 
State of Oregon, consisting of Keith Wilson, Chairman; William A. Callahan, Commissioner and George 
Moore, Commissioner, enter an Order declaring that the above-named claimant, Ernest J. Brown, did sus
tain a compensable occupational disease as originally found by the Hearing Officer, Kirk A. Mulder, in 
his Opinion and Order dated January 27, 1970; and further ordering the State Accident Insurance Fund, 
the employer's insurance carrier, to pay unto claimant all his benefits as prescribed by the Oregon Work
men's Compensation Law which includes temporary total disability benefits and permanent disability bene
fits, be it partial or total; the payment of said compensation is not to be staid by an appeal by any of 
the parties above mentioned or the State Accident Insurance Fund as an intervening party pending appeal 
pursuant to ORS 656.313, and · 

"IT IS FURTHER HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the claimant shall 
recover his costs and disbursements from the Workmen's Compensation Board in the sum of $ _____ ." 

"DATED this 29th day of July, 1971." 

145 Brown, Ernest J., WCB 69-783, BENTON; Mengler, J: "This matter came on September 28, 1971 for review 
by the Court. The Court has reviewed the record, and has considered the oral arguments of respective 
counsel. The Court now finds as follows: 

"1. On January 27, 1970 the Hearing Officer for the Workmen's Compensation Board ordered the 
claim remanded to State Accident Insurance Fund for payment of the claim and $550. as reasonable 
attorney fees. 

"2. On February 10, 1970, the State Accident Insurance Fund filed an appeal from the January 
27, 1970, Order and Findings, to the Medical Board of Review. This appeal did not stay compensation. 
ORS656.313(11. I 

"3. On April 20, 1970, the January 27, 1970 Order of the Hearings Officer was reversed. 

"4. On September 8, 1970, _an Order was entered in a Mandamus proceeding in the Circuit Court 
of Marion County ordering the State Accident Insurance Fund to pay compensation to the Claimant from 
the date of onset of the occupational disease to April 20, 1970._ 

"5. On February 5, 1971, the Workmen's Compensation Board found that penalties as provided 
under ORS 656.262 (Al should not be assessed against the State Accident Insurance Fund. 

"6. On April 27, 1970, the Hearing Officer entered an Order disallowing the claim for penalties 
and attorney fees under ORS 636.262 (Al and 656.382 (1). 

"7. Neither_ the Hearings Officer nor the Workmen's Compensation Board made findings as to 
whether there was ui:1reasonable delay or refusal to pay. 

"8. That the State Accident Insurance Fund unreasonably delayed, refused, .and resisted the pay
ment of the compensation ordered. 

"9. That the claimant is entitled to recover from the State Accident Insurance Fund an additional 
amount equal to 25% of the amounts paid and additional attorney fees of $500.00. 

"10. Claimant's attorney may prepare an appropriate Order." 

.57. 

140 "It  hould be noted that the writer of Re pondent' brief did hot argue the ca e before the Court."

141 Dean, Robert G„ WCB 70-1254, WASHINGTON; Affirmed.
143 Kelley, Charle C„ WCB 69-2050, JOSEPHINE; Remanded.
144 Al tead, Lyn Woodard, WCB 70-1068, MULTNOMAH; Award increa ed to 115.2 degree .
145 Brown, Erne t J., WCB 69-783, BENTON; Di mi  ed for lack of juri diction becau e appeal not timely taken.
145 Brown, Erne t J., WCB 69-783, MARION; Hay, J: "The above-entitled matter having come on for hearing

before the Honorable Dougla Hay, Marion County Circuit Court, J. David Kryger of Emmon , Kyle,
Kropp & Kryger appearing for, and on behalf of, the claimant, Erne t J. Brown; and Jame P. Cronan, Jr.,
A  i tant Attorney General, appearing for, and in behalf of the Medical Board of Review; and the Work
men' Compen ation Board and the Court having heard oral argument from both partie and having con
 idered the pleading and Exhibit ; and the Court being now fully advi ed in the premi e hereby find that
Petitioner' Petition for Alternative Writ of Mandamu i well taken, and, therefore,

"HEREBY ORDERS, DIRECTS AND DECREES that the Workmen' Compen ation Board of the
State of Oregon, con i ting of Keith Wil on, Chairman; William A. Callahan, Commi  ioner and George
Moore, Commi  ioner, enter an Order declaring that the above-named claimant, Erne t J. Brown, did  u 
tain a compen able occupational di ea e a originally found by the Hearing Officer, Kirk A. Mulder, in
hi Opinion and Order dated January 27, 1970; and further ordering the State Accident In urance Fund,
the employer' in urance carrier, to pay unto claimant all hi benefit a pre cribed by the Oregon Work
men' Compen ation Law which include temporary total di ability benefit and permanent di ability bene
fit , be it partial or total; the payment of  aid compen ation i not to be  taid by an appeal by any of
the partie above mentioned or the State Accident In urance Fund a an intervening party pending appeal
pur uant to ORS 656.313, and

"IT IS FURTHER HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the claimant  hall
recover hi co t and di bur ement from the Workmen' Compen ation Board in the  um of $."

"DATED thi 29th day of July, 1971."

145 Brown, Erne t J., WCB 69-783, BENTON; Mengler, J: "Thi matter came on September 28, 1971 for review
by the Court. The Court ha reviewed the record, and ha con idered the oral argument of re pective
coun el. The Court now find a follow :

"1. On January 27, 1970 the Hearing Officer for the Workmen' Compen ation Board ordered the
claim remanded to State Accident In urance Fund for payment of the claim and $550. a rea onable
attorney fee .

"2. On February 10, 1970, the State Accident In urance Fund filed an appeal from the January
27, 1970, Order and Finding , to the Medical Board of Review. Thi appeal did not  tay compen ation.
ORS 656.313 (1). 7

"3. On April 20, 1970, the January 27, 1970 Order of the Hearing Officer wa rever ed.

"4. On September 8, 1970, an Order wa entered in a Mandamu proceeding in the Circuit Court
of Marion County ordering the State Accident In urance Fund to pay compen ation to the Claimant from
the date of on et of the occupational di ea e to April 20, 1970.

"5. On February 5, 1971, the Workmen' Compen ation Board found that penaltie a provided
under ORS 656.262 (A)  hould not be a  e  ed again t the State Accident In urance Fund.

"6. On April 27, 1970, the Hearing Officer entered an Order di allowing the claim for penaltie 
and attorney fee under ORS 636.262 (A) and 656.382 (1).

"7. Neither the Hearing Officer nor the Workmen' Compen ation Board made finding a to
whether there wa unrea onable delay or refu al to pay.

"8. That the State Accident In urance Fund unrea onably delayed, refu ed, and re i ted the pay
ment of the compen ation ordered.

"9. That the claimant i entitled to recover from the State Accident In urance Fund an additional
amount equal to 25% of the amount paid and additional attorney fee of $500.00.

"10. Claimant' attorney may prepare an appropriate Order."
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Proffitt, Marvin J., WCB 70-811, LINN; Affirmed 
Williams, James A., WCB 70-615, COOS; Claimant's appeal to this Court be and it hereby is dismissed on the 

ground that Requests for Review are timely under ORS 656.289 (3) and 656.295 (2) if mailed within 30 
days of the mailing of the applicable Opinion and Order, such requirement having been met by said Nov
ember 23, 1970 mailing, the 30th day being a Sunday, a holiday required to be excluded in computing 
time under ORS 174.120-and 187.010 (1) (a). 

Grimm, Janet, WCB 70-1091, MULTNOMAH; Affirmed. 
Nordahl, Melvin S., WCB 70-640, LANE; Affirmed. 
Davis, Myrtle R., WCB 70-1276, DOUGLAS; Sanders, J: "This is a review of an order entered by the Work

men's Compensation Board affirming an order by the Hearing Officer awarding claimant 75 degrees of the 
maximum 192 degr~es for unscheduled disabilty and denying any separate award for the left leg and left 
arm. 

"The injury occurred September 15, 1966. By February, 1967, her attending physician recommend
ed the matter be closed on the first of March and that she would have minimum premanent disability and 
could resume her employment. Due to contentions by claimant of further problems and inability to work 
she did not resume her work. A myelogram indicated a possible defect correctable by surgery, which was 
performed on September 1, 1967. Notwithstanding the myelogram, there was found to be no rupture, 
herniation or compression which would cause claimant any difficulty. The matter continued until June 
7, 1968, at which ti me her case was closed, awarding her 20% benefits of the maximum then awardable. 

"It is significant to note that upon an examination on August 29 of 1968 by Dr. Gilsdorf, notwith
standing plaintiff's complaints of weakness and inability to move, there was no atrophy in the thigh or 
calf areas. Further complaints led to exploratory surgery on March 12, 1969, which resulted in the re
moval of some scar tissue but, again, nothing was found which could account for claimant's symptoms. 
The case was again closed on July 23, 1969. 

"She was thereafter to see a Dr. Wooliever and did see him but failed to keep a subsequent appoint
ment. In the interim she has gained considerable weight and apparently finds it difficult to lose the weight, 
although more than one physician has expressly told her this substantially contributes to her condition. 

"As of June 27, 1970, Dr. Wooli~ver writes of claimant: 

'I believe that the condition of Mrs. Davis is stationary.' I also believe that her disability at the pre
sent time is approximately the same as it was when her claim was evaluated and closed previously. I do 
not think that an award should be considered for other symptoms relative to the back as they are sym
ptoms and not an additional injury; therefore, the radiation of the pain into the left lower extremity 
would not be accorded the title of an injury.' 

"There were other conditions that claimant was having, what is known in the medical profession 
as an anterior scalene syndrome--that is to say, some difficulty with her upper left extremity. The case 
was left open following the Hearing Officer's taking of testimony to receive Dr. Wooliever's opinion in 
this respect. With reference to the syndrome, he reported: 

'It was my impression that Mrs. Davis had symptoms of a scalene syndrome when I saw her last 
April. This condition is frequently associated with chronic nervious anxiety tension; however, I would 
expect it to have presented itself a couple o.f years ago rather than just last April if it were entirely re
lated to her chronic low back pain and sciatica. Perhaps other factors have entered into her life situation 
to bring on a chronic anxiety tension state. I cannot entirely ascribe the scalene symptoms to the chronic 
low back pain directly, but it is a probability that the longstanding low back pain could eventually produce 
a scalene syndrome.' 

"Over and above the foregoing very little can be added to the commentary of opinions of both the 
Hearing Officer and the Workmen's Compensation Board. It is the opinion of this court the evidence does 
not justify an award to any extent over and beyond that already provided by the Hearing Officer and the 
Workmen's Compensation Board for unscheduled disability. It would appear they both have given claim
ant every reasonable doubt as to the extent of her disability. Based upon the files and record, I concur 
that the evidence would not justify a separate award for either her left leg or left a,rm. 

"Counsel for respondent will prepare the appropriate order affirming the order of the Workmen's 
Compensation Board." 

-S8-

148 Proffitt, Marvin J., WCB 70-811, LINN; Affirmed
149 William , Jame A., WCB 70-615, COOS; Claimant' appeal to thi Court be and it hereby i di mi  ed on the

ground that Reque t for Review are timely under ORS 656.289 (3) and 656.295 (2) if mailed within 30
day of the mailing of the applicable Opinion and Order,  uch requirement having been met by  aid Nov
ember 23, 1970 mailing, the 30th day being a Sunday, a holiday required to be excluded in computing
time under ORS 174.120 and 187.010 (1) (a).

150 Grimm, Janet, WCB 70-1091, MULTNOMAH; Affirmed.
160 Nordahl, Melvin S., WCB 70-640, LANE; Affirmed.
164 Davi , Myrtle R., WCB 70-1276, DOUGLAS; Sander , J: "Thi i a review of an order entered by the Work

men' Compen ation Board affirming an order by the Hearing Officer awarding claimant 75 degree of the
maximum 192 degree for un cheduled di abilty and denying any  eparate award for the left leg and left
arm.
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"The injury occurred September 15, 1966. By February, 1967, her attending phy ician recommend
ed the matter be clo ed on the fir t of March and that  he would have minimum premanent di ability and
could re ume her employment. Due to contention by claimant of further problem and inability to work
 he did not re ume her work. A myelogram indicated a po  ible defect correctable by  urgery, which wa 
performed on September 1, 1967. Notwith tanding the myelogram, there wa found to be no rupture,
herniation or compre  ion which would cau e claimant any difficulty. The matter continued until June
7, 1968, at which time her ca e wa clo ed, awarding her 20% benefit of the maximum then awardable.

"It i  ignificant to note that upon an examination on Augu t 29 of 1968 by Dr. Gil dorf, notwith
 tanding plaintiff' complaint of weakne  and inability to move, there wa no atrophy in the thigh or
calf area . Further complaint led to exploratory  urgery on March 12, 1969, which re ulted in the re
moval of  ome  car ti  ue but, again, nothing wa found which could account for claimant'  ymptom .
The ca e wa again clo ed on July 23, 1969.

"She wa thereafter to  ee a Dr. Wooliever and did  ee him but failed to keep a  ub equent appoint
ment. In the interim  he ha gained con iderable weight and apparently find it difficult to lo e the weight,
although more than one phy ician ha expre  ly told her thi  ub tantially contribute to her condition.

"A of June 27, 1970, Dr. Wooliever write of claimant:

'I believe that the condition of Mr . Davi i  tationary. I al o believe that her di ability at the pre
 ent time i approximately the  ame a it wa when her claim wa evaluated and clo ed previou ly. I do
not think that an award  hould be con idered for other  ymptom relative to the back a they are  ym
ptom and not an additional injury; therefore, the radiation of the pain into the left lower extremity
would not be accorded the title of an injury.'

"There were other condition that claimant wa having, what i known in the medical profe  ion
a an anterior  calene  yndrome that i to  ay,  ome difficulty with her upper left extremity. The ca e
wa left open following the Hearing Officer' taking of te timony to receive Dr. Wooliever' opinion in
thi re pect. With reference to the  yndrome, he reported:

'It wa my impre  ion that Mr . Davi had  ymptom of a  calene  yndrome when I  aw her la t
April. Thi condition i frequently a  ociated with chronic nerviou anxiety ten ion; however, I would
expect it to have pre ented it elf a couple of year ago rather than ju t la t April if it were entirely re
lated to her chronic low back pain and  ciatica. Perhap other factor have entered into her life  ituation
to bring on a chronic anxiety ten ion  tate. I cannot entirely a cribe the  calene  ymptom to the chronic
low back pain directly, but it i a probability that the long tanding low back pain could eventually produce
a  calene  yndrome.'

"Over and above the foregoing very little can be added to the commentary of opinion of both the
Hearing Officer and the Workmen' Compen ation Board. It i the opinion of thi court the evidence doe 
not ju tify an award to any extent over and beyond that already provided by the Hearing Officer and the
Workmen' Compen ation Board for un cheduled di ability. It would appear they both have given claim
ant every rea onable doubt a to the extent of her di ability. Ba ed upon the file and record, I concur
that the evidence would not ju tify a  eparate award for either her left leg or left arm.

"Coun el for re pondent will prepare the appropriate order affirming the order of the Workmen' 
Compen ation Board."
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Staudenmaier, Joan A., WCB 70-1402, CLACKAMAS; Affirmed .. 
Nelson, Elwood, WCB 70-1005, MULTNOMAH; Claim allowed. 
Boyce, Lloyd C., Jr., WCB 70-610, MULTNOMAH; Settled. 
McDonald, Lois M., WCB 70-990, LANE; Affirmed. 
Inman, Clarence, WCB 70-1319, KLAMATH; Settled.for $10,000.00 Cash. 
Etchison, Jerry, WCB 70-944, JOSEPHINE; Bowe, J: "Jerry Etchison was an employee of Hart Jewelers. 

As a part of his employment he furnished his own equipment, including a tool bench which was used 
during the course of his employment. The employment did not necessitate the use of a tool bench upon 
any full-time basis, and later the tool bench was stored on the premises of the employer. 

"Apparently the Claimant was permitted to work at convenient hours to himself and to work in 
his own manner without substantial direction from his employer. Claimant had free access to the pre
mises of the employer and could come and go as he chose, working whenever it was reasonably neces
sary to do so. 

"On the day of the Claimant's injury he was undertaking ·to move his tool bench from the em
ployer's premises to his home, and in so doing injured his back. It appears that the tool bench was as 
important to the work of Claimant as any of the other equipment which he owned and used in connect
ion with his employment. 

"The question presented is whether or not the Claimant sustained an accidental injury arising in 
and out of the course of his employment. The Hearings Officer has denied the claim of Claimant and 
the order of the Hearings Officer has been affirmed by the Workmen's Compensation Board. 

"It is the opinion of the Court that the fact that Claimant was permitted to use the premises at 
any time for the work of the employer and to use his equipment in any manner he saw fit for the bene
fit of the employer, that the injury resulting from an attempt to move. the work bench arose in and out 
of the course of employment. 

"It will therefore be the opinion of the Court that the case should be remanded to the Workmen's 
Compensation Board for entry of an order in conformity to this opinion and that the Claimant be en
titled to such compensation as may be determined on the basis of the extent of his injuries by virtue of 
his industrial accident." 

175 Dalton, George, WCB 70-430, LANE; Affirmed. 
178 Worley, Newton E., WCB 70-65, MARION; Award increased to 35% whole man. 
178 Cecil, Milford D., WCB 70-1540, HOOD RIVER; Additional 25 degrees allowed for loss earning capacity. 
182 Worden, Stewart, WCB 70-1680, MULTNOMAH; Settled for award of 61 degrees for shoulder disability. 
183 Standridge, Bernice, WCB 70-298, DOUGLAS; Sanders, J: "There are, in reality, two issues in this case 

for the Court to decide in its review. A recitation of virtually undisputed facts is necessary to point up 
the issues. 

"Claimant was a nursing aide who had been employed by Rose Haven Nursing Home. She worked 
fro!l) some time in December, 1968, until March 19, 1969. After she left this employment it was deter
mined that one of the patients in the nursing home was identified as a known typhoid carrier. As a nurs
ing aide claimant had occasions to be in contact with this patient. 

"Because of the foregoing, arrangements were perfected through state and county health authorities 
whereby all persons who would have had such contact with the typhoid carrier would receive precaution
ary innoculations on June 2, 1969, through the Douglas County Health Department. These persons would 
either receive the series of vaccinations essential for initial innoculation or the so-called booster shot if 
the individual had previously been innoculated. Claimant received the booster shot consisting of ½ cc of 
serum. 

"It is claimant's contention in this case that she sustained a compensable injury by reason of the 
innoculation. The theory of her case is that a depression or dent appeared in the area of her arm where 
the vaccination was given her and that she ~as some disability of her arm resulting therefrom. 

"Several issues are raised by the parties, only two of which are necessary to the decision in this case. 
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Staudenmaier, Joan A., WCB 70-1402, CLACKAMAS; Affirmed.,
Nel on, Elwood, WCB 70-1005, MULTNOMAH; Claim allowed.
Boyce, Lloyd C., Jr„ WCB 70-610, MULTNOMAH; Settled.
McDonald, Loi M„ WCB 70-990, LANE; Affirmed.
Inman, Clarence, WCB 70-1319, KLAMATH; Settled for $10,000.00 Ca h.
Etchi on, Jerry, WCB 70-944, JOSEPHINE; Bowe, J: "Jerry Etchi on wa an employee of Hart Jeweler .

A a part of hi employment he furni hed hi own equipment, including a tool bench which wa u ed
during the cour e of hi employment. The employment did not nece  itate the u e of a tool bench upon
any full-time ba i , and later the tool bench wa  tored on the premi e of the employer.

"Apparently the Claimant wa permitted to work at convenient hour to him elf and to work in
hi own manner without  ub tantial direction from hi employer. Claimant had free acce  to the pre
mi e of the employer and could come and go a he cho e, working whenever it wa rea onably nece 
 ary to do  o.

"On the day of the Claimant' injury he wa undertaking to move hi tool bench from the em
ployer' premi e to hi home, and in  o doing injured hi back. It appear that the tool bench wa a 
important to the work of Claimant a any of the other equipment which he owned and u ed in connect
ion with hi employment.

"The que tion pre ented i whether or not the Claimant  u tained an accidental injury ari ing in
and out of the cour e of hi employment. The Hearing Officer ha denied the claim of Claimant and
the order of the Hearing Officer ha been affirmed by the Workmen' Compen ation Board.

"It i the opinion of the Court that the fact that Claimant wa permitted to u e the premi e at
any time for the work of the employer and to u e hi equipment in any manner he  aw fit for the bene
fit of the employer, that the injury re ulting from an attempt to move the work bench aro e in and out
of the cour e of employment.

"It will therefore be the opinion of the Court that the ca e  hould be remanded to the Workmen' 
Compen ation Board for entry of an order in conformity to thi opinion and that the Claimant be en
titled to  uch compen ation a may be determined on the ba i of the extent of hi injurie by virtue of
hi indu trial accident."

Dalton, George, WCB 70-430, LANE; Affirmed.
Worley, Newton E., WCB 70-65, MARION; Award increa ed to 35% whole man.
Cecil, Milford D., WCB 70-1540, HOOD RIVER; Additional 25 degree allowed for lo  earning capacity.
Worden, Stewart, WCB 70-1680, MULTNOMAH; Settled for award of 61 degree for  houlder di ability.
Standridge, Bernice, WCB 70-298, DOUGLAS; Sander , J: "There are, in reality, two i  ue in thi ca e

for the Court to decide in it review. A recitation of virtually undi puted fact i nece  ary to point up
the i  ue .

"Claimant wa a nur ing aide who had been employed by Ro e Haven Nur ing Home. She worked
from  ome time in December, 1968, until March 19, 1969. After  he left thi employment it wa deter
mined that one of the patient in the nur ing home wa identified a a known typhoid carrier. A a nur 
ing aide claimant had occa ion to be in contact with thi patient.

"Becau e of the foregoing, arrangement were perfected through  tate and county health authoritie 
whereby all per on who would have had  uch contact with the typhoid carrier would receive precaution
ary innoculation on June 2, 1969, through the Dougla County Health Department. The e per on would
either receive the  erie of vaccination e  ential for initial innoculation or the  o-called boo ter  hot if
the individual had previou ly been innoculated. Claimant received the boo ter  hot con i ting of V& cc of
 erum.

"It i claimant' contention in thi ca e that  he  u tained a compen able injury by rea on of the
innoculation. The theory of her ca e i that a depre  ion or dent appeared in the area of her arm where
the vaccination wa given her and that  he ha  ome di ability of her arm re ulting therefrom.

"Several i  ue are rai ed by the partie , only two of which are nece  ary to the deci ion in thi ca e.
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183 "It is first contended by claimant that the claim was denied for reasons set out in the insurer's letter 

of denial, whereas the Hearing Officer and the Workmen's Compensation Board reached conclusions deny
ing the claim for reasons other than that given by the insurer in the original denial. 

"In its letter of denial of the claim, the insurer listed the grounds for denial as: 

'1. At the time of the alleged injury you were not an employee of Rose Haven Nursing Home. 
'2. The alleged injury did not arise out of your employment nor were you in the course of your 

employment. 
'3. The alleged injury was not reported in a timely manner as in accordance with the Workmen's 

Compensation Law of the State of Oregon.' 

It is claimant's contention that the Hearing Officer affirmed the denial ' ... on an entirely different ground, 
namely, that there was insufficient evidence that the disability resulted from the injury.' 

"It does not appear that this is precisely what the Hearing Officer held. He stated: 

• ... I am forced with (sic) the conclusion that there is only a possibility that the typhoid vaccination 
caused the problem in claimant's arm .... There is considerable conflict of testimony and it fails to show 
with reasonable certainity that there exists a causal connection between the typhoid shot and claimant's 
difficulties.' 

"The Workmen's Compensation Board, in its review, stated: 
'The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that the claimant did not sus

tain a compensable injury.' 

"Apparently the claimant is contending that the vaccination was the injury rather than the result she 
claims that occurred from it. As I read both the Hearing Officer's conclusions and that of the Workmen's 
Compensation Board, neither reached the point in their determination as to whether there was disability 
resulting from an injury. Obviously the injury upon which claimant bases her claim is not the vaccination 
she received but the result that she contends followed the vaccination. 

"Referring to the grounds listed by the insurer as reasons for its denial, one of them is that the -
alleged injury ' ... did not arise out of your employment .. .' The phrase 'arising out of' has been de-
fined in Olson vs. S.I.A.C., 222 Or. 407 at p. 414. It is said: 

~Reduced to its simplest form, 'arising out of' as used in the act means the work or labor being per
formed was a causal factor in producing the injury suffered by the workman. (citations) It need not be 
the sole cause, but is sufficient if the labor being performed in the employment is a material, contribut
ing cause which leads to the unfortunate result. (citations)' 
See also Lemmons vs. State Compensation Department, 2 Or. App. 128 at p. 131, wherein it is said: 

'1. To establish responsibility ... it is necessary for claimant to show that the accident ... 
was a material, contributing cause to the plaintiff's condition ... It need not be the sole cause. 
(citations, including Olson vs. SIAC, supra.)' 

"The contention with which this opinion is now concerned arose during the proceedings before 
the Hearing Officer. During that hearing respondent undertook to introduce evidence that the depres
sion or dent in claimant's arm was not caused by the innoculation. To this claimant objected. (H.O.'s 
tr p. 42 et seq.) Claimant contends this is an issue not within the three grounds quoted above. As has 
been demonstrated, however, 'arising out of' specifically has to do with the causal connection between 
the employment and the claimed injury. 

"It is the opinion of this court that the claimant's contention in this respect cannot stand. In the 
first instance, claimant's own evidence was directed toward showing that the alleged injury and disability 
arose out· of and in the course of her employment. Much of her testimony was specifically directed to 
proving the innoculation caused the depression in her arm and that she sustained a disability therefrom. 
It would follow that to show that the alleged injury and disability arose from her employment she must 
present evidence that the innoculation brought on the injury and disability. This is one of the precise 
grounds relied upon by the respondent. 

-S10-

183 "It i fir t contended by claimant that the claim wa denied for rea on  et out in the in urer' letter
of denial, wherea the Hearing Officer and the Workmen' Compen ation Board reached conclu ion deny
ing the claim for rea on other than that given by the in urer in the original denial.

"In it letter of denial of the claim, the in urer li ted the ground for denial a :

'1. At the time of the alleged injury you were not an employee of Ro e Haven Nur ing Home.
'2. The alleged injury did not ari e out of your employment nor were you in the cour e of your

employment.
'3. The alleged injury wa not reported in a timely manner a in accordance with the Workmen' 

Compen ation Law of the State of Oregon.'

It i claimant' contention that the Hearing Officer affirmed the denial '. . . on an entirely different ground,
namely, that there wa in ufficient evidence that the di ability re ulted from the injury.'

"It doe not appear that thi i preci ely what the Hearing Officer held. He  tated:

'...lam forced with ( ic) the conclu ion that there i only a po  ibility that the typhoid vaccination
cau ed the problem in claimant' arm .... There i con iderable conflict of te timony and it fail to  how
with rea onable certainity that there exi t a cau al connection between the typhoid  hot and claimant’ 
difficultie .'

"The Workmen' Compen ation Board, in it review,  tated:
'The Board concur with the Hearing Officer and conclude and find that the claimant did not  u 

tain a compen able injury.'

"Apparently the claimant i contending that the vaccination wa the injury rather than the re ult  he
claim that occurred from it. A I read both the Hearing Officer' conclu ion and that of the Workmen' 
Compen ation Board, neither reached the point in their determination a to whether there wa di ability
re ulting from an injury. Obviou ly the injury upon which claimant ba e her claim i not the vaccination
 he received but the re ult that  he contend followed the vaccination.

"Referring to the ground li ted by the in urer a rea on for it denial, one of them i that the
alleged injury '. . . did not ari e out of your employment . . .' The phra e 'ari ing out of' ha been de
fined in Ol on v . S.I.A.C., 222 Or. 407 at p. 414. It i  aid:

'Reduced to it  imple t form, 'ari ing out of' a u ed in the act mean the work or labor being per
formed wa a cau al factor in producing the injury  uffered by the workman, (citation ) It need not be
the  ole cau e, but i  ufficient if the labor being performed in the employment i a material, contribut
ing cau e which lead to the unfortunate re ult, (citation )'
See al o Lemmon v . State Compen ation Department, 2 Or. App. 128 at p. 131, wherein it i  aid:

'1. To e tabli h re pon ibility ... it i nece  ary for claimant to  how that the accident . . .
wa a material, contributing cau e to the plaintiff' condition ... It need not be the  ole cau e.
(citation , including Ol on v . SIAC,  upra.)'

"The contention with which thi opinion i now concerned aro e during the proceeding before
the Hearing Officer. During that hearing re pondent undertook to introduce evidence that the depre 
 ion or dent in claimant' arm wa not cau ed by the innoculation. To thi claimant objected. (H.O.' 
tr p. 42 et  eq.) Claimant contend thi i an i  ue not within the three ground quoted above. A ha 
been demon trated, however, 'ari ing out of'  pecifically ha to do with the cau al connection between
the employment and the claimed injury.

"It i the opinion of thi court that the claimant' contention in thi re pect cannot  tand. In the
fir t in tance, claimant' own evidence wa directed toward  howing that the alleged injury and di ability
aro e out of and in the cour e of her employment. Much of her te timony wa  pecifically directed to
proving the innoculation cau ed the depre  ion in her arm and that  he  u tained a di ability therefrom.
It would follow that to  how that the alleged injury and di ability aro e from her employment  he mu t
pre ent evidence that the innoculation brought on the injury and di ability. Thi i one of the preci e
ground relied upon by the re pondent.
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183 "The remaining issue has to do with the factual question of whether the evidence is sufficient to 

show by a preponderance that the typhoid booster vaccination caused the depression in claimant's arm 
and her alleged disability. The transcript reveals that.the only evidence pointing to the claimed result 
from the vaccination is that the depression occurred in the vicinity of the arm where she received the 
vaccination. The medical evidence is replete with believable evidence that this type of a vaccination does 
not result in the condition of which claimant now complains. From a review of the entire evidence avail
able, this court concurs with the Hearing Officer and Workmen's Compensation Baord that, at most, and 
taken in its light most favorable to claimant, it is only in the realm of possibility that the vaccination could 
have been the cause or contr"ibuting cause to claimant's condition and the evidence simply does not suffice 
to show that it was more probable than not the result of the typhoid vaccination. 

"Counsel for respondent will prepare an appropriate order affirming the order of the Workmen's 
Compensation Board." 

196 Ames, Lois, WCB 70-1466, MULTNOMAH; 15 degrees permanent partial disability for loss of use of the 
left leg, and 93 degrees loss of a workman for unscheduled injury and disability. 

200 Barron, Floye, WCB 69-1147, MULTNOMAH; Unscheduled disability increased to 128 degrees. 
202 McElroy, Gerald G., WCB 70-2297, MARION; Affirmed. 
205 Neilsen, Joseph, WCB 70-1071, COOS; Affirmed. 
208 Fenwick, Richard C., WCB 70-1287, MULTNOMAH; Claim allowed. 
212 Monen, Eugene G., WCB 69-1796, MULTNOMAH; Award increased to 96 degrees. 
212 Monen, Eugene G., WCB 69-1796, MULTNOMAH; Order of July 29 vacated and case remanded for further 

evidence. 
215 Harris, Samuel, WCB 67-513, LANE; Affirmed. 
221 · Easley, Melvin L., WCB 69-2337, MULTNOMAH; 32 degrees allowed. 
222 Mitchell, Duke, WCB 70-1284, LANE; Remanded for hearing. 
222 Mitchell, Thomas, WCB 70-1284, DESCHUTES; Copenhaver, J: "The parties, on argument, acknowledged 

that the determinating of the award of disability in this instance primarily depended upon the credibility 
of the claimant. In my view, the Hearing Officer was in the best position to weigh the claimant's test
imony. 

"The Comt has reviewed the transcript and believes the same to contain substantial evidence in 
support of the allowance granted by the Hearing Officer. 

"Accordingly, the Order of the Board should be set aside and the Order· of the Hearing Officer 
reinstated." 

223 Gorman, Raymond H., WCB 70-973, MARION; Remanded for hearing. 
224 Walker, Robert W., Sr., WCB 70-1792, MULTNOMAH; Earning capacity award reversed disability fixed at 

54 degrees. 
225 Cooper, Rose M., WCB 70-102, MULTNOMAH; Affirmed. 
233 Standley, William J., WCB 69-2150, MULTNOMAH; Aggravation claim allowed. 
235 Stinger;Craig M., WCB 70-1622, JACKSON; Main, J: "The question in this case that must be determined by 

the Court is whether the injury claimant sustained arose out of an accident which occurred in the course of 
his employment. 

"The claimant was injured in a one-car accident on July 3, 1970, while driving his employer's van. 
The Hearing Officer found that the accident did not arise out of and in the course of claimant's employ
ment. The Board affirmed. 

"I am of the opinion that the Hearing Officer and Board correctly decided the issue involved in 
this case. The claimant had worked for only six days for the Lambert's Maintenance Service as a train-
ee before the accident occurred. During this period he had been supervised at all times while working 
and had not used the van on any previous occasions when not accompanied by a supervisor. The claim
ant after completing his work on the day in question took the van for the purpose of soliciting janitorial 
jobs for his employer. He had no authorization from his employer to solicit jobs not did he have permis
sion to use the van. It is claimant's contention that the authorization to solicit and to use the van for that 
purpose was an activity that was contemplated by the employer at the time of hiring as he was told upon 
being hired that if he should "work out" he would be placed in charge of the Grarits Pass area when there 
was enough work to support a resident manager in that area. The Court cannot agree with claimant's con
tention as he had not completed his training as a janitor and the activity in which he was engaged at the 
time of the accident was not one, in the Court's opinion, that was contemplated by the parties to be per
formed by claimant during the training period. 

"Counsel for respondent may prepare an appropriate order." 

-S11-

183 "The remaining i  ue ha to do with the factual que tion of whether the evidence i  ufficient to
 how by a preponderance that the typhoid boo ter vaccination cau ed the depre  ion in claimant' arm
and her alleged di ability. The tran cript reveal that.the only evidence pointing to the claimed re ult
from the vaccination i that the depre  ion occurred in the vicinity of the arm where  he received the
vaccination. The medical evidence i replete with believable evidence that thi type of a vaccination doe 
not re ult in the condition of which claimant now complain . From a review of the entire evidence avail
able, thi court concur with the Hearing Officer and Workmen' Compen ation Baord that, at mo t, and
taken in it light mo t favorable to claimant, it i only in the realm of po  ibility that the vaccination could
have been the cau e or contributing cau e to claimant' condition and the evidence  imply doe not  uffice
to  how that it wa more probable than not the re ult of the typhoid vaccination.

"Coun el for re pondent will prepare an appropriate order affirming the order of the Workmen' 
Compen ation Board."

196 Ame , Loi , WCB 70-1466, MULTNOMAH; 15 degree permanent partial di ability for lo  of u e of the
left leg, and 93 degree lo  of a workman for un cheduled injury and di ability.

200 Barron, Floye, WCB 69-1147, MULTNOMAH; Un cheduled di ability increa ed to 128 degree .
202 McElroy, Gerald G., WCB 70-2297, MARION; Affirmed.
205 Neil en, Jo eph, WCB 70-1071, COOS; Affirmed.
208 Fenwick, Richard C., WCB 70-1287, MULTNOMAH; Claim allowed.
212 Monen, Eugene G., WCB 69-1796, MULTNOMAH; Award increa ed to 96 degree .
212 Monen, Eugene G., WCB 69-1796, MULTNOMAH; Order of July 29 vacated and ca e remanded for further

evidence.
215 Harri , Samuel, WCB 67-513, LANE; Affirmed.
221 Ea ley, Melvin L„ WCB 69-2337, MULTNOMAH; 32 degree allowed.
222 Mitchell, Duke, WCB 70-1284, LANE; Remanded for hearing.
222 Mitchell, Thoma , WCB 70-1284, DESCHUTES; Copenhaver, J: "The partie , on argument, acknowledged

that the determinating of the award of di ability in thi in tance primarily depended upon the credibility
of the claimant. In my view, the Hearing Officer wa in the be t po ition to weigh the claimant' te t
imony.

"The Court ha reviewed the tran cript and believe the  ame to contain  ub tantial evidence in
 upport of the allowance granted by the Hearing Officer.

"Accordingly, the Order of the Board  hould be  et a ide and the Order of the Hearing Officer
rein tated."

223 Gorman, Raymond H., WCB 70-973, MARION; Remanded for hearing.
224 Walker, Robert W., Sr., WCB 70-1792, MULTNOMAH; Earning capacity award rever ed di ability fixed at

54 degree .
225 Cooper, Ro e M„ WCB 70-102, MULTNOMAH; Affirmed.
233 Standley, William J., WCB 69-2150, MULTNOMAH; Aggravation claim allowed.
235 Stinger, Craig M., WCB 70-1622, JACKSON; Main, J: "The que tion in thi ca e that mu t be determined by

the Court i whether the injury claimant  u tained aro e out of an accident which occurred in the cour e of
hi employment.

"The claimant wa injured in a one-car accident on July 3, 1970, while driving hi employer' van.
The Hearing Officer found that the accident did not ari e out of and in the cour e of claimant' employ
ment. The Board affirmed.

"I am of the opinion that the Hearing Officer and Board correctly decided the i  ue involved in
thi ca e. The claimant had worked for only  ix day for the Lambert' Maintenance Service a a train
ee before the accident occurred. During thi period he had been  upervi ed at all time while working
and had not u ed the van on any previou occa ion when not accompanied by a  upervi or. The claim
ant after completing hi work on the day in que tion took the van for the purpo e of  oliciting janitorial
job for hi employer. He had no authorization from hi employer to  olicit job not did he have permi 
 ion to u e the van. It i claimant' contention that the authorization to  olicit and to u e the van for that
purpo e wa an activity that wa contemplated by the employer at the time of hiring a he wa told upon
being hired that if he  hould "work out" he would be placed in charge of the Grant Pa  area when there
wa enough work to  upport a re ident manager in that area. The Court cannot agree with claimant' con
tention a he had not completed hi training a a janitor and the activity in which he wa engaged at the
time of the accident wa not one, in the Court' opinion, that wa contemplated by the partie to be per
formed by claimant during the training period.

"Coun el for re pondent may prepare an appropriate order."
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Sinden, Bertha, WCB 70-837, MULTNOMAH; Affirmed. 
Meeler, Marvin, WCB 70-271, LANE; Award fixed at 160 degrees. 
Riddel, Leon, WCB 70-1010, MULTNOMAH; Affirmed. 
Treadwell, John M., WCB 70-1491, MULTNOMAH; Affirmed. 
Bitz, Jerry, WCB 70-2021, MULTNOMAH; Disability fixed at 32 degrees. 
Thurber, Gwen, WCB 69-1475, LANE; Affirmed. 
Sauvola, Lloyd P., WCB 69-1364, MULTNOMAH; Disability award increased 19.2 degrees. 
Bright, Henry, WCB 70-1098, MULTNOMAH; Claim allowed. 
Maruhn, Harold A., WCB 70-1221, MULTNOMAH; Affirmed. 
Rackow, Jerry L., WCB 70-190, MAR ION; Award increased by 20 degrees. 
Carnahan, Velma, WCB 70-1907, MULTNOMAH; Foot increased to 35 degrees and back to 123 degrees. 
Green, Lawrence, WCB 70-2471, MULTNOMAH; Award increased to 30% arm. 
Peters, John 0., WCB 70-1078, WASHINGTON; Affirmed. 
Nicholson, Ronnie, WCB 70-1122, LANE; Affirmed. 
Welch, John J., WCB 70-1047, JACKSON; Main, J: "This is an appeal from an order of review entered by 

the Workmen's Compensation Baord which affirms an order of the Hearing Officer who found that claim
ant failed to establish that the myocardial infarction that he suffered was caused by an incident that oc· 
curred in his employment. 

"The claimant inhaled chlorine gas on January 13, 1970, at his place of employment. Thereafter 
he felt a little sick, had a copper taste in his mouth and a tightening in his chest. At intervals until he 
suffered the myocardial infarction he had the copper taste in his mouth, a tightening in his chest and 
spit up phlegm. On January 17, 1970, after retiring he experienced pains across his shoulders and back 
which were relieved by the use of a vaporizer; he again on the following night after retiring suffered sim
ilar pains in the back and shoulders and upon being hospitalized was found to have sustained a myocardial 
infarction. 

"The claimant in his notice of appeal asks this Court to remand this case to the Hearing Officer for 
the taking of the testimony of Dr. 0. T. Heyerman. The request is denied. The hospital records and the 
report from claimant's treating physician, Dr. Harvey A. Woods, state that claimant gave a history of symp· 
toms originating seven or eight months prior to his hospitalization which consisted of five or six episodes 
of pain in the upper back radiating into the left arm. Dr. Woods was unable to state that the myocardial 
infarction resulted from the exposure to the fumes. his report indicates that he did not find any physical 
signs of exposure to the fumes on January 19, 1970, and that the x-ray examination of claimant's chest 
on that date did not reveal any evidence of pulmonary edema and was reported normal. Dr. Russell W. 
Parcher, the Medical Director of the State Accident Insurance Fund, testified that in his opinion the symp
toms resulting from the inhalation of chlorine gas were mild and did not contribute to the myocardial 
infarction. Dr. Parcher testified that in his opinion the majority of the myocardial infarctions occurred 
at rest as opposed to one being physically active. Dr. Parcher was cross-examined and when asked to 
give his reasons why he did not believe the inhalation of fumes was causally related to the myocardial 
infarction testified: 

'All right. Yes I have made my opinion on the basis of (1) the time of exposure was very short; 
the degree of symptoms of irritation immediately following the exposure were practically minimal and 
extremely mild; the severe effects that occur immediately after severe exposure did not occur, therefore 
the man had no pulmonary obstruction and no pulmonary edema; due to the fact that he continued to 
work and live a reasonably usual normal life for several days more, with appetite and so on being normal, 
and then having a cardiovascular accident as long as five days following, all adds to my making the opin
ion that this was not as a result of the chlorine gas inhalation in any way.' 

"Dr. Charles M. Grossman in a report concluded that the chlorine exposure was probably a sign
ificant contributing factor to the development of the myocardial infarction. He did not explain the 
reasons for his opinion in his report. 

"The trier of the facts is required to consider the opinion of an expert and to weigh the reasons, 
if any. given for it. In weighing the conflicting opinions in this case the Court concludes as did the 
Hearing Officer and the Workmen's Compensation Board that claimant has failed to establish that the 
chlorine gas incident of January 13, 1970, was a contributing cause to the myocardial infarction for 
which claimant was hospitalized on January 19, 1970. See Caldwell v. State Accident Insurance Fund 
(1971), 92 Adv. Sh. 1649, 1654." 

292 Pargon, August, WCB 70-1632, MULTNOMAH; Affirmed with instructions to pay for physical therapy. 
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236 Sinden, Bertha, WCB 70-837, MULTNOMAH; Affirmed.
243 Meeler, Marvin, WCB 70-271, LANE; Award fixed at 160 degree .
244 Riddel, Leon, WCB 70-1010, MULTNOMAH; Affirmed.
247 Treadwell, John M., WCB 70-1491, MULTNOMAH; Affirmed.
250 Bitz, Jerry, WCB 70-2021, MULTNOMAH; Di ability fixed at 32 degree .
252 Thurber, Gwen, WCB 69-1475, LANE; Affirmed.
255 Sauvola, Lloyd P., WCB 69-1364, MULTNOMAH; Di ability award increa ed 19.2 degree .
256 Bright, Henry, WCB 70-1098, MULTNOMAH; Claim allowed.
262 Maruhn, Harold A., WCB 70-1221, MULTNOMAH; Affirmed.
264 Rockow, Jerry L., WCB 70-190, MARION; Award increa ed by 20 degree .
267 Carnahan, Velma, WCB 70-1907, MULTNOMAH; Foot increa ed to 35 degree and back to 123 degree .
283 Green, Lawrence, WCB 70-2471, MULTNOMAH; Award increa ed to 30% arm.
285 Peter , John O., WCB 70-1078, WASHINGTON; Affirmed.
287 Nichol on, Ronnie, WCB 70-1122, LANE; Affirmed.
288 Welch, John J., WCB 70-1047, JACKSON; Main, J: "Thi i an appeal from an order of review entered by

the Workmen' Compen ation Baord which affirm an order of the Hearing Officer who found that claim
ant failed to e tabli h that the myocardial infarction that he  uffered wa cau ed by an incident that oc
curred in hi employment.

"The claimant inhaled chlorine ga on January 13, 1970, at hi place of employment. Thereafter
he felt a little  ick, had a copper ta te in hi mouth and a tightening in hi che t. At interval until he
 uffered the myocardial infarction he had the copper ta te in hi mouth, a tightening in hi che t and
 pit up phlegm. On January 17, 1970, after retiring he experienced pain acro  hi  houlder and back
which were relieved by the u e of a vaporizer; he again on the following night after retiring  uffered  im
ilar pain in the back and  houlder and upon being ho pitalized wa found to have  u tained a myocardial
infarction.

"The claimant in hi notice of appeal a k thi Court to remand thi ca e to the Hearing Officer for
the taking of the te timony of Dr. O. T. Heyerman. The reque t i denied. The ho pital record and the
report from claimant' treating phy ician. Dr. Harvey A. Wood ,  tate that claimant gave a hi tory of  ymp
tom originating  even or eight month prior to hi ho pitalization which con i ted of five or  ix epi ode 
of pain in the upper back radiating into the left arm. Dr. Wood wa unable to  tate that the myocardial
infarction re ulted from the expo ure to the fume , hi report indicate that he did not find any phy ical
 ign of expo ure to the fume on January 19, 1970, and that the x-ray examination of claimant' che t
on that date did not reveal any evidence of pulmonary edema and wa reported normal. Dr. Ru  ell W.
Parcher, the Medical Director of the State Accident In urance Fund, te tified that in hi opinion the  ymp
tom re ulting from the inhalation of chlorine ga were mild and did not contribute to the myocardial
infarction. Dr. Parcher te tified that in hi opinion the majority of the myocardial infarction occurred
at re t a oppo ed to one being phy ically active. Dr. Parcher wa cro  -examined and when a ked to
give hi rea on why he did not believe the inhalation of fume wa cau ally related to the myocardial
infarction te tified:

'All right. Ye I have made my opinion on the ba i of (1) the time of expo ure wa very  hort;
the degree of  ymptom of irritation immediately following the expo ure were practically minimal and
extremely mild; the  evere effect that occur immediately after  evere expo ure did not occur, therefore
the man had no pulmonary ob truction and no pulmonary edema; due to the fact that he continued to
work and live a rea onably u ual normal life for  everal day more, with appetite and  o on being normal,
and then having a cardiova cular accident a long a five day following, all add to my making the opin
ion that thi wa not a a re ult of the chlorine ga inhalation in any way.'

"Dr. Charle M. Gro  man in a report concluded that the chlorine expo ure wa probably a  ign
ificant contributing factor to the development of the myocardial infarction. He did not explain the
rea on for hi opinion in hi report.

"The trier of the fact i required to con ider the opinion of an expert and to weigh the rea on ,
if any, given for it. In weighing the conflicting opinion in thi ca e the Court conclude a did the
Hearing Officer and the Workmen' Compen ation Board that claimant ha failed to e tabli h that the
chlorine ga incident of January 13, 1970, wa a contributing cau e to the myocardial infarction for
which claimant wa ho pitalized on January 19, 1970. See Caldwell v. State Accident In urance Fund
(1971), 92 Adv. Sh. 1649, 1654."

292 Pargon, Augu t, WCB 70-1632, MULTNOMAH; Affirmed with in truction to pay for phy ical therapy.
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299 Payton, K. C., WCB 70-1424 & WCB 70-1425, DOUG LAS; Sanders, J: "The parties are in agreement that 

the two above-entitled cases may be consolidated for· pmposes of this hearing. One case is a claim for 
aggravation of a compensable injury in 1967; the other case is a claim for compensable injury arising out 
of circumstances and events occurring on March 30, 1970, which are the same circumstances and events 
which are the basis of the claim for aggravation. It would appear to be a fair statement to say that the 
claimant has proceeded on both theories, with primary emphasis upon .the claim for aggravation, but, 
should that fail, then, in the alternative, his claim is for a compensable injury, that is to say, a new in
jury on March 30, 1970. 

"The parties seem to be almost completely in agreement that.the issue is whether the claimant sus
tained a new injury on March 30, 1970, or whether this was, in fact, an aggravation of the 1967 injury. 
The State Accident Insurance Fund (SAIF) was the insurer for the employer in 1967; however, in the 
interim between the 1967 injury and the March 30, 1970, events the employer has obtained coverage by 
a private carrier. There are other collateral ramifications in that the claimant seeks some penalties under 
the aggravation claim but, in the court's view of the evidence, however, these are ir·relevant to a decision 
of the issues presented. There is not complete agreement that the only issue is whether there was aggra
vation or a new injury because employer's present carrier contends that the events and circumstances of 
March 30, 1970, do not constitute an accidental injur·y. 

"While no particular attempt will be made to conform to any chronological pattern in this memo
randum, it may be appropr·iate to dispose of the last question first. For purposes of this opinion, and 
without amplication, it shall suffice to say that in this court's opinion, the holding in Kinney vs. S.I.A.C., 
245 Or. 543, is decisive of the issue raised by employer's present insurer. Some amplication might be 
appropriate to indicate to this respondent the court's thinking in this respect. No attempt will be made 
to set this out at this point; however, it should be come apparent later in this opinion. 

"Claimant sustained a myocardial infa1·ctio11 August 3, 1967. This was determined to be a compen
sable injury and ultimately closed by a final order of May 22, 1968. He was awarded permanent partial 
disability of 30% benefits of the maximum for an unscheduled injury. He returned to work, however, 
not on a fulltime basis. It was anticipated by his treating physician that the physical activity would re
sult in furthering the progression of such collateral circulation as would develop in this man's case. The 
evidence is that after an infarction, which is the death of a heart tissue, a scar forms where the tissue dies 
and in most instances collateral circulation tends to develop. Apparently the development of collateral 
circulation varies from person to person and would appear to vary also according to the extent of heart 
tissue which is damaged by the infarction. 

"The problem arises in this case, in part, because of the use of language both by the medical wit
nesses and by the attorneys. The medical evidence seems to be unquestionable that the original myo
cardial infarction had, at least as a contributing cause, if not the cause, medically speaking, the usual and 
what might even be classed as the normal progressive development of arteriosclerosis in this workman. 
While there may be disagreement from a medical standpoint, as there is in this case, whether the normal 
work activities contributed to an infarction 01· not, this is a question of legal causation which, absent 
some new decision from the appellate comts, is not now open to discussion. Again, it may also be a 
matter of semantics between doctors. One doctor repol'ts, as in this case, that the work activity was a 
contributing causal factor in the onset of the infarction. Another doctor, or perhaps two in this case, 
indicate that in their opinion, the work activity was not a contl'ibuting factor. Reading between the 
lines, it seems to be the opinion of medical experts who hold this view that the onset of the infarction 
is going to occur at some time and is no more 1·easonably probable that it will occur during work activ
ity than any other time. It just may be that the medical profession has not been able to determine to 
what extent the law calls a reasonable medical probability the exact causes in terms of legal causation. 
It does not seem to require any citation in this case to hold that where there is medical testimony the 
work activity was a contributing cause; it suffices to show a compensible injury. As to the first injury, 
the question of causation is not open for determination at this time because it stands decided and was 
not appealed. It is the law of the case as far as the August 3, 1967, injury is concerned. 

"One finding of fact which can be made at this time from the evidence in this case is that the 
events of March 30, 1970, are sufficient to show some extraordinary exertion after the 1967 injury. 
Claimant returned to work on a parttime basis. Three individuals were engaged in operating a whole
sale produce business consisting of receiving, storing, packaging and delivering foodstuffs. One of the 
individuals had sustained a broken leg which threw upon claimant and the other employee the burden 
of physical exertion normally carried by the man who had the broken leg_ 
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299 Payton, K. C., WCB 70-1424 & WCB 70-1425, DOUGLAS; Sander , J: "The partie are in agreement that
the two above-entitled ca e may be con olidated for purpo e of thi hearing. One ca e i a claim for
aggravation of a compen able injury in 1967; the other ca e i a claim for compen able injury ari ing out
of circum tance and event occurring on March 30, 1970, which are the  ame circum tance and event 
which are the ba i of the claim for aggravation. It would appear to be a fair  tatement to  ay that the
claimant ha proceeded on both theorie , with primary empha i upon the claim for aggravation, but,
 hould that fail, then, in the alternative, hi claim i for a compen able injury, that i to  ay, a new in
jury on March 30, 1970.

"The partie  eem to be almo t completely in agreement that.the i  ue i whether the claimant  u 
tained a new injury on March 30, 1970, or whether thi wa , in fact, an aggravation of the 1967 injury.
The State Accident In urance Fund (SAIF) wa the in urer for the employer in 1967; however, in the
interim between the 1967 injury and the March 30, 1970, event the employer ha obtained coverage by
a private carrier. There are other collateral ramification in that the claimant  eek  ome penaltie under
the aggravation claim but, in the court' view of the evidence, however, the e are irrelevant to a deci ion
of the i  ue pre ented. There i not complete agreement that the only i  ue i whether there wa aggra
vation or a new injury becau e employer' pre ent carrier contend that the event and circum tance of
March 30, 1970, do not con titute an accidental injury.

"While no particular attempt will be made to conform to any chronological pattern in thi memo
randum, it may be appropriate to di po e of the la t que tion fir t. For purpo e of thi opinion, and
without amplication, it  hall  uffice to  ay that in thi court' opinion, the holding in Kinney v . S.I.A.C.,
245 Or. 543, i deci ive of the i  ue rai ed by employer' pre ent in urer. Some amplication might be
appropriate to indicate to thi re pondent the court' thinking in thi re pect. No attempt will be made
to  et thi out at thi point; however, it  hould be come apparent later in thi opinion.

"Claimant  u tained a myocardial infarction Augu t 3, 1967. Thi wa determined to be a compen
 able injury and ultimately clo ed by a final order of May 22, 1968. He wa awarded permanent partial
di ability of 30% benefit of the maximum for an un cheduled injury. He returned to work, however,
not on a fulltime ba i . It wa anticipated by hi treating phy ician that the phy ical activity would re
 ult in furthering the progre  ion of  uch collateral circulation a would develop in thi man' ca e. The
evidence i that after an infarction, which i the death of a heart ti  ue, a  car form where the ti  ue die 
and in mo t in tance collateral circulation tend to develop. Apparently the development of collateral
circulation varie from per on to per on and would appear to vary al o according to the extent of heart
ti  ue which i damaged by the infarction.

"The problem ari e in thi ca e, in part, becau e of the u e of language both by the medical wit
ne  e and by the attorney . The medical evidence  eem to be unque tionable that the original myo
cardial infarction had, at lea t a a contributing cau e, if not the cau e, medically  peaking, the u ual and
what might even be cla  ed a the normal progre  ive development of arterio clero i in thi workman.
While there may be di agreement from a medical  tandpoint, a there i in thi ca e, whether the normal
work activitie contributed to an infarction or not, thi i a que tion of legal cau ation which, ab ent
 ome new deci ion from the appellate court , i not now open to di cu  ion. Again, it may al o be a
matter of  emantic between doctor . One doctor report , a in thi ca e, that the work activity wa a
contributing cau al factor in the on et of the infarction. Another doctor, or perhap two in thi ca e,
indicate that in their opinion, the work activity wa not a contributing factor. Reading between the
line , it  eem to be the opinion of medical expert who hold thi view that the on et of the infarction
i going to occur at  ome time and i no more rea onably probable that it will occur during work activ
ity than any other time. It ju t may be that the medical profe  ion ha not been able to determine to
what extent the law call a rea onable medical probability the exact cau e in term of legal cau ation.
It doe not  eem to require any citation in thi ca e to hold that where there i medical te timony the
work activity wa a contributing cau e; it  uffice to  how a compen ible injury. A to the fir t injury,
the que tion of cau ation i not open for determination at thi time becau e it  tand decided and wa 
not appealed. It i the law of the ca e a far a the Augu t 3, 1967, injury i concerned.

"One finding of fact which can be made at thi time from the evidence in thi ca e i that the
event of March 30, 1970, are  ufficient to  how  ome extraordinary exertion after the 1967 injury.
Claimant returned to work on a parttime ba i . Three individual were engaged in operating a whole
 ale produce bu ine  con i ting of receiving,  toring, packaging and delivering food tuff . One of the
individual had  u tained a broken leg which threw upon claimant and the other employee the burden
of phy ical exertion normally carried by the man who had the broken leg.
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299 "One of the expressions used by claimant's counsel is worthy of comment. To some people a 

myocardial infarction is a "heart attack". A thrombosis is also considered a "heart attack". As far as 
the evidence in this case is concerned, however, it would seem that attacks of angina pectoris are not 
0 heart attacks" in this sense. 

"In response to some urging by counsel for employer's present insurer it was contended that the 
March 30, 1970, events could be foreseen and, therefore, were not accidental or unexpected. This 
court would have to agree with claimant's counsel that if this reasoning were adopted, no workman who 
knew he was susceptible to heart attacks could recover benefits for the attacks. Then, as the court 
understands the evidence in this case, the condition of arteriosclerosis is a normal one in one sense of 
the word "normal", which may or may not result in angina pectoris or infarction, depending on the 
individual and on the progression of the sclerotic condition. This court would assume that it can be 
safely presumed the workman did not want an attack of angina pectoris. The law requires him to work 
if he can so he must try. It was his treating physician's opinion that the activity would enhance to its 
maximum collateral circulation. Under these circumstances, it would appear to the court that the Kinney 
case's definition of accidental injury is applicable. 

"The primary issue, however, is whether there is an aggravation or a new injury. Again, it seems 
that the terms used confuse the issue. There is no question the man had and still has an arteriosclerotic 
condition which apparently tends to "progress" or worsen and, as one counsel put it, is a condition for 
which there is no cure. It was a contributing factor in the original myocardial infarction. The evidence 
revealed that a heart muscle died and a scar formed. This was the first compensible injury. In legal 
contemplation, at least, the condition then became stationary. It is important to emphasize that it is 
the condition of the myocardial infarction healing process which became stationary and not one of the 
underlying causes which was the sclerotic condition; another cause being, of course, exertion of his 
employment. 

"The man's history after the original infarction was that he sustained from time to time attacks 
of angina pectoris in varying severity. They were sufficient to inhibit his activities and prevented him 
from returning to work on a full-time basis. These attacks are said to be, medically speaking, a result 
of the progression of the sclerotic condition as it relates to his activity and the ability of the circulatory 
system to supply blood and, therefore, oxygen to the heart muscle. When the activity is sufficient to 
result in the lack of blood supply to the heart msucle pain results. This occurs, as this court understands 
th~ evidence, as a result of several factors, which include the current state of the sclerotic condition, 
e*tent of activities, and probably whether the man is rested or has exerted himself. 

"On March 30, 1970, while in the process of working at his employment and following a period 
of time that there had been more than usual physical activity by reason of the one employee breaking 
his leg, claimant sustained a particularly severe attack of angina pectoris. He rested and took nitro
glycerin medication. When he resumed work he sustained another attack, he again rested; and at one 
point found it necessary to lie down on the floor in an attempt to relieve his condition. He had then 
reached a point where he was unable to work or, at least, this was the treating doctor's opinion. Since 
that time he has had other onsets of the pains which are the symptoms of angina pectoris. The evidence 
is clear, however, that he has not had any new or different myocardial infarction and, in this court's 
opinion, the evidence is also preponderant that there has been no change in the condition resulting from 
the previous infarction. His sclerotic condition may have changed and it is an underlying factor in the 
onset of the angina pectoris just as it was in the original infarction. This court is persuaded, however, 
that there was no aggravation of the original infarction and that it is pointless to argue that the original 
infarction was a contributing factor to the onset of the angina pectoris pains which are severe enough to 
prevent the claimant from working. 

"The employer takes the workman as he finds him. He had and still has and will continue to have 
a sclerotic condtion. It once resulted in an infarction which was a compensable injury. This is an ad
judicated fact. The condition of that infarction is, so far as the evidence shows, unchanged; the sclerotic 
condition, however, has changed. The onset of the angina pectoris on March 30, 1970, was, in terms of 
medical and legal causation work-related. 

"This can all be stated in other terms. From the original infarction, which was the first injury, some 
muscle died and a scar formed. This condition is unchanged. To some extent the evidence reveals claim
ant developed collateral circulation. The evidence preponderates that some unusual exer·tion over and 
above the part-time work claimant had been able to do resulted in the onset of pains sufficient to be dis· 
abling. Again, the employer takes the workman as he finds him. In this event the workman had a known 
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299 "One of the expre  ion u ed by claimant' coun el i worthy of comment. To  ome people a
myocardial infarction i a "heart attack". A thrombo i i al o con idered a "heart attack". A far a 
the evidence in thi ca e i concerned, however, it would  eem that attack of angina pectori are not
"heart attack " in thi  en e.

"In re pon e to  ome urging by coun el for employer' pre ent in urer it wa contended that the
March 30, 1970, event could be fore een and, therefore, were not accidental or unexpected. Thi 
court would have to agree with claimant' coun el that if thi rea oning were adopted, no workman who
knew he wa  u ceptible to heart attack could recover benefit for the attack . Then, a the court
under tand the evidence in thi ca e, the condition of arterio clero i i a normal one in one  en e of
the word "normal", which may or may not re ult in angina pectori or infarction, depending on the
individual and on the progre  ion of the  clerotic condition. Thi court would a  ume that it can be
 afely pre umed the workman did not want an attack of angina pectori . The law require him to work
if he can  o he mu t try. It wa hi treating phy ician' opinion that the activity would enhance to it 
maximum collateral circulation. Under the e circum tance , it would appear to the court that the Kinney
ca e' definition of accidental injury i applicable.

"The primary i  ue, however, i whether there i an aggravation or a new injury. Again, it  eem 
that the term u ed confu e the i  ue. There i no que tion the man had and  till ha an arterio clerotic
condition which apparently tend to "progre  " or wor en and, a one coun el put it, i a condition for
which there i no cure. It wa a contributing factor in the original myocardial infarction. The evidence
revealed that a heart mu cle died and a  car formed. Thi wa the fir t compen ible injury. In legal
contemplation, at lea t, the condition then became  tationary. It i important to empha ize that it i 
the condition of the myocardial infarction healing proce  which became  tationary and not one of the
underlying cau e which wa the  clerotic condition; another cau e being, of cour e, exertion of hi 
employment.

"The man' hi tory after the original infarction wa that he  u tained from time to time attack 
of angina pectori in varying  everity. They were  ufficient to inhibit hi activitie and prevented him
from returning to work on a full-time ba i . The e attack are  aid to be, medically  peaking, a re ult
of the progre  ion of the  clerotic condition a it relate to hi activity and the ability of the circulatory
 y tem to  upply blood and, therefore, oxygen to the heart mu cle. When the activity i  ufficient to
re ult in the lack of blood  upply to the heart m ucle pain re ult . Thi occur , a thi court under tand 
the evidence, a a re ult of  everal factor , which include the current  tate of the  clerotic condition,
extent of activitie , and probably whether the man i re ted or ha exerted him elf.

"On March 30, 1970, while in the proce  of working at hi employment and following a period
of time that there had been more than u ual phy ical activity by rea on of the one employee breaking
hi leg, claimant  u tained a particularly  evere attack of angina pectori . He re ted and took nitro
glycerin medication. When he re umed work he  u tained another attack, he again re ted; and at one
point found it nece  ary to lie down on the floor in an attempt to relieve hi condition. He had then
reached a point where he wa unable to work or, at lea t, thi wa the treating doctor' opinion. Since
that time he ha had other on et of the pain which are the  ymptom of angina pectori . The evidence
i clear, however, that he ha not had any new or different myocardial infarction and, in thi court' 
opinion, the evidence i al o preponderant that there ha been no change in the condition re ulting from
the previou infarction. Hi  clerotic condition may have changed and it i an underlying factor in the
on et of the angina pectori ju t a it wa in the original infarction. Thi court i per uaded, however,
that there wa no aggravation of the original infarction and that it i pointle  to argue that the original
infarction wa a contributing factor to the on et of the angina pectori pain which are  evere enough to
prevent the claimant from working.

"The employer take the workman a he find him. He had and  till ha and will continue to have
a  clerotic condtion. It once re ulted in an infarction which wa a compen able injury. Thi i an ad
judicated fact. The condition of that infarction i ,  o far a the evidence  how , unchanged; the  clerotic
condition, however, ha changed. The on et of the angina pectori on March 30, 1970, wa , in term of
medical and legal cau ation work-related.

"Thi can all be  tated in other term . From the original infarction, which wa the fir t injury,  ome
mu cle died and a  car formed. Thi condition i unchanged. To  ome extent the evidence reveal claim
ant developed collateral circulation. The evidence preponderate that  ome unu ual exertion over and
above the part-time work claimant had been able to do re ulted in the on et of pain  ufficient to be di 
abling. Again, the employer take the workman a he find him. In thi event the workman had a known
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299 sclerotic condition and a history of a prior infarction. It may be that the onset of the angina pectoris 

may be argued was inevitable but this does not necessarily follow because, as the court understands the 
evidence, the claimant might have simply had another infarction which may or may not have been fatal. 

"In any event, it is this court's conclusion that the Hearing Officer and the Workmen's Compensa
tion Board were correct that the claimant sustained a new compensable injury and not an aggravation of 
a prior one. Counsel for claimant will prepare the appropriate order." 
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299  clerotic condition and a hi tory of a prior infarction. It may be that the on et of the angina pectori 

may be argued wa inevitable but thi doe not nece  arily follow becau e, a the court under tand the
evidence, the claimant might have  imply had another infarction which may or may not have been fatal.

"In any event, it i thi court' conclu ion that the Hearing Officer and the Workmen' Compen a
tion Board were correct that the claimant  u tained a new compen able injury and not an aggravation of
a prior one. Coun el for claimant will prepare the appropriate order."
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WCB #69-1159 November 23, 1970 

KENNETH APPLEGATE, Claimant. 
Peterson, Chaivoe & Peterson, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant, 
a then 27-year-old log truck driver, sustained a compensable shoulder 
injury on March 14, 1968. The claimant maintains that while enroute 
from the logging operations to the mill in a loaded log truck, he stopped 
along the logging road and climbed to the platform located along the 
logging road and climbed to the platform located on top of the cab of 
the truck for the purpose of inspecting the load of logs. He claims that 
he slipped and fell from the platform and dislocated his left shoulder 
when he caught hold of the bulkhead behind the truck cab in an effort· to 
check his fall. The incident was unwitnessed. 

The claimant testified that he managed to reduce the displaced bone 
by means of rotating his shoulder. Dr. Brauer•s medical report relative 
to his examination and treatment of the claimant's left shoulder later 
that day reflects a diagnosis of a severe sprain of the left shoulder. 
Based upon his objective findings and the history-obtained from the 
claimant, Dr. Brauer indicated that it was possible that the claimant 
had suffered a dislocation of his-left shoulder. 

The claimant filed a claim for compensation on the day of his alleged 
1nJury. The validity of the claim was not disputed by the employer at 
that time, and the claim was accepted in due course by the State Compen
sation Department, since renamed the State Accident Insurance Fund. 

The claimant had a prior history of dislocations and injury involving 
his left shoulder. Each of his three previous injuries occurred in the 
State of Montana. In 1965 the claimant suffered a dislocated left 
shoulder as a result of being struck on the shoulder by a log during the 
loading of his log truck. In 1966 the claimant sustained multiple injuries 
including injury to both shoulders when the log truck he was driving went 
off the logging road and rolled over several times down an embankment. In 
1967 the claimant sustained a further dislocation of his left shoulder as 
a result of being knocked off the load of logs on his log truck by a log 
that was being loaded. 

On January 30, 1968, Dr. McKinstry, an orthopedic surgeon in Montana, 
who was the treating physician in connection with the claimant's 1967 
shoulder injury, recommended the surgical repair of the claimant's left 
shoulder by reason of recurrent dislocations and requested authority from 
the insurer to perform the surgical procedure. There are indications in 
the exhibits of record, although the exhibits fall short of establishing, 
that the claimant was aware of the advisabil~ty of the surgery on his 
shoulder and that he elected not to undergo surgery. The claimant 
vehemently denies either that he was made aware of the advisability of im
mediate surgery or that he refused to undergo such surgery. In any event, 
the claim was closed without the surgery having been performed by a settle
ment in the amount of $1500.00 concluded approximately one month prior to 
the alleged Oregon incident. · 
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WCB #69-1159 November 23, 1970

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant,
a then 27-year-old log truck driver, sustained a compensable shoulder
injury on March 14, 1968. The claimant maintains that while enroute
from the logging operations to the mill in a loaded log truck, he stopped
along the logging road and climbed to the platform located along the
logging road and climbed to the platform located on top of the cab of
the truck for the purpose of inspecting the load of logs. He claims that
he slipped and fell from the platform and dislocated his left shoulder
when he caught hold of the bulkhead behind the truck cab in an effort to
check his fall. The incident was unwitnessed.

The claimant testified that he managed to reduce the displaced bone
by means of rotating his shoulder. Dr. Brauer's medical report relative
to his examination and treatment of the claimant's left shoulder later
that day reflects a diagnosis of a severe sprain of the left shoulder.
Based upon his objective findings and the history obtained from the
claimant, Dr. Brauer indicated that it was possible that the claimant
had suffered a dislocation of his-left shoulder.

The claimant filed a claim for compensation on the day of his alleged
injury. The validity of the claim was not disputed by the employer at
that time, and the claim was accepted in due course by the State Compen
sation Department, since renamed the State  ccident Insurance Fund.

The claimant had a prior history of dislocations and injury involving
his left shoulder. Each of his three previous injuries occurred in the
State of Montana. In 1965 the claimant suffered a dislocated left
shoulder as a result of being struck on the shoulder by a log during the
loading of his log truck. In 1966 the claimant sustained multiple injuries
including injury to both shoulders when the log truck he was driving went
off the logging road and rolled over several times down an embankment. In
1967 the claimant sustained a further dislocation of his left shoulder as
a result of being knocked off the load of logs on his log truck by a log
that was being loaded.

On January 30, 1968, Dr. McKinstry, an orthopedic surgeon in Montana,
who was the treating physician in connection with the claimant's 1967
shoulder injury, recommended the surgical repair of the claimant's left
shoulder by reason of recurrent dislocations and requested authority from
the insurer to perform the surgical procedure. There are indications in
the exhibits of record, although the exhibits fall short of establishing,
that the claimant was aware of the advisability of the surgery on his
shoulder and that he elected not to undergo surgery. The claimant
vehemently denies either that he was made aware of the advisability of im
mediate surgery or that he refused to undergo such surgery. In any event,
the claim was closed without the surgery having been performed by a settle
ment in the amount of $1500.00 concluded approximately one month prior to
the alleged Oregon incident.

KENNETH  PPLEG TE, Claimant.
Peterson, Chaivoe & Peterson, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.
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the ~arcl1 14, 1968 incident in controvers~ in this n~ttcr, 
the claimant continued his emplo,_rment in Orer.on as a lo 0 .. , truck driver for 
a period of several months. The claimant then left Ore~on and workc, 1 ris -
a heavy equipment operator in Idaho for approximately a month. lie the: 
returned to Montana where he initially opernted a caterillar tractor .1 

a logging operation, and then resumed enployment as a lov truck drive·• 

The claimant commenced to have increasin~ly frequent dislocations of 
his left shoulder, all of which apparently occurred at night while he i:a:; 

sleeping and were not work related. The claimant did not require nedical 
attention for his recurrent shoulder dislocations until October of 1968 
when he was treated by Dr. Cragg, a Montana physician, relative to the 
reduction of an anterior dislocation of the left shoulder. The history 
which Dr. Cragg obtained from the claimant indicated a total of four 
dislocations in the preceding ten day period. There were an additional 
two dislocations during the following four weeks. Dr. Cragg surgically 
repaired the claimant's left shoulder in November of 1968 in order to cor
rect the recurrent dislocatinr shoulder condition. Dr. Cra~~•s closin~ 
medical report rendered in April of 1969 reported that his measurement of 
the claimant's physical impairment by the use of the .t\l!A C::uide to the 
Evaluation of Permanent Impairment totaled 28~.; of the upper extremity, 
which he indicated was consistent with his general evaluation of the im
pairment of the claimant's left arm in the 25 to 30~.; ranr.:e. lie further 
reported that there had been no suhluxation or dislocation of the left 
shoulder since the performance of the sur~ery. 

Based upon Dr. Cragr,'s report, the ClosinP. and Evaluntion Division of 
the Workmen's Compensation Board made a determination of the claim pursuant -
to ORS 656.268 in May of 1969. The claimant.was awarded perrianent partial 
disability equal to 30% loss of an arm or 57.6 Jcrrecs of the scheduled 
maximum of 192 degrees. 

Following the Closing and Evaluation Division's determination of the 
claim, the State Compensation Department in ,June of 1969 notified the 
claimant of its cancellation of the original notice of acceptance, and 
advised the claimant that his claim was denied. An alternative denial of 
responsibility for the surgery and resultant disahility based upon the 
lack of a causal relationship to the rtarch 14, 1968 incident, in the event 
the claim was subsequently held to involve a coripensahle injury, was also 
included in the notification. This denial of the claim was a~firmed hy the 
Hearing OffL:..:;-- as a result of the hearinp; held at the claimant's request. 

The evidence received at the hearing in this nntter, in addition to 
the exhihi ts, consists solely of the testimony of the claim:mt. The 
resolution of the issue of compensahility involve~ herein turns, therecore, 
upon the finding r:iade as to the credibility of the clninnnt's testjmony. 
The !!earing Officer's Opinion nn<l Order holdino: thnt the clnir)rint hnd n0t 
sustained a compensable injury as alleged, ¼'i15 reached solely on the basis 
of his finding with respect to the lack of c'rcdihility or the clnin:rnt's 
testimony. 

Recent decisions of the Court of ;\npeals ll.1vc cnuncinted the rule to he 
followed in the rcvic1, of 1mrkt:1cn's compensation crises rclnti,·e to the weir.ht 
to he given to the llearinr, Officer's +indin"s as to the credibility of 1dt
ncsscs, and the ci rcumst.1nccs which 1,nrnrnt the f'.ivin(T of such wei r,ht. h'hcre 
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Following the March 14, 1968 incident in controversy in this natter,
the claimant continued his employment in Oregon as a log truck driver for
a period of several months. The claimant then left Oregon and worked as
a heavy equipment operator in Idaho for approximately a month. He the",
returned to Montana where he initially operated a caterillar tractor a
a logging operation, and then resumed employment as a lop truck drive .

The claimant commenced to have increasingly frequent dislocations of
his left shoulder, all of which apparently occurred at night while he was
sleeping and were not work related. The claimant did not require nedical
attention for his recurrent shoulder dislocations until October of 1968
when he was treated by Dr. Cragg, a Montana physician, relative to the
reduction of an anterior dislocation of the left shoulder. The history
which Dr. Cragg obtained from the claimant indicated a total of four
dislocations in the preceding ten day period. There were an additional
two dislocations during the following four weeks. Dr. Cragg surgically
repaired the claimant's left shoulder in November of 1968 in order to cor
rect the recurrent dislocating shoulder condition. Dr. Cragg's closing
medical report rendered in  pril of 1969 reported that his measurement of
the claimant's physical impairment by the use of the  M Guide to the
Evaluation of Permanent Impairment totaled 28% of the upper extremity,
which he indicated was consistent with his general evaluation of the im
pairment of the claimant's left arm in the 25 to 30% range. He further
reported that there had been no subluxation or dislocation of the left
shoulder since the performance of the surgery.

Based upon Dr. Cragg's report, the Closing and Evaluation Division of
the Workmen's Compensation Board made a determination of the claim pursuant
to ORS 656.268 in May of 1969. The claimant.was awarded permanent partial
disability equal to 30% loss of an arm or 57.6 degrees of the scheduled
maximum of 192 degrees.

Following the Closing and Evaluation Division's determination of the
claim, the State Compensation Department in June of 1969 notified the
claimant of its cancellation of the original notice of acceptance, and
advised the claimant that his claim was denied.  n alternative denial of
responsibility for the surgery and resultant disability based upon the
lack of a causal relationship to the March 14, 1968 incident, in the event
the claim was subsequently held to involve a compensable injury, was also
included in the notification. This denial of the claim was affirmed by the
Hearing Office-’ as a result of the hearing held at the claimant's request.

The evidence received at the hearing in this matter, in addition to
the exhibits, consists solely of the testimony of the claimant. The
resolution of the issue of compensability involved herein turns, therefore,
upon the finding made as to the credibility of the claimant's testimony.
The Hearing Officer's Opinion and Order holding that the claimant had not
sustained a compensable injury as alleged, w,as readied solelyon the basis
of his finding with respect to the lack of credibility of theclaimant's
testimony.

Recent decisions of the Court of  ppeals have enunciated the rule to be
followed in the review of workmen's compensation cases relative to the weight
to be given to the Hearing Officer's ^indin-’s as to the credibility of wit
nesses, and the circumstances which warrant the giving of such weight. Where









          
                
              

           
             

             
              
            
             
             

         
            

           
            
            
        

           
            

               
             

            
         

              
             

            
           

            
        

             
 

    

   
     
    

            
            

      

             
            

               
 

          
            

            
 

the credibility of witnesses becomes a determi::1r,tive factor in the resolu
tion of an issue or the outcome of a case, the Board, who must review de 
novo on the cold record, should give weight to the evaluation of the Hearing 
Officer, who saw and heard the witnesses, on the question of credibility. 
Moore v. U. S. Plywood Corp., 89 Adv. Sh. 831, Or. App. (1969). 
The Board, however, is not bound by the findinr,s of the Hearing Officer 
on the issue of the credibility of a witness. The Board in the exercise 
of its review function is required to exercise its own independent judgment 
and to reach the decision that it determines to be proper after its consider
ation of the evidence of record and the applicable law. Hannan v. Good 
Samaritan Hospital, 90 Adv. Sh. 1517, ___ or. App. --..--(1970). The 
circumstances which warrant the giving of weight to the findings of the 
Hearing Officer are limited to the Hearing O:i:'ficer' s evaluation of the credi
bility of live witnesses, where the Hearing Offic:er alone has had an oppor
tunity to see and hear the witnesses while testifying. Cooper v. Publishers 
Paper, 91 Adv. Sh. 241, Or. App. (1970). - -

This matter represents a classic example of the circumstances in which 
the Hearing Officer's finding as to the cre<libi 1i ty of the claimant is en
titled to be given weight by reason 0f his opp,· rtunity to see and hear the 
claimant testify at the hearing, and in which the determination made as to 
the claimant's credibility in turn resolves th~ issue involved in the matter 
of the compensabili ty of the nllegecl March 14 • 1968 incident. 

The Board, based upon its de novo review of the record herein, and its 
consideration of the briefs submitted by counsel for the parties, and as a 
result of the exercise of its independent judgment relative to the clA.imant's 
credibility, together with the weight given tc the Hearing Officer's finding 
as to the cla.imant's credibility, finds and concludes that the-claimant did 
not sustain a compensable injury on March 14, 1968. 

The order of the Hearing Officer upholdinp, the denial of the claim is 
therefore affirmed. 

WCB #70-434 November 23, 1970 

JEWELL LEE TAYLOR, Claimant. 
Bailey, Swink & Haas, Clair.iant's Attorneys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent 0£ permanent 
disability sustained by a 55-year-old millwrir,ht as the result of a low 
ba~k injury incurred on February J., 1966. 

His claim was first closed pursuant to ORS 656.268 on November 31 1967 
with a determination that he had sustained a disability of 38.4 degrees 
unscheduled disability on the ba!;iS of a comparison to a 20% loss of an arm 
by separation. 

The claim was subsequently reopened and the determination order of 
March 2, 1970 again closing the claim allowed compensation for temporary total 
disability from April 9 to Dece~ber 1, 1969 but no additional permanent paT
tial disability. 
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the credibility of witnesses becomes a determinative factor in the resolu
tion of an issue or the outcome of a case, the Board, who must review de
novo on the cold record, should give weight to the evaluation of the Hearing
Officer, who saw and heard the witnesses, on the question of credibility.
Moore v. U. S. Plywood Corp., 89  dv. Sh. 831, Or.  pp. ____ (1969).
The Board, however, is not bound by the findings of the Hearing Officer
on the issue of the credibility of a witness. The Board in the exercise
of its review function is required to exercise its own independent judgment
and to reach the decision that it determines to be proper after its consider
ation of the evidence of record and the applicable law. Hannan v. Good
Samaritan Hospital, 90  dv. Sh. 1517, Or.  pp. (1970). The
circumstances which warrant the giving of weight to the findings of the
Hearing Officer are limited to the Hearing Officer's evaluation of the credi
bility of live witnesses, where the Hearing Officer alone has had an oppor
tunity to see and hear the witnesses while testifying. Cooper v. Publishers
Paper, 91  dv. Sh. 241, Or.  pp. _______ (1970).

This matter represents a classic example of the circumstances in which
the Hearing Officer's finding as to the credibility of the claimant is en
titled to be given weight by reason of his opportunity to see and hear the
claimant testify at the hearing, and in which the determination made as to
the claimant's credibility in turn resolves the issue involved in the matter
of the compensability of the alleged March 14, 1968 incident.

The Board, based upon its de novo review of the record herein, and its
consideration of the briefs submitted by counsel for the parties, and as a
result of the exercise of its independent judgment relative to the claimant's
credibility, together with the weight given to the Hearing Officer's finding
as to the claimant's credibility, finds and concludes that the claimant did
not sustain a compensable injury on March 14, 1968.

The order of the Hearing Officer upholding the denial of the claim is
therefore affirmed.

WCB #70-434 November 23, 1970

JEWELL LEE T YLOR, Claimant.
Bailey, Swink § Haas, Claimant's  ttorneys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 55-year-old millwright as the result of a low
back injury incurred on February 1, 1966.

His claim was first closed pursuant to ORS 656.268 on November 3, 1967
with a determination that he had sustained a disability of 38.4 degrees
unscheduled disability on the basis of a comparison to a 20% loss of an arm
by separation.

The claim was subsequently reopened and the determination order of
March 2, 1970 again closing the claim allowed compensation for temporary total
disability from  pril 9 to December 1, 1969 but no additional permanent par
tial disability.
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hearing the award of permanent partial unscheduled disability 
was increased to 58 degrees which the claimant, on review, asserts is 
not adequate. 

The claimant's physical prohlems are not limited to tlwse incurred in 
this accident. Sor.ie are attributable to r:iuscular dystrophy. There is some 
question whether the claimant's lack of opportunity for overtime should be 
consid~red as a loss of earnings fa~tor for application to the award of 
disability. The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer's conclusion that 
under the facts of this case there is no showing of decreased earnings 
due to the disability. 

The Board also concurs with the Ilearinr; Officer in finding that there 
was an increase in permanent disability reflected hy the available evidence 
between the initial award in Novm11her of 1967 and the deterRination under 
review of rtarch, 1970. 

Dr. Kimberley reports that the clainant has had an excellent result 
from the surgery with minimal complaints and a permanent partial dis
ability classified as "small." 

As noted above the Boa.rd concludes that the <lisability is greater than 
the 38.4 degrees initially allowed but considering all of the evidence it 
does not exceed the 48 degrees found by the llearing Officer. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

wen #69-2131 November 23, 1970 

VANCE L. CURTIS, Claimant. 
Pozzi, \\Tilson Pr Atchison, Clairiant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

The above-e11titled matter inv0lves ~in issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 41 year old power shovel operator as the result 
of a fall from a ladder on October 1, 1968 1 whicl1 caused a compression of 
the 12th dorsal vertebra. The claimant had previously incurred permanent 
injuries to cervical vertebrae in a service connected incident in Korea. 

The <lisabi li ty from this 'industrial accident was deterriined pursuant 
to ORS 656.268 at 16 degrees out of the applicable riaximum of 320 degrees. 
Upon hearing this was increased to 48 degrees. The clainant urged, on review, 
that by i:ertain authorities in the :Eield of disability evaluation the average 
disability resulting fror.1 such a coP1pression is in excess of that awarded 
herein. Averages arP, obtained from totalling all such clait1s and dividing 
to obtain an average. To follow the false logic of the claimant the claimants 
with less di.sahility would profit and those ,11i th greater <lisabili ty would 
lose solely on the proposition that their actual disabilities should yield 
to an averaging process. Just as the employer takes the wcrkr.ian as he finds 
him, the compensat:i.on pay::ible to the clainant is on the bi:isis of how the ac
cident leaves hirn and not how it leaves scMeone else. 

-

-

The claiuant i,1 this case has been able to return to his former employ- -
ment with no materbl•.,~Joss of earnings capaci t)'. The award by the Hearing 
Officer of 48 degrees is definitely not less t11an the impairment and dis-
ability reflected by this recrrd. 
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Upon hearing the award of permanent partial unscheduled disability
was increased to 58 degrees which the claimant, on review, asserts is
not adequate.

The claimant's physical problems are not limited to those incurred in
this accident. Some are attributable to muscular dystrophy. There is some
question whether the claimant's lack of opportunity for overtime should be
considered as a loss of earnings factor for application to the award of
disability. The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer's conclusion that
under the facts of this case there is no showing of decreased earnings
due to the disability.

The Board also concurs with the Hearing Officer in finding that there
was an increase in permanent disability reflected by the available evidence
between the initial award in November of 1967 and the determination under
review of March, 1970.

Dr. Kimberley reports that the claimant has had an excellent result
from the surgery with minimal complaints and a permanent partial dis
ability classified as "small."

 s noted above the Board concludes that the disability is greater than
the 38.4 degrees initially allowed but considering all of the evidence it
does not exceed the 48 degrees found by the Hearing Officer.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #69-2133 November 23, 1970

V NCE L. CURTIS, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above-entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 41 year old power shovel operator as the result
of a fal] from a ladder on October 1, 1968, which caused a compression of
the 12th dorsal vertebra. The claimant had previously incurred permanent
injuries to cervical vertebrae in a service connected incident in Korea.

The disability from this industrial accident was determined pursuant
to ORS 656.268 at 16 degrees out of the applicable maximum of 320 degrees.
Upon hearing this was increased to 48 degrees. The claimant urged, on review,
that by certain authorities in the field of disability evaluation the average
disability resulting from such a compression is in excess of that awarded
herein.  verages are obtained from totalling all such claims and dividing
to obtain an average. To follow the false logic of the claimant the claimants
with less disability would profit and those with greater disability would
lose solely on the proposition that their actual disabilities should yield
to an averaging process. Just as the employer takes the workman as he finds
him, the compensation payable to the claimant is on the basis of how the ac
cident leaves him and not how it leaves someone else.

The claimant in this case has been able to return to his former employ
ment witli no materia 1^1oss of earnings capacity. The award by the Hearing
Officer of 48 degrees is definitely not less than the impairment and dis
ability reflected by this record.
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is some indication of a problem with c1~imant's legs of unknown 
etiology. Consideration of any award for this problem was properly dismissed 
by the Hearing Officer in light of the dubious association with the accident. 

The Board concurs with the findings of the Hearing Officer and the order 
on review is affirmed. 

WCB #69-1230 •. November 23, 1970 

OLETHA ANDRE, Claimant, 
Noel :& Allen, Claimant's Attys, 
Request for Review by Employer. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 44-year-old 
nurses aide sustained any permanent disability as the result of an incident 
on March 6, 1968 when her right shoulder and back were injured while helping 
a patient out of a .bathtub and the pa-tient slipped,· 

., 

Pursuant ,to ORS 656.268 a determination issued finding the claimant to 
have recovered without residual permanent disability, Upon hearing, however, 
an award of 48 degrees was made out of the maximum allowable award of 
320 degrees for unscheduled disabilities, 

The evidence reflects a wide range of symptoms but with little or no 
objective evidence of any physical impairment attributable to the acci_dental 
injury at issue. The various complaints extend to such matters as disabling 
headaches, diz~iness and black spe~ks in -her vision. These are more 
reasonably attributable to what _is described dn the medical reports as an 
untenable social situation·. It is. interesting to note that in the opinion 
of Dr. Jones, for instance, it is highly questionable whether there is a 
permanent injury. 

-'I:he Board concludes that there. is, -essent~ally no material residual 
relationship between the incident of_ March 6, 1968 and. the claimant's 
numerous widespread intermittent SY!TIP.toms. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is therefore reversed and the initial 
. -determination finding there to . qe nq residual pe_rmanerit disabi.li ty is rein
stated, 

Pursuant to ORS 656.313 none of the compensation paid, conforming to the 
order ·of the. Hearing Officer, is repay8:pl~ to tµe, employer, 

Compensation having been reduced counsel for claimant is authorized to 
collect a fee of not to exceed $125·.,00 from :the -claimant for services on 
review, 

-S-

There is some indication of a problem with claimant's legs of unknown
etiology. Consideration of any award for this problem was properly dismissed
by the Hearing Officer in light of the dubious association with the accident.

The Board concurs with the findings of the Hearing Officer and the order
on review is affirmed.

WCB #69-1230 -November 23, 1970

OLETH  NDRE, Claimant.
Noel $  llen, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Employer. -

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 44-year-old
nurses aide sustained any permanent disability as the result of an incident
on March 6, 1968 when her right shoulder and back were injured while helping
a patient out of a bathtub and the patient slipped.

Pursuant -to ORS 656.268 a determination issued finding the claimant to
have recovered without residual permanent disability. Upon hearing, however,
an award of 48 degrees was made out of the maximum allowable award of
320 degrees for unscheduled disabilities.

The evidence reflects a wide range of symptoms but with little or no
objective evidence of any physical impairment attributable to the accidental
injury at issue. The various complaints extend to such matters as disabling
headaches, dizziness and black specks in her vision. These are more
reasonably attributable to what is described in the medical reports as an
untenable social situation. It is interesting to note that in the opinion
of Dr. Jones, for instance, it is highly questionable whether there is a
permanent injury.

The Board concludes that there is essentially no material residual
relationship between the incident of March 6, 1968 and the claimant's
numerous widespread intermittent symptoms.

The order of the Hearing Officer is therefore reversed and the initial
determination finding there to.be no residual permanent disability is rein
stated. <

Pursuant to ORS 656.313 none of the compensation paid, conforming to the
order of the, Hearing Officer;, is repayable to the, employer.

Compensation having been reduced counsel for claimant is authorized to
collect a fee of not to exceed $125.,00 from the claimant for services on
review.

-5-
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#69-1036 

MARGRETTE KIMBROUGH, Claimant, 
D. R. Dimick, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

November 23, 1970 

The above entitled matter involves an issue with respect to the 
compensability of a claim for accidental injuries made by a 27-year-old 
PBX operator who allegedly was injured April 6, 1969 in a fall in 1~hich 
she struck the back of her head. 

The claim was denied by the employer but ordered allowed, following 
hearing, by the Hearing Officer. 

The employer requested a Board review but that request has now been 
withdrawn. 

The matter before the Board is hereby dismis·sed and the order of · 
the Hearing Officer is declared final by operation of law. 

WCB #70-423 . 

WILLIAM N. MILLER, Claimant. 
Kelly & Grant, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by SAIF. 

November 23, 1970 

The above entitled matter arose from a question over the responsi
bility of the State Accident Insurance Fund for payment of temporary total 
disability with respect to an inguinal hernia incurred by the 64 year old 
employe of a used car dealer while lifting a car battery on September 19, 
1969. Primarily at issue is the propriety of the assessment of penalties 
and attorney fees on alleged unreasonable denial of compensation. The claim
ant first saw a doctor for the condition on September 22, 1969. He continued 
to work until some time in early October. The operation was postponed 
several times due to a condition variously identified in the record by the 
doctor as the "flu." 

The legislature has imposed limitations on the compensation payable for 
such hernia claims by ORS 656.220 which provides as follows: 

"656.220 Compensation for hernia. A workman, entitled to 
compensation for hernia when operated upon, is entitled to receive 
under ORS 656.210, payment for temporary total disability for a 
period of not more than 60 days. If such workman refuses forth
with to submit to an·operation, neither he nor his beneficiaries 
are entitled to any benefits whatsoever under ORS 656,001 to 
656.794. However, in claims where the physician deems it inad
visable for the claimant to have an operation because of age or 
physical condition, the claimant shall receive an award of 10 
degrees in full and final settlement of the claim." 

In the instant case the State Accident Insurance Fund commenced payment 
of the temporary total disability on November 20 when the operation was 
performed. The information available to the State Accident Insurance Fund 
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The above entitled matter involves an issue with respect to the
compensability of a claim for accidental injuries made by a 27-year-old
PBX operator who allegedly was injured  pril 6, 1969 in a fall in which
she struck the back of her head.

The claim was denied by the employer but ordered allowed, following
hearing, by the Hearing Officer.

The employer requested a Board review but that request has now been
withdrawn.

The matter before the Board is hereby dismissed and the order of
the Hearing Officer is declared final by operation of law.

WCB #69-1036 November 23, 1970

M RGRETTE KIMBROUGH, Claimant.
D. R. Dimick, Claimant’s  tty.
Request for Review by Employer.

WCB #70-423 November 23, 1970

WILLI M N. MILLER, Claimant.
Kelly fj Grant, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by S IF.

The above entitled matter arose from a question over the responsi
bility of the State  ccident Insurance Fund for payment of temporary total
disability with respect to an inguinal hernia incurred by the 64 year old
employe of a used car dealer while lifting a car battery on September 19,
1969. Primarily at issue is the proprietyof the assessment of penalties
and attorney fees on alleged unreasonable denial of compensation. The claim
ant first saw a doctor for the condition on September 22, 1969. He continued
to work until some time in early October. The operation was postponed
several times due to a condition variouslyidentified in the record by the
doctor as the "flu."

The legislature has imposed limitations on the compensation payable for
such hernia claims by ORS 656.220 which provides as follows:

"656.220 Compensation for hernia.  workman, entitled to
compensation for hernia when operated upon, is entitled to receive
under ORS 656.210, payment for temporary total disability for a
period of not more than 60 days. If such workman refuses forth
with to submit to an operation, neither he nor his beneficiaries
are entitled to any benefits whatsoever under ORS 656.001 to
656.794. However, in claims where the physician deems it inad
visable for the claimant to have an operation because of age or
physical condition, the claimant shall receive an award of 10
degrees in full and final settlement of the claim."

In the instant case the State  ccident Insurance Fund commenced payment
of the temporary total disability on November 20 when the operation was
performed. The information available to the State  ccident Insurance Fund
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that the claimant had the flu which precluden surgery. A 
reasonable literal interpretation of the provision of :he statute quoted 
above authorizes compensation for temporary total disability "when 
operated upon." 

On February 9, 1970 a determination issued pursuant to ORS 656.268 by 
the Workmen's Compensation Board approving payment of temporary total 
disability from November 20, 1969 to January 1, 1970 when the claimant was 
authorized by his treating doctor to return to work. 

As noted above the issue on review is whether the State Accident 
Insurance Fund was unreasonable in not paying compensation for temporary 
total disability for a period prior to November 20, 1969. The Hearing 
Officer recites that the State Accident Insurance Fund continued to resist 
payment at the time of hearing. This hearing was on July 7, 1970. The 
Hearing Officer apparently has taken the position that an employer or the 
State· Accident Insurance Fund cannot rely upon a determination issued by the 
Workmen's Compensation Board and is subject to penalties and attorney fees 
for failure to pay more than found due by the Closing and Evaluation Division 
of the Workmen's Compensation Board. The Board does not believe it to have 
been the legislative intention to impose penalties and attorney fees under 
such circumstances. 

It should be noted that one medical report upon which the claimant 
relies concludes that the claimant was unable to work from the date of the 
accident despite having been provided with a truss and returned to work. 
The request for hearing also alleged temporary total disability from 
September 19 despite working thereafter for a couple of weeks. There is no 
penalty for unfounded or unreasonable demands for compensation~ 

The Board concludes and finds that the State Accident Insurance Fund 
acted reasonably under its interpretation of the applicable law and the 
facts available to it indicating that the claimant had the "flu." The 
reasonableness of that interpretation was confirmed by the action of the 
Closing and Evaluation Division of the Workmen's Compensation Board in its 
order of February 9, 1970. It was not unreasonable at the time of having to 
take the position that the Closing and Evaluation order was correct under 
the law and facts. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.313 the additional temporary total disability ordered 
paid by the Hearing Officer is not repayable. That issue is thus, to all 
intents and purposes, moot with respect to compensation payable thereunder. 
The additional money awarded pursuant to ORS 656.262 (8) has been classified 
by the Court of Appeals as a penalty (Larson v. SCD, 89 Or. Adv. Sh. 819, 820, 
821). A penalty or attorney fee awarded as a penalty is not deemed within 
the provisions of ORS 656.313 requiring compensation be paid pending review 
or appeal. A contrary interpretation would make the Hearing Officer the sole 
arbiter for imposing and. paying penalties without the effective right of review 
since the penalty could not be recovered even though reversed on appeal. 

The order of the Hearing Officer imposing penalties and attorney fees is 
reversed. 

The State Accident Insurance Fund having been relieved of liability im
posed by the Hearing Officer, any attorney fee for review is payable directly 
from the claimant to his own counsel who is authorized to collect not to exceed 
$125.00 for his services. 
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indicated that the claimant had the flu which precluded surgery.  
reasonable literal interpretation of the provision of :he statute quoted
above authorizes compensation for temporary total disability "when
operated upon."

On February 9, 1970 a determination issued pursuant to ORS 656.268 by
the Workmen's Compensation Board approving payment of temporary total
disability from November 20, 1969 to January 1, 1970 when the claimant was
authorized by his treating doctor to return to work.

 s noted above the issue on review is whether the State  ccident
Insurance Fund was unreasonable in not paying compensation for temporary
total disability for a period prior to November 20, 1969. The Hearing
Officer recites that the State  ccident Insurance Fund continued to resist
payment at the time of hearing. This hearing was on July 7, 1970. The
Hearing Officer apparently has taken the position that an employer or the
State  ccident Insurance Fund cannot rely upon a determination issued by the
Workmen's Compensation Board and is subject to penalties and attorney fees
for failure to pay more than found due by the Closing and Evaluation Division
of the Workmen's Compensation Board. The Board does not believe it to have
been the legislative intention to impose penalties and attorney fees under
such circumstances.

It should be noted that one medical report upon which the claimant
relies concludes that the claimant was unable to work from the date of the
accident despite having been provided with a truss and returned to work.
The request for hearing also alleged temporary total disability from
September 19 despite working thereafter for a couple of weeks. There is no
penalty for unfounded or unreasonable demands for compensation.

The Board concludes and finds that the State  ccident Insurance Fund4

acted reasonably under its interpretation of the applicable law and the
facts available to it indicating that the claimant had the "flu." The
reasonableness of that interpretation was confirmed by the action of the
Closing and Evaluation Division of the Workmen's Compensation Board in its
order of February 9, 1970. It was not unreasonable at the time of having to
take the position that the Closing and Evaluation order was correct under
the law and facts.

Pursuant to ORS 656.313 the additional temporary total disability ordered
paid by the Hearing Officer is not repayable. That issue is thus, to all
intents and purposes, moot with respect to compensation payable thereunder.
The additional money awarded pursuant to ORS 656.262 (8) has been classified
by the Court of  ppeals as a penalty (Larson v. SCD, 89 Or.  dv. Sh. 819, 820,
821).  penalty or attorney fee awarded as a penalty is not deemed within
the provisions of ORS 656.313 requiring compensation be paid pending review
or appeal.  contrary interpretation would make the Hearing Officer the sole
arbiter for imposing and. paying penalties without the effective right of review
since the penalty could not be recovered even though reversed on appeal.

The order of the Hearing Officer imposing penalties and attorney fees is
reversed.

The State  ccident Insurance Fund having been relieved of liability im
posed by the Hearing Officer, any attorney fee for review is payable directly
from the claimant to his own counsel who is authorized to collect not to exceed
$125.&0 for his services.
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#69-1288 Novenber 23, 1970 

MARGARET EVANS, Claimant. 
Brown, Schlegel, Bennett & Milbank, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by SAIF. 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of whether the claimant is 
entitled to pursue a claim for compensation with respect to an incident some 
time in May of 1968 when she allegedly fell while at work. 

The record reflects that she had reported to the school principal that 
the dressing room floor was slippery when wet. She ·also reported to the 
principal that she fell but she did not report that she was injured or 
that she was making a claim. After school was out she.noted discomfort in 
the left hip and thigh but on visiting a doctor in ·August she gave no his
tory of an accident or injury. It was not until May of 1969 that she gave 
the history of the accident to a doctor and no written report of the injury 
was made to the employer until June 6, 1969. 

ORS 656,265 bars any claim where a written notice is not given to the 
employer within 30 days of the accident. There are exceptions which permit 
making the claim within one year. The question is whether the section should 
be construed to mean that there is no limitation in time if the employer 
cannot prove a prejudice by the late filing. The Hearing Officer concluded 
that oral notice to a supervisor of an incident suffices if at any time 
in the future a claim is made for injury. 

-

There is qnother section of the law not discussed in the briefs or A 
considered by the HeaYing Officer. Pursuant to ORS 656,319 there is a W 
corroborative section which provides that a claim such as this is not entitled 
to a hearing and the claim is unenforceable. The State Accident Insurance 
Fund did deny the claim and ORS 656,319 (2) appears to grant a hearing 
following a "denial." The Board construes these provisions to read that 
jurisdiction cannot be vested on an unenforceable claim by the act of an_ 
employer or the State Accident Insurance Fund in denying the otherwise 
unenforceable claim. 

The Board deems the legislative intention to be clear that a limita
tion of one year has been placed. The hearing should not have been granted 
in thi~- i.nstance by the Hearings Division. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is reversed. 

Counsel for claimant is authorized to collect a fee of not to exceed 
$125.00 for services rendered on review with respect to an employer-insurer 
appeal. 
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WCB #69-1288 November 23, 1970

The above entitled matter involves an issue of whether the claimant is
entitled to pursue a claim for compensation with respect to an incident some
time in May of 1968 when she allegedly fell while at work.

The record reflects that she had reported to the school principal that
the dressing room floor was slippery when wet. She also reported to the
principal that she fell but she did not report that she was injured or
that she was making a claim.  fter school was out she noted discomfort in
the left hip and thigh but on visiting a doctor in  ugust she gave no his
tory of an accident or injury. It was not until May of 1969 that she gave
the history of the accident to a doctor and no written report of the injury
was made to the employer until June 6, 1969.

ORS 656.265 bars any claim where a written notice is not given to the
employer within 30 days of the accident. There are exceptions which permit
making the claim within one year. The question is whether the section should
be construed to mean that there is no limitation in time if the employer
cannot prove a prejudice by the late filing. The Hearing Officer concluded
that oral notice to a supervisor of an incident suffices if at any time
in the future a claim is made for injury.

There is another section of the law not discussed in the briefs or
considered by the Hearing Officer. Pursuant to ORS 656.319 there is a
corroborative section which provides that a claim such as this is not entitled
to a hearing and the claim is unenforceable. The State  ccident Insurance
Fund did deny the claim and ORS 656.319 (2) appears to grant a hearing
following a "denial." The Board construes these provisions to read that
jurisdiction cannot be vested on an unenforceable claim by the act of an
employer or the State  ccident Insurance Fund in denying the otherwise
unenforceable claim.

The Board deems the legislative intention to be clear that a limita
tion of one year has been placed. The hearing should not have been granted
in this instance by the Hearings Division.

The order of the Hearing Officer is reversed.

Counsel for claimant is authorized to collect a fee of not to exceed
$125.00 for services rendered on review with respect to an employer-insurer
appeal.

M RG RET EV NS, Claimant.
Brown, Schlegel, Bennett § Milbank, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by S IF.
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#70-1626 

DUANE PACKEBUSH, Claimant. 
Dwyer & Jensen, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

November 24, 1970 

The above entitled matter involves a procedural issue with respect 
to whether the claimant, as a matter of right, is entitled to a hearing 
and the other procedures provided by the 1965 Act for an accidental injury 
incurred on August 19, 1965, 

The only order or award of compensation with respect to the claim was 
made by the then State Compensation Department on May 1, 1967. That order 
allowed certain compensation for temporary total disability and made an award 
of partial disability for the partial loss of use of a foot. 

On March 20, 1969 the claimant slipped on a rock while at work and 
sustained an inversion injury of the left ankle. This incident apparently 
exacerbated an underlying traumatic arthritis relating back to the 1965 
injury. 

For the purpose of these proceedings the claimant is in the position of 
asserting a right to hearing on the 1965 injury. No new order has been 
issued by the State Industrial Accident Commission or its successors in 
interest, the State Compensation Department now known as the State Accident 
Insurance Fund. 

Ch. 265 O.L. 1965, Sec. 43, extended the right to an election between 
the pre-1966 procedures and the post-1965 procedures with respect to any 
order issued on a pre-1966 injury. No such order has been issued nor could 
any election of remedies apply since the claimant's rights under the pre-
1966 procedures have long expired. 

If the claimant's present problems are related to the incident of March, 
1969, the claimant may still seek a hearing with respect to that claim. His 
right to a hearing when supported by medical corroboration extends for five 
years from that claim. 

If the 1969 injury is in no wise responsible for current problems any 
consideration by the Workmen's Compensation Board is not as a matter of 
right but subject only to ORS 656.278 under the own motion continuing juris
diction of the Workmen's Compensation Board. 

The Board concludes that the claimant has not established his right to 
a hearing as to the 1965 inJury and therefore concludes the request for a 
hearing was properly dismissed. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed without prejudice to the 
claimant's right to proceed further on the 1969 claim and without passing upon 
whether, upon a proper record, the matter might be the subject of own motion 
consideration. · 
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The above entitled matter involves a procedural issue with respect
to whether the claimant, as a matter of right, is entitled to a hearing
and the other procedures provided by the 1965  ct for an accidental injury
incurred on  ugust 19, 1965.

The only order or award of compensation with respect to the claim was
made by the then State Compensation Department on May 1, 1967. That order
allowed certain compensation for temporary total disability and made an award
of partial disability for the partial loss of use of a foot.

On March 20, 1969 the claimant slipped on a rock while at work and
sustained an inversion injury of the left ankle. This incident apparently
exacerbated an underlying traumatic arthritis relating back to the 1965
injury.

For the purpose of these proceedings the claimant is in the position of
asserting a right to hearing on the 1965 injury. No new order has been
issued by the State Industrial  ccident Commission or its successors in
interest, the State Compensation Department now known as the State  ccident
Insurance Fund.

Ch. 265 O.L. 1965, Sec. 43, extended the right to an election between
the pre-1966 procedures and the post-1965 procedures with respect to any
order issued on a pre-1966 injury. No such order has been issued nor could
any election of remedies apply since the claimant's rights under the pre-
1966 procedures have long expired.

If the claimant's present problems are related to the incident of March,
1969, the claimant may still seek a hearing with respect to that claim. His
right to a hearing when supported by medical corroboration extends for five
years from that claim.

If the 1969 injury is in no wise responsible for current problems any
consideration by the Workmen's Compensation Board is not as a matter of
right but subject only to ORS 656.278 under the own motion continuing juris
diction of the Workmen's Compensation Board.

The Board concludes that the claimant has not established his right to
a hearing as to the 1965 injury and therefore concludes the request for a
hearing was properly dismissed.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed without prejudice to the
claimant's right to proceed further on the 1969 claim and without passing upon
whether, upon a proper record, the matter might be the subject of own motion
consideration.

WCB #70-1626 November 24, 1970

DU NE P CKEBUSH, Claimant.
Dwyer § Jensen, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.
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Claim No. EA 948246 

WILLARD J. GLENDENNING, Claimant, 
J. David Kryger, Claimant's Atty. 

November 24, 1970 

The above entitled matter involves the claim of a 49 year old workman 
who was injured September 10, 1962 in a motor vehicle accident when his 
head struck the top of the cab, 

The claim was accepted and subsequentiy has been closed and re-opened 
but any issue now remaining ls subject to hearing and review only upon the 
possible exercise by the Workmen's Compensation Board of the own motion 
jurisdiction vested by ORS 656,278~ 

The Board is advised that responsibility for certain medical services 
has been assumed by the State Accident Insurance Fund. The basic issue 
for possible award by the Board is a period of alleged temporary total 
disability from January 7 to July 15, 1970. 

The claimant has now returned to work and the evidence available to the 
Board reflects that the claimant had minimal disability which was not of 
sufficient severity to preclude working. 

The Board has therefore considered the matter of possibly exercising 
its discretion to order the claim re-opened•for further compensation and 
concludes that in the Board's Judgment there is insufficient evidence to 
warrant the exercise of such own motion jurisdiction at this time. 

No notice of appeal is deemed applicable in the absence of any order 
modifying previous orders. 

WCB #69-2201 

LUMM F. CARRELL, Claimant. 
Galton & Popick, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

November 24, 1970 

The above entitled matter involves issues of the extent of residual 
permanent disability sustained by a 57 year old building maintenance employe 
who fell while carrying a can of refuse down a stairway on March 1, 1968. The 
claimant injured his low back which required surgery. A complication of 
post operative recovery necessitated further surgery on veins serving the 
lower extremities. The claimant has physical disabilities in both legs and 
the low back and has sustained a loss of earning capacity which warrants 
determinations of disabilities based upon physical impairment combined with 
a factor of loss of earning capacity. 

The determination issued pursuant to ORS 656.268 found there to be 
impairment factors to justify an award of 105 degrees for the right leg and 
23 degrees for the left leg out of the applicable maximum of 150 degrees for 
each leg. The determination also awarded 96 degrees for unscheduled disability 

-

-

out of the applicable maximum of 320 degrees. No wage loss factor appears A 
to have been applied. W 
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WILL RD J. GLENDENNING, Claimant.
J. David Kryger, Claimant's  tty.

The above entitled matter involves the claim of a 49 year old workman
who was injured September 10, 1962 in a motor vehicle accident when his
head struck the top of the cab.

The claim was accepted and subsequently has been closed and re-opened
but any issue now remaining is subject to hearing and review only upon the
possible exercise by the Workmen's Compensation Board of the own motion
jurisdiction vested by ORS 656,278.

The Board is advised that responsibility for certain medical services
has been assumed by the State  ccident Insurance Fund. The basic issue
for possible award by the Board is a period of alleged temporary total
disability from January 7 to July 15, 1970.

The claimant has now returned to work and the evidence available to the
Board reflects that the claimant had minimal disability which was not of
sufficient severity to preclude working.

The Board has therefore considered the matter of possibly exercising
its discretion to order the claim re-opened'for further compensation and
concludes that in the Board's judgment there is insufficient evidence to
warrant the exercise of such own motion jurisdiction at this time.

No notice of appeal is deemed applicable in the absence of any order
modifying previous orders.

S IF Claim No. E 948246 November 24, 1970

WCB #69-2201 November 24, 1970

LUMM F. C RRELL, Claimant.
Galton § Popick, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Employer.

The above entitled matter involves issues of the extent of residual
permanent disability sustained by a 57 year old building maintenance employe
who fell while carrying a can of refuse down a stairway on March 1, 1968. The
claimant injured his low back which required surgery.  complication of
post operative recovery necessitated further surgery on veins serving the
lower extremities. The claimant has physical disabilities in both legs and
the low back and has sustained a loss of earning capacity which warrants
determinations of disabilities based upon physical impairment combined with
a factor of loss of earning capacity.

The determination issued pursuant to ORS 656.268 found there to be
impairment factors to justify an award of 105 degrees for the right leg and
23 degrees for the left leg out of the applicable maximum of 150 degrees for
each leg. The determination also awarded 96 degrees for unscheduled disability
out of the applicable maximum of 320 degrees. No wage loss factor appears
to have been applied.



         
              
             

             
       

            
              
             

      

         
          
           

           
             

               
               
 

        
           
          

          
              

             
               
    

           
              

      

        

           
        

   
   
      

  
    
    

          
          
             

              
 

            
          

                
 

hearing the Hearing Officer affirmed the physical impairment 
factor of the left leg at 23 degrees, increased the impairment factor of the 
right leg to 128 degrees and the unscheduled impairment to 160 degrees, In 
addition, an earnings loss component award of 19 degrees for each leg and 
80 degrees for the unscheduled disability was added, 

One of the main problems in evaluating the current earnings factor is 
the fact that claimant works with his wife as a team. He performs essentially 
the same work as before but his endurance is limited which limits the 
productive hours compared to his former capabilities. 

The addition of the earning impairment factor to disability determina
tion has admittedly created administrative problems. The extension of the 
use of that factor into scheduled disabilities can produce some incongruous 
results unless tempered with sound logic. The claimant has a seriously 
disabled right leg but it is not useless, The leg obviously is useable 
to walk and work, It is unreasonable to conclude that he is entitled to an 
award for loss of 98% of the leg which is the award established by the 
Hearing Officer. 

Without becoming too highly involved in mathematical technicalities, 
the Board, from its de novo review, concludes that the initial determina
tions by the Closing and Evaluation Division properly evaluated the 
physical impairment, That determination should have been increased fro an 
earnings loss factor which the Board finds to be not to exceed 37-1/2%. This 
factor should be distributed with 25% attributable to the back and 75% to 
the legs with 20% of the factor for the legs attributable to the left leg 
and 80% to the right. 

With these factors the Board concludes and finds that the c1aimant 1 s 
disabilities are 32 degrees for the left leg, 138 degrees for the right leg 
and 126 degrees for the unscheduled disability. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is modified accordingly. 

Counsel for claimant is authorized to collect an additional fee from 
the claimant of $125.00 for services rendered on review. 

WADE HEDRICK, Claimant. 

WCB #68-1047 (April 1967) 
WCB #68-1286 (June 1967) 
WCB #69-1518 (Nov. 1967) 

William E. Taylor, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

November 24, 1970 

The above entitled matter as reviewed by the Workmen's Compensation 
Board involved three separate claims and two hearings which were consoli
dated since the issues and the parties are identical. The injuries are all 
to the low back and the State Accident Insurance Fund is the insurer though 
employers differ. 

The claimant has what is diagnosed as an unstable low back, Not in
volved in these proceedings are previous compensable back injuries sustained 
in September of 1964 and May of 1966, and a history of back injury as early 
as 1953. 
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Upon hearing the Hearing Officer affirmed the physical impairment
factor of the left leg at 23 degrees, increased the impairment factor of the
right leg to 128 degrees and the unscheduled impairment to 160 degrees. In
addition, an earnings loss component award of 19 degrees for each leg and
80 degrees for the unscheduled disability was added.

One of the main problems in evaluating the current earnings factor is
the fact that claimant works with his wife as a team. He performs essentially
the same work as before but his endurance is limited which limits the
productive hours compared to his former capabilities.

The addition of the earning impairment factor to disability determina
tion has admittedly created administrative problems. The extension of the
use of that factor into scheduled disabilities can produce some incongruous
results unless tempered with sound logic. The claimant has a seriously
disabled right leg but it is not useless. The leg obviously is useable
to walk and work. It is unreasonable to conclude that he is entitled to an
award for loss of 98% of the leg which is the award established by the
Hearing Officer.

Without becoming too highly involved in mathematical technicalities,
the Board, from its de novo review, concludes that the initial determina
tions by the Closing and Evaluation Division properly evaluated the
physical impairment. That determination should have been increased fro an
earnings loss factor which the Board finds to be not to exceed 37-1/2%. This
factor should be distributed with 25% attributable to the back and 75% to
the legs with 20% of the factor for the legs attributable to the left leg
and 80% to the right.

With these factors the Board concludes and finds that the claimant's
disabilities are 32 degrees for the left leg, 138 degrees for the right leg
and 126 degrees for the unscheduled disability.

The order of the Hearing Officer is modified accordingly.

Counsel for claimant is authorized to collect an additional fee from
the claimant of $125.00 for services rendered on review.

WCB #68-1047 ( pril 1967)
WCB #68-1286 (June 1967)
WCB #69-1518 (Nov. 1967) November 24, 1970

W DE HEDRICK, Claimant.
William E. Taylor, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter as reviewed by the Workmen's Compensation
Board involved three separate claims and two hearings which were consoli
dated since the issues and the parties are identical. The injuries are all
to the low back and the State  ccident Insurance Fund is the insurer though
employers differ.

The claimant has what is diagnosed as an unstable low back. Not in
volved in these proceedings are previous compensable back injuries sustained
in September of 1964 and May of 1966, and a history of back injury as early
as 1953.
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April and June accidents of 1967 were incurred while employed by 
Curry County. Both of these claims were closed by the Workmen's 
Compensation Board as involving only medical benefits without either 
temporary total or permanent partial disability. 

• The November 1967 accident occurred at the La Fiesta Restaurant. The 
history of this claim overlaps the others since the State Accident Insurance 
Fund denied the claimant had sustained that injury and it was not until 
May of.1969 that.the issue was resolved in favor of the claimant by decision 
of the Circuit Court of Oregon for Coos County. 

The issues from the three 1967 claims before the Board are narrowed to 
whether the claimant should have further medical care and, if not, whether 
the claimant has any residual permanent injuries attributable to any of the 
three incidents. 

There is some suggestion that surgery might stabilize the low back as 
a preventative measure to preclude further temporary exacerbations incurred 
from time to time, The claimant expresses some interest in further 
medical care but the record does not reflect a recommendation that surgery be 
done or a willingness of a doctor to undertake the surgery or even a weight 
of evidence attributing possible need for surgery to any of the three inci-
dents of 1967, · 

One of the fundamental principles of Workmen's Compensation is that 
the employer takes a workman as he finds him. In the claimant's case, it is 
not facetious to note that his predisposition to recurrent injuries to the 
back amounts to an accident looking for a place to happen. 

The obligation of the empfoyer toward such a preexisting ~egenerative 
condition is fulfilled if the incidents on which the claim is based results 
only in a temporary exacerbation and the employer assumes responsibility for_ 
the medical care and temporary total disability compensation associated with • 
the temporary exacerbation. 

The Board concurs with both Hearing Officer's orders under review in
volving all three claims that the effect of each of the three incidents of 
April, June and November 1967 was temporary and that the State Accident 
Insurance Fund has fulfilled its responsibilities. 

The order of the·ttearing Officer of May 28, 1969 on proceedings WCB Case 
No. 68-1047 and WCB Case No. 68-1286 for claims arising from the April and 
June, 1967, injuries and the order of June 17, 1970 for the claim of 
November 1967 are hereby affirmed. 
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The  pril and June accidents of 1967 were incurred while employed by
Curry County. Both of these claims were closed by the Workmen's
Compensation Board as involving only medical benefits without either
temporary total or permanent partial disability.

The November 1967 accident occurred at the La Fiesta Restaurant. The
history of this claim overlaps the others since the State  ccident Insurance
Fund denied the claimant had sustained that injury and it was not until
May of. 1969 that the issue was resolved in favor of the claimant by decision
of the Circuit Court of Oregon for Coos County.

The issues from the three 1967 claims before the Board are narrowed to
whether the claimant should have further medical care and, if not, whether
the claimant has any residual permanent injuries attributable to any of the
three incidents.

There is some suggestion that surgery might stabilize the low back as
a preventative measure to preclude further temporary exacerbations incurred
from time to time. The claimant expresses some interest in further
medical care but the record does not reflect a recommendation that surgery be
done or a willingness of a doctor to undertake the surgery or even a weight
of evidence attributing possible need for surgery to any of the three inci
dents of 1967.

One of the fundamental principles of Workmen's Compensation is that
the employer takes a workman as he finds him. In the claimant's case, it is
not facetious to note that his predisposition to recurrent injuries to the
back amounts to an accident looking for a place to happen.

The obligation of the employer toward such a preexisting degenerative
condition is fulfilled if the incidents on which the claim is based results
only in a temporary exacerbation and the employer assumes responsibility for
the medical care and temporary total disability compensation associated with
the temporary exacerbation.

The Board concurs with both Hearing Officer's orders under review in
volving all three claims that the effect of each of the three incidents of
 pril, June and November 1967 was temporary and that the State  ccident
Insurance Fund has fulfilled its responsibilities.

The order of the "Hearing Officer of May 28, 1969 on proceedings WCB Case
No. 68-1047 and WCB Case No. 68-1286 for claims arising from the  pril and
June, 1967, injuries and the order of June 17, 1970 for the claim of
November 1967 are hereby affirmed.
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#70-282 November 24, 1970 

ALBERT A. LEE, Claimant. 
Flaxel, Todd & Flaxel, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by SAIF. 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by the 53 year old construction laborer who was 
lifted from the ground by the force of wind on lumber he was carrying. In 
the resultant fall he landed on his head, right arm and shoulder. Surgical 
intervention was required to relieve a tendonitis by a transfer of the 
biceps tendon. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 a determination issued finding the claimant to 
have a residual permanent loss of 38 degrees out of the applicable maximum 
of 192 degrees. 

Upon hearing the Hearing Officer found the factors of physical impair
ment warranted an increase in the award to 67 degrees. Applying the loss 
of earnings component to conform to the Court of Appeal's decisions in the 
Audas and Trent decisions, the Hearing Officer made a further award of 44 
degrees making a total award of 111 degrees. 

The State Accident Insurance Fund has brought the matter to review 
urging that the award is excessive. The Board concludes and finds that 
the Hearing Officer appropriately found greater physical impairment and a 
loss of earnings factor. The Board, cannot, however, ignore the fact that 
the shoulder is involved as well as the arm. Under recent appellate court 
decisions the disability must be apportioned between the arm and the shoulder. 

These court decisions have complicated the disability evaluation 
picture since there is a relatively small functional value intrinsic to 
the shoulder per se. It is primarily as an adjunct to the arm that disabil
ity manifests itself and the disability in the past has generally been 
expressed in the affected extremity. If the arm itself is lost there is 
little additional functional disability which could be found as to the 
shoulder except in cases of intractable pain or other unusual complication. 

The Board, in segregating the respective disabilities in this case, 
notes that the site of the problem is in the shoulder affecting the arm. The 
Board finds that a proper allocation of disabilities is 32 degrees for the arm 
and 53 degrees for the unscheduled shoulder on the factors of physical im
pairment. The Board further finds that claimant has sustained an earnings 
loss factor of 27% which warrants a further award of 8 degrees for the arm 
proper and 15 additional unscheduled degrees for the shoulder. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is accordingly modified and the award 
is established at 40 degrees for the arm and 68 degrees for the shoulder. 

There is a nominal decrease in compensation. No further allowance is 
made with respect to attorney fees in light of the rather substantial fee 
attaching to the award upon hearing. 
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WCB #70-282 November 24, 1970

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by the 53 year old construction laborer who was
lifted from the ground by the force of wind on lumber he was carrying. In
the resultant fall he landed on his head, right arm and shoulder. Surgical
intervention was required to relieve a tendonitis by a transfer of the
biceps tendon.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 a determination issued finding the claimant to
have a residual permanent loss of 38 degrees out of the applicable maximum
of 192 degrees.

Upon hearing the Hearing Officer found the factors of physical impair
ment warranted an increase in the award to 67 degrees.  pplying the loss
of earnings component to conform to the Court of  ppeal's decisions in the
 udas and Trent decisions, the Hearing Officer made a further award of 44
degrees making a total award of 111 degrees.

The State  ccident Insurance Fund has brought the matter to review
urging that the award is excessive. The Board concludes and finds that
the Hearing Officer appropriately found greater physical impairment and a
loss of earnings factor. The Board, cannot, however, ignore the fact that
the shoulder is involved as well as the arm. Under recent appellate court
decisions the disability must be apportioned between the arm and the shoulder.

These court decisions have complicated the disability evaluation
picture since there is a relatively small functional value intrinsic to
the shoulder per se. It is primarily as an adjunct to the arm that disabil
ity manifests itself and the disability in the past has generally been
expressed in the affected extremity. If the arm itself is lost there is
little additional functional disability which could be found as to the
shoulder except in cases of intractable pain or other unusual complication.

The Board, in segregating the respective disabilities in this case,
notes that the site of the problem is in the shoulder affecting the arm. The
Board finds that a proper allocation of disabilities is 32 degrees for the arm
and 53 degrees for the unscheduled shoulder on the factors of physical im
pairment. The Board further finds that claimant has sustained an earnings
loss factor of 27% which warrants a further award of 8 degrees for the arm
proper and 15 additional unscheduled degrees for the shoulder.

The order of the Hearing Officer is accordingly modified and the award
is established at 40 degrees for the arm and 68 degrees for the shoulder.

There is a nominal decrease in compensation. No further allowance is
made with respect to attorney fees in light of the rather substantial fee
attaching to the award upon hearing.

 LBERT  . LEE, Claimant.
Flaxel, Todd § Flaxel, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by S IF.
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#70-1166 

JAMES H. FLEISHMAN, Claimant. 
Denman & Cooney, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by C~aimant. 

November 24, 1970 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of dis
abilities incurred by a 29 year old auto salesman who injured his head, 
neck, right shoulder, right arm and right leg on January 30, 1969. 

The matter was closed pursuant to ORS 656.268 without award of 
permanent disability on June 11, 1969. No permanent disability was found. 
This determination was affirmed by the Hearing Officer. 

The claimant requested a Board review but that request has now been 
withdrawn. 

There remaining no issue before the Board, the matter is dismissed and 
the order of the Hearing Officer is declared final by operation of law. 

WCB #70-772 November 24, 1970 

EARL C. TOWNSEND, Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by SAIF. 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the exterit .of permanent 
disability sustained by a 47 year old sales manager for a heating gas dis
penser whose duties extended to driving a truck and the installation and 
servicing of appliances. On October 24, 1967 the then 47 year old claimant 
was driving a propane delivery truck when it overturned. He sustained a com
pression of the second lumbar vertebrae, fracture of several ribs and was 
diagnosed as having some degenerative disc problems. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 the claimant was determined to have a physical 
impairment of 48 degrees out of the applicable maximum of 320 degrees for 
unscheduled disabilities. Part of the issue on review is the application of 
the loss of earnings factor in evaluating disability as required by Ryf v. 
Hoffman. The authority upon which the Supreme Court relied with respect to 
loss of earnings appropriately acknowledges that this is one of the most 
difficult factors to apply. The record in this case is a good example of the 
difficulties. · 

The claimant could no longer continue his former job due to the physical 
limitations precluding the more strenuous aspects of the work. He had also 
worked· concurrently as a movie projectionist. This work is no longer avail
able so that reduction in earnings is not due to the injury. The claimant's 
present sources of income are from a salaried furniture sales job and as 
a contract mail carrier. The latter income is not net until one deducts the 
costs incident to such a contract. Essentially, the Board concurs with the 
formula applied by the Hearing Officer. In concurring with that formula an 
obvious mathematical error must be corrected since the loss is 11.7% rather 
than the 12. 7 ,figure arrived at by a faulty subtraction. The earnings 
impairment factor thus is 37.5 degrees rather than the 41 ·allowed. 
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WCB #70-1166 November 24, 1970

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of dis
abilities incurred by a 29 year old auto salesman who injured his head,
neck, right shoulder, right arm and right leg on January 30, 1969.

The matter was closed pursuant to ORS 656.268 without award of
permanent disability on June 11, 1969. No permanent disability was found.
This determination was affirmed by the Hearing Officer.

The claimant requested a Board review but that request has now been
withdrawn.

There remaining no issue before the Board, the matter is dismissed and
the order of the Hearing Officer is declared final by operation of law.

J MES H. FLEISHM N, Claimant.
Denman § Cooney, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

WCB #70-772 November 24, 1970

E RL C. TOWNSEND, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson §  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by S IF.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 47 year old sales manager for a heating gas dis
penser whose duties extended to driving a truck and the installation and
servicing of appliances. On October 24, 1967 the then 47 year old claimant
was driving a propane delivery truck when it overturned. He sustained a com
pression of the second lumbar vertebrae, fracture of several ribs and was
diagnosed as having some degenerative disc problems.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 the claimant was determined to have a physical
impairment of 48 degrees out of the applicable maximum of 320 degrees for
unscheduled disabilities. Part of the issue on review is the application of
the loss of earnings factor in evaluating disability as required by Ryf v.
Hoffman. The authority upon which the Supreme Court relied with respect to
loss of earnings appropriately acknowledges that this is one of the most
difficult factors to apply. The record in this case is a good example of the
difficulties.

The claimant could no longer continue his former job due to the physical
limitations precluding the more strenuous aspects of the work. He had also
worked concurrently as a movie projectionist. This work is no longer avail
able so that reduction in earnings is not due to the injury. The claimant's
present sources of income are from a salaried furniture sales job and as
a contract mail carrier. The latter income is not net until one deducts the
costs incident to such a contract. Essentially, the Board concurs with the
formula applied by the Hearing Officer. In concurring with that formula an
obvious mathematical error must be corrected since the loss is 11.7% rather
than the 12.7 figure arrived at by a faulty subtraction. The earnings
impairment factor thus is 37.5 degrees rather than the 41 allowed.
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Board finds no basis in the medical reports or the totality of the 
evidence for the increase in the physical impairment factor from 48 to 80 
degrees allowed by the Hearing Officer, The inability to engage in strenuous 
sports is a proper factor in evaluating disability but should not serve as the 
basis for an award of disability in itself, 

The medical evidence reflects that the claimant's physical condition 
was continually improving and had been satisfactorily managed by the use 
of conservative therapy. The most recent report, that of Doctor Serbu, is 
Defendant's Exhibit 15. Taken in light of the history of the claim, the evi
dence does not justify the major increase in physical impairment found by the 
Hearing Officer, 

The Board concludes and finds that the unscheduled impairment was properly 
determined pursuant to ORS 656.268 to be 48 degrees. As noted, the earnings 
factor warrants a further 37,5 degrees, 

The order of the Hearing Officer is accordingly modified by reducing 
the gross award from 121 to 85.5 degrees. 

Counsel for claimant is authorized to collect a fee from the claimant of 
not to exceed $125,00 for services rendered on review requested by the State 
Accident Insurance Fund. 

WCB #70-939 

LORRAINE TIPPERY, Claimant. 
J. W. Darr, Claimant's Atty. 

November 24, 1970 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 44 year old seasonal country employe who fell on 
September 16, 1969 and incurred a fracture of the left humerus which required 
a surgical repair and resulted in some loss of ability to extend the arm. 

Pursuant to ORS 656,268, a determination issued finding the claimant 
to have a disability of 29 degrees out of the applicable maximum of 192 
degrees for loss of an arm, This determination was affirmed by the Hearing 
Officer. The claimant, on review, asserts the award is inadequate while 
the employer, by cross-review, urges the award to be excessive, particularly 
with respect to a period of temporary total disability when the claimant 
would not have been working regardless of 1nJury. Some limitation of tempor
ary disability has been imposed by law on agricultural workmen by ORS 656.210 
(3). The compensation law otherwise pays for periods of disability without 
regard to seasonality of the occupation in which injured, 

So far as the physical impairment is concerned, it is noted that by one 
of the standards utilized in evaluating impairment the claimant would be 
entitled to only 20 degrees if she had lost a similar degree of both flexion 
and extension. There is no loss of extension. The award is liberal by this 
standard. 

Some question arose over whether a loss of earning capacity exists. There 
is no post injury earning record. The record certainly does not reflect that 
the loss of aproximately 15% of_ the use of the arm should materially affect 
the €laimant's earning capacity in work for which she is qualified. 
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The Board finds no basis in the medical reports or the totality of the
evidence for the increase in the physical impairment factor from 48 to 80
degrees allowed by the Hearing Officer. The inability to engage in strenuous
sports is a proper factor in evaluating disability but should not serve as the
basis for an award of disability in itself.

The medical evidence reflects that the claimant's physical condition
was continually improving and had been satisfactorily managed by the use
of conservative therapy. The most recent report, that of Doctor Serbu, is
Defendant's Exhibit 15. Taken in light of the history of the claim, the evi
dence does not justify the major increase in physical impairment found by the
Hearing Officer.

The Board concludes and finds that the unscheduled impairment was properly
determined pursuant to ORS 656.268 to be 48 degrees.  s noted, the earnings
factor warrants a further 37.5 degrees.

The order of the Hearing Officer is accordingly modified by reducing
the gross award from 121 to 85.5 degrees.

Counsel for claimant is authorized to collect a fee from the claimant of
not to exceed $125.00 for services rendered on review requested by the State
 ccident Insurance Fund.

WCB #70-939 November 24, 1970

LORR INE TIPPERY, Claimant.
J. W. Darr, Claimant's  tty.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 44 year old seasonal country employe who fell on
September 16, 1969 and incurred a fracture of the left humerus which required
a surgical repair and resulted in some loss of ability to extend the arm.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant
to have a disability of 29 degrees out of the applicable maximum of 192
degrees for loss of an arm. This determination was affirmed by the Hearing
Officer. The claimant, on review, asserts the award is inadequate while
the employer, by cross-review, urges the award to be excessive, particularly
with respect to a period of temporary total disability when the claimant
would not have been working regardless of injury. Some limitation of tempor
ary disability has been imposed by law on agricultural workmen by ORS 656.210
(3). The compensation law otherwise pays for periods of disability without
regard to seasonality of the occupation in which injured.

So far as the physical impairment is concerned, it is noted that by one
of the standards utilized in evaluating impairment the claimant would be
entitled to only 20 degrees if she had lost a similar degree of both flexion
and extension. There is no loss of extension. The award is liberal by this
standard.

Some question arose over whether a loss of earning capacity exists. There
is no post injury earning record. The record certainly does not reflect that
the loss of aproximately 15% of the use of the arm should materially affect
the claimant's earning capacity in work for which she is qualified.
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Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds 
that the temporary total disability was properly payable despite the 
seasonal nature of the work and further finds that the disability does not 
exceed the 29 degrees heretofor·e awarded. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

WCB #70-843 

ERWIN HERSHAW, Claimant. 
Berkeley Lent, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Claimant •. 

November 24, 1970 

The above entitled matter involves issues of residual permanent 
disability sustained by a then 64 year old carpenter as a result of a low 
back injury incurred on January 16, 1969. 

The treatment included surgical repair of a degenerated intervertebral 
disc. The claimant did not return to work and has in effect retired and 
is drawing both social security and a union pension. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 a determination issued finding the claimant to 
have unscheduled disabilities of 48 degrees out of the maximum applicable 
to such disabilities of 320 degrees. Upon hearing the award for unscheduled 
disabilities was increased to 70 degrees and a further award of 30 degrees 
was made for disability of the left leg. 

The Board is in agreement, upon review, that the claimant· is not entitled 
to any award of compensation in excess.of that awarded by the Hearing Officer. 

The claimant quite obviously sought to create the impression that all of 
his problems originated with the accident. He gave a medical history to his 
treating doctor (now deceased) on February 14, 1969, of "severe leg pain 
of six months duration which has become much worse in the last month." The 
now deceased doctor would have no purpose in inaccurately reciting the 
history obtained from the claimant. The claimant obviously has a motivation 
to disown having given the statement to the doctor. The claimant's wife of 
thirty years, though obviously loyal to her husband, was more frank in con
ceding the claimant's pre-accident complaints of pain in his leg and hip and 
back. The medical findings of degenerative low back problems obviously reflect 
a problem consistent with aging which would normally be expected to be some
what symptomatic. The claimant did sustain a decrease in his abilities due 
to the accident but not all of his disabilities are attributable to the. 
incident of January 16, 1969. 

The majority of the Board conclude that the Hearing Officer properly 
evaluated the impairment and disability, both with respect to the unsche
duled area of the back and to the left leg. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

Mr. Redman, dissenting, notes that the claimant was complaining of a 
sciatica in the left 1eg ·as long ago as 1964. The report of Dr. Osborn 
is accepted over the claimant"s testimony with respect to the existence of 
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The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds
that the temporary total disability was properly payable despite the
seasonal nature of the work and further finds that the disability does not
exceed the 29 degrees heretofore awarded.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-843 November 24, 1970

ERWIN HERSH W, Claimant.
Berkeley Lent, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves issues of residual permanent
disability sustained by a then 64 year old carpenter as a result of a low
back injury incurred on January 16, 1969.

The treatment included surgical repair of a degenerated intervertebral
disc. The claimant did not return to work and has in effect retired and
is drawing both social security and a union pension.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 a determination issued finding the claimant to
have unscheduled disabilities of 48 degrees out of the maximum applicable
to such disabilities of 320 degrees. Upon hearing the award for unscheduled
disabilities was increased to 70 degrees and a further award of 30 degrees
was made for disability of the left leg.

The Board is in agreement, upon review, that the claimant is not entitled
to any award of compensation in excess of that awarded by the Hearing Officer.

The claimant quite obviously sought to create the impression that all of
his problems originated with the accident. He gave a medical history to his
treating doctor (now deceased) on February 14, 1969, of "severe leg pain
of six months duration which has become much worse in the last month." The
now deceased doctor would have no purpose in inaccurately reciting the
history obtained from the claimant. The claimant obviously has a motivation
to disown having given the statement to the doctor. The claimant's wife of
thirty years, though obviously loyal to her husband, was more frank in con
ceding the claimant's pre-accident complaints of pain in his leg and hip and
back. The medical findings of degenerative low back problems obviously reflect
a problem consistent with aging which would normally be expected to be some
what symptomatic. The claimant did sustain a decrease in his abilities due
to the accident but not all of his disabilities are attributable to the.
incident of January 16, 1969.

The majority of the Board conclude that the Hearing Officer properly
evaluated the impairment and disability, both with respect to the unsche
duled area of the back and to the left leg.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

Mr. Redman, dissenting, notes that the claimant was complaining of a
sciatica in the left leg as long ago as 1964. The report of Dr. Osborn
is accepted over the claimant's testimony with respect to the existence of
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leg pain of six month':s duration, making it five months prior to 
this alleged accident. The long standing severe leg pain with the findings 
on surgery raise a serious question concerning whether the need for surgery 
was ever related to the incident at issue. Even if the award of unscheduled 
disability be affirmed at 70 degrees the-claimant should have received no 
award for the leg which is probably better now than it was from a pre
accident status. 

/s/ James Redman. 

WCB #69-1843 November 24, 1970 

FRANKE. HICKMAN, Claimant. 
Myrick, Seagraves & Williams, Claimant's Attys. 

The above entitled matter involves a claim for occupational disease 
and complications arising from treatment given for the disease. The 
claimant, 35 years of age, developed a severe dermatitis in December of 
1969 as a result of exposure to certain dyes and chemicals which was 
diagnosed as erythema multiforme. The claimant had a quiescent rheumatoid 
arthritis which was exacerbated by treatment for the dermatitis. 

The State Accident Insurance Fund denied responsibility for the 
complications and a denial of responsibility was set aside by the Hearing 
Officer. The State Accident Insurance Fund rejected the order of the 
Hearing Officer and the matter was referred to a Medical Board of Review. 

The initial findings of the Medical Board of Review were·made 
July 24, 1970, which are attached, by reference made a part hereof and 
pursuant to ORS 656.814 are declared filed as of November 12, 1970, together 
with the supplemental opinion of the Medical Board received November 12, 
1970 in which the disability attributable to the claim is evaluated as 
permanent and total disability. Pursuant to ORS 656.814 the findings of 
the Medical Board are by law declared final and binding. 

The Board deems ORS 656.807(4) to authorize a further attorney fee 
to claimant's counsel payable by the State Accident Insurance Fund. 1be 
State Accident Insurance Fund is ordered to pay the further fee of $i5o.oo 
for services in connection with the unsuccessful appeal of the claim. 

No notice of appeal is deemed applicable. 

Medical Board of Review Opinion: 

Re: Frank Hickman 

Onset - Dermatitis, December 6, 1968; treated until May. 
June, 1969 - Rheumatoid arthritis. 

Clinical arthritis June, 1967. 

(1) Patient had a pre-existing arthritis dating back to June, 
, 1967. 
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severe leg pain of six month's duration, making it five months prior to
this alleged accident. The long standing severe leg pain with the findings
on surgery raise a serious question concerning whether the need for surgery
was ever related to the incident at issue. Even if the award of unscheduled
disability be affirmed at 70 degrees the claimant should have received no
award for the leg which is probably better now than it was from a pre
accident status.

/s/ James Redman.

WCB #69-1843 November 24, 1970

FR NK E. HICKM N, Claimant.
Myrick, Seagraves § Williams, Claimant's  ttys.

The above entitled matter involves a claim for occupational disease
and complications arising from treatment given for the disease. The
claimant, 35 years of age, developed a severe dermatitis in December of
1969 as a result of exposure to certain dyes and chemicals which was
diagnosed as erythema multiforme. The claimant had a quiescent rheumatoid
arthritis which was exacerbated by treatment for the dermatitis.

The State  ccident Insurance Fund denied responsibility for the
complications and a denial of responsibility was set aside by the Hearing
Officer. The State  ccident Insurance Fund rejected the order of the
Hearing Officer and the matter was referred to a Medical Board of Review.

The initial findings of the Medical Board of Review were made
July 24, 1970, which are attached, by reference made a part hereof and
pursuant to ORS 656.814 are declared filed as of November 12, 1970, together
with the supplemental opinion of the Medical Board received November 12,
1970 in which the disability attributable to the claim is evaluated as
permanent and total disability. Pursuant to ORS 656.814 the findings of
the Medical Board are by law declared final and binding.

The Board deems ORS 656.807(4) to authorize a further attorney fee
to claimant's counsel payable by the State  ccident Insurance Fund. The
State  ccident Insurance Fund is ordered to pay the further fee of $250.00
for services in connection with the unsuccessful appeal of the claim.

No notice of appeal is deemed applicable.

Medical Board of Review Opinion:

Re: Frank Hickman

Onset - Dermatitis, December 6, 1968; treated until May.
June, 1969 - Rheumatoid arthritis.

Clinical arthritis June, 1967.

(1) Patient had a pre-existing arthritis dating back to June,
- 1967.
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He was subject to a dye which caused a toxic reaction, namely 
erythema multiforme, and was treated by steroids. During the course 
of this therapy he showed an exacerbation of his rheumatoid arthritis. 

It is our opinion that the occupational disease, namely erythema 
multiforme, was an aggravating factor in the course of his pre
existing rheumatoid arthritis. The mechanism of aggravation could 
be varied - 1. Interrupted steroid therapy, 2. More likely the 
psychogenic stress and strain of a crippling disease,. 3, The erythema 
Multiforme could not cause, but could aggravate the pre-existing 
arthritis, 

WCB #70-718 November 24, 1970 

ELIZABETH J, BIROS, Claimant, 
Green, Richardson, Griswold & Murphy, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of 
permanent disability sustained by a 46 year old cannery worker who incurred 
a lumbosacral strain on August 30, 1968, The medical history reflects that 
the claimant had a markedly degenerative intervertebral disc at the 
affected level and recovery is contingent upon surgical intervention to 
stabilize the worn out area by fusion. The claimant presently refuses surgery, 

Pursuant to ORS 656,268 a determination issued finding the claimant to 
have an unscheduled disability of 64 degrees out of the applic~ble maximum 
of 320 degrees, The Hearing Officer increased the award to 96 degrees and 
concluded that the claimant had failed to establish that she can never again 
work regularly at a gainful and suitable occupation as she contends, 

The Board notes there is a general reluctance by administrators and 
courts to require an injured person to undergo major surgery, Whether, in 
the absence of recommended surgery, an award should be made for disabilities 
which are not necessarily permanent is another question. 

Regardless of whether surgery is undertaken the Board concludes and 
.finds that the disability is only partially disabling. The claimant remains 
physically capable of performing lighter work within the area of her reduced 
capabilities. The majority of the Board conclude that the evidence is such 
that the disability certainly does not exceed that found by the Hearing 
Officer, but since the finding is not patently erroneous the order should 
be sustained. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

Mr. Redman dissents as follows: 

Mr, Redman dissents from the majority op1n1on for the reason that the 
claimant, despite her complaints. does not have sufficient disabling discomfort 
to warrant the increase from 64 to 96 degrees. The suggested surgery has a 
good chance of success to the point that the evaluation of disability might 
well be reduced, Claimants must bear the responsibility of undertaking all 
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(2) He was subject to a dye which caused a toxic reaction, namely
erythema multiforme, and was treated by steroids. During the course
of this therapy he showed an exacerbation of his rheumatoid arthritis.

It is our opinion that the occupational disease, namely erythema
multiforme, was an aggravating factor in the course of his pre
existing rheumatoid arthritis. The mechanism of aggravation could
be varied - 1. Interrupted steroid therapy, 2. More likely the
psychogenic stress and strain of a crippling disease, 3. The erythema
Multiforme could not cause, but could aggravate the pre-existing
arthritis.

WCB #70-718 November 24, 1970

ELIZ BETH J. BIROS, Claimant.
Green, Richardson, Griswold § Murphy, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of
permanent disability sustained by a 46 year old cannery worker who incurred
a lumbosacral strain on  ugust 30, 1968. The medical history reflects that
the claimant had a markedly degenerative intervertebral disc at the
affected level and recovery is contingent upon surgical intervention to
stabilize the worn out area by fusion. The claimant presently refuses surgery.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 a determination issued finding the claimant to
have an unscheduled disability of 64 degrees out of the applicable maximum
of 320 degrees. The Hearing Officer increased the award to 96 degrees and
concluded that the claimant had failed to establish that she can never again
work regularly at a gainful and suitable occupation as she contends.

The Board notes there is a general reluctance by administrators and
courts to require an injured person to undergo major surgery. Whether, in
the absence of recommended surgery, an award should be made for disabilities
which are not necessarily permanent is another question.

Regardless of whether surgery is undertaken the Board concludes and
finds that the disability is only partially disabling. The claimant remains
physically capable of performing lighter work within the area of her reduced
capabilities. The majority of the Board conclude that the evidence is such
that the disability certainly does not exceed that found by the Hearing
Officer, but since the finding is not patently erroneous the order should
be sustained.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

Mr. Redman dissents as follows:

Mr. Redman dissents from the majority opinion for the reason that the
claimant, despite her complaints, does not have sufficient disabling discomfort
to warrant the increase from 64 to 96 degrees. The suggested surgery has a
good chance of success to the point that the evaluation of disability might
well be reduced. Claimants must bear the responsibility of undertaking all
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means to reduce their disability and make use of their abilities. 
The claimant herein has demonstrated no acceptance of either of these 
responsibilities. The initial determination of 64 degrees should be 
reinstated. 

/s/ James Redman. 

WCB #70-297 November 24, 1970 

DONALD G. STEWART, Claimant. 
Van Dyke, DuBay & Robertson, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by SAIF. 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 21 year old laborer who fell from a roof with a 
bundle of shakes on February 14, 1968. He incurred a lumbosacral strain 
and a pre-existing congenital defect was diagnosed. 

The claim was initially closed pursuant to ORS 656. 268 on May 9, 1968 
with a determination that the claimant had a permanent disability of 16 
degrees out of the applicable maximum of 320 degrees. That determination 
was affirmed by the Circuit Court on appeal. There is some indication the 
affirmance by the Circuit Court was made with knowledge that the State 
Accident Insurance Fund had reopened the claim and the issue could be re
litigated. The real legal effect was, of course, to determine that the 
claimant's condition had become medically stationary with minimal residuals. 

The conclusions of Dr. John Gilsdorf at about the time of the original 
closure are set forth in joint Exhibit 5, under date of April 24, 1968, and 
read in part as follows: 

"It is my impression that this young man has demonstrated 
complete recovery at this point from his acute lurnbosacral strain 
syndrome. However, I feel, because of the presence of the two
level spondylolysis, he will not be able to return to unrestricted 
labor. He will be prevented from doing heavy lifting and will be 
prevented from working in a stooped position. 

"At present I feel his condition is stable and would recommend 
closure of his claim. There is a high probability that L4 to Sl 
fusion will be necessitated at a later date if this patient attempts 
to return to heavy labor type work." 

It was just a year following the original claim closure that the 
claimant was examined by a Dr. Wilson in May of 1969-. The State Accident 
Insurance Fund voluntarily reopened the claim but subsequently had dif
ficulty locating the claimant when he went to California where he was 
hospitalized for a lung ailment unassociated with.this claim. The claim 
was again closed without additional finding of permanent partial disability. 
Upon hearing there was an issue with respect to·whether the initial deter
mination was "res adjudicata." The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer 
that the first determination was not binding. · The Hearing Officer, however 
found the disability to be 104 degrees greater. The Hearing Officer 
basically found greater disability upon what he concluded was an "admission 
of liability" when the State Accident Insurance Fund offered to assume 
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reasonable means to reduce their disability and make use of their abilities.
The claimant herein has demonstrated no acceptance of either of these
responsibilities. The initial determination of 64 degrees should be
reinstated.

/s/ James Redman.

WCB #70-297 November 24, 1970

DON LD G. STEW RT, Claimant.
Van Dyke, DuBay § Robertson, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by S IF.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 21 year old laborer who fell from a roof with a
bundle of shakes on February 14, 1968. He incurred a lumbosacral strain
and a pre-existing congenital defect was diagnosed.

The claim was initially closed pursuant to ORS 656.268 on May 9, 1968
with a determination that the claimant had a permanent disability of 16
degrees out of the applicable maximum of 320 degrees. That determination
was affirmed by the Circuit Court on appeal. There is some indication the
affirmance by the Circuit Court was made with knowledge that the State
 ccident Insurance Fund had reopened the claim and the issue could be re
litigated. The real legal effect was, of course, to determine that the
claimant's condition had become medically stationary with minimal residuals.

The conclusions of Dr. John Gilsdorf at about the time of the original
closure are set forth in joint Exhibit 5, under date of  pril 24, 1968, and
read in part as follows:

"It is my impression that this young man has demonstrated
complete recovery at this point from his acute lumbosacral strain
syndrome. However, I feel, because of the presence of the two-
level spondylolysis, he will not be able to return to unrestricted
labor. He will be prevented from doing heavy lifting and will be
prevented from working in a stooped position.

" t present I feel his condition is stable and would recommend
closure of his claim. There is a high probability that L4 to SI
fusion will be necessitated at a later date if this patient attempts
to return to heavy labor type work."

It was just a year following the original claim closure that the
claimant was examined by a Dr. Wilson in May of 1969. The State  ccident
Insurance Fund voluntarily reopened the claim but subsequently had dif
ficulty locating the claimant when he went to California where he was
hospitalized for a lung ailment unassociated with this claim. The claim
was again closed without additional finding of permanent partial disability.
Upon hearing there was an issue with respect to-whether the initial deter
mination was "res adjudicata." The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer
that the first determination was not binding. The Hearing Officer, however
found the disability to be 104 degrees greater. The Hearing Officer
basically found greater disability upon what he concluded was an "admission
of liability" when the State  ccident Insurance Fund offered to assume
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for surgery. The claimant was refused the surgery which the 
Hearing Officer finds to be a reasonable refusal. 

The Board concludes that it is manifestly unfair to decide a case based 
upon the alleged "admission of liability" where the employer or the State 
Accident Insurance Fund is obviously objecting to liability. The nature of 
workmen's compensation is such that an employer or the State Accident Insur
ance Fund may well offer to effect a medical cure of a condition not caused 
by the accident without admitting itself our (sic) of Court, so to speak. 
ORS 656.?.62(7) specifically reserves that right to the employer and the State 
Accident Insurance Fund. 

The Board, in quoting Dr. Gilsdorf above, concludes that the evidence 
concerning the course of events subsequent to that report fails to reflect 
that the current problem is attributable to the minimal effects of the 
accident at issue. The claimant required surgery_before that accident due 
to congenital defects. He requires surgery now due to those same defects and 
not due to the accident. The intervening history is rather nebulous. It is 
not a question of whether his refusal of surgery is reasonable. The question 
is whether it is reasonable to assess the responsibility of a pre-existing 
condition upon the employer simply because of a temporary exacerbation which 
occurred then and will reoccur due to the congenital defects. 

The Board concludes that the State Accident Insurance Fund was quite 
liberal in reopening the claim under the facts of record and should not now 
be penalized under the guise of an admission of liability for conditions 
neither caused nor materially affected by the accident. 

The Board concludes and finds that any permanent disability attributable 
to this accident does not exceed 16.degrees. 

The order of the Hearing Officer-is reversed and the previous deter
mination of disability of 16 degrees is reinstated. 

Pursuant to OR$ 656.313 none of the compensation paid pursuant to · 
the order of the Hearing Officer is repayable. 

Counsel for claimant is authorized to collect a fee of not to exceed 
$12S.OO from the claimant for services rendered on review. 

WCB #70-602 

M. O. GUINN, Claimant. 
Marion B. Embick, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

November 24, 1970 

The above entitled matter involves issues of whether the employer was 
properly assessed penalties and attorney fees for unreasonable delays in 
payments of compensation and medical care following the accidental injury 
to the 48 year old pear picker when he fell while moving a ladder on 
October 2, 1969. 
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responsibility for surgery. The claimant was refused the surgery which the
Hearing Officer finds to be a reasonable refusal.

The Board concludes that it is manifestly unfair to decide a case based
upon the alleged "admission of liability" where the employer or the State
 ccident Insurance Fund is obviously objecting to liability. The nature of
workmen's compensation is such that an employer or the State  ccident Insur
ance Fund may well offer to effect a medical cure of a condition not caused
by the accident without admitting itself our (sic) of Court, so to speak.
ORS 656.262(7) specifically reserves that right to the employer and the State
 ccident Insurance Fund.

The Board, in quoting Dr. Gilsdorf above, concludes that the evidence
concerning the course of events subsequent to that report fails to reflect
that the current problem is attributable to the minimal effects of the
accident at issue. The claimant required surgery before that accident due
to congenital defects. He requires surgery now due to those same defects and
not due to the accident. The intervening history is rather nebulous. It is
not a question of whether his refusal of surgery is reasonable. The question
is whether it is reasonable to assess the responsibility of a pre-existing
condition upon the employer simply because of a temporary exacerbation which
occurred then and will reoccur due to the congenital defects.

The Board concludes that the State  ccident Insurance Fund was quite
liberal in reopening the claim under the facts of record and should not now
be penalized under the guise of an admission of liability for conditions
neither caused nor materially affected by the accident.

The Board concludes and finds that any permanent disability attributable
to this accident does not exceed 16 degrees.

The order of the Hearing Officer is reversed and the previous deter
mination of disability of 16 degrees is reinstated.

Pursuant to ORS 656.31.3 none of the compensation paid pursuant to
the order of the Hearing Officer is repayable.

Counsel for claimant is authorized to collect a fee of not to exceed
$125.00 from the claimant for services rendered on review.

WCB #70-602 November 24, 1970

M. 0. GUINN, Claimant.
Marion B. Embick, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Employer.

The above entitled matter involves issues of whether the employer was
properly assessed penalties and attorney fees for unreasonable delays in
payments of compensation and medical care following the accidental injury
to the 48 year old pear picker when he fell while moving a ladder on
October 2, 1969.
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incident was at the close of the picking season. It was promptly 
reported to the employer but the claimant did not seek medical attention 
until he went to California for the olive season. On October 10th, 1969, 
eight days following the accident• the claimant first received chiropractic 
examination and treatment by a Dr. Parker, o.c. of Cornin?-, California. 
The claimant moved back to Oregon and came under the care of Dr. Colgan, D.C. 
of Salem, Oregon on October 20, 1969. Dr. Colgan submitted a report to the 
employer's insurer on October 23, 1969. Neither the claimant or Dr. Colgan 
were advised with respect to whether the claim was allowed or denied. Dr. 
Colgan's bill of $89.00 for services from October 20 to November 12, 1969, 
went unpaid thour,h a bill for services from NoveQber 15 to December 29, was 
paid. 

It should be noted that the claimant contacted the Compliance Division 
of the Workmen's Cc~pensation Board on October 3, 1969, the day following 
the accident and the employer's insurer was contacted that date by telephone 
by a representative of the Workmen's Compensation Board with respect to the 
claim. 

ORS 656.262(1) places the responsibility of processing the claim for 
compensation upon the employer. \'n1en the employer elects to have this 
responsibility handled by an insurer the employer is necessarily charged 
with any defaults and delinquencies involved. 

The record in this case reflects that the employer fell far short of 
meeting the responsibility imposed by law. One substantial area of delay 
was an insistence that the claim could not be processed with an identification 
limited to the initials "M.O." Guinn, It developed that the initials do not 
represent names. 

A large part of the record involves surveillance reports and even 
films intended to show the claimant's physical status in March and April of 
1970. This evidence will certainly have some bearing upon the claimant's 
entitlement to compensation at that time when that issue is properly joined. 
It hardly serves to show that the employer properly accepted responsibilities 
dating from October of 1969. Some excusable delay mir,ht well have arisen dur
ing the claimant's short trip into Cali~ornia. The total picture is one of 
a rather callous disregard toward the plir,ht of the claimant. 

The Board concurs with the Ilearinr, Officer and finds that the employer 
was guilty of unreasonable delays in the administration of the claim. The 
imposition of penalties and attorney fees pursuant to ORS 656.262(8) is 
therefore affirmed. 

The claim is to be administered further pursuant to ORS 656.268 at which 
time issues of disability will be further resolved and subject to further 
review. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.382 counsel for claimant is allowed the further fee 
of $250.00 payable by the employer. 
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The incident was at the close of the picking season. It was promptly
reported to the employer but the claimant did not seek medical attention
until he went to California for the olive season. On October 10th, 1969,
eight days following the accident, the claimant first received chiropractic
examination and treatment by a Dr. Parker, D.C. of Corning, California.
The claimant moved back to Oregon and came under the care of Dr. Colgan, D.C.
of Salem, Oregon on October 20, 1969. Dr. Colgan submitted a report to the
employer's insurer on October 23, 1969. Neither the claimant or Dr. Colgan
were advised with respect to whether the claim was allowed or denied. Dr.
Colgan's bill of $89.00 for services from October 20 to November 12, 1969,
went unpaid though a bill for services from November 15 to December 29, was
paid.

It should be noted that the claimant contacted the Compliance Division
of the Workmen's Compensation Board on October 3, 1969, the day following
the accident and the employer's insurer was contacted that date by telephone
by a representative of the Workmen's Compensation Board with respect to the
claim.

ORS 656.262(1) places the responsibility of processing the claim for
compensation upon the employer. When the employer elects to have this
responsibility handled by an insurer the employer is necessarily charged
with any defaults and delinquencies involved.

The record in this case reflects that the employer fell far short of
meeting the responsibility imposed by law. One substantial area of delay
was an insistence that the claim could not be processed with an identification
limited to the initials "M.O." Guinn. It developed that the initials do not
represent names.

 large part of the record involves surveillance reports and even
films intended to show the claimant's physical status in March and  pril of
1970. This evidence will certainly have some bearing upon the claimant's
entitlement to compensation at that time when that issue is properly joined.
It hardly serves to show that the employer properly accepted responsibilities
dating from October of 1969. Some excusable delay might well have arisen dur
ing the claimant's short trip into California. The total picture is one of
a rather callous disregard toward the plight of the claimant.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and finds that the employer
was guilty of unreasonable delays in the administration of the claim. The
imposition of penalties and attorney fees pursuant to ORS 656.262(8) is
therefore affirmed.

The claim is to be administered further pursuant to ORS 656.268 at which
time issues of disability will be further resolved and subject to further
review.

Pursuant to ORS 656.382 counsel for claimant is allowed the further fee
of $250.00 payable by the employer.
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Claim No. EB 84579 November 24, 1970 

GLENDA L. McLARNEY, Claimant. 
Lent, York, Paulson & Bullock, Claimant's Attys. 

The above entitled matter involves the claim of a legal secretary for mid 
back injury sustained September 28, 1964. The claim was initially closed by 
the then State Industrial Accident Commission with only minimal medical care 
required. Further medical care was not required until March of 1968 and in 
September of 1969 surgery was performed. 

By order of this Board under its continuing own motion jurisdiction the 
State Accident Insurance Fund, on March 5, 1970, was ordered to reopen the 
claim and accept responsibility for the surgery and associated temporary 
total disability. 

The Board is now advised and finds that the claimant is entitled to 
compensation for temporary total disability from July 7, 1969 to January 31, 
1970, less time worked, and temporary partial disability from January 12, 1970, 
to January 31, 1970, upon the basis of that proportion of temporary total 
requested by claimant's proportionate loss of earning power. 

The Board further finds that the claimant has sustained a permanent 
partial unscheduled disability of 21.75 degrees upon the basis of comparing 
the disability to the loss of use of 15% of an arm. The Board further finds 
the claimant to have a disability of 11 degrees for a partial loss of use 
of 10% of the left leg. 

The order of remand allowed counsel for claimant a fee of 25% of the 
compensation for temporary total disability payable therefrom. Counsel is 
allowed the further fee of 25% of compensation herewith awarded for perma
nent partial disability and payable therefrom. 

The State Accident Insurance Fund is ordered to pay the compensation 
found due by this order. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.278 no notice of appeal rights is applicable to the 
claimant. The Board deems the intent of the Legislature to be that the State 
Insurance Fund has a right to appeal and the usual notice is attached but 
limited to the State Accident Insurance Fund. 

WCB #69-2249 

RICHARD D. VENEMAN, Claimant. 
Emmons, Kyle & Kropp, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by SAIF. 

November 24, 1970 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 27 year old workman whose low back difficulties 
became manifest while working as a hod carrier on February 20, 1969. 

The claimant is comparatively young, intelligent, with a 12th grade 
education and well on his way to a new career as an optical lens grinder. 
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S IF Claim No. EB 84579 November 24, 1970

GLEND L. McL RNEY, Claimant.
Lent, York, Paulson 8 Bullock, Claimant's  ttys.

The above entitled matter involves the claim of a legal secretary for mid
back injury sustained September 28, 1964. The claim was initially closed by
the then State Industrial  ccident Commission with only minimal medical care
required. Further medical care was not required until March of 1968 and in
September of 1969 surgery was performed.

By order of this Board under its continuing own motion jurisdiction the
State  ccident Insurance Fund, on March 5, 1970, was ordered to reopen the
claim and accept responsibility for the surgery and associated temporary
total disability.

The Board is now advised and finds that the claimant is entitled to
compensation for temporary total disability from July 7, 1969 to January 31,
1970, less time worked, and temporary partial disability from January 12, 1970,
to January 31, 1970, upon the basis of that proportion of temporary total
requested by claimant's proportionate loss of earning power.

The Board further finds that the claimant has sustained a permanent
partial unscheduled disability of 21.75 degrees upon the basis of comparing
the disability to the loss of use of 15% of an arm. The Board further finds
the claimant to have a disability of 11 degrees for a partial loss of use
of 10% of the left leg.

The order of remand allowed counsel for claimant a fee of 25% of the
compensation for temporary total disability payable therefrom. Counsel is
allowed the further fee of 25% of compensation herewith awarded for perma
nent partial disability and payable therefrom.

The State  ccident Insurance Fund is ordered to pay the compensation
found due by this order.

Pursuant to 0RS 656.278 no notice of appeal rights is applicable to the
claimant. The Board deems the intent of the Legislature to be that the State
Insurance Fund has a right to appeal and the usual notice is attached but
limited to the State  ccident Insurance Fund.

WCB #69-2249 November 24, 1970

RICH RD D. VENEM N, Claimant.
Emmons, Kyle 8 Kropp, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by S IF.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 27 year old workman whose low back difficulties
became manifest while working as a hod carrier on February 20, 1969.

The claimant is comparatively young, intelligent, with a 12th grade
education and well on his way to a new career as an optical lens grinder.
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accidental injury admittedly precipitated the need to change occupa
tions. but the underlying congenital weakness of the spine was such that 
claimant had a iimited future in any sort of heavy manual labor. The factors 
of physical impairment and earnings loss attributable to the injury are thus 
more complicated than the ordinary claim. 

Against this background the initial determination pursuant to ORS 
656.268 found there to be no permanent disability attributable to the 
accidental injury. The Hearing Officer found there to be a physical im
pairment of 64 degrees out of an applicable maximum of 320 degrees. The 
Hearing Officer also found an earnings impairment factor of a 50% loss of 
earning capacity and awarded an additional 160 degrees for a total award of 
224 degrees. 

The Board is not unanimous in the findings and conclusions of the 
members. 

The majority of the Board concur with the Hearing Officer that despite 
the pre-existing congenital defects the accident at issue caused an addi
tional disability which the Board deems properly evaluated at 64 degrees. 
The majority also concurs with the Hearing Officer that there has been a 
substantial loss of earning capacity despite the prospect that current 
earning level is not truly representative of the reasonably to be expected 
earnings from the new trade on a permanent basis. The majority of the 
Board conclude the earning loss factor to be not in excess of 42%. The 
additional degree of compensation payable on this basis is 134 degrees. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is accordingly modified and the 
award for unscheduled disability is established at 198 degrees-. 

With the moderate reduction in award on appeal and considering the 
substantial remaining fee of counsel obtained on hearing, no further order 
is made with respect to attorney fees. 

/s/ M. Keith Wilson. 
/s/ Wm. A. Callahan. 

Mr. Redman dissents for several reasons. It is his conclusion that the 
claimant had the pre-existing two level spondylolysis. This has not as yet 
been displaced. It was not caused or materially affected by the accident at 
issue. The advisability of avoiding heavy work always existed. At best 
the course of avoiding heavy work was brought to the attention of all concerned 
by the incident but the incident did not produce the need to chanRe work. 
Furthermore, the claimant's regular work prior to the limited period of. hod 
carrying was not as productive as his new work and the hod carrying was ·a 
seasonal intermittent employment in which hourly wage rates are not a true 
test of earning capacity. 

It is Mr. Redman•s finding and conclusion that the physical impairment 
factor does not exceed 16 degrees and the earning factor does not warrant 
to exceed a further 32 degrees. The award, at best, should be reduced to 
48 degrees. 

/s/ James Redman. 
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The accidental injury admittedly precipitated the need to change occupa
tions, but the underlying congenital weakness of the spine was such that
claimant had a limited future in any sort of heavy manual labor. The factors
of physical impairment and earnings loss attributable to the injury are thus
more complicated than the ordinary claim.

 gainst this background the initial determination pursuant to ORS
656.268 found there to be no permanent disability attributable to the
accidental injury. The Hearing Officer found there to be a physical im
pairment of 64 degrees out of an applicable maximum of 320 degrees. The
Hearing Officer also found an earnings impairment factor of a 50% loss of
earning capacity and awarded an additional 160 degrees for a total award of
224 degrees.

The Board is not unanimous in the findings and conclusions of the
members.

The majority of the Board concur with the Hearing Officer that despite
the pre-existing congenital defects the accident at issue caused an addi
tional disability which the Board deems properly evaluated at 64 degrees.
The majority also concurs with the Hearing Officer that there has been a
substantial loss of earning capacity despite the prospect that current
earning level is not truly representative of the reasonably to be expected
earnings from the new trade on a permanent basis. The majority of the
Board conclude the earning loss factor to be not in excess of 42%. The
additional degree of compensation payable on this basis is 134 degrees.

The order of the Hearing Officer is accordingly modified and the
award for unscheduled disability is established at 198 degrees.

With the moderate reduction in award on appeal and considering the
substantial remaining fee of counsel obtained on hearing, no further order
is made with respect to attorney fees.

/s/ M, Keith Wilson.
/s/ Wm.  . Callahan.

Mr. Redman dissents for several reasons. It is his conclusion that the
claimant had the pre-existing two level spondylolysis. This has not as yet
been displaced. It was not caused or materially affected by the  ccident  t
issue. The advisability of avoiding heavy work always existed.  t best
the course of avoiding heavy work was brought to the attention of all concerned
by the incident but the incident did not produce the need to change work.
Furthermore, the claimant's regular work prior to the limited period of- hod
carrying was not as productive as his new work and the hod carrying was a
seasonal intermittent employment in which hourly wage rates are not a true
test of earning capacity.

It is Mr. Redman's finding and conclusion that the physical impairment
factor does not exceed 16 degrees and the earning factor does not warrant
to exceed a further 32 degrees. The award, at best, should be reduced to
48 degrees.

/s/ James Redman.
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#70-1268 

MAXINE BLANCHFIELD, Claimant. 
Coons- & Malagon, Claimant's Attys. 

November 30, 1970 

The above entitled matter involves the claim of a 45 year old waitress 
for a lumbosacral strain incurred on May 30, 1970 while lifting a bucket of 
ice. 

The.employer was insured by the State Accident Insurance Fund and 
apparently because of the employer's convictions that the claimant had not 
sustained a compensable injury, the State Accident Insurance Fund denied 
the claim. 

Upon h~aring the claim was ordered allowed. Whether an employer 
insured by the State Accident Insurance Fund has standing as a party to 
appeal independent of the State Accident Insurance Fund is not clear but 
the Workmen's Compensation Board has entertained requests for review in 
such cases. 

A request for review was made independently by the employer but has 
now been withdrawn. 

There being no matter before the Board upon the withdrawal by the 
employer of his request, the order of the Hearing Officer becomes final by 
operation of law, the claim is thereby ordered to be compensable and the 
matter on review is dismissed. 

No notice of appeal is required. 

WCB #70-163 

TOM WHALEN, Claimant. 
Galton & Popick, Claimant's Attys. 

November 30, 1970 

The above entitled matter involves a procedural issue. 

An order of the Hearing Officer was issued on the merits on October 15, 
1970. On November 10, 1970 before the order had become final by operation 
of law and before any request for review had been filed with the Workmen's 
Compensation Board, the Hearing Officer vacated his order of October 15th. 

A request for review of the October 15th order was received by the 
Board on November 12th but, as noted, the order had by that time been vacated 
by the Hearing Officer who thereby retained jurisdiction of the matter. 

It appearing that the pending request for review was made with respect 
to a matter in which there was no longer in effect an order to be reviewed• 
the matter is hereby dismissed. · 

No notice of appeal is required. 
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WCB #70-1268 November 30, 1970

M XINE BL NCHFIELD, Claimant.
Coons 8 Malagon, Claimant's  ttys.

The above entitled matter involves the claim of a 45 year old waitress
for a lumbosacral strain incurred on May 30, 1970 while lifting a bucket of
ice.

The employer was insured by the State  ccident Insurance Fund and
apparently because of the employer's convictions that the claimant had not
sustained a compensable injury, the State  ccident Insurance Fund denied
the claim.

Upon hearing the claim was ordered allowed. Whether an employer
insured by the State  ccident Insurance Fund has standing as a party to
appeal independent of the State  ccident Insurance Fund is not clear but
the Workmen's Compensation Board has entertained requests for review in
such cases.

 request for review was made independently by the employer but has
now been withdrawn.

There being no matter before the Board upon the withdrawal by the
employer of his request, the order of the Hearing Officer becomes final by
operation of law, the claim is thereby ordered to be compensable and the
matter on review is dismissed.

No notice of appeal is required.

WCB #70-163 November 30, 1970

TOM WH LEN, Claimant.
Galton § Popick, Claimant's  ttys.

The above entitled matter involves a procedural issue.

 n order of the Hearing Officer was issued on the merits on October 15,
1970. On November 10, 1970 before the order had become final by operation
of law and before any request for review had been filed with the Workmen's
Compensation Board, the Hearing Officer vacated his order of October 15th.

 request for review of the October 15th order was received by the
Board on November 12th but, as noted, the order had by that time been vacated
by the Hearing Officer who thereby retained jurisdiction of the matter.

It appearing that the pending request for review was made with respect
to a matter in which there was no longer in effect an order to be reviewed,
the matter is hereby dismissed.

No notice of appeal is required.
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#70-1206 

NEVIA WINGFIELD, Claimant. 
Keith Burns, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

November 30, 1970 

The above entitled matter is confined to the issue of whether the 
employer unreasonably delayed payment of conpensation so as to entitle 
the claimant to penalties and attorney fees pursuant to ORS 656.262(8). 

As the result of previous proceedingsD the claimant as of May S, 1970 
was drawing compensation on the basis of a closed claim. Her condition 
was medically stationary and she had remaining due her on the award the sum 
of $660 payable at the rate of approximately $41.09 per week. On May 5th 
the employer, as permitted by ORS 656.230(3) paid the $660 in full. TI1e 
claimant, could not denand as a matter of right, in excess of $41.09 per 
week starting with flay 5th regardless of whether she was temporarily totally 
disabled or permanently partially disabled. 

On May 15 0 1970 the claimant reporte<l to Dr. Eisendorf, staff physician 
for the employer, with an exacerbation of symptoms which resulted in a 
recommendation that she stop working. She was referred for further 
medical consultation. In retrospect it appears that as of May 15, 1970 the 
employer was on notice of a responsibility to reopen the claim. 

The law is somewhat ambiguous with respect to the procedures on claims 
of aggravation. Entirely coincidental with the claimant's visit to the 
doctorD the Workmen's Compensation Board on Hay 15th promulgated its 
revised rules of practice and procedure identified as WCB 4-1970. Rules 
7.01 and 7.02 pertain to claims of aggravation. The effect of these 
rules is to permit the employer to reopen the claim as the employer did 
in this instance on June 15, 1970. These rules also require that the 
claim be resubmitted pursuant to ORS 656.268 for redetermination of 
disability. By operation of these rules, any outstanding closure and 
award is set aside since the degree of perManent disability cannot be deter
mined at a time when the claimant is temporarily and totally disabled. 
Upon such redetermination, it becomes the duty of the Workmen's Compensation 
Board to make "necessary adjustments in compensation paid or payable prior 
to the determination, including disallowance of permanent d:i..sability payments 
prematurely made, crediting temporary disability payments against permanent 
disability aw~rds and payment of temporary disability payments which were 
payable but not paid." ORS 656.268(3). 

It is obvious in this claim that as of Hay 15, 1970 the claimant had 
received $660 for a period of time conmencing on Mays, 1970 but that less 
than $82 was properly payable as permanent partial disability. The other 
$578 received by.-the claimant was clearly a "permanent disability payment 
prematurely paid." 

The employer, despite the advance payment, reinstated payment of 
temporary total disability on June 15, 1970, paying $164.36 for the four 
weeks from May 18th through June 14th. Tilis may have been precipitated by 
the request. According to the manner in which corapensation is payable, the 
claimant, as of the payment on .June 15th, 5tiJ.1 retained an advance payment 
in excess of $413 which was subject to classification as temporary or 
permanent disability as the facts should thereafter warrant. Despite 
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WCB #70-1206 November 30, 1970

NEVI WINGFIELD, Claimant.
Keith Bums, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter is confined to the issue of whether the
employer unreasonably delayed payment of compensation so as to entitle
the claimant to penalties and attorney fees pursuant to ORS 656.262(8).

 s the result of previous proceedings, the claimant as of May 5, 1970
was drawing compensation on the basis of a closed claim. Her condition
was medically stationary and she had remaining due her on the award the sum
of $660 payable at the rate of approximately $41.09 per week. On May 5th
the employer, as permitted by ORS 656.230(3) paid the $660 in full. The
claimant, could not demand as a matter of right, in excess of $41.09 per
week starting with May 5th regardless of whether she was temporarily totally
disabled or permanently partially disabled.

On May 15, 1970 the claimant reported to Dr. Eisendorf, staff physician
for the employer, with an exacerbation of symptoms which resulted in a
recommendation that she stop working. She was referred for further
medical consultation. In retrospect it appears that as of May 15, 1970 the
employer was on notice of a responsibility to reopen the claim.

The law is somewhat ambiguous with respect to the procedures on claims
of aggravation. Entirely coincidental with the claimant's visit to the
doctor, the Workmen's Compensation Board on May 15th promulgated its
revised rules of practice and procedure identified as WCB 4-1970. Rules
7.01 and 7.02 pertain to claims of aggravation. The effect of these
rules is to permit the employer to reopen the claim as the employer did
in this instance on June 15, 1970. These rules also require that the
claim be resubmitted pursuant to ORS 656.268 for redetermination of
disability. By operation of these rules, any outstanding closure and
award is set aside since the degree of permanent disability cannot be deter
mined at a time when the claimant is temporarily and totally disabled.
Upon such redetermination, it becomes the duty of the Workmen's Compensation
Board to make "necessary adjustments in compensation paid or payable prior
to the determination, including disallowance of permanent disability payments
prematurely made, crediting temporary disability payments against permanent
disability awards and payment of temporary disability payments which were
payable but not paid." ORS 656.268(3).

It is obvious in this claim that as of May 15, 1970 the claimant had
received $660 for a period of time commencing on May 5, 1970 but that less
than $82 was properly payable as permanent partial disability. The other
$578 received by the claimant was clearly a "permanent disability payment
prematurely paid."

The employer, despite the advance payment, reinstated payment of
temporary total disability on June 15, 1970, paying $164.36 for the four
weeks from May 18th through June 14th. This may have been precipitated by
the request.  ccording to the manner in which compensation is payable, the
claimant, as of the payment on June 15th, still retained an advance payment
in excess of $413 which was subject to classification as temporary or
permanent disability as the facts should thereafter warrant. Despite
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employer's reinstatement of temporary disability, the claimant urges 
that the delay in reinstating compensation from May 15th to June 15th is 
unreasonable and is subject to penalty. 

If a penalty was otherwise payable for an unreasonable delay, the 
statute limits a penalty to a percentage of amounts then due. ORS 656.262(8). 
Compensation for both temporary total and permanent partial disability are 
payable for periods of time and these periods of time must be successive 
since the claimant cannot be totally and partially disnbled simultaneously 
and partial disability cannot be determined until the recovery process 
reaches a stationary point. 

The claimant, by virtue of an election by the el'lployer, received an 
advance payment which, at the time the employer reinstated compensation, 
was at least $413 in excess of the amount claimant would have received 
at that time had the paynents been made at the times and in the amounts 
the claimant was in a position to demand as a matter of law. 

Rather than be subjected to penalties, the employer is to be commended 
for having reinstated compensation under the circumstances. If any party 
is unreasonable it is the claimant. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

/s/ M. Keith Wilson 
/s/ James Redman 

Mr. Callahan dissents as follows: 

Pursuant to a Hearing Officer's order, claimant was awarded additional 
permanent partial disability. The employer issued a check Mays, 1970 for 
$660 which was the full amount of the award. This appears in the record on 
page 3. 

Ordinarily, payments for permanent partial disability are paid in 
monthly installments at the same rate as for temporary total disability. 
The er.iployer chose to make payment by one check. 

Payment for pemanent partial disability is compensation for a disability 
already in existence at the time of the award. Awards for permanent partial 
disability can be r.iodified only by the Workmen's Compensation Board 0r its 
Hearing Officers, or the Courts, or if the matter is again submitted pursuant 
to ORS 656.268. Any reduction in an award for permanent partial disability 
cannot be made unless there is a finding of less dis~bility than existed 
at the time of the award. ORS 656.268(3) gives the Workmen's Compensation 
Board authority to make adjustments in compensation at the time of determina
tion. An employer does not have authority to make any adjustments, nor to 
divert payments, made as payment for permanent partial disability, to a dif
ferent type of compensation. A Hearing Officer can find there is less 
permanent partial disability than has been formerly awarded and may as a 
result reduce the award of permanent partial disability, but he has no 
authority to divert an unchanged permanent partial disability to any other 
form of compensation. 

The order of the Hearing Officer dismissed this case by rationalizin~ 
that if payment for the award of permanent partial disability had been made 
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the employer's reinstatement of temporary disability, the claimant urges
that the delay in reinstating compensation from May 15th to June 15th is
unreasonable and is subject to penalty.

If a penalty was otherwise payable for an unreasonable delay, the
statute limits a penalty to a percentage of amounts then due. ORS 656.262(8).
Compensation for both temporary total and permanent partial disability are
payable for periods of time and these periods of time must be successive
since the claimant cannot be totally and partially disabled simultaneously
and partial disability cannot be determined until the recovery process
reaches a stationary point.

The claimant, by virtue of an election by the employer, received an
advance payment which, at the time the employer reinstated compensation,
was at least $413 in excess of the amount claimant would have received
at that time had the payments been made at the times and in the amounts
the claimant was in a position to demand as a matter of law.

Rather than be subjected to penalties, the employer is to be commended
for having reinstated compensation under the circumstances. If any party
is unreasonable it is the claimant.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affinned.

/s/ M. Keith Wilson
/s/ James Redman

Mr. Callahan dissents as follows:

Pursuant to a Hearing Officer's order, claimant was awarded additional
permanent partial disability. The employer issued a check May 5, 1970 for
S660 which was the full amount of the award. This appears in the record on
page 3.

Ordinarily, payments for permanent partial disability are paid in
monthly installments at the same rate as for temporary total disability.
The employer chose to make payment by one check.

Payment for permanent partial disability is compensation for a disability
already in existence at the time of the award.  wards for permanent partial
disability can be modified only by the Workmen's Compensation Board or its
Hearing Officers, or the Courts, or if the matter is again submitted pursuant
to ORS 656.268,  ny reduction in an award for permanent partial disability
cannot be made unless there is a finding of less disability than existed
at the time of the award. ORS 656.268(3) gives the Workmen's Compensation
Board authority to make adjustments in compensation at the time of determina
tion.  n employer does not have authority to make any adjustments, nor to
divert payments, made as payment for permanent partial disability, to a dif
ferent type of compensation.  Hearing Officer can find there is less
permanent partial disability than has been formerly awarded and may as a
result reduce the award of permanent partial disability, but he has no
authority to divert an unchanged permanent partial disability to any other
form of compensation.

The order of the Hearing Officer dismissed this case by rationalizing
that if payment for the award of permanent partial disability had been made
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monthly installMents, the clair1ant would have received the same amount 
of money. However, the payment made by the em-ployer, and for the convenience 
of the employer, was for the award for permanent partial disability, not for 
temporar)' total disability, which is compensl'.ltion for a different purpose. 

If payment on the award for petmanent partial disability had been made 
in monthly installnents, the employer could have ceased payment on the 
award, held the unpaid balance in suspense and Made ~ayment for temporary 
total disability. At the time claimant's condition became stationary, the 
matter would then be submitted to the Closinr, and Evaluation Division of 
the Workmen's Compensation Board at which time a detennination of permanent 
disabili t)' would be made pursuant to ORS 656. 268 and credit for payment 
made for permanent partial disahi.1 i tv would be adjusted pursuant to (3) 
of that Section. 

The Hearing Officer correctly found that the plant physician ordered 
claimant to stop workin11, nnrl that the employer had knowledp,e of that. At 
that point, temporary·total disabilit)' ber.an and was payahle not later than 
14 days after that date. The employer clid not do this. Payment for 
temporary total disabi 1i ty was not aff'ected by any advance p~yr.ient that the 
employer had cade on the award for perManent partial disability. The 
employer recognized its error hy makin~ paynent for temporary total dis
a.bility, going hack to May 15, 1970 when payment was nade (Tr. 17). How
ever, this was not done until the request for hearing had heen filed with 
the Worknen' s Compensation Board, which was .Tune 12, 1970. 

Both the claimant and her attorney nade good faith efforts to settle 
this matter without a hearin~. The employer unreasona.hly resisted payment 
of compensation. Statenents by the emplo)'er' s a.ttorne~., at the hearinp, 
that the reopening of the clflirn was contigent upon the report of the con
sulting physician and the letter from Dr. Eisendorf, the enployer's plant 
physician, Are self-serving and not convincinR• Nor does the statement or 
the letter provide evidence that the chimant was not ordered to stop work. 
Exhibit C ends with the stater.1ent, "ccntinues off work." 

The llearinp.; Officer should be reversed. The _e1nployer unreasonably 
resiste,1 payment of compensation for te11porary total disnbility. The 
claimant required assistance of counsel. Conpensation :for te.mporary total 
disabili.ty was not paid until after a rer:uest fo:r hearinp, had been ~iled with 
the \'lorl:men' s CoTllpensntion Board. C1nima.nt is entitled to additional compen
sation nf 2596 of payment for ternporii.ry total uisahi lity not paid tinely. 
Claimant's attorney is entitled to a reasonahle attorney fee of $400 to be 
paid by the employer. 

/s/ l'-'M. A. Callahan. 
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in monthly installments, the claimant would have received the same amount
of money. However, the payment made by the employer, and for the convenience
of the employer, was for the award for permanent partial disability, not for
temporary total disability, which is compensation for a different purpose.

If payment on the award for permanent partial disability had been made
in monthly installments, the employer could have ceased payment on the
award, held the unpaid balance in suspense and made payment for temporary
total disability.  t the time claimant's condition became stationary, the
matter would then be submitted to the Closing and Evaluation Division of
the Workmen's Compensation Board at which time a determination of permanent
disability would be made pursuant to ORS 656.268 and credit for payment
made for permanent partial disability would be adjusted pursuant to (3)
of that Section.

The Hearing Officer correctly ^ound that the plant physician ordered
claimant to stop working and that the employer had knowledge of that.  t
that point, temporary total disability began and was payable not later than
14 days after that date. The employer did not do this. Payment for
temporary total disability was not affected by any advance payment that the
employer had made on the award for permanent partial disability. The
employer recognized its error by making payment for temporary total dis
ability, going back to May 15, 1970 when payment was made (Tr. 17). How
ever, this was not done until the request for hearing had been filed with
the Workmen's Compensation Board, which was Tune 12, 1970.

Both the claimant and her attorney made good faith efforts to settle
this matter without a hearing. The employer unreasonably resisted payment
of compensation. Statements by the employer's attorney at the hearing
that the reopening of the claim was contigent upon the report of the con
sulting physician and the letter from Dr. Eisendorf, the employer's plant
physician, are self-serving and not convincing. Nor does the statement or
the letter provide evidence that the claimant was not ordered to stop work.
Exhibit C ends with the statement, "continues off work."

The Hearing Officer should be reversed. The employer unreasonably
resisted payment of compensation for temporary total disability. The
claimant required assistance of counsel. Compensation for temporary total
disability was not paid until after a request for hearing had been ^iled with
the Workmen's Compensation Board. Claimant is entitled to additional compen
sation of 25% of payment for temporary total disability not paid timely.
Claimant's attorney is entitled to a reasonable attorney fee of $400 to be
paid by the employer.

/s/ Wm.  . Callahan.
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#70-844 December 1, 1970 

RALPH L. ALLEN, Claimant. 
Hansen, Curtis & Strickland, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 33 year 
old claimant sustained a compensable injury on December 2, 1969 when he 
allegedly felt his back snap while lifting a tub of carrots. There is 
corroboration that such an incident occurred since it was reported to the 
plant nurse at the time. The question concerning whether the incident was a 
factor in the clai� made on January 12, 1970 arose from the fact the 
claimant required no medical attention and worked steadily until December 22, 
1969 when he reported to the employer he would not be in to work due to ill
ness. The claimant then went on a trip to Idaho for a few days. He then 
worked for a couple of days until employment was terminated for lack of work. 

There are conflicts in the evidence with respect to whether the claimant 
made any complaint of back trouble during the steady period of heavy work 
including shifts as long as 12 hours per day following the December 2nd inci
dent. The claimant's testimony is largely self-serving and there was no 
contention of intervening problems between December 2nd and hospitalization 
in January. The claimant visited the plant nurse in the interval for other 
problems without mention of his back. 

The Workmen's Compensation Board places substantial weight upon the 
Hearing Officer whose order is based upon observation of the claimant as 
well as the written records. The Board concludes and finds that the 
claimant's problems in January of 1970 are not attributable to the minor 
accident of December 2, 1969. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

WCB #69-1252 

LOUIS II. FULLER, Claimant. 
Emmons, Kyle & Kropp, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Employer. 
Also by Claimant. 

December 1, 1970 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of 
permanent partial disability sustained by a 43 year old choker setter on 
June 3, 1968, when the breaking out of the turn of logs on which he had set 
the chokers allowed a log chunk to roll down the hill and strike him, fractur
ing his pelvis and hip bone on the right side. 

The determination order of the Closing and Evaluation Division of the 
Workmen's Compensation Board issued pursuant to ORS 656.268 granted the 
claimant a permanent partial disability award of 16 degrees of the 320 
degrees established by statute for unscheduled disability. 

The claimant requested a hearing on the determination of the Closing 
and Evaluation Division. The order of the Hearing Officer entered following 
the conclusion of the hearing increased the award of permanent partial· 
disability for unscheduled disability from 16 degrees to 64 degrees. 
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WCB #70-844 December 1, 1970

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 33 year
old claimant sustained a compensable injury on December 2, 1969 when he
allegedly felt his back snap while lifting a tub of carrots. There is
corroboration that such an incident occurred since it was reported to the
plant nurse at the time. The question concerning whether the incident was a
factor in the claim made on January 12, 1970 arose from the fact the
claimant required no medical attention and worked steadily until December 22,
1969 when he reported to the employer he would not be in to work due to ill
ness. The claimant then went on a trip to Idaho for a few days. He then
worked for a couple of days until employment was terminated for lack of work.

There are conflicts in the evidence with respect to whether the claimant
made any complaint of back trouble during the steady period of heavy work
including shifts as long as 12 hours per day following the December 2nd inci
dent. The claimant's testimony is largely self-serving and there was no
contention of intervening problems between December 2nd and hospitalization
in January. The claimant visited the plant nurse in the interval for other
problems without mention of his back.

The Workmen's Compensation Board places substantial weight upon the
Hearing Officer whose order is based upon observation of the claimant as
well as the written records. The Board concludes and finds that the
claimant's problems in January of 1970 are not attributable to the minor
accident of December 2, 1969.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

R LPH L.  LLEN, Claimant.
Hansen, Curtis 5 Strickland, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

WCB #69-1252 December 1, 1970

LOUIS H. FULLER, Claimant.
Emmons, Kyle f7 Kropp, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Employer.
 lso by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of
permanent partial disability sustained by a 43 year old choker setter on
June 3, 1968, when the breaking out of the turn of logs on which he had set
the chokers allowed a log chunk to roll down the hill and strike him, fractur
ing his pelvis and hip bone on the right side.

The determination order of the Closing and Evaluation Division of the
Workmen's Compensation Board issued pursuant to ORS 656,268 granted the
claimant a permanent partial disability award of 16 degrees of the 320
degrees established by statute for unscheduled disability.

The claimant requested a hearing on the determination of the Closing
and Evaluation Division. The order of the Hearing Officer entered following
the conclusion of the hearing increased the award of permanent partial
disability for unscheduled disability from 16 degrees to 64 degrees.
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direct responsibility employer requested that the Board review 
this order of the Hearing Officer. 

Following the hearing in this matter, the Supreme Court held in Ryf v. 
Hoffman Construction Co., 89 Adv Sh 483, Or , (1969) that loss of 
earning capacity is a factor to be considered in""'t'he evaluation of unsche
duled peI'JTlanent partial disability. From its review, the Board deterMined 
that the matter may have been incompletely developed with respect to 
evidence concerning earnings impairment. The Board, therefore, remanded 
the matter to the Hearing Officer for the purpose of tRkinr, such further 
evidence as may be necessary to determine whether the claimant had sustained 
any unscheduled pernanent disability attr:ibutable to a loss o-f earning 
capacity. 

The Boarcl noted in the remand order its riccord with the evaluation of 
permanent disability made by the Closing and Evaluati0n Division, based 
upon the indications in the ne<lical evidence of an excellent recovery fr0m 
the fractures and ninir1al residual physical irripairment. 

The order of the !!earing Officer entered following the further hearing 
held pursuant to the remand order concluded tlrnt the evidence did not 
establish a loss of earning capacity, :ind that permanent partial disability 
resulted from the injury consistent with the expression contained in the 
remand order o+ 16 de.r;rees of the T11aximun of 320 degrees provided for un
scheduled disability. The claimant has requested Board review of this 
ord~r o:: the !!earing Officer. 

The medical evidence of record of the grentest value and significance 
in the ~,.·aluation of the clainant 's pernanent clisabili ty consists of the 
three nedical reports submitted by Dr. Robinson, an orthopedic surgeon, 
who exanined the claiNant on three occasions cor disahility evaluation 
purposes. llis rerorts reflect that the fractures healed in excellent align
ment and position. llis examinations of the claimant revealed slight limi
tations in hip joint notion, nild tenderness ,md a slight degree of atrophy 
of the right leg. TI1e objective f"indinr,s as a whole ;1re characterized hy 
Dr. Tlobinson as evidencing only minimal physical jr11i~i.rr1ent. Dr. Robjnson 
finds the clainant 's sPbjective cor,1rlaints to he inconsistent with and un
substantiated by t]1e obiective meclic:al findings. The Ro;:ird remains of" the 
opinion that the c l;Ii mmt 's pern;:inent di s:ihj 1 i ty slwllld be determined on 
the basis o.r" the medical evidence Furnished r,y Dr. Hol:insrm. 

The claimant contends that he has sustained permanent disability to his 
right leg by reason of impairment of the knee due to the insertion of a pin 
to provide the traction required in the treatr1ent of the fractures. Dr. 
Robinson's medical reports reflect his inability to find any objective indi
cation of physical impairment of the right knee. The Board is satisfied 
that the Hearing Officer correctly reJected the claimant's contention of 
residual disability of the right leg. 

The evidence of record in relation to the issue of earnings impairment 
establishes that the claimant's almost exclusive occupation for many years 
prior to his injury was in the logging industry as a choker setter. It is 
readily conceded that the claimant remains capable of adequately carrying out 
the duties of a choker setter. His only other occupation in recent years 
involved occasional employment as a chaser on the log landing. The evidence 
also indicates the claimant's capability of carrying on the customary duties 
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The direct responsibility employer requested that the Board review
this order of the Hearing Officer.

Following the hearing in this matter, the Supreme Court held in Ryf v.
Hoffman Construction Co., 89  dv Sh 483, Or , (1969) that loss of
earning capacity is a factor to be considered in the evaluation of unsche
duled permanent partial disability. From its review, the Board determined
that the matter may have been incompletely developed with respect to
evidence concerning earnings impairment. The Board, therefore, remanded
the matter to the Hearing Officer for the purpose of taking such further
evidence as may be necessary to determine whether the claimant had sustained
any unscheduled permanent disability attributable to a loss of earning
capacity.

The Board noted in the remand order its accord with the evaluation of
permanent disability made by the Closing and Evaluation Division, based
upon the indications in the medical evidence of an excellent recovery from
the fractures and minimal residual physical impairment.

The order of the Hearing Officer entered following the further hearing
held pursuant to the remand order concluded that the evidence did not
establish a loss of earning capacity, and that permanent partial disability
resulted from the injury consistent with the expression contained in the
remand order of 16 degrees of the maximum of 320 degrees provided for un
scheduled disability. The claimant has requested Board review of this
order of the Flearing Officer.

The medical evidence of record of the greatest value and significance
in the evaluation of the claimant's permanent disability consists of the
three medical reports submitted by Dr. Robinson, an orthopedic surgeon,
who examined the claimant on three occasions for disability evaluation
purposes. His reports reflect that the fractures healed in excellent align
ment and position. His examinations of the claimant revealed slight limi
tations in hip joint motion, nild tenderness and a slight degree of atrophy
of the right leg. Tlie objective findings as a whole are characterized by
Dr. Robinson as evidencing only minimal physical impairment. Dr. Robinson
finds the claimant's subjective complaints to be inconsistent with and un
substantiated by the objective medical findings. The Board remains of the
opinion that the claimant's permanent disability should be determined on
the basis of tlie medical evidence furnished by Dr. Robinson.

The claimant contends that he has sustained permanent disability to his
right leg by reason of impairment of the knee due to the insertion of a pin
to provide the traction required in the treatment of the fractures. Dr.
Robinson's medical reports reflect his inability to find any objective indi
cation of physical impairment of the right knee. The Board is satisfied
that the Hearing Officer correctly rejected the claimant's contention of
residual disability of the right leg.

The evidence of record in relation to the issue of earnings impairment
establishes that the claimant's almost exclusive occupation for many years
prior to his injury was in the logging industry as a choker setter. It is
readily conceded that the claimant remains capable of adequately carrying out
the duties of a choker setter. His only other occupation in recent years
involved occasional employment as a chaser on the log landing. The evidence
also indicates the claimant's capability of carrying on the customary duties
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this occupation. The claimant's_ testimony to the effect·that he does not 
believe he is presently able to work as a hir,h climber, tractor operator, 
log truck driver or a faller or bucker, in light of his not having been employed 
in any of these occupations for a number of years, renders his contention in 
this regard speculative and conjectural and wholly immaterial. The claimant's 
post-injury wage rate is ·undeniably in excess of his pre-injury wage rate. 

'He has suffered no loss of earn_ing capacity. The Hearing Officer correctly 
concluded that earnings impairment is not a factor to be consideTed in the 
evaluation of the claimant's permanent disability. 

It being clear from the evidence of record that the claimant is able to 
continue in his former occupation as a choker setter, Audas v. Galaxie, Inc., 
90 Adv Sh 959, Or App (1970), in which the Court of Appeals held that 
the factors of education aMintellectual resources are relevant considera
tions in the evaluation of permanent disability where the claimant is unable 
by reason of his disability to return to his former employment, is inapplic
able in this matter. 

The Board recently decided under the authority of ORS 656.295(3) that the 
closing arguments of counsel at the hearinr. are· unnecessary for the purposes 
of review and will not be transcribed at the expense of the Board. The Board 
has found in carrying out its review function that the written briefs of 
counsel submitted on review fully enco~pass the oral argument and that the 
briefs supersede the oral argument and render its inclusion in the transcript 
unnecessary for the purpose of review. Counsel for claimant argues that 
transcribing the arguments made at the hearing in this mntter is essential to 
the claimant's case, by reason of a ruling of the Hearing Officer during the 
course thereof to the effect that the rule of Audas V. Galaxie, Inc. was 
inapplicable under the circumstances of this matter. The fact that the 
closing arguments are not included in the transcribed rP.cord has in no way 
precluded counsel for the claimant from arguing the applicability of the 
Audas decision in this matter to the Board on review. Claimant's contention 
relative to the necessity to transcribe the argument for the purposes of re
view is not well taken. Exclusion of the oral argument from the transcribed 
record has not prejudiced the_ claimant's case in any way. The Board notes 
that the parties are not precluded from having a transcript made at their 
own expense or any portion of the closing arguments which they feel may aid 
in the presentation of their case on review. 

The Board finds and concludes that the 16 degrees of the 320 degrees 
provided by statute for unscheduled disability awarded to the claimant by the 
determination order of the Closing and Evaluation Division and affirmed by 
the final order of the Hearing Officer, fully and adequately evaluates the 
permanent partial disability sustained hy the claimant as a result of his 
June 3, 1968 accidental injury. 

The order of the Hearing Officer dated the 8th day of June, 1970 is 
therefore affirmed. 
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of this occupation. The claimant's testimony to the effect that he does not
believe he is presently able to work as a high climber, tractor operator,
log truck driver or a faller or bucker, in light of his not having been employed
in any of these occupations for a number of years, renders his contention in
this regard speculative and conjectural and wholly immaterial. The claimant's
post-injury wage rate is undeniably in excess of his pre-injury wage rate.
He has suffered no loss of earning capacity. The Hearing Officer correctly
concluded that earnings impairment is not a factor to be considered in the
evaluation of the claimant's permanent disability.

It being clear from the evidence of record that the claimant is able to
continue in his former occupation as a choker setter,  udas v. Galaxie, Inc.,
90  dv Sh 959, Or  pp (1970), in which the Court of  ppeals held that
the factors of education ancT intellectual resources are relevant considera
tions in the evaluation of permanent disability where the claimant is unable
by reason of his disability to return to his former employment, is inapplic
able in this matter.

The Board recently decided under the authority of ORS 656.295(3) that the
closing arguments of counsel at the hearing are unnecessary for the purposes
of review and will not be transcribed at the expense of the Board. The Board
has found in carrying out its review function that the written briefs of
counsel submitted on review fully encompass the oral argument and that the
briefs supersede the oral argument and render its inclusion in the transcript
unnecessary for the purpose of review. Counsel for claimant argues that
transcribing the arguments made at the hearing in this matter is essential to
the claimant's case, by reason of a ruling of the flearing Officer during the
course thereof to the effect that the rule of  udas V. Galaxie, Inc. was
inapplicable under the circumstances of this matter. The fact that the
closing arguments are not included in the transcribed record has in no way
precluded counsel for the claimant from arguing the applicability of the
 udas decision in this matter to the Board on review. Claimant's contention
relative to the necessity to transcribe the argument for the purposes of re
view is not well taken. Exclusion of the oral argument from the transcribed
record has not prejudiced the claimant's case in any way. The Board notes
that the parties are not precluded from having a transcript made at their
own expense or any portion of the closing arguments which they feel may aid
in the presentation of their case on review.

The Board finds and concludes that the 16 degrees of the 320 degrees
provided by statute for unscheduled disability awarded to the claimant by the
determination order of the Closing and Evaluation Division and affirmed by
the final order of the Hearing Officer, fully and adequately evaluates the
permanent partial disability sustained by the claimant as a result of his
June 3, 1968 accidental injury.

The order of the Hearing Officer dated the 8th day of June, 1970 is
therefore affirmed.
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CB #70-90,0 December 1, 1970 

~IARGA*ET HARDISON, ~laimant, 
Green; !Uchardson, Griswold [j Hu!iphY, CJrd.r1arit 1 s Attys, 
Reque-h for Review ~y Claimant. 

17,e above entitl.ed matter involves an issue of the extent of nerrwnent 
<lisabili ty sustained hy a 33 year old packinri company er.rploye who incurred 
injury to the left forearm on September 23, 1968 ~1fle e~ployed as a box 
maker. 

Pursuant to ORS 656,268, a rletemination issued finding the claimant 
to have a permanent disability of 15 degrees out of the applicable maximum o• 
150 degrees. 

Upon hearing, th~ nward was increased to 75 Jer;rees, The Hearing Off-'icer 
concluded that a loss of earninr,s cor1ponent could not be applied where the 
work1:mn has not returned to work, This is not the Board policy and certainly 
did not preclude the Court of Appeals from utilizing that factor in the case 
of Audas v. Galaxie where the claimant was undergoing retraininr at tJ1e 
time of hearing, 

The claimant, prior to this accident, had only i11temittent and seasonal 
employments, It is nO\·I her position that but for this c1ccident she wiuld hRve 
continued to work regularly, The injury, of course, in nowise rrecludes 
regular employment, It does preclude liftinr, weir,hts o+ 48 pounds with the 
left forearm. 

'i710ugL the !Ienring Officer at one point recites t1,nt earnin.r;s and 
sinilar factors could not Le appl ic•d, the ord0r from its four cornP-rs appears 
to have applie,1 other factors sirce tl1e physical i_Mpain:ient is not substantL11. 
The Board notes the decision on rehearinr, of the Court of Appeals in Hannan 
v. Good Sar.iari tan c;';nceding possible rneri t in a contention that loss of" 
earnings is not prcper1y arplicalile tn scheduled injuries. The B0;ird cannot 
operate in a vacuum and proceeds on tl1e ::1s:,1mption that sche<lul~d injuries 
are not lii:1ited to physical ir:rpairnent factors until that issue is finally 
resolved. 

Tiie lloard is n l so cognizant of the wej ;;ht to lie r;i vc:n the f!e;iring Of"icer 
findings. That weight, however, shou1d not diss11c1de the Enard from naking its 
mff1 independent de novo review, The purpose of a rle novo review would he lost 
if the Board succumbed to a tempt;ition to ratify the flearinr, ()+.t:'icer in 
e·,;e ry ,:a se. 

The i\onrd conch:.les tLa"c the clairirn,t is sul,stantiflJly allle to perfor111 
most work which would be available to any person of her background and experi
ence. 

The Board concludes that the initial determination of a physical impRir
ment of 15 degrees was proper. The Board, however, also finds that the other 
factors warrant a further award of 20 degrees. 

The award of the Hearin~ Officer is nodified and th, award is reduced 
to 35 de~rees. 

Counsel for claimant is ;iuthorizer.l to collect a further fee of $125 from 
clainant for services on review. 
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WCB #70-900 December 1, 1970

The above entitled matter involves an iSsue of the 4xtent of permanent
disability sustained by a 33 year old packing company employe who incurred
injury to the left forearm on September 23, 1968 while employed as a box
maker.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant
to have a permanent disability of 15 degrees out of the applicable maximum or
150 degrees.

Upon hearing, the award was increased to 75 degrees. The Hearing Officer
concluded that a loss of earnings component could not be applied where the
workman has not returned to work. This is not the Board policy and certainly
did not preclude the Court of  ppeals from utilizing that factor in the case
of  udas v. Galaxie where the claimant was undergoing retraining at the
time of hearing.

The claimant, prior to this accident, had only intermittent and seasonal
employments. It is now her position that but for this accident she would have
continued to work regularly. The injury, of course, in nowise precludes
regular employment. It does preclude lifting weights of 48 pounds with the
left forearm.

Though the Hearing Officer at one point recites that earnings and
similar factors could not be applied, the order from its four corners appears
to have applied other factors since the physical impairment is not substantial.
The Board notes the decision on rehearing of the Court of  ppeals in Hannan
v. Good Samaritan conceding possible merit in a contention that loss of
earnings is not properly applicable to scheduled injuries. The Board cannot
operate in a vacuum and proceeds on the assumption that scheduled injuries
are not limited to physical impairment factors until that issue is finally
resolved.

The Board is also cognizant of the weight to be given the Hearing Officer
findings. That weight, however, should not dissuade the Board from making its
own independent de novo review. The purpose of a de novo review- would be lost
if the Board succumbed to a temptation to ratify the Flearing Officer in
every case.

M RG RET H RDISON, Claimant.
Green] Richardson, Griswold § Murphy, Claimant’s  ttys.
Request for Review J>y Claimant.

The Board concludes that the claimant is substantially able to perform
most work which would be available to any person of her background and experi
ence.

The Board concludes that the initial determination of a physical impair
ment of 15 degrees was proper. The Board, however, also finds that the other
factors warrant a further award of 20 degrees.

The award of the Hearing Officer is modified and the award is reduced
to 35 degrees.

Counsel for claimant is authorized to collect a further fee of $125 from
claimant for services on review.
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#70-149 

DONALD W. McNAMARA, Claimant. 
Keith Burns, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by SAIF. 

December 1, 1970 

The above entitled matter involves issues of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 60 year old journeyman painter who was struck 
on the left knee by a falling bundle of plywood on November 4, 1966. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, the claimant was determined to have a 
permanent disability evaluated at 22 degrees out of the allowable maximum of 
110 degrees. 

Upon hearing the Hearing Officer overlooked the fact that the accident 
occurred at a time when the maximum compensation payable for loss of use of 
a leg was 110 degrees and he erroneously applied a standard applicable only 
to injuries incurred on or after July 1, 1967. The Hearing Officer has 
actually awarded disability far in excess of 99% of a leg despite the fact 
the claimant has substantial use of the leg. 

There is also a question concerning the disability factor to be applied 
for loss of earning capacity. The disability is restricted to the leg. The 
latest pronoucement of the Court of Appeals in Hannan v. Good Samaritan 
Hospital notes there may be merit in not extending the earnings loss factor 
to scheduled injuries. Unfortunately, the Board never anticipated the 
application of the earnings loss factor as applied in the Trent and Audas 
decisions and is in poor position to now anticipate that the factor no longer 
applies. 

The Board, with respect to the physical impairment of claimant's leg, 
concurs with the Hearing Officer and finds that the disability warrants a 

· determination of 40 degrees. TI1e Board has reviewed the evidence with 
respect to loss of earning capacity and concludes that it requires substantial 
conjecture and speculation to arrive at the 46% loss computed by the Hearing 
Officer. The Board finds the earnings loss factor to approximate a one third 
loss and a further 36 degrees is allowed for this factor to make the total 
award of determination 76 degrees. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is modified and the award of disability 
is reduced from 109 to 76 degrees. 

Counsel for claimant is authorized to collect from the claimant a fee of 
$125 for services in connection with a review modifying the order of the 
Hearing Officer. 
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The above entitled matter involves issues of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 60 year old journeyman painter who was struck
on the left knee by a falling bundle of plywood on November 4, 1966.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, the claimant was determined to have a
permanent disability evaluated at 22 degrees out of the allowable maximum of
110 degrees.

Upon hearing the Hearing Officer overlooked the fact that the accident
occurred at a time when the maximum compensation payable for loss of use of
a leg was 110 degrees and he erroneously applied a standard applicable only
to injuries incurred on or after July 1, 1967. The Hearing Officer has
actually awarded disability far in excess of 99% of a leg despite the fact
the claimant has substantial use of the leg.

There is also a question concerning the disability factor to be applied
for loss of earning capacity. The disability is restricted to the leg. The
latest pronoucement of the Court of  ppeals in Hannan v. Good Samaritan
Hospital notes there may be merit in not extending the earnings loss factor
to scheduled injuries. Unfortunately, the Board never anticipated the
application of the earnings loss factor as applied in the Trent and  udas
decisions and is in poor position to now anticipate that the factor no longer
applies.

The Board, with respect to the physical impairment of claimant's leg,
concurs with the Hearing Officer and finds that the disability warrants a
determination of 40 degrees. The Board has reviewed the evidence with
respect to loss of earning capacity and concludes that it requires substantial
conjecture and speculation to arrive at the 46% loss computed by the Hearing
Officer. The Board finds the earnings loss factor to approximate a one third
loss and a further 36 degrees is allowed for this factor to make the total
award of determination 76 degrees.

The order of the Hearing Officer is modified and the award of disability
is reduced from 109 to 76 degrees.

Counsel for claimant is authorized to collect from the claimant a fee of
$125 for services in connection with a review modifying the order of the
Hearing Officer.

WCB #70-149 December 1, 1970

DON LD W. McN M R , Claimant.
Keith Burns, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by S IF.
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: · ... we~ .,1110-243 

HELEN TRUMP, Cla~mant.. . . . . 
Walton & Yokum, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

•'''. \, ;.:• .. 

December ~. 1970 __ 

The above entitled matter involves a procedural issue with respect to 
whether a claimant is entitled to pursue a claim for injuries allegedly 
incurred at some early date in 1967. 

The clai111ant wa.s a 54 year oh1 grocery store employe who initiated a 
claim for the first time in January of 1970. She asserts that she fell 
while stockinr, shelves, that s~ie advised a non-supervisory fellow ernploye 
of the incident at the tir.ie and that this constituted a constructive 
notice to tl1e employer so as to warrant now accepting the claim despite a 
delay of nearly three yec1rs during which time the enployer was not notified 
of the clai~, paid no benefits anJ provided no medical care. 

TI1e claim was denied by the State Accident Insurance Fund and this 
denial was affirmed by the Hearing Officer. 

TI1e evidence is sufficient to deny the clain upon its J:1erits without 
regard to whether the clain was timely filed. The medical reports from 
Dr. Jamison and Or. Copsey in 1967 reflect no history of any 0ccupational 
inJury. The claimant obtained some compensation in 1967 under non-occupa
tional disability insurance. TI1e report of Dr. llendricks in 1970 simply 
recites that the clair.tant I s histo!'y to hili1 in 1970 is consistent with the 
claim of injury. Of course ,i_t this time in 1970 the claimant had 
instituted the claim. 

The Board concurs with the Hearing O!:ficer that the claim is barred 
pursuant to ORS 656.265. 

There is another statutory b?.sis for denial. ORS 656.319(1) precludes 
a hearing with respect to this claim where the claim is filed more than 
one year after the date of the accident. ORS 656,319(2) appears to permit 
a hearing if a claim is "denied." The 13oar<l construes this section in its 
entirety. No employer or insurer can vest jurisdiction upon the Roard by 
denying a matter with respect to which the claimant is not entitled to a 
hearing in the first place. 

For the further reasons set forth herein, the order of the Hearing 
Officer is affirmed and the matter is dismissed. 

wen lt70-7S4 

CARLOS RIOS, Claimr~t. 
Keith D. Skelton, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review hy Claimant. 

necenher 1, J.970 

The above entitled matter involves issues of the extent 0£ perJ11anent 
disability sustained by a 41 year old laborer who was struck on the left 
wrist and the calves of both legs by bent rotating 1,olts as they were turned 
by a power driver on September 16, 1966. Sane procedural issues also are 
involved c0ncerning a<lmissability of evidence from a previous hearing between 
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WCB .,#70-243 December 1, 1970

The above entitled matter involves a procedural issue with respect to
whether a claimant is entitled to pursue a claim for injuries allegedly
incurred at some early date in 1967.

The claimant was a 54 year old grocery store employe who initiated a
claim for the first time in January of 1970. She asserts that she fell
while stocking shelves, that she advised a non-supervisory fellow employe
of the incident at the time and that this constituted a constructive
notice to the employer so as to warrant now accepting the claim despite a
delay of nearly three years during which time the employer was not notified
of the claim, paid no benefits and provided no medical care.

The claim was denied by the State  ccident Insurance Fund and this
denial was affirmed by the Hearing Officer.

The evidence is sufficient to deny the claim upon its merits without
regard to whether the claim was timely filed. The medical reports from
Dr. Jamison and Dr. Copsey in 1967 reflect no history of any occupational
injury. The claimant obtained some compensation in 1967 under non-occupa-
tional disability insurance. The report of Dr. Hendricks in 1970 simply
recites that the claimant's history to him in 1970 is consistent with the
claim of injury. Of course at this time in 1970 the claimant had
instituted the claim.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer that the claim is barred
pursuant to 0RS 656.265.

There is another statutory basis for denial. ORS 656,319(1) precludes
a hearing with respect, to this claim where the claim is filed more than
one year after the date of the accident. ORS 656,319(2) appears to permit
a hearing if a claim is "denied." The Board construes this section in its
entirety. No employer or insurer can vest jurisdiction upon the Roard by
denying a matter with respect to which the claimant is not entitled to a
hearing in the first place.

For the further reasons set forth herein, the order of the Hearing
Officer is affirmed and the matter is dismissed.

HELEN TRUMP, Claimant.
Walton § Yokum, Claimant's  ttys. ' ’
Request for Review by Claimant.

WCB #70-754 December 1, 1970
C RLOS RIOS, Claimant.
Keith D. Skelton, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves issues of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 41 year old laborer who was struck on the left
wrist and the calves of both legs by bent rotating bolts as they were turned
by a power driver on September 16, 1966. Some procedural issues also are
involved concerning admissability of evidence from a previous hearing between
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same parties on the same claim. Even without the broad latitude given 
the Hearing Officer by statute the Board deems the evidence admissable. 

This review follows the second determination order issued pursuant to 
ORS 656,268 which allowed a period of temporary total disability to 
February s, 1970, but fi'nd-ing there to be no residual disability. 

The claimant is an immigrant from Peru who·apparently has yet to make 
the adjustment to his new home land, particularly with respect to employment 
to meet the claimant's goals in life. 

The claimant received compensation for temporary total disability, as 
noted, for well over two years. He has been treated by numerous doctors. 
His ailments include complaints of back, chest, neck. head, sciatic and 
visceral complaints as well as a demonstrable asthma without medical evi
dence supporting a causal relation between these wide ranging complaints 
and the injuries to his wrist and calves of the legs. 

The claimant is now working part time for the Peruvian Counsel and is 
attending Mt. Hood College under a sponsorship of the Department of Voca
tional Rehabilitation for training as a medical technologist. It is the 
hope of all who have been in contact with this claimant that the training 
will result in employment to ·his desires and thereby effect a cure of the 
major basis for his ailments. ·_-

. ~ 

The Board concurs with the ~~aring·Officer and concludes and finds 
that the accident has caused no p·ermanent disabilities. The order of 
the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

SAIF Claim No, PA 566814 December 1, 1970 

OLAF E. B~EDESON, Clai~ant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claittant's Attys. 

The above entitled matter ~ame before the Workmen's Compensation Board 
pursuant to ORS 656,278 with respect to whethe~ the Board should invoke its 
own motion jurisdiction to modify previous awards made with respect to the 
claimant's compensable inj.ury of September 11, 1956. · 

The claimant on September 11, 1956 was the victim of a dynamite blast. 
He was awarded compensation for unscheduled disability equal to the loss of 
45% of an arm which was eventually increased to 70% of an arm. At times 
claim was also made for loss of vision, but no award appears to have been made. 

The claimant has submitted a medical report from a Dr. Barton who is 
under the mistaken belief the claimant .injured an arm. The report recites, 
"The arm condition has deter~orated and he is now totally disabled," The 
medical report of Dr. Raaf based in part upon the findings of Dr. Dow indi~ 
cate there is no relation between the pr'esent complaints and the accident 
of 1956, 

The Board concludes that the claim is not one justifying the exercise 
of the own motion jurisdiction of the Board to modify prior awards and no 
such jurisdiction will be invoked at this time. 
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the same parties on the same claim. Even without the broad latitude given
the Hearing Officer by statute the Board deems the evidence admissable.

This review follows the second determination order issued pursuant to
ORS 656.268 which allowed a period of temporary total disability to
February 5, 1970, but finding there to be no residual disability.

The claimant is an immigrant from Peru who apparently has yet to make
the adjustment to his new home land, particularly with respect to employment
to meet the claimant's goals in life.

The claimant received compensation for temporary total disability, as
noted, for well over two years. He has been treated by numerous doctors.
His ailments include complaints of back, chest, neck, head, sciatic and
visceral complaints as well as a demonstrable asthma without medical evi
dence supporting a causal relation between these wide ranging complaints
and the injuries to his wrist and calves of the legs.

The claimant is now working part time for the Peruvian Counsel and is
attending Mt. Hood College under a sponsorship of the Department of Voca
tional Rehabilitation for training as a medical technologist. It is the
hope of all who have been in contact with this claimant that the training
will result in employment to his desires and thereby effect a cure of the
major basis for his ailments.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds
that the accident has caused no permanent disabilities. The order of
the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

S IF Claim No. P 566814 December 1, 1970

OL F E. BREDESON, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson !*  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.

The above entitled matter came before the Workmen's Compensation Board
pursuant to ORS 656.278 with respect to whether the Board should invoke its
own motion jurisdiction to modify previous awards made with respect to the
claimant's compensable injury of September 11, 1956.

The claimant on September 11, 1956 was the victim of a dynamite blast.
He was awarded compensation for unscheduled disability equal to the loss of
45% of an arm which was eventually increased to 70% of an arm.  t times
claim was also made for loss of vision, but no award appears to have been made.

The claimant has submitted a medical report from a Dr. Barton who is
under the mistaken belief the claimant injured an arm. The report recites,
"The arm condition has deteriorated and he is now totally disabled." The
medical report of Dr. Raaf based in part upon the findings of Dr. Dow indi
cate there is no relation between the present complaints and the accident
of 1956.

The Board concludes that the claim is not one justifying the exercise
of the own motion jurisdiction of the Board to modify prior awards and no
such jurisdiction will be invoked at this time.
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-WCB //70-2004 

LINDA GILLISPIE, Claimant· 

December 2, 1970 

The above entitled matter involves issues of whether the claimant sustained 
accidental injuries at a time when her employer was noncomplying with rP-spect 
to the Workmen's Compensation Law and, if so, whether her complaints with 
respect to such injuries are causally related to such accidental injuries. 

The Workmen's Compensation Board promulgated the uniform rules recom
mended by the Attorney General for procedures not otherwise set forth in 
the l'lorkmen's Cor.ipcnsation Law. Pursuant to those rules the above named 
employer was given due notice of a proposed order finding the employer to be 
a concomplying employer and the claimant to have sustained compensable in
juries arising out of and in course of such emplo}'J!lent. The employer failed 
to contest the proposed order within the time limited and was thereby deemed 
to have admitted the allegations. Order issued accordingly. 

The employer souP,ht a hearing which was dismissed due to the untimely 
request by the employer. 

The Board, on review, notes that the request for hearing sought tp 
question whether all of the claimant's symptoms and complaints are related 
to the admitted accidental 1nJury. This issue was not admitted by the failure 
to respond to the proposed order within the time limited. 

It is accordingly ordered that the matter be remanded to the Hearinr, 
Officer for a hearing on the merits of the issue with respect to the 
relationship between the admitted accidental injury and the scope of the 
claimant's medical treatments and disability. 

Though the Iloard deems the employer to have lost his right to be 
heard on his status as a complying employer, the Board directs that, for 
the record, the employer be permitted to make an offer of proof with respect 
to his contention that he was a contributing complyinP, employer pursuant to 
ORS 656.016(l)(a), ORS 656.442, ORS 656.444 and ORS 656.446. 

Compensation to the claimant shall continue as her condition shall 
warrant pending further hearing and in keepinr, with the direction of the 
Director of the Compliance Division of the Workmen's Compensation Board to 
the State Accident Insurance Fund under date of September 24, 1970. 

The Hearing Officer shall make such further order following hearinp, 
a.s the facts and the law shall warrant. 

WCB #70-303 

DAISY POL~ARD, Claimant. 
Emmons, Kyle & Kropp, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

December 2, 1970 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 49 year old nurse's aide as the result of acci
dental injuries sustained to her rir,ht hip on Septembers, 1969 when she 
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December 2, 1970

LIND GILLISPIE, Claimant

WCB #70-2004

The above entitled matter involves issues of whether the claimant sustained
accidental injuries at a time when her employer was noncomplying with respect
to the Workmen's Compensation Law and, if so, whether her complaints with
respect to such injuries are causally related to such accidental injuries.

The Workmen's Compensation Board promulgated the uniform rules recom
mended by the  ttorney General for procedures not otherwise set forth in
the Workmen's Compensation Law. Pursuant to those rules the above named
employer was given due notice of a proposed order finding the employer to be
a concomplying employer and the claimant to have sustained compensable in
juries arising out of and in course of such employment. The employer failed
to contest the proposed order within the time limited and was thereby deemed
to have admitted the allegations. Order issued accordingly.

The employer sought a hearing which was dismissed due to the untimely
request by the employer.

The Board, on review, notes that the request for hearing sought to
question whether all of the claimant's symptoms and complaints are related
to the admitted accidental injury. This issue was not admitted by the failure
to respond to the proposed order within the time limited.

It is accordingly ordered that the matter be remanded to the Hearing
Officer for a hearing on the merits of the issue with respect to the
relationship between the admitted accidental injury and the scope of the
claimant's medical treatments and disability.

Though the Board deems the employer to have lost his right to be
heard on his status as a complying employer, the Board directs that, for
the record, the employer be permitted to make an offer of proof with respect
to his contention that he was a contributing complying employer pursuant to
ORS 656.016(1)(a), ORS 656.442, ORS 656.444 and ORS 656.446.

Compensation to the claimant shall continue as her condition shall
warrant pending further hearing and in keeping with the direction of the
Director of the Compliance Division of the Workmen's Compensation Board to
the State  ccident Insurance Fund under date of September 24, 1970.

The Hearing Officer shall make such further order following hearing
as the facts and the law shall warrant.

WCB #70-303 December 2, 1970
D ISY POLL RD, Claimant.
Emmons, Kyle $ Kropp, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 49 year old nurse's aide as the result of acci
dental injuries sustained to her right hip on September 5, 1969 when she
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on a wet floor followed on September 22, 1969 by another incident 
when she again slipped and twisted her right shoulder and neck as she tried 
to catch herself. The two incidents have been consolidated and administered 
as for a single accident. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determinatio~ issued finding the claimant 
to have a minimal permanent disability of 16 degrees out of the applicable 
maximum of 320 degrees for unscheduled injuries. 

Upon hearing 11 the award was increased to 48 degreeso The claimant 
asserts that even this award is ina.dequate and urges that there is a demon
strable loss of earning capacity for which the award should be increased. 

There has been a reduction in the hours worked by the claimant, but 
there is no indication from any of the medical reports that this reduction 
is as the result of the injuries. 111e claimant's assertions are not 
persuasive in light of the lack of corroboration by the medical examiners. 

TI1e Beard finds that the disabU.:ities do not exceed the award made by 
the H®a,rfaig Office;;r-. Though the E:waY<l by the Hearing Officer appears by 
the ii:'eco:rd to be liberal, the Boin·d cmntot say O without the benefit ·of an 
clbssz-vation of the witfilass 11 that the incrsase by the Hearing Officer is in 
error. 

The Board therefore concurs in the result reached by the Hearing Officer 
and the order of the Hearing Officer is hereby confirmed. 

WCB #70-321 December 4~ 1970 

STEVE HICKS 0 Claimant. 
Keane, Heessler, Hal'per & Pearlman, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

The above entitled matter involves issues of the extent of temporary 
total a.nd permanent partial disa\bility sustained by a 31 year old laborer 
whose vocation of past experience and choice is that of bui.ldi.ng fences. 
While digging a post hole on March 12, 1968 he felt a snap with pain in the 
middle of the upper back. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 a determination issued on December 30i, 1968 
finding the claimant's condition to have become medically stationary and 

. awarding compensation for temporary total disability to September 30, 19680 
No request for hearing has been filed as to that determination. The matter 
was again submitted for determination and on December Sp 1969 a further 
determination found the claimant to be entitled to temporary total disability 
from August 20 1 1969 to October 16, 1969 and an unscheduled disability of 16 
degrees out of the applicable maximum of 320 degreeso The claimant urges 
he should be allowed compensation for temporary total disability for the 
period of time intervening between the two orders. The Board concludes that 
the evidence does not warrant compensation for tempora:ry total disability 
during this period of time. On a procedural basis no request for hearing was 
ever directed to the order of December .30, 1968 and that order became final 
and cannot now be impeached. 
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slipped on a wet floor followed on September 22, 1969 by another incident
when she again slipped and twisted her right shoulder and neck as she tried
to catch herself. The two incidents have been consolidated and administered
as for a single accident.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant
to have a minimal permanent disability of 16 degrees out of the applicable
maximum of 320 degrees for unscheduled injuries.

Upon hearing, the award was increased to 48 degrees. The claimant
asserts that even this award is inadequate and urges that there is a demon
strable loss of earning capacity for which the award should be increased.

There has been a reduction in the hours worked by the claimant, but
there is no indication from any of the medical reports that this reduction
is as the result of the injuries. The claimant's assertions are not
persuasive in light of the lack of corroboration by the medical examiners.

The Board finds that the disabilities do not exceed the award made by
the Hearing Officer. Though the award by the Hearing Officer appears by
the record to be liberal, the Board cannot say, without the benefit of an
observation of the witness, that the increase by the Hearing Officer is in
error.

The Board therefore concurs in the result reached by the Hearing Officer
and the order of the Hearing Officer is hereby confirmed.

WCB #70-321 December 4, 1970

STEVE HICKS, Claimant.
Keane, Haessler, Harper § Pearlman, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves issues of the extent of temporary
total and permanent partial disability sustained by a 31 year old laborer
whose vocation of past experience and choice is that of building fences.
While digging a post hole on March 12, 1968 he felt a snap with pain in the
middle of the upper back.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 a determination issued on December 30, 1968
finding the claimant's condition to have become medically stationary and
awarding compensation for temporary total disability to September 30, 1968.
No request for hearing has been filed as to that determination. The matter
was again submitted for determination and on December 5, 1969 a further
determination found the claimant to be entitled to temporary total disability
from  ugust 20, 1969 to October 16, 1969 and an unscheduled disability of 16
degrees out of the applicable maximum of 320 degrees. The claimant urges
he should be allowed compensation for temporary total disability for the
period of time intervening between the two orders. The Board concludes that
the evidence does not warrant compensation for temporary total disability
during this period of time. On a procedural basis no request for hearing was
ever directed to the order of December 30, 1968 and that order became final
and cannot now be impeached.
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claimant is described-in most of the medical° reports as being quite 
obese with a pendulous abdomen. lie carries 245 pounds on a S foot, 7 1/2 inch 
frame. He admittedly has had a negligible education and can neither read nor 
write with the exception of being able to make his signature. 

Despite the claimant's contentions of disabling pain he has refused eve 
simple injections suggested by the doctors. Obviously he prefers to live 
with whatever pain he has than to accept a routine therapy to relieve the pain 

~if he has it. The claimant has been seen by many doctors. Only minimal 
objective indications of possible residuals are reflected in the medical 
reports. The claimant recites many symptoms which could have no rational 
r~lationship to the initial injury on which the claim is based. 

Considering the minimal objective signs of injury, the claimant's 
self maintained obesity, the functional elements not attributable to the 
accident and the refusal to permit routine therapy, the Board concurs with 
the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that the claimant is not entitled 
to further compensation for either temporary total disability or permanent 
partial disability. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

WCB #70-304 December 4, 1970 

WALTER E. LANGSTON, Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant 
is entitled to compensation for temporary total disability for a period of 
time following January 10, 1970 until the claimant undergoes proposed surgical 
intervention ·on the right knee. The knee was injured April 10, 1969 and the 
claim was closed January 29, 1970 with an award of 45 degrees disability 
out of the applicable maximum of 150 der,rees. ' 

The degree of permanent disability was such that the claimant was pre
cluded from returning to the same type of heavy construction work. However, 
the claimant could return and did return satisfactorily in the capacity as 
a foreman but this was limited to a few days due to lack of employment 
opportunities. 

Before the hearing on the claim was concluded, the claimant was ex
amined by a Dr. Joe Davis who suggested alternatives of a change of occupation 
or further surgery identified as a proximal tibial ostectomy with reinforce
ment of the medial and posterior capsular elements of the knee joint, The 
Hearing Officer ordered the claim reopened for further medical care and 
compensation from the time the claimant reports for the surgery. This is a 
common practice in adrnin~stration of workmen's compensation claims. 

As the Hearing Officer notes, there is nothing in the medical reports 
reflecting that the claimant, following January 10th, was totally disabled. 
The evidence supports the conclusion that the claimant was able to work, did 
work and undoubtedly would have worked more if the work had been available. 
It is interesting to note that the claimant's request for hearing altered a 
positive claim of need for· further medical care to an allegation that he "may" 
need such care. 
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The claimant is described in most of the medical reports as being quite
obese with a pendulous abdomen. He carries 245 pounds on a 5 foot, 7 1/2 inch
frame. He admittedly has had a negligible education and can neither read nor
write with the exception of being able to make his signature.

Despite the claimant's contentions of disabling pain he has refused eve
simple injections suggested by the doctors. Obviously he prefers to live
with whatever pain he has than to accept a routine therapy to relieve the pain
if he has it. The claimant has been seen by many doctors. Only minimal
objective indications of possible residuals are reflected in the medical
reports. The claimant recites many symptoms which could have no rational
relationship to the initial injury on which the claim is based.

Considering the minimal objective signs of injury, the claimant's
self maintained obesity, the functional elements not attributable to the
accident and the refusal to permit routine therapy, the Board concurs with
the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that the claimant is not entitled
to further compensation for either temporary total disability or permanent
partial disability.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-304 December 4, 1970

W LTER E. L NGSTON, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson §  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant
is entitled to compensation for temporary total disability for a period of
time following January 10, 1970 until the claimant undergoes proposed surgical
intervention on the right knee. The knee was injured  pril 10, 1969 and the
claim was closed January 29, 1970 with an award of 45 degrees disability
out of the applicable maximum of 150 degrees.

The degree of permanent disability was such that the claimant was pre
cluded from returning to the same type of heavy construction work. However,
the claimant could return and did return satisfactorily in the capacity as
a foreman but this was limited to a few days due to lack of employment
opportunities.

Before the hearing on the claim was concluded, the claimant was ex
amined by a Dr. Joe Davis who suggested alternatives of a change of occupation
or further surgery identified as a proximal tibial ostectomy with reinforce
ment of the medial and posterior capsular elements of the knee joint. The
Hearing Officer ordered the claim reopened for further medical care and
compensation from the time the claimant reports for the surgery. This is a
common practice in administration of workmen's compensation claims.

 s the Hearing Officer notes, there is nothing in the medical reports
reflecting that the claimant, following January 10th, was totally disabled.
The evidence supports the conclusion that the claimant was able to work, did
work and undoubtedly would have worked more if the work had been available.
It is interesting to note that the claimant's request for hearing altered a
positive claim of need for further medical care to an allegation that he "may"
need such care.
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Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds 
that the claimant's condition was medically stationary as of January 10, 
1970. The fact that a subsequent medical examination res·ulted in a recom
mendation for surgery which may improve the condition does not alter the 
fact that the claimant was able to work in the interim. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

WCB #70-655 December 4, 1970 

THOMAS A. COUNTESS, Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant 
sustained a permanent partial disability as the result of an injury to his 
left hand incurred on November 27, 1968. The claimant is a 57 year old 
boiler maker whose little finger of the left hand was caught under piece 
of steel plate. lie received first aid treatment from the plant nurse and 
continued to work. He first sought medical attention on December 8, 1968. 

The claimant also seeks to inject a procedurd issue. The claim was 
accepted by the State Accident Insurance Fund and closed by the Workmen's 
Compensation Board as a medical only claim. Pursuant to the rules of 
procedure 4.01 A, no formal determination of disability is made in such 
claims but the claimant retains full rights to hearing in the matter. 

The claimant has a condition now evident in both hands which is known as 
Dupuytren's contracture. The right hand was not injured and there is no 
contention that the similar condition in the right hand is in any wise at
tributable to the accicl.ent. 

The matter more or less resolves itself into whether the blow to the 
left hand is materially responsible for any of the disability in that hand. 

If no part of the disease process is the responsibility of the employer, 
it becomes moot whether the claimant's refusal of surgery has any bearing 
upon consideration of an award of disability. The most favorable evidence 
to the claimant is a negative response by one doctor to the effect that he 
does not know whether the accident affected the disease. 

The Board deems the rather insidious process of Dupuytren's contracture 
to be such a medical question that any claimant seeking an award of disability 
thereon should support his claim by positive medical testimony. It is not 
sufficient to ass.ert that the condition became m~ifest after an accident. 
The condition also became manifest afterwards in the uninjured hand. 

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that 
the accidental injury at issue had only temporary effects and that none of 
the possible medical care or possible permanent disability is attributable 
to the accidental injury. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 
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The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds
that the claimant's condition was medically stationary as of January 10,
1970. The fact that a subsequent medical examination resulted in a recom
mendation for surgery which may improve the condition does not alter the
fact that the claimant was able to work in the interim.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-655 December 4, 1970

THOM S  . COUNTESS, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson §  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant
sustained a permanent partial disability as the result of an injury to his
left hand incurred on November 27, 1968. The claimant is a 57 year old
boiler maker whose little finger of the left hand was caught under piece
of steel plate. He received first aid treatment from the plant nurse and
continued to work. He first sought medical attention on December 8, 1968.

The claimant also seeks to inject a procedural issue. The claim was
accepted by the State  ccident Insurance Fund and closed by the Workmen's
Compensation Board as a medical only claim. Pursuant to the rules of
procedure 4.01  , no formal determination of disability is made in such
claims but the claimant retains full rights to hearing in the matter.

The claimant has a condition now evident in both hands which is known as
Dupuytren's contracture. The right hand was not injured and there is no
contention that the similar condition in the right hand is in any wise at
tributable to the accident.

The matter more or less resolves itself into whether the blow to the
left hand is materially responsible for any of the disability in that hand.

If no part of the disease process is the responsibility of the employer,
it becomes moot whether the claimant's refusal of surgery has any bearing
upon consideration of an award of disability. The most favorable evidence
to the claimant is a negative response by one doctor to the effect that he
does not know whether the accident affected the disease.

The Board deems the rather insidious process of Dupuytren's contracture
to be such a medical question that any claimant seeking an award of disability
thereon should support his claim by positive medical testimony. It is not
sufficient to assert that the condition became msuiifest after an accident.
The condition also became manifest afterwards in the uninjured hand.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that
the accidental injury at issue had only temporary effects and that none of
the possible medical care or possible permanent disability is attributable
to the accidental injury.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.
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#70-370 

LEO J. PANKRATZ, Claimant. 
Robert L. McKee, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

December 4, 1970 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 58 year old motor truck loader as the result of a 
rupture _of a biceps tendon of the right arm while lifting a box of camel
back on October 21, 1968. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued findinr, the claimant 
to have a disability of 29 degrees out of the applicable maximum of 192 
degrees. 

Upon hearing the award was increased to 80 degrees by the Hearing Of
ficer. The Hearing Officer noted that there are funtional (sic) elements but 
no evidence causally connecting the psychosomatic complaints. The increase 
in the award was made upon the basis of "giving the clainant the benefit 
of every doubt." The Board agrees that the 1aw should be construed liberally 
in favor of an injured workman. There are factual areas, however, where 
the interest of the claimant in establishing a large disability must yield 
to the more objective evidence of: the medical examiner. 

The claimant asserts that the arm, over 21 months following the acci
dent, is useless. TI1e last medical examination just prior to the hearing 
reflected what would be considered a normal comparison of the two arms. 
As Dr. Schuler noted from that examination, "it is difficult to imagine 
that he has such good measurements of the arms and forearms an~ such marked 
loss of fun~tion." The physic~! evidence of normal am structure is more 
convincing objective evidence than the complaints of inability. By the laws 
of nature it is obvious that the claimant has far more use than he indicates. 
This is not an "area of doubt" within which to give credit. A large measure 
of the profession of disability appears re!Rted to the continuation of the 
1i tigaticn. 

TI1e Board agrees that the claimant has incurred a substantial. disability 
and that the disability is in excess of the 29 degrees awarded by the 
initial determination in this m2tter. A careful evaluation of the medical 
reports, however, brings the Board to the conclusion that the disability 
does not exceed 50 degrees out of the applicable 192 de~ree maximum. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is modified and the award of disability 
for the right arm is reduced from 80 to 50 degrees. 

Counsel for claimant is authorized to collect from the claimant an 
additional fee of not to exceed $125 for services on review occasioned by 
appeal of the employer. 
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The above entitled matter involves the issue
disability sustained by a 58 year old motor truck
rupture of a biceps tendon of the right arm while
back on October 21, 1968.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant
to have a disability of 29 degrees out of the applicable maximum of 192
degrees.

Upon hearing the award was increased to 80 degrees by the Hearing Of
ficer. The Hearing Officer noted that there are funtional (sic) elements but
no evidence causally connecting the psychosomatic complaints. The increase
in the award was made upon the basis of "giving the claimant the benefit
of every doubt." The Board agrees that the law should be construed liberally
in favor of an injured workman. There are factual areas, however, where
the interest of the claimant in establishing a large disability must yield
to the more objective evidence of the medical examiner.

The claimant asserts that the arm, over 21 months following the acci
dent, is useless. The last medical examination just prior to the hearing
reflected what would be considered a normal comparison of the two arms.
 s Dr. Schuler noted from that examination, "it is difficult to imagine
that he has such good measurements of the arms and forearms and such marked
loss of function." The physical evidence of normal arm structure is more
convincing objective evidence than the complaints of inability. By the laws
of nature it is obvious that the claimant has far more use than he indicates.
This is not an "area of doubt" within which to give credit.  large measure
of the profession of disability appears related to the continuation of the
litigation.

The Board agrees that the claimant has incurred a substantial disability
and that the disability is in excess of the 29 degrees awarded by the
initial determination in this matter.  careful evaluation of the medical
reports, however, brings the Board to the conclusion that the disability
does not exceed 50 degrees out of the applicable 192 degree maximum.

The order of the Hearing Officer is modified and the award of disability
for the right arm is reduced from 80 to 50 degrees.

Counsel for claimant is authorized to collect from the claimant an
additional fee of not to exceed $125 for services on review occasioned by
appeal of the employer.

WCB #70-370 December 4, 1970

LEO J. P NKR TZ, Claimant.
Robert L. McKee, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Employer.

of the extent of permanent
loader as the result of a
lifting a box of camel-
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#70-902 December 4, 1970 

GLENN LEE 0 Claimant. 
Pozzi 0 Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant's 
accidental injury arose out of and in course of employment. The issue turns 
upon whether the claimant's case comes within one of the recognized exceptions 
to the general rule which excludes from compensation accidental injuries in
curred in going to or from work. 

The claimant is a 34 year old hotel bar 1:1anager and bartender. 
regular hours of work are from Monday through Friday with hours from 
to 1:00 or 2:30 a.m. His regular duties included supervision of and 
hiring and firing of bar employes. 

His 
5:00 p.m. 
the 

On February 14 0 1970 the claimant had worked a Saturday morning shift 
from 10:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. During the evening a problem arose concerning 
the work and a bartender called the claimant with a request that the claimant 
come to the hotel. 

The claimant made the special trip to the hotel and talked to 
der for some 15 minutes. He was parked in the hotel loading zone. 
behind his carD the car behind moved forward to pin the claimantvs 
between the bumpers of the two cars. 

the barten~ 
In walking 

right leg 

If the claimant had been injured enroute to or fron one of his regular 
shifts of work 0 he would be denied compensation under the general rule. 
However: if the claimant travelled in the employer's vehicle or if the 
claimant was reimbursed for his travel time or cost, there would be no 
question but that injuries ,11ould come within exceptions to the rule and 
require compensation. Another of the recognized exceptions is the special 
errand to and from work discussed by Larson Workme!lvs Compensation 16.10. 

The Board concludes and finds that the claimant was on a special errand 
at the time so as to make the claim compensable. 

There is another factor not discussed by the briefs or the Hearing Of
ficer. The accident was upon a public street but that area of the public 
street had been set aside for special use of the employer. Under decisions 
such as Montgomery v. SIAC 0 224 Or 380 and Wills v. SAIF, Court of Appeals 
November 20 1970 0 Or Adv Sh Dan employer premises may extend over 
public ways. The Board concludes'that the accidental injury within the por~ 
tion of the public street set aside for the hotel and being used by the 
claimant as a hotel employe brought the accidental injuries within the scope 
of employment. 

For the further reasons stated hereinp the order of the Hearing Officer 
is affirmed. 
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WCB #70-902 December 4, 1970

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant’s
accidental injury arose out of and in course of employment. The issue turns
upon whether the claimant's case comes within one of the recognized exceptions
to the general rule which excludes from compensation accidental injuries in
curred in going to or from work.

The claimant is a 34 year old hotel bar manager and bartender. His
regular hours of work are from Monday through Friday with hours from 5:00 p.m.
to 1:00 or 2:30 a.m. His regular duties included supervision of and the
hiring and firing of bar employes.

On February 14, 1970 the claimant had worked a Saturday morning shift
from 10:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. During the evening a problem arose concerning
the work and a bartender called the claimant with a request that the claimant
come to the hotel.

The claimant made the special trip to the hotel and talked to the barten
der for some 15 minutes. He was parked in the hotel loading zone. In walking
behind his car, the car behind moved forward to pin the claimant's right leg
between the bumpers of the two cars.

If the claimant had been injured enroute to or from one of his regular
shifts of work, he would be denied compensation under the general rule.
However, if the claimant travelled in the employer's vehicle or if the
claimant was reimbursed for his travel time or cost, there would be no
question but that injuries would come within exceptions to the rule and
require compensation.  nother of the recognized exceptions is the special
errand to and from work discussed by Larson Workmen's Compensation 16,10,

The Board concludes and finds that the claimant was on a special errand
at the time so as to make the claim compensable.

There is another factor not discussed by the briefs or the Hearing Of
ficer. The accident was upon a public street but that area of the public
street had been set aside for special use of the employer. Under decisions
such as Montgomery v. SI C, 224 Or 380 and Wills v, S IF, Court of  ppeals
November 2, 1970, Or  dv Sh , an employer premises may extend over
public ways. The Board concludes~tliiat the accidental injury within the por
tion of the public street set aside for the hotel and being used by the
claimant as a hotel employe brought the accidental injuries within the scope
of employment.

For the further reasons stated herein, the order of the Hearing Officer
is affirmed.

GLENN LEE, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson §  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Employer.
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#70-625 December 4, 1970 

GENE H. BURGESS, Claimant. 
Pozzi~ Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

The above entitled matter involves an issue with respect to whether 
certain bowel and prostatic problems w~re materially affected by an accidental 
injury so as to make a subsequent surgical intervention the responsibility 
of the employer. 

The claimant is a 36 year old truck driver for a fuel company who fell 
through a hopper into his truck on December 31, 1969. lie injured his low 
back but continued to work through the day. The next day was a holiday. On 
January 2 he reported for work but was unable to continue. On that day he 
was found to have a severely impacted bowel, and an abscessed prostate which 
required treatment was later discovered. 

The State Accident Insurance Fund denied responsibility for the impacted 
bowel and abscessed prostate, but accepted responsibility for low back 
problems associated with his accident. 

Upon hearing, the Hearing Officer upheld the denial of the State Accident 
Insurance Fund for the bowel and prostate problems on the basis that the 
conditions preceded the accidental injury and the need for medical interven
tion was not materially related to the accident. The claimant was irravers
ably on a course requiring treatment for the bowel and prostate condition 
and the intervening trauma neither caused nor materially contributed to 
either problem. 

The Board concurs with the !!earing Officer that the evidence reflects 
the claimant to have suffered an impaction of extraorc:!inary and unusual 
dimension necessarily of some duration which in turn produced the prostatic 
infection. The weight of the evidence indicates the claiMant's fall was 
basically coincidental and not a causative factor in the need for treatment 
of the bowel and prostate. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

wen 1!70-282 December 7, 1970 

ALl3ERT A. LEE, Claimant. 
Flaxel, Todd & Flaxel, Claimant's Attys. 

The above entitled matter was heretofore the subject of an orde~ on 
review under date of November 24, 1970. To the Board's knowledge no notice 
of appeal has as yet been file<l to withdraw the r.1atter from the jurisdiction 
of the Board. 

Counsel for claimant has raised a question concerning the application of 
the loss of earnings factor in arriving 8.t the measure of disability, The 
Board's order of November 24 allowed 85 degrees for the arm-shoulder impair
ment with a further award of 23 degrees due to loss of earnings capadty. 
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WCB #70-625 December 4, 1970

The above entitled matter involves an issue with respect to whether
certain bowel and prostatic problems were materially affected by an accidental
injury so as to make a subsequent surgical intervention the responsibility
of the employer.

The claimant is a 36 year old truck driver for a fuel company who fell
through a hopper into his truck on December 31, 1969. He injured his low
back but continued to work through the day. The next day was a holiday. On
January 2 he reported for work but was unable to continue. On that day he
was found to have a severely impacted bowel, and an abscessed prostate which
required treatment was later discovered.

The State  ccident Insurance Fund denied responsibility for the impacted
bowel and abscessed prostate, but accepted responsibility for low back
problems associated with his accident.

Upon hearing, the Hearing Officer upheld the denial of the State  ccident
Insurance Fund for the bowel and prostate problems on the basis that the
conditions preceded the accidental injury and the need for medical interven
tion was not materially related to the accident. The claimant was irrevers-
ably on a course requiring treatment for the bowel and prostate condition
and the intervening trauma neither caused nor materially contributed to
either problem.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer that the evidence reflects
the claimant to have suffered an impaction of extraordinary and unusual
dimension necessarily of some duration which in turn produced the prostatic
infection. The weight of the evidence indicates the claimant's fall was
basically coincidental and not a causative factor in the need for treatment
of the bowel and prostate.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

GENE H. BURGESS, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson 6  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

WCB #70-282 December 7, 1970

 LBERT  . LEE, Claimant.
Flaxel, Todd § Flaxel, Claimant's  ttys.

The above entitled matter was heretofore the subject of an order- on
review under date of November 24, 1970. To the Board's knowledge no notice
of appeal has as yet been filed to withdraw the matter from the jurisdiction
of the Board.

Counsel for claimant has raised a question concerning the application of
the loss of earnings factor in arriving at the measure of disability, The
Board's order of November 24 allowed 85 degrees for the arm-shoulder impair
ment with a further award of 23 degrees due to loss of earnings capacity.
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Board, upon reconsideration, concludes that the award attributable to 
the earnings factor should be 69 degrees with an allocation of 23 degrees 
to the arm proper and 46 degrees to the unscheduled. 

The order of November 24, 1970 is incorporated in this order by reference 
and is modified as herein noted to increase the award of disability from the 
111 degrees allowed by the Hearing Officer to 154 degrees. 

Counsel for claimant, pursuant to ORS 656.382 0 is allowed a fee of 
$250 for services on review payable by the State Accident Insurance Fund. 

The order of November 24, 1970, having been modified, the t:i.me for appeal 
set forth hereafter is deemed to run from the date of this order. 

WCB #70-240 .December 7, 1970 

BILLY J. LEWIS, Claimant. 
David R. Vandenberg, Jr., Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by SAIF. 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 36 year old mea.t cutter who incurred a back injury 
while lifting some meat on January 3, 1969, 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 a determination issued September l.9 0 1969 finding 
the claimant to have an unscheduled disability of 48 degrees out of the 
allowable maximum of 320 degrees. 

Upon hearing, the award was increa.sed for unscheduled disability to 
160 degrees and a further award was m.a.de of 30 degrees for a r.eJ.ated disability 
in the left leg out of the maximum allowable for a leg of 150 degrees. 

The claimant has a high school education and is described :i.n psycho
logical reports as having bright normal intellectual resources. The claimant 
is apparently precluded from returning to hea.vy labors. He has expressed an 
interest in expanding upon self employment in a field involving use of plas .. 
tics. However 0 he is presently enrolled in a drafting course utiliz,irig 
vetera.ns• educational benefits. The Hearing Officer, whose opinions are writ .. 
ten without benefit of a transcript of testimony 0 makes no mention of the 
claimant's a.ctivities in making signs and other plastic products. This 
activity formerly produced income as high as $400 a month and is one of the 
areas in which the claimant has been able to continue to function despite 
the di.sabling effects of the accidental injury. 

There is no question but that the claimant has some disability in the leg 
proper referable to the back. The Board concurs that this disability was 
properly evaluated at 30 degrees 0 though that disability might possibly be 
expressed by being added as part of a single award for unscheduled_ disability. 

The Board, considering the claimant's intelligence and capacity for re .. 
habilitation, concludes that the award of 160 degrees unscheduled in addition 
to the leg is excessive. The claimant does have. a substantial handicapo 
The Board concludes that an award of 100 degrees more appropriately measures 
the unscheduled disability aside from and in addition to the 30 degrees·to 
the leg. 
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The Board, upon reconsideration, concludes that the award attributable to
the earnings factor should be 69 degrees with an allocation of 23 degrees
to the arm proper and 46 degrees to the unscheduled.

The order of November 24, 1970 is incorporated in this order by reference
and is modified as herein noted to increase the award of disability from the
111 degrees allowed by the Hearing Officer to 154 degrees.

Counsel for claimant, pursuant to ORS 656.382, is allowed a fee of
$250 for services on review payable by the State  ccident Insurance Fund,

The order of November 24, 1970, having been modified, the time for appeal
set forth hereafter is deemed to run from the date of this order.

WCB #70-240 December 7, 1970

BILLY J, LEWIS, Claimant.
David R, Vandenberg, Jr., Claimant's  tty,
Request for Review by S IF.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 36 year old meat cutter who incurred a back injury
while lifting some meat on January 3, 1969,

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 a determination issued September 19, 1969 finding
the claimant to have an unscheduled disability of 48 degrees out of the
allowable maximum of 320 degrees.

Upon hearing, the award was increased for unscheduled disability to
160 degrees and a further award was made of 30 degrees for a related disability
in the left leg out of the maximum allowable for a leg of 150 degrees.

The claimant has a high school education and is described In psycho
logical reports as having bright normal intellectual resources. The claimant
is apparently precluded from returning to heavy labors. He has expressed an
interest in expanding upon self employment in. a field involving use of plas-
tics. However, he is presently enrolled in a drafting course utilizing
veterans' educational benefits. The Hearing Officer, whose opinions are writ
ten without benefit of a transcript of testimony, makes no mention of the
claimant's activities in making signs and other plastic products, Ibis
activity formerly produced income as high as $400 a month and is one of the
areas in which the claimant has been able to continue to function despite
the disabling effects of the accidental injury.

There is no question but that the claimant has some disability in the leg
proper referable to the back. The Board concurs that this disability was
properly evaluated at 30 degrees, though that disability might possibly be
expressed by being added as part of a single award for unscheduled, disability.

The Board, considering the claimant's intelligence and capacity for re
habilitation, concludes that the award of 160 degrees unscheduled in addition
to the leg is excessive. The claimant does have a substantial handicap.
The Board concludes that an award of 100 degrees more appropriately measures
the unscheduled disability aside from and in addition to the 30 degrees to
the leg.
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award and order of the Hearing Officer is accordingly modified and 
reduced to 130 degrees. 

Counsel for claimant is authorized to collect from his client a fee of 
not to exceed $125 for services in connection with this review. 

The Board notes for the record its continuing interest in this claim
ant's vocational rehabilitation. The Director of the Workmen's Compensation 
Board, by copy of this order, is to undertake a continuing supervision of 
rehabilitative activities to study the feasibility of rehabilitative as
sistance including the .provision of equipment and supplies in connection with 
possible continuation and expansion of claimant's self employment in 
plastics manufacturing endeavors. 

WCB #69-2056 December 7, 1970 

ORVILLE K. NIELSEN, Claimant. 
Williams, Skopil, Miller, Beck & Wylie, Claimant's Attys. 

The above entitled matter involves the claim of an insurance adjuster 
who developed low back difficulties which he relates to having driven an 
automobile in the course of employment an average of some 3,000 miles per 
month for about 20 years. This mileage has been reduced to 11 800 miles per 
month since the onset of his difficulties. 

The back problems were present for approximately two and a half years 
prior to making the claim. Several months of massage treatment prior to 
June of 1969 seemed to aggravate the problem. At that time the claimant was 
examined by Dr. Embick, an orthopedic surp,eon, who diagnosed a postural 
back strain, a congenital lumbar defect and degenerative disc disease. 

The claim was denied by the employer. Upon hearing, the Hearing Officer 
found the condition to be compensable as an occupational disease. The employer 
rejected the Hearing Officer order to effect an appeal to a Medical Board of 
Review • 

. The Medical Board of Review was duly constituted and has now made its 
findings which are attached and by reference made a part hereof. 

The procedural posture of claims involving occupational disease is such 
that the Medical Board of Review must submit a yes or no answer to question 
No. 1 set forth in ORS 656.812 regardless of how helpful an extended 
explanation may be in lieu of such a positive answer. The Workmen's 
Compensation Board interprets its duty, under the Supreme Court interpre
tation, to remand the matter to the Medical Board of Review to make the 
definite reply to question No. 1. 

The matter is accordingly remanded to the Medical Director of the 
Workmen's Compensation Board, Dr. R. A. Hartin, with directions to obtain 
from the Medical Board of Review a definite answer to question No. 1 of the 
findinr.s. 
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The award and order of the Hearing Officer is accordingly modified and
reduced to 130 degrees.

Counsel for claimant is authorized to collect from his client a fee of
not to exceed $125 for services in connection with this review.

The Board notes for the record its continuing interest in this claim
ant's vocational rehabilitation. The Director of the Workmen's Compensation
Board, by copy of this order, is to undertake a continuing supervision of
rehabilitative activities to study the feasibility of rehabilitative as
sistance including the provision of equipment and supplies in connection with
possible continuation and expansion of claimant's self employment in
plastics manufacturing endeavors.

WCB #69-2056 December 7, 1970

ORVILLE K. NIELSEN, Claimant.
Williams, Skopil, Miller, Beck 5 Wylie, Claimant's  ttys.

The above entitled matter involves the claim of an insurance adjuster
who developed low back difficulties which he relates to having driven an
automobile in the course of employment an average of some 3,000 miles per
month for about 20 years. This mileage has been reduced to 1,800 miles per
month since the onset of his difficulties.

The back problems were present for approximately two and a half years
prior to making the claim. Several months of massage treatment prior to
June of 1969 seemed to aggravate the problem.  t that tine the claimant was
examined by Dr. Embick, an orthopedic surgeon, who diagnosed a postural
back strain, a congenital lumbar defect and degenerative disc disease.

The claim was denied by the employer. Upon hearing, the Hearing Officer
found the condition to be compensable as an occupational disease. The employer
rejected the Hearing Officer order to effect an appeal to a Medical Board of
Review.

The Medical Board of Review was duly constituted and has now made its
findings which are attached and by reference made a part hereof.

The procedural posture of claims involving occupational disease is such
that the Medical Board of Review must submit a yes or no answer to question
No. 1 set forth in ORS 656.812 regardless of how helpful an extended
explanation may be in lieu of such a positive answer. The Workmen's
Compensation Board interprets its duty, under the Supreme Court interpre
tation, to remand the matter to the Medical Board of Review to make the
definite reply to question No. 1.

The matter is accordingly remanded to the Medical Director of the
Workmen's Compensation Board, Dr. R.  . Martin, with directions to obtain
from the Medical Board of Review a definite answer to question No. 1 of the
findings.
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Board of Review Opinion: 

Re: Orville K. Nielsen 
WCB Case No: 69-2056 

Dear Dr. Martin: 

The above named 51-year-old male patient was seen in the office of 
Dr. Anderson and Spady with Dr. Embick in a combined examination on 
the 23rd of November, 1970. The purpose of this visit was to com= 
plete the questionnaire delineated in form 866 which was submitted 
by the Workmen's Compensation Board. 

The patient had been seen on previous occasions by Dr. Richard Embick 
who is his treating physician, and by Dr. Spady, who had seen him in 
consultation. This was the first date the patient had been seen by 
Dr. Anderson. 

The history given by the patient on this date was that he had deve= 
loped pain in the sacral and coccygeal portion of his spine approxi
mately two or three years ap,o. He was not sure of the exact dateo 
He says there is no history of injury at the onset. He is self 
employed as an insurance salesman and drives as much as 3,000 miles 
a month to carry out his business. He sought care first from 
Dr. Duane Taylor referable to this low back disability and was 
told there seemed to be piriformis spasm in the pelvic muscles. 
Several massage treatments failed to give him any relief of symp
toms. He was then referred to Dr. Embick who examined him and felt 
there was possibly a mild degree of chronic coccyp,odynia and recom~ 
mended a less strenuous driving routine. The patient reports he 
has continued to have complaints of pain in the lower sacral areaD 
and has been forced to curtail his driving from 3,000 to 1,200 to 
1,500 miles per month. He has not lost any time from the job~ but 
simply does less driving. 

PRESENT COMPLAINTS: At the present time the patient does complain 
of persistent pain in the sacral and coccygeal area. There is no 
radiation over either sciatic nerve. He says that the pain some
times radiates up towards the lumbosacral spine and out into the 
gluteal area. He finds that this pain is most severely aggravated 
when he is on the road with his car driving to the coast and up and 
down the valley area. He has driven in a camper truck on one occa
sion to Detroit and finds this did not aggravate the pain in the back. 

The patient does have a history of having had gout years ago and 
takes Benemid medications each day to control this problem. He flew 
to Ohio in a plane during this past summer, but found it did not 
aggravate his back pain. 

The patient is generally in good health in every other respect. He 
is taking no medications except for the Benemid for gout. 

'--
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Medical Board of Review Opinion:

Re: Orville K. Nielsen
WCB Case No: 69-2056

Dear Dr. Martin:

The above named 51-year-old male patient was seen in the office of
Dr.  nderson and Spady with Dr. Embick in a combined examination on
the 23rd of November, 1970. The purpose of this visit was to com
plete the questionnaire delineated in form 866 which was submitted
by the Workmen's Compensation Board.

The patient had been seen on previous occasions by Dr. Richard Embick
who is his treating physician, and by Dr. Spady, who had seen him in
consultation. This was the first date the patient had been seen by
Dr.  nderson.

The history given by the patient on this date was that he had deve
loped pain in the sacral and coccygeal portion of his spine approxi
mately two or three years ago. He was not sure of the exact date.
He says there is no history of injury at the onset. He is self
employed as an insurance salesman and drives as much as 3,000 miles
a month to carry out his business. He sought care first from
Dr. Duane Taylor referable to this low back disability and was
told there seemed to be piriformis spasm in the pelvic muscles.
Several massage treatments failed to give him any relief of symp
toms. He was then referred to Dr. Embick who examined him and felt
there was possibly a mild degree of chronic coccygodynia and recom
mended a less strenuous driving routine. The patient reports he
has continued to have complaints of pain in the lower sacral area,
and has been forced to curtail his driving from 3,000 to 1,200 to
1,500 miles per month. He has not lost any time from the job, but
simply does less driving.

PRESENT COMPL INTS:  t the present time the patient does complain
of persistent pain in the sacral and coccygeal area. There is no
radiation over either sciatic nerve. He says that the pain some
times radiates up towards the lumbosacral spine and out into the
gluteal area. He finds that this pain is most severely aggravated
when he is on the road with his car driving to the coast and up and
down the valley area. He has driven in a camper truck on one occa
sion to Detroit and finds this did not aggravate the pain in the back.

The patient does have a history of having had gout years ago and
takes Benemid medications each day to control this problem. He flew
to Ohio in a plane during this past summer, but found it did not
aggravate his back pain.

The patient is generally in good health in every other respect. He
is taking no medications except for the Benemid for gout.
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EXAMINAT:CON: 1110 patient is 6' 3" and weighs about 210 pound!. 
'lnere is no spas1:1 in the lumbar musculature. lie can bend forward and 
bring his fingertips to the floor readily. There is no tightness or 
stiffness noted. There is no neurological deficit either motor or 
sensory in either leg. 

X-RAYS: AP and lateral x-rays of the sacrum show that the coccyx does 
have a slight dorsal offset as cor,1pared to its relationship with the 
sacrum. 

Previous x-rays taken of the lumbosacral spine show the presence of a 
defect of the pars interarticularis of the 5th llll'lllar vertebra. 

COMMENTS: The col1lt1ents and recommendations in this case have to do 
with the relationship of this man's present complaints to that of an 
occupational disease. The opinions of Dr. Spady, Embick and myself 
are encorporated in the form 866 which has been filled out and will 
be included with this report of the consultation. 

/s/ R. F. Anderson, r1.D. 

\I/CB #68-2005 Decenh~r 9, 1970 

ILSE POLLACK, Claimant. 
Wheelock, Richardson, Niehaus, Baines & ~lurphyP Clainant's At.ty~. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

The above entitled matter involves the issues of review on the additiona:i_ 
temporary partial disability and the extent of permanent partial disability 
sustained by a now 51 year old saleslady as a result of a fracture of her 
right hip incurred when she tripned and fell on September 2, 1967. 

The Closing and Evaluation Division of the Workmen's Compensation 
Board determined pursuant to ORS 656.268 that the claimant was entitled to 
temporary total disability to tlarch 18P 1%8P temporary partial disability 
from Harch 18, 1968 to September 4, 1968 and to award of permanent partial 
disability of 7.5 degrees of the scheduled maximum of 150 degrees for the 
loss of the right leg. 

111e Closing and Evaluati0n Division's determination was made in 
September of 1968 and the hcarinr, by the Bearing Officer was held in April 
of 1970. During this 18 months period, the:::-e were further developments which 
occurred which result in the claimant being entitled to additional periods 
of temporary total an<l partial disability and to an increase of the permanent 
partial disability award. 

TI1e evidence adduced at the hearing held at the request of the claimant 
resulted in the Hearin~ Officer granting the claimant additional compensation 
for temporary disability as follows: Temporary partial disability from 
September S, 1968 to February 9, 1969; temporary total disability from 
February 10, 1969 to February 24, 1969; and temporary partial disability 
from February 25, 1969 to June 12, 1969. TI1e Hearing Officer increased thP. 
permanent partial disability award from 7.5 degrees to 101.25 degrees for 
the loss of the right leg. The Hearinr, Officer determined that physical 
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PHYSIC L EX MIN TION: The patient is 6'3" and weighs about 210 pounds.
There is no spasm in the lumbar musculature. He can bend forward and
bring his fingertips to the floor readily. There is no tightness or
stiffness noted. There is no neurological deficit either motor or
sensory in either leg.

X-R YS:  P and lateral x-rays of the sacrum show that the coccyx does
have a slight dorsal offset as compared to its relationship with the
sacrum.

Previous x-rays taken of the lumbosacral spine show the presence of a
defect of the pars interarticularis of the 5th lumbar vertebra.

COMMENTS: The comments and recommendations in this case have to do
with the relationship of this man's present complaints to that of an
occupational disease. The opinions of Dr. Spady, Embick and myself
are encorporated in the form 866 which has been filled out and will
be included with this report of the consultation.

/s/ R. F.  nderson, M.D.

WCB #68-2005 December 9, 1970

ILSE POLL CK, Claimant.
Wheelock, Richardson, Niehaus, Baines § Murphy, Claimant's  ttys,
Request for Review by Employer.

The above entitled matter involves the issues of review on the additional
temporary partial disability and the extent of permanent partial disability
sustained by a now 51 year old saleslady as a result of a fracture of her
right hip incurred when she tripped and fell on September 2, 1967.

The Closing and Evaluation Division of the Workmen's Compensation
Board determined pursuant to ORS 656.268 that the claimant was entitled to
temporary total disability to March 18, 1968, temporary partial disability
from March 18, 1968 to September 4, 1968 and to award of permanent partial
disability of 7.5 degrees of the scheduled maximum of 150 degrees for the
loss of the right leg.

The Closing and Evaluation Division's determination was made in
September of 1968 and the hearing by the Hearing Officer was held in  pril
of 1970. During this 18 months period, there were further developments which
occurred which result in the claimant being entitled to additional periods
of temporary total and partial disability and to an increase of the permanent
partial disability award.

The evidence adduced at the hearing held at the request of the claimant
resulted in the Hearing Officer granting the claimant additional compensation
for temporary disability as follows: Temporary partial disability from
September 5, 1968 to February 9, 1969; temporary total disability from
February 10, 1969 to February 24, 1969; and temporary partial disability
from February 25, 1969 to June 12, 1969. The Hearing Officer increased the
permanent partial disability award from 7.5 degrees to 101.25 degrees for
the loss of the right leg. The Hearing Officer determined that physical
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of 4S degrees and earnings impaiment of 56.25 degrees resulted 
from the injury in arriving at the composite award of 101.25 degrees 

The employer has requested this review of the Hearing Officer's order. 
It contends that the claimant is not entitled to temporary partial disability 
during the period from September S, 1968 to February 9, 1969 and that the 
increase in the pemanent partial disabiiity award is excessive and without 
legal or factual information. 

The_ issue of additional temporary partial disability involves the 
period between the termination of temporary diaability at the time of the 
closure of the claim by the determination order under ORS 6560268, and the 
claimant's hospitalization for the removal of the hip pin inserted during the 
initial treatment of the hip fracture. The claimant was employed steadily 
as a saleslady during this period• but was limited to part time employment. 

A workman's condition becomes medically stationary when the workman 
has been restored as near as possible to a condition of self-support" 
and maintenance as an able-bodied workman. The detemination as to whether 
a workman's condition has become medically stationary is made on the 
basis of medical opinion that the workman's restoration is as complete as 
it can be made by medical treatment. The medical reports of the two 
treating orthopedic surgeons, Dr. Robinson and Dr. Berg, although containing 
information pertinent to the resolution of the question, do not contain 
their conclusions with respect to whether the-claimant's condition was or was 
was not stationary during the period in question. Dr. Berg 0 however, 
testified at the hearing that in his opinion the claimant's condition was 
not stationary at the time of his examination of the claimant in October 
of 1968. From its review of all of the p~rtinent evidence of record, the 
Board is of the opinion that the proper conclusion to be drawn therefrom is 
that the claimant's condition had not yet become medically stationary during 

. this period. The Board finds and concludes therefore, that the claimant is 
entitled to receive compensation for temporary partial disability for the 
period from Septembers, 1968 to February 9• 1969. 

The issue of the extent of permanent·partial disability involves an 
evaluation of the factors of the physical impairment and the earnings 
impairment resulting from the injury. 

It is conceded that the determination order which awarded permanent 
partial disability of 5% loss of the right leg inadequately evaluates the 
claimant's residual disability, although it should be noted that the original 
award was recognized as consistent with the medical evidence available to 
the Closing and Evaluation Division, 

Dr. Robinson, the initial treating orthopedic surgeon, subsequently 
evaluated the claimant's permanent disability at 20% loss of use of the 
right leg. Dr. Berg, an orthopedic surgeon who succeeded Dro Robinson 
as the treating physician, evaluated the claimant's pemanent disability at 
30% loss of use of the right leg. The Board concurs with the conclusion of 
the Hearing Officer that the disability rating of Dr. Berg is more consis
tent with the residual physical impairment reflected by the totality of the 
evidence of record in the matter. 
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impairment of 45 degrees and earnings impairment of 56.25 degrees resulted
from the injury in arriving at the composite award of 101,25 degrees

The employer has requested this review of the Hearing Officer's order.
It contends that the claimant is not entitled to temporary partial disability
during the period from September 5f 1968 to February 9, 1969 and that the
increase in the permanent partial disability award is excessive and without
legal or factual information.

The issue of additional temporary partial disability involves the
period between the termination of temporary diaability at the time of the
closure of the claim by the determination order under ORS 656.268, and the
claimant's hospitalization for the removal of the hip pin inserted during the
initial treatment of the hip fracture. The claimant was employed steadily
as a saleslady during this period, but was limited to part time employment.

 workman's condition becomes medically stationary when the workman
has been restored as near as possible to a condition of self-support
and maintenance as an able-bodied workman. The determination as to whether
a workman's condition has become medically stationary is made on the
basis of medical opinion that the workman's restoration is as complete as
it can be made by medical treatment. The medical reports of the two
treating orthopedic surgeons, Dr. Robinson and Dr. Berg, although containing
information pertinent to the resolution of the question, do not contain
their conclusions with respect to whether the claimant's condition was or was
was not stationary during the period in question. Dr. Berg, however,
testified at the hearing that in his opinion the claimant's condition was
not stationary at the time of his examination of the claimant in October
of 1968. From its review of all of the pertinent evidence of record, the
Board is of the opinion that the proper conclusion to be drawn therefrom is
that the claimant's condition had not yet become medically stationary during
this period. The Board finds and concludes therefore, that the claimant is
entitled to receive compensation for temporary partial disability for the
period from September 5, 1968 to February 9, 1969.

The issue of the extent of permanent partial disability involves an
evaluation of the factors of the physical impairment and the earnings
impairment resulting from the injury.

It is conceded that the determination order which awarded permanent
partial disability of 5% loss of the right leg inadequately evaluates the
claimant's residual disability, although it should be noted that the original
award was recognized as consistent with the medical evidence available to
the Closing and Evaluation Division,

Dr. Robinson, the initial treating orthopedic surgeon, subsequently
evaluated the claimant's permanent disability at 20% loss of use of the
right leg. Dr. Berg, an orthopedic surgeon who succeeded Dr. Robinson
as the treating physician, evaluated the claimant's permanent disability at
30% loss of use of the right leg. The Board concurs with the conclusion of
the Hearing Officer that the disability rating of Dr. Berg is more consis
tent with the residual physical impairment reflected by the totality of the
evidence of record in the matter.
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1967 amendment of ORS 656.214 which became effective July 1, 1967 
and-is the law in force at the time that the injury involved herein occurred, 
establishes a maximum award of 150 degrees for the loss of a leg. The 
Hearing Officer computation which results in an award of 45 degrees is 
ac~urate and properly evaluates the claimant's permanent partial disability 
attributable to the physical impairment resulting from the injury. 

Although the Court of Appeals in a decision just rendered after re
hearing in Hannan v. Good Samaritan Hospital stated that despite its 
opinion in Trent v. SCD, 90 Adv Sh 725, Or App (1970), there may 
be some merit to the contention made thatioss of earning capacity should 
not be taken into co~sideration in -the case of an unscheduled injury, 
the holding of the Trent case remains the law and requires that where a 
scheduled injury causes physical impairment which results in a reduction of 
earning capacity, earnings impairment is a factor to be considered in the 
determination of the permanent partial disability award. It is conceded 
by .the employer that earnings impairment is a factor· to be considered in 
the award of permanent partial disability to the claimant in this matter. 
The question raised involves only the propriety of the method used by the 
Hearing Officer in calculating the award of.permanent partial disability 
attributable to earnings impairment • 

. The Hearing Officer, on the basis of the claimant's ability to .work five 
hours of the eight hour workday, determined that the claimant had sustained 
a 3/8 or 37.5% earnings impairment. Although earnings rather than hours 
of work is the criteria ordinarily used to measure loss of earninr, capacity, 
under the circumstances of this matter, the restriction in the hours which 
the claimant is able to work is an accurate measure and a proper basis of 
comparison of the ability of the claimant to work and earn before and after 
her injury. The limitation in the number of ho1irs which the claimant is now 
able to work appears to bear a direct relationship to the reduction in her 
actual earnings, and forms an even more accurate basis for determining 
her loss of earning capacity, recognizing that actual earnings while 
important are not the sole basis for measuring earning capacity. 

The Hearing Officer's computation which results in an award of 56.25 
degrees is accurate and properly evaluates the claimant·' s permanent 
partial disability attributable to the loss of earning capacity resulting 
from the injury. 

The Board finds and concludes., there-fore, that the award of 101.25 
degrees of the applicable statutory maximum of 150 degrees for the loss 
of a leg properly evaluates the claimant's permanent disability resulting 
from her accidental injury. 

The order of the Ilearing Officer is affirmed. 
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The 1967 amendment of ORS 656.214 which became effective July 1, 1967
and is the law in force at the time that the injury involved herein occurred,
establishes a maximum award of 150 degrees for the loss of a leg. The
Hearing Officer computation which results in an award of 45 degrees is
accurate and properly evaluates the claimant's permanent partial disability
attributable to the physical impairment resulting from the injury.

 lthough the Court of  ppeals in a decision just rendered after re
hearing in Hannan v. Good Samaritan Hospital stated that despite its
opinion in Trent v. SCD, 90  dv Sh 725, _ Or  pp (1970), there may
be some merit to the contention made that loss of earning capacity should
not be taken into consideration in the case of an unscheduled injury,
the holding of the Trent case remains the law and requires that where a
scheduled injury causes physical impairment which results in a reduction of
earning capacity, earnings impairment is a factor to be considered in the
determination of the permanent partial disability award. It is conceded
by the employer that earnings impairment is a factor to be considered in
the award of permanent partial disability to the claimant in this matter.
The question raised involves only the propriety of the method used by the
Hearing Officer in calculating the award of permanent partial disability
attributable to earnings impairment.

The Hearing Officer, on the basis of the claimant's ability to work five
hours of the eight hour workday, determined that the claimant had sustained
a 3/8 or 37,5% earnings impairment.  lthough earnings rather than hours
of work is the criteria ordinarily used to measure loss of earning capacity,
under the circumstances of this matter, the restriction in the hours which
the claimant is able to work is an accurate measure and a proper basis of
comparison of the ability of the claimant to work and earn before and after
her injury. The limitation in the number of hours which the claimant is now
able to work appears to bear a direct relationship to the reduction in her
actual earnings, and forms an even more accurate basis for determining
her loss of earning capacity, recognizing that actual earnings while
important are not the sole basis for measuring earning capacity.

The Hearing Officer's computation which results in an award of 56.25
degrees is accurate and properly evaluates the claimant's permanent
partial disability attributable to the loss of earning capacity resulting
from the injury.

The Board finds and concludes, therefore, that the award of 101.25
degrees of the applicable statutory maximum of 150 degrees for the loss
of a leg properly evaluates the claimant's permanent disability resulting
from her accidental injury.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.
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#70-451 December 10, 1970 

ORVAL E. DAVIS, Claimant. 
Johnson, Johnson and Harrang, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

The above entitled matter involves issues of the extent of disability 
sustained by a then 48 year old heavy duty mechani~ as the result of 
fracturing both wrists when knocked to the ground by a "kick back" while 
cranking a tractor. In previous proceedings evaluations of disability were 
established which were not challenged in these proceedings finding the 
claimant to have lost the use of 50% of the right forearm and 25% of the 
left forearm. · 

The issue of disability stems from a bizarre result of x-rays administered 
during the treatment of the wrist fractures. The claimant incurred a special 
sensitivity which resulted in a dermatitis. The dermatitis varies in inten
sity from _periods of total disability requiring intensive medical care for 
relief of the symptoms and to restore the claimant to working capabilities. 
The symptoms include swelling, redness, oozing, crusting and blister forma
tion. It is not restricted to the areas of x-rays and occurs on the face, 
ears, back, arms, head, thighs and feet with occasional secondary infections. 
The claimant is advised to not only avoid further x-rays but also to avoid 
chemicals, solvents, greases, arc welding and even natural sunlip.ht. Heavy 
labor or heavy clothing including gloves which cause perspiration may be a 
triggering factor. 

The Hearing Officer allowed 67 degrees out of the applicable maximum 
of 192 degrees for unscheduled disability. As noted above, this is in addi
tion to awards for the impairments to the forearms. 

The claimant is of course not totally disabled. Ile may function for 
long periods of time without exacerbations if he manages to avoid the 
numerous types of exposures which may trigger acute episodes. The Board 
concludes and finds that the condition warrants allowance of the maximum 
award applica.ble to unscheduled injuries. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is modified by increasing the award 
for unscheduled disabilities to 192 degrees. 

There are two other matters of note in this record. The claimant, 
apparently on advice of counsel, failed to appear for interview with the 
Closing and Evaluation Division of the Workmen's Compensation Board which 
bears the responsibility cf making determinations of disabil.ity pursuant 
to ORS 656.268. This is a non-adversary step in the administrative process. 
Failure of the claimant ta cooperate may well result adversely to the 
claimant in that an inadequate award at that level results in attorney 
fees attaching to the increase which might otherwise have been part of the 
initial determination. 

The other matter of note is the fact that this claimant qualifies for 
vocational training and rehabilitation. An intensive effort should be made 
to channel this claimant's obvious assets of experience and intellectual 
capabilities toward employment least likely to produce future exacerba
tions. A copy of this order is.to be delivered to Mr. R. J. Chance, Director 
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WCB #70-451 December 10, 1970

ORV L E. D VIS, Claimant.
Johnson, Johnson and Harrang, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves issues of the extent of disability
sustained by a then 48 year old heavy duty mechanic as the result of
fracturing both wrists when knocked to the ground by a "kick back" while
cranking a tractor. In previous proceedings evaluations of disability were
established which were not challenged in these proceedings finding the
claimant to have lost the use of 50% of the right forearm and 25% of the
left forearm.

The issue of disability stems from a bizarre result of x-rays administered
during the treatment of the wrist fractures. The claimant incurred a special
sensitivity which resulted in a dermatitis. The dermatitis varies in inten
sity fromi periods of total disability requiring intensive medical care for
relief of the symptoms and to restore the claimant to working capabilities.
The symptoms include swelling, redness, oozing, crusting and blister forma
tion. It is not restricted to the areas of x-rays and occurs on the face,
ears, back, arms, head, thighs and feet with occasional secondary infections.
The claimant is advised to not only avoid further x-rays but also to avoid
chemicals, solvents, greases, arc welding and even natural sunlight. Heavy
labor or heavy clothing including gloves which cause perspiration may be a
triggering factor.

The Hearing Officer allowed 67 degrees out of the applicable maximum
of 192 degrees for unscheduled disability.  s noted above, this is in addi
tion to awards for the impairments to the forearms.

The claimant is of course not totally disabled. He may function for
long periods of time without exacerbations if he manages to avoid the
numerous types of exposures which may trigger acute episodes. The Board
concludes and finds that the condition warrants allowance of the maximum
award applicable to unscheduled injuries.

The order of the Hearing Officer is modified by increasing the award
for unscheduled disabilities to 192 degrees.

There are two other matters of note in this record. The claimant,
apparently on advice of counsel, failed to appear for interview with the
Closing and Evaluation Division of the Workmen's Compensation Board which
bears the responsibility of making determinations of disability pursuant
to ORS 656.268. This is a non-adversary step in the administrative process.
Failure of the claimant to cooperate may well result adversely to the
claimant in that an inadequate award at that level results in attorney
fees attaching to the increase which might otherwise have been part of the
initial determination.

The other matter of note is the fact that this claimant qualifies for
vocational training and rehabilitation.  n intensive effort should be made
to channel this claimant's obvious assets of experience and intellectual
capabilities toward employment least likely to produce future exacerba
tions.  copy of this order is to be delivered to Mr. R* J. Chance, Director
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the Workmen's Compensation Board, with instructions to contact the 
claimant and. to coordinate efforts of the various ar,encies responsible for 
vocational rehabilitation if desired by the claimant. 

WCB #70-652 

The Beneficiaries of 
DONALD THOMAS, Deceased. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Attys. 
Request for Review by Beneficiaries. 

Decew.ber 10, 1970 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant is 
entitled to benefits as the result of the death of a friend with whom she 
had lived since 1956 without the benefit of marriage. 

The friend, Donald Thomas, met his death in an industrial accident in 
Oregon on November 21, 1969. The claimant urges the application of ORS 
656.226 which provides: · 

"In case an unmarried man and an unmarried woman have co
habited in this state as husband and wife for over one year prior 
to the date of an accidental injury received by such man, and 
children are living as a _result of that relation, the woman and 
the children are entitled to compensation under ORS 656.-001 to 
656.794 the same as if the man and woman had been legally 
married." 

The claimant asserts that there is a child living as a result of that 
relationship. The child in question was born December 28, 1957. · If it was 
born as a result of the relationship between claimant and the deceased, it 
was not as the result of any relationship in Oregon as required by statute. 
There is reason to believe the child is not the child of the deceased 
since the official record of birth from the State of California subscribed 
by the claimant recites that the father "is unknown." The claimant should 
not be heard to collaterally impeach in Oregon the official records she has 
recorded in a sister state. 

There is another reason why the attempt to bring the matter within 
ORS 656.226 must fail. The child in question was given out for adoption. 
The laws of the State of California with respect to the legal effect of an 
adoption severs all relationship between the child and mother as though the 
child had never been born to her. (Citations in Hearing Officer opinion.) 
Oregon similarly construes its statutes. See Dept. of Revenue v. Martin, 
91 Or Adv Sh 229,.234 Or App. 

The claimant lived with the deceased for at least 13 years. She has 
medical problems of long-standing that evoke sympathy • 

. When parties, for whatever reasons,- decide to live together without the 
benefit of marriage, they must be prepared to forego-the benefits that would 
have attached to the relationship had the relationship been made legal. The 
claimant, in effect, now seeks to have this Board posthumously declare the 
relationship to have constituted a valid relationship. 
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of the Workmen's Compensation Board, with instructions to contact the
claimant and to coordinate efforts of the various agencies responsible for
vocational rehabilitation if desired by the claimant.

WCB #70-652 December 10, 1970

The Beneficiaries of
DON LD THOM S, Deceased.
Pozzi, Wilson §  tchison,  ttys.
Request for Review by Beneficiaries.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant is
entitled to benefits as the result of the death of a friend with whom she
had lived since 1956 without the benefit of marriage.

The friend, Donald Thomas, met his death in an industrial accident in
Oregon on November 21, 1969. The claimant urges the application of ORS
656.226 which provides:

"In case an unmarried man and an unmarried woman have co
habited in this state as husband and wife for over one year prior
to the date of an accidental injury received by such man, and
children are living as a result of that relation, the woman and
the children are entitled to compensation under ORS 656.001 to
656.794 the same as if the man and woman had been legally
married."

The claimant asserts that there is a child living as a result of that
relationship. The child in question was bom December 28, 1957. If it was
born as a result of the relationship between claimant and the deceased, it
was not as the result of any relationship in Oregon as required by statute.
There is reason to believe the child is not the child of the deceased
since the official record of birth from the State of California subscribed
by the claimant recites that the father "is unknown." The claimant should
not be heard to collaterally impeach in Oregon the official records she has
recorded in a sister state.

There is another reason why the attempt to bring the matter within
ORS 656.226 must fail. The child in question was given out for adoption.
The laws of the State of California with respect to the legal effect of an
adoption severs all relationship between the child and mother as though the
child had never been bom to her. (Citations in Hearing Officer opinion.)
Oregon similarly construes its statutes. See Dept, of Revenue v. Martin,
91 Or  dv Sh 229,.234 Or  pp.

The claimant lived with the deceased for at least 13 years. She has
medical problems of long-standing that evoke sympathy.

When parties, for whatever reasons,' decide to live together without the
benefit of marriage, they must be prepared to forego the benefits that would
have attached to the relationship had the relationship been made legal. The
claimant, in effect, now seeks to have this Board posthumously declare the
relationship to have constituted a valid relationship.
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Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds 
that the claimant is not entitled to workmen's compensation benefits by 
virtue of her association with the deceased Donald Thomas. 

WCB 1169-867 

DEEL. BERRY, Claimant. 
Moore & Wurtz, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

December 10, 1970 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the then 
28 year old claimant sustained injuries ori Novembers, 1968 to his right 
ankle requiring subsequent surgery. The claimant was carrying a rigging 
block, slipped off a log and turned his right ankle when his foot caught 
under a chunk. 

The claimant's right ankle had sustained a major injury previou~ly 
in 1964 which resulted in a skin transplant over the anterior aspect of the 
ankle. One of the major points in dispute in this claim is whether the skin 
at the site of the old skin transplant was broken when the claimant twisted 
his ankle. The claimant testifies that it was. The initial treating doctor 
who placed a bandage on the ankle reports that the skin was not broken. 

Another essential part of the history is that the claimant was directed 
to obtain regular type logging boots to wear.in lieu of the "western" style 
boots the claimant usually wore. Apparently the logging boots were only 
worn the day of the injury. There is testimony of pressure from the 
lacing gror.unets when the ankle was caught. 

The claimant was examined by the employer's doctor in a pre-employment 
. examination on November 1, 1968. The claimant advised the examining doctor 

of the prior problem and the ankle apparently passed muster at this stage. 
The ankle sprain is established as of November 5th. The claimant was put 
back to work the next day, working on crutches as a. flagman. The claimant 
testifies that he was advised by the employer that further light work was not 
available and that if he couldn't return to setting chokers there was no work 
available. 

· TI1e Hearing Officer resolved the dispute over whether the skin was 
broken at the time of injury in favor of the doctor who reported no such 
abrasion or "puncture." The Board feels that too much emphasis was placed 
by the Hearing Officer on the tem "puncture." TI1ough the term appears 
in medical reports, the claimant's sworn testimony relates the incident as 
an abrasion from the eyelets rather than as a stabbing or puncture. 

On November 8, 1968 the claimant again contacted the employer's m~dical 
department. He left without seeing· the doctor. As he went out the company 
gate, he staggered and fell. He is reported to have been walking without 
a limp prior to staggering and falling. If so, he did so in spite of an 
obviously seriously impaired ankle. When he fell he was found unable to 
control .a spell of crying. He was taken to the medical department. His 
boot and Gel-o-cast bandage which had been applied at the time of injury were 
removed. There was cracking of skin over the site of the old scar. So.far 
as the record shows this is the first time the ankle was exposed since the 
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The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds
that the claimant is not entitled to workmen's compensation benefits by
virtue of her association with the deceased Donald Thomas.

WCB #69-867 December 10, 1970

DEE L. BERRY, Claimant.
Moore 5 Wurtz, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the then
28 year old claimant sustained injuries on November 5, 1968 to his right
ankle requiring subsequent surgery. The claimant was carrying a rigging
block, slipped off a log and turned his right ankle when his foot caught
under a chunk.

The claimant's right ankle had sustained a major injury previously
in 1964 which resulted in a skin transplant over the anterior aspect of the
ankle. One of the major points in dispute in this claim is whether the skin
at the site of the old skin transplant was broken when the claimant twisted
his ankle. The claimant testifies that it was. The initial treating doctor
who placed a bandage on the ankle reports that the skin was not broken.

 nother essential part of the history is that the claimant was directed
to obtain regular type logging boots to wear in lieu of the "western" style
boots the claimant usually wore.  pparently the logging boots were only
worn the day of the injury. There is testimony of pressure from the
lacing grommets when the ankle was caught.

The claimant was examined by the employer's doctor in a pre-employment
examination on November 1, 1968. The claimant advised the examining doctor
of the prior problem and the ankle apparently passed muster at this stage.
The ankle sprain is established as of November 5th. The claimant was put
back to work the next day, working on crutches as a. flagman. The claimant
testifies that he was advised by the employer that further light work was not
available and that if he couldn't return to setting chokers there was no work
available.

The Hearing Officer resolved the dispute over whether the skin was
broken at the time of injury in favor of the doctor who reported no such
abrasion or "puncture." The Board feels that too much emphasis was placed
by the Hearing Officer on the term "puncture." Though the term appears
in medical reports, the claimant's sworn testimony relates the incident as
an abrasion from the eyelets rather than as a stabbing or puncture.

On November 8, 1968 the claimant again contacted the employer's medical
department. He left without seeing the doctor.  s he went out the company
gate, he staggered and fell. He is reported to have been walking without
a limp prior to staggering and falling. If so, he did so in spite of an
obviously seriously impaired ankle. When he fell he was found unable to
control a spell of crying. He was taken to the medical department. His
boot and Gel-o-cast bandage which had been applied at the time of injury were
removed. There was cracking of skin over the site of the old scar. So far
as the record shows this is the first time the ankle was exposed since the
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bandage was applied three days before. The bandaged foot was inserted 
into his boot when he returned to work the next day with the aid of crutches. 
The bandage itself would add to the pressures on the riow swollen foot. It 
would be immaterial whether there was initial bleeding if there was a causal 
chain of events between the twisted ankle, the bandage, the ensuing· work 
exposure, the pressure of boots increased by the bandage and the breakdown 
of the skin discovered three days later. The fact that the area of skin 
transplant was predisposed to injury favors rather than defeats the claim. 
Taking these circumstances, the majority of the Board concludes that there 
was a causal relationship between the injury to the ankle and the breakdown 
of the old skin graft. 

When operated upon for various complications, a "wafer size piece of 
loose cartilege" was excised which appears to have been the cause of a 
substantial part o~ the pain. This loosecartilege was obviously either 
non-existent or non-symptomatic prior to the twistinp, injury on the ankle. 
The majority of the Board conclude that the only logical conclusion is 
that this also was a compensable result of the accident. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is reversed. The employer is ordered 
to pay for all of the surP,ery and other medical care and associated time loss 
and to subr.iit the natter pursuant to ORS 656.268 for evaluation of permanent 
disability attributable to the accidental injury. 

Counsel for claimant is allowed the further fee of $250 payable by the 
employer for services in connection with the Board review. 

/s/ Wm. A. Callahan. 
/s/ James Redman. 

Mr. Wilson dissents and concludes and finds that the Hearing Officer has 
properly evaluated the evidence and should be affirmed. The existence or non
existence of bleedinR at the time of injury is a fact which has bearinR upon 
other testimony of the claimant. The Hearinr, Officer, after observing the 
witness, placed greater reliance in the medical report. The Hearing Officer 
should be affirmed. 

/sf M. Keith Wilson 

WCB #70-340 December 10, 1970 

OLIVE H. KEIRSEY, Claimant. 
Franklin, Bennett, Des Brisay & .Jolles, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent . 
disability sustained by a then 40 year old Fairview Hospital aide who injured 
her back on June 10, 1966 when she caup,-ht a patient who was starting to fall. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issu~d findin~ the claimant to 
have a disability of 48 degrees out of the applicable maximum of 192 d~p.rees 
for unscheduled injuries. Upon hearing the award was · increased to 115. 2 
dep.rees. The claimant urnes that she can never a~ain work rep,ularly at a ~ain
ful and suitable occupation and that she shoulrl be found to be permanently 
and totally disabled. 
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salved bandage was applied three days before. The bandaged foot was inserted
into his boot when he returned to work the next day with the aid of crutches.
The bandage itself would add to the pressures on the now swollen foot. It
would be immaterial whether there was initial bleeding if there was a causal
chain of events between the twisted ankle, the bandage, the ensuing work
exposure, the pressure of boots increased by the bandage and the breakdown
of the skin discovered three days later. The fact that the area of skin
transplant was predisposed to injury favors rather than defeats the claim.
Taking these circumstances, the majority of the Board concludes that there
was a causal relationship between the injury to the ankle and the breakdown
of the old skin graft.

When operated upon for various complications, a "wafer size piece of
loose cartilege" was excised which appears to have been the cause of a
substantial part of the pain. This loosecartilege was obviously either
non-existent or non-symptomatic prior to the twisting injury on the ankle.
The majority of the Board conclude that the only logical conclusion is
that this also was a compensable result of the accident.

The order of the Hearing Officer is reversed. The employer is ordered
to pay for all of the surgery and other medical care and associated time loss
and to submit the matter pursuant to ORS 656.268 for evaluation of permanent
disability attributable to the accidental injury.

Counsel for claimant is allowed the further fee of $250 payable by the
employer for services in connection with the Board review.

/s/ Wm.  . Callahan.
/s/ James Redman.

Mr. Wilson dissents and concludes and finds that the Hearing Officer has
properly evaluated the evidence and should be affirmed. The existence or non
existence of bleeding at the time of injury is a fact which has bearing upon
other testimony of the claimant. The Hearing Officer, after observing the
witness, placed greater reliance in the medical report. The Hearing Officer
should be affirmed.

/s/ M. Keith Wilson

WCB #70-340 December 10, 1970

OLIVE M. KEIR5EY, Claimant.
Franklin, Bennett, Des Brisay 8 Jolles, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a then 40 year old Fairview Hospital aide who injured
her back on June 10, 1966 when she caught a patient who was starting to fall.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant to
have a disability of 48 degrees out of the applicable maximum of 192 degrees
for unscheduled injuries. Upon hearing the award was increased to 115.2
degrees. The claimant urges that she can never again work regularly at a gain
ful and suitable occupation and that she should be found to be permanently
and totally disabled.
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a portion of her convalescence the claimant added substanti
ally to her weight. At the time of hearing she was still overweight of 
170 pounds with a 5' 4" height. The weight problem appears to be part of 
a psychological pattern which is not attributable to the injury. · The 
claimant's subjective complaints are not entirely supported by objective 
findings. To the extent·that some complaints do not follow the known 
pattern of nerve distribution it becomes obvious that the· complaints do 
not derive from a physical injury. 

There is one aspect of the administration of the clain where the Board 
concludes an error was committed •. A report of the Discharge- Committee of 
the Physical Rehabilitation Center facility of the Workmen's Compensation 
Board indicated the claimant was not elip.ible for vocational rehabilita
tion. The Board declares this claimant to be eligible for vocational 
rehabilitation. The claimant is in the upper range of the bright normal 
to superior intellectual resources and has expressed interest in work as a 
lab technician or similar work. Such work is well within the claimant's 
physical and mental capabilities.· 

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds 
·that the claimant's disability is only partially disabling and does not 
exceed 115.2 dep,rees. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

Copy of this order is to be delivered to R. J. Chance, Director of 
Workmen's Compensation Board, for the purpose of coordinating efforts to 
implement a program of vocational rehabilitation for this claimant. 

WCB #70-572 

GERALD L. BIGGERS, Claimant. 
Emmons, Kyle & Kropp, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

December 10, 1970 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 52 year old hod carrier who fell from a scaffold 
on August 29, 1966. The injury was to the low back. Pursuant to ORS 656.268, 
a determination issued finding the claimant to have a disability of 67 degrees 
out of the then applicable maximum of 192 degrees for unscheduled disability. 
Upon hearing, this was increased to 115 degrees. The claimant asserts he is 
permanently unable to regularly work at any gainful or suitable occupation 
or, in the alternative, should be awarded 192 degrees. 

The claimant has an eighth grade education. He has a poor motivation. 
There is at best a moderate physical impairment. There is a definite pattern 
of unwillinv,ness to seriously consider re-employment or physical or voca
tional improvement toward re-employment. 

The insistence upon provinr, great disability has extended to recitations 
of symptoms with no possible relationship to the accident. His heels, for 
instance, hurt him all the time. He professes inability to bend forward more 
than 35 dep,rees while standing. Seated, the same maneuver is accomplished to 
90 degrees, demonstrating an unreliable pattern in the claimant's complaints. 
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During a portion of her convalescence the claimant added substanti
ally to her weight.  t the time of hearing she was still overweight of
170 pounds with a 5' 4" height. The weight problem appears to be part of
a psychological pattern which is not attributable to the injury. The
claimant's subjective complaints are not entirely supported by objective
findings. To the extent-that some complaints do not follow the known
pattern of nerve distribution it becomes obvious that the complaints do
not derive from a physical injury.

There is one aspect of the administration of the claim where the Board
concludes an error was committed.  report of the Discharge Committee of
the Physical Rehabilitation Center facility of the Workmen's Compensation
Board indicated the claimant was not eligible for vocational rehabilita
tion. The Board declares this claimant to be eligible for vocational
rehabilitation. The claimant is in the upper range of the bright normal
to superior intellectual resources and has expressed interest in work as a
lab technician or similar work. Such work is well within the claimant's
physical and mental capabilities.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds
that the claimant's disability is only partially disabling and does not
exceed 115.2 degrees.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

Copy of this order is to be delivered to R. J. Chance, Director of
Workmen's Compensation Board, for the purpose of coordinating efforts to
implement a program of vocational rehabilitation for this claimant.

WCB #70-572 December 10, 1970

GER LD L. BIGGERS, Claimant.
Emmons, Kyle § Kropp, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 52 year old hod carrier who fell from a scaffold
on  ugust 29, 1966. The injury was to the low back. Pursuant to ORS 656.268,
a determination issued finding the claimant to have a disability of 67 degrees
out of the then applicable maximum of 192 degrees for unscheduled disability.
Upon hearing, this was increased to 115 degrees. The claimant asserts he is
permanently unable to regularly work at any gainful or suitable occupation
or, in the alternative, should be awarded 192 degrees.

The claimant has an eighth grade education. He has a poor motivation.
There is at best a moderate physical impairment. There is a definite pattern
of unwillingness to seriously consider re-employment or physical or voca
tional improvement toward re-employment.

The insistence upon proving great disability has extended to recitations
of symptoms with no possible relationship to the accident. His heels, for
instance, hurt him all the time. He professes inability to bend forward more
than 35 degrees while standing. Seated, the same maneuver is accomplished to
90 degrees, demonstrating an unreliable pattern in the claimant's complaints.
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complaints follow no known pattern of nerve distribution, a sig,n to 
the doctors that the complaints do not derive from an actual phvsical 
injury. 

The claimant's tax free income f'rom social security, veterans, union 
and workmen's compensation sources is hiP,'h enoup,-h to be a factor influencing 
his reluctance to return to work. 

The claimant has some r10derate disability attributnble to the accident 
but it falls far short of peIT1anent totnl disabilitv. 

The Board notes that the initial deternination was for 67 der:rees. 
This appears to be quite equitahle with ref'erence solelv to -Factors of 
physical impairment. Considerinf the cLlimant's are, education and under
lying nervous tensions, the Board conclud~s that the award should be in
creased to the 115 degrees al10\1ed by the l!ea,in!; Officer, but not for 
physical impairr1ent alone. 

For the reasons stated, the Board arri ,·es ;cit the sa~•1e result reached by 
the Hearinp; Officer. Tiie award of llS (le)'.rees ror unscheduled disability is 
affirmed. 

\I/Cl3 /f70-4 77 De com lier 1 n, J 970 

KARL GOOD1 1!IN, Claimant. 
Jack, Goodwin & Anicker, C:l,:,jmant•s Ativs. 
Request for Review by Cl a i nant. 

The above entitled matter imrol\·es the isstw of 1,hetheT the 16 year 
old claimant sustained a compens:ible inj11rv as the result of 1 iftinp: 
irrigation pipe while workinr, on ri farm Lc,t-.;een June 1 and Aur,ust :;o, 1969. 
No notice of injury was p:i.ven twior to Felinwry 1~, 1970. No de-finite inci
dent is aller,e<l. 

The claim~mt experienced no syn;ito11s until after havinfT returned to 
school. App3.rently the firs:: S)'T1;1tcir-1s 1-1c r·e experienced s0r•e ti.rie in 
Novemller. In the intervnl be1 1;1een the 1':1n11 work ond the onset of syrrintoms, 
the claimant ,,ent deer huntirw, pc1rt1cipntecl in ]>h::sical educat:_on classes 
and helped his family move snw, r2.ilrr,a,1 ties. :lis pl:ysical education 
included "flash" football nnd basket.Lnll. 

The claim was denied by the elllployer ;ind this denial wcis uphelcl by the 
Hearing Officer. 

TI1e Roard concurs ,~i th the Hearirir, tJf"+"icer and concludes and finds that 
too much conjecture ;md speculation is ref11Iired to attribute symptoms 
several nonths later to activity whicL only possibly nay h:we contributed to 
the subseouent problem. This is partictil:1rly true ,~here th~re have befm 
intervening non-industrial activities which w~re Just as strenuous :ts the 
prior work activities. I3ack di.sabi1itir,s o.ft~n nrrpea-r· foJlowinr little or 
no effort and seeMingly on a s;,ont;,nent1:, h?.sis. 11rny are rerorted hein.~ 
first noted on as simple a r1:mc:1ver ai; turr:inr,, over in bed. However, if 
claim is rm.de upon the liasis of str2!;s and ef+ort it would be unre;,.snnable 
to ignore the current phy.sic:-11 st!'."ess durin~ which period symrtoms appeared 
and attribute the problem to a prior period of non-syr.ptoT'latic efforts. It 
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Other complaints follow no known pattern of nerve distribution, a sign to
the doctors that the complaints do not derive from an actual phvsical
injury.

The claimant's tax free income from social security, veterans, union
and workmen's compensation sources is high enough to be a factor influencing
his reluctance to return to work.

The claimant has some moderate disability attributable to the accident
but it falls far short of permanent total disability.

The Board notes that the initial determination was for 67 degrees.
This appears to be quite eqxiitable with reference solely to factors of
physical impairment. Considering the claimant's age, education and under
lying nervous tensions, the Board concludes that the award should be in
creased to the 115 degrees alloved by the Hearing Officer, but not for
physical impairment alone.

For the reasons stated, the Board arrives at the same result reached by
the Hearing Officer. The award of 115 degrees ror unscheduled disability is
affirmed.

WCB #70-477 December 10, 1970

K RL GOODWIN, Claimant.
Jack, Goodwin 5  nicker, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 16 year
old claimant sustained a compensable injury as the result of lifting
irrigation pipe while working on a farm between June 1 and  ugust 50, 1969.
No notice of injury was given prior to February 18, 1970. No definite inci
dent is alleged.

The claimant experienced no symptoms until after having returned to
school.  pparently the first symptoms were experienced some time in
November. In the interval between the farm work and the onset of symptoms,
the claimant vent deer hunting, participated in physical education classes
and helped his family move some railroad ties. His physical education
included "flash" football and basketball.

The claim was denied by the employer and this denial was upheld by the
Hearing Officer.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that
too much conjecture and speculation is required to attribute symptoms
several months later to activity which, only possibly may have contributed to
the subsequent problem. This is particularly true where there have been
intervening non-industrial activities which were just as strenuous as the
prior work activities. Back disabilities often appear following little or
no effort and seemingly on a spontaneous basis. They are reported being
first noted on as simple a maneuver as turning over in bed. However, if
claim is made upon the basis of stress and effort it would be unreasonable
to ignore the current physical stress during which period symptoms appeared
and attribute the problem to a prior period of non-synptomatic efforts. It
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interesting to note that shortly following surgery this energetic young 
claimant undertook calisthenics which threatened his recovery. 

It is noted that reference crept into the proceedings about a tractor 
incident. No notice of claim has been made with respect to that incident. 
If the claim was based upon that incident, the chain of events still fails 
to reflect a cause and effect between that incident and subsequent develop
ments. 

The Board concludes and finds that the claimant did not sustain a 
compensable accidental injury while moving irrigation pipe. The order of 
th.e Hearing Officer is affirmed, 

WCB #69-1438 

LUTHER B, DURHAM, Claimant. 
Joel B, Reeder, Claimant's Atty, 
Request for Review by Employer, 

December IO, 1970 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a then 57 year old welder when he incurred a tear 
of the rotator cuff of the left arm and shoulder on January IO, 1968. More 
particularly the issue is whether the resultant disability, co111bined with 
pre-existing disabil~ty, has rendered the claimant unable to engage regularly 
in any gainful and suitable occupation so as to warrant an award of permanent 
total disability. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant to 
have a loss of 38 degrees out of the applicable maxir.mm aw::ird for an arm 
of 192 degrees, 

The Hearing Officer found the claimant to be totally disabled and the 
employer seeks this review. 

The claimant in 1940 lost substantially all of the right forearm. 
Despite this handicap, he developed sufficient proficiency to engage as a 
welder without the use of a prosthetic device which was obtained following 
the right arm injury, 

The current injury precludes the claiMant from lifting more than a few 
pounds above a 45 degree angle with the left arm, Further the arm cannot be 
voluntarily lifted to a position parallel to the floor, 

Interestingly, this claimant has overcome prior physical adversity which 
would have discouraged less dedicated individuals. There is a strong indica
tion that the claimant himself concedes there may be some useful work he 
could perform if a job was available. Unfortunately, ti1e claimant was 
discouraged by persons responsible for counselling with respect to voca
tional rehabilitation. It would appear that not enough credit was given to 
the record of a man whose determination overcame the loss of a forearm. The 
same deternination might well have overcome an additional loss to the other 
arm and shoulder. If the claimant does find re-enployment, the award of 
permanent total disability may of course be reconsidered. 
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is interesting to note that shortly following surgery this energetic young
claimant undertook calisthenics which threatened his recovery.

It is noted that reference crept into the proceedings about a tractor
incident. No notice of claim has been made with respect to that incident.
If the claim was based upon that incident, the chain of events still fails
to reflect a cause and effect between that incident and subsequent develop
ments.

The Board concludes and finds that the claimant did not sustain a
compensable accidental injury while moving irrigation pipe. The order of
the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #69-1438 December 10, 1970

LUTHER B. DURH M, Claimant.
Joel B. Reeder, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Employer.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a then 57 year old welder when he incurred a tear
of the rotator cuff of the left arm and shoulder on January 10, 1968. More
particularly the issue is whether the resultant disability, combined with
pre-existing disability, has rendered the claimant unable to engage regularly
in any gainful and suitable occupation so as to warrant an award of permanent
total disability.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant to
have a loss of 38 degrees out of the applicable maximum award for an arm
of 192 degrees.

The Hearing Officer found the claimant to be totally disabled and the
employer seeks this review.

The claimant in 1940 lost substantially all of the right forearm.
Despite this handicap, he developed sufficient proficiency to engage as a
welder without the use of a prosthetic device which was obtained following
the right arm injury.

The current injury precludes the claimant from lifting more than a few
pounds above a 45 degree angle with the left arm. Further the arm cannot be
voluntarily lifted to a position parallel to the floor.

Interestingly, this claimant has overcome prior physical adversity which
would have discouraged less dedicated individuals. There is a strong indica
tion that the claimant himself concedes there may be some useful work he
could perform if a job was available. Unfortunately, the claimant was
discouraged by persons responsible for counselling with respect to voca
tional rehabilitation. It would appear that not enough credit was given to
the record of a man whose determination overcame the loss of a forearm. The
same determination might well have overcome an additional loss to the other
arm and shoulder. If the claimant does find re-employment, the award of
permanent total disability may of course be reconsidered.
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it stands, the Board concurs with the Hearing Officer l'l.nd concludes 
and finds that the prior injury involving loss by separation of a major 
portion of the right forearr.i col!lbined with the unscheduled injury affecting 
the shoulder and substantially limiting the use of the left am essentially 
precludes the claimant from regularly perfornin?," work at a gainful and 
suitable occupation. 

The clair;i appears to qualify for second in_iury relief pursuant to 
ORS 656.622 comparable to ORS 656.638. TI1e f1oard cannot comm.it itself in the 
these proceedings to approval o:f second injury relief but notes this aspect 
of the case for the benefit of the employer. 

The order of the llearin.g Officer is affirr1ed. 

Counsel for claimant, pursuant to ORS 656.382, is allowed the further 
fee of $250 payable by the employer for services rendered on this review. 

wen #69-2194 

FRANKLIN ASHCRAf-T, Claimant. 
Emmons, Kyle & Kropp, ClaiMant's Attys. 
Request for Review by ClaiMant. 

DeceMber 11, 1970 

TI1e above entitled matter involves the issue o+ the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 41 year old lumber stacker Hho injured his back 
on January 7, 1969 when he had an onset of dizziness and fell to his knees. 
He experienced low back pain Following return t0 consciousness. The claimant 
had a ~istory of previm1s low back problems. 

1110 claim was accepted and no issue has been joined on ,vhether the 
injury arose out of the P-mployr.ient thour,h the facts reflect the incident 
occurred in the course of enployr.ient. The actual claim fonn is less precise 
and attributes the back conplaint to twistinr and turnin~ while stackinr 
lumber. 

Pursuant to ORS 6:.6.268, a deterr.iination issued f"indinr: the claimant 
to hnve an unscheduled disahi li ty cJ ~2 dcr,rees. Upon he:1ring, this airnrd 
was increase<l to 64 der,rees. The cla1mc1nt seel:s a ~urther increase upon 
this review. 

The iloard in its de novo review hns a responsibility of mc1king an 
independent evaluation of disabi Ii ty. l t r,i ves due consideration to the 
findings of the Hearing Officer. llouever, a llearin~ Officer in observing 
a claimant does not have the advantar,e 0f a medical examiner whose conclu
sions are made as the result o.c physica 1 tests anc1. r~actions. In this instance 
the treating doctor selected by the clain~nt, Dr. ~inberley, is of record 
with a narrative report which essentially supports the initial determination 
of 32 degrees. Dr. Kimberley concludes that there :i.s no re:>.son why the 
claimant cannot return to his former ,-,ork as n truck driver. 

Though an eMployer takes a workrnm a~ he finds hir.i, it ig important in 
this case to keep in mind that a substanti:-,1 part o.c the claimmt I s problems 
pre-existed the incident at issue, It is only the addit{onrrl disability 
attribut~1le to this accident with which we are here concerned. 

 s it stands, the Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes
and finds that the prior injury involving loss by separation of a major
portion of the right forearm combined with the unscheduled injury affecting
the shoulder and substantially limiting the use of the left arm essentially
precludes the claimant from regularly performing work at a gainful and
suitable occupation.

The claim appears to qualify for second injury relief pursuant to
ORS 656.622 comparable to ORS 656.6,38. The Board cannot commit itself in the
these proceedings to approval of second injury relief but notes this aspect
of the case for the benefit of the employer.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

Counsel for claimant, pursuant to ORS 656.382, is allowed the further
fee of $250 payable by the employer for services rendered on this review.

WCB #69-2194 December 11, 1970

FR NKLIN  SHCR FT, Claimant.
Emmons, Kyle Kropp, Claimant's  ttvs.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 41 year old ]umber stacker who injured his back
on January 7, 1969 when he had an onset of dizziness and fell to his knees.
He experienced low back pain following return to consciousness. The claimant
had a history of previous low back problems.

The claim was accepted and no issue has been joined on whether the
injury arose out of the employment though the facts reflect the incident
occurred in the course of employment. The actual claim form is less precise
and attributes the back complaint to twisting and turning while stacking
lumber.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant
to have an unscheduled disability of 32 degrees. Upon hearing, this award
was increased to 64 degrees. The claimant seeks a further increase upon
this review.

The Board in its de novo review has a responsibility of making an
independent evaluation of disability. It gives due consideration to the
findings of the Hearing Officer. However, a Hearing Officer in observing
a claimant does not have the advantage of a medical examiner whose conclu
sions are made as the result or physical tests and reactions. In this instance
the treating doctor selected by the claimant, Dr. Kimberley, is of record
with a narrative report which essentially supports the initial determination
of 32 degrees. Dr. Kimberley concludes that there is no reason why the
claimant cannot return to his former work as a truck driver.

Though an employer takes a workman as lie finds him, it is important in
this case to keep in mind that a substantial part o^ the claimant's problems
pre-existed the incident at issue. It is only the additional disability
attributable to this accident with which we are here concerned.



           
             

      

            
     

    
  

            
            
             
            

            
              

         

   

    

   
    

           
             

            
           

          
              

             
    

           
             

            

           
           

       

      

majority of the Board conclude and find that the initial determina
tion of 32 degrees out of an applicable maximum of 320 degrees properly 
evaluated the disability attributable to this injury. , 

The order of the Hearing Officer is set aside and the initial deter
mination of 32 degrees is reinstated. 

/s/ Wm.· A. Callahan 
/s/ James Redman 

Mr. Wilson dissents and concludes that the order of the Hearing Officer 
should be affirmed. Though the State Accident Insurance Fund urged in a 
brief that the initial award should be reinstated, there was no request for 
cross review by the State Accident Insurance Fund. On the other hand, 
the Jiearing Officer findings should not be nodified unless clearJy in error 
and the record in this case does not reflect any obvious error. The award, 
however, should not be increased as sought by the claimant. 

/s/ M. Keith Wilson. 

wrn #70-676 

TRUMAN P. HEilENER, Deceased. 
Walton & Yokum, Widow's Attys. 

December 15, 1970 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the surviving 
wife of a workman whose death was caused by a compensable injury w::is dis
qualified from receiving bene+its by virtue of living in a state of aban
donment, as defined by law, at the time of the workrian's death. 

The employer had instituted payment of cor1pensation but stopped payment 
upon the contention the widow did not qualify for benefits by reason of the 
abandonment. 

Upon hearing the claim of the widow was denied and request for review 
was filed with the Board. 

A bona fide issue of the compensability of the wi(!0v1' s clain exists. 
The claimant and the employer have arrived at a proposed settler.1ent of the 
dispute, copy of which is attached and by reference ma<le a part hereof". 

The Board, pursuant to ORS 656.289(4) .:-inds the disposition of the 
rnatterby the stipulation to be reasonable, The stipulation is approved 
and the matter on review is acccrdinRlY dismissed. 

No notice of appeal is deemed required. 
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The majority of the Board conclude and find that the initial determina
tion of 32 degrees out of an applicable maximum of 320 degrees properly
evaluated the disability attributable to this injury.t

The order of the Hearing Officer is set aside and the initial deter
mination of 32 degrees is reinstated.

/s/ Wm.  . Callahan
/s/ James Redman

Mr. Wilson dissents and concludes that the order of the Hearing Officer
should be affirmed. Though the State  ccident Insurance Fund urged in a
brief that the initial award should be reinstated, there was no request for
cross review by the State  ccident Insurance Fund. On the other hand,
the Hearing Officer findings should not be modified unless clearly in error
and the record in this case does not reflect any obvious error. The award,
however, should not be increased as sought by the claimant,

/s/ M. Keith Wilson.

WCB #70-676 December 15, 1970

TRUM N P. HEBENER, Deceased.
Walton 5 Yokum, Widow's  ttys.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the surviving
wife of a workman whose death was caused by a compensable injury was dis
qualified from receiving benefits by virtue of living in a state of aban
donment, as defined by law, at the time of the workman's death.

The employer had instituted payment of compensation but stopped payment
upon the contention the widow did not qualify for benefits by reason of the
abandonment.

Upon hearing the claim of the widow was denied and request for review
was filed with the Board.

 bona fide issue of the compensability of the widow's claim exists.
The claimant and the employer have arrived at a proposed settlement of the
dispute, copy of which is attached and by reference made a part hereof.

The Board, pursuant to ORS 656,289(4) finds the disposition of the
matter by the stipulation to be reasonable. The stipulation is approved
and the matter on review is accordingly dismissed.

No notice of appeal is deemed required.
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#69-225(, 

ERNEST IIINZ}~N, Claimant. 
Emmons, Kyle & Kropp, ·clai:nant's Attys. · 
Request for Review·hy Claimant. 

'lhe above entitle<l matter involves :m is5ue of the extent of: permanent 
disability sustained by a now 66 year old workman ;is the result of a low · 
back injury incurred on Jflmrnry 15, 1968, wht1n he sli.\lpecl or.f of a tractor 
hitch,and.dropped ,i. couple of feet to the .[!round. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a clctermination issued finclinp, the claimant to 
have a.n unscheduled disability of 96 def!rees out of the a:pplicable maximum of 
320 degrees. Upon hearing, the mnird was increased to lM) degrees. The 
claimant asserts that he will nev1~r again he i:ihle to work at a gainful and 
suitable occupation. 

The record reflects that the clair-,rnt die! incur a herni:i.tion of the 
intervertebral disc: .on the left side o~ the L-4, L-5 srace. Surgery was 
performed to relieve the nerve root compression. · The claimant's low ha.ck 
probler.is· are not entirely relRtecl to this r.c.ciclent since he has a suustA.r.tj a.l 
degenerative j'oint disease. lie had sor:m low lrnck prohlems prior to this 
accident despite a. contrary history to examinini <loctClrs. 

lhe claimant is not one of those worl:nen wliose background :n1d training 
is' limited to heavy manual la.bar. The claj_,q:mt h?.~ been fl r,c1chanic most 
of his working life with expe:rience in hrith hervy and li~ht rr.ech:inical wo_rk 
and supervisory work as well. 

A r.1ajor problem arises in every clrirn of sor•1e si!'!ni ~ic~.nt injury to a 
claima.nt of claimant's age. It is c1 tiMe when the claimant may well retire 
from the labor ma.rkct regardless of clisahili ty. It hocomes a m:>.tter oF 
lieighing a profession of inability to <ln an?thi.np: agftinst thA chdnnnt 1 H 

obvious residual 8bilit.ies and his motiv?..tion to forego the use of thnso 
abili#es in favor of an enhanced retirement. 

111e Board concurs with the llearinr, Of'ficer rnd finds th:o.t tJ,e initbl 
permanent disability awarrl \las inadecturito. The P.oanl also conct•rs with the 
Hearing Officer and finds that the di~:11bi l:i.t)' is not totally disabling-. 'i1l~ 
disability is partial only nnd does not exceed the 160 cler,rees found by the 
He~ring Officer. 

The Board, giving further weight to the observation of the witnesses hy 
the Hearing Officer, hereby af.:irms the order or. the Ile:irinr; Of:::icer • 

... -~· 

WCB #69-2256 I'ecenber 15, 1970

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a now 66 year old workman as the result of a low
back injury incurred on January 15, 1968, when he slipped off of a tractor
hitch.and dropped a couple of feet to the ground.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant to
have an unscheduled disability of 96 degrees out of the applicable maximum of
320 degrees. Upon hearing, the award was increased to 160 degrees. The
claimant asserts that he will never again be able to work at a gainful and
suitable occupation.

The record reflects that the claimant did incur a herniation of the
intervertebral disc, on the left side of the L-4, L-5 space. Surgery was
performed to relieve the nerve root compression. The claimant's low back
problems are not entirely related to this accident since he has a substantial
degenerative joint disease. He had some low hack problems prior to this
accident despite a contrary history to examining doctors.

The claimant is not one of those workmen whose background and training
is1 limited to heavy manual labor. The claimant has been a meclianic most
of his working life with experience in both heavy and light mechanical work
and supervisory work as well.

 major problem arises in every claim of some significant injury to a
claimant of claimant's age. It is a tine when the claimant may well retire
from the labor market regardless of disability. It becomes a matter of
weighing a profession of inability to do anything against the claimant's
obvious residual abilities and his motivation to forego the use of those
abilities in favor of an enhanced retirement.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and finds that the initial
permanent disability award was inadequate. The Board also concurs with the
Hearing Officer and finds that the disability is not totally disabling. The
disability is partial only and does not exceed the 160 degrees found by the
Hearing Officer.

The Board, giving further weight to the observation of the witnesses by
the Hearing Officer, hereby affirms the order the Hearing Officer.

ERNEST IIINZM N, Claimant.
Emmons, Kyle f, Kropp, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.



   

            
               

   

           
             

   

     

            
            

            
             

              
            

   
      
    

           
            

             
           
           
    

            
             
           
             

 

           
              

          
    

           
            

           
           

              
  

            
              
             
     

#69-1680 December 15, 1970 

EDWARD W. OE, Claimant. 
Holmes, James, Davis & Clinkinbeard, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

The above entitled m.att4:tr involves an issue of the e·xtent of disability 
sustained by a now retired 66 year old laborer who incurred a low back injury 
on September 2, 1966. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant' to 
have a disability of 15% of the 192 degrees maximum award for unscheduled 
disability or 28.8 degrees. 

Upon hearing, this award was affil"llled. 

No briefs have been submitted by the parties upon review, It appears 
from the briefs presented to the Hearing Officer that the claimant contends 
he is now precluded from ever again engaging regularly in gainful and suit
able employment and that he should be declared to be permanently and totally 
disabled. 

The claimant's back problems can be traced back at least 'to 1948 when he 
underwent surgery for a laminectomy on the left of the L-4 intervertebral 
disc. 

Interestingly, the history of the claim ori which these proceedings are 
based reflect an injury in September of 1966. The clainant obtained some 
physical therapy but continued to work steadily until July of 1968 at which 
time another disc protrusion was removed. Three months later the claimant 
again returned to work and worked regularly until he terminated his employ
ment in June of 1969. 

The record reflects a generalized degenerative process in the back as well 
as other problems which are simply a matter of aging process neither caused 
by or exacerbated by employment. The claimant has obviously withdrawn from 
the labor market and practically no effort has been made to market his 
remaining abilities. 

The claimant's activities in hunting, fishing and other areas reflect a 
normal person of that age who manages to be active in things that interest 
him while professing that a moderate exacerbation of degenerative processes 

·has made him totally disabled, 

The Board concurs with the ·Hearing Officer who had the additional 
advantage of an observation of this claimant and could thus weigh factors 
of motivation and response unavailable from the written record. The Board 
concludes and finds that the permanent disability attributable to the injury 
at issue does not exceed the 28.8 degrees awarded. The order of the Hearin_g 
Officer is affirmed. 

The Board notes with regret the long course of administrative process with 
a request for hea;ring of September 12, 1969 not concluded until July 31, 1970. 
No blame is assessed but it is incumbent upon the parties and the administra
tion to avoid such extended proceedings. 
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WCB #69-1680 December 15, 1970

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of disability
sustained by a now retired 66 year old laborer who incurred a low back injury
on September 2, 1966.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant to
have a disability of 15% of the 192 degrees maximum award for unscheduled
disability or 28.8 degrees.

Upon hearing, this award was affirmed.

No briefs have been submitted by the parties upon review. It appears
from the briefs presented to the Hearing Officer that the claimant contends
he is now precluded from ever again engaging regularly in gainful and suit
able employment and that he should be declared to be permanently and totally
disabled.

The claimant's back problems can be traced back at least to 1948 when he
underwent surgery for a laminectomy on the left of the L-4 intervertebral
disc.

EDW RD W. OE, Claimant.
Holmes, James, Davis 8 Clinkinbeard, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Interestingly, the history of the claim on which these proceedings are
based reflect an injury in September of 1966. The claimant obtained some
physical therapy but continued to work steadily until July of 1968 at which
time another disc protrusion was removed. Three months later the claimant
again returned to work and worked regularly until he terminated his employ
ment in June of 1969.

The record reflects a generalized degenerative process in the back as well
as other problems which are simply a matter of aging process neither caused
by or exacerbated by employment. The claimant has obviously withdrawn from
the labor market and practically no effort has been made to market his
remaining abilities.

The claimant's activities in hunting, fishing and other areas reflect a
normal person of that age who manages to be active in things that interest
him while professing that a moderate exacerbation of degenerative processes
has made him totally disabled.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer who had the additional
advantage of an observation of this claimant and could thus weigh factors
of motivation and response unavailable from the written record. The Board
concludes and finds that the permanent disability attributable to the injury
at issue does not exceed the 28.8 degrees awarded. The order of the Hearing
Officer is affirmed.

The Board notes with regret the long course of administrative process with
a request for hearing of September 12, 1969 not concluded until July 31, 1970.
No blame is assessed but it is incumbent upon the parties and the administra
tion to avoid such extended proceedings.
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#70-1196 Decenher 15, J970 

ALFRED. L. AMACHER, Claimant. 
Franklin, Bennett, Des Brisa.y & Jolles, Clairinnt's Attys. 
Request for Review by ClaiMant. 

The above entitled natter involves An issue of the time:.iness of certain 
procedural matters a.nd an issue on the merits wHh respect tn whether the 
claimant sustained any pemanent disability as the result of 1-1n injury to 
his riRht leg on Aur,ust 11, 1968. 

The matter was disMissed by the HeRrinrr O.t:'ficer upon the procedural 
issue and a request for review was 1~1ade to the Workmen's Compensation Board. 

The parties have now arrived at a stipulation disposing of the issues, 
copy of the stipulation being attached and by reference J1rnde a part hereof. 

Pursuant to the stipulation, the pa.rties hnve ar.reec that the claimant 
has a pennnnent disability of 22.5 degrP.es which the eriployer a_grees to pay, 
in effect waiving any procedural l>ar to a decision upon the Meri ts. 

The Board finds the disposition of the T11atter to be reAsonable. The 
stipulation is approved and the na.tter is disrnir.seJ. 

No notice of appeal is deenecl requi r-e.-l. 

l'iCB #70-2.SO [iecernber 16, 1970 

JOSEPHINE PATITlJCCI, Cfair.1ant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Cla.iMant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

TI1e above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent o:r- pemanent 
disability sustained by a 56 year old secretary 1~10 tripped oyer a dicta
phone cord on May 16, 1967. Al,out three weel;s later she consulted -Dr. iJnall 
who had been treatin~ her for 20 years. 1-Ier' i..njury w:1s diRr;nosed ~.s a sprain 
of the muscles and lip,arnents of the cervical and npper _dcrsril areas. 

Pursuant to ORS 656. 26,!J the cl ail!'nnt \<•as :foun,i to have a <lisabili ty 
of 20% of the applicable rnuir111n co1~pensat.ion p~/A.hle {:nr unschecluled disabil
i t)'. Tilis evaluation is in keeping w:i. ti: the evaluations exprnssed by two of 
the able doctors whose reports are of record. The claimant .:pparently 1rn.s 
a modest permanent irnpaiment. F.ttributahle to tl1e :'11Tid,~nt Ni.th treatmant 
for some period of time now li'llited to pallintive ,wasu:res. Despite discl;eiimer 
of adverse effects fron nn auto accUent shortly £01 }.cHing the industrbll 
injury, the claimant ,lid not require traction in a 110•;r,ita I until a.fter the 
auto accident. She was a tense and nervous person. 17;e psychologists A.re 
of the opinion that her psychopathC'lo~y is of lm,RstancliT!J! and that the 
industrial injury did not materially exacerbate the p:r.obler.1. Intercstin,~ly, 
the psychologists attribute the clairr, of injury tc the pre-existi117. psycho
logical problens. 
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WCB #70-1196 December 15, 3970

The above entitled natter involves an issue of the timeliness of certain
procedural matters and an issue on the merits with respect to whether the
claimant sustained any permanent disability as the result of an injury to
his right leg on  ugust 11, 1968.

The matter was dismissed by the Hearing Officer upon the procedural
issue and a request for review was made to the Workmen's Compensation Board.

The parties have now arrived at a stipulation disposing of the issues,
copy of the stipulation being attached and by reference made a part hereof.

Pursuant to the stipulation, the parties have agreed that the claimant
has a permanent disability of 22.5 degrees which the employer agrees to pay,
in effect waiving any procedural bar to a decision upon the merits.

The Board finds the disposition of the matter to be reasonable. The
stipulation is approved and the matter is dismissed.

No notice of appeal is deemed required.

 LFRED L.  M CHER, Claimant.
Franklin, Bennett, Des Brisay 5 Jolles, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

WCB #70-250 December 16, 1970

JOSEPHINE P TITIJCCI, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson 5  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent or permanent
disability sustained by a 56 year old secretary who tripped oyer a dicta
phone cord on May 16, 1967.  bout three weeks later she consulted Dr. Noall
who had been treating her for 20 years. Her' injury was diagnosed as a sprain
of the muscles and ligaments of the cervical and upper dorsal areas.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 the claimant was fount 1 i:o have a disability
of 20% of the applicable maximum compensation payable for unscheduled disabil
ity. This evaluation is in keeping with the evaluations expressed by two of
the able doctors whose reports are of record. The claimant apparently has
a modest permanent impairment, attributable to the accident with treatment
for some period of time now limited to palliative measures. Despite disclaimer
of adverse effects from an auto accident shortly following the industrial
injury, the claimant did not require traction in a hospital until after the
auto accident. She was a tense and nervous person. The psychologists are
of the opinion that her psychopathology is of longstanding and that the
industrial injury did not materially exacerbate the problem. Interestingly,
the psychologists attribute the claim of injury to the pre-existing psycho
logical problems.
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issue before this Board is whether this claimant has been rendered 
unable to ever again engage regularly in a gainful and suitable occupation. 
If there is one general thread which runs throughout this record it is the 
constant repetition of the medical examiners including the psychologists that 
this claimant could and should·return to work. 

On the other hand, the record reflects a definitive pattern by the 
claimant on the advice of her counsel to refuse a referral for the purposes 
of vocational rehabilitation. This claim was not closed pursuant to ORS 
_656.268 until January 26, 1970. The claim was open and not in an adversary 
posture. Four months prior to closure the claimant's treating doctor, Dr. 
Noall, discussed with the claimant the advisability of vocational rehabili
tation. The claimant then advised the doctor she would not accept any 
referral for vocational rehabilitation on the advice of counsel. (See 
claimant's exhibit 1-5, report of Dr. Noall September 2, 1969). 

The claimant and her counsel obviously have one p.oal in mind and any 
possibility of rehabilitation or re-employment is a thing to be avoided at 
all costs. This is not in keepin~ with the philosphy or the intent of the 
Workmen's Compensation Law. The workman has an obligation to again become 
a constructive member of society if at all possible. Where the physical 
impairment is only minimal to moderate, it becomes quite important to analyze 
the motivation. That motivation is to establish a level of living consis
tent with the returns from social security and workmen's compensation. 

Counsel for claimant even sought to close the record to the order 
of determination from which the appeal was being made. The Hearing Officer 
should not have succumbed to the pressures and temptation to ·so limit the 
record. The determination order is a matter of public record and the 
Hearing Officer and Workmen's Compensation Board may take judicial notice 
of that order over the objections of anyone. 

The Board concludes and finds that this claiMant, at best, sustained 
only a rnininal to moderate injury and that the disability attributable to 
the accident does not exceed the 38.2 degrees heretofore awarded. The 
Board does not·~oncur with the finding of the Hearing Officer that the 
claimant is otherwise unemployable, but does concur with the finding of 
the Hearing Officer that the residuals of this injury are only partially 
disabling. The Board finds from the wei~ht of the evidence that this claim
ant can and should return to work and that her failure to do so is a 
culmination of her own choice. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed as to ·the award of 
disability. 
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The issue before this Board is whether this claimant has been rendered
unable to ever again engage regularly in a gainful and suitable occupation.
If there is one general thread which runs throughout this record it is the
constant repetition of the medical examiners including the psychologists that
this claimant could and should return to work.

On the other hand, the record reflects a definitive pattern by the
claimant on the advice of her counsel to refuse a referral for the purposes
of vocational rehabilitation. This claim was not closed pursuant to ORS
656.268 until January 26, 1970. The claim was open and not in an adversary
posture. Four months prior to closure the claimant's treating doctor, Dr.
Noall, discussed with the claimant the advisability of vocational rehabili
tation. The claimant then advised the doctor she would not accept any
referral for vocational rehabilitation on the advice of counsel. (See
claimant's exhibit 1-5, report of Dr. Noall September 2, 1969).

The claimant and her counsel obviously have one goal in mind and any
possibility of rehabilitation or re-employment is a thing to be avoided at
all costs. This is not in keeping with the philosphy or the intent of the
Workmen's Compensation Law. The workman has an obligation to again become
a constructive member of society if at all possible. Where the physical
impairment is only minimal to moderate, it becomes quite important to analyze
the motivation. That motivation is to establish a level of living consis
tent with the returns from social security and workmen's compensation.

Counsel for claimant even sought to close the record to the order
of determination from which the appeal was being made. The Hearing Officer
should not have succumbed to the pressures and temptation to so limit the
record. The determination order is a matter of public record and the
Hearing Officer and Workmen's Compensation Board may take judicial notice
of that order over the objections of anyone.

The Board concludes and finds that this claimant, at best, sustained
only a minimal to moderate injury and that the disability attributable to
the accident does not exceed the 38.2 degrees heretofore awarded. The
Board does not concur with the finding of the Hearing Officer that the
claimant is otherwise unemployable, but does concur with the finding of
the Hearing Officer that the residuals of this injury are only partially
disabling. The Board finds from the weight of the evidence that this claim
ant can and should return to work and that her failure to do so is a
culmination of her own choice.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed as to the award of
disability.
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#70-902 December 16, 1970 

GLENN LEE, Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys. 

The above entitled matter involved a claira denied by the enployer, 
but ordered allowed by the Hearin{! Officer whose order was affirmed by the 
Workmen's Compensation Board on December 4, 1970. 

No provision for attorney fees was made in either the order of the 
Hearing Officer or Workmen's Compensation Board as provided by ORS 656.386. 

The Workmen's Compensation Board concludes that a reasonable fee ~or 
the proceedings to date including both hearin~ and review is the sum of 
$750 which is herewith ordered paid by the en~loyer to claimant's counsel. 

WCB #70-2282 

ROBERT DAY, Claimant. 
Wylie, Gildea & Speer, Claimant's Attys. 

December 16, 1970 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of procedure with respect 
to a 32 year old workman who had one claim for a low back injury of 
October 14, 1964 which was allowed and subse~uently closed on April 9, 
1965. 

The claimant filed a claim for a new injury incurred on January 19, 
1970 which was accepted by the State Accident Insurance Fund. 

On Harch 9, 1970 the State Accident Insurance Fund notified the claimant 
that the acceptance of his claim for January 19, 1970 injuries was rescinded 
and the clail'l constituted an aggravation of the 1964 injuries. 

On September 14, 1970 the claimant was advised that his claim was being 
closed by the State Accident Insurance Fund with an allowance of further 
compensation. If the claim was properly one of aR.P,'ravation, the clairnant no 
longer had a right to hearing as a matter of riTTht due to the passage of time. 
The request for hearing was accordingly dismissed. 

The claimant requests a. Board review on the issue of the new injury of 
January 19, 1970. 

The March 9, 1970 notice by the State Accident Insurance Fund constituted 
a denial of the January, 1970 claim, but the claimmt was not advised con
cerning his right to appeal that issue and was obviously lulled into a pro
cedural deadend by the acceptance of the aP,p.ravation claim. 

The claicant is not entitled to a hearing as a matter of right on ap.r,ra
vation aspects of the 1964 injury. The Board, pursuant to ORS 656.278, miP,ht 
exercise own rnotion_jurisdiction on that claiM. 

The claimant is entitled to a hearing on the March 9, 1970 denial of 
the new claim due' to the failure of the State Accident Insurance Fund to 
properly advise the clainant of his ri~hts. 
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WCB #70-902 December 16, 1970

GLENN LEE, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson §  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.

The above entitled matter involved a claim denied by the employer,
but ordered allowed by the Hearing Officer whose order was affirmed by the
Workmen's Compensation Board on December 4, 1970.

No provision for attorney fees was made in either the order of the
Hearing Officer or Workmen's Compensation Board as provided by ORS 656.386.

The Workmen's Compensation Board concludes that a reasonable fee ^or
the proceedings to date including both hearing and review is the sum of
$750 which is herewith ordered paid by the employer to claimant's counsel.

WCB #70-2282 December 16, 1970

ROBERT D Y, Claimant.
Wylie, Gildea § Speer, Claimant's  ttys.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of procedure with respect
to a 32 year old workman who had one claim for a low back injury of
October 14, 1964 which was allowed and subsequently closed on  pril 9,
1965.

The claimant filed a claim for a new injury incurred on January 19,
1970 which was accepted by the State  ccident Insurance Fund.

On March 9, 1970 the State  ccident Insurance Fund notified the claimant
that the acceptance of his claim for January 19, 1970 injuries was rescinded
and the claim constituted an aggravation of the 1964 injuries.

On September 14, 1970 the claimant was advised that his claim was being
closed by the State  ccident Insurance Fund with an allowance of further
compensation. If the claim was properly one of aggravation, the claimant no
longer had a right to hearing as a matter of right due to the passage of time.
The request for hearing was accordingly dismissed.

The claimant requests a Board review on the issue of the new injury of
January 19, 1970.

The March 9, 1970 notice by the State  ccident Insurance Fund constituted
a denial of the January, 1970 claim, but the clainant was not advised con
cerning his right to appeal that issue and was obviously lulled into a pro
cedural deadend by the acceptance of the aggravation claim.

The claimant is not entitled to a hearing as a matter of right on aggra
vation aspects of the 1964 injury. The Board, pursuant to ORS 656.278, might
exercise own motion jurisdiction on that claim.

The claimant is entitled to a hearing on the March 9, 1970 denial of
the new claim due to the failure of the State  ccident Insurance Fund to
properly advise the claimant of his rights.
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matter is accordingly remanded to the Hearing Officer to determine 
whether the claimant sustained a compensable accidental injury on January 19, 
1970 when he allegedly "bent over to pick up exhaust fan and snapped his back 
out of position." 

If the claimant is found to have incurred a new injury, the compensation 
payable therefore is subject to ORS 656.222 and award is to be made with 
regard to the combined effect of his injuries and his past receipt of money 
for such disabilities. 

No notice of appeal is deemed applicable, no final disposition of the 
issue being involved. 

WCB #69-2056 DeceMber 16, 1970 

ORVILLE K. NIELSEN, Claimant. 
Williams, Skopil, Miller, Beck & Wylie, Claimant's Attys. 

The above entitled matter was heretofore reManded by the Workmen's 
Compensation Board to the Medical Board of Review for a !"lore definite 
answer to whether the claimant had a compensable occupational disease. 

The initial findings of the Medical Board of Review together with an 
explanatory letter from Dr. Anderson under date of November 23, 1970 and 
the additional answer to Question 1 pursuant to ORS 656.812 are attached, 
by reference made a part hereof and are hereby declared filed as of 
December 15, 1970. 

The majority of the Medical Board of Review finds that the clail"lant 
does not suffer from an occupational disease or infection, thereby reversing 
the finding of the Hearing Officer. Pursuant to ORS 656.814 the findings 
of the Medical Board of Review are final and binding. 

No notice of appeal is applicable. 

WCB #69-2357 

DALE G. MILLER, Claimant. 
Emmons, Kyle & Kropp, Claimant's Attys. 

December 16, 1970 

The above entitled matter heretofore came before a Hearing Officer on 
the denial of a claim for injury involvin~ an arthritis of the left hip 
allegedly aggravated by operation of a back hoe with symptoms dating from 
1958. 

An order of the Hearinp, Officer issued October 8, 1970 finding the 
claimant to have an occupational disease with notice of appeal rights 
appended advising concerninR the·rights of review and appeal with respect to 
a claim of occupational disease. 
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The matter is accordingly remanded to the Hearing Officer to determine
whether the claimant sustained a compensable accidental injury on January 19,
1970 when he allegedly "bent over to pick up exhaust fan and snapped his back
out of position."

If the claimant is found to have incurred a new injury, the compensation
payable therefore is subject to ORS 656,222 and award is to be made with
regard to the combined effect of his injuries and his past receipt of money
for such disabilities.

No notice of appeal is deemed applicable, no final disposition of the
issue being involved.

WCB #69-2056 December 16, 1970

ORVILLE K. NIELSEN, Claimant.
Williams, Skopil, Miller, Beck § Wylie, Claimant's  ttys.

The above entitled matter was heretofore remanded by the Workmen's
Compensation Board to the Medical Board of Review for a more definite
answer to whether the claimant had a compensable occupational disease.

The initial findings of the Medical Board of Review together with an
explanatory letter from Dr.  nderson under date of November 23, 1970 and
the additional answer to Question 1 pursuant to ORS 656.812 are attached,
by reference made a part hereof and are hereby declared filed as of
December 15, 1970.

The majority of the Medical Board of Review finds that the claimant
does not suffer from an occupational disease or infection, thereby reversing
the finding of the Hearing Officer. Pursuant to ORS 656.814 the findings
of the Medical Board of Review are final and binding.

No notice of appeal is applicable.

WCB #69-2357 December 16, 1970

D LE G. MILLER, Claimant.
Emmons, Kyle § Kropp, Claimant's  ttys.

The above entitled matter heretofore came before a Hearing Officer on
the denial of a claim for injury involving an arthritis of the left hip
allegedly aggravated by operation of a back hoe with symptoms dating from
1958.

 n order of the Hearing Officer issued October 8, 1970 finding the
claimant to have an occupational disease with notice of appeal rights
appended advising concerning the rights of review and appeal with respect to
a claim of occupational disease.
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State Accident Insurance Fund reject ..,<l the findin.~ of the Hearing 
Officer to cause an appea: to a rledical Board of Revi·~w. The claimant has 
re~uested that the Board certify the record to the Circuit Court. The claim 
is thus concurrently to be reviewed by a Medical Board and the Circuit Court. 

The Board is now in receipt o+' a belated request for review of the 
Hearing Officer-order premised on the theory that the claiMant's claim is one 
for accidental injury. A third concurrent review would be added to the al
ready confused procedure. The Hearing orficer order, as noted, was October 
8, 1970. The request for Board review was not made until December 11th. 
Claimant's counsel, who rank among the +orenost in practice and expertise, 
urge that the failure of the Hearin.~ Officer to include in his order an 
explanation of the possible rights to a Board review should toll the statute. 

If the claimant's theory of the case was that his injury constituted 
an industrial accident, his experienced counsel could not possibly have been 
misled by failure to include a notice of the time required .for requesting a 
review by the Workmen's Compensation Board. 

The request for Board review is disnissed as untimely filed. 

WCB #70-1094 

DAVID SACKFIELD, Claimant. 
Flaxel~ Todd & Flaxel, Claimant's Attys. 
Reques~ for Review by Claimant. 

December 16, 1970 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent o~ permanent 
disability sustained by a 53 year old driver salesman as the result of a 
head-on vehicle collision on October 11, 196~. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant to 
have an unscheduled disability in the neck area evaluated at 16 degrees out 
of the applicable maximum of 320 degrees. 

Upon hearing, a further award was made for residual disability of 24 
degrees found to exist by the Hearing Officer with respect to the left arm. 
The applicable maximum for the arm is 192 <ler,rees. 

The claimant's medical treatment has been conservative and he has lost 
no time from work as a result of the injury. lie has continued at the same 
job performing substantially the same type and quantity of work. 

The record reflects that the claimant has son.e discomfort and some 
restriction of movement, but it has not interfered with the claimant's earn
ing capacities. It is only disablinr, pain which is compensable. The evi
dence reflects that even the minimal disabilities are improving with time 
and the prognosis is favorable. 

TI1e Board concurs with the Hearinp, Officer and concludes and finds that 
there is some residual disability in the left arm. The Board also concurs 
with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that the residual disability 
does not exceed the awards heretofore made. 

The order of the Hearinr. Officer is affirmed. 
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The State  ccident Insurance Fund rejected the finding of the Hearing
Officer to cause an appeal to a Medical Board of Review. The claimant has
requested that the Board certify the record to the Circuit Court. The claim
is thus concurrently to be reviewed by a Medical Board and the Circuit Court.

The Board is now in receipt of a belated request for review of the
Hearing Officer order premised on the theory that the claimant's claim is one
for accidental injury.  third concurrent review would be added to the al
ready confused procedure. The Hearing Officer order, as noted, was October
8, 1970. The request for Board review was not made until December 11th.
Claimant's counsel, who rank among the foremost in practice and expertise,
urge that the failure of the Hearing Officer to include in his order an
explanation of the possible rights to a Board review should toll the statute.

If the claimant's theory of the case was that his injury constituted
an industrial accident, his experienced counsel could not possibly have been
misled by failure to include a notice of the time required for requesting a
review by the Workmen's Compensation Board.

The reauest for Board review is dismissed as untimely filed.

WCB #70-1094 December 16, 1970
D VID S CKFIELD, Claimant.
Flaxel, Todd 8 Flaxel, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 53 year old driver salesman as the result of a
head-on vehicle collision on October 11, 1968.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant to
have an unscheduled disability in the neck area evaluated at 16 degrees out
of the applicable maximum of 320 degrees.

Upon hearing, a further award was made for residual disability of 24
degrees found to exist by the Hearing Officer with respect to the left arm.
The applicable maximum for the arm is 192 degrees.

The claimant's medical treatment has been conservative and he has lost
no time from work as a result of the injury. He has continued at the same
job performing substantially the same type and quantity of work.

The record reflects that the claimant has some discomfort and some
restriction of movement, but it has not interfered with the claimant's earn
ing capacities. It is only disabling pain which is compensable. The evi
dence reflects that even the minimal disabilities are improving with time
and the prognosis is favorable.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that
there is some residual disability in the left arm. The Board also concurs
with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that the residual disability
does not exceed the awards heretofore made.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.
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#70-379 and 
WCB #70-380 December 16, 1970 

WALLACE J. SMITI-1, Claimant. 
Berkeley Lent, Claimant's Atty. 

The above entitled matter involves issues of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by the 36 year old claimant as the result of low back 
injuries incurred on September 26, 1966 and October 11, 1967, while employed 
as a truck driver for the Railway Express Agency. The two claims with common 
employer and insurer were combined for consideration following determina
tions of disability issued on both claims on March 19, 1969 pursuant. to 
ORS 656.268. The claimant was found to have an unscheduled disability equal 
to the loss of use of 15% of an arm (28 degrees) for the September, 1966 
injury and 5% of a workman (16 degrees) for the October, 1967 injury. 

Both orders were affirmed upon hearing. 

The claimant had two accidents on December 10, 1965 involving a hyster 
truck in which his right knee and low back were injured. These injuries 
were not subject to Workmen's Compensation since the employer at that time 
as permitted had rejected the law. The claimant apparently also injured his 
back in May of 1968 when the knee gave way and he fell down some stairs. 
This incident, having no relation to the two injuries at issue, is of inter
est only as a causative factor to some of the problems. 

The foregoing is but a history and no decision on the merits is now 
involved, counsel for claimant having advised the Board that the claimant 
does not desire to pursue his request for Board review. 

The request for review being in effect withdrawn, the matter is dis
missed and the order of the Hearing Officer becomes final as a matter of 
law as to the responsibility of the employer involved at that time. 

No notice of appeal is deemed required. 

WCB #69-1745 

MARGIE F. ROGERS, Claimant. 
F. P. Stager, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by SAIF. 

December 16, 1970 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 35 year old sawyer whose claim originated in a 
gradual onset of. pain in the right upper arm following repetitive use of the 
hand and heel of the hand while pushin~ boards through a saw in November of 
1967. 

Pursuant to ORS 656,268, a determination issued finding the claimant 
to have a disability of 23 degrees in the right forearm out of an applicable 
maximum of 150 degrees and an associated unscheduled disability of 16 degrees 
out of the applicable maximum of 320 degrees. 
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WCB #70-379 and
WCB #70-380 December 16, 1970

W LL CE J. SMITH, Claimant.
Berkeley Lent, Claimant's  tty.

The above entitled matter involves issues of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by the 36 year old claimant as the result of low back
injuries incurred on September 26, 1966 and October 11, 1967, while employed
as a truck driver for the Railway Express  gency. The two claims with common
employer and insurer were combined for consideration following determina
tions of disability issued on both claims on March 19, 1969 pursuant to
ORS 656.268, The claimant was found to have an unscheduled disability equal
to the loss of use of 15% of an arm (28 degrees) for the September, 1966
injury and 5% of a workman (16 degrees) for the October, 1967 injury.

Both orders were affirmed upon hearing.

The claimant had two accidents on December 10, 1965 involving a hyster
truck in which his right knee and low back were injured. These injuries
were not subject to Workmen's Compensation since the employer at that time
as permitted had rejected the law. The claimant apparently also injured his
back in May of 1968 when the knee gave way and he fell down some stairs.
This incident, having no relation to the two injuries at issue, is of inter
est only as a causative factor to some of the problems.

The foregoing is but a history and no decision on the merits is now
involved, counsel for claimant having advised the Board that the claimant
does not desire to pursue his request for Board review.

The request for review being in effect withdrawn, the matter is dis
missed and the order of the Hearing Officer becomes final as a matter of
law as to the responsibility of the employer involved at that time.

No notice of appeal is deemed required.

WCB #69-1745 December 16, 1970

M RGIE F. ROGERS, Claimant.
F. P. Stager, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by S IF.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 35 year old sawyer whose claim originated in a
gradual onset of pain in the right upper arm following repetitive use of the
hand and heel of the hand while pushing boards through a saw in November of
1967.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant
to have a disability of 23 degrees in the right forearm out of an applicable
maximum of 150 degrees and an associated unscheduled disability of 16 degrees
out of the applicable maximum of 320 degrees.
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claimant developed some low back symptoms diaRJlosed as due to some 
osteophytic lipping. This, plus a p,ain of excessive weight, is unrelated to 
the injury for which claim was filed and is therefore not compensable. 

Upon hearing, the Hearing Officer affirmed the findinP, of 16 degrees for 
unscheduled disability in the upper back. The Hearing Officer, however, found 
a loss of earnings factor of one sixth which as an added factor warranted a 
further award of 25 degrees. The Board is aware the Court of Appeals has 
clouded the issue of earninr,s loss as a factor in scheduled injuries but 
awaits a more definitive decision before departinr, from specific interpre
tations that the factor is to be considered. 

The Board from its review finds no manifest error in the considerations 
and conclusions of the Hearinr. Officer. The Board concludes and finds that 
the claimant's disability has been properly evaluated at 64 degrees as set 
forth in the order of the Hearinp, Of-Heer. · 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

WCB #70-694 December 16, 1970 

DOROTHY B. SYDNAM, Claimant. 
Bailey, Swink, Haas & Malm, Clair-tant's Attys. 
Request for Review by SA.IF. 

The above entitled matter involves a claim of agr,ravation with respect 
to a back strain incurred by a 48 year old employe of a stoneware company 
on May 17, 1967, while attemptinp.: to move a cart loaded with molded clay 
objects being prepared for the kiln. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, the claim was initially closed on October 22, 
1968 finding the claimant's condition to have become medically stationary 
with a residual disability of 5% of an arm for unscheduled injuries. 

On April 9, 1970 the claimant requested a hearing asserting that her 
condition had become aggravated so as·to entitle her to further compensation. 
The State Accident Insurance Fund opposed the matter and upon hearing the 
Hearing Officer found the claimant to have a compensable armravation. · 

The defense of the State Accident Insurance Fund appears to be a mul
tiple contention that there was a gradual deterioration or that a subsequent 
short term employer be responsible or that an incident at home was the cause 
of increased symptoms. 

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and finds and concludes 
from the manifest weight of the evidence that the clainant sustained a 
compensable aggravation of the disabilities incurred in the Hay, 1967 acci
dent. As noted by the Hes.ring Officer, not a.11 of claimant's medical prob
lems are compensably related to the accident. llmvever, the low back and 
right leg problem requiring medical care in Nover:1ber o= 1969 is responsi
bility of the State Accident Insurance Fund. 

TI1e order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 
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The claimant developed some low back symptoms diagnosed as due to some
osteophytic lipping. This, plus a gain of excessive weight, is unrelated to
the injury for which claim was filed and is therefore not compensable.

Upon hearing, the Hearing Officer affirmed the finding of 16 degrees for
unscheduled disability in the upper back. The Hearing Officer, however, found
a loss of earnings factor of one sixth which as an added factor warranted a
further award of 25 degrees. The Board is aware the Court of  ppeals has
clouded the issue of earnings loss as a factor in scheduled injuries but
awaits a more definitive decision before departing from specific interpre
tations that the factor is to be considered.

The Board from its review finds no manifest error in the considerations
and conclusions of the Hearing Officer. The Board concludes and finds that
the claimant's disability has been properly evaluated at 64 degrees as set
forth in the order of the Hearing Officer.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-694 December 16, 1970

DOROTHY B. SYDN M, Claimant.
Bailey, Swink, Haas § Malm, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by S IF.

The above entitled matter involves a claim of aggravation with respect
to a back strain incurred by a 48 year old employe of a stoneware company
on May 17, 1967, while attempting to move a cart loaded with molded clay
objects being prepared for the kiln.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, the claim was initially closed on October 22,
1968 finding the claimant's condition to have become medically stationary
with a residual disability of 5% of an arm for unscheduled injuries.

On  pril 9, 1970 the claimant requested a hearing asserting that her
condition had become aggravated so as to entitle her to further compensation.
The State  ccident Insurance Fund opposed the matter and upon hearing the
Hearing Officer found the claimant to have a compensable aggravation.

The defense of the State  ccident Insurance Fund appears to be a mul
tiple contention that there was a gradual deterioration or that a subsequent
short term employer be responsible or that an incident at home was the cause
of increased symptoms.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and finds and concludes
from the manifest weight of the evidence that the claimant sustained a
compensable aggravation of the disabilities incurred in the May, 1967 acci
dent.  s noted by the Hearing Officer, not all of claimant's medical prob
lems are compensablv related to the accident. However, the low back and
right leg problem requiring medical care in November of 1969 is responsi
bility of the State  ccident Insurance Fund.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.
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to ORS 656.382, counsel for claimant is allowed a further fee 
of $250 payable by the State Accident Insurance Fund. 

WCB #70-893 December 16, 1970 
DARLENE KNAPP, Clii!_~~nt • . , 
Pozzi. Wilson & Atch1son,_Cla1man~ s Attys • 

. Request for Review by Claimant. 

TI1e claimant in the above entitled matter, a now 36 year old female 
plywood millworker, sustained a lurnbosacral strain on July 15, 1969, when 
she twisted her back in the course of pulling veneer from a reclip machine 
and stacking it on carts according to grade. The issues involved are the 
claimant's need for further medical treatment and temporary total disability, 
or, in the alternative, the extent of the claimant's permanent partial disa
bility. 

The determination order of the Closing and Evaluation Division of the 
Board granted the claimant an award of permanent partial disability of 32 
degrees of the applicable maximum of 320 degrees for unscheduled low back 
disability. The Closing and Evaluation Division determined that the 
claimant has sustained no loss of earning capacity. 

A hearing was held by the Hea~ing Officer at the request of the 
claimant. The order of the Hearing Officer affirmed the determination order 
in its entirety. 

The claimant request~d Board review of the HearinP, Officer's order 
on the ground that the exte~t of the claimant's permanent disability is 
greater than that awarded. The claimant's reply brief on review further 
contended that the claimant's condition is not medically stationary and that 
her claim should be reopened for psychia.tric or psychological treatment. 

Following an initial brief period of conservative treatment by 
Dr. Long, a general.practitioner, the claimant was thereafter treated con
servatively by Dr. Holbert, an orthopedic surgeon, with neurosurgical 
consultation from Dr. Serbu. The cl.aimant continued to have low back pain 
with radiation of the pain into her left leg although there was little 
demonstrable physical disability. Neither·x-rays nor myelograms revealed 
any evidence of abnormality. Both specialists were unable to explain the 
claimant's subjective complaints on the basis of the limited objective 
medical findings despite extensive diagnostic efforts. The claimant was 
ultimately referred to the Physical Rehabilitation Center of the Workmen's 
Compensation Board for physical and psychological testing and evaluation. 

The claiman.t was admitted to the Physical Rehabilitation Center for 
comprehensive physical rehabilitation. A thorough examination of the 
claimant was made by the Center's Back Evaluation Cliriic for the evaluation 
of her low back disability. The joint examination of the claimant by 
Dr •. Baskin and Dr. Berg, orthopedists, anci Dr. Snodgrass, neurologist, 
resulted in a diagnosis of post-traunatic lumbosacral strain with minimal 
orthopedic findings. The doctors noted that there were minimal findings 
to substantiate the claimaµt's complaints of low back pain with radiation 
of the pain into the left lower extremity. The final classification made 
by the Physical Rehabilitation Center in the evaluation of the claimant's 
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Pursuant to ORS 656.382, counsel for claimant is allowed a further fee
of $250 payable by the State  ccident Insurance Fund.

WCB #70-893 December 16, 1970
D RLENE KN PP, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson 5  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The claimant in the above entitled matter, a now 36 year old female
plywood millworker, sustained a lumbosacral strain on July 15, 1969, when
she twisted her back in the course of pulling veneer from a reclip machine
and stacking it on carts according to grade. The issues involved are the
claimant's need for further medical treatment and temporary total disability,
or, in the alternative, the extent of the claimant's permanent partial disa
bility.

The determination order of the Closing and Evaluation Division of the
Board granted the claimant an award of permanent partial disability of 32
degrees of the applicable maximum of 320 degrees for unscheduled low back
disability. The Closing and Evaluation Division determined that the
claimant has sustained no loss of earning capacity.

 hearing was held by the Hearing Officer at the request of the
claimant. The order of the Hearing Officer affirmed the determination order
in its entirety.

The claimant requested Board review of the Hearing Officer's order
on the ground that the extent of the claimant's permanent disability is
greater than that awarded. The claimant's reply brief on review further
contended that the claimant's condition is not medically stationary and that
her claim should be reopened for psychiatric or psychological treatment.

Following an initial brief period of conservative treatment by
Dr. Long, a general practitioner, the claimant was thereafter treated con
servatively by Dr. Holbert, an orthopedic surgeon, with neurosurgical
consultation from Dr. Serbu. The claimant continued to have low back pain
with radiation of the pain into her left leg although there was little
demonstrable physical disability. Neither x-rays nor myelograms revealed
any evidence of abnormality. Both specialists were unable to explain the
claimant's subjective complaints on the basis of the limited objective
medical findings despite extensive diagnostic efforts. The claimant was
ultimately referred to the Physical Rehabilitation Center of the Workmen's
Compensation Board for physical and psychological testing and evaluation.

The claimant was admitted to the Physical Rehabilitation Center for
comprehensive physical rehabilitation.  thorough examination of the
claimant was made by the Center's Back Evaluation Clinic for the evaluation
of her low back disability. The joint examination of the claimant by
Dr. Baskin and Dr. Berg, orthopedists, and Dr. Snodgrass, neurologist,
resulted in a diagnosis of post-traumatic lumbosacral strain with minimal
orthopedic findings. The doctors noted that there were minimal findings
to substantiate the claimant's complaints of low back pain with radiation
of the pain into the left lower extremity. The final classification made
by the Physical Rehabilitation Center in the evaluation of the claimant's
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back disability was minimal physical disability. The medical reports 
submitted by all of the doctors involved in the treat~ent and examination of 
the claimant contain findings and conclusions which are significantly con
sistent and which clearly establish that the claimant sustained only 171inimal 
physical disability as a result of her injury. 

Comprehensive psychological testing, counseling and evaluation of the 
claimant was carried out b)' Mr, Hickman, a clinical psychologist, while she 
was a patient at the Physical Rehabilitation Center. Ile concluded that the 
claimant had a psychopathology involving a chronic self-doubt concernin!r 
her own adequacy and that this pre-existing condition had been ar,gravated 
by the claimant's injury, It was his opinion thnt the claimant required a 
program of vocational counseling and guidance coupled with retraining and 
job placement to bolster her confidence in her vocational ability and restore 
her to gainful employment, 

Based upon both medical and psychological opinion to the ef~ect that a 
vocational change requirin~ vocational retraining was indicated. TI1e 
Physical Rehabilitation Center determined that the claimant was elirible for 
vocational rehabilitation services on tl1e basis that her pre-existing psycho
pathology had been significantly aggravated hy the industrial accident, 
although she was ineligible on the basis of her physical disability. 

The claimant's vocational resources as disclosed by the psycholor.ical 
evaluation indicates that she l1as adequate educational and intellectual 
resources, personality and interest attributes, and vocational aptitudes 
to make the prognosis favorable for her successful vocational rehabilitation 
and restoration to gainful and sui tahle employnent. TI1e evidence reflects 
that the claiT'lant's pre-existing psyci1orathology which was a~~ravated by 
her injury can be resolved and overcoT'le hy her return to suitable employ
ment in a less strenuous occupation through ;i realistic program of 
counselinr,, retraininr; and placement, The evidence establishes that i+ the 
claimant is adequately motivated to assist in her vocational rehabilitation 
that she can be restored to an acceptable and suitable type of employment 
and that this can be accomplished without loss or inpairnent of her earning 
capacity. 

The Board finds and concludes from its de novo review of the record 
in this matter that the claiT'lant's condition is medically stationary and 
requires no further medical treatment, and that the clail"1ant has been 
fairly and adequately co1"1pensated for the residual disability resulting from 
the injury by the award of perT'!anent partial disability of 32 degrees For 
unscheduled low back disability, 

TI1e order of the llearin?; Ofcicer is a~f"irnecl. 

In order to insure that all vocational rehabilitation services are 
fully utilized in achievinr, the objective of the successful restoration of 
the claimant to a status 0£ self-support in an appropriate and suitable 
occupation, the Board has caused a copy of this order to he forwarded to 
R. J. Chance, Director of the Workmen's Compensation Board, with the 
directive and full authority to coordinate the efforts of the personnel 
and facilities of all available public aeencies such as the Workmen's 
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low back disability was minimal physical disability. The medical reports
submitted by all of the doctors involved in the treatment and examination of
the claimant contain findings and conclusions which are significantly con
sistent and which clearly establish that the claimant sustained only minimal
physical disability as a result of her injury.

Comprehensive psychological testing, counseling and evaluation of the
claimant was carried out by Mr. Hickman, a clinical psychologist, while she
was a patient at the Physical Rehabilitation Center. He concluded that the
claimant had a psychopathology involving a chronic self-doubt concerning
her own adequacy and that this pre-existing condition had been aggravated
by the claimant's injury. It was his opinion that the claimant required a
program of vocational counseling and guidance coupled with retraining and
job placement to bolster her confidence in her vocational ability and restore
her to gainful employment.

Based upon both medical and psychological opinion to the effect that a
vocational change requiring vocational retraining was indicated. The
Physical Rehabilitation Center determined that the claimant was eligible for
vocational rehabilitation services on the basis that her pre-existing psycho
pathology had been significantly aggravated by the industrial accident,
although she was ineligible on the basis of her physical disability.

The claimant's vocational resources as disclosed by the psychological
evaluation indicates that she has adequate educational and intellectual
resources, personality and interest attributes, and vocational aptitudes
to make the prognosis favorable for her successful vocational rehabilitation
and restoration to gainful and suitable employment. The evidence reflects
that the claimant's pre-existing psychopathology which was aggravated by
her injury can be resolved and overcome by her return to suitable employ
ment in a less strenuous occupation through a realistic program of
counseling, retraining and placement. The evidence establishes that if the
claimant is adequately motivated to assist in her vocational rehabilitation
that she can be restored to an acceptable and suitable type of employment
and that this can be accomplished without loss or impairment of her earning
capacity.

The Board finds and concludes from its de novo review of the record
in this matter that the claimant's condition is medically stationary and
requires no further medical treatment, and that the claimant has been
fairly and adequately compensated for the residual disability resulting from
the injury by the award of permanent partial disability of 32 degrees for
unscheduled low back disability.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

In order to insure that all vocational rehabilitation services are
fully utilized in achieving the objective of the successful restoration of
the claimant to a status of self-support in an appropriate and suitable
occupation, the Board has caused a copy of this order to be forwarded to
R. J. Chance, Director of the Workmen's Compensation Board, with the
directive and full authority to coordinate the efforts of the personnel
and facilities of all available public agencies such as the Workmen's
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Board, the Vocational Rehabilitation Division and the 
Employment Division, in implementing and carrying out such program of 
vocational counseling, retraining and job placement as may be determined to 
be in the best interests of the claimant. 

WCB #69-370 

NORMAN BIGGERS, Claimant. 
Bums & Lock, Claimant's Attys. 

December 16, 1970 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of disability 
sustained by a then 39 year old dump truck driver who had a falling rock 
strike the forward portion of his hard hat on July 18, 1968. 

The hard hat limited the effect of the blow to a laceration of the 
scalp, a concussion and a cervical sprain. The claimant returned to work 
in November of 1968 and worked for about six·months as a truck driver. 
In June of 1969 the claimant manifested some lumbosacral problems. 

The claim was closed pursuant to ORS 656.268 on February 3, 1969 with 
. a determination awarding the claimant 32 degrees for unscheduled disability 
on the basis of an injury equal to 10% of the workman. 

The various complaints and symptoms made by the claimant are basically 
subjective in nature. The accident was rather a dramatic trauma and without 
the protective precaution of the hard hat might well have resulted in fatal 
injuries. The evaluation of disability is not upon what might have been. 
His cessation of employment was not related to his injury. He.simply left 
the job without notice and moved his family to Missouri. On return to 
Oregon, the claimant was able to subject himself to a 1,700 mile drive 
through from Missouri on a Friday-Saturday trip. 

There is certainly no compelling evidence upon which to conclude 
that the Hearing Officer erred in his evaluation of the claimant as a witness 
or in evaluation of the disability. The Hearing Officer concluded there was 
no relation of low back disability to the accident. 

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes that the claim
ant incurred only a ~inimal disability which does not exceed the 32 degrees 
found by the Hearing Officer. 

WCB #70-1086 

EMMA H. FERGUSON, Claimant. 
Rodriguez & Albright, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

December 18, 1970 

TI1e above entitled matter involves an issue of whether the 63 year old 
potato sorter sustained any injury to her back from a fall on September 30, 
1969 in which her left knee was the only apparent immediate injury. 

The claimant lost no time from work and required only emergency medical 
service consisting of a bandage to relieve a ligamentous pull. She worked 
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Compensation Board, the Vocational Rehabilitation Division and the
Employment Division, in implementing and carrying out such program of
vocational counseling, retraining and job placement as may be determined to
be in the best interests of the claimant.

WCB #69-370 December 16, 1970

NORM N BIGGERS, Claimant.
Bums § Lock, Claiman 's A  ys.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of disability
sustained by a then 39 year old dump truck driver who had a falling rock
strike the forward portion of his hard hat on July 18, 1968.

The hard hat limited the effect of the blow to a laceration of the
scalp, a concussion and a cervical sprain. The claimant returned to work
in November of 1968 and worked for about six months as a truck driver.
In June of 1969 the claimant manifested some lumbosacral problems.

The claim was closed pursuant to ORS 656.268 on February 3, 1969 with
a determination awarding the claimant 32 degrees for unscheduled disability
on the basis of an injury equal to 10% of the workman.

The various complaints and symptoms made by the claimant are basically
subjective in nature. The accident was rather a dramatic trauma and without
the protective precaution of the hard hat might well have resulted in fatal
injuries. The evaluation of disability is not upon what might have been.
His cessation of employment was not related to his injury. He simply left
the job without notice and moved his family to Missouri. On return to
Oregon, the claimant was able to subject himself to a 1,700 mile drive
through from Missouri on a Friday-Saturday trip.

There is certainly no compelling evidence upon which to conclude
that the Hearing Officer erred in his evaluation of the claimant as a witness
or in evaluation of the disability. The Hearing Officer concluded there was
no relation of low back disability to the accident.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes that the claim
ant incurred only a minimal disability which does not exceed the 32 degrees
found by the Hearing Officer.

WCB #70-1086 December 18, 1970

EMM M. FERGUSON, Claimant.
Rodriguez §  lbright, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of whether the 63 year old
potato sorter sustained any injury to her back from a fall on September 30,
1969 in which her left knee was the only apparent immediate injury.

The claimant lost no time from work and required only emergency medical
service consisting of a bandage to relieve a ligamentous pull. She worked
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time loss until taking a scheduled leave of absence on November 29, 
1969. She returned to wcrt on January 2, 1970. A week later she was 
walking on a public street covered wi t.h ice and snow and fell in a sitting 
position. This incident was not in the course of her e� plo}'1i1ent. It was 
after this fall on a public street that she first complained to a doctor 
of back pain though she testified to some prior back disconfort. 

The Hearing Officer concluded that since the back complaints were first 
of sir,nificance in any report to a doctor following the January 9th fall 
on a public street, the street fall was the precipitatinv, factor in requiring 
medical attention. 

The Board concludes and ~inds that the accident of September 30, 1969 
caused only a te~porary non-disabling injury to the knee requirinp; only 
conservative medical care. The claimant's back was not injured in that 
accident nor is there any evidence the subse(luent fall on the icy street was 
caused by any injury to the knee. 

The order of the Hearinp, Officer is affirmed. 

WCB #70-1065-E December 18, 1970 

WILLIAJ'.1 A. 1:ROSSEN, Claimant. 
McNutt, Gant, Ormsbee & Gardner, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by E~ployer. 

TI1e above entitled r.atter involves the issue of the extent of permanent 
disability incurred by the 29 year old clair.ant as the result of a compression 
of the first lumbar vertebra on May 12, 1969 when the claimant was struck 
in the back by a rolling lop,. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant to 
have a physical impairment of 64 degrees with a further factor of loss of 
earnings capacity evaluated at 108 der,rees to make the award for unscheduled 
disability a gross of 172 degrees. 

This detemination was affirmed by the llearing Officer and the employer 
sought Board review. 

A substantial part of the record is devoted to the difference in wage 
levels at the time of the accident and at the time of injury, It appears that 
the claimant was physically able to return to his forner employment but that 
the employer had an opportunity to hire a replacement who could make job 
estimates and bids as well as the work performed by the claimant. The 
claimant's replacement was thus more versa.tile. It was not a physical in
ability to physically meet the requirements of the job but the fact that a 
person skilled in ~on-physical aspects of the employer's work was available. 

The factor of earnings capacity is not to be determined by the avail
ability of a certain job at a certain time. ·The record in this case reflects 
that the claimant's moderate impairments related to the accident do not 
preclude an ability to return to his former job. If the claimant's abilities 
were restricted by his injuries, the mere hourly pay comparisons would also 
be subject to an evaluation of irregular employment as ~p.ainst regular 
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without tine loss until taking a scheduled leave of absence on Novenber 29,
1969. She returned to wcrk on January 2, 1970.  week later she was
walking on a public street covered with ice and snow and fell in a sitting
position. This incident was not in the course of her employment. It was
after this fall on a public street that she first complained to a doctor
of back pain though she testified to some prior back discomfort.

The Hearing Officer concluded that since the back complaints were first
of significance in any report to a doctor following the January 9th fall
on a public street, the street fall was the precipitating factor in requiring
medical attention.

The Board concludes and ^inds that the accident of September 30, 1969
caused only a temporary non-disabling injury to the knee requiring only
conservative medical care. The claimant's back was not injured in that
accident nor is there any evidence the subsequent fall on the icy street was
caused by any injury to the knee.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-1065-E December 18, 1970

WILLI M  . GROSSEN, Claimant.
McNutt, Gant, Ormsbee 5 Gardner, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Employer.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent
disability incurred by the 29 year old claimant as the result of a compression
of the first lumbar vertebra on May 12, 1969 when the claimant was struck
in the back by a rolling log.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant to
have a physical impairment of 64 degrees with a further factor of loss of
earnings capacity evaluated at 108 degrees to make the award for unscheduled
disability a gross of 172 degrees.

This determination was affirmed by the Hearing Officer and the employer
sought Board review.

 substantial part of the record is devoted to the difference in wage
levels at the time of the accident and at the time of injury. It appears that
the claimant was physically able to return to his former employment but that
the employer had an opportunity to hire a replacement who could make job
estimates and bids as well as the work performed by the claimant. The
claimant's replacement was thus more versatile. It was not a physical in
ability to physically meet the requirements of the job but the fact that a
person skilled in non-physical aspects of the employer's work was available.

The factor of earnings capacity is not to be determined by the avail
ability of a certain job at a certain time. The record in this case reflects
that the claimant's moderate impairments related to the accident do not
preclude an ability to return to his former job. If the claimant's abilities
were restricted by his injuries, the mere hourly pay comparisons would also
be subject to an evaluation of irregular employment as against regular
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which is a factor when some loggers choose lower but more regular 
pay in other work. 

The Board concludes and finds that essentially the record does not 
reflect a diminished earning capacity. The Board does find that the evalu
ation of physical impairment and its inherent factors justified the initial 
evaluation of 64 degrees. 

The initial determination of 64 degrees is found by the Board to be 
the full extent of claimant's disability. The additional factor of 108 
degrees initially awarded and subsequently affirmed by the Hearing Officer 
is hereby set aside. 

Claimant's counsel is authorized to collect a fee of not to exceed 
$125 from his client for services in connection with a Board review insti
tuted by the employer. 

WCB #70-846 

JOSEPH PHIPPS, Claimant. 
Estep & Daniels, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

December 18, 1970 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 36 year old laborer as the result of baick injuries 
incurred on December 15, 1969 when the claimant was holding one end of a 40 
foot piece of 4 inch channel iron as the other end dropped to the floor. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant to 
have an unscheduled disability of 16 degrees out of the applicable maximum 
of 320 degrees. 

Upon hearing, the claimant was found to have an unscheduled disability 
of 112 degrees. 

TI1e claimant has.had numerous injuries but fortunately most of them 
resulted only in temporary disability. One of the prior injuries did result 
in an award in which the claimant received 25% of the maximum applicable to 
unscheduled injuries. ' 

The record reflects an accumulation of symptoms closely approximating 
symptoms the claimant recited as far back as 1960. It is true that the 
claimant is now advised to obtain lighter work. The same course would appear 
to have been advisable in 1960. Unscheduled disability awards are made 
pursuant to 656,214(4) upon a basis of comparing the workman to his condi
tion prior to the accident at issue. The awards must also be made in 
contemplation of prior awards, the combined effect of the injuries and the 
past receipt of compensation. 

The Board agrees that the claimant's disability may be in the range 
of 112 degrees established by the Hearing Officer. The Board, however, 
concludes that a substantial part of that disability is not attributable to 
the accident at issue. Considering the medical history from 1960 and the 
past award for permanent unscheduled disability of 25% of the applicable 
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employment which is a factor when some loggers choose lower but more regular
pay in other work.

The Board concludes and finds that essentially the record does not
reflect a diminished earning capacity. The Board does find that the evalu
ation of physical impairment and its inherent factors justified the initial
evaluation of 64 degrees.

The initial determination of 64 degrees is found by the Board to be
the full extent of claimant’s disability. The additional factor of 108
degrees initially awarded and subsequently affirmed by the Hearing Officer
is hereby set aside.

Claimant’s counsel is authorized to collect a fee of not to exceed
$125 from his client for services in connection with a Board review insti
tuted by the employer.

WCB #70-846 December 18, 1970

JOSEPH PHIPPS, Claimant.
Estep § Daniels, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Employer.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 36 year old laborer as the result of back injuries
incurred on December 15, 1969 when the claimant was holding one end of a 40
foot piece of 4 inch channel iron as the other end dropped to the floor.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant to
have an unscheduled disability of 16 degrees out of the applicable maximum
of 320 degrees.

Upon hearing, the claimant was found to have an unscheduled disability
of 112 degrees.

The claimant has had numerous injuries but fortunately most of them
resulted only in temporary disability. One of the prior injuries did result
in an award in which the claimant received 25% of the maximum applicable to
unscheduled injuries.

The record reflects an accumulation of symptoms closely approximating
symptoms the claimant recited as far back as 1960. It is true that the
claimant is now advised to obtain lighter work. The same course would appear
to have been advisable in 1960. Unscheduled disability awards are made
pursuant to 656.214(4) upon a basis of comparing the workman to his condi
tion prior to the accident at issue. The awards must also be made in
contemplation of prior awards, the combined effect of the injuries and the
past receipt of compensation.

The Board agrees that the claimant's disability may be in the range
of 112 degrees established by the Hearing Officer. The Board, however,
concludes that a substantial part of that disability is not attributable to
the accident at issue. Considering the medical history from 1960 and the
past award for permanent unscheduled disability of 25% of the applicable
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for such injuries, the !3oard concludes and finrls that the additional 
disability attributable to this injury does not exceed 64 der,rees. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is accordingly nrncU fied and the award 
is established at 64 degrees for the additional pemanent disability 
attributable to the accident at issue. 

Counsel for claimant, having represented the claimant on a successful 
review precipitated hy the employer, is authorized to collect n ~ee of not 
to exceed $125 from his client. 

\I/CB #69-1047 December 18, 1970 

ARTI!UR C. BEA(;LE, Claimant. 
Franklin, nennett, Des Brisay & Jolles, Claimant's A ttys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

The above entitled matter involves the issues of whether the claimant 
sustained a compensable inj11ry on January 21, 1969 and if so, whether the 
claim is barred for failure to provide a written notice to the enployer 
within the time limited by lmv. 

The clainant had been employed for 15 years in the flexible rackaging 
division with his employer. !Ie had previous low hack probleris and had 
undergone a spinal fusion, He had just returned to limited full time 
employnent on January 13, 1969, 

Tiie incident on ,Tanuary 21, 1969 consisted of a fall from a cat1·talk. 
No one saw him fal 1, but he was observed before he got to his feet. 

The claimant's motivation Has questioned by the Hearing 0-fficer who also 
found from observing the clairiant that claimn.nt 's testimony was not reliable. 
Among the factors contributinrr to this conclusion was testirriony with respect 
to still another accidental back 1nJury in an auto accident which is the 
subject of pending litigation in the State o-f Washington. 

There is 
the catwalk. 
able injuries 
injury is the 

no question concerning the fact that the claimant fell fron 
He had an accident. Whether that accident resulted in cornpens
or 1.,rhether it became convenient as an afterthouv.ht to clain 
issue. 

The Board particularly in natters involving the demeanor and reliability 
of witnesses is always reluctant to substitute its judgment for that of the 
Bearing Officer. 

Unfortunately, the first treating doctor made only one preliminary report 
prior to his death and the benefit of any observations he could have made are 
forever lost. 

The Board concludes from the totality of the evidence that the nature 
of the admitted accident was such that it would be unusual if the trauma 
played no part in the claimant's continuing problems. 
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maximum for such injuries, the Board concludes and finds that the additional
disability attributable to this injury does not exceed 64 degrees.

The order of the Hearing Officer is accordingly modified and the award
is established at 64 degrees for the additional permanent disability
attributable to the accident at issue.

Counsel for claimant, having represented the claimant on a successful
review precipitated by the employer, is authorized to collect a fee of not
to exceed $125 from his client.

WCB #69-1047 December 18, 1970

 RTHUR C. BE GLE, Claimant.
Franklin, Bennett, Des Brisay 8 Jolles, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves the issues of whether the claimant
sustained a compensable injury on January 21, 1969 and if so, whether the
claim is barred for failure to provide a written notice to the employer
within the time limited by law.

The claimant had been employed for 15 years in the flexible packaging
division with his employer. He had previous low back problems and had
undergone a spinal fusion. He had just returned to limited full time
employment on January 13, 1969.

The incident on January 21, 1969 consisted of a fall from a catwalk.
No one saw him fall, but he was observed before he got to his feet.

The claimant's motivation was questioned by the Hearing Officer who also
found from observing the claimant that claimant's testimony was not reliable.
 mong the factors contributing to this conclusion was testimony with respect
to still another accidental back injury in an auto accident which is the
subject of pending litigation in the State of Washington.

There is no question concerning the fact that the claimant fell from
the catwalk. He had an accident. Whether that accident resulted in compens
able injuries or whether it became convenient as an afterthought to claim
injury is the issue.

The Board particularly in matters involving the demeanor and reliability
of witnesses is always reluctant to substitute its judgment for that of the
Hearing Officer.

Unfortunately, the first treating doctor made only one preliminary report
prior to his death and the benefit of any observations he could have made are
forever lost.

The Board concludes from the totality of the evidence that the nature
of the admitted accident was such that it would be unusual if the trauma
played no part in the claimant's continuing problems.
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Board therefore concludes and finds that the incident of falling 
from the catwalk was a material contributing factor to the claimant's 
subsequent need for further medical care and disability. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is reversed and the claim is ordered 
allowed by the State Accident insurance Fund for payment of the medical 
benefits and other compensation as may be payable. 

The proceedings involved four separate hearings prior to this review. 
Pursuant to ORS 656.386, the Board finds- claimant's attorneys to be entitled 
to a fee of $1,000 payable by the State Accident Insurance Fund. 

WCB #70-435 

IVAN WARTI-IEN, Claimant. 
Richard Towing, Claimant's Atty. 

December 18, 1970 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a then 62 year old planer feeder who fractured the 
heel bone of his left foot on August 8, 1966. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, the determination of disability from which 
hearing and appeal have been ta.ken found the· claimant to have lost the use 
of 40% of the left leg below the kne!.3 entitli.ng him to an award of 40 degrees. 

Upon hearing, this determination was affirmed. 

The claimant has new retired from the labor market and is ·drawing 
social security benefits. The claimant in fact had entered into semi retire
ment taking social security a.t age 62 prior to the accident. The claimant 
returned to the level of work he ha.d established for himself prior to manda
tory retil·ement at age 65. 

The claimant has other problems in both legs unrelated to the accidental 
injury at issue. The claimant has also developed a "paunch" and weight 
problem unassociated with the accident but constituting a part of his physical 
problernso The request for review is apparently largely based on the mistaken 
idea that the award was limited to the foot proper. The award for a "foot" 
injury inc.ludes disabilities at or above the ankle joint and is made with 
emphasis upon the site of the injury which is definitely restricted to the 
area on which the award is based. 

The Board concludes and finds that the claimant has not lost the use of 
more than 40% of the left leg below the knee. The award of 40 degrees is 
affirmed. 
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The Board therefore concludes and finds that the incident of falling
from the catwalk was a material contributing factor to the claimant's
subsequent need for further medical care and disability.

The order of the Hearing Officer is reversed and the claim is ordered
allowed by the State  ccident Insurance Fund for payment of the medical
benefits and other compensation as may be payable.

The proceedings involved four separate hearings prior to this review.
Pursuant to ORS 656.386, the Board finds claimant's attorneys to be entitled
to a fee of $1,000 payable by the State  ccident Insurance Fund.

WCB #70-435 December 18, 1970

IV N W RTHEN, Claimant.
Richard Thwing, Claimant's  tty.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a then 62 year old planer feeder who fractured the
heel bone of his left foot on  ugust 8, 1966.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, the determination of disability from which
hearing and appeal have been taken found the claimant to have lost the use
of 40% of the left leg below the knee entitling him to an award of 40 degrees.

Upon hearing, this determination was affirmed.

The claimant has now retired from the labor market and is drawing
social security benefits. The claimant in fact had entered into semi retire
ment taking social security at age 62 prior to the accident. The claimant
returned to the level of work he had established for himself prior to manda
tory retirement at age 65.

The claimant has other problems in both legs unrelated to the accidental
injury at issue. The claimant has also developed a "paunch" and weight
problem unassociated with the accident but constituting a part of his physical
problems. The request for review is apparently largely based on the mistaken
idea that the award was limited to the foot proper. The award for a "foot"
injury includes disabilities at or above the ankle joint and is made with
emphasis upon the site of the injury which is definitely restricted to the
area on which the award is based.

The Board concludes and finds that the claimant has not lost the use of
more than 40% of the left leg below the knee. The award of 40 degrees is
affirmed.
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#69-1797 

VERL E. VESTERBY, Claimant. 
Emmons, Kyle & Kropp, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by SAIF. 

December 21, 1970 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 44 year old mill worker who incurred a low back 
injury on May 14, 1969 while pulling lumber on a green chain. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued September 26, 1969 
finding the claimant to have no residual pemanent disability. 

Upon hearing. the Hearing Officer found physical impairment factors 
warranting an award of 64 degrees and a loss of earnings component 
warranting a further 74 degrees for a gross mmrd of 138 degrees unsche
duled disability out of the maximum applicable award of 320 degrees. 

TI1e State Accident Insurance Fund asserts on review that the awards 
for both factors are excessive. 

The Board's analysis of the evidence confirms a conclusion that the 
claimant does have moderate disability which makes it advisable for the 
claimant to avoid heavy lifting and to obtain employment not involving 
heavy manual labor. The claimant has obtained a more sedentary type of work 
which through dint of period of overtime has mitigated some of the loss of 
actual 1vages he would otherwise have experienced. The llorkmen' s Compensation 
Board policy is to generally ignore overtime as a wage factor. The real 
earnings capacity loss in this clain is more equitably determined by the 
comparative hourly rates. 

The Board concurs with the findings and conclusions of the Ilearinr, 
Officer and finds the award of 138 degrees to be an appropriate evaluation 
of disabi 1i ty. 

The order of the Ilearing Officer is affirmed. 

Counsel for clainant is allowed a further fee for services on review 
of $250 payable by the State Accident Insurance Fund. 

WCB #70-941 December 21, 1970 

JOHN SARGENT, Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys. 

The above entitled natter involves an issue of the extent of residual 
permanent unscheduled disability sustained by a 44 year old planer man 
as the result of an accidental injury incurred June 11, 1968. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a detemination issued finding the claimant to 
have a disability of 16 degrees. Upon hearing, the award was increased to 
48 degrees. 
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WCB #69-1797 December 21, 1970

VERL E. VESTERBY, Claimant.
Emmons, Kyle § Kropp, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by S IF.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 44 year old mill worker who incurred a low back
injury on May 14, 1969 while pulling lumber on a green chain.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued September 26, 1969
finding the claimant to have no residual permanent disability.

Upon hearing, the Hearing Officer found physical impairment factors
warranting an award of 64 degrees and a loss of earnings component
warranting a further 74 degrees for a gross award of 138 degrees unsche
duled disability out of the maximum applicable award of 320 degrees.

The State  ccident Insurance Fund asserts on review that the awards
for both factors are excessive.

The Board's analysis of the evidence confirms a conclusion that the
claimant does have moderate disability which makes it advisable for the
claimant to avoid heavy lifting and to obtain employment not involving
heavy manual labor. The claimant has obtained a more sedentary type of work
which through dint of period of overtime has mitigated some of the loss of
actual wages he would otherwise have experienced. The Workmen's Compensation
Board policy is to generally ignore overtime as a wage factor. The real
earnings capacity loss in this claim is more equitably determined by the
comparative hourly rates.

The Board concurs with the findings and conclusions of the Hearing
Officer and finds the award of 138 degrees to be an appropriate evaluation
of disability.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

Counsel for claimant is allowed a further fee for services on review
of $250 payable by the State  ccident Insurance Fund.

WCB #70-941 December 21, 1970

JOHN S RGENT, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson 5  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.

The above entitled natter involves an issue of the extent of residual
permanent unscheduled disability sustained by a 44 year old planer man
as the result of an accidental injury incurred June 11, 1968.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant to
have a disability of 16 degrees. Upon hearing, the award was increased to
48 degrees.
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claimant requested Board review. The parties have now executed 
a stipulated settlement pursuant to which the employer offers to pay and the 
claimant agrees tQ accept award of 64 degrees being an increase of 16 degrees 
from the order on review. 

The stipulation and settlement of the issues by the parties is attached, 
by reference made a part hereof and hereby is approved. 

The issues having been resolved by settlement, the matter is hereby 
dismissed. 

No notice of appeal is deemed required. 

WCB #70-1054 December 21, 1970 

DARRELL. KAUFFMAN, Claimant. 
Souther, Spaulding, Kinsey Williamson & Schwabe, Claimant's A ttys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

The above entitled matter involved an issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 31 year old deputy sheriff who incurred abdominal 
gunshot wounds while taking a mentally disturbed person to a hospital. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued evaluating the claim
ant's permanent unscheduled disabilities at 96 degrees out of the applicable 
maximum of 320 degrees. 

This award was affirmed upon hearinr, and a request for review by the 
claimant is pending with respect to which, claimant's counsel now advises 
the Board the request for review is withdrawn. 

There being no other issue before the Board, with the withdrawal of 
claimant's request, the matter is accordinr,ly dismissed and the order of 
the Hearing Officer becomes final by operation of law. 

WCB #70-337 

NORMAN R. KIPFER, Claimant. 
Emmons, Kyle & Kropp, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by SAIF. 

December 22, 1970 

The above entitled matter involves the extent of permanent disability 
sustained by a 62 year old laborer who slipped and fell June 23, 1969 
incurring back and neck pain and a right inguinal hernia. 

The claimant had a previous low back injury for which he had been 
awarded compensation totalling 95% of the then applicable maximum for un
scheduled disabilities. The last arrangement of compensation on that claim 
was made in June of 1965. 

The claimant has extensive osteoarthritis of the lumbar spine and 
also has a history of a heart condition which manifests itself occasionally 
in the form of angina pectoris attacks. 
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The claimant requested Board review. The parties have now executed
a stipulated settlement pursuant to which the employer offers to pay and the
claimant agrees to accept award of 64 degrees being an increase of 16 degrees
from the order on review.

The stipulation and settlement of the issues by the parties is attached,
by reference made a part hereof and hereby is approved.

The issues having been resolved by settlement, the matter is hereby
dismissed.

No notice of appeal is deemed required.

WCB #70-1054 December 21, 1970

D RREL L. K UFFM N, Claimant.
Souther, Spaulding, Kinsey Williamson § Schwabe, Claimant's  ttys,
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involved an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 31 year old deputy sheriff who incurred abdominal
gunshot wounds while taking a mentally disturbed person to a hospital.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued evaluating the claim
ant's permanent unscheduled disabilities at 96 degrees out of the applicable
maximum of 320 degrees.

This award was affirmed upon hearing and a request for review by the
claimant is pending with respect to which, claimant's counsel now advises
the Board the request for review is withdrawn.

There being no other issue before the Board, with the withdrawal of
claimant’s request, the matter is accordingly dismissed and the order of
the Hearing Officer becomes final by operation of law.

WCB #70-337 December 22, 1970

NORM N R. KIPFER, Claimant.
Emmons, Kyle § Kropp, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by S IF.

The above entitled matter involves the extent of permanent disability
sustained by a 62 year old laborer who slipped and fell June 23, 1969
incurring back and neck pain and a right inguinal hernia.

The claimant had a previous low back injury for which he had been
awarded compensation totalling 95% of the then applicable maximum for un
scheduled disabilities. The last arrangement of compensation on that claim
was made in June of 1965.

The claimant has extensive osteoarthritis of the lumbar spine and
also has a history of a heart condition which manifests itself occasionally
in the form of angina pectoris attacks.
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current injury of June 23, 1969 was from the first "rer,ular" 
er.1ployr.ient undertaken by the claimant since his injury of 1961. His work 
in the interim had been intermittent, but probably too extensive to merit 
evaluation as totally disabled, 

Upon hearingp the !!earing Officer foun,l the claimant to be unable to 
ever again engage rer,ularly in a gainful and suitable occupation and 
awarded permanent total disability, 

11,e State Accident Insurance Fund in effect concedes that the claimant 
meets the qualifications of pemanent total disability but urges that the 
claimant was disabled to that extent prior to this injury, 

The principle that an enployer takes a workman as he finds him is too 
well settled to require citation, The fact that a workman's existing 
disabilities are so great that an otherwise ninimal injury precludes 
further regular 11ork does not preclude the major award, 1110 facts in this 
case reflect that the clainant was able to work regularly until further 
trauma was sustained, If the facts had reflected sinply an inability to 
tolerate regular work, greater consideration could be given the arr,ument 
that the clainant's inability w;is simply a reflection of his pre-existing 
condition. TI1e slip and fall and hernia with associated symptoms else
where reflect a definite traunatic incident which, as the Hearing Officer 
noted, produced the straw that broke the renaininp, fraf!ile capacity for 
regular work, 

The Board concludes and finds that the clainant is entitled to compen
sation for permanent total disability as a result of the accident of 
June 2 3 , 19 6 9 • 

Tlle order of the llearinr; Officer is af4'"irned. 

Counsel for claimant was allmved the r.mxirnum -Fee by the !lea ring Officer, 
Pursuant to ORS 656. 132, a fee may be assessed against the State Accident 
Insurance Fund for r 1 unsuccessful review. The :3oard orders the State 
Accident Insurance , md to pay the sum of $2SO forthwith, The gross attorney 
fee rer.rnins at $1, ::.0,1 but the anount charr,eable to the claimant's compensa
tion is reduced to Sl,250, 

DONALD J. ANDERSON, Clair.Jant. 
Babcock & Ackerman, C:lair.iant's Att.;s, 
Request for Review by Claimant, 

The issues in the above entitled matter on review are limited to whether 
the claimant is entitled to compensation for temporary total disability for 
a period of time followjng January 13, 1970 and the responsibility for the 
employer for payment of a bill for the services of a Dr. Cottrell in con
nection with a medical examination obtained at the instance of claimant's 
counsel. The latter issue was not raised upon hearing. 

The claimant is a 39 year old truck driver who fell from his truck on 
May IO, 1968 while attempting to tie down a tarpaulin to protect his load 
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The current injury of June 23, 1969 was from the first "regular"
employment undertaken by the claimant since his injury of 1961. His work
in the interim had been intermittent, but probably too extensive to merit
evaluation as totally disabled.

Upon hearing, the Hearing Officer found the claimant to be unable to
ever again engage regularly in a gainful and suitable occupation and
awarded permanent total disability.

The State  ccident Insurance Fund in effect concedes that the claimant
meets the qualifications of permanent total disability but urges that the
claimant was disabled to that extent prior to this injury.

The principle that an employer takes a workman as he finds him is too
well settled to require citation. The fact that a workman's existing
disabilities are so great that an otherwise minimal injury precludes
further regular work does not preclude the major award. The facts in this
case reflect that the claimant was able to work regularly until further
trauma was sustained. If the facts had reflected simply an inability to
tolerate regular work, greater consideration could be given the argument
that the claimant's inability was simply a reflection of his pre-existing
condition. The slip and fall and hernia with associated symptoms else
where reflect a definite traumatic incident which, as the flearing Officer
noted, produced the straw that broke the remaining fragile capacity for
regular work.

The Board concludes and finds that the claimant is entitled to compen
sation for permanent total disability as a result of the accident of
June 23, 1969.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

Counsel for claimant was allowed the maximum fee by the Hearing Officer.
Pursuant to ORS 656,332, a fee may be assessed against the State  ccident
Insurance Fund for ? \ unsuccessful review. The Board orders the State
 ccident Insurance f md to pay the sum of $250 forthwith. The gross attorney
fee remains at $1,500 but the amount chargeable to the claimant's compensa
tion is reduced to $1,250.

WCB #70-372 December 22, 1970

DON LD J.  NDERSON, Claimant.
Babcock §  ckerman, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The issues in the above entitled matter on review are limited to whether
the claimant is entitled to compensation for temporary total disability for
a period of time following January 13, 1970 and the responsibility for the
employer for payment of a bill for the services of a Dr. Cottrell in con
nection with a medical examination obtained at the instance of claimant's
counsel. The latter issue was not raised upon hearing.

The claimant is a 39 year old truck driver who fell from his truck on
May 10, 1968 while attempting to tie down a tarpaulin to protect his load
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the rain. The claimant sustained a fracture of. the left foot and also 
sustained some discomfort in the low back, left arm and neck. 

On January 12, 1970 Dr. Larson concluded the claimant was not in need 
of further medical care and that the claimant's physical condition was 
medically stationary. Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued 
finding the claimant to have a permanent disability of 47 degrees for 
residual disability to the left foot together with unscheduled disability of 
32 degrees. · 

During the period in which the claimant asserts that he should receive 
compensation as being temporarily and totally disabled, he purchased a ho~se 
in a venture with another party and engaged actively in remodelling the 
house for resale. No profit was realized from the transaction but this does 
not offset the obvious fact that the claimant was able to and did work. 
A further accident in fact occurred while the claimant was so self-employed. 

By the time of hearing, it appeared that the condition had deteriorated 
and the examining doctor concluded that there were some further medical 
ministrations which would alleviate some of the discomfort. 

The Hearing Officer ordered the claim reopened with compensation to 
be reinstated when the claimant reported for the further medical care. 

The Board concurs with the findings of the Hearing Officer. The 
record does not reflect a total disability in the period following January 
13th. The claimant was then able to and did work. The award of permanent 
partial aisability recognizes that there were impairments and ~isability 
which would interfere with work. The advisability of reopening the claim 
does not carry with it a finding that the claimant had been continuously 
totally disabled. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed with a modification only 
to the extent of noting the maximum attorney fee payable is $1,500. 

The employer appropriately~notes the issue of payment for Dr. Cot
trell's examination was not before the Hearing Officer but agrees to dis
position of the issue by the Board. The Board, considering the reopening 
of the claim now reflected in the record, concludes that the employer 
sho~ld assume responsibility for the questioned medical services of Dr. 
Cottrell. 

WCB #69-176 December 22, 1970 

MILDRED BRAY, Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

The ~bove entitled matter was heretofore before the Workmen~ Compensation 
Board on November 13, 1969 with respect to an issue of the extent of perma
nent disability sustained by a 62 year old fruit picker as the result of a 
compression of a thoracic vertebra while handling a box of pears on 
September 7, 1967. 
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from the rain. The claimant sustained a fracture of the left foot and also
sustained some discomfort in the low back, left arm and neck.

On January 12, 1970 Dr. Larson concluded the claimant was not in need
of further medical care and that the claimant's physical condition was
medically stationary. Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued
finding the claimant to have a permanent disability of 47 degrees for
residual disability to the left foot together with unscheduled disability of
32 degrees.

During the period in which the claimant asserts that he should receive
compensation as being temporarily and totally disabled, he purchased a house
in a venture with another party and engaged actively in remodelling the
house for resale. No profit was realized from the transaction but this does
not offset the obvious fact that the claimant was able to and did work.
 further accident in fact occurred while the claimant was so self-employed.

By the time of hearing, it appeared that the condition had deteriorated
and the examining doctor concluded that there were some further medical
ministrations which would alleviate some of the discomfort.

The Hearing Officer ordered the claim reopened with compensation to
be reinstated when the claimant reported for the further medical care.

The Board concurs with the findings of the Hearing Officer. The
record does not reflect a total disability in the period following January
13th, The claimant was then able to and did work. The award of permanent
partial disability recognizes that there were impairments and disability
which would interfere with work. The advisability of reopening the claim
does not carry with it a finding that the claimant had been continuously
totally disabled.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed with a modification only
to the extent of noting the maximum attorney fee payable is $1,500.

The employer appropriately jiotes the issue of payment for Dr. Cot
trell's examination was not before the Hearing Officer but agrees to dis
position of the issue by the Board. The Board, considering the reopening
of the claim now reflected in the record, concludes that the employer
should assume responsibility for the questioned medical services of Dr.
Cottrell.

WCB #69-176 December 22, 1970

MILDRED BR Y, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson §  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter was heretofore before the Workmen's Compensation
Board on November 13, 1969 with respect to an issue of the extent of perma
nent disability sustained by a 62 year old fruit picker as the result of a
compression of a thoracic vertebra while handling a box of pears on
September 7, 1967.
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determination order pursuant to ORS 656.268 had evaluated unscheduled 
disability at 64 degrees. This determination was affirmed hy the Hearing 
Officer and subsequently by the Workmen's Cor.tpensation Board. 

Upon appeal to the Circuit Court, the matter was remanded to the 
Hearing Officer for consideration of the application of a loss of earnings 
factor in accordance with the decision of T:.yf v. Hoffo.an and the Board's 
interpretation thereof. 

Neither party submitted further evidence at the hearinr, following remand 
and the Hearing Officer affirmed the previous findinr,s of disahility. 

The Board concludes and finds that the clair.rn.nt has a disability hereto
fore properl)'_evaluated at 64 der,rees. TI1e Board also concludes and finds 
that the evidence <loes not reflect an inability to return to her former 
employment or to other enployment in kee:rin!! with her past experience and 
capabilities. 

The order of the Hearing Cfficer is therefore a~fimed. 

l•!cn lt70-362 

BYRON W. GEJ!RINri, Claimant. 
Estep & Daniel~, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

December 22, 1970 

The above entitled natter involves t11e issue of whether a 6 year old 
boy injured riding a rototiller ,-ms a subject workman at the time of injury 
on July 16, 1969. The claimant is the youngest of nine children and the 
evidence reflects that all of the children participate in work on the farm. 
The farm appears to be 01;med b)' four persons with 4090 interests each in the 
father and mother of the claimant and 1090 interests held by each of two 
older brothers. The testimony with respect to the actual operation of the 
farm indicates that the father is the directing force regardless of the 
aforementioned distribution of ownership. 

The claim forn executed by the clair:1ant' s father recites that the claim
ant was paid $5 per week for a Hork shift from 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. six 
days per week with Sundays off, The father's sworn testimony is quite at odes 
with the claim form. P 19 of the transcript reveals a rather normal family 
relationship where the father "did not make any wage deal with any of my kids" 
and the father pays whatever he decides to pay after the work is done. As 
the father testified, "I haven't P,'Ot many other rights, but I have that" in 
referring to his right to pay what he decides to pay. 

Tv,o weeks after the injury a $50 deposit was made in a savinr,s account. 
At line 3 of P 18 Tr, the father testified the $50 represented wages for the 
claimant. The mother testified (Tr 68) that most of the money came from a 
hiding place maintained by the six year old claimant in a bir, barrel, Some 
of the accur.mlation may have been from a year before (Tr 65). The <leposi t 
was not per sea payment. At best it represented an accumulation including 
a dollar now and then from his mother. 
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 determination order pursuant to ORS 656.268 had evaluated unscheduled
disability at 64 degrees. This determination was affirmed by the Hearing
Officer and subsequently by the Workmen's Compensation Board.

Upon appeal to the Circuit Court, the matter was remanded to the
Hearing Officer for consideration of the application of a loss of earnings
factor in accordance with the decision of Ryf v. Hoffman and the Board's
interpretation thereof.

Neither party submitted further evidence at the hearing following remand
and the Hearing Officer affirmed the previous findings of disability.

The Board concludes and finds that the claimant has a disability hereto
fore properly evaluated at 64 degrees. The Board also concludes and finds
that the evidence does not reflect an inability to return to her former
employment or to other employment in keeping with her past experience and
capabilities.

The order of the Hearing Officer is therefore affirmed.

WCB #70-562 December 22, 1970

BYRON W. CnilRIHO, Claimant.
Estep 8 Daniels, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled natter involves the issue of whether a 6 year old
boy injured riding a rototiller was a subject workman at the time of injury
on July 16, 1969. The claimant is the youngest of nine children and the
evidence reflects that all of the children participate in work on the farm.
The farm appears to be owned by four persons with 40% interests each in the
father and mother of the claimant and 10% interests held by each of two
older brothers. The testimony with respect to the actual operation of the
farm indicates that the father is the directing force regardless of the
aforementioned distribution of ownership.

The claim form executed by the claimant's father recites that the claim
ant was paid $5 per week for a work shift from 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. six
days per week with Sundays off. The father's sworn testimony is quite at odds
with the claim form. P 19 of the transcript reveals a rather normal family
relationship where the father "did not make any wage deal with any of my kids"
and the father pays whatever he decides to pay after the work is done.  s
the father testified, "I haven't got many other rights, but I have that" in
referring to his right to pay what he decides to pay.

Two weeks after the injury a $50 deposit was made in a savings account.
 t line 3 of P 18 Tr, the father testified the $50 represented wages for the
claimant. The mother testified (Tr 68) that most of the money came from a
hiding place maintained by the six year old claimant in a big barrel. Some
of the accumulation may have been from a year before (Tr 65). The deposit
was not per se a payment.  t best it represented an accumulation including
a dollar now and then from his mother.
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lot of evidence was introduced concerning bean picking which 
obviously confused the young claimant since his injury did not involve bean 
picking. The claimant was actually injured by activity expressly forbidden 
by his father (Tr 4). 

The informality of financial transactions between this young claimant 
and his father is best evidenced by a one dollar payment in December of 1969. 
The father could not remember what it was for but volunteered that "maybe 
he swept the sidewalk off." One wonders about the absence of a contention 
that this six year old was receiving room and board as remuneration for his 
services. 

With this background, the Board concurs with the Hearing Officer. The 
relationship between the claimant and his father was nothing more than father 
and son. It did not become one of master and servant simply because the 
father on occasion gave some'cash to the boy. There was no contract of hire 
and this is emphasized by the father's assertion of independence in the 
matter as one of the few rights the father had. There was no obligation to 
pay. 

The Board concludes and finds that the claimant was not a subject work
man in whatever activities he engaged upon his father's farm and the acci
dental injuries did not arise out of or in course of any employment. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

WCB #69-2205 

THOMAS A. TIIOMPSON, Claimant. 
Darryl E. Johnson, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

December 22, 1970 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent 
partial disability sustained by a 57 year old log truck driver on July IO, 
1968 when he was struck by a log that fell from his loR truck while he was 
securing the load with binders. llis injuries consisted of a fracture of the 
right shoulder blade, fractures of four ribs in the right chest, a fracture 
of a vertebra in the upper lumbar spine and a fracture of the rirht ankle. 

TI1e Closing and Evaluation Division of the Board determined pursuant to 
ORS 656.268 that the claimant was entitled to an award of permanent partial 
disability of 14 degrees of a maximum of 135 degrees for loss of use of 
the right foot, and 48 degrees of a maximum of 320 degrees for unscheduled 
disability. 

Toe claimant requested a hearing on this detemination. The Hearing 
Officer affirmed the award of 14 degrees for scheduled disability of the 
right foot, and increased the award for unscheduled disability from 48 
degrees to 80 degrees, an increase of 32 degrees. 

The employer requested this review of the order of the Hearing Officer. 
The employer asserts in argument on review that the increase in the award 
for unscheduled disability is excessive and that the order of the Hearing 
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 lot of evidence was introduced concerning bean picking which
obviously confused the young claimant since his injury did not involve bean
picking. The claimant was actually injured by activity expressly forbidden
by his father (Tr 4).

The informality of financial transactions between this young claimant
and his father is best evidenced by a one dollar payment in December of 1969,
The father could not remember what it was for but volunteered that "maybe
he swept the sidewalk off." One wonders about the absence of a contention
that this six year old was receiving room and board as remuneration for his
services.

With this background, the Board concurs with the Hearing Officer. The
relationship between the claimant and his father was nothing more than father
and son. It did not become one of master and servant simply because the
father on occasion gave some cash to the boy. There was no contract of hire
and this is emphasized by the father's assertion of independence in the
matter as one of the few rights the father had. There was no obligation to
pay.

The Board concludes and finds that the claimant was not a subject work
man in whatever activities he engaged upon his father's farm and the acci
dental injuries did not arise out of or in course of any employment.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #69-2205 December 22, 1970

THOM S  . THOMPSON, Claimant.
Darryl E. Johnson, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Employer.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent
partial disability sustained by a 57 year old log truck driver on July 10,
1968 when he was struck by a log that fell from his log truck while he was
securing the load with binders. His injuries consisted of a fracture of the
right shoulder blade, fractures of four ribs in the right chest, a fracture
of a vertebra in the upper lumbar spine and a fracture of the right ankle.

The Closing and Evaluation Division of the Board determined pursuant to
ORS 656.268 that the claimant was entitled to an award of permanent partial
disability of 14 degrees of a maximum of 135 degrees for loss of use of
the right foot, and 48 degrees of a maximum of 320 degrees for unscheduled
disability.

The claimant requested a hearing on this determination. The Hearing
Officer affirmed the award of 14 degrees for scheduled disability of the
right foot, and increased the award for unscheduled disability from 48
degrees to 80 degrees, an increase of 32 degrees.

The employer requested this review of the order of the Hearing Officer.
The employer asserts in argument on review that the increase in the award
for unscheduled disability is excessive and that the order of the Hearing
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should be reversed and the determination order reinstated, The 
claimant arr,ues that the lh:::aring Officer's increase of the unscheduled dis
ability award is proper and that his order should be affirmed, 

The Closing and Evaluatinn Division and the Hearing Officer each 
evaluated the residual disability of the claimant's right foot at 14 degrees, 
Neither party has requested review of this award, The Board concurs in the 
propriety of the aHard for the scheduled injury. 

The Hearing Officer found that the clairiant had sustained no loss of 
earning capacity and based the disability mrnrds upon the physical impairment 
that resulted from the claimant's injury. TI1e Board concurs as a result of 
its revieH that no earnings impairment has been sustained by the claimant 
as a result of his injury, 

The issue in this r:iatter r.,ay accordinr,ly be r,ore precisely stated to 
involve the extent of permanent partial disability attributable to the physi
cal inpairment resulting from the clair,ant's unscheduled injuries. 

Approxiriately eight months a::ter sustaining the r.ml tip le fractures as 
a result of the log fallin~ on hin, the clainant returned to work for his 
former er:1ployer, Ile initially worked as an oper;itor o-!' a portable r1etal 
spar yarding nachine for a period o-P tlirce rionths. I !e then resumed his 
fomer occupation steadily ,iith considerable overtine since that time. 

The clain wr.s closecl and the determination nade by the Closing and 
Evaluation Division on the basis of the Medical reports of Dr, Schuler, the 
treatinr, 0rthopedic surgeon. TI1e clairrnnt was subseciuently exaMined for the 
purpose of disability evaluation by two additional orthopedic surgeons, 
Dr. Pasquesi and Dr. llanford, and their reports 11ere received in evidence 
at the hearing. The findings and conclusions o.c Dr. Hanford establish a 
greater unscheduled 11err.1anent di sabi lit~' than the other doctors. TI1e 
l~aring Officer was nost favorably impressed with the nedical evidence 
furnished hy Dr, llanford and adopted the objective findinr;s contained in one 
of his nedical reports as Findinr, of Fact in his order, TI1e Doard also 
finds that the findings and conclusions of Dr. llanford are more conpelling 
and are entitled to greater weight in this natter. 

The claimant's testinony, which is corroborated by the other witnesses 
and substantiated by the medical evidence of record, indicates that the 
claimant is experiencing constant pain as a result of the injury of suf
ficient degree to have a narked effect upon his physical capacity. Pain 
of such degree of intensity as to restrict r,otion and iMpair function 
affects the extent of disability and is a proper consideration in the 
evaluation of the perr.ianent disability attributable to a cor1pensable iniury. 

The claimant is a competent witness as to the pain that he experiences 
and the effect of the pain in precluding or impairing his ability to engage 
in particular activity. The testimony of the clainant relative to his 
pain and its disabling effect is a valid consideration in the evaluation of 
permanent disability where it is determined that the pain exists and that 
it is disabling. Where the claimant's testinony is the decisive factor in 
the determination of the extent of the permanent disability, the Hearing Of
ficer's determination of disability is entitled to be r-iven considerable 
wei~ht based upon his oprortunity to see and hear the claimant and to 
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Officer should be reversed and the determination order reinstated. The
claimant argues that the Hearing Officer's increase of the unscheduled dis
ability award is proper and that his order should be affirmed.

The Closing and Evaluation Division and the Hearing Officer each
evaluated the residual disability of the claimant's right foot at 14 degrees.
Neither party has requested review of this award. The Board concurs in the
propriety of the award for the scheduled injury.

The Hearing Officer found that the claimant had sustained no loss of
earning capacity and based the disability awards upon the physical impairment
that resulted from the claimant's injury. The Board concurs as a result of
its review that no earnings impairment has been sustained by the claimant
as a result of his injury.

The issue in this matter may accordingly be more precisely stated to
involve the extent of permanent partial disability attributable to the physi
cal impairment resulting from the claimant's unscheduled injuries.

 pproximately eight months after sustaining the multiple fractures as
a result of the log falling on him, the claimant returned to work for his
former employer. He initially worked as an operator of a portable metal
spar yarding machine for a period of three months. He then resumed his
former occupation steadily with considerable overtime since that time.

The claim was closed and the determination made by the Closing and
Evaluation Division on the basis of the medical reports of Dr. Schuler, the
treating orthopedic surgeon. The claimant was subsequently examined for the
purpose of disability evaluation by two additional orthopedic surgeons,
Dr. Pasquesi and Dr. Hanford, and their reports were received in evidence
at the hearing. The findings and conclusions of Dr. Hanford establish a
greater unscheduled permanent disability than the other doctors. The
Hearing Officer was most favorably impressed with the medical evidence
furnished by Dr. Hanford and adopted the objective findings contained in one
of his medical reports as Finding of Fact in his order. The Board also
finds that the findings and conclusions of Dr. Hanford are more compelling
and are entitled to greater weight in this matter.

The claimant's testimony, which is corroborated by the other witnesses
and substantiated by the medical evidence of record, indicates that the
claimant is experiencing constant pain as a result of the injury of suf
ficient degree to have a marked effect upon his physical capacity. Pain
of such degree of intensity as to restrict motion and impair function
affects the extent of disability and is a proper consideration in the
evaluation of the permanent disability attributable to a compensable injury.

The claimant is a competent witness as to the pain that he experiences
and the effect of the pain in precluding or impairing his ability to engage
in particular activity. The testimony of the claimant relative to his
pain and its disabling effect is a valid consideration in the evaluation of
permanent disability where it is determined that the pain exists and that
it is disabling. Where the claimant's testimony is the decisive factor in
the determination of the extent of the permanent disability, the Hearing Of
ficer's determination of disability is entitled to be given considerable
weight based upon his opportunity to see and hear the claimant and to
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his credibility. The Hearing Officer found that the claimant's 
testimony relative to th~ pain and its disabling effect to be credible and 
worthy of belief. It was proper, therefore, for the Hearing Officer to 
consider in his evaluation of the unscheduled permanent disability, the 
claimant's testimony relative to the disabling effects of the pain attri
butable to his unscheduled inJuries. Martin v. Douglas County Lumber Co., 
91 Adv Sh 925, _ Or App __ (1970). 

The claimant has demonstrated in his return to work as a log truck 
driver, commendable fortitude in overcoming his disability and tolerating 
his pain, and an excellent attitude in reassuming his role as a productive 
and self-supporting citizen. His return to work despite disability should 
not be permitted to deny him the disability award to which he is justly 
entitled. 

The Board finds and concludes from its de novo review and independent 
determination of the extent of the claimant's unscheduled permanent dis
ability, that the 80 degrees of the maximum of 320 degrees awarded to the 
claimant by the order of the Hearing Officer, although liberal is not 
excessive, and that it is an equitable evaluation of the permanent partial 
disability attributable to the claimant's unscheduled injuries. 

Counsel for claimant is granted an attorney's fee in the amount of 
$250 payable by the employer for services rendered on this review initi• 
ated by the employer which resulted in no reduction in the compensation 
awarded, pursuant to ORS 656.382(2). 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

WCB #70-1202 December 22, 1970 

JAMES F. POWELL, Claimant. 
Pozzi., Wilson & Atchison ... Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by SAIF. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue on review of the extent 
of permanent disability and specifically whether the permanent disability is 
total or partial only as the result of accidental injuries sustained on 
March 20, 1967. The then 59 year old machine operator. in a bolt manufactur
ing plant slipped and fell as he stepped down from the platform from which 
the machine is operated, sustaininp, an injury to his low back. 

The Board's Closing and Evaluation Division detennined pursuant to 
ORS 656.268 by an order dated Hay 12, 1970 that the claimant was entitled to 
an award of pennanent partial disability of 86 degrees of the then applicable 
maximum of 192 degrees for the loss of an arm by separation for an un
scheduled low back disability. The Closing and Evaluation Division found 
that the claimant was entitled to no award for any factor of permanent loss 
of earning capacity. 

The claimant reriuested a hearing on the primary ground that his 
permanent disability was greater than was awarded by the determination order 
and contended at the hearing that he was permanently and totally disabled. 
The Hearing Officer found that the claimant was permanently incapacitated 
from regularly performing any work at a gainful and suitable occupation. 
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evaluate his credibility. The Hearing Officer found that the claimant's
testimony relative to the pain and its disabling effect to be credible and
worthy of belief. It was proper, therefore, for the Hearing Officer to
consider in his evaluation of the unscheduled permanent disability, the
claimant's testimony relative to the disabling effects of the pain attri
butable to his unscheduled injuries. Martin v. Douglas County Lumber Co.,
91  dv Sh 925, ____Or  pp (1970).

The claimant has demonstrated in his return to work as a log truck
driver, commendable fortitude in overcoming his disability and tolerating
his pain, and an excellent attitude in reassuming his role as a productive
and self-supporting citizen. His return to work despite disability should
not be permitted to deny him the disability award to which he is justly
entitled.

The Board finds and concludes from its de novo review and independent
determination of the extent of the claimant's unscheduled permanent dis
ability, that the 80 degrees of the maximum of 320 degrees awarded to the
claimant by the order of the Hearing Officer, although liberal is not
excessive, and that it is an equitable evaluation of the permanent partial
disability attributable to the claimant's unscheduled injuries.

Counsel for claimant is granted an attorney's fee in the amount of
$250 payable by the employer for services rendered on this review initi
ated by the employer which resulted in no reduction in the compensation
awarded, pursuant to ORS 656.382(2).

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-1202 December 22, 1970

J MES F. POWELL, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson fi  tchison. Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by S IF.

The above entitled matter involves the issue on review of the extent
of permanent disability and specifically whether the permanent disability is
total or partial only as the result of accidental injuries sustained on
March 20, 1967. The then 59 year old machine operator, in a bolt manufactur
ing plant slipped and fell as he stepped down from the platform from which
the machine is operated, sustaining an injury to his low back.

The Board's Closing and Evaluation Division determined pursuant to
ORS 656.268 by an order dated May 12, 1970 that the claimant was entitled to
an award of permanent partial disability of 86 degrees of the then applicable
maximum of 192 degrees for the loss of an arm by separation for an un
scheduled low back disability. The Closing and Evaluation Division found
that the claimant was entitled to no award for any factor of permanent loss
of earning capacity.

The claimant requested a hearing on the primary ground that his
permanent disability was greater than was awarded by the determination order
and contended at the hearing that he was permanently and totally disabled.
The Hearing Officer found that the claimant was permanently incapacitated
from regularly performing any work at a gainful and suitable occupation.
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Hearing Officer concluded in his order that pernanent total ~isabi li ty 
resulted from the claimant's injury. 

The State ,Accident Insurance Fund has re<1uested a review of this order 
of the Hearing Officer contendinr, that the Bearing Officer erred in finding 
the claimant to be permanently and totally disabled, 

TI1e claimant was treated principally by Dr, Schuler, an orthopedic 
surgeon, \vith consultation and treatment by Dr, flisko, a neurolor,ical 
surgeon. The claimant was ultimately referred to the Board's Physical 
Rehabilitation Center for psychological testinr, and evaluation and examina
tion by the Dack Evaluation Clinic, 

11m claimant's injury was originally diar,nose<l as a lumbosacral strain 
and Has treated conservati vcly. Tiie claimant's condition r;radual ly improved 
and he worked intermittently until May of 1968 when his condition worsened 
and he was unable to continue work, 

In August of 1968 a lumbar nyelogram revealed a larr,e central disc pro
trusion or hernation at LS-Sl. In NoveT:lber, 1968 a laninectomy was performed, 

11,e majority of the Workmen's Conpensation Board note that ariong the 
most recent expert nedical opinions is the joint report of the Discharge 
Committee of the Physical Rehabilitation Center naintained by the Workmen's 
Compensation Board, 111is report reflects a moderately severe injury. TI1e 
report also reflects that the clainant's intention was to retire and that 
retirement is matter of c11oice since the claimant was not considered totally 
disabled from a standpoint of physical factors. 

The majority of the Board concludes and finds that the noderately 
severe injuries warrant a finding of the naxirmm applicable disahility 
award of 192 degrees. The order of the !lea ring (\Cficer is nodified accord
ingly and the award is reduced fron one of permanent total disability to 
unscheduled pernanent partial disahility 0 1 192 dep;rees, 

Counsel for clainant is authorized to collect an additfonal ~e·e from 
his client not to exceed $125 for services on review Lut not to exceed 
$1,500 in any event for services at hoth hearing and review, 

/s/ M. Keith Wilson 
/s/ James Redman 

Mr. Callahan dissents as follows: 

This is not a case of a man with a poor work record sitting down and not 
wanting to work. His long record of employment at the place of work where 
he was injured is proof that this workman would work if he could. 

The definition of permanent total disability is found at ORS 656,206: 

"(1) As used in this section: 

"(a) 'Permanent total disability' means the loss, includinr, 
preexisting disability, of both feet or hands, or one foot and 
one hand, total loss of eyesight or such paralysis or other 
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The Hearing Officer concluded in his order that permanent total disability
resulted from the claimant's injury.

The State  ccident Insurance Fund has requested a review of this order
of the Hearing Officer contending that the Hearing Officer erred in finding
the claimant to be permanently and totally disabled.

The claimant was treated principally by Dr. Schuler, an orthopedic
surgeon, with consultation and treatment by Dr. Misko, a neurological
surgeon. The claimant was ultimately referred to the Board's Physical
Rehabilitation Center for psychological testing and evaluation and examina
tion by the Back Evaluation Clinic.

The claimant's injury was originally diagnosed as a lumbosacral strain
and was treated conservatively. The claimant's condition gradually improved
and he worked intermittently until May of 1968 when his condition worsened
and he was unable to continue work.

In  ugust of 1968 a lumbar myelogram revealed a large central disc pro
trusion or hernation at L5-S1, In November, 1968 a laminectomy was performed.

The majority of the Workmen's Compensation Board note that among the
most recent expert medical opinions is the joint report of the Discharge
Committee of the Physical Rehabilitation Center maintained by the Workmen's
Compensation Board. This report reflects a moderately severe injury. The
report also reflects that the claimant's intention was to retire and that
retirement is matter of choice since the claimant was not considered totally
disabled from a standpoint of physical factors.

The majority of the Board concludes and finds that the moderately
severe injuries warrant a finding of the maximum applicable disability
award of 192 degrees. The order of the Hearing Officer is nodified accord
ingly and the award is reduced from one of permanent total disability to
unscheduled permanent partial disability of 192 degrees.

Counsel for claimant is authorized to collect an additional fee from
his client not to exceed $125 for services on review but not to exceed
$1,500 in any event for services at both hearing and review.

/s/ M. Keith Wilson
/s/ James Redman

Mr. Callahan dissents as follows:

This is not a case of a man with a poor work record sitting down and not
wanting to work. His long record of employment at the place of work where
he was injured is proof that this workman would work if lie could.

The definition of permanent total disability is found at ORS 656.206:

"(1)  s used in this section:

"(a) 'Permanent total disability' means the loss, including
preexisting disability, of both feet or hands, or one foot and
one hand, total loss of eyesight or such paralysis or other
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workman from regularly 
suitable occu ation." 

To recognize this claimant as being totally and pemanently disabled is 
not giving a "liberal" interpretation to the law. Rathel", it is being real
istic It is neither intended nor expected that a workman be a helpless crip
ple. Further, when applying the statute ofdefining permanent total dis
ability we must look at the workman as he is after the injury. Regardless 
of how some of his disabilities may have been acquired, his ability to work 
is the determining consideration. 

For a workman to regularly perform work, he must be expected to fulfill 
the requirements of the Job day after day and for the full number of hours 
required. 

To be gainful would require the occupation to be something at which 
a workman could make a reasonable living wage. 

To be suitable would need to be interpreted as being attainable and 
within the abilities of the workman. 

In deciding whether a workman is pennanently and totally disabled we 
must look for the remaining.abilities possessed by the workman and whether 
these abilities can be marketed to meet the requirements of the provision 
of the statute. 

When present abilities of this claimant are evaluated in• a realistic 
manner, it is not logical to assume that Hr. Powell can regularty perform 
work at a gainful ·and suitahle occupation. 

/s/ Wm. A. Callahan. 

WCB #70-1237 

ROY HEMBREE, Claimant. 
Moore, Wurtz & Logan, Clainant's Attys. 

December 28, 1970 

The above entitled matter involved an issue of the extent of permanent 
partial disability sustained by·a 55 year old boxcar checker as a result of 
an injury incurred to his left foot on October 31, 1968 when his foot was 
struck by five sheets of 3/4 inch plywood which fell from a height of 15 feet. 

The claim was closed pursuant to ORS 656.268 by the determination order 
of the Closing and Evaluation Division awarding the claimant permanent total 
disability equal to 20 degrees of a maximum of 135 degrees for the partial 
loss of the left foot. 

The claimant being dissatisfied with this determination of his permanent 
disabi Ii ty, requested a hearing. TI1e Hearing Officer upon his consideration 
of the record made at the hearing, granted the claimant an additional award 
of 14 degrees, resulting in a total award of 34 degrees of the maximum of 
135 degrees for pennanent partial disability of the left foot. 
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condition permanently incapacitating the workman from regularly
performing any work at a gainful and suitable occupation.^
(fempbasis supplied)

To recognize this claimant as being totally and permanently disabled is
not giving a "liberal" interpretation to the law* Rather, it is being real
istic It is neither intended nor expected that a workman be a helpless crip
ple. Further, when applying the statute of defining permanent total dis
ability we must look at the workman as he is after the injury. Regardless
of how some of his disabilities may have been acquired, his ability to work
is the determining consideration.

For a workman to regularly perform work, he must be expected to fulfill
the requirements of the job day after day and for the full number of hours
required.

To be gainful would require the occupation to be something at which
a workman could make a reasonable living wage.

To be suitable would need to be interpreted as being attainable and
within the abilities of the workman.

In deciding whether a workman is permanently and totally disabled we
must look for the remaining abilities possessed by the workman and whether
these abilities can be marketed to meet the requirements of the provision
of the statute.

When present abilities of this claimant are evaluated in a realistic
manner, it is not logical to assume that Mr. Powell can regularly perform
work at a gainful and suitable occupation.

/s/ Wm.  . Callahan.

WCB #70-1237 December 28, 1970

ROY HEMBREE, Claimant.
Moore, Wurtz 5 Logan, Claimant's  ttys.

The above entitled matter involved an issue of the extent of permanent
partial disability sustained by a 55 year old boxcar checker as a result of
an injury incurred to his left foot on October 31, 1968 when his foot was
struck by five sheets of 3/4 inch plywood which fell from a height of 15 feet.

The claim was closed pursuant to ORS 656.268 by the determination order
of the Closing and Evaluation Division awarding the claimant permanent total
disability equal to 20 degrees of a maximum of 135 degrees for the partial
loss of the left foot.

The claimant being dissatisfied with this determination of his permanent
disability, requested a hearing. The Hearing Officer upon his consideration
of the record made at the hearing, granted the claimant an additional award
of 14 degrees, resulting in a total award of 34 degrees of the maximum of
135 degrees for permanent partial disability of the left foot.
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claimant remaining dissatisfied, requested Board review of the 
order of the Hearing Officer, contending that he was entitled to the maximum 
award of 135 degrees for the permanent partial di~ahility of his left foot. 

The claimant, by letter from his attorney of record dated December 16, 
1970, has now advised the Iloard that he has decided not to pursue the matter 
further and asks that his request for Board review be dismissed. 

Ba_scd upon the withdrawal of the claimant's request for review, the 
above entitled matter is hereby dismissed. 

Notice of appeal is not deemed required. 

wen #69-690 December 29, 1970 

IVAN G. RED~~, Claimant. 
Thompson, Mumford.& Woodrich, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by SAIF. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent 
partial disability sustained by a then 37 year old high school electronics 
teacher as a result of an injury to his left knee incurred on January 5, 1968, 
when he slipped off a stooi in the school laboratory. 

The Closing and Evaluation Division of the 1'lorkmen's Compensation 
Board by a determination order issued on July 1, 1968, pursuant to ORS 656. 
268, determined that the claimant was entitled to an 2.ward of: permanent 
partial disahility equal to 22.S degrees of the scheduled maximum of 150 de
grees for the loss of the left leg. 

On April 14, 1969, the claimant requested a hearing on the dctemination. 
The hearing· was held on Aur,ust 14, 1970 and based upon the testimony and 
documentary evidence introduced at the hearine, the Ilearing Officer in

. creased the award of permanent partial disability to 113 degrees of the 
maximum of 150 degrees for the loss of the left leP,. 

The State Accident Insurance Fund has requested that the noard review 
the order of the Hearing Officer, contending that the claimant's permanent 
partial disability is significantly less than that awarde<l by the Hearing 
Officer. 

At the time of the acci<lental injury involved in this matter, the claim.
ant was an amputee. Ilis rirfht leg had been amputated at the hip as a result 
of a hunting accident in 1959. The hunting accident resulted'in his voca
tional retraining as a high school teacher. iHth the aid of an artificial 
right leg he was able to perform his teaching duties effectively nnd without 
difficulty and enp,a~e<l in a wide range of extraordinarily rigorous indoor and 
outdoor recreational activities. 

The injury in question was diagnosed as a torn medial ;:1eniscus of the 
left knee. Surgical repair of the_ injury was effected by the removal of 
the torn medial meniscus. The claimant resumed his teaching duties a short 
time later, although his full recovery from the injury was extended because 
of his pre-existing right hip disarticulation. He gradually progressed from 
a wh~el chair to the use of crutches until he was able to once a.gain use 
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The claimant remaining dissatisfied, requested Board review of the
order of the Hearing Officer, contending that he was entitled to the maximum
award of 135 degrees for the permanent partial disability of his left foot.

The claimant, by letter from his attorney of record dated December 16,
1970, has now advised the Board that he has decided not to pursue the matter
further and asks that his request for Board review be dismissed.

Based upon the withdrawal of the claimant's request for review, the
above entitled matter is hereby dismissed.

Notice of appeal is not deemed required.

WCB #69-690 December 29, 1970

IV N G. REDM N, Claimant.
Thompson, Mumford § Woodrich, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by S IF.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent
partial disability sustained by a then 37 year old high school electronics
teacher as a result of an injury to his left knee incurred on January 5, 1968,
when he slipped off a stool in the school laboratory.

The Closing and Evaluation Division of the Workmen's Compensation
Board by a determination order issued on July 1, 1968, pursuant to ORS 656.
268, determined that the claimant was entitled to an award of permanent
partial disability equal to 22.5 degrees of the scheduled maximum of 150 de
grees for the loss of the left leg.

On  pril 14, 1969, the claimant requested a hearing on the determination.
The hearing- was held on  ugust 14, 1970 and based upon the testimony and
documentary evidence introduced at the hearing, the Hearing Officer in
creased the award of permanent partial disability to 113 degrees of the
maximum of 150 degrees for the loss of the left leg.

The State  ccident Insurance Fund has requested that the Board review
the order of the Hearing Officer, contending that the claimant's permanent
partial disability is significantly less than that awarded by the Hearing
Officer.

 t the time of the accidental injury involved in this matter, the claim
ant was an amputee. His right leg had been amputated at the hip as a result
of a hunting accident in 1959. The hunting accident resulted in his voca
tional retraining as a high school teacher. 'With the aid of an artificial
right leg he was able to perform his teaching duties effectively and without
difficulty and engaged in a wide range of extraordinarily rigorous indoor and
outdoor recreational activities.

The injury in question was diagnosed as a torn medial meniscus of the
left knee. Gurgical repair of the injury was effected by the removal of
the torn medial meniscus. The claimant resumed his teaching duties a short
time later, although his full recovery from the injury was extended because
of his pre-existing right hip disarticulation. He gradually progressed from
a whpel chair to the use of crutches until he was able to once again use
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artificial leg. The treating orthopedic surgeon based upon an examina
tion of the claimant in June of 1968, reported that no further medical 
treatment was required by the claimant and that his condition was stationary. 
It was his opinion at that time that the claimant had sustained mild resi
dual disability. 1be claim was closed and the determination of disability 
was made by the Closing and Evaluation Division on the basis of this 
medical report. 

Thereafter, on or.about April 10, 1969, the claimant in the course of 
walking while wearing his artificial leg, tripped and fell due to the un
stable condition of his left leg. As a result of this fa.11 he immediately 
commenced to experience a burning sensation in the lateral aspect of the 
knee joint, which persisted and caused him to seek further medical attention. 
The attending orthopedist was of the impression as a result of his examina
tion of the claimant in August of 1969, that the internal derangement of 
the knee caused by the original injury had been aggravated by the subsequent 
fall. 

The orthopedist's rnedical·r.eport relative to his final examination of 
the claimant in April of 1970 reflects greater instability of the knee and 
pain on the lateral side of the knee with some crepitation. He reported 
that the pain and other sympt~ms wer~ gradually increasing and the leg was 
progressively becoming weaker. While no further treatment was indicated 
at that time, he believed that periodical observation should be made and 
that surgery would ultimately be required. lie was reluctant to consider 
surgery sooner than absolutely necessary due to the increased importance of 
the left leg in the absence of the right leg. The orthopedist was of the 
opinion that the claimant's permanent partial disability was·m~gnified 
because of the hip disarticulation on the opposite side and that his physical 
impairment was handicapping him in both his occupational and non-occupa
tional activities. 

The Hearing Officer, who saw and heard the claimant and his wife testify 
at the hearing, found that they were both fully credible witnesses, and that 
their testimony established that the claimant's left leg had become sub
stantially weaker and unstable to the extent that it virtually precluded 
his use of his prosthesis and required that he walk and stand with the aid 
of crutches, Their testimony showed in general that the claimant's ability 
to perform the activities related to both his teaching duties and his 
recreational and home pursuits w;i.s seriously limited and had been substanti-
ally curtailed. · 

The record in this matter clearly establishes as found by the Hearing 
Officer that the disablinr, effect of the injury to the claimant's left knee 
is considerably magnified and accentuated by virtue of the pre-existing loss 
by amputation of his right leg, requiring that the peculiar circumstances 
existant in this matter be given realistic consideration and proper weight 
in the evaluation of the claimant's residual disability. 

The Board finds and concludes from its de novo review· of the record 
in this matter and its consideration of the briefs submitted by counsel 
for the parties hereto, that the award of permanent partial disability of 
113 degrees granted to the claimant by the order of the Hearing Officer is 
a proper and equitable evaluation of the loss sustained to the claimant's 
left leg as a result of the injury, 
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his artificial leg. The treating orthopedic surgeon based upon an examina
tion of the claimant in June of 1968, reported that no further medical
treatment was required by the claimant and that his condition was stationary.
It was his opinion at that time that the claimant had sustained mild resi
dual disability. The claim was closed and the determination of disability
was made by the Closing and Evaluation Division on the basis of this
medical report.

Thereafter, on or about  pril 10, 1969, the claimant in the course of
walking while wearing his artificial leg, tripped and fell due to the un
stable condition of his left leg.  s a result of this fall he immediately
commenced to experience a burning sensation in the lateral aspect of the
knee joint, which persisted and caused him to seek further medical attention.
The attending orthopedist was of the impression as a result of his examina
tion of the claimant in  ugust of 1969, that the internal derangement of
the knee caused by the original injury had been aggravated by the subsequent
fall.

The orthopedist's medical report relative to his final examination of
the claimant in  pril of 1970 reflects greater instability of the knee and
pain on the lateral side of the knee with some crepitation. He reported
that the pain and other symptoms were gradually increasing and the leg was
progressively becoming weaker. While no further treatment was indicated
at that time, he believed that periodical observation should be made and
that surgery would ultimately be required. He was reluctant to consider
surgery sooner than absolutely necessary due to the increased importance of
the left leg in the absence of the right leg. The orthopedist was of the
opinion that the claimant's permanent partial disability was magnified
because of the hip disarticulation on the opposite side and that his physical
impairment was handicapping him in both his occupational and non-occupa-
tional activities.

The Hearing Officer, who saw and heard the claimant and his wife testify
at the hearing, found that they were both fully credible witnesses, and that
their testimony established that the claimant's left leg had become sub
stantially weaker and unstable to the extent that it virtually precluded
his use of his prosthesis and required that he walk and stand with the aid
of crutches. Their testimony showed in general that the claimant's ability
to perform the activities related to both his teaching duties and his
recreational and home pursuits was seriously limited and had been substanti
ally curtailed.

The record in this matter clearly establishes as found by the Hearing
Officer that the disabling effect of the injury to the claimant's left knee
is considerably magnified and accentuated by virtue of the pre-existing loss
by amputation of his right leg, requiring that the peculiar circumstances
existant in this matter be given realistic consideration and proper weight
in the evaluation of the claimant's residual disability.

The Board finds and concludes from its de novo review of the record
in this matter and its consideration of the briefs submitted by counsel
for the parties hereto, that the award of permanent partial disability of
113 degrees granted to the claimant by the order of the Hearing Officer is
a proper and equitable evaluation of the loss sustained to the claimant's
left leg as a result of the injury.
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to ORS 656.382(2), counsel for the claimant is allowed an 
attorney's fee in the amount of $250 payable by the State Accident Insurance 
Fund for services rendered to the claimant on this review instituted by the 
Fund which has resulted in the order of the llearinr, Officer being affirmed. 

It is noted for the record that although the claimant and one of the 
members of the Board bear the same last name, there is no known relationship 
between them. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

WCB #70-Li.:a December 29, 1970 

LAURANCE B. HOLM, Claimant. 
Franklin, Bennett, Des Brisay & Jolles, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue on review of the extent 
of permanent partial disability, if any, attributable to loss of earninr, 
capacity resulting from the claimant's injury. TI1e 51 year old operating 
engineer sustained an injury to his left knee on November 26, 1969, when he 
slipped and fell from a tahle while hoisting a fellow worknan onto an over
head catwalk. 

The determination order issued by the Closing and Evaluation Division 
pursuant to ORS 656.268 awarded the claimant permanent partial disability of 
30 degrees of the scheduled maximum of 150 degrees for the partial loss of 
the left ler,. The Closing and Evaluation Division made no award of permanent 
partial disability. 

The claimant requested a hearinr at which he contended that he had 
sustained physical-,__disahility in ·excess of the :rn degrees awnrded and that 
he had additionally.sustained a loss of earning capacity. The Hearing Of
ficer, from his consideration of the record made at the hearing, increased 
the award of permanent partial disability attributable to the physical 
impairment resulting from the injury to 50 der.rees of the statutory maximum 
of 150 degrees, but concluded that there was no permanent partial disability 
attributable to earnings impairment. 

The claimant has requested that the Board review the order of the 
Hearing Officer contending that he is entitled to an award of permanent par
tial disability for loss of earninr, ca.pacity under the evidence introduced 
at the hearing. 

The claimant sustained a comminuted depressed fracture of the articular 
surface of the lateral plateau of the left tibia in the knee joint, requirinr, 
surgical repair by open reduction with a bone Rraft and removal of the lateral 
meniscus. The resultant physical impairnent is nanifested primArily by a 
slight instability of the knee, fatip,ue or tiring of the knee followed by 
some discomfort after prolc;nr,ecl walkinp: or other activity involvinr, the knee, 
and clifficul ty in clinhinR stairs and ladders. There is no contention made 
on review that the <lisability award granted hy the llearinr, Officer does not 
adequately compensate the claimant for his physical disabilities, and the 
Board concurs as a result of its review herein, that the l!earinr, Officer equi
tably evaluated the permanent partial disability attributable to the physical 
disability, 
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Pursuant to ORS 656.382(2), counsel for the claimant is allowed an
attorney's fee in the amount of $250 payable by the State  ccident Insurance
Fund for services rendered to the claimant on this review instituted by the
Fund which has resulted in the order of the Hearing Officer being affirmed.

It is noted for the record that although the claimant and one of the
members of the Board bear the same last name, there is no known relationship
between them.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-1x61 December 29, 1970

L UR NCG B. HOLM, Claimant.
Franklin, Bennett, Des Brisay fj Jolles, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves the issue on review of the extent
of permanent partial disability, if any, attributable to loss of earning
capacity resulting from the claimant's injury. The 51 year old operating
engineer sustained an injury to his left knee on November 26, 1969, when he
slipped and fell from a table while hoisting a fellow workman onto an over
head catwalk.

The determination order issued by the Closing and evaluation Division
pursuant to ORS 656.268 awarded the claimant permanent partial disability of
30 degrees of the scheduled maximum of 150 degrees for the partial loss of
the left leg. The Closing and evaluation Division made no award of permanent
partial disability.

The claimant requested a hearing at which he contended that he had
sustained physical..disability in excess of the 30 degrees awarded and that
he had additionally sustained a loss of earning capacity. The Hearing Of
ficer, from his consideration of the record made at the hearing, increased
the award of permanent partial disability attributable to the physical
impairment resulting from the injury to 50 degrees of the statutory maximum
of 150 degrees, but concluded that there was no permanent partial disability
attributable to earnings impairment.

The claimant has requested that the Board review the order of the
Hearing Officer contending that he is entitled to an award of permanent par
tial disability for loss of earning capacity under the evidence introduced
at the hearing.

The claimant sustained a comminuted depressed fracture of the articular
surface of the lateral plateau of the left tibia in the knee joint, requiring
surgical repair by open reduction with a bone graft and removal of the lateral
meniscus. The resultant physical impairment is manifested primarily by a
slight instability of the knee, fatigue or tiring of the knee followed by
some discomfort after prolonged walking or other activity involving the knee,
and difficulty in climbing stairs and ladders. There is no contention made
on review that the disability award granted by the Hearing Officer does not
adequately compensate the claimant for his physical disabilities, and the
Board concurs as a result of its review herein, that the Hearing Officer equi
tably evaluated the permanent partial disability attributable to the physical
disability. -85-



           
             
             
            
            

          
              

           
            

              
     

           
              

             
            

             
             
           

         
            
           

             
            
     

         
             
           
            

         
              

             
           

        

             
            

           
              

           
            

   

       

treating orthopedic surgeon indicated in his medical report that it 
was his belief that the claimant's prognosis would be improved by a change 
of employment to an occupation of a more sedentary nature due to the exten
sive climbing of ladders and working on catwalks and other places where 
access is difficult necessitated by his former occupation. It was his belief 
that the claimant would benefit from vocational training. The claimant's 
testimony also reflects from his belief that he is unable to return to his 
former occupation .35 an operatinr, engineer either in the installation and as
sembly of machinery and equipment performed as a stationary engineer.or in 
the engine room of a ship as a marine engineer. The claimant does not beli
eve that he requires vocational training. 

The claimant's testimony relative to his work history reflects that he 
was employed primarily as a marine engineer from 1948 to 1956, that he was 
thereafter employed for 11 years from 1957 to 1968 as an industrial salesman, 
followed by a resumption of employment as a marine engineer for approximately 
one year in 1968 and 1969. He had commenced employment as a stationary en
gineer only a short time prior to his injury. The evidence of record estab
lishes, as found by the Hearing Officer, that the claimant's educational 
background, intellectual resources, and training and experience in engineering 
and related sales work, qualify him for many occupations and positions within 
the general engineering and sales fields, and that he possesses considerable 
marketable talent. It is conceded by the claimant and born out by the evi
dence that his physical disabilities do not preclude his return to his 
former occupation as an industrial salesman. 

Althour,h the evidence does indicate that the claimant's physical impair
ment may preclude his return to his former occupation as an operating engineer, 
the evidence does not establish that the claimant cannot resume· employment 
at occupations in which his earnings would be comparable to his pre-injury 
earning ability, The claimant, although physically capable of resuming 
employment, had not yet returned to work at the time of the hearing. The 

· evidence as viewed by the Board fails to clearly demonstrate that a permanent 
loss of earning capacity has resulted from the physical impairment sustained 
by the claimant by reason of his knee injury. 

The Board finds and concludes from its de nova review of the record 
herein that the award of permanent partial disability of 50 degrees granted 
by the order of the Hearing Officer adequately cor.ipensates the claimant 
for the physical impairment sustained ::ts a result of the injury, and that the 
physical impairment has resulted in no reduction of the claimant's earning 
capacity, and the claimant is entitled to no award of permanent partial disp 
ability for earnings impairment. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed • 
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The treating orthopedic surgeon indicated in his medical report that it
was his belief that the claimant's prognosis would be improved by a change
of employment to an occupation of a more sedentary nature due to the exten
sive climbing of ladders and working on catwalks and other places where
access is difficult necessitated by his former occupation. It was his belief
that the claimant would benefit from vocational training. The claimant's
testimony also reflects from his belief that he is unable to return to his
former occupation as an operating engineer either in the installation and as
sembly of machinery and equipment performed as a stationary engineer or in
the engine room of a ship as a marine engineer. The claimant does not beli
eve that he requires vocational training.

The claimant's testimony relative to his work history reflects that he
was employed primarily as a marine engineer from 1948 to 1956, that he was
thereafter employed for 11 years from 1957 to 1968 as an industrial salesman,
followed by a resumption of employment as a marine engineer for approximately
one year in 1968 and 1969, He had commenced employment as a stationary en
gineer only a short time prior to his injury. The evidence of record estab
lishes, as found by the Hearing Officer, that the claimant's educational
background, intellectual resources, and training and experience in engineering
and related sales work, qualify him for many occupations and positions within
the general engineering and sales fields, and that he possesses considerable
marketable talent. It is conceded by the claimant and bom out by the evi
dence that his physical disabilities do not preclude his return to his
former occupation as an industrial salesman.

 lthough the evidence does indicate that the claimant's physical impair
ment may preclude his return to his former occupation as an operating engineer,
the evidence does not establish that the claimant cannot resume employment
at occupations in which his earnings would be comparable to his pre-injury
earning ability. The claimant, although physically capable of resuming
employment, had not yet returned to work at the time of the hearing. The
evidence as viewed by the Board fails to clearly demonstrate that a permanent
loss of earning capacity has resulted from the physical impairment sustained
by the claimant by reason of his knee injury.

The Board finds and concludes from its de novo review of the record
herein that the award of permanent partial disability of 50 degrees granted
by the order of the Hearing Officer adequately compensates the claimant
for the physical impairment sustained as a result of the injury, and that the
physical impairment has resulted in no reduction of the claimant's earning
capacity, and the claimant is entitled to no award of permanent partial dis
ability for earnings impairment.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.
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#70-798 December 31, 1970 

CLIFFORD J. SCI-:IEFTER, Claimant. 
Buss, Leichner, Lindstedt & Barker, Claimant's. Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of the 
permanent partial disability sustained by a then 53 year old upholsterer 
as a result of a low back injury incurred on February 12, 1969 from the 
lifting of a daveno in the course of brinr,ing it from a customer's home to 
the upholstery shop, 

The claimant sustained a prior low back injury on March 22, 1967; as a· 
result of a similar lifting incident in connection with his employment as an 
upholsterer, The injury failed to respond to conservative treatment and 
following a lumbar myelogram disclosing a defect, a laminectomy was per
formed involving exploration at the L-4-5 and L-5 S-1 interspaces with 
freeing of the L-5 and S-1 nerve roots. The claimant was awarded permanent 
partial disability equal to 30% or 57,6 der,rees of the maximum of 192 
degrees for loss of an arm by separation for the unscheduled disability 
resulting from this injury. 

The low back injury involved in this matter occurred approximately one 
year after the claimant's return to work following his prior low back injury. 
TI1e injury again failed to respond to conservative treatment. A lumbar 
myelogram disclosed a protruding disc, and a laminectomy was performed for 
the removal of the disc at the L-5 S-1 level on the left side, The con
cluding medical report of Dr. Cruickshank, the treating neurosurgeon, 
reflects that the claimant had made a. very good recovery. He reported that 
there was some limitation of motion with some discomfort on extremes of 
motion, and that there was residual low back pain which was ar,gravated by 
heavy lifting. Ile cautioned the claimant to refrain from further heavy 
lifting, Ile was of the opinion that the claimant had sustained additional 
permanent disability as a result of this injury. 

The Closing and Evaluation Division of the Board determined pursuant 
to ORS 656.268 that the claimant was entitled to an award of permanent par
tial disability of 48 degrees of the statutory maximum of 320 degrees for 
the additional unscheduled disability attributable to the February 12, 1969 
injury. 

Tiie claimant was dissatisfied with the determination of disability made 
by the Closing and Evaluation Division and requested a hearing. Based upon 
the evidence adduced at the hearing, including the medical report of a neuro
surgical examination and evaluation made during a continuation of the 
hearing pursuant to stipulation, the Hearing Officer granted the clainant 
an additional 16 degrees, which together with the 48 degrees granted by the 
determination order, resulted in an award of permanent partial disability 
of a total of 64 degrees for unscheduled disability. The claimant remains 
dissatisfied with this award and has requested Board review of the order of 
the Hearing Officer. 

Based upon the claimant's testimony at the hearing of gradually in
creasing low back pain with radiation of the pain into the left leg, it was 
stipulated by the parties that the hearing be continued for a further neuro
surgical examination and evaluation. The medical report furnished by 
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WCB #70-798 December 31, 1970

CLIFFORD J. SCHEFTER, Claimant.
Buss, Leichner, Lindstedt § Barker, Claimant's.  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of the
permanent partial disability sustained by a then 53 year old upholsterer
as a result of a low back injury incurred on February 12, 1969 from the
lifting of a daveno in the course of bringing it from a customer's home to
the upholstery shop.

The claimant sustained a prior low back injury on March 22, 1967, as a
result of a similar lifting incident in connection with his employment as an
upholsterer. The injury failed to respond to conservative treatment and
following a lumbar myelogram disclosing a defect, a laminectomy was per
formed involving exploration at the L-4-5 and L-5 S-l interspaces with
freeing of the L-5 and S-l nerve roots. The claimant was awarded permanent
partial disability equal to 30% or 57.6 degrees of the maximum of 192
degrees for loss of an arm by separation for the unscheduled disability
resulting from this injury.

The low back injury involved in this matter occurred approximately one
year after the claimant's return to work following his prior low back injury
The injury again failed to respond to conservative treatment.  lumbar
myelogram disclosed a protruding disc, and a laminectomy was performed for
the removal of the disc at the L-5 S-l level on the left side. The con
cluding medical report of Dr. Cruickshank, the treating neurosurgeon,
reflects that the claimant had made a very good recovery. He reported that
there was some limitation of motion with some discomfort on extremes of
motion, and that there was residual low back pain which was aggravated by
heavy lifting. He cautioned the claimant to refrain from further heavy
lifting. He was of the opinion that the claimant had sustained additional
permanent disability as a result of this injury.

The Closing and Evaluation Division of the Board determined pursuant
to ORS 656,268 that the claimant was entitled to an award of permanent par
tial disability of 48 degrees of the statutory maximum of 320 degrees for
the additional unscheduled disability attributable to the February 12, 1969
injury.

The claimant was dissatisfied with the determination of disability made
by the Closing and Evaluation Division and requested a hearing. Based upon
the evidence adduced at the hearing, including the medical report of a neuro
surgical examination and evaluation made during a continuation of the
hearing pursuant to stipulation, the Hearing Officer granted the claimant
an additional 16 degrees, which together with the 48 degrees granted by the
determination order, resulted in an award of permanent partial disability
of a total of 64 degrees for unscheduled disability. The claimant remains
dissatisfied with this award and has requested Board review of the order of
the Hearing Officer.

Based upon the claimant's testimony at the hearing of gradually in
creasing low back pain with radiation of the pain into the left leg, it was
stipulated by the parties that the hearing be continued for a further neuro
surgical examination and evaluation. The medical report furnished by
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Kloos~ a neurosurgeon,.as a result of said examina..tion, reflects 
findings oi increased impairment of the lumbar spine c,f considerable extent A 
from which he concluded that the claimant may still have a lumbar intraspinal w, 
lesion, and that further trea:tment was indicated, consisting of another 
myelogram followed by such surgical exploration or procedure as may be 
indicated by the myelograrn, 

The claimant refused to undergo the recommended surgery because of his 
apprehension of the effect that further spinal surgery might have on his 
well being. Workmen may, but rarely do, decline to undergo recommended 
surgical treatment offering a reasonable probability of eliminating or 
:reducing their disability, Courts have uniformly refused to require work
men to submit to najor surgery, The Hearinr, Officer found that the claim
ant's refusal of surgery in this instance was reasonable and the Board 
concurs, recognizing that refusal of back surgery is invariably deemed 
reasonable. However, as contended by the Fund in its brief on review, the 
refusal of surgery may indirectly provide some insight into the extent of a 
workman's disability, since the More severe the pain or other subjective 
symptoms, the greater the likelihood that the workman would consent to 
undergo recommended surgery offering a reasonable prospect of relieving 
the condition. 

At the time of his injury the claimant was earnfog the union journey
man scale of $3,92 per1 hour, .plus a bonus of 25¢ per hour for acting as 
foreman, making a total of $4.17 per hour. Following his return to work 
after the injury, the union journeyman scale had increased to $4.18 per hour 
and the claimant received a bonus of 12¢ per hour, making a total of $4.30 
per hour. The employer's testimony clearly established that the amount of 
bonus paid to the claimant was determined by business considerations which 
were completely independent of the claimant's disability. The claimant does 
not contend on review that the injury has resulted in a lessening of his 
warre earning capacity, and the Board concurs with the conclusion of the 
Hearing Officer that the claimant has not sustained any earnings impairment 
as a result of the injury. 

A comparison of the claimant's physical impairment at the time of the 
hearing as reflected in the medical report of Dr. Kloos with the physical 
impairment as reported by Dr. Cruickshank approximately six months earlier, 
upon which report the Closinr, and Evaluation Division's determination of dis
ability wns predicated, does establish an increase in the physical impairment 
during the intervening period, justifying the llearing Officer's increase 
in the award i-,f permanent partial disability from 48 degrees to 64 degrees. 

It is necessary in the determination of the extent of the permanent 
par~ial disability in. this matter to distinguish the claimant's total dis
abi 1i ty from the disability attributable to the injury incurred on February 
12. 1969. The evaluation of the; residual disability in this matter must be 
confined to the additional disability attributable to the present injury. 
As provided by ORS 656.214(4), the extent of tmscheduled disability shall be 
determined by a comparison of the workman's present condition to his condi
tion prior to the injury in question, 111e combined awards of 30% of the 
maximum then allowable for unscheduled disability for the prior low back 

-

disability ,md 20% of the present allowable maximum of 320 ·degrees for the ,a 
present lot-: back disability, total SO~o of the maximum which has been awarded W, 
to the claimant for unsc.hedulcd disability for the physical impairment of his 
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Dr. Kloos, a neurosurgeon, as a result of said examination, reflects
findings or increased impairment of the lumbar spine of considerable extent
from which he concluded that the claimant may still have a lumbar intraspinal
lesion, and that further treatment was indicated, consisting of another
myelogram followed by such surgical exploration or procedure as may be
indicated by the myelogram,

The claimant refused to undergo the recommended surgery because of his
apprehension of the effect that further spinal surgery might have on his
well being. Workmen may, but rarely do, decline to undergo recommended
surgical treatment offering a reasonable probability of eliminating or
reducing their disability. Courts have uniformly refused to require work
men to submit to major surgery. The Hearing Officer found that the claim
ant's refusal of surgery in this instance was reasonable and the Board
concurs, recognizing that refusal of back surgery is invariably deemed
reasonable. However, as contended by the Fund in its brief on review, the
refusal of surgery may indirectly provide some insight into the extent of a
workman's disability, since the more severe the pain or other subjective
symptoms, the greater the likelihood that the workman would consent to
undergo recommended surgery offering a reasonable prospect of relieving
the condition.

 t the time of his injury the claimant was earning the union journey
man scale of $3.92 peri hour, plus a bonus of 25tf per hour for acting as
foreman, making a total of $4.17 per hour. Following his return to work
after the injury, the union journeyman scale had increased to $4.18 per hour
and the claimant received a bonus of 12<f per hour, making a total of $4.30
per hour. The employer's testimony clearly established that the amount of
bonus paid to the claimant was determined by business considerations which
were completely independent of the claimant's disability. The claimant does
not contend on review that the injury has resulted in a lessening of his
wage earning capacity, and the Board concurs with the conclusion of the
Hearing Officer that the claimant has not sustained any earnings impairment
as a result of the injury.

 comparison of the claimant's physical impairment at the time of the
hearing as reflected in the medical report of Dr. Kloos with the physical
impairment as reported by Dr. Cruickshank approximately six months earlier,
upon which report the Closing and Evaluation Division's determination of dis
ability was predicated, does establish an increase in the physical impairment
during the intervening period, justifying the Hearing Officer's increase
in the award of permanent partial disability from 48 degrees to 64 degrees.

It is necessary in the determination of the extent of the permanent
partial disability in. this matter to distinguish the claimant's total dis
ability from the disability attributable to the injury incurred on February
12, 1969. The evaluation of the residual disability in this matter must be
confined to the additional disability attributable to the present injury.
 s provided by ORS 656.214(4), the extent of unscheduled disability shall be
determined by a comparison of the workman's present condition to his condi
tion prior to the injury in question. The combined awards of 30% of the
maximum then allowable for unscheduled disability for the prior low back
disability and 20% of the present allowable maximum of 320 degrees for the
present low back disability, total 50% of the maximum which has been awarded
to the claimant for unscheduled disability for the physical impairment of his
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lumbosacral spine. -The Board is of the opinion that the Hearing Officer's 
award of permanent disability in this matter is a fair evaluation of the 
additional disability attributable to this injury as distinguished from the 
combined disability resulting from both compensable low back injuries. 

The Board finds and concludes from its de novo review of the record herein 
that the residual disability attributable .. to the claimant's injury of Febru
ary 12, 1969, is fully recognized in the Hearing Officer's aw.ard of permanent 
partial. disability of 94 degrees of, the statutory maximum of 320 degrees for 
unscheduled d:i,sabili ty. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

The Board has ascertained.in connection with its review herein that the 
Hearing Officer intended to increase the award by 16 degrees for a total 
award of 64 degrees, and through inadvertence his order reflected an in
crease of 15 _degrees instead. This error has been corrected.in the Board's 
order on review. 

WCB #70-153 December 31, 1970 

ARTI-IUR DUNHAM, Claimant. 
Emmons, Kyle & Kropp, Claimant's Attys •. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the condition 
precedent to the claimant's right to a hearing on his claim for aggravation 
has been met where the.aggravation claim is supported by the written opinion 
of a psychologist. 

·The claimant_, now 42 years of ag~, sustained .a compensable 1.nJury on 
October 11, 1966, when he was, struck on the head by, a piece of plywood •. TI1e 
claim was cl_osed by a detemina~ion order issued by the Board's Closing and 
Evaluation Division in. July of 1968, granting the claimant an award of 
permanent partial disability for unscheduled disability. 

In Oecember of 1969 the claimant filed a claim for increased compensa
tion on account of aggravation supported by the written opinion of J. Mark 
Ackerman, Ph.D. ii:i psychology, associated with the Linn County Mental Health 
Clinic. 

Al though the qualifications of Mr. Ackerman _ai:e not of record in this 
matter, counsel for claimant in his brief on review.states with respect _to the 
qualifications of Mr. Ackerman that he is a clinical psychologist who is ·a 
Board certified psychologist in this state, that he is a clinical psychologist 
at Fairview Hospital and Tr:aining Center, a teach~ng professor at _the Linn 
Benton Community College ·and at the University of Oregon, and that he was 
formerly a teaching clinical psychologist at Oregon State University. The 
Board accepts this statement of Mr. Ackerman's qualifications to be accurate 
in order to squarely meet the issue involved herein. 

The aggrava~ion claim was denied by the employer and the claimant 
requested.a hearing. At the hearing counsel for the employer objected to 
the receipt in evidence of the reports of the psychologist on the ground that 
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lumbosacral spine. The Board is of the opinion that the Hearing Officer's
award of permanent disability in this matter is a fair evaluation of the
additional disability attributable to this injury as distinguished from the
combined disability resulting from both compensable low back injuries.

The Board finds and concludes from its de novo review of the record herein
that the residual disability attributable to the claimant's injury of Febru
ary 12, 1969, is fully recognized in the Hearing Officer's award of permanent
partial, disability of 64 degrees of, the statutory maximum of 320 degrees for
unscheduled disability.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

The Board has ascertained in connection with its review herein that the
Hearing Officer intended to increase the award by 16 degrees for a total
award of 64 degrees, and through inadvertence his order reflected an in
crease of 15 degrees instead. This error has been corrected in the Board's
order on review.

WCB #70-153 December 31, 1970

 RTHUR DUNH M, Claimant.
Emmons, Kyle § Kropp, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the condition
precedent to the claimant's right to a hearing on his claim for aggravation
has been met where the aggravation claim is supported by the written opinion
of a psychologist.

The claimant, now 42 years of age, sustained a compensable injury on
October 11, 1966, when he was struck on the head by a piece of plywood. The
claim was closed by a determination order issued by the Board's Closing and
Evaluation Division in July of 1968, granting the claimant an award of
permanent partial disability for unscheduled disability.

In December of 1969 the claimant filed a claim for increased compensa
tion on account of aggravation supported by the written opinion of J. Mark
 ckerman, Ph. D. in psychology, associated with the Linn County Mental Health
Clinic.

 lthough the qualifications of Mr.  ckerman are not of record in this
matter, counsel for claimant in his brief on review states with respect to the
qualifications of Mr.  ckerman that he is a clinical psychologist who is a
Board certified psychologist in this state, that he is a clinical psychologist
at Fairview Hospital and Training Center, a teaching professor at the Linn
Benton Community College and at the University of Oregon, and that he was
formerly a teaching clinical psychologist at Oregon State University. The
Board accepts this statement of Mr.  ckerman's qualifications to be accurate
in order to squarely meet the issue involved herein.

The aggravation claim was denied by the employer and the claimant
requested a hearing.  t the hearing counsel for the employer objected to
the receipt in evidence of the reports of the psychologist on the ground that
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was not a physician and that the claim was not supported by the written 
opinion of a physician as required by ORS 656,271, and on the related ground 
that the report of a psychologist is not a medical report entitled to be 
received in evidence under ORS 656,310(2). The question of the admissibility 
of the reports being one of first impression and requiring legal research 
and further consideration, the Hearing Officer withheld ruling on the objec
tion and allowed the hearing to proceed. 

The Hearing Officer in his order entered followinp, the hearing concluded 
that a person holding a Ph.D. in psychology is not a physician within the 
meaning of the Workmen's Compensation Law, and that the reports of such 
person are not admissible as medical reports, when objected to, under ORS 
656.310(2). The order of the Hearing Officer dismissed the claimant's re
quest for hearing on the claim for aggravation. 

As used in ORS 656.001 to 656.794, the Workmen's Compensation Law, the 
term "physician" is defined by ORS 656.002(12) to mean "a person duly licensed 
to practice one or more of the healing arts in this state within the limits 
of the license of the licentiate." Complete understanding of the statutory 
definition of the term physician requires consideration of the provisions 
of ORS Chapter 675 concerning the practice of psychology, ORS Chapter 676 
concerning the health professions and healing arts generally, and ORS 
Chapter 677 concerning the practice of medicine by physicians. It is clear, 
as the provisions of these chapters are read and interpreted by the Board, 
that a certified psychologist is not licensed or authorized to practice any 
of the healing arts or to engage in the practice of medicine, and may not 
be deemed to be _a physician. ' 

The Board finds and concludes from its de nova review of the record in 
this matter and its consideration of the briefs of counsel for the parties, 
that a person holding a doctoral degree in psychology, including a Board 
certified psychologist, is not a physician within the meaning of ORS 656.001 
to 656.794 and that the written opinion or report of such psychologist is 
not admissible in evidence as a medical report over an objection under 
ORS 656.310(2), in support of a claim for increased compensation on account 
of aggravation. 

Neither the order of the Hearing Officer nor this order on review of 
the Board precludes the claimant from a hearing on the merits of his aggra
vation claim at such time as the claim at such time as the claim is sup
ported by the required medical opinion of a physician setting forth facts 
which, if true, constitute reasonable grounds for the claim. If facts do in 
fact exist from which a physician can conclude that there is a reasonable 
basis for the aggravation claim, the claimant should experience no great 
difficulty in obtaining the required medical substantiation thereof. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 
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he was not a physician and that the claim was not supported by the written
opinion of a physician as required by ORS 656.271, and on the related ground
that the report of a psychologist is not a medical report entitled to be
received in evidence under ORS 656.310(2). The question of the admissibility
of the reports being one of first impression and requiring legal research
and further consideration, the Hearing Officer withheld ruling on the objec
tion and allowed the hearing to proceed.

The Hearing Officer in his order entered following the hearing concluded
that a person holding a Ph. D. in psychology is not a physician within the
meaning of the Workmen's Compensation Law, and that the reports of such
person are not admissible as medical reports, when objected to, under ORS
656.310(2). The order of the Hearing Officer dismissed the claimant's re
quest for hearing on the claim for aggravation.

 s used in ORS 656.001 to 656.794, the Workmen's Compensation Law, the
term "physician" is defined by ORS 656.002(12) to mean "a person duly licensed
to practice one or more of the healing arts in this state within the limits
of the license of the licentiate." Complete understanding of the statutory
definition of the term physician requires consideration of the provisions
of ORS Chapter 675 concerning the practice of psychology, ORS Chapter 676
concerning the health professions and healing arts generally, and ORS
Chapter 677 concerning the practice of medicine by physicians. It is clear,
as the provisions of these chapters are read and interpreted by the Board,
that a certified psychologist is not licensed or authorized to practice any
of the healing arts or to engage in the practice of medicine, and may not
be deemed to be a physician.

The Board finds and concludes from its de novo review of the record in
this matter and its consideration of the briefs of counsel for the parties,
that a person holding a doctoral degree in psychology, including a Board
certified psychologist, is not a physician within the meaning of ORS 656.001
to 656.794 and that the written opinion or report of such psychologist is
not admissible in evidence as a medical report over an objection under
ORS 656.310(2), in support of a claim for increased compensation on account
of aggravation.

\
Neither the order of the Hearing Officer nor this order on review of

the Board precludes the claimant from a hearing on the merits of his aggra
vation claim at such time as the claim at such time as the claim is sup
ported by the required medical opinion of a physician setting forth facts
which, if true, constitute reasonable grounds for the claim. If facts do in
fact exist from which a physician can conclude that there is a reasonable
basis for the aggravation claim, the claimant should experience no great
difficulty in obtaining the required medical substantiation thereof.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.
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WC!3 1170-922 

RICHARD DUNCAN, Claimant, 
Nicholas D, Zafiratos, Claimant,•s Atty. 
Request for Review by Claimant, 

January 4, 1971 

Tiie above entitled matter involves the procedural issue of whether 
the claimant's request for hearing was filed within one year after the 
mailing of the detennination, and the issue on the rierits of whether the 
claimant sustained any permanent disability as the result of an injury 
to his right arm and right shoulder on September 5, 1967, 

The determination order issued on August 27, 1968, pursuant to 
ORS 656,268 found that the claimant was entitled to temporary total disability 
but no permanent partial disability as a result of the compensable injury. 

A request for hearing was fi 1 ed by the clainant on /fay 7, 1970. He 
contends that he also filed an earlier request for hearing on August 22, 
1969. 

An order of dismissal was entered in the matter by the Hearing Officer 
on June 15, 1970, upon the basis that the request for hearing was filed over 
one year from the date of the determination and that a hearinr, cannot be 
granted by reason of failure to comply with requirements of ORS 656.319 (2) 
(b). The claimant requested Board review of the dismissal order. 

During the pendency of the matter on review, the claiI!lant and the 
State Accident Insurance rund reached an agreerient £"er the settlement and 
compromise of the claim, a copy of which, desir,nated a Stipulation, is 
attached hereto and by reference made a part o~ this order. 

The Board finds that a bona fide dispute exists between the claimant 
and the State Accident Insurance Fund over the compensability of the claim 
in .this matter. The stipulated settlement and compromise of the claim is 
considered by the Board to constitute a reasonable disposition of the claim, 

The stipulation is therefore approved and the matter is dismissed, 

No notice of appeal is deemed to be required, 

WC!3 1170-1250 January 4, 1971 

RAMON F. rrnIONES, Claimant, 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant, 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 71 year old painter who fell from a roof on 
June 6, 1967. 

Pursuant to ORS 656,268 a deterDination issued findinr, the claimant's 
permanent disability from this accidental injury to be 15% loss of function 
of the right arm, 
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WCB #70-922 January 4, 1971

RICH RD DUNC N, Claimant.
Nicholas D. Zafiratos, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves the procedural issue of whether
the claimant's request for hearing was filed within one year after the
mailing, of the determination, and the issue on the merits of whether the
claimant sustained any permanent disability as the result of an injury
to his right arm and right shoulder on September 5, 1967.

The determination order issued on  ugust 27, 1968, pursuant to
ORS 656.268 found that the claimant was entitled to temporary total disability
but no permanent partial disability as a result of the compensable injury.

 request for hearing was filed by the claimant on May 7, 1970. He
contends that he also filed an earlier request for hearing on  ugust 22,
1969.

 n order of dismissal was entered in the matter by the Hearing Officer
on June 15, 1970, upon the basis that the request for hearing was filed over
one year from the date of the determination and that a hearing cannot be
granted by reason of failure to comply with requirements of ORS 656.319 (2)
(b). The claimant requested Board review of the dismissal order.

During the pendency of the matter on review, the claimant and the
State  ccident Insurance Fund reached an agreement for the settlement and
compromise of the claim, a copy of which, designated a Stipulation, is
attached hereto and by reference made a part of this order.

The Board finds that a bona fide dispute exists between the claimant
and the State  ccident Insurance Fund over the compensability of the claim
in this matter. The stipulated settlement and compromise of the claim is
considered by. the Board to constitute a reasonable disposition of the claim.

The stipulation is therefore approved and the matter is dismissed.

No notice of appeal is deemed to be required.

WCB #70-1250 January 4, 1971

R MON F. BRIONHS, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson fT  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 71 year old painter who fell from a roof on
June 6, 1967.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 a determination issued finding the claimant's
permanent disability from this accidental injury to be 15% loss of function
of the right arm.
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claimant has experienced previous industrial injuries. An injury 
to the left knee in 1957 resulted in an award of 10% loss of the leg. Burn -
injuries in 1963 were the basis of multiple awards including 30% of the left 
forearm, 5% of the right arm, 50% of the left leg, 20% of the right leg, 
17.9% binaural loss of hearing and 50% of the then ·maximum for unscheduled 
disability. Interestingly, the claimant contended on obtaining those awards 
that he was prevented from working on ladders, platforms, scaffolding or at 
any elevation. 

Despite the claimant's age and accumulated disabilities, he is still 
able to do credible work though he is limited in the tYPes of work he can do. 

Upon hearing the award was increased to 65 degrees for partial loss of 
the right arm. The accident at issue and its residuals have definitely 
affected the right shoulder and the Board concludes in the light of recent 
appellate court decisions that the award should be made upon the basis of 
unscheduled injury. 

The applicable maximum for unscheduled disability is 192 degrees. Pur
suant to ORS 656.222, any award must be made in consideration of the combined 
effect of injuries and the past receipt of compensation therefor. However, 
the fact that a claimant has received a prior award for unscheduled injury 
under the applicable law does not preclude a further or a new maximum award. 

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that 
the claimant is not pennanently and totally disabled. However, the Board · 
finds that the additional disability approximates the maximum allocable to 
unscheduled injuries. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is modified and the award is increased 
from 65 to 192 degrees. 

Counsel for claimant is allowed a fee of 25% of the increase in compen
sation over and above the initial award of 15% of an arm but not payable 
therefrom and not to exceed $1,500. 

WCB #70-525 

VIRGIL L. DeCHAND, Claimant. 

January 4, 1971 

Yokum and Mosgrove, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

The above entitled matter involves 
old mill cleaning man also sustained an 
slipped and fell on September 4, 1969. 
was to his low back and tail bone •. 

the issue of whether the 46 year 
injury to his right knee when he 
In that incident the apparent injury 

At some time in October the knee problem became symptomatic. There is 
evidence of a fall while descending some steps and also evidence of the knee 
having been twisted while lifting a deer he had killed. 

The State Accident Insurance Fund denied any responsibility for the 
knee condition and this denial was affirmed by the Hearing Officer. 
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The claimant has experienced previous industrial injuries.  n injury
to the left knee in 1957 resulted in an award of 10% loss of the leg. Burn
injuries in 1963 were the basis of multiple awards including 30% of the left
forearm, 5% of the right arm, 50% of the left leg, 20% of the right leg,
17.9% binaural loss of hearing and 50% of the then maximum for unscheduled
disability. Interestingly, the claimant contended on obtaining those awards
that he was prevented from working on ladders, platforms, scaffolding or at
any elevation.

Despite the claimant's age and accumulated disabilities, he is still
able to do credible work though he is limited in the types of work he can do.

Upon hearing the award was increased to 65 degrees for partial loss of
the right arm. The accident at issue and its residuals have definitely
affected the right shoulder and the Board concludes in the light of recent
appellate court decisions that the award should be made upon the basis of
unscheduled injury.

The applicable maximum for unscheduled disability is 192 degrees. Pur
suant to ORS 656.222, any award must be made in consideration of the combined
effect of injuries and the past receipt of compensation therefor. However,
the fact that a claimant has received a prior award for unscheduled injury
under the applicable law does not preclude a further or a new maximum award.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that
the claimant is not permanently and totally disabled. However, the Board
finds that the additional disability approximates the maximum allocable to
unscheduled injuries.

The order of the Hearing Officer is modified and the award is increased
from 65 to 192 degrees.

Counsel for claimant is allowed a fee of 25% of the increase in compen
sation over and above the initial award of 15% of an arm but not payable
therefrom and not to exceed $1,500.

WCB #70-525 January 4, 1971

VIRGIL L. DeCH ND, Claimant.
Yokum and Mosgrove, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 46 year
old mill cleaning man also sustained an injury to his right knee when he
slipped and fell on September 4, 1969. In that incident the apparent injury
was to his low back and tail bone.

 t some time in October the knee problem became symptomatic. There is
evidence of a fall while descending some steps and also evidence of the knee
having been twisted while lifting a deer he had killed.

The State  ccident Insurance Fund denied any responsibility for the
knee condition and this denial was affirmed by the Hearing Officer.
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One of the treating doctors at one time thought the claimant's sub
sequent falls were attributable to the low back injury. This tentative 
opinion, later withdrawn, was of course based largely upon the history ob
tained from the claimant. Medical opinions based upon a faulty history are 
of little value. 

In affirming the denial of the claim the Hearing Officer, with the 
benefit of an observation of the claimant as a witness, found serious doubt 
about ~he claimant's credibility. To the claimant's debit on this account 
are two convictions from wrongfully ~btaining money. On at least one hospital
ization following the accident at issue, the claimant was admitted for further 
back ·treatment and the hospital records reflect no problems with the extremi
ties though the claimant tes~ified to such problems at the time.· 

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that 
the evidence is insufficient to warrant a conclusion that the subsequent 
knee problem was compensably related to the injury of September 4, 1969. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

WCB #70-600 January 4, 1971 

LEONARD F. SPENCE, Claimant. 
Bailey, Swink, Haas & Halm, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant 
sustained any permanent disability as the result of an incident on June 19, 
19<>9 when the 32-year-old "dry wall" worker stepped down some S·inches from 
a platform. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 a determination issued finding the claimant to 
have no residual disability. This determination was affirmed by the Hearing 
Officer. 

The claimant had a preexisting degenerative condition identified as a 
spondylolysis. Apparently the incident of June 19, 1969 pulled a muscle af
fecting the hip and temporarily caused symptoms associated with the spondy
lolysis. The claimant had been experiencing progressive symptoms prior to 
the incident at issue. The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer findings 
that the evidence does rtot support the contention that the preexisting 
degenerative condition was permanently affected. 

The claimant has worked about the acreage where he lives and has demon
strated an ability to work which conforms to the ~edical evaluation of his 
physical abilities. 

· The Hearing Officer questions the claimant's motivation and the Board 
also concludes that the claimant is not properly motivated to return to 
regular employment. 

The employer takes the workman as he finds him and must accept res
ponsibility for disabilities incurred by those whose physique is peculiarly 
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One of the treating doctors at one time thought the claimant's sub
sequent falls were attributable to the low back injury. This tentative
opinion, later withdrawn, was of course based largely upon the history ob
tained from the claimant. Medical opinions based upon a faulty history are
of little value.

In affirming the denial of the claim the Hearing Officer, with the
benefit of an observation of the claimant as a witness, found serious doubt
about the claimant's credibility. To the claimant's debit on this account
are two convictions from wrongfully obtaining money. On at least one hospital
ization following the accident at issue, the claimant was admitted for further
back treatment and the hospital records reflect no problems with the extremi
ties though the claimant testified to such problems at the time.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that
the evidence is insufficient to warrant a conclusion that the subsequent
knee problem was compensably related to the injury of September 4, 1969.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-600 January 4, 1971

LEON RD F. SPENCE, Claimant.
Bailey, Swink, Haas $ Malm, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant
sustained any permanent disability as the result of an incident on June 19,
1969 when the 32-year-old "dry wall" worker stepped down some 8 inches from
a platform.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 a determination issued finding the claimant to
have no residual disability. This determination was affirmed by the Hearing
Officer.

The claimant had a preexisting degenerative condition identified as a
spondylolysis.  pparently the incident of June 19, 1969 pulled a muscle af
fecting the hip and temporarily caused symptoms associated with the spondy
lolysis. The claimant had been experiencing progressive symptoms prior to
the incident at issue. The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer findings
that the evidence does not support the contention that the preexisting
degenerative condition was permanently affected.

The claimant has worked about the acreage where he lives and has demon
strated an ability to work which conforms to the medical evaluation of his
physical abilities.

The Hearing Officer questions the claimant's motivation and the Board
also concludes that the claimant is not properly motivated to return to
regular employment.

The employer takes the workman as he finds him and must accept res
ponsibility for disabilities incurred by those whose physique is peculiarly
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to injury. This does not mean, however, that the temporary 
exacerbation of a congenital defect should become the basis of an award of 
permanent disability. 

The Board concludes that the claimant received no permanent injury as a 
result .of the minor incident involved in this claim and that any problems 
he may have on a permanent basis are confined to the underlying congenital 
defect which was not materially affected by the accident. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

WCB #69-1800 January 4, 1971 

WILLARD D. FITZMORRIS, Claimant. 
Yturri, O'Kief, Rose & Burnham, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 35 year old 
truck driver sustained a compensable accidental injury to his back on or 
about June 23, 1969. The date of the alleged injury was then changed to 
June 19, 1969 when it developed the claimant had not been engaged in the 
particular work on the later date. The incident allegedly causing the 
problem was handling a hose under a bulk haul transfer truck while in an 
awkward position. 

-

The claim was denied on its merits and the claim was also challenged as 
being untimely filed, no notice having been P,iven of the June 19th incident -
until September 6, 1969. The claim denial was affirmed by the Hearing Officer. 

The record reflects that the claimant's back problems date back at 
least to 1966 with periodic chiropractic treatment in 1966, 1967 and 1968. 

Following the incident in June the claimant was examined and treated by 
Dr. Lemley, an osteopath, and Dr. Case. The services of both of these 
doctors were billed to an off-the-job insurance carrier whose contract was 
with the teamsters union. There are other circumstances impeaching any con
tention of an injury as alleged. About the first of July the claimant 
sought to be transferred from his job for reasons unassociated with any in
jury and without mention of any injury. The claimant had moved to Idaho and 
the development of actue symptoms occurred while lying in bed on August 16, 
1969. At the time the claimant was working tending bar. 

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer that the evidence is insuf
ficient to relate the back and leg problem developing in August to the 
alleged incident in June. The Hearing Officer makes no specific finding on 
the claimant's credibility but the implication is clear that at best the 
evidence reflects only some conjecture or speculation of a possible associ
ation between the alleged incident and subsequent symptoms. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 
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susceptible to injury. This does not mean, however, that the temporary
exacerbation of a congenital defect should become the basis of an award of
permanent disability.

The Board concludes that the claimant received no permanent injury as a
result of the minor incident involved in this claim and that any problems
he may have on a permanent basis are confined to the underlying congenital
defect which was not materially affected by the accident.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #69-1800 January 4, 1971

WILL RD D. FITZMORRIS, Claimant.
Yturri, O'Kief, Rose § Burnham, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 35 year old
truck driver sustained a compensable accidental injury to his back on or
about June 23, 1969. The date of the alleged injury was then changed to
June 19, 1969 when it developed the claimant had not been engaged in the
particular work on the later date. The incident allegedly causing the
problem was handling a hose under a bulk haul transfer truck while in an
awkward position.

The claim was denied on its merits and the claim was also challenged as
being untimely filed, no notice having been given of the June 19th incident
until September 6, 1969. The claim denial was affirmed by the Hearing Officer.

The record reflects that the claimant's back problems date back at
least to 1966 with periodic chiropractic treatment in 1966, 1967 and 1968.

Following the incident in June the claimant was examined and treated by
Dr. Lemley, an osteopath, and Dr. Case. The services of both of these
doctors were billed to an off-the-job insurance carrier whose contract was
with the teamsters union. There are other circumstances impeaching any con
tention of an injury as alleged.  bout the first of July the claimant
sought to be transferred from his job for reasons unassociated with any in
jury and without mention of any injury. The claimant had moved to Idaho and
the development of actue symptoms occurred while lying in bed on  ugust 16,
1969,  t the time the claimant was working tending bar.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer that the evidence is insuf
ficient to relate the back and leg problem developing in  ugust to the
alleged incident in June. The Hearing Officer makes no specific finding on
the claimant's credibility but the implication is clear that at best the
evidence reflects only some conjecture or speculation of a possible associ
ation between the alleged incident and subsequent symptoms.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.
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#70-551 January 4, 1971 

WILFRED E. GALE, Deceased. 
Green, Richardson, Griswold & Nurphy, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

The above entitled matter involves the sole issue of whether the State 
Accident Insurance Fund unreasonably delayed acceptance of the claim, subject
ing it to. liability under ORS 656.262 (8) for penalties (additional compensa
tion) plus the assessment of attorney fees under ORS 656.382. 

The essential facts are not in dispute. The chain of events involved in 
this matter are as follows: 

On January 9, 1970, the decedent, his business partner, and an employee 
of the firm, we're en route from Medford, Oregon to Napa, California in a 
company owned light plane in connection with company business. The plane 
failed to reach its destination and was presUJT1ed to have crashed in a remote 
area of Northern California. TI1e last radio message from the plane indicated 
that the plane was icing up. Search activities were initiated and conducted 
under the direction of the Air Force and the Civil Air Patrol. Extensive air 
and ground search efforts produced negative results. 

On February 9 1 1970, active official search activities were suspended on 
the basis that the total search area had been covered and that due to sever~ 
weather conditions and heavy snow fall there was little probability of the 
detection of the missing aircraft or of the survival of the three missing men. 
Further unofficial search efforts were conducted by menbers of the victim's 
family nnd church without success. 

On March 4, 1970, the decedent's wife filed a claim for death benefits 
provided by the Workmen's Compensaticm L:iw. , .. 

On Harch 10, 1970, the Fund denied the claim statinr, as the reason for 
the denial that there was no satisfactory evidence that a workman was killed. 

On Harch 19, 1970, a request for hearing was filed with the noard on 
behalf of the widow of the decedent for 2. determination of the cor,ipensabili ty 
of the claim. 

On Hay 19, 1970, the missing aircraft and the hodies of the decedent and 
the other two missing men were located in rug1red country by a lumberman 
cruisinR timber in a lir,ht plane. 

On Hay 29, 1970, the Fund cancelled and set aside its prior <lenial and 
accepted the claim. The claim was accepted prior to the conduct of a he.aring 
on the issue of the compensability of the cl:tim, There were some leg:il 
services performed on behalf of the clainant with rer;arcl to the claim prior 
to its acceptance by the Func1, 

Tiie Hearing Officer found that there was no unrel'tsonnble behavior or 
delay on the part of the Fund in its initial denial of the claim and subse
quent acceptance of tlte clain followin~ the loc:1.tion o~ the plane and the 
body of the decedent, and held tl1at the Fund was not liRble for ad<litional 
co1:1pensation or attorney fees, The Bearing Officer further held that 
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WCB #70-551 January 4, 1971

WILFRED E. G LE, Deceased.
Green, Richardson, Griswold § Murphy, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by. Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves the sole issue of whether the State
 ccident Insurance Fund unreasonably delayed acceptance of the claim, subject
ing it to liability under ORS 656.262 (8) for penalties (additional compensa
tion) plus the assessment of attorney fees under ORS 656.382.

The essential facts are not in dispute. The chain of events involved in
this matter are as follows:

On January 9, 1970, the decedent, his business partner, and an employee
of the firm, were en route from Medford, Oregon to Napa, California in a
company owned light plane in connection with company business. The plane
failed to reach its destination and was presumed to have crashed in a remote
area of Northern California. The last radio message from the plane indicated
that the plane was icing up. Search activities were initiated and conducted
under the direction of the  ir Force and the Civil  ir Patrol. Extensive air
and ground search efforts produced negative results.

On February 9, 1970, active official search activities were suspended on
the basis that the total search area had been covered and that due to severe
weather conditions and heavy snow fall there was little probability of the
detection of the missing aircraft or of the survival of the three missing men.
Further unofficial search efforts were conducted by members of the victim's
family and church without success.

On March 4, 1970, the decedent's wife filed a claim for death benefits
provided by the Workmen's Compensation Lav;.

On March 10, 1970, the Fund denied the claim stating as the reason for
the denial that there was no satisfactory evidence that a workman was killed.

On March 19, 1970, a request for hearing was filed with the Board on
behalf of the widow of the decedent for a determination of the compensability
of the claim.

On May 19, 1970, the missing aircraft and the bodies of the decedent and
the other two missing men were located in rugged country by a lumberman
cruising timber in a light plane.

On May 29, 1970, the Fund cancelled and set aside its prior denial and
accepted the claim. The claim was accepted prior to the conduct of a hearing
on the issue of the compensability of the claim. There were some legal
services performed on behalf of the claimant with regard to the claim prior
to its acceptance by the Fund.

The Hearing Officer found that there was no unreasonable behavior or
delay on the part of the Fund in its initial denial of the claim and subse
quent acceptance of the claim following the location of the plane and the
body of the decedent, and held that the Fund was not liable for additional
compensation or attorney fees. The Hearing Officer further held that
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fees could not be allowed on the basis of a denied claim under 
either ORS 656.386 or the Board's Administrative Order WCB No. 3-1966 relat
ing to attorney's fees. 

The question of when delay in the acceptance of a claim for death bene
fits becomes unreasonable where tqe death results from the disappearance of 
a plane during a flight and the plane is either not found or is not found 
until later, must be determined on a case-by-case basis upon the facts and 
circumstances involved in the particular case. The Board from its consi
deration of the totality of the evidence in this matter is firmly of the 
opinion that at the time of the denial of the clai~ herein and during the 
ensuing period until the plane and the decedent were located and the claim 
accepted, that whether a death had occurred entitling the beneficiaries to 
death benefits remained the subject of ligitimate inquiry and dispute, and 
that the actions of the Fund constituted neither unreasonable delay in the 
acceptance of the claim nor unreasonable resistance to the payment of death 
benefits subjecting lt to liability for penal~ies and· attorney fees. A care
ful rea4ing of the decision of the Supreme Court in the case of In Re Estate 
of Thornberg, 186 Or 570 (1949) discloses nothinr, in that decision which is 
in conflict with the conclusion of the Board herein. 

The claimant's position in this matter with respect to the right to at
torney fees relied heavily upon the broad· languap,e of the Court of Appeals 
in its decision in the case of Peterson v. State Compensation Department, 
90 Adv sht 983, decided April 16, 1970, in which the Court held the allowance 
of attorney fees was warranted where the claimant prevailed on a procedural 
issue which was essential to obtain a decision on the merits of the case, 
has been nullified by the reversal of the Peterson case by the Supreme Court. 
Peterson v. State Compensation Department, 91 Adv sht 881, decided November 
25, 1970. The decision of the Supreme Court in the Peterson case, which 
construed ORS 656.386 to make the allowance of attorney's fees dependent 
upon the claimant establishing the compensability of his claim after an 

· original denial of the claim, makes it clear that attorney's fees may not be 
allowed -in this matter under ORS 656.386. 

Notice of appeal rights are appended to this order. Whether ORS 656.388 
is applicable is unclear. The Board has consistently construed ORS 656.388 
(2) to authorize the Circuit Court to determine the amount of the attorney 
fee where an attorney and the Hearing Officer or Board cannot agree upon the 
amount of the fee. The Court of Appeals held in the Peterson case that 
ORS 656.388 (2) additionally authorizes the Circuit Court to determine the 
right to an attorney's fee where none was awarded by the Hearing Officer or 
Board. The Supreme Court in its decision in the Peterson case noted: "The 
authority of the Circuit Court under ORS 656.388 to decide the right to an 
attorney's fee at the administrative level instead of the amount of the 
fee is challenged by the defendant, but we find it unnecessary to decide that 
question in this case." 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 
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attorney's fees could not be allowed on the basis of a denied claim under
either ORS 656,386 or the Board's  dministrative Order WCB No. 3-1966 relat
ing to attorney's fees.

The question of when delay in the acceptance of a claim for death bene
fits becomes unreasonable where tfye death results from the disappearance of
a plane during a flight and the plane is either not found or is not found
until later, must be determined on a case-by-case basis upon the facts and
circumstances involved in the particular case. The Board from its consi
deration of the totality of the evidence in this matter is firmly of the
opinion that at the time of the denial of the claim herein and during the
ensuing period until the plane and the decedent were located and the claim
accepted, that whether a death had occurred entitling the beneficiaries to
death benefits remained the subject of ligitimate inquiry and dispute, and
that the actions of the Fund constituted neither unreasonable delay in the
acceptance of the claim nor unreasonable resistance to the payment of death
benefits subjecting it to liability for penalties and attorney fees.  care
ful reading of the decision of the Supreme Court in the case of In Re Estate
of Thornberg, 186 Or 570 (1949) discloses nothing in that decision which is
in conflict with the conclusion of the Board herein.

The claimant's position in this matter with respect to the right to at
torney fees relied heavily upon the broad language of the Court of  ppeals
in its decision in the case of Peterson v. State Compensation Department,
90  dv sht 983, decided  pril 16, 1970, in which the Court held the allowance
of attorney fees was warranted where the claimant prevailed on a procedural
issue which was essential to obtain a decision on the merits of the case,
has been nullified by the reversal of the Peterson case by the Supreme Court.
Peterson v. State Compensation Department, 91  dv sht 881, decided November
25, 1970, The decision of the Supreme Court in the Peterson case, which
construed ORS 656.386 to make the allowance of attorney's fees dependent
upon the claimant establishing the compensability of his claim after an
original denial of the claim, makes it clear that attorney's fees may not be
allowed in this matter under ORS 656.386,

Notice of appeal rights are appended to this order. Whether ORS 656.388
is applicable is unclear. The Board has consistently construed ORS 656.388
(2) to authorize the Circuit Court to determine the amount of the attorney
fee where an attorney and the Hearing Officer or Board cannot agree upon the
amount of the fee. The Court of  ppeals held in the Peterson case that
ORS 656.388 (2) additionally authorizes the Circuit Court to determine the
right to an attorney's fee where none was awarded by the Hearing Officer or
Board. The Supreme Court in its decision in the Peterson case noted: "The
authority of the Circuit Court under ORS 656.388 to decide the right to an
attorney's fee at the administrative level instead of the amount of the
fee is challenged by the defendant, but we find it unnecessary to decide that
question in this case."

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.
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#70-1699 January 4, 1971 

ALICE E. MAGEE, Claimant. 
Buss, Leichner, Lindstedt & Barker, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

The above entitled matter involves a claim for aggravation arising from 
an accidental injury on January 11, 1968. 

Her claim for unscheduled injuri_es had been originally closed on April 
28, 1969 with a determination that she had a permanent disability of 16 
degrees out of the applicable maximum of 320 degrees, On June 30 0 1970 a 
pending request for hearing was dismissed on stipulation of the parties pur
suant to which the claimant received an additional 32 degrees making the 
gross award 48 degrees, · 

On August 19, 1970 the claimant initiated the present proceedinRS by way 
of a clair.1 for aggravation pursuant to ORS 656. 271 a.nd supported that claim 
by a medical report from Dr, Howard Cherry. Dr. Cherry's report·was based 
upon a medical examination made on June 24, 1970, some six days prior to the 
execution of the stipulation upon which the last arrangement of compensation 
rests. 

A claim for aggravation necessarily dates from the last arrangement of 
compensation. It is conceivable that a compensable aggravation might occur 
the day following such an arrangement. Here, however, the claimant's sup
porting evidence has no bearinr. on conditions following the June 30th 
settlement and Hearing Officer order. The Board interprets ORS 656,271 and 
the judicial interpretations thereof to require that supporting medical evi
dence be based upon a medical examination made following the previous award 
and that the medical report recite facts reflecting there has been a compen
sable aggravation following such previous claim closure. 

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds under 
the state of the record the claimant was not entitled to a hearinp, and the 
request for hearing was properly dismissed. 

Tiie order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

WCB #69-20G8 

ADLORE E. PING, Claimant~ 
Ernest Lundeen, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

January 4 ~ 1971 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether a bursitis 
condition developed by a 45 year old workman constituted a conpensable acci
dental injury, The clnim was made with reference to an alleged injury on 
September 12, 1969. 

The claim ims denied hy the State Accident Insurance fund and this denial 
was upheld by the Hearing Officer, 

The record reflects that the claimant reported "pain in his hip" to his 
suµervisor on September 13, 1969 and proceeded to nake a claim for off 
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WCB #70-1699 January 4, 1971

 LICE E. M GEE, Claimant.
Buss, Leichner, Lindstedt 5 Barker, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves a claim for aggravation arising from
an accidental injury on January 11, 1968.

Her claim for unscheduled injuries had been originally closed on  pril
28, 1969 with a determination that she had a permanent disability of 16
degrees out of the applicable maximum of 320 degrees. On June 30, 1970 a
pending request for hearing was dismissed on stipulation of the parties pur
suant to which the claimant received an additional 32 degrees making the
gross award 48 degrees.

On  ugust 19, 1970 the claimant initiated the present proceedings by way
of a claim for aggravation pursuant to ORS 656.271 and supported that claim
by a medical report from Dr. Howard Cherry. Dr. Cherry's report was based
upon a medical examination made on June 24, 1970, some six days prior to the
execution of the stipulation upon which the last arrangement of compensation
rests.

 claim for aggravation necessarily dates from the last arrangement of
compensation. It is conceivable that a compensable aggravation might occur
the day following such an arrangement. Here, however, the claimant's sup
porting evidence has no bearing on conditions following the June 30th
settlement and Hearing Officer order. The Board interprets ORS 656.271 and
the judicial interpretations thereof to require that supporting medical evi
dence be based upon a medical examination made following the previous award
and that the medical report recite facts reflecting there has been a compen
sable aggravation following such previous claim closure.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds under
the state of the record the claimant was not entitled to a hearing and the
request for hearing was properly dismissed.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #69-2098 January 4, 1971

 DLORE E. PING, Claimant.
Ernest Lundeen, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether a bursitis
condition developed by a 45 year old workman constituted a compensable acci
dental injury. The claim was made with reference to an alleged injury on
September 12, 1969.

The claim was denied by the State  ccident Insurance Fund and this denial
was upheld by the Hearing Officer.

The record reflects that the claimant reported "pain in his hip" to his
supervisor on September 13, 1969 and proceeded to make a claim for off
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job medical benefits upon the basis that he had not been hurt on the 
job •. 

Whether the bursitis was caused or compensably exacerbated by employment 
is a matter which requires expert medical opinion. The claimant asserts the 
State Accident Insurance Fund was in error in denying the claim. The only 
medical evidence submitted by the claimant is from the treating doctor whose 
reports in the matter are so diametrically at odds.that they become unreliable. 
It is understandable that a doctor may have difficulty in diagnosing a con
dition. However, in.this case the treating doctor is of record as concluding 
on September 22, 1969, •from a·work history obtained that day, that the work 
precipitated the problem. On the next day the doctor subscribed an insurance 
form for off the job coverage denying any causal relationship to the work. 
In addition to this irreconcilable conflict, the record reflects that his le~ 
was "black and blue" from pushing against a table at work but the treating 
doctor reported no evidence of bruises or abrasions. The credibility of the 
claimant was thus impeached in a matter highly relevant to the issues. 

The Board, in a matter so confused and with conflicting evidence from 
both the claimant and his medical witness, concurs with the Hearing Officer 
and concludes and finds that the evidence does not warrant the allowance 
of the claim as a compensable accidental injury. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

WCB #69-2101 

PAULINE MABE, Claimant. 
Edwin A. York, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

January 4, 1971 

The above entitled matter involves the claim of a 61 year old rubber 
mill employee for a synovitis condition in both wrists caused by the 
repetitive movements necessary in the performance of her work during her 
many years of employment in the rubber mill of this employer. In 1959 
she underwent surgery on both wrists. In February of 1969 she filed a 
claim for a new onset of the condition. ·This claim was adl'linistratively· 
closed within a few days as a medical only claim. She continued to work 
regular!}' until terminating her employment on July 22, 1969. Her resid~al 
disability may under the circumstances be attributable either in whole or 
in part to her employment for this employer during the years prior to the 
filing of the claim as well as during the. period subsequent thereto through 
July 22, 1969. 

A hearing requested by the claimant on the claim resulted in an order 
of the Hearing Officer finding that the claiMant was entitled to an award 
of permanent partial disability of 67 degrees for each forearm against the 
applicable maximum of 150 de1;rees for the loss of one forearm. Durinr, the 
course of its review of the order of the Hearing Officer, the Board deter
mined that the matter had not been fully developed at the hearing, and' 
remanded the matter to the Hearing Officer for the taking of further evidence 
in the areas indicated in the remand order. 
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the job medical benefits upon the basis that he had not been hurt on the
job.

Whether the bursitis was caused or compensably exacerbated by employment
is a matter which requires expert medical opinion. The claimant asserts the
State  ccident Insurance Fund was in error in denying the claim. The only
medical evidence submitted by the claimant is from the treating doctor whose
reports in the matter are so diametrically at odds that they become unreliable.
It is understandable that a doctor may have difficulty in diagnosing a con
dition. However, in this case the treating doctor is of record as concluding
on September 22, 1969, from a work history obtained that day, that the work
precipitated the problem. On the next day the doctor subscribed an insurance
form for off the job coverage denying any causal relationship to the work.
In addition to this irreconcilable conflict, the record reflects that his leg
was "black and blue" from pushing against a table at work but the treating
doctor reported no evidence of bruises or abrasions. The credibility of the
claimant was thus impeached in a matter highly relevant to the issues.

The Board, in a matter so confused and with conflicting evidence from
both the claimant and his medical witness, concurs with the Hearing Officer
and concludes and finds that the evidence does not warrant the allowance
of the claim as a compensable accidental injury.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #69-2101 January 4, 1971

P ULINE M BE, Claimant.
Edwin  . York, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves the claim of a 61 year old rubber
mill employee for a synovitis condition in both wrists caused by the
repetitive movements necessary in the performance of her work during her
many years of employment in the rubber mill of this employer. In 1959
she underwent surgery on both wrists. In February of 1969 she filed a
claim for a new onset of the condition. This claim was administratively
closed within a few days as a medical only claim. She continued to work
regularly until terminating her employment on July 22, 1969. Her residual
disability may under the circumstances be attributable either in whole or
in part to her employment for this employer during the years prior to the
filing of the claim as well as during the period subsequent thereto through
July 22, 1969.

 hearing requested by the claimant on the claim resulted in an order
of the Hearing Officer finding that the claimant was entitled to an award
of permanent partial disability of 67 degrees for each forearm against the
applicable maximum of 150 degrees for the loss of one forearm. During the
course of its review of the order of the Hearing Officer, the Board deter
mined that the matter had not been fully developed at the hearing, and'
remanded the matter to the Hearing Officer for the taking of further evidence
in the areas indicated in the remand order.
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the remand and prior to the hearing on remand, Argonaut 
Insurance Company moved tJ:e Hearing Officer for an order joining the State 
Accident Insurance Fund and the Royal Globe Insurance Company as necessary 
parties in the determination and apportionment of responsibility for the 

-"~ claimant's compensation. The employer was· insured by the Fund prior to 
July 1, 1966, by Argonaut from July 1, 1966 to July 1, 1969, and by Royal 
Globe after July 1, 1969. The Hearing Officer denied the motion as to the 
joinder of the State Accident Insurance Fund, and allowed the motion as to 
the joinder of the Royal Globe Insurance Company. The Hearing Officer's 
Order of Joinder was entered and mailed on November 18, 1969. The Order of 
Joinder not being a final order, no notice of appeal rights was appended 
thereto. The review by the Board of an order of the Hearing Officer is 
limited to final orders. Barr v. State Compensation Department, 90 Adv Sh 
55 (1970). 

Counsel for the employer and Argonaut Insurance Company by letter dated 
December 17 0 1970, requested a review by the Board of the Hearing Officer's 
Order of Joinder. The request for review was received and filed by the Board 
on Monday, December 21, 1970, beyond the 30-day period allowed for the filing 
of a request for Board review, which expired on Friday, December 18, 1970d 

The Board finds and concludes that the request for review herein was 
not filed with the Board within the time pr,ovided by law. It is the order 
of the Board, therefore, that said request for review be dismissed as not 
having been timely filed. 

The Board does not deem this dismissal order to be a final order, and 
does not, therefore, deem a notice of appeal to be required. 

WCB #70-39 

JOYCE L. HOLLOWAY, Claimant. 
A. C. Roll, Claimapt's Atty. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

January 4, 1971 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 33 year old plywood mill worker who was struck by 
a jitney on the left hip and pinned between the jitney and some machinery on 
March 1, 1968. 

She lost no time from work but on return to work she first received 
instruction in other work which entailed nothing but sitting and observing. 
About eight to ten weeks following the accident she_returned to her former 
job which she is able to perform despite some continuing pain in the pelvic, 
pubic and groin areas. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 a determination issued finding the claimant to 
have no permanent disability. Upon hearing an award was made of 64 degrees 
for unscheduled disability out of a maximum applicable award of_320 degrees. 

Neither the claimant's work records nor the medical reports reflect any
thing more than a minimal residual disability. Only the claimant's complaints 
at the time of hearing would indicate some disability.· The claimant is en
gaged in moderately heavy work for a woman and it is difficult for the Board 
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Following the remand and prior to the hearing on remand,  rgonaut
Insurance Company moved the Hearing Officer for an order joining the State
 ccident Insurance Fund and the Royal Globe Insurance Company as necessary
parties in the determination and apportionment of responsibility for the
claimant's compensation. The employer was insured by the Fund prior to
July 1, 1966, by  rgonaut from July 1, 1966 to July 1, 1969, and by Royal
Globe after July 1, 1969. The Hearing Officer denied the motion as to the
joinder of the State  ccident Insurance Fund, and allowed the motion as to
the joinder of the Royal Globe Insurance Company. The Hearing Officer's
Order of Joinder was entered and mailed on November 18, 1969. The Order of
Joinder not being a final order, no notice of appeal rights was appended
thereto. The review by the Board of an order of the Hearing Officer is
limited to final orders. Barr v. State Compensation Department, 90  dv Sh
55 (1970).

Counsel for the employer and  rgonaut Insurance Company by letter dated
December 17, 1970, requested a review by the Board of the Hearing Officer's
Order of Joinder. The request for review was received and filed by the Board
on Monday, December 21, 1970, beyond the 30-day period allowed for the filing
of a request for Board review, which expired on Friday, December 18, 1970.

The Board finds and concludes that the request for review herein was
not filed with the Board within the time provided by law. It is the order
of the Board, therefore, that said request for review be dismissed as not
having been timely filed.

The Board does not deem this dismissal order to be a final order, and
does not, therefore, deem a notice of appeal to be required.

WCB #70-39 January 4, 1971

JOYCE L. HOLLOW Y, Claimant.
 . C. Roll, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Employer.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 33 year old plywood mill worker who was struck by
a jitney on the left hip and pinned between the jitney and some machinery on
March 1, 1968.

She lost no time from work but on return to work she first received
instruction in other work which entailed nothing but sitting and observing.
 bout eight to ten weeks following the accident she returned to her former
job which she is able to perform despite some continuing pain in the pelvic,
pubic and groin areas.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 a determination issued finding the claimant to
have no permanent disability. Upon hearing an award was made of 64 degrees
for unscheduled disability out of a maximum applicable award of 320 degrees.

Neither the claimant's work records nor the medical reports reflect any
thing more than a: minimal residual disability. Only the claimant's complaints
at the time of hearing would indicate some disability. The claimant is en
gaged in moderately heavy work for a woman and it is difficult for the Board
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conceive of the area of employability the Hearing Officer concludes was 
reduced. It is not pain which produces complaints which serves as the basis 
of an award. It is pain which actually interferes with ability to work which 
is the basis for permanent award. What little objective evidence there is of 
some structural abnormality appears to have existed prior to the accident. 

The Board concludes and finds that at most the claimant has a minimal 
disability causally related to the accident of not to exceed 32 degrees. 

. . 

The order of the Hearing Officer is modified and the claimant is 
granted an award of 32 degrees for unscheduled permanent disability. 

The appeal having been by the employer, counsel for claimant is 
authorized to collect a fee from claimant of not to exceed $125 in addition 
to the fee of 25% payable from the award of compensation. 

WCB #70-181 

DONALD E. YOUNG, Claimant. 
Robert L. Thomas, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

January 4, 1971 -

The above entitled matter involves the issue on review of the extent 
of permanent partial disability sustained by a now 29 year old drag saw 
operator as a result of a back injury incurred on September 13, 1966, when 
the drag saw shack fell while being repaired striking him in the neck and 
shoulders. 

The claimant sustained sprains of the cervical and lumbar spine for which 
he was treated conservatively. His condition improved to the extent that he 
was able to resume his former employment as a drag saw operator on November 
24, 1966, although he continued to experience some neck and low back dis
comfort. The medical reports following his resumption of employment reflect 
that minimal subjective disability resulted from the injury. 

The initial determination issued pursuant to ORS 656.268 granted the 
claimant temporary total disability to November 23, 1966, and an award of 
permanent partial disability of 19.2 degrees of the maximum of 192 degrees 
for loss of an arm by separation for unscheduled disability. 

The claimant continued to work as a drag saw operator for. the next two 
and one-half years, during which period his condition became progressively 
worse. As the result of a neurological examination in January of 1968 and 
an orthopedic examination in December of 1968 reflecting the need for further 
medical treatment, the claim was reopened pursuant to stipulation on February 
4, 1969. The claimant's testimony also reflects the occurrence of two work 
related incidents early in 1969 which exacerbated his condition. His employ
ment as a drag saw operator terminated on April 30, 1969, when he became 
unable to adequately perform the work due to unbearable pain. 

Following a further course of conservative treatment and therapy, the 
claimant's condition again became medically stationary in October of 1969. 
In the opinion of the treating orthopedic surgeon he had cervicodorsal and 
dorsolumbar sprains which were chronically symptomatic, involving a constant 
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The Bo rd concludes  nd finds th t  t most the cl im nt h s  minim l
dis bility c us lly rel ted to the  ccident of not to exceed 32 degrees.

The order of the He ring Officer is modified  nd the cl im nt is
gr nted  n  w rd of 32 degrees for unscheduled perm nent dis bility.

The  ppe l h ving been by the employer, counsel for cl im nt is
 uthorized to collect  fee from cl im nt of not to exceed $125 in  ddition
to the fee of 25% p y ble from the  w rd of compens tion.

to conceive of the  re of employ bility the He ring Officer concludes w s
reduced. It is not p in which produces compl ints which serves  s the b sis
of  n  w rd. It is p in which  ctu lly interferes with  bility to work which
is the b sis for perm nent  w rd. Wh t little objective evidence there is of
some structur l  bnorm lity  ppe rs to h ve existed prior to the  ccident.

WCB #70-181 J nu ry 4, 1971

DONALD E. YOUNG, Cl im nt.
Robert L. Thom s, Cl im nt's Atty.
Request for Review by Cl im nt.

The  bove entitled m tter involves the issue on review of the extent
of perm nent p rti l dis bility sust ined by  now 29 ye r old dr g s w
oper tor  s  result of  b ck injury incurred on September 13, 1966, when
the dr g s w sh ck fell while being rep ired striking him in the neck  nd
shoulders.

The cl im nt sust ined spr ins of the cervic l  nd lumb r spine for which
he w s tre ted conserv tively. His condition improved to the extent th t he
w s  ble to resume his former employment  s  dr g s w oper tor on November
24, 1966,  lthough he continued to experience some neck  nd low b ck dis
comfort. The medic l reports following his resumption of employment reflect
th t minim l subjective dis bility resulted from the injury.

The initi l determin tion issued pursu nt to ORS 656.268 gr nted the
cl im nt tempor ry tot l dis bility to November 23, 1966,  nd  n  w rd of
perm nent p rti l dis bility of 19.2 degrees of the m ximum of 192 degrees
for loss of  n  rm by sep r tion for unscheduled dis bility.

The cl im nt continued to work  s  dr g s w oper tor foi; the next two
 nd one-h lf ye rs, during which period his condition bec me progressively
worse. As the result of  neurologic l ex min tion in J nu ry of 1968  nd
 n orthopedic ex min tion in December of 1968 reflecting the need for further
medic l tre tment, the cl im w s reopened pursu nt to stipul tion on Febru ry
4, 1969, The cl im nt's testimony  lso reflects the occurrence of two work
rel ted incidents e rly in 1969 which ex cerb ted his condition. His employ
ment  s  dr g s w oper tor termin ted on April 30, 1969, when he bec me
un ble to  dequ tely perform the work due to unbe r ble p in.

Following  further course of conserv tive tre tment  nd ther py, the
cl im nt's condition  g in bec me medic lly st tion ry in October of 1969,
In the opinion of the tre ting orthopedic surgeon he h d cervicodors l  nd
dorsolumb r spr ins which were chronic lly symptom tic, involving  const nt
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in the lower back and headaches. lie was of the opinion that the claimant 
should avoid activity invoiving repetitive bending and heavy lifting. The 
orthopedist recommended the discontinuation of employment in lumber and ply
wood mills since the physical demands of such work would result in continuing 
aggravation of his back condition, and recommended vocational retraining in 
some less strenuous type of work. 

A second determination order granted the claimant additional temporary 
total disability from February 4, 1969 to October 23, 1969, less time worked, 
but granted no additional permanent partial disability. 

A hearing held at the claimant's request resulted in an order of the 
Hearing Officer increasing the award of permanent partial disability from 
19.2 degrees to 40 degrees of the applicable 192 degrees for loss of an 
arm by separation for the unscheduled back disability. The Hearing Officer's 
increase of the disability award was based upon his evaluation of the claim
ant's physical impairment which resulted from the injury. The Hearing Officer 
found no earnings impairment to have resulted from the injury. 

The claimant requested Board review of the Hearing Officer's order 
contending that the award granted by the Hearing Officer unduly limits and 
minimizes the claimant's permanent disability. A response filed on behalf 
of the employer and its carrier states that it is their position that the 
award of the Hearing Officer is excessive and that the awar~ granted by the 
detennination order of the Closing and Evaluation Division should be 
reinstated. 

The !!earing Officer, in connection with his evaluation of the claimant's 
permanent disability, had the benefit not only of the medical reports which 
were available to the Closing and Evaluation Division at the time of its 
determination of disability herein, but in addition had the advantage of 
the testimony adduced at the hearing and the subsequent medical reports and 
other exhibits received in evidence at the hearing, providing him with a 
more complete and adequate evidentiary background from which to accurately 
determine the physical impairment which resulted from the claimant's injury 
and to evaluate the permanent disability attributable to this factor. The 
Board as a result of its review of the record made at the hearing is of the 
opinion that the Hearing Officer has properly evaluated the claimant's 
permanent impairment resulting from the injury. 

The claimant is presently being retrained as a machinist at Lane 
Community College because his physical impairment precluded his return to his 
fonner occupation. The claimant has the requisite educational background 
and intellectual resources to make the transition from a millworker to a 
machinist. The claimant's testimony at the hearinp, reflects that his 
vocational retraining as a machinist was a wise choice and that he is making 
excellent progress in the retraining program. Upon completion of his 
retraining as a machinist, the claimant will have acquired a vocational skill 
in which his earning ability will be substantially greater than that of a 
millworker. The evidence clearly reflects that the claimant has sustained 
no loss of earning capacity as a result of his injury. Earnings impairment 
is accordingly not a factor to be considered in the determination of the 
permanent partial disability sustained by the claimant. 
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ache in the lower back and headaches. He was of the opinion that the claimant
should avoid activity involving repetitive bending and heavy lifting. The
orthopedist recommended the discontinuation of employment in lumber and ply
wood mills since the physical demands of such work would result in continuing
aggravation of his back condition, and recommended vocational retraining in
some less strenuous type of work.

 second determination order granted the claimant additional temporary
total disability from February 4, 1969 to October 23, 1969, less time worked,
but granted no additional permanent partial disability.

 hearing held at the claimant's request resulted in an order of the
Hearing Officer increasing the award of permanent partial disability from
19.2 degrees to 40 degrees of the applicable 192 degrees for loss of an
arm by separation for the unscheduled back disability. The Hearing Officer's
increase of the disability award was based upon his evaluation of the claim
ant's physical impairment which resulted from the injury. The Hearing Officer
found no earnings impairment to have resulted from the injury.

The claimant requested Board review of the Hearing Officer's order
contending that the award granted by the Hearing Officer unduly limits and
minimizes the claimant's permanent disability.  response filed on behalf
of the employer and its carrier states that it is their position that the
award of the Hearing Officer is excessive and that the award granted by the
determination order of the Closing and Evaluation Division should be
reinstated.

The Hearing Officer, in connection with his evaluation of the claimant's
permanent disability, had the benefit not only of the medical reports which
were available to the Closing and Evaluation Division at the time of its
determination of disability herein, but in addition had the advantage of
the testimony adduced at the hearing and the subsequent medical reports and
other exhibits received in evidence at the hearing, providing him with a
more complete and adequate evidentiary background from which to accurately
determine the physical impairment which resulted from the claimant's injury
and to evaluate the permanent disability attributable to this factor. The
Board as a result of its review of the record made at the hearing is of the
opinion that the Hearing Officer has properly evaluated the claimant's
permanent impairment resulting from the injury.

The claimant is presently being retrained as a machinist at Lane
Community College because his physical impairment precluded his return to his
former occupation. The claimant has the requisite educational background
and intellectual resources to make the transition from a millworker to a
machinist. The claimant's testimony at the hearing reflects that his
vocational retraining as a machinist was a wise choice and that he is making
excellent progress in the retraining program. Upon completion of his
retraining as a machinist, the claimant will have acquired a vocational skill
in which his earning ability will be substantially greater than that of a
millworker. The evidence clearly reflects that the claimant has sustained
no loss of earning capacity as a result of his injury. Earnings impairment
is accordingly not a factor to be considered in the determination of the
permanent partial disability sustained by the claimant.
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Board finds and concludes from its de novo review of the record in 
this matter that the 40 degrees of the then applicable maximum of 192 degrees 
for loss of an arm by separation for unscheduled disability granted by the 
order of the Hearing Officer correctly evaluates the permanent partial dis
ability sustained by the claimant as a result of the injury of September 13, 
1966. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

WCB #69-1003 

JACK ALEXANDER, Claimant. 
Edwin A. York, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

January 4, 1971 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 62 year old carpenter in a fall from a scaffold on 
March 14, 1968. 

The matter was heretofore the subject of a Board review on November 14, 
1969, at which time the Board found the claimant to have an unscheduled dis
ability of 32 degrees, affirming the original determination made pursuant 
to ORS 656.268 and setting aside an increase of 32 degrees which had been 
made by the Hearing Officer. 

The matter was appealed to the Circuit Court and apparently on repre
sentations concerning events following the first hearing, the Court remanded 
the matter for further hearing and particularly for consideration of a 
"neck problem". The injury for which claim was filed involved the lumbar 
spine and two ribs. 

Upon further hearing, the Hearing Officer found that there was no credi
ble evidence to associate medical care following the first hearing with the 
accidental injury here involved. The claimant had a pre-existing degenerative 
problem in the dorsal area and the need for medical care involving the 
dorsal area. With this conclusion the Board concurs. 

The Hearing Officer, reaffirmed the conclusions of the first Hearing 
Officer order to the effect that the claimant was exaggerating his complaints. 

As noted by the Board in its initial order, there is at best only minor 
objective evidence of disability. When evaluation of disability is made upon 
subjective symptoms, the Board concludes that the medical reports are far 
more reliable than conjecture over the degree of the claimant's exaggeration, 
with or without the benefit of a personal observation of the claimant as a 
witness. 

The Board concludes from the totality of the evidence that there is no 
basis for departure from the original determination evaluating the disability 
at 32 degrees. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is therefore modified and the determina
tion of 32 degrees is again reinstated. 
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The Board finds and concludes from its de novo review of the record in
this matter that the 40 degrees of the then applicable maximum of 192 degrees
for loss of an arm by separation for unscheduled disability granted by the
order of the Hearing Officer correctly evaluates the permanent partial dis
ability sustained by the claimant as a result of the injury of September 13,
1966.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #69-1003 January 4, 1971

J CK  LEX NDER, Claimant.
Edwin  . York, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 62 year old carpenter in a fall from a scaffold on
March 14, 1968.

The matter was heretofore the subject of a Board review on November 14,
1969, at which time the Board found the claimant to have an unscheduled dis
ability of 32 degrees, affirming the original determination made pursuant
to ORS 656.268 and setting aside an increase of 32 degrees which had been
made by the Hearing Officer.

The matter was appealed to the Circuit Court and apparently on repre
sentations concerning events following the first hearing, the Court remanded
the matter for further hearing and particularly for consideration of a
"neck problem". The injury for which claim was filed involved the lumbar
spine and two ribs.

Upon further hearing, the Hearing Officer found that there was no credi
ble evidence to associate medical care following the first hearing with the
accidental injury here involved. The claimant had a pre-existing degenerative
problem in the dorsal area and the need for medical care involving the
dorsal area. With this conclusion the Board concurs.

The Hearing Officer, reaffirmed the conclusions of the first Hearing
Officer order to the effect that the claimant was exaggerating his complaints.

 s noted by the Board in its initial order, there is at best only minor
objective evidence of disability. When evaluation of disability is made upon
subjective symptoms, the Board concludes that the medical reports are far
more reliable than conjecture over the degree of the claimant's exaggeration,
with or without the benefit of a personal observation of the claimant as a
witness.

The Board concludes from the totality of the evidence that there is no
basis for departure from the original determination evaluating the disability
at 32 degrees.

The order of the Hearing Officer is therefore modified and the determina
tion of 32 degrees is again reinstated.
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#69-1065 

FRED N. O'SULLIVAN, Claimant. 
Dwyer & Jensen, Claimant's Attys. 

January 7, 1971 

The above entitled matter involved the claim of a 50 year old fire 
captain for a pJ!leumonitis condition allegedly precipitated by an exposure 
to a heavy concentration of smoke when a smoke ejector device was, by 
error, hooked up so as to discharge the smoke directly on the claimant while 
he was not wearing a mask. 

The matter was treated procedurally as an occupational disease. The 
order of the Hearing Office directing the State Accident Insurance Fund 
to accept the claim was rejected to constitute an appeal to .a Medical 
Board of Review. 

The duly constituted Medical Board of Review has now made its findings 
which are attached, by reference made a part hereof and declared filed as of 
December 29, 1970. 

The function of the Workmen's Compensation Board in such matters is 
primarily ministerial. In aid of the record the Board notes that the Medical 
Board of Review finds the condition sustained by the claimant was compensably 
related to the work exposure thereby affirming the order of the Hearing 
Officer. The Board also parenthetically notes that a condition thus pre
cipitated by short term trauma may well have been processed as an accidental 
injury. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.814, the findings of the Medical Board of Review are 
final as a matter of law. 

Medical Board of Review Opinion: 

On December 18, 1970, Doctors H. Douglas Walker, John 
Bonzer, and R. K. Hoover examined the above-named patient. 
We reviewed the extensive reports submitted from your office.· 

After· careful review we feel that the illness of February, 
1969 was definitely brought on by smoke inhalation and that 
this man should be compensated for this single, acute illness. 
We do not feel there is any chronic disability. It is inter
esting to note that in March of 1970 he also had a smoke 
exposure and this was covered under industrial insurance. 

After examining the patient and talking with him in regard 
to the circumstances of this claim, it is of interest that he is 
apparently asking for only $80 which he has had to pay in 
connection with the illness of February, 1969. 

To answer the specific questions as you request, (1) Does 
the claimant suffer from ari occupational disease or infection? 
The patient did have an acute il.lness in February of 1969 which 
was industrially caused, but at the present time he has no 
evidence of industrial injury or infection. (2) When was such 
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WCB #69-1065 January 7, 1971

The above entitled matter involved the claim of a 50 year old fire
captain for a pneumonitis condition allegedly precipitated by an exposure
to a heavy concentration of smoke when a smoke ejector device was, by
error, hooked up so as to discharge the smoke directly on the claimant while
he was not wearing a mask.

The matter was treated procedurally as an occupational disease. The
order of the Hearing Office directing the State  ccident Insurance Fund
to accept the claim was rejected to constitute an appeal to a Medical
Board of Review.

The duly constituted Medical Board of Review has now made its findings
which are attached, by reference made a part hereof and declared filed as of
December 29, 1970.

The function of the Workmen's Compensation Board in such matters is
primarily ministerial. In aid of the record the Board notes that the Medical
Board of Review finds the condition sustained by the claimant was compensably
related to the work exposure thereby affirming the order of the Hearing
Officer. The Board also parenthetically notes that a condition thus pre
cipitated by short term trauma may well have been processed as an accidental
injury.

Pursuant to ORS 656.814, the findings of the Medical Board of Review are
final as a matter of lav/.

FRED N. O'SULLIV N, Claimant.
Dwyer 5 Jensen, Claimant's  ttys.

Medical Board of Review Opinion:

On December 18, 1970, Doctors H. Douglas Walker, John
Bonzer, and R. K. Hoover examined the above-named patient.
We reviewed the extensive reports submitted from your office.

 fter'careful reviewwe feel that the illness of February,
1969 was definitely brought on by smoke inhalation and that
this man should be compensated for this single, acute illness.
We do not feel there is any chronic disability. It is inter
esting to note that in March of 1970 he also had a smoke
exposure and this was covered under industrial insurance.

 fter examining the patient and talking with him in regard
to the circumstances of this claim, it is of interest that he is
apparently asking for only $80 which he has had to pay in
connection with the illness of February, 1969.

To answer the specific questions as you request, (1) Does
the claimant suffer from an occupational disease or infection?
The patient did have an acute illness in February of 1969 which
was industrially caused, but at the present time he has no
evidence of industrial injury or infection. (2) When was such
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or infection contacted? See above. The patient states he 
was off work for approximately two weeks. (3) The acute illness 
of February, 1969, did arise out of his employment. (4) Is such 
disease, if any, disabling to the claimant? The acute illness of 
February, 1969 was related to an industrial injury of smoke 
inhalation. There is no evidence of long-term disability. He 
has no industrial disability at the present time; however, he 
does suffer from chronic bronchitis, allergic rhinitis, and mild 
obstructive pulmonary disease. 

/s/ H. Douglas Walker, M. D. 
/s/ John Bonzer, M. D. 
/s/ R. K. Hoover, M. D. 

WCB #70-952 January 7, 1971 

BILLY L. TI-IINNES, Claimant. 
McNutt, Gant & Ormsbee, Claimant's Attys. 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of whether the 25 year 
old claimant sustained any permanent disability as the result of incurring 
a contact dermatitis in the course of his employment. 

The Hearing Officer found there to be no residual permanent disability 
and the claimant rejected the order to constitute an appeal to a Medical 
Board of Review. 

The Medical Board of Review was duly constituted and has now made its 
findings which are attached, by reference made a part hereof and declared 
filed as of December 22, 1970. 

The function of the Workmen's Compensation Board in such matters is 
primarily ministerial. In aid of the record it appears the Medical Board 
of Review has found the claimant has no residual disability, thereby af
firming the order of the Hearing Officer. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.814. the findings of the Medical Board of Review 
are final and binding. 

Medical Board of Review Opinion: 

Sirs: 

On 25 November 1970 the Medical Board of Review examined Hr. 
Thinnes. Doctorl; Hemphill, Service and Maliner all were present. 

Review of the history of the dermatitis indicated that the 
first evidence of hand rash was noted by Mr. Thinnes in late July 
1969, and that this rash was limited to the fingers in the form 
of vesicles and peeling. The rash apparently remained mild until 
12 Sep!ember 196~, when there was an acute worsenin_g of the finger · 
rash with "swelling" (edema), "cracking" (fissuring) and "oozing" 
(w~eping). This worsening occurred two days after the patient 
built ,,a wooden flue for his employer (using either Fir or Cedar 
wood). Patch testing by Dr. Hemphill to these woods showed 
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disease or infection contacted? See above. The patient states he
was off work for approximately two weeks. (3) The acute illness
of February, 1969, did arise out of his employment. (4) Is such
disease, if any, disabling to the claimant? The acute illness of
February, 1969 was related to an industrial injury of smoke
inhalation. There is no evidence of long-term disability. He
has no industrial disability at the present time; however, he
does suffer from chronic bronchitis, allergic rhinitis, and mild
obstructive pulmonary disease.

/s/ H. Douglas Walker, M. D.
/s/ John Bonzer, M. D.
/s/ R. K. Hoover, M. D.

WCB #70-952 January 7, 1971

BILLY L. THINNES, Claimant.
McNutt, Gant § Ormsbee, Claimant's  ttys.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of whether the 25 year
old claimant sustained any permanent disability as the result of incurring
a contact dermatitis in the course of his employment.

The Hearing Officer found there to be no residual permanent disability
and the claimant rejected the order to constitute an appeal to a Medical
Board of Review.

The Medical Board of Review was duly constituted and has now made its
findings which are attached, by reference made a part hereof and declared
filed as of December 22, 1970.

The function of the Workmen's Compensation Board in such matters is
primarily ministerial. In aid of the record it appears the Medical Board
of Review has found the claimant has no residual disability, thereby af
firming the order of the Hearing Officer.

Pursuant to ORS 656.814. the findings of the Medical Board of Review
are final and binding.

Medical Board of Review Opinion:

Sirs:

On 25 November 1970 the Medical Board of Review examined Mr.
Thinnes. Doctor^ Hemphill, Service and Maliner all were present.

Review of the history of the dermatitis indicated that the
first evidence of hand rash was noted by Mr. Thinnes in late July
1969, and that this rash was limited to the fingers in the form
of vesicles and peeling. The rash apparently remained mild until
12 September 1969, when there was an acute worsening of the finger
rash with "swelling" (edema), "cracking" (fissuring) and "oozing"
(weeping). This worsening occurred two days after the patient
built „a wooden flue for his employer (using either Fir or Cedar
wood). Patch testing by Dr. Hemphill to these woods showed
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reactions to Fir and supports the clinical study-
that the acute rash was due to on the job contact with these 
woods. 

All contact with those woods ceased after 12 September 
1969. Normally a contact Allergic dermatitis of this sort 
heals completely within a variable period of time after con
tact with the offending agent has ceased. (The patient 
ceased working for Coos Head on 26 September 1969). 

ln this case the severe finger dermatitis which appeared 
on September 1969 subsided, but a lesser dermatitis (still 
limited to the fingers) persisted. On 4 March 1970 Dr. 
Hemphill gave the last treatment to Mr. Thinnes (including 
X-ray) and discharged him as having completely recovered 
from his contact Allergic dermatitis. • 

This Medical Board finds no evidence that either total 
or partial disability existed ~eyond the periods already 
established. 

We find there is no disability at the time of this 
examination. The patient is no longer using any medication 
in the treatment of his hands. (Note that the betadine 
soap he washes his hands with was originally prescribed for a 
fungus infection of his body, and unr.elated to the hand derma
titis. For clarification of an apparently confusing matter, 
the Board would digress a moment to explain another hand 
dermatitis which Mr. Thinnes has, but which it finds unre
lated to the industrial contact Allergic dermatitis. It is• 
this other problem (originally alluded to by Dr. Hemphill 
in his report of 27 August 1969 which accounts for the mild 
persisting finger and foot eruption noted by this Board on this 
examination. We noted that the soles of feet and palms were 
moist with sweat, and that there was a rash of the soles called 
"Symmetric Lividity" and a rash of several fingers in the form 
of mild peeling. The patient also stated that he has occa- · 
sional "bumps" of the sides of his fingers (properly called 
"vesicles"). Also the patient's father had a problem with 
excessive sweatinP. of palms and soles. This condition is 
termed "dyshidrosis" and has no relationship to the contact 
Allergic dermatitis. 

/s/ William w. Service, M.n. 
/s/ Jerome s. Haliner, H.D. 
/s/ William J. Hemphill, H.D. 
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positive reactions to Fir and supports the clinical study—
that the acute rash was due to on the job contact with these
woods *

 ll contact with those woods ceased after 12 September
1969. Normally a contact  llergic dermatitis of this sort
heals completely within a variable period of time after con
tact with the offending agent has ceased. (The patient
ceased working for Coos Head on 26 September 1969).

Jn this case the severe finger dermatitis which appeared
on September 1969 subsided, but a lesser dermatitis (still
limited to the fingers) persisted. On 4 March 1970 Dr.
Hemphill gave the last treatment to Mr. Thinnes (including
X-ray) and discharged him as having completely recovered
from his contact  llergic dermatitis.

This Medical Board finds no evidence that either total
or partial disability existed .beyond the periods already
established.

We find there is no disability at the time of this
examination. The patient is no longer using any medication
in the treatment of his hands. (Note that the betadine
soap he washes his hands with was originally prescribed for a
fungus infection of his body, and unrelated to the hand derma
titis. For clarification of an apparently confusing matter,
the Board would digress a moment to explain another hand
dermatitis which Mr. Thinnes has, but which it finds unre
lated to the industrial contact  llergic dermatitis. It is
this other problem (originally alluded to by Dr. Hemphill
in his report of 27  ugust 1969 which accounts for the mild
persisting finger and foot eruption noted by this Board on this
examination. We noted that the soles of feet and palms were
moist with sweat, and that there was a rash of the soles called
’’Symmetric Lividity" and a rash of several fingers in the form
of mild peeling. The patient also stated that he has occa
sional "bumps" of the sides of his fingers (properly called
"vesicles").  lso the patient's father had a problem with
excessive sweating of palms and soles. This condition is
termed "dyshidrosis" and has no relationship to the contact
 llergic dermatitis.

/s/ William W. Service, M.D.
/s/ Jerome S. Maliner, M.D.
/s/ William J. Hemphill, M.D.
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#70-1009 January 12, 1971 

CHARLES L. SPRIGGS, Claimant. 
Pozzi, Nilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys. 

The above entitled matter involves a claim for occupational disease 
by a 41 year old leadman in a smelting plant who contracted lead poisoning 
in December of 1969. 

The claim was accepted and the only issue is whether the claimant has 
sustained a permanent disability. Neither the determination mad~ pursuant 
to ORS 656. 268 or the Hearing Officer order found any permanent disability 
and the claimant rejected the Hearing Officer order to constitute an appeal 
to a Medical Board of Review. 

The Medical Board of Review was duly constituted and has now submitted 
its findings which are attached, by reference made a part hereof and de
clared filed as of January 11, 1971. 

In aid of the record it appears that the majority of the Medical 
Board of Review find that the claimant can return to his former occupation 
subject only to maintaining sanitary precautions against re-exposure. 
The issue of whether an alleged inability to return to his former work would 
constitute a permanent disability thereby appears to be moot. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.814 the findings of the Medical Board of Review 
are final and binding as a matter of law and no notice of appeal is 
appended. 

Medical Board of Review Opinion: 

The Workmen's Medical Board, Compensation Case concerning Mr. 
Charles L. Spriggs, #70-1009, met at St. Vincent's Hospital in 
Portland, Oregon, on 12-18-70. In attendance was Mr. Charles L. 
Spriggs, Dr. Charles Grossman, Dr. c. Conrad Carter, and myself, 
Dr. James L. Mack. We met at 8:30 in the morning and broke up at 
10: 15. During that period of time Mr. Spriggs was available for 
history taking and physical examination, which was performed 
jointly by the three Board members. After Mr. Sprigr,s left the 
case was discussed by the three members of the Board,and following 
are our findings. 

In answer to Question No. 1, all three members of the Board 
agree the patient was involved in a lead intoxication via occupa
tional exposure. Question No. 2, as far as we can tell by the 
patient, he noted that he had the onset of lead intoxication sym
toms in August of 1969, was seen by a physician, was told that his 
blood level for lead was high, and was treated with calcium shots. 
Interestingly, this information is not contained in his records. 
The patient in his own interview today stated that his symptoms 
have pretty much been gone since July of 1970. At the present. 
time he says that he does have some joint findings involvinr, the 
proximal intorphalangeal joint of the right hand and some discom
forts around the right ankle and toes of the left foot. He volun
tarily stated that the discomforts around the muscles of the neck 
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WCB #70-1009 January 12, 1971

The above entitled matter involves a claim for occupational disease
by a 41 year old leadman in a smelting plant who contracted lead poisoning
in December of 1969.

The claim was accepted and the only issue is whether the claimant has
sustained a permanent disability. Neither the determination made, pursuant
to ORS 656.268 or the Hearing Officer order found any permanent disability
and the claimant rejected the Hearing Officer order to constitute an appeal
to a Medical Board of Review.

The Medical Board of Review was duly constituted and has now submitted
its findings which are attached, by reference made a part hereof and de
clared filed as of January 11, 1971.

In aid of the record it appears that the majority of the Medical
Board of Review find that the claimant can return to his former occupation
subject only to maintaining sanitary precautions against re-exposure.
The issue of whether an alleged inability to return to his former work would
constitute a permanent disability thereby appears to be moot.

Pursuant to ORS 656.814 the findings of the Medical Board of Review
are final and binding as a matter of law and no notice of appeal is
appended.

Medical Board of Review Opinion:

The Workmen's Medical Board, Compensation Case concerning Mr.
Charles L. Spriggs, #70-1009, met at St. Vincent's Hospital in
Portland, Oregon, on 12-18-70. In attendance was Mr. Charles L.
Spriggs, Dr. Charles Grossman, Dr. C. Conrad Carter, and myself,
Dr. James L. Mack. We met at 8:30 in the morning and broke up at
10:15. During that period of time Mr. Spriggs was available for
history taking and physical examination, which was performed
jointly by the three Board members.  fter Mr. Spriggs left the
case was discussed by the three members of the Board, and following
are our findings.

In answer to Question No. 1, all three members of the Board
agree the patient was involved in a lead intoxication via occupa
tional exposure. Question No. 2, as far as we can tell by the
patient, he noted that he had the onset of lead intoxication sym-
toms in  ugust of 1969, was seen by a physician, was told that his
blood level for lead was high, and was treated with calcium shots.
Interestingly, this information is not contained in his records.
The patient in his own interview today stated that his symptoms
have pretty much been gone since July of 1970,  t the present,
time he says that he does have some joint findings involving the
proximal intorphalangeal joint of the right hand and some discom
forts around the right ankle and toes of the left foot. He volun
tarily stated that the discomforts around the muscles of the neck

CH RLES L. SPRIGGS, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson §  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
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shoulders have been completely gonea In answer to Question 
No. 3, the answer is '1 very definite yes, In answer to Question 
No. 4, at the present time all three members of the Board agree 
that the patient is suffering no actual disability, but potential 
disability may be present. Two out of the three Board members agree 
that it would be reasonable for this patient to return to work in his 
present occupation involving lead exposure if technique to avoid lead 
ingestion was followed very closely and the patient was .monitored 
extremely close. If this resulted in no sign of recurrence of lead 
intoxication, then we feel that there is no evidence at the present 
time of potential disability because of lead exposure. If the pati~ 
ent, following good technique and monitoring closely, does show signs 
of recurrent lead intoxication, then these same two members would 
readily agree that this patient is suffering a chronic permanent 
disability because of his inability to return to his job involving 
lead exposure. One member of the Board feels that the risk of 
returning the patient to a lead exposure environment at this time is 
not justified and would feel that he has a chronic potential disabil= 
ity because of this fact. TI1e previous statements apply to Question 
No 4 and s. · 

The Board has made a special point of all three members agreeing 
that this patient seems to be acting in very good faith, and we do 
not believe that an element of malingering is present. We believe 
the patient acted out of good faith, and he has not been involved in 
employment in a lead environment job primarily because of the recom
mendation of physicians who have treated him previously. We respect 
this advice given to the patient and feel that compensation, or at 
least disability as far as remaining off the jobD has been valid to 
this d;i.te. 

If there is any other information that I have failed to inc:iHJe 
in this report, please feel free to call upon me. 

/s/ James L. Mack, M.D. 
/s/ C. Conrad Carter, M.D. 
/s/ Charles H. Grossman, M.D. 

WCB 1#70-661 January 12, 1971 

MAE E~ KOLANDEil~ Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 65 year old janitress when she incurred a low back 
strain lifting a trash cart on Harch 22, 1968. Hore particularly the issue 
is whether the claimant, due to the accident, is no longer able to work 
regularly at a gainful and suitable occupation so· as to qualify for benefits 
as a permanently and totally disabled workman. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 a determination issued finding the claimant to 
have an unscheduled disability of 48 degrees and a scheduled disability with 
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and shoulders have been completely gone. In answer to Question
No. 3, the answer is 1 very definite yes. In answer to Question
No. 4, at the present time all three members of the Board agree
that the patient is suffering no actual disability, but potential
disability may be present. Two out of the three Board members agree
that it would be reasonable for this patient to return to work in his
present occupation involving lead exposure if technique to avoid lead
ingestion was followed very closely and the patient was monitored
extremely close. If this resulted in no sign of recurrence of lead
intoxication, then we feel that there is no evidence at the present
time of potential disability because of lead exposure. If the pati
ent, following good technique and monitoring closely, does show signs
of recurrent lead intoxication, then these same two members would
readily agree that this patient is suffering a chronic permanent
disability because of his inability to return to his job involving
lead exposure. One member of the Board feels that the risk of
returning the patient to a lead exposure environment at this time is
not justified and would feel that he has a chronic potential disabil
ity because of this fact. The previous statements apply to Question
No 4 and 5.

The Board has made a special point of all three members agreeing
that this patient seems to be acting in very good faith, and we do
not believe that an element of malingering is present. We believe
the patient acted out of good faith, and he has not been involved in
employment in a lead environment job primarily because of the recom
mendation of physicians who have treated him previously. We respect
this advice given to the patient and feel that compensation, or at
least disability as far as remaining off the job, has been valid to
this date.

If there is any other information that I have failed to include
in this report, please feel free to call upon me.

/s/ James L. Mack, M.D.
/s/ C. Conrad Carter, M.D.
/s/ Charles M. Grossman, M.D.

WCB #70-661 January 12, 1971

M E E. KOL NDER, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson §  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 65 year old janitress when she incurred a low back
strain lifting a trash cart on March 22, 1968. More particularly the issue
is whether the claimant, due to the accident, is no longer able to work
regularly at a gainful and suitable occupation so as to qualify for benefits
as a permanently and totally disabled workman.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 a determination issued finding the claimant to
have an unscheduled disability of 48 degrees and a scheduled disability with
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to the right leg of 8 degrees. Upon hearing the award for the leg 
was affirmed but the Hearing Officer found the unscheduled disability to be 
120 degrees. 

In addition to the 'low back difficulties·, the claimant appa~ently has 
a non-work associated cardiac problem. The back problem is not entirely 
due to the work incident since there are both disease and degenerative 
processes responsible for a substantial portion of her problems. 

In claims such as this, where the claimant has removed herself from 
the labor market and retired on social security, the fact that the claimant 
is no longer working may have little bearing on whether the claimant is 
still able to work. The motivation obviously was to retire from the labor 
market. 

The evidence in this case reflects. that the claimant is -still capable 
of performing suitable work. At age 67 and as a female, the claimant would 
not be in the market for arduous duties even if arduous work was available 
to her. The unrelated cardiac problems rule such work out in any event. 

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer who found the disabilities 
attributable to the accident to be only partially disablinr, and such 
disability does not exceed the 120 degrees allocated by the Hearing Officer 
for unscheduled disability in addition to the 8 degrees awarded for the 
right leg. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

WCB #69-1366 January 12, 1971 

EVERETT V. DAHACK, Claimant. 
- Holmes, James & Clinkinbeard, Claimant's Attys. 

The above entitled matter involves the claim of a 41 year old timber 
faller who sustained low back and pelvk injuries on September 1, 1966 when 
struck by a falling tree top. 

Pursuant·to ORS 656.268, a determination order fixed the finding of 
unscheduled permanent disability as equal to 10% loss of an arm by separa
tion. Upon hearing the award was increased to 30 degrees. 

A request for Board review was made and that request has now been with
drawn by claimant's counsel with the apparent approval of the. claimant. 

It is accordingly ordered that the matter is considered withdrawn and 
it is accordingly ordered that the proceedings be and are hereby dismissed. 
The order of the Hearing Officer is thereby final by operation of law. 

Though no appeal would be contemplated under the circumstances, the 
Board appends the usual notice of appeal rights. 
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respect to the right leg of 8 degrees. Upon hearing the award for the leg
was affirmed but the Hearing Officer found the unscheduled disability to be
120 degrees.

In addition to the low back difficulties, the claimant apparently has
a non-work associated cardiac problem. The back problem is not entirely
due to the work incident since there are both disease and degenerative
processes responsible for a substantial portion of her problems.

In claims such as this, where the claimant has removed herself from
the labor market and retired on social security, the fact that the claimant
is no longer working may have" little bearing on whether the claimant is
still able to work. The motivation obviously was to retire from the labor
market.

The evidence in this case reflects-that the claimant is still capable
of performing suitable work.  t age 67 and as a female, the claimant would
not be in the market for arduous duties even if arduous work was available
to her. The unrelated cardiac problems rule such work out in any event.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer who found the disabilities
attributable to the accident to be only partially disabling and such
disability does not exceed the 120 degrees allocated by the Hearing Officer
for unscheduled disability in addition to the 8 degrees awarded for the
right leg.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #69-1366 January 12, 1971

EVERETT V. D H CK, Claimant.
Holmes, James 8 Clinkinbeard, Claimant's  ttys.

The above entitled matter involves the claim of a 41 year old timber
faller who sustained low back and pelvic injuries on September 1, 1966 when
struck by a falling tree top.

Pursuant to ORS 656,268, a determination order fixed the finding of
unscheduled permanent disability as equal to 10% loss of an arm by separa
tion. Upon hearing the award was increased to 30 degrees.

 request for Board review was made and that request has now been with
drawn by claimant's counsel with the apparent approval of the claimant.

It is accordingly ordered that the matter is considered withdrawn and
it is accordingly ordered that the proceedings be and are hereby dismissed.
The order of the Hearing Officer is thereby final by operation of law.

Though no appeal would be contemplated under the circumstances, the
Board appends the usual notice of appeal rights.
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#70-864 January 14, 1971 

CLYDE R. COLE, Claimant. · 
· Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys. 

The above entitlea matter involves a question concerning the extent of 
permanent disability sustained by a then 46 year old workman as the result 
of a low back injury incurred in a lifting type accident on February 10, 
1963. · ·The matter is t'aken under consideration by the Workme;n's Compensation 
Board pursuant to the continuing jurisdiction vested in the Workmen's 
Compensation Board pursuant to ORS 656.278, the ~irst f~nal award of compen
sation having been issued by the then ·State Industrial ·Accident Commission 
on March-2,'.1964. Requests for hearing and revie~ as a matter of right on 
the issue of extent of disability have heretofore· been dismissed. 

The· Board notes for the record that this claimant has worked for not to 
exceed one and one half years in the period of approximately eight years 
since his injury.· The latest surgical intervention to stabilize the low 
back by intervertebral fusion was performed in February of 1968 and in 
March of 1969 an exploration by the doctor found 'the fusion to be not 
solid. 

The Board is not unmindful of the fact that there are some doubts 
concerning· this claimant's motivation to return·to regular employment. The 
claimant is not one of those unfortunates whose intellectual resources are 
so minimal as to preclude employment when prevented from engaging in 
heavier manual labor. However, the record for the eight years since the 
injury brings the Board to the conclusion that essentially the claimant is 
not employable on a regular basis in any gainful and suitable occupation 
for reasons materially related to the accidental injury at issue. 

It is accordingly ordered that the State Accident Insurance Fund 
compensate the claimant on the basis of permanent and total disability for 
unscheduled injuries. 

It is assumed by the Workmen 1.s Compensation Board that pursuant to 
ORS 656.268 the State Accident Insurance Fund may have a right of appeal 
The usual notice of appeal is appended accordingly. 

WCB #70-475 

GEORGE SPILLS, Claimant. 
Anne MacDonald, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by SAIF. 

January 14, 1971 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of wheth~r the 54 year 
old claimant sustained a compensable injury to his low back on August 21, 
1969. The disability developed after only two and one half days of a 
strenuous job as an off bearer which entailed.rather constant turning 
movements of the spine. 

·The claim was denied by the State Accident Insurance Fund but ordered 
allowed by the Hearing Officer. 
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The above entitled matter involves a question concerning the extent of
permanent disability sustained by a then 46 year old workman as the result
of a low back injury incurred in a lifting type accident on February 10,
1963. The matter is taken under consideration by the Workmen's Compensation
Board pursuant to the continuing jurisdiction vested in the Workmen's
Compensation Board pursuant to ORS 656,278, the first final award of compen
sation having been issued by the then State Industrial  ccident Commission
on March 2, 1964. Requests for hearing and review as a matter of right on
the issue Of extent of disability have heretofore been dismissed.

The Board notes for the record that this claimant has worked for not to
exceed one and one half years in the period of approximately eight years
since his injury. The latest surgical intervention to stabilize the low
back by intervertebral fusion was performed in February of 1968 and in
March of 1969 an exploration by the doctor found the fusion to be not
solid.

The Board is not unmindful of the fact that there are some doubts
concerning this claimant's motivation to return to regular employment. The
claimant is not one of those unfortunates whose intellectual resources are
so minimal as to preclude employment when prevented from engaging in
heavier manual labor. However, the record for the eight years since the
injury brings the Board to the conclusion that essentially the claimant is
not employable on a regular basis in any gainful and suitable occupation
for reasons materially related to the accidental injury at issue.

It is accordingly ordered that the State  ccident Insurance Fund
compensate the claimant on the basis of permanent and total disability for
unscheduled injuries.

It is assumed by the Workmen's Compensation Board that pursuant to
ORS 656.268 the State  ccident Insurance Fund may have a right of appeal
The usual notice of appeal is appended accordingly.

WCB #70-864 January 14, 1971

CLYDE R. COLE, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson §  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.

WCB #70-475 January 14, 1971

GEORGE SPILLS, Claimant.
 nne MacDonald, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by S IF.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 54 year
old claimant sustained a compensable injury to his low back on  ugust 21,
1969. The disability developed after only two and one half days of a
strenuous job as an off bearer which entailed rather constant turning
movements of the spine.

The claim was denied by the State  ccident Insurance Fund but ordered
allowed by the Hearing Officer.
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claimant apparently has had low ba1ck problems at least since 1953 
when he fell at work. He underwent surgery in 1955. lie had work associated 
exacerbations in June and September of 1961, July of 1963, January of 1964 
and a non-work associated incident in April of 1966. There was apparently 
some effort made toward having his previous claim or claims with the State 
Accident Insurance Fund reopened on the basis of an aggravation. The timing 
is such that the claimant was not entitled to a hearing as a matter of right 
on any aggravation claim. The claimant also sought bei;i~fits from an off-the-
job 1insurer with reference to the current c'laim. · 

1 
If the claimant's current problem is a continuation of his earlier com

pensable injuries and constitutes an aggravation thereof, the matter could 
be taken under the jurisdiction of the Workmen's Compensation Board by 
virtue of its own motion authority vested by ORS 656.278. That possible 
phase of the matter is not now before the Workmen's Compensation Board. 

The issue, as noted, is whether the evidence supports the conclusion of 
the Hearing Officer that a new and additional exposure on Aup,ust 21, 1969 
constituted an independent cause of additional injury which qualifies as a 
compensable accidental injury. 

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that 
the claimant did sustain a new and independent additional compensable injury 
as alleged. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

· Pursuant to ORS 656.386, counsel for the claimant 'is entitled to an 
attoi-ney fee payable by the State Accident Insurance Fund for services upon 
review. The Board determines the sum of $250 to be a reasonable fee and 
said sum is ordered paid accordingly. 

WCB #70-961 January 14, 1971 

CONA LEE GAFFNEY, Claimant. 
Franklin~ Bennett, Des Brisay & Jolles, Claimant's Attys. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 35 year old 
claimant sustained a compensable accidental. injury on November 25, 1969 when 
she allegedly attempted to lift some beer out of a cooler in an awkward 
position and claims to have incurred a strain of the shoulders and upper 
back in the process. 

The claim was denied by the State Accident Insurance Fund as insurer of 
the employer and this denial was affimed by the Hearing Officer. 

r ., 

,The employer contends that he knew the'claimant was obtaining medical 
treatment for her back as early as November.28, 1969 but that she teminated 
her employment on December IO, 1969 without notice that injury had been 
incurred during employment. 

' 1. 

It is not clear whether the claimant ever provided a written notice to 
the employer as required by ORS 656.265. Apparently the employer and the 
State Accident Insurance Fund concluded that a claim was being made and a 
denial issued Apr1l 29, 1970. 
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The claimant apparently has had low bafck problems [at least since 1953
when he fell at work. He underwent surgery in 1955. He had work associated
exacerbations in June and September of 1961, July of 1963, January of 1964
and a non-work associated incident in  pril of 1966. There was apparently
some effort made toward having his previous claim or claims with the State
 ccident Insurance Fund reopened on the basis of an aggravation. The timing
is such that the claimant was not entitled to a hearing as a matter of right
on any aggravation claim. The claimant also sought benefits from an" off-the-
job insurer with reference to the current claim.

\

If the claimant's current problem is a continuation of his earlier com
pensable injuries and constitutes an aggravation thereof, the matter could
be taken under the jurisdiction of the Workmen's Compensation Board by
virtue of its own motion authority vested by ORS 656.278. That possible
phase of the matter is not now before the Workmen's Compensation Board.

The issue, as noted, is whether the evidence supports the conclusion of
the Hearing Officer that a new and additional exposure on  ugust 21, 1969
constituted an independent cause of additional injury which qualifies as a
compensable accidental injury.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that
the claimant did sustain a new and independent additional compensable injury
as alleged.

I
The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

Pursuant to ORS 656.386, counsel for the claimant lis entitled to an
attorney fee payable by the State  ccident Insurance Fund for services upon
review. The Board determines the sum of $250 to be a reasonable fee and
said sum is ordered paid accordingly.

WCB #70-961 January 14, 1971

CON LEE G FFNEY, Claimant.
Franklin, Bennett, Des Brisay § Jolles, Claimant's  ttys.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 35 year old
claimant sustained a compensable accidental^ injury on November 25, 1969 when
she allegedly attempted to lift some beer out of a cooler in an awkward
position and claims to have incurred a strain of the shoulders and upper
back in the process.

The claim was denied by the State  ccident Insurance Fund as insurer of
the employer and this denial was affirmed by the Hearing Officer.

The employer contends that he knew the claimant was obtaining medical
treatment for her back as early as November 28, 1969 but that she terminated
her employment on December 10, 1969 without notice that injury had been
incurred during employment,

It is not clear whether the claimant ever provided a written notice to
the employer as required by ORS 656.265.  pparently the employer and the
State  ccident Insurance Fund concluded that a claim was being made and a
denial issued  pril 29, 1970,
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record is devoid of any reference to a specific incident prior to 
the claimant's testimony &.t the time of hearing when the claimant alleged 
the incident of reachJng over some tables to lift some beer. 

The Hearing Officer concluded that there was insufficient evidence of 
the alleged incident and further that the employer was prejudiced by the 
failure of the claimant to even mention the alleged incident until hearing 
was in progress on the claim. A supervisor of the employer to who she 
allegedly spoke concerning her problems died in the interim and the claimants 
delay has certainly precluded the employer from producing any evidence to 
either confirm or refute the late claim. 

The Hearing Officer, with the benefit of a personal observation of the 
claimant as a witness, concluded that the claimant did not sustain a compen
sable injury as alleged and that., in any event, the employer was prejudiced 
by the claimant's delay in making a claim. 

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that 
the evidence is insufficient to warrant a reversal of the Hearing Officer 
on either point. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

WCB #70-1520 

MAXINE ROWLING, Claimant. 
James Nelson, Claimant's Atty. 

January 14, 1971 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent ·of permanent 
disability sustained by a 34 year old veneer grader wh~, on March 19, 1969, 
fell while trying to pull a piece of veneer. The claimant was diagnosed as· 
having a lumbosacral strain. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 a determination issued finding the claimant to 
have no residual permanent disability. This determination was affirmed by 
the Hearing Officer. 

There appears to be some difference of op1n1on between the medical ex
perts whose reports are of record. Dr. Samuel, a chiropractic doctor, appar
ently believes there are some residual disabilities. Dr. Tennyson, to whom 
the claimant was referred by Dr. Samuel, is a neurological surgeon. It is 
the conclusion of Dr. Tennyson that there was minimal subjective and no 
objective evidence of any permanent disability. 

The claimant does have a problem of a degenerative process in the inter
vertebral discs.o The issue is whether the incident of Harch 19, 1969, super
imposed a degree of disability upon the underlyinr, degenerative process. 

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer that the weight of the 
evidence reflects that no permanent disability.is attributable to the acci
dental injury on which this claim is based. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is therefore affirmed. 
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The record is devoid of any reference to a specific incident prior to
the claimant's testimony at the time of hearing when the claimant alleged
the incident of reaching over some tables to lift some beer.

The Hearing Officer concluded that there was insufficient evidence of
the alleged incident and further that the employer was prejudiced by the
failure of the claimant to even mention the alleged incident until hearing
was in progress on the claim.  supervisor of the employer to who she
allegedly spoke concerning her problems died in the interim and the claimant's
delay has certainly precluded the employer from producing any evidence to
either confirm or refute the late claim.

The Hearing Officer, with the benefit of a personal observation of the
claimant as a witness, concluded that the claimant did not sustain a compen
sable injury as alleged and that, in any event, the employer was prejudiced
by the claimant's delay in making a claim.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that
the evidence is insufficient to warrant a reversal of the Hearing Officer
on either point.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-1520 January 14, 1971

M XINE ROWLING, Claimant.
James Nelson, Claimant's  tty.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 34 year old veneer grader who, on March 19, 1969,
fell while trying to pull a piece of veneer. The claimant was diagnosed as'
having a lumbosacral strain.

Pursuant to ORS 656,268 a determination issued finding the claimant to
have no residual permanent disability. This determination was affirmed by
the Hearing Officer.

There appears to be some difference of opinion between the medical ex
perts whose reports are of record. Dr. Samuel, a chiropractic doctor, appar
ently believes there are some residual disabilities. Dr. Tennyson, to whom
the claimant was referred by Dr. Samuel, is a neurological surgeon. It is
the conclusion of Dr. Tennyson that there was minimal subjective and no
objective evidence of any permanent disability.

The claimant does have a problem of a degenerative process in the inter
vertebral discs. The issue is whether the incident of March 19, 1969* super
imposed a degree of disability upon the underlying degenerative process.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer that the weight of the
evidence reflects that no permanent disability is attributable to the acci
dental injury on which this claim is based.

The order of the Hearing Officer is therefore affirmed.
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#70-733 

JAMES M. STILES, Claimant. 
William A. Hedges, Claimant's Atty. 

January 14, 1971 

The above entitled matter involved the issue of whether a 68 year old 
carpenter sustained a compensable injury when his back was allegedly injured 
on December 31, 1969, 

The claim was denied by the employer, but was ordered allowed by a 
Hearing Officer. 

The employer requested a Board review of the Hearinp..Officer order but 
has now withdrawn that request. 

The request for review having been withdrawn, the matter is herewith 
dismissed and the order of the Hearing Officer is therefore final as a matter 
of law. 

No notice of appeal is deemed applicable, 

WCB #70-534 

JOE L. WILSON, Claimant. 
Walton & Yokum, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by SAIF. 

January 14, 1971 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 26 year old 
claimant has sustained a compensable aggravation of low back injuries in
curred on October 6, 1968. 

His claim was first closed on June 13, 1969 with a finding that the 
claimant had no residual disability. The claimant had a congenital defect 
in his spine which of course preceded the accident of October 6, 1968, 
The exacerbation of symptoms developed without intervening trauma while 
the claimant was attending police science courses at Blue Mountain College. 
The issue thus narrows to whether the exacerbation was simply a natural 
development of the underlying congenital defect or whether the incident 
of October 6, 1968 set in motion the chain of circumstances from which"it 
appears that but for the compensable accidental injury the exacerbation 
at issue would not have occurred when it did, If the claimant had fallen 
from his chair at school, it would be easier to conclude that there was 
an independent intervening incident which broke the chain of causation. 

The Hearing Officer concluded that the reoccurrence of the back problems 
while attending school was a compensable ar,r,ravation, There is expert medical 
opinion evidence of record supporting that -conclusion. 

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes Rnd finds that 
there is insufficient evidence to warrant finding that the claimant did 
not have a compensable aggravation. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 
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WCB #70-733 January 14, 1971

J MES M. STILES, Claimant.
William  . Hedges, Claimant's  tty.

The above entitled matter involved the issue of whether a 68 year old
carpenter sustained a compensable injury when his back was allegedly injured
on December 31, 1969,

The claim was denied by the employer, but was ordered allowed by a
Hearing Officer.

c

The employer requested a Board review of the Hearing. Officer order but
has now withdrawn that request.

The request for review having been withdrawn, the matter is herewith
dismissed and the order of the Hearing Officer is therefore final as a matter
of law.

No notice of appeal is deemed applicable.

WCB #70-534 January 14, 1971

JOE L. WILSON, Claimant.
Walton 5 Yokum, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by S IF.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 26 year old
claimant has sustained a compensable aggravation of low back injuries in
curred on October 6, 1968.

His claim was first closed on June 13, 1969 with a finding that the
claimant had no residual disability. The claimant had a congenital defect
in his spine which of course preceded the accident of October 6, 1968.
The exacerbation of symptoms developed without intervening trauma while
the claimant was attending police science courses at Blue Mountain College.
The issue thus narrows to whether the exacerbation was simply a natural
development of the underlying congenital defect or whether the incident
of October 6, 1968 set in motion the chain of circumstances from which'it
appears that but for the compensable accidental injury the exacerbation
at issue would not have occurred when it did. If the claimant had fallen
from his chair at school, it would be easier to conclude that there was
an independent intervening incident which broke the chain of causation.

The Hearing Officer concluded that the reoccurrence of the back problems
while attending school was a compensable aggravation. There is expert medical
opinion evidence of record supporting that conclusion.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that
there is insufficient evidence to warrant finding that the claimant did
not have a compensable aggravation.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.
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to ORS 656.386, counsel for claimant is allowed the further 
fee of $250 payable hy the State Accident Insurance Fund for services on 
review. 

WCB #70-1127 

HIKE PALODICHUK, Clniriant. 
Brown~ Kettleberg, Claimant's Attys. 
Reciuest for Review hy Claimant 

January 15, 1971 

TI1e above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant 
also received a compensable injury to his neck when he admittedly incurred 
compensable injuries to his right hand on January 23, 1970. 

The mechanics of the alleged trauma were not accepted by the llearing 
Officer who concluded there was no satisfactory explanation for a situation 
in which the claimant allegedly stepped back from the machine he was operat
ing and concurrently bent forward low enou~h to be struck on the back of 
the neck, The Hearing Officer also concluded that the claimant's testimony 
was v~~ue and otherwise not reliable. 

The majority of the Board note that the llearinr, Officer had reflected 
upon whether he should view the premises in order to properly evaluate the 
testimony and apparently elected not to do so in the interest of expediting 
the hearing process. The majority of the Board conclude that the circum
stances are such that the Hearing Officer should have viewed the premises 
in order to better determine the possibility or likelihood of an accident 
occurring in the manner asserted by the claimant. 

It is accordingly ordered, pursuant to ORS 656.295(5), that the matter 
be and the same hereby is remanded to the Hearing Officer for the purpose of 
a view of the premises by the Hearing Officer where the alleged accident 
occurred to first verify whether the premises are substantially the same 
as of the date of the alleged accident and, if so, to make such order as the 
totality of the evidence warrants with the benefit of the view of the 
premises, 

Isl Wm. A. Callahan 
Isl George A. Moore 

Mr. Wilson dissents as follmvs: 

Mr, Nilson dissents on the basis that the Hearinr; Officer had sufficient 
evidence upon which to make a decision upon the merits, The matter is one 
in which the reliability of the claimant as a witness is an important factor. 
The Hearing Officer occupies the only station in the chain of review where 
an observation is made of the witnesses. Additional evidence may of course 
be obtained in every case. It is only where additional evidence is required 
on the basis of an incomplete hearing that the matter should be remanded. 
The order of the Hearing Officer should have been affirmed, 

Isl M. Keith Wilson. 
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Pursuant to ORS 656.386, counsel for claimant is allowed the further
fee of $250 payable by the State  ccident Insurance Fund for services on
review.

WCB #70-1127 January 15, 1971

MIKE P LODICHUK, Claimant.
Brown 5 Kettleberg, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant
also received a compensable injury to his neck when he admittedly incurred
compensable injuries to his right hand on January 23, 1970.

The mechanics of the alleged trauma were not accepted by the Hearing
Officer who concluded there was no satisfactory explanation for a situation
in which the claimant allegedly stepped back from the machine he i^as operat
ing and concurrently bent forward low enough to be struck on the back of
the neck. The Hearing Officer also concluded that the claimant's testimony
was vague and otherwise not reliable.

The majority of the Board note that the Hearing Officer had reflected
upon whether he should view the premises in order to properly evaluate the
testimony and apparently elected not to do so in the interest of expediting
the hearing process. The majority of the Board conclude that the circum
stances are such that the Hearing Officer should have viewed the premises
in order to better determine the possibility or likelihood of an accident
occurring in the manner asserted by the claimant.

It is accordingly ordered, pursuant to ORS 656.295(5), that the matter
be and the same hereby is remanded to the Hearing Officer for the purpose of
a view of the premises by the Hearing Officer where the alleged accident
occurred to first verify whether the premises are substantially the same
as of the date of the alleged accident and, if so, to make such order as the
totality of the evidence warrants with the benefit of the view of the
premises.

/s/ Wm.  . Callahan
/s/ George  . Moore

Mr. Wilson dissents as follows:

Mr. Wilson dissents on the basis that the Hearing Officer had sufficient
evidence upon which to make a decision upon the merits. The matter is one
in which the reliability of the claimant as a witness is an important factor.
The Hearing Officer occupies the only station in the chain of review where
an observation is made of the witnesses.  dditional evidence may of course
be obtained in every case. It is only where additional evidence is required
on the basis of an incomplete hearing that the matter should be remanded.
The order of the Hearing Officer should have been affirmed.

/s/ M. Keith Wilson.
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#70-192 January 15, 1971 

FLOYD WINCHESTER, Claimant. 
William H. Whitehead III, Claimant's Atty. 

The above entitled matter involves an alleged incident of a 28 year 
old pear picker who claims to have broken his right hand on September 8, 
1969 in a fall from a ladder. 

The employer was apparently not insured and at one point the claimant 
executed a document which in effect was a withdrawal of any claim. 

The claimant, however, subsequently requested a hearing. The employer's 
position is that the claimant was not injured as claimed· and the employer 
denied responsibility for the claim. 

The request for hearing was dismissed on the basis of the claimant's 
incapacity to demand a hearing due to his conviction of a felony and in
carceration in the state prison of Nevada. 

The claimant addressed a letter to the Workmen's Compensation Board and 
received by the Board on December 31, 1970 which is interpreted as a request 
for review of the order of the Hearing Officer issued November 17, 1970. As 
noted in that order the claimant was advised that failure to request a 
review within 30 days would result in a loss of the right of appeal. 

The claimant's request for review was untimely filed and does not appear 
to have been served on the other parties. The ~arne jurisdictional defect 
which occurred at hearing also prevails at the Board review. The claimant, 
as an inmate of a state prison on conviction of a felony, has lost his 
right to a hearing, review and appeal, 

For the reasons stated, the order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed, 

If the claimant has a right of appeal from this order, the followin~ 
notice is applicable, 

\'ICB #70-1245 January 18, 1971 

THELMA J. CAVIN, Claimant. 
Seitz, Whipple, Bemis & Breathouwer, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 54 year old Tupperware saleswoman as the result 
of a low back injury incurred in an auto accident on April 12, 1969. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 a determination issued finding the claimant 
to have a disability of 16 degrees out of the applicable maximum of 320 
degrees for unscheduled disabilities. This award was increased to 40 degrees 
by the Hearing Officer. The claimant, on review, asserts that she can no 
longer work ref?ularly at any gainful ot"suitable occupation and should be 
declared to be permanently and totally disabled. 
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WCB #70-192 January 15, 1971

FLOYD WINCHESTER, Claimant.
William H. Whitehead III, Claimant's  tty.

The above entitled matter involves an alleged incident of a 28 year
old pear picker who claims to have broken his right hand on September 8,
1969 in a fall from a ladder.

The employer was apparently not insured and at one point the claimant
executed a document which in effect was a withdrawal of any claim.

The claimant, however, subsequently requested a hearing. The employer's
position is that the claimant was not injured as claimed and the employer
denied responsibility for the claim.

The request for hearing was dismissed on the basis of the claimant's
incapacity to demand a hearing due to his conviction of a felony and in
carceration in the state prison of Nevada.

The claimant addressed a letter to the Workmen's Compensation Board and
received by the Board on December 31, 1970 which is interpreted as a request
for review of the order of the Hearing Officer issued November 17, 1970.  s
noted in that order the claimant was advised that failure to request a
review within 30 days would result in a loss of the right of appeal.

The claimant’s request for review was untimely filed and does not appear
to have been served on the other parties. The same jurisdictional defect
which occurred at hearing also prevails at the Board review. The claimant,
as an inmate of a state prison on conviction of a felony, has lost his
right to a hearing, review and appeal.

For the reasons stated, the order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

If the claimant has a right of appeal from this order, the following
notice is applicable.

WCB #70-1245 January 18, 1971

THELM J. C VIN, Claimant.
Seitz, Whipple, Bemis 8 Breathouwer, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 54 year old Tupperware saleswoman as the result
of a low back injury incurred in an auto accident on  pril 12, 1969.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 a determination issued finding the claimant
to have a disability of 16 degrees out of the applicable maximum of 320
degrees for unscheduled disabilities. This award was increased to 40 degrees
by the Hearing Officer. The claimant, on review, asserts that she can no
longer work regularly at any gainful or "suitable occupation and should be
declared to be permanently and totally disabled.
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all of the claimant's problems are attributable to the accidental 
injury. With a height of Jnly 5' 4'', she maintains a weight substantially 
in excess of 200 pounds. The weight problem existed prior to the injury. 
It stems in part from emotional problems but is not of physiological or 
glandular origin. Her weight is essentially a matter solely within her 
control. The disability attributable to the accident is relatively small. 

The Board concurs with the !!earing Officer who found the claimant to 
be only partially disabled with permanent disability of 40 degrees. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is accordingly affirmed. 

WCB #70-338 January 19, 1971 

ALM. DAVIS, Claimant. 
Banta, Silven & Young, Claimant's Attys, 
Request for Review by Clainant, 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 66 year 
old claimant sustained a hiatal hernia as the result of an incident on July 
12, 1969 when he was helping to maneuver a heavy timcer and in the process 
slipped, dropped the timber and was thrm·m between that timber and an ad
joining tir.1bor. 

Symptoms of the hiatal hernia apparently did not develop until 
December of 1969 and the condition was diagnose,l in January of 1970. Res
ponsibility for the hernia was denied by the State Accident Insurance Fund 
and this denial was affirmed by the llearing Officer. 

TI1e evidence reflects that a m~jority of all people in the claimant's 
age bracket have the condition identifiable as hiatus hernia produced by an 
aging relaxation of the normal diaphragm. This coupled with the time 
interval between the particular incident and the diagnosis of the problem 
make the issue one upon which the trier of the facts must rely upon expert 
medical testimony. In this instance the evidence ranges from a medical 
report identifying the traur:1a as constituting a "distinct possibility" of 
r~lationship to a categorical denial of relationship. 

The Board is not unanir.10us in its evaluation of the case. 

TI1e majority concur with the Ilearing Officer who relied upon the more 
extensive explanation of Dr, Parcher set forth in over 20 pages of examination. 
When a medical question arises the majority conclude that greater reliance 
should be placed upon thAt evidence which not only reaches a definitive 
answer but also, in the process, carefully analyzes the situation from a 
standpoint of cause and effect, the particular type of trauma required 
to adversely affect the physical area and the significance of the time lapse 
if the alleged trauma produced some adverse effect. The sip.nificance of the 
x-rays was also explained to the point that the failure of previous x-rays 
to reveal the condition is not proof of absence of the condition a.t that time. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

/s/ M. Keith Wilson 
/s/ .George A. Moore 
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Not all of the claimant's problems are attributable to the accidental
injury. With a height of only 5' 4", she maintains a weight substantially
in excess of 200 pounds. The weight problem existed prior to the injury.
It stems in part from emotional problems but is not of physiological or
glandular origin. Her weight is essentially a matter solely within her
control. The disability attributable to the accident is relatively small.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer who found the claimant to
be only partially disabled with permanent disability of 40 degrees.

The order of the Hearing Officer is accordingly affirmed.

WCB #70-338 January 19, 1971

 L M. D VIS, Claimant.
Banta, Silven § Young, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 66 year
old claimant sustained a hiatal hernia as the result of an incident on July
12, 1969 when he was helping to maneuver a heavy timber and in the process
slipped, dropped the timber and was thrown between that timber and an ad
joining timber.

Symptoms of the hiatal hernia apparently did not develop until
December of 1969 and the condition was diagnosed in January of 1970. Res
ponsibility for the hernia was denied by the State  ccident Insurance Fund
and this denial was affirmed by the Hearing Officer.

The evidence reflects that a majority of all people in the claimant's
age bracket have the condition identifiable as hiatus hernia produced by an
aging relaxation of the normal diaphragm. This coupled with the time
interval between the particular incident and the diagnosis of the problem
make the issue one upon which the trier of the facts must rely upon expert
medical testimony. In this instance the evidence ranges from a medical
report identifying the trauma as constituting a "distinct possibility" of
relationship to a categorical denial of relationship.

The Board is not unanimous in its evaluation of the case.

The majority concur with the Hearing Officer who relied upon the more
extensive explanation of Dr. Parcher set forth in over 20 pages of examination.
When a medical question arises the majority conclude that greater reliance
should be placed upon that evidence which not only reaches a definitive
answer but also, in the process, carefully analyzes the situation from a
standpoint of cause and effect, the particular type of trauma required
to adversely affect the physical area and the significance of the time lapse
if the alleged trauma produced some adverse effect. The significance of the
x-rays was also explained to the point that the failure of previous x-rays
to reveal the condition is not proof of absence of the condition at that time.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

/s/ M. Keith Wilson
/s/ George  . Moore
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Callahan dissents as follows: 

The facts in this matter are not in dispute. 

Claimant sustained an occupational injury that was witnessed by his 
foreman and others. 

Claimant remained on the job, but did no more hard work. He had a 
helper to do the hard work. 

Finally, claimant got so bad his wife insisted he see a doctor. At 
that time claimant did not know what was wrong with him. A hiatal hernia 
was found by the doctors. 

There is no dispute about the above facts. The dispute is: Was the 
medical treatment in the search for the cause of the trouble and the surgery 
for the hiatal hernia caused by the injury of July 12, 1969? 

TI1e Hearing Officer recites in his opinion: 

"There was no onset of symptoms relating to hiatal hernia 
immediately after the accident. Several months went by 
before there was an onset of hiatal hernia symptoms in this 
instance. * * *" 

This does not conform to the testimony of the clainant and his wife, 
whom the llearing Officer found to be honest and worthy of belief. It is 
contrary to the reports of Dr. lli1,r,ins (Claimant's Exhibit 1) or Dr. Burns' 
report (Joint Exhibit 7). · 

A careful reading of the claimant's testimony will show that claimant 
testified about being dizzy on the job (tr. 20). He was not sure when, 
"some time later in the summer and the fall." Claimant testified about 
heavy lifting after the accident (tr 20): 

"Not that I recall that I could ever do any heavy lifting, you 
know it bothered me. I do know that if I stoop over to nail, 
that I couldn't do it. It would make me nauseated. * * *" 

While no months are named, a careful readinP, of the testimony of the 
claimant compels this reviewer to believe that these symptprn~ of a hiatal 
hernia began and continued for several months before oing to the doctor, 
rather than several months after t e acc1 ent. e c a1mant di not 
recognize these symptoms as being caused by the hiatal hernia, nor could 
he be expected to do so. 

Mrs~ Davis testified (tr. 40): 

"Well, to me, he went slowly downhill." 

And at (tr. 43): 

"Because up to the time of the accident, or shortly after the 
accident, why, there wasn't much that hothered him in the eating 
area." 
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Mr. Callahan dissents as follows:

The facts in this matter are not in dispute.

Claimant sustained an occupational injury that was witnessed by his
foreman and others.

Claimant remained on the job, but did no more hard work. He had a
helper to do the hard work.

Finally, claimant got so bad his wife insisted he see a doctor.  t
that time claimant did not know what was wrong with him.  hiatal hernia
was found by the doctors.

There is no dispute about the above facts. The dispute is: Was the
medical treatment in the search for the cause of the trouble and the surgery
for the hiatal hernia caused by the injury of July 12, 1969?

The Hearing Officer recites in his opinion:

"There was no onset of symptoms relating to hiatal hernia
immediately after the accident. Several months went by
before there was an onset of hiatal hernia symptoms in this
instance. * * *"

This does not conform to the testimony of the claimant and his wife,
whom the Hearing Officer found to be honest and worthy of belief. It is
contrary to the reports of Dr. Higgins (Claimant's Exhibit 1) or Dr. Bums'
report (Joint Exhibit 7).

 careful reading of the claimant's testimony will show that claimant
testified about being dizzy on the job (tr. 20). He was not sure when,
"some time later in the summer and the fall." Claimant testified about
heavy lifting after the accident (tr 20):

"Not that I recall that I could ever do any heavy lifting, you
know it bothered me. I do know that if I stoop over to nail,
that I couldn't do it. It would make me nauseated. * * *"

While no months are named, a careful reading of the testimony of the
claimant compels this reviewer to believe that these symptoms of a hiatal
hernia began and continued for several months before going to the doctor,
rather than several months after the accident. Vhe claimant did not
recognize these symptoms as being caused by the hiatal hernia, nor could
he be expected to do so.

Mrs. Davis testified (tr. 40):

"Well, to me, he went slowly downhill."

 nd at (tr. 43):

"Because up to the time of the accident, or shortly after the
accident, why, there wasn't much that bothered him in the eating
area."
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Dr. Higgins' report, (Claimant's Exhibit I): 

"Mr. Davis feels fimly convincecl that his gastro-intestinal 
complaints became appreciably noticeable soon after his fall 
at work." 

In Dr. Burns' report, (Joint Exhibit 7): 

"Mr. Davis states he had none of the hi~tal symptor.is prior to 
his injury, that they almost immediately began after it." 

No doubt Dr. Pnrcher, MedicAl Director for the State Accident In-. 
surance Fund, r.1ade an irnpress_ive· witness. Ile is experienced. He gave 
statistics that were impressive. There is no guarantee that the claimant's 
case fits the statistics. Dr. Parcher is a r,eneral practitioner and no 
more qualified by training and experience to qualify as an expert than 
Ors. Burns a.nd IIi~gings. Hedi cine is not an exact science, Dr. Parcher 
is entitled to express his opinion, and it is his opinion nnd only an 
opinion. There is no guarantee that it is correct. 

Preponderance of evidence is not to be determined hy the volume nf 
testimony. Weight to be accorded evidence is not to be determined by the 
pounds and ounces of paper used to record the testimony. 

TI1e chain of events following claimant's injury offers convincinp, 
evidence to the contrary of the Hearing Officer's opinion. Symptoms, but 
not recognized nor diagnosed, began too soon after the injury to be coin
cidental. These symptor.is progressed until finally clair.1ant sour.ht medical 
services. The treating doctors diagnosed the problem as being a hiatal 
hernia and after surgical correction the claimant was p.reatly improved. 

Dr. Parcher's testimony is not as strongly aP,ains~ the claimant as 
may have sounded at the hearinP,'. llis testimony is not as positive as 
the Hearing officer seems to believe. When nsked (tr 79 and 80), Dr. 
Parcher refused to answer whether it "7as possible. The doctor stated: 

"And I refuse in courts or hearings fron here on to answer this. 
I am not qualified to answer what is possible and what is not, sir. 
I am sorry."_ 

Dr. Pnrcher expre·sse<l his opinion, .but it is just that, an opinion. 
Even so, this would not be contrary to the chnin of events that took place. 
The reviewer should look at page 56 of the transcript. 

Q. "In your knowledP,e of hiatnl hernias, Doctor, I believe you 
indicated that the symptorns appear within a very short period 
of time, a week, or four days, or somethinp,. Do these symptoms 
remain constant, or do they change?" 

Tr. S7 
A. "The symptoms of any hernia, hiatal hernia, that is considered 

to be traumatic, it is usually considered that the symptoms 
must occur rapidly after. And they can continue in three ways: 
disappea.r completely, stay exactly the same, or gradually 
get worse." 
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In Dr. Higgins' report, (Claimant's Exhibit 1):

"Mr. Davis feels firmly convinced that his gastro-intestinal
complaints became appreciably noticeable soon after his fall
at work."

In Dr. Bums' report, (Joint Exhibit 7):

"Mr. Davis states he had none of the hiatal symptoms prior to
his injury, that they almost immediately began after it."

No doubt Dr. Parcher, Medical Director for the State  ccident In-,
surance Fund, made an impressive witness. He is experienced. He gave
statistics that were impressive. There is no guarantee that the claimant's
case fits the statistics. Dr. Parcher is a general practitioner and no
more qualified by training and experience to qualify as an expert than
Drs. Burns and Diggings. Medicine is not an exact science. Dr. Parcher
is entitled to express his opinion, and it is his opinion and only an
opinion. There is no guarantee that it is correct.

Preponderance of evidence is not to be determined by the volume of
testimony. Weight to be accorded evidence is not to be determined by the
pounds and ounces of paper used to record the testimony.

The chain of events following claimant's injury offers convincing
evidence to the contrary of the Hearing Officer's opinion. Symptoms, but
not recognized nor diagnosed, began too soon after the injury to be coin
cidental. These symptoms progressed until finally claimant sought medical
services. The treating doctors diagnosed the problem as being a hiatal
hernia and after surgical correction the claimant was greatly improved.

Dr. Parcher's testimony is not as strongly against the claimant as
may have sounded at the hearing. His testimony is not as positive as
the Hearing officer seems to believe. When asked (tr 79 and 80), Dr.
Parcher refused to answer whether it was possible. The doctor stated:

" nd I refuse in courts or hearings from here on to answer this.
I am not qualified to answer what is possible and what is not, sir.
I am sorry."

Dr. Parcher expressed his opinion, but it is just that, an opinion.
Even so, this would not be contrary to the chain of events that took place.
The reviewer should look at page 56 of the transcript.

Q. "In your knowledge of hiatal hernias, Doctor, I believe you
indicated that the symptoms appear within a very short period
of time, a week, or four days, or something. Do these symptoms
remain constant, or do they change?"

Tr. 57
 . "The symptoms of any hernia, hiatal hernia, that is considered

to be traumatic, it is usually considered that the symptoms
must occur rapidly after.  nd they can continue in three ways:
disappear completely, stay exactly the same, or gradually
get worse."

-117-
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This is exactly what happened. The claimant began having digestive 
problems, nausea when stooping over and, sradually getting worse, until he 
was finally require4 to seek medical services. 

It is too bad that counsel for the claimant did not ask Dr. Parcher 
if the nausea and troubles with food experienced by the claimant soon after 
and which got worse, were not symptoms of hiatal hernia. It would be too 
much to expect of the counsel for the insurance carrier to do, or to expect 
the medical witness for the insurance carrier to volunteer the information. 
This would have showed·the chain of events to be an important part of the 
evidence. 

The claimant probably had a pre-existing hiatal hernia, of u~known 
size, but it was not symptomatic. It did not cause trouble. Soon after 
the accident claimant began to have trouble. The troubles increased~ just 
as Dr. Parcher had testified, until the claimant had to quit work and 
seek medical attention. This is what the claimant and his wife testified. 
This is further verified by the reports of Ors. Brown and Higgins. The 
Hearing Officer believes the claimant and his wife were honest and their 
testimony creditable. The Hearing Officer seemed to be reluctant to affirm 
the denial of the claim. 

I am firmly convinced the Hearing Officer placed too much credence in 
the volume of testimony by Dr. Parcher and a few firm statements that in 
his opinion the condition requiring treatment did not result from the acci
dent of July 12, 1969. 

Our Supreme Court has on several occasions stated that workmen's 
compensation laws should be interpreted liberally in favor of the workman. 
I do not believe this cas~ requires the liberality the court has urged 
us to use, only careful consideration of the facts as shown by the evidence. 
The claim of Al Davis is compensable. 

/s/ Wm. A. Callahan. 

WCB #70-1134 January 19, 1971 

JAMES E. HOUSE, Claimant. 
Green, Richardson, Griswold & Murphy, Clair,ant' s Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claim of 
a 35 year old cook at a fish company should be reopened-. TI1e claimant in
jured his back on March 19, 1969. The claimant had a previous incident on 
April 29, 1968 and that claim had also been closed without finding or award 
of permanent partial disability. The current claim was closed pursuant 
to ORS 656.268 on February 19, 1970. 

The claimant apparently has both congenital and degenerative defects in 
the lower back. Ho was released by his doctors for return to rer.ular work 
in May of 1969. He was continued at his former work until Hay of 1970 when 
he was discharged "for cause." In addition to work as a cook for the fish 
company the claimant also worked, as time permitted, as a roofer. 

-ll8-

This is exactly what happened. The claimant began having digestive
problems, nausea when stooping over and, gradually getting worse, until he
was finally required to seek medical services.

It is too bad that counsel for the claimant did not ask Dr. Parcher
if the nausea and troubles with food experienced by the claimant soon after
and which got worse, were not symptoms of hiatal hernia. It would be too
much to expect of the counsel for the insurance carrier to do, or to expect
the medical witness for the insurance carrier to volunteer the information.
This would have showed the chain of events to be an important part of the
evidence.

The claimant probably had a pre-existing hiatal hernia, of unknown
size, but it was not symptomatic. It did not cause trouble. Soon after
the accident claimant began to have trouble. The troubles increased, just
as Dr. Parcher had testified, until the claimant had to quit work and
seek medical attention. This is what the claimant and his wife testified.
This is further verified by the reports of Drs. Brown and Higgins. The
Hearing Officer believes the claimant and his wife were honest and their
testimony creditable. The Hearing Officer seemed to be reluctant to affirm
the denial of the claim.

I am firmly convinced the Hearing Officer placed too much credence in
the volume of testimony by Dr. Parcher and a few firm statements that in
his opinion the condition requiring treatment did not result from the acci
dent o^TuTy 12, 1969,

Our Supreme Court has on several occasions stated that workmen's
compensation laws should be interpreted liberally in favor of the workman.
I do not believe this case requires the liberality the Court has urged
us to use, only careful consideration of the facts as shown by the evidence.
The claim of  1 Davis is compensable.

/s/ Wm.  . Callahan.

WCB #70-1134 January 19, 1971

J MES E. HOUSE, Claimant.
Green, Richardson, Griswold § Murphy, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claim of
a 35 year old cook at a fish company should be reopened. The claimant in
jured his back on March 19, 1969, The claimant had a previous incident on
 pril 29, 1968 and that claim had also been closed without finding or award
of permanent partial disability. The current claim was closed pursuant
to ORS 656.268 on February 19, 1970.

The claimant apparently has both congenital and degenerative defects in
the lower back. He was released by his doctors for return to regular work
in May of 1969. He was continued at his former work until May of 1970 when
he was discharged "for cause." In addition to work as a cook for the fish
company the claimant also worked, as time permitted, as a roofer.
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current proceedings were apparently initiated following the dis
charge from employment. 'fi1e clair.1ant's complaints ,are largely subjective. 
In tests performed by the doctors it became apparent that there was no 
physiological basis for much of the complaints. There were also certain 
basic discrepancies in the claim.ant's col!lplaints fro1r.. time to time. 

The Hearing Officer had the further benefit of a personal observation 
of the claimant which is of particular value when the issue so largely 
involves the reliability of the claimant with subjective complaints. 

The Board concurs with the Heariµg Officer and concludes and finds 
that the weight of the evidence does not warrant finding the claimant to 
have any residual disability from the accident of March 19, 1969. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affime<l • 

. WCB #70-98 January 20, 1971 

ELIJAH lENKINS, Claimant. 
Hurlburt, Kennedy, Peterson, Bowles & Towsley, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

The shove entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant 
has sustained a compensable aggravation of injuries incurred on August 29, 
1967 in a fall from the tail gate of a truck. llis age is reported variously 
as from 55 to 6l_years. 

The last a.ward of compensation was a stipulated dismissal of a h~aring 
proceeding on r1arch 24, 1969 pursuant to which the claimant's unscheduled 
disability was increased to 20% loss of the workman or 64 degrees. 

On July 30 of 1969 the claimant reported to a Dr. Grewe with com
plaints of a throbbing headache of three days duration. 

In January of 1970 these proceedings were instituted seeking a re
opening of his claim. In Harell of 1970, long before the hearing in Sept
ember, the claimant fainted at home and was hospitalized. 

The Hearinl? Officer ordered the claim allowed. Interestingly, the 
Hearing Officer seens to have relied upon limited portions of medical reports 
from a Dr. Grewe. Dr. Grewe is associated with Dr. Martin Johnson. A care
ful review of all of the medical reports reflects th11t this claimi:.tnt suffers 
from a cerebral arteriosclerosis and a sten·osis of the right ve!tebral 
artery due to arteriosclerosis. 

The issue is not whether the claimant now has physical problems or 
greater problems than were being experienced at the time of claim closure. 
The issue is whether the problems· or increase in problems is compensably 
associated with.the accident at issue.· The cla'imant is ·described as being 
emotional and a victim of hyperten·sion. 

The Legislature has imposed standards of medical proof upon claimants 
for claims of aggravation not required for administration of claims in the 
first instance. The Board notes that no consideration appears to have been 
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The current proceedings were apparently initiated following the dis
charge from employment. Vue claimant's complaints are largely subjective.
In tests performed by the doctors it became apparent that there was no
physiological basis for much of the complaints. There were also certain
basic discrepancies in the claimant's complaints from time to time.

The Hearing Officer had the further benefit of a personal observation
of the claimant which is of particular value when the issue so largely
involves the reliability of the claimant with subjective complaints.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds
that the weight of the evidence does not warrant finding the claimant to
have any residual disability from the accident of March 19, 1969.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-98 January 20, 1971

ELIJ H JENKINS, Claimant.
Hurlburt, Kennedy, Peterson, Bowles Towsley, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Employer.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant
has sustained a compensable aggravation of injuries incurred on  ugust 29,
1967 in a fall from the tail gate of a truck. His age is reported variously
as from 55 to 61 years.

The last award of compensation was a stipulated dismissal of a hearing
proceeding on March 24, 1969 pursuant to which the claimant's unscheduled
disability was increased to 20% loss of the workman or 64 degrees.

On July 30 of 1969 the claimant reported to a Dr. Grewe with com
plaints of a throbbing headache of three days duration.

In January of 1970 these proceedings were instituted seeking a re
opening of his claim. In March of 1970, long before the hearing in Sept
ember, the claimant fainted at home and was hospitalized.

The Hearing Officer ordered the claim allowed. Interestingly, the
Hearing Officer seems to have relied upon limited portions of medical reports
from a Dr. Grewe. Dr. Grewe is associated with Dr. Martin Johnson.  care
ful review of all of the medical reports reflects that this claimant suffers
from a cerebral arteriosclerosis and a stenosis of the right vertebral
artery due to arteriosclerosis.

The issue is not whether the claimant now has physical problems or
greater problems than were being experienced at the time of claim closure.
The issue is whether the problems or increase in problems is compensably
associated with the accident at issue. The claimant is described as being
emotional and a victim of hypertension.

The Legislature has imposed standards of medical proof upon claimants
for claims of aggravation not required for administration of claims in the
first instance. The Board notes that no consideration appears to have been
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by the Hearing Officer to the role of essential hypertension and 
cerebral arteriosclerosis Nhicb appear to 1,e the basic cause of the 
claimant's problems some three years post injury at the time of hearing. 
A clue to the tenuous relationship of the accident and current problems is 
in the recital of what almost happened. If the claimant had not been • 
removed from the highway he co11 le! have been run over by a large diesel truck. 

The Board notes that little or no evidence was made of records con
cerning the initial clain proceeding. Since a cl:tim of aggravation neces
sarily rests upon the initial claim, the I~aring Officer should introduce 
the essential records of the lfol'.'kmen's Compensation Bonrd if neither party 
tenders the records. 

The Board concluiles that the claimant's current problems are not 
compcnsably re1ated to the acci.dental injury of August, 1967 and that the 
record dues nol support a finJing of a compensahle aggravation. 

Tl1e order of the llea::.--1 n:: Officer is reversed but no compensation paid 
pursuan-c thereto is repayable conforndng to ORS 656. 313. 

wen fi6~-97S January 20, 1971 

ill:BI:R I~. THURSTOH, Clair1ant. 
Pozzi, \'/ilsnn fi Atchison, ·Claimant's Attys. 

The ,,l,ove er.titled natter involves a claim for occupational disease 
which 1v:,s certified to the Circuit rrmrt of !-fultnomah County on May 20, 
1970. 

The claim had Leeri ordered allowed hy the Hearing Officer. 

A rl<Jdi.cal Board of Review was also duly constituted. An initial report 
w!ls subnitte<l J,y the Viedi,::al noard of P.evim·1 in February of 1970 signed by 
Dr. Greve. ·r-,at rq-c,rt ,_1id not contain ans11ers per se to t),e questions set 
forth in 0'.{:': ,::,:,::,.Bl~. The report aJ so sought aut)10rity to conduct further 
diagno:,;: i •·: 1. c,s t.<c. 

TL:;; f'.onrd :1ow notes that a iuil;;onent order 11as executed on December 
l'.170 basf:·,; :in i'u·t t,~•nn the .i 1 O'.'~ pn:liminar~r rep,.' .• 

The !10ard is n,;t! .~n receipt of comnunications fror.i the Medical Board of 
Review c0n~ ti t,1r inp.: .its findings. Thc,se comr.hmications arc attached and by 
r,~ferf:nce· ri1:l.dE O part h,1rer:f. 'T1ie last of the conmunications was filed 
J:muar:,. 15 1 19"::!. an,: U1c findinr,s are declared completely '~iled ns of that 
cl,; te. 

Th~ Bo;:1.rd 11ote'. fo i: thiJ record thfl.t t,w of the members of the Medical 
Dr:ard of r~evi.f:':i hav. ui:-:c1ude<l that tl·,e clain;,.nt rloes ncit have an occupa
tjonal dis~::i;;c,. Pc:-:·.da·,:t ,'.o ORS 6S6.81<1 the inJinv,s of the MeGical Board 
of Review an~ decln :0.l to be f'inal and bindinr. 
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given by the Hearing Officer to the role of essential hypertension and
cerebral arteriosclerosis which appear to be the basic cause of the
claimant's problems some three years post injury at the time of hearing.
 clue to the tenuous relationship of the accident and current problems is
in the recital of what almost happened. If the claimant had not been •
removed from the highway he could have been run over by a large diesel truck.

The Board notes that little or no evidence was made of records con
cerning the initial claim proceeding. Since a claim of aggravation neces
sarily rests upon the initial claim, the Hearing Officer should introduce
the essential records of the Workmen's Compensation Board if neither party
tenders the records.

The Board concludes that the claimant's current problems are not
compensably related to the accidental injury of  ugust, 1967 and that the
record does not support a finding of a compensable aggravation.

The order of the Hearing Officer is reversed but no compensation paid
pursuant thereto is repayable conforming to ORS 656.313.

WCB #69-975 January 20, 1971

1 TIBER W. THURSTON, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson f,  tchison,-Claimant's  ttvs.

The above entitled matter involves a claim for occupational disease
which was certified to the Circuit Court of Multnomah County on May 20,
1970.

The claim had been ordered allowed by the Hearing Officer.

 Medical Board of Review was also duly constituted.  n initial report
was submitted by the Medical Board of Review in February of 1970 signed by
Dr. Greve. That report did not contain answers per se to the questions set
forth in ORE. 656.812. The report also sought authority to conduct further
diagnostic tests.

The Board now notes that a judgement order was executed on December 22,
1970 based in part upon the a]ove preliminary report.

The Board is now in receipt of communications from the Medical Board of
Review constituting its findings. Those communications are attached and by
reference'made part hereof. The last of the communications was filed
January 15, 1971 and the findings are declared completely filed as of that
date *

The Board notes for the record that two of the members of the Medical
Board of Review have concluded that the claimant does not have an occupa
tional disease. Pursuant to ORS .656.814 the findings of the Medical Board
of Review arc declared to be final and binding.
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#70-95 

JOHN L. HONTGOlff:RY, rlaiMa11t. 
Noel & Allen, Clairiant's Attrs. 
Requc~st for Review hr Clair:nnt. 

January 20, 1971 

The above entitled rnatter involves the issue of whether the 45 year 
old truck driver wRs exrosecl to carbon monoxide in the operation of a truck 
durinff a period of time prior to December 22, 1969 and, if so, whether 
he incurred any compensable disability. 

The ch, in was denied by the e'mpl oyer and this denial was affirmed by 
the Hearing Officer • 

. It does appear that :1. truck in question developed. a crack which permit
ted some noise, smote ar:d .rnoi: to er.ter the cab. Carbon monoxide is in
visible ·and odorless. No r,resumption attaches to the presence of visible 
smoke or soot. A test pe1fo1~nd hy n qualified expert with appropriate 
instruments under conparal le c-:Jndi ti.ms 1·eflected no detectable carbon 
monoxide. 

The only medical evidence in ~upport of the claimant's condition was a 
report of Dr. r1elgard in November of 1%9 in \thich he concluded the most 
likely of several possibilities was a toxicity secondary to carbon monoxide. 
Tids was prior to and without the benefit of the tests made reflecqng no 
carbon moI1oxid11 infiltration into the truck. 

Dr. DrO\m di:1gnosed the condj tion as a vascular insufficiency which 
could well be related to occlusion of the vertebral or carotid arteries. 
As a speciali:·, t in neuro1 or,y, elec.t:roencer,ha lof(raphy and electromyography, 
Dr. Rrown's cnnclusion~; ;;re s::P,nificant in that prolonged exposure to small 
amounts of carbon monoxide 't!• 1ld not rrive rise to the chronic neurological 
mani festation.s. 

Other Hod:rien were :,h-.i 1~,rly exposed to whatever leakap,e entered the 
cab. Though the fumes were r,t t1rn1~s disar;reeahle until plugged with rags, 
no ot:-ier. worl:r~en ,kveloped any of the syi11ptons related by the claimant. 

The Board CtiHC1irs ;,ritl, the llearj :1v f'fficer and concludes and finds that 
the cl air.ant's pr.,bhi;-1 is one of a .,_,a:;cular insufficiency unrelated to the 
al luged eXjl<isure to fo'>'.eS. The only evidence with respect to the actual 
existence of cart-.:m monox.ide in the: truck reflects that there was no such 
exposure. 

The onlc,r r,f t!1e \lc3ring nfri-.::1:r j s affimed. 

i-

WCB #70-95 January 20, 1971

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 45 year
old truck driver was exposed to carbon monoxide in the operation of a truck
during a period of time prior to December 22, 1969 and, if so, whether
he incurred any compensable disability.

The claim was denied by the employer and this denial was affirmed by
the Hearing Officer.

. It does appear that a truck in question developed.a crack which permit
ted some noise, smoke and soot to enter the cab. Carbon monoxide is in
visible and odorless. No presumption attaches to the presence of visible
smoke or soot.  test: pet formed by a qualified expert with appropriate
instruments under comparable conditions reflected no detectable carbon
monoxide.

The only medical evidence in support of the claimant's condition was a
report of Dr. Melgard in November of 1969 in which he concluded the most
likely of several possibilities was a toxicity secondary to carbon monoxide.
This was prior to and without the benefit of the tests made reflecting no
carbon monoxide infiltration into the truck.

Dr. Brown diagnosed the condition as a vascular insufficiency which
could well be related to occlusion of the vertebral or carotid arteries.
 s a specialist in neurology, electroencephalography and electromyography,
Dr. Brown's conclusions are significant in that prolonged exposure to small
amounts of carbon monoxide «. ild not give rise to the chronic neurological
manifestations.

Other workmen were similarly exposed to whatever leakage entered the
cab. Though the fumes were at times disagreeable until plugged with rags,
no other, workmen developed any of the symptoms related by the claimant.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that
the claimant's problem is one of a vascular insufficiency unrelated to the
alleged exposure to fumes. The only evidence with respect to the actual
existence of carbon monoxide in the truck reflects that there was no such
exposure.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

JOHN L. MONTGOMERY, Claimant.
Noel S  llen, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.



   

             
          

              
          

     

            
           

         

             
             

               
              
             

            
            

            
             

              
             
             

           
         

         
           

          
             

           
     

            
             

        

       

    

   
   
    

            
                

          

  
     
    

#69-1864 

ELLA TINCKNELL, Claimant. 
Emmons, K)rle_ & Kropp, ClaiJ11ant' s Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

January 20, · 1971 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether a 59 year old 
cleaning woman at Breitenbush resort sustained a compensable injury on 
August 18, 1969 while carrying a roll of shelf paper. The employer at the 
time was noncomplying, having failed to assure compensation for accidental 
injuries as required by ORS 656.016. 

The claimant has a lonp, history of back conplaints dating back at 
least to 1959 and including one substantial award recognizing the claimant 
to have a permanent disability with respect to her hack. 

The claimant had not worked between 1965 until taking the job on which 
she alleges she was re-injured. -She had worked only ten days when she 
claims to hav'= been injured. Aup,ust 18, 1969 was not a regular work day but 
she did load some cleanine supplies into her car on that day including a 
24 pound roll of paper. Two resort r,uests with who she talked shortly 
after the alleged incident with the shelf paper testified the claimant made 
no complaint a.bout her back. One of these guests also testified the 
claimant did complain the next day but attributed her difficqlty to having 
slept in hed in the wrong !iOSition. The claimant obtained some support for 
her clain hy a medical exar.1iner but the doctor's opinion is clouded by the A 
fact the claimant increased the weight of t,he roll of paper to 60 pounds. W 
'Ine claimant's version of her symptoms at the time of the alleged incident 
reflects a dramatic increase in the initial S)'Mptoms between her first 
testimony and that when recalled after listening to other witnesses. 

The incident was unwitnessed. \\'hether the incident occurred as al
leged � ust in large measure depend upon whether the clainl!nt's testimony 
is reliable. The Hearinr, Officer noted, among other things, the discre
pancies sot forth above. With the benefit of the demeanor of the claimant 
while testifying, the flcnring Officer concluded that the episode with the 
roll of paper was an afterthought. 

The Iloard concurs H:i th the Ilea.ring Officer and certainly finds no basis 
i.n the record for any finding or conclusion that there was any JT1anifest 
error which would _iu3tify any reversal of the order. 

TI1e order of the Hearing Offi,::er is affirme,i. 

\11CB #69-1854 

Frv\NCIS A. ROBERTSON, neceased. 
Keith Burns, lvid1>w' s Atty. 
Request for Review -liy Beneficiaries. 

January 25, 1971 

The ahove entitled i:1atter involves the issue of whether the death of -
a S9 y1;:a :,ld r1a.chini.st: Hei'der from a heart problem arose out of and in the 
course ni employment s:i as to con:,t:itute a conpensable accidental injury • 
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WCB #69-1864 January 20, 1971

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether a 59 year old
cleaning woman at Breitenbush resort sustained a compensable injury on
 ugust 18, 1969 while carrying a roll of shelf paper. The employer at the
time was noncomplying, having failed to assure compensation for accidental
injuries as required by ORS 656.016.

The claimant has a long history of back complaints dating back at
least to 1959 and including one substantial award recognizing the claimant
to have a permanent disability with respect to her back.

The claimant had not worked between 1965 until taking the job on which
she alleges she was re-injured. She had worked only ten days when she
claims to have been injured.  ugust 18, 1969 was not a regular work day but
she did load some cleaning supplies into her car on that day including a
24 pound roll of paper. Two resort guests with who she talked shortly
after the alleged incident with the shelf paper testified the claimant made
no complaint about her back. One of these guests also testified the
claimant did complain the next day but attributed her difficulty to having
slept in bed in the wrong position. The claimant obtained some support for
her claim by a medical examiner but the doctor's opinion is clouded by the
fact the claimant increased the weight of the roll of paper to 60 pounds.
The claimant's version of her symptoms at the time of the alleged incident
reflects a dramatic increase in the initial symptoms between her first
testimony and that when t'ecalled after listening to other witnesses.

The incident was unwitnessed. Whether the incident occurred as al
leged must in large measure depend upon whether the claimant's testimony
is reliable. The Hearing Officer noted, among other things, the discre
pancies set forth above. With the benefit of the demeanor of the claimant
while testifying, the Hearing Officer concluded that the episode with the
roll of paper was an afterthought.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and certainly finds no basis
in the record for any finding or conclusion that there was any manifest
error which would justify any reversal of the order.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #69-1854 January 25, 1971

FR NCIS  . ROBERTSON, Deceased.
Keith Burns, Widow's  tty.
Request for Review by Beneficiaries.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the death of
a 59 ye old machinist welder from a heart problem arose out of and in the
course oi employment, so as to constitute a compensable accidental injury.

ELL TINCKNELL, Claimant.
Emmons, Kyle. 6 Kropp, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.
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workr.mn experienced phy.1 ical discomfort at work on a late shift 
on January 10, 196~1. Ile ,.as l:ospitalized and then returned to work until 
Ma:rch 3, 1969. He was then inactive at home until his death on April 24, 
1969. The workman nade r.o claim prior to his death for work related dis
abilities but did obtniri benefits from an off-the-job type of disability 
insurance~ 

The ir.stant claim was instituted by the workman's widow on July 29, 19 
1969. 111.e workman on his hospital adr·,ission in January of 1969 was noted 
to have had hypertension .and cardiac :~ailure for many years control.led by 
medicatirm;. '·ne hospit:ul dLcharge had a final diagnosis of pneumonitis, 
cc,ngestivu ,..ail .il'O and a uremi:-. secondary to congestiye failure. In late 
February of 1969 after .:he workman had been back to work for a month, 
a Dr. Intilc diagnosed arteriosclerotic heart disease, a r.1yocardial infarc
tion of bdeterninate ag .• an enlarged left ventricle and congestive heart 
disease. 

The issi .. ,: becones n;1rrc1·H):l to 1·,h~t:!•Jr the episode of pneUJ'llonitis and 
congestive failure on January 10, 19G9 was a material contributing factor 
to the workman's death over three months later. 

The claim was denied by the State Accident Insurance Fund as insurer 
of t;.e employer. 'lbe denial was c1.ffirmed hy the !learinr. Officer. 

'lbe question is one for resolution upon the opinion evidence of doctors. 
The record reflccrs :;unflicting 0pir.icns of two doctors. Dr. Intile, a 
specialist in internal medicine does a substantial practice wit.h cardiac 
patients. Dr. Grisw0lrl is hrnd of' the Division of Card,iolop.y at the 
l!niversity of 01·c:go11 Hedical Scliool, t·:ho hns authored some 150 papers in the 
field of cardiC' 1 ogy and condt:cts a daily :practice with cardiac patients 
in adc:i tion to ; is duti e:; r.s l1ead of the .M,cidical S-chool Department of Cardi
niogy. 

The Ik·,:.in;: 0fficcr re;::,olved t;1e issue by placing r,reater weight upon 
the greater •.:xpertise of Dr. Griswold in the specialized problem at issue. 

1he Bo:1rd, with (!ue deferercc to r>r. Ir.tile, nust also make its decision 
in part by weighing tho respi?cti ve 'l1tali fi c;-,tions of tho doctors a.s well as 
the nature i)f their te:;tinony. 1he E:1;.ir,J notes that neither doctor takes the 
dr,tna.tic stand found on occasion wit}i respect to the relation of effort, or 
parr:icular effor::, to ti::~ problem at !:one!. Wei~hing the respective medical 
evidence in light of the consi(}eratic.ns of the expertise of the doctors, 
t.:,e Board concurs with the !lea ring Off iccr and concludes that the workman's 
activit:1 at. wo1'.'k on January 10. 1969 was not a material factor in his death 
on Aprii 24, 1969. 

The workman experienced physical discomfort at work on a late shift
on January 10, 1969. lie was hospitalized and then returned to work until
March 3, 1969. He was then inactive at home until his death on  pril 24,
1969. Tire workman made no claim prior to his death for work related dis
abilities but did obtain benefits from an off-the-job type of disability
insurance.

The instant claim was instituted by the workman's widow on July 29, 19
1969, Tire workman on his hospital admission in January of 1969 was noted
to have had hypertension and cardiac failure for many years controlled by
medications. 'Ire hospital discharge had a final diagnosis of pneumonitis,
congestive 'hail are and a uremia secondary to congestive failure. In late
February of 1969 after the workman had been back to work for a month,
a Dr. Intile diagnosed arteriosclerotic heart disease, a myocardial infarc
tion of indeterminate ag. , an enlarged left ventricle and congestive heart
disease.

The issue becomes narrowed to whether the episode of pneumonitis and
congestive failure on January 10, 1969 was a material contributing factor
to the workman's death over three months later.

The claim was denied by the State  ccident Insurance Fund as insurer
of the employer. The denial was affirmed by the Hearing Officer.

The question is one for resolution upon the opinion evidence of doctors.
The record refleers conflicting opinions of two doctors. Dr. Intile, a
specialist in internal medicine does a substantial practice with cardiac
patients. Dr. Griswold is head of the Division of Cardiology at the
University of Oregon Medical School, who has authored some 150 papers in the
field of cardie 1ogy and conducts a daily practice with cardiac patients
in addition to his duties as head of the Medical School Department of Cardi
ology.

The Hewing Officer resolved the issue by placing greater weight upon
the greater expertise of Dr. Griswold in the specialized problem  t issue.

The Board, with due deference to Dr. Ir.tile, must also make its decision
in part by weighing the respective qualifications of the doctors as well as
the nature of their testimony. The Foard notes that neither doctor takes the
dogmatic stand found on occasion with respect to the relation of effort, or
particular effort, to the problem at ’.and. Weighing the respective medical
evidence in light of the considerations of the expertise of the doctors,
the Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes that the workman's
activity at work on January 10, 1969 was not a material factor in his death
on  nri.!. 24, 1969.

 9

The. order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

• 



   

            
            

           

            
         

            
             

   

           
              

           
               
              

      

           
        
            
      

             
             
            
           

              
             

            
             

            
        
        

            
          
          

       

             
            

  
    
    

#69-1244 

HENRY PATTERSON, Claimant. 
Nicholas D. Zafirntos, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by SAIF. 

.Tanuary 25, 1971 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 49 year 
old logger sustained any pornanent disability as the result of an accidental 
injury on January 14, 1969 when he fell while sawing a tree. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 the claimant was determined to have no r~sidual 
disabilities attributable to the accident. Upon hearing, however, award 
was made of 48 der,rees for unscheduled disabilities out of the applicable 
maximum of 320 degrees. It is this award which t:he State Accident Insurance· 
Fund challenges on review. 

The points raised by the State Accident Insurance Fund in opposition 
to the awa.rd include quest~ons of whether the low back was injured in the 
accident of January 14, 1969 and the inplications of a non-industrial auto
nobile accident of June 21, 1969 in which the claimant lost the sight of one 
eye. The claimant had returned to log~ing in the interim and in fact had 
another· industrial accident in April of 1969. 

The claimant has other medical prohlens not related to the. industrial 
injury including a long-standing intemittent hypertension, a hemorrhagic 
cystitis and prostatitis. On the other hand, there is some evidence of 
urinary difficulties beinr! precipitated hy the accident. 

At this point it should be noted that the State Accident Insurance Fund 
has also made objections .to the refusal of the Hearing Officer to require 
the production of letters of inquiry from claimant's counsel which were the 
hasis of repli~s from the doctors. The Ilearinr, Officer obviously erred 
in this aspect of the case. A proper interpretation of the answer to a 
question requires a consideration of the form of the question. The more a 
part)' res is ts in trodt,ction of such a letter of inquiry, the Rreater the im
plication of the materialit~' of the letter. The noard does not consider the 
error in this instance to rerplire a· rcnand for further evidence. Hearing 
Officers generally shoulc recor,nize the materiality of accomanyin~ 
":rnswers" ia medical repo1·ts with the "questions" as propounded. 

TI10 Boa:rd concludes iror.t the totality of the evidence that the claimant 
does have residual penmnent disabilities Attributable to the accident at 
issue ar.J that these disRbilities were properly evaluated at 48 degrees. 

'The o:cder <lf the ':ear:i.r,g Officer is ;lffirriee:. 

Pur~unt tn OP.S 6S6. 392, counsel for clainnnt is alloFcd a fee of $250 
for serv:;.r,c,::. re:1,lered on revi,::11 and payable by the St,1te l.ccident Insurance 
Furnl. 
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WCB #69-1244 January 25, 1971

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 49 year
old logger sustained any permanent disability as the result of an accidental
injury on January 14, 1969 when he fell while sawing a tree.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 the claimant was determined to have no residual
disabilities attributable to the accident. Upon hearing, however, award
was made of 48 degrees for unscheduled disabilities out of the applicable
maximum of 320 degrees. It is this award which the State  ccident Insurance
Fund challenges on review.

The points raised by the State  ccident Insurance Fund in opposition
to the award include questions of whether the low back was injured in the
accident of January 14, 1969 and the implications of a non-industrial auto
nobile accident of June 21, 1969 in which the claimant lost the sight of one
eye. The claimant had returned to logging in the interim and in fact had
another industrial accident in  pril of 1969.

The claimant has other medical problems not related to the. industrial
injury including a long-standing intermittent hypertension, a hemorrhagic
cystitis and prostatitis. On the other hand, there is some evidence of
urinary difficulties being precipitated by the accident.

 t this point it should be noted that the State  ccident Insurance Fund
has also made objections .to the refusal of the Hearing Officer to require
the production of letters of inquiry from claimant's counsel which were the
basis of replies from the doctors. The Hearing Officer obviously erred
in this aspect of the case.  proper interpretation of the answer to a
question requires a consideration of the form of the question. The more a
party resists introduction of such a letter of inquiry, the greater the im
plication of the materiality of the letter. The Board does not consider the
error in this instance to require a remand for further evidence. Hearing
Officers generally should recognize the materiality of accomanying
"answers" in medical reports with the "questions" as propounded.

The Board concludes from the totality of the evidence that the claimant
does have residual permanent disabilities attributable to the accident at
issue and that these disabilities were properly evaluated at 48 degrees.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

Pursuant to ORS 656.392, counsel for claimant is allowed a fee of $250
for services rendered on review and payable by the State  ccident Insurance
Fund.

HENRY P TTERSON, Claimant.
Nicholas D. Zafiratos, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by S IF.
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#70-9]2 ·January 26, 1971 

AU:i::~T ROSSITER, Claimant. 
Mrrii:k 0 Seagraves & Nealy, Claimant's Attys. 
Reqm:st for Review by SAIF. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Cc1.llahan. 

TI1e above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 60 year old lumber worker who incurred back injuries 
on May 27, 1969. More particularly the issue is whether the claiman~ is now 
precluded from ever roturnill~ to regular work at a gainful and suitable 
occupation as the result o/ those injuries in which event the award would 
be for perr.tanent total disability. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 the permanent disabilities were determined to 
be only partially disablinr, and were evaluated at 48 degrees out of the 
applicable maximum 0f 3':'0 dur,rees. l.ipc,n hearing the award was changed to one 
0£ permanent and total uisabil i ty. 

The claimant engaged in heavy labor for a period of 40 years. His 
forma: education was limited to the eir,hth grade. He did successfully 
ope1ate a septic tank service for some ten years but this work experience, 
as with most of his years in employment, involved heavy manual labor. 

There is no question but that the trauna imposed upon the normal de
gene-ration of. a 60 year old bacl: now substantially precludes lifting, stoop
ing and bending. The claimant applied for disability benefits under Social 
Security which are lrn.sed upon disa~ility and not payable on an arbitrary 
chron,:,logical age. The fact that such benefits are sought oi,"'.'obtained is 
not necessarily-proof of a notivation to retire or remove one's self from 
the labor market. 

Thor,~ is ~v.i.dence o~ AH c-i csi ty proLlem Hhich is solely within the 
cl ai1r.ain' s c.ontrol nnd Fhich ntlver-;;ely affects any return to work. There is 
also a question i.n the T:1i.1d cf nn ~xm:1inin::? doctor who notes that the 
obj ect:i.ve symptoms are not entire].~, supported by objective findings. The 
evideHce is not rreponderant j r1 support of the finclinrts of !)ennanent and total 
disability. \H th the evidcr:ce in bnlance uron a written record the Board 
cor,cluccs th1t the Be.:irin.~ O~f:i.ct!f 1i:1s in better position to evaluate the 
weif;ht of: th·:: s1:hjcctive syriptnm1; as -;-·,~lated by the claimant. 

r:-:-1· t•~es(i ;·eascn:,, :::·e f.n;ir,-~ c1 :;_•:rudes a.nd finds that the record does 
·not ref},;:ct: ar.y 2nn~_fc,~t ,:rro1· on ti:e part of the Hearing Officer and the 
Hci ,:ht tr lJe ;:( ,;,m the )l'~t~)·v;ition ,1r- the HeRrinr, Officer warrants a.ri 
af:j rr.11 t i.nn nf tl:e rn:; u :t. 

Pur,;uant 1 ,: OR:· ,JSC. 3 S'. cou-'.s, L for clainant is al lowed the further 
fee of :~::so for services rerir,ered on review and payable by the State Acci~ 
dent In~urance Pund. 
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WCB #70-!)] 2 January 26, 1971

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 60 year old lumber worker who incurred back injuries
on May 27, 1969. More particularly the issue is whether the claimant is now
precluded from ever returning to regular work at a gainful and suitable
occupation as the result of those injuries in which event the award would
be for permanent total disability.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 the permanent disabilities were determined to
be only partially disabling and were evaluated at 48 degrees out of the
applicable maximum of 3?0 degrees. Upon hearing the award was changed to one
of permanent and total disability.

The claimant engaged in heavy labor for a period of 40 years. His
forma! education was limited to the eighth grade. He did successfully
opeiate a septic tank service for some ten years but this work experience,
as with most of his years in employment, involved heavy manual labor.

There is no question but that the trauma imposed upon the normal de
generation of a 60 year old bad: now substantially precludes lifting, stoop
ing and bending. The claimant applied for disability benefits under Social
Security which are based upon disability and not payable on an arbitrary
chronological age. The fact that such benefits are sought or-fobtained is
not necessarily proof of a motivation to retire or remove one's self from
the labor market.

There is evidence of an o»esity problem which is solely within the
claimant's control and which adversely affects any return to work. There is
also a question in the mind of an examining doctor who notes that the
objective symptoms are not entirely supported by objective findings. The
evidence is not preponderant in support of the findings of permanent and total
disability. With the evidence in balance upon a written record the Board
concludes that the Hearing Officer was in better position to evaluate the
weight of the subjective symptoms as related by the claimant.

For these reasons, tie Foard c< n.'ludes and finds that the record does
not reflect: ary manifest error on the part of the Hearing Officer and the
weight tr be given the observation o" the Hearing Officer warrants ah
affirmation of the result.

The order of the Heat in. g Officer is affirmed.

Pursuant, to ORS 656.382 counsel for claimant is allowed the further
fee of 3250 for services rendered on review and payable by the State  cci~
dent Insurance Fund.

 I Pi T ROSSITER, Claimant.
Myrick, Seagraves $ Nealy, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by S IF.
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ft70-1239 January 26, 1971 

EARNEST l'IALTI, Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Enployer. 

Reviewed by Comnissioners Pilson and Callahan. 

The above en~itlcd matter involves issues of the extent of permanent 
disability sustc1ined bv a 63 year old jointer operator who incurred a :frac
tured pelvis on ~,ril 1, 1968. 

Pursuant to DRS 656.268 a cleterminati<m issued findinr the claimant to 
have a permanent unscheduled disability of 48 der,rees and also a disability 
of the riRht lep evaluated at 8 derrees. !Jpon hearing the evaluation as to 
the unscheduled disability was affinned but the evaluation as to the rir:ht 
leg was increased to 50 de~rees, hut the disability was evaluated on the 
basis of the lep: belm1 the knee rather than the entire ler. The disability 
in t!1e lower lcr, <~xis ts hy virtue of injury to the pel vie area. The acci
dent occurred subseouent to Julv 1, 1967 mid riore appropriately the entire 
award should be, expressed as unscheduled iH keeping with the !1oard' s inter
pretation o~ the second opinion of the Court of" Appeals in the Hannan v. 
Goo.I Samaritan case. The orc1er of the Headnr, Officer preceded the Hannan 
decision ,1:1.<l the parties have raised no issue as to the propriety o+ the 
separate nwa rds. Even :i r a sin~le mmrd is made, the process of evaluation 
necessitates sonc se~arnte consideration o+ the loss of function of the leg 
as a coc,ponent of the sinr;le awanl. 

·n1is rev5ew was initiated by the employer larr.cly on the issue of 
whether the !iaimant should submit to further surgery and thereby diminish 
his clisa1>ility. TI1e surr,ery in riuestion woul(! be major s11rP,ery with a 
proje~tecl success n1tio of not more th,m SO to 60%. The surr,ery has not 
been rnrticularly rc~ornwnded hv the doctors and is more in nature of a 
I ast rc.,ort process if the clainant is unable to live with his current 
probleris. The clain~nt's refusal to underr,o the surgery was in part in
fluence·,~ by the fact thnt he would be deprived o~ another six to eight 
months 0£ f:nployrnent. The clain:mt' s reluctc1J1ce to unJeri;o major surgery 
which even the doctors arc not ear,er to perforn falls far short o+ an un
reasonable refusal by the claimant to ninirnize his disabilities. 

The cl ainant, by cross appcri 1, seeks an increase in the m-rnrd. The 
combined nward of 98 der,rees constitutes slir,htly in excess of 30% of the 
workman under the 320 cler,ree maxi11<111 f"or unscheduled disabilities. The 
claima,1t h:,s in fnct sust,'.ined no loss of cnrnings upon return to work. 
Under sornejurisdictions with substantial enphasis upon loss of earninr.s 
there would l)e little or now award ()f :my kind for the cln-i.r.iant. As it 
stands thr: loss of earninr, capacit~· is one of the factors in evaluation of 
disability in Grep;on, but t},e facts of this case do not warrant an increase 
iii the a'-'rard for that factor. 

The noar~i concludes nnd finds that the disability was properly evalu
ated at 98 degrees. 

Thf' 1"!1"<ler of the !leadnr, Officer is affinr.ec:. 
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WCB #70-1239 January 26, 1971

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves issues of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 63 year old jointer operator who incurred a frac
tured pelvis on  pril 1, 1968.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 a determination issued finding the claimant to
have a permanent unscheduled disability of 48 decrees and also a disability
of the right leg evaluated at 8 degrees. Upon hearing the evaluation as to
the unscheduled disability was affirmed but the evaluation as to the right
leg was increased to 50 degrees, but the disability was evaluated on the
basis of the leg below theknee rather than the entire leg. The disability
in the lower leg exists byvirtue of injury to the pelvic area. The acci
dent occurred subsequent to July 1, 1967 and more appropriately the entire
award should be expressed as unscheduled in keeping with the Board's inter
pretation of the second opinion of the Court of  ppeals in the Hannan v.
Good Samaritan case. The order of the Hearing Officer preceded the Hannan
decision and the parties have raised no issue as to the propriety of the
separate awards.Even if a single award is made, the process of evaluation
necessitates some separate consideration of the loss of function of the leg
as a component of the single award.

This review was initiated by the employer largely on the issue of
whether the claimant should submit to further surgery and,thereby diminish
his disability. The surgery in question would be major surgery with a
projected success ratio of not more than 50 to 60%. The surgery has not
been particularly reconmended by the doctors and is more in nature of a
last resort process if the claimant is unable to live with his current
problems. The claimant's refusal to undergo the surgery was in part in
fluenced by the fact that he would be deprived of another six to eight
months of employment. The claimant's reluctance to undergo major surgery
which even the doctors are not eager to perform falls far short of an un
reasonable refusal by the claimant to minimize his disabilities.

The claimant, by cross appeal, seeks an increase in the atfard. The
combined award of 98 degrees constitutes slightly in excess of 30% of the
workman under the 320 degree maximum for unscheduled disabilities. The
claimant has in fact sustained no loss of earnings upon return to work.
Under some jurisdictions with substantial emphasis upon loss of earnings
there would be little or now award of any kind for the claimant.  s it
stands the loss of earning capacity is one of the factors in evaluation of
disability in Oregon, but the facts of this case do not warrant an increase
in the award for that factor.

The Board concludes and finds that the disability was properly evalu
ated at 98 degrees.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

E RNEST W LTY, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson f,  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Employer.
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Pursuant to ORS 656.382, counsel for claimant is allowed a further fee 
of $250 payable by the employer for services on review in a matter insti
tuted by the employer. 

WCB #70-1272 

GRACE H. LANIER, Claimant. 
Brown f;· Burt, Claimant's A ttys. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

.January 26, 1971 

Reviewed by Commis:;ioners Wilson and Callahan. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent 
disabilitv sustained by n r,2 year old nurse's aid~ from a low back 1nJury 
incurred ,;1 N ,vember 12, l!if:l from liftinr, patients. The symptoms appeared 
on awakening :in Novenber 13, but were attributed to work performed the 
previous day. 

The claimant w,1s diagnosed as havin~ a chronic lumbar strain which is 
a.ttrilluted to her ,~,,rl: activities. She was also found to have a diabetic 
periplieral neuropa.ti1y with no indication that this. is in any way associated 
with work. 

None of the doctors are able to account for the degree of continuinr, 
symptomatology. If the clainant had a more definitive accident and if there 
was more substantial objective evidence, it would be easier to simply 
apply the reasoning of the Hearing Officer that the complaints followed the 
alleged accident and they are therefore attributable to the accident. 

Pursuant to ors 656,268, a determination issued finding the claimant 
to tave an unscheduled disability of 32 der,rees. Upon hearing, this was 
increased to 100 degrees. The noar<l feels the increase was quite liberal 
but is not prerarcd, 1~i thout the lienefi t of an observation of thP- claimant, 
to conclude that tl1e Hearing Officer evaluation is in error. 

The· orclcr of the l learinr. Officer is therefore affirr,1ed. 

Pursuant to ORS 6S6.382, counsel for the clai!llant is allmved a fee of 
$250 payable by the cmploy0r for services rendered on a review initiated by 
the er.1ployer. 

\'!Cli #69-682 

ROUERT PATTISON, Clahiant. 
Martin & RoGertson, ClaiLlnnt's Attys. 
Requsst for Review by Cfaimant. 

January 26, 1971 

Review,d by Commi:;-;i,'.'ners Callahan :md Wilson. 

The nl<,V( cntitlt::.l nict: ... r inv ·.bes ;m issue of the extent of permanent 
di.sability sus~;;ined :,y ;:, :-,(, /ear ·ilcJ tn,d driver .1;; the result of i:i 

cnMpensablc m;·c,c; 1rdial ir:f,,r tion incurred on f'ecer.11:er 14, 1967. 
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Pursuant to ORS 656.382, counsel for claimant is allowed a further fee
of $250 payable by the employer for services on review in a matter insti
tuted by the employer.

WCB #70-1272 January 26, 1971

GR CH M. L NIER, Claimant.
Brown f,- Burt, Claimant's  t tvs.
Request for Review by Employer.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 62 year old nurse's aide from a low back injury
incurred on N>vember 12, 1969 from lifting patients. The symptoms appeared
on awakenin'* an November 13, but were attributed to work performed the
previous day.

The claimant was diagnosed as having a chronic lumbar strain which is
attributed to her work activities. She was also found to have a diabetic
peripheral neuropathy with no indication that this is in any way associated
with work.

None of the doctors are able to account for the degree of continuing
symptomatology. If the claimant had a more definitive accident and if there
was more substantial objective evidence, it would be easier to simply
apply the reasoning of the Hearing Officer that the complaints followed the
alleged accident and they are therefore attributable to the accident.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant
to have an unscheduled disability of 32 degrees. Upon hearing, this was
increased to 100 degrees. The Board feels the increase was quite liberal
but is not prepared, without the benefit of an observation of the claimant,
to conclude that the Hearing Officer evaluation is in error.

The order of the Hearing Officer is therefore affirmed..

Pursuant to ORS 656.382, counsel for the claimant is allowed a fee of
$250 payable by the employer for services rendered on a review initiated by
the employer.

WCB #69-682 January 26, 1971

ROBERT P TTISON, Claimant.
Martin Robertson, Claimant 's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Callahan and Wilson.

The abovi entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 56 /ear old truck driver as the result of a
compensable myocardial infarction incurred on Pecember 14, 1967.
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determination issued pursuant to ORS 656.268 found the clRimant 
to have no residual permanent disability. At a previous hearing the Hear
ing Officer found the claimant to have a disribility of 32 degrees out of 
the applicable naximum of 320 degrees. That hearing could not be reviewed 
due to the accidental destruction by fire of a portion of the recording of 
the hearing. TI1e matter was reMande<l and following the hearing now on 
review, the Hearing Officer again found the disability to be 32 degrees. 

The clainant was able to return to full tine work involving strenuous 
activity, There is no question hut that the claimant lost a portion of 
the heart muscle by virtue of the infarction. The heart is remarkable in 
its ability LO accomodate and to conpensate for injuries. As with any 
other injury the permanent disability must be measured with consideration 
of the ability of the heart to function when nature, with the aid of man's 
knowledge of medicine, has accomplished the maximum possible restoration 
of the heart muscle. 

The 13oard concurs with the !tearing Officer that the evidence does 
reflect sone residual disability and also concurs that the disability in 
this instance is relatively nild. The Board concludes and finds that the 
disability does not exceed 32 degrees. 

\'/CB #70-1255 January 26, 1971 

GEORGE R. SHITII, Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys. 
Request +'or Review by Claimant. 

Revieirnd hy Commissioners Wilson ancl Callahan. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of" permanent 
disability sustained by a 35 year old fork lift truck operator as the 
result of an accidental injury on Anr,ust 12, 1969, when cases of canned 
goods fell causinr, scalp contusions along with sprain of the cervical, dor
sal and luMbar areas of the.spine. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a deternination issue<l finding the claimant 
to have unscheduled disabilities of 32 de~rees out of the applicable maximum 
of 320 der,rees. Upon hearinr,, the award was increased to 52 degrees, 
the Hearinr, Oi"ficer concluding that the clainant had incurred a loss of 
earning capacity attrihutable to the accident which had not been adequately 
considered as a factor in the compensation of disnbili ty. 

The.clninant, as of the hearinf!, had not returned to his former employ
ment. The weight of the medicnl evidence re+'lects thnt the clnimant has 
essentially recovered +'ron the ef.i:ects or the accident with niniMRl ob
jective synptoms of disability. 

There is apparently a substantinl deITree o.i: psychopathology involved 
with no indication trwt it is perr.rnnent or that it is materinllv related 
to the accident at issue. The basic cause of this phase o.i: the problem 
arises from~ critical status in the claimnnt's ~arriage. 

At the time of h·earinr the clair.iant wa.s earninr, $1. 70 per hour as com
pared to the ~3.95 per hour beim~ earned. at the time of the accident. If" 
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 determination issued pursuant to ORS 656.268 found the cl im nt
to have no residual permanent disability.  t a previous hearing the Hear
ing Officer found the claimant to have a disability of 52 degrees out of
the applicable maximum of 320 degrees. That hearing could not be reviewed
due to the accidental destruction by fire of a portion of the recording of
the hearing. The matter was remanded and following the hearing now on
review, the Hearing Officer again found the disability to be 32 degrees.

The claimant was able to return to full time work involving strenuous
activity. There is no question but that the claimant lost a portion of
the heart muscle by virtue of the infarction. The heart is remarkable in
its ability to accomodate and to compensate for injuries.  s with any
other injury the permanent disability must be measured with consideration
of the ability of the heart to function when nature, with the aid of man's
knowledge of medicine, has accomplished the maximum possible restoration
of the heart muscle.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer that the evidence does
reflect some residual disability and also concurs that the disability in
this instance is relatively mild. The Board concludes and finds that the
disability does not exceed 32 degrees.

WCB #70-1255 January 26, 1971

GEORGE R. SMITH, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson §  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

X

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves the issue o^ the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 35 year old fork lift truck operator as the
result of an accidental injury on  ugust 12, 1969, when cases of canned
goods fell causing scalp contusions along with sprain of the cervical, dor
sal and lumbar areas of the spine.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant
to have unscheduled disabilities of 32 degrees out of the applicable maximum
of 320 degrees. Upon hearing, the award was increased to 52 degrees,
the Hearing Officer concluding that the claimant had incurred a loss of
earning capacity attributable to the accident which had not been adequately
considered as a factor in the compensation of disability.

The claimant, as of the hearing, had not returned to his former employ
ment. The weight of the medical evidence reflects that the claimant has
essentially recovered ^ron the effects of the accident with minimal ob
jective symptoms of disability.

There is apparently a substantial degree o*- psychopathology involved
with no indication that it is permanent or that it is materially related
to the accident at issue. The basic cause of this phase of the problem
arises from a critical status in the claimant's marriage.

 t the time of hearing the claimant was earning $1.70 per hour as com
pared to the $3.95 per hour being earned, at the time of the accident. If
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marked reduction was all attributable to the accident and the prognosis 
was for penrranence of suc,1 reduction, it might well appear that the dis-
ability evaluation of 52 degrees was inadequate. · 

The claimant's age, intelligence and capabilities <lo not indicate that 
the claimant is now limited to the modest war,e and limited activity of a 
watchman. He is studying and apparently capable of learning and working 
at more technical trades. 

When and if the claimant overcomes the problems unrelated to the acci
dent, the award for the minimal impairment incurred may well seem quite 
generous. 

The Board concludes and finds that the disability does not exceed the 
52 degrees awarded by the Hearing Officer. 

WCB #168-107 

DANIEL OREMUS, Claimant. 
and 

THE OREGONIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, 
TI1E CREGON JOURNAL and ALBERT 
LEIBRAND, Interested Parties. 
McMenamin, Jones, Joseph & Lang; 

January 26, 1971 

Souther, Spaulding, Kinsey, Williamson & Schwabe; 
Mize, Kriesien, Fewless, Cheney & Kelly, Attys, 

The above entitled matter is before the Workmen's Compe11sation Board 
upon remand from the Court of Appeals for a determination of whether The 
Oregonian was also an employer of the clail!lant newsboy and, if so, to make 
an allocation of responsibility between The Orer,onian and Hr. Leibrand, a 
distributor for The Oregonian. 

Briefly, the backgrour.<l involves the clairi of a newsboy who was waiting 
to meet his area distributor to obtain a collection book and help in making 
collections from newspaper subscribers. ActuRl delivery of newspapers 
had been discontinued, As the distributor drove up to the appointed meeting 
place, the claimant d.i.shed into the street and was struck by an oncoming 
car. TI1e Workmen's Conpens,nion noard found that the .distributor, Mr. Lei
brand, was the claimant's employer but did not make any detemination with 
resper.t to whether The Oregonian also was an employer as contemplated by 
ORS 656.307. 

The Board notes that the briefs of The Orer,onian before the Court of 
Appeals challenged the application t,y the Doard of a test identified as 
"the relative nature of the work." This test is not a departure from the 
test of "right of control." It is actually a refinement by which the 
"right of control" may be determined as a matter of economic reality and a 
broad view of the relative nature of the work, Thus in Bowser v. SIAC, 
182 Or 42, the Court quoted with nr:rroval the decision of United States v. 
Silk, 331 u.s. 704, 67 s. Ct. 1463. TI1e United States Supreme Court 
therein included within the term of employment nll workers who could be 
said to be employes as a. matter of "economic re,;lity." This doctrinil of 
economic control found expression in another case involving The Ore~onian 
in l'lallowa Valley Stages v. The Oregonian, 235 Or 594. The Court therein 
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this marked reduction was all attributable to the accident and the prognosis
was for permanence of such reduction, it might well appear that the dis
ability evaluation of 52 degrees was inadequate.

The claimant's age, intelligence and capabilities do not indicate that
the claimant is now limited to the modest wage and limited activity of a
watchman. He is studying and apparently capable of learning and working
at more technical trades.

When and if the claimant overcomes the problems unrelated to the acci
dent, the award for the minimal impairment incurred may well seem quite
generous.

The Board concludes and finds that the disability does not exceed the
52 degrees awarded by the Hearing Officer.

WCB #68-107 January 26, 1971

D NIEL OREMUS, Claimant,
and

THE OREGONI N PUBLISHING COMP NY,
THE OREGON JOURN L and  LBERT
LEIBR ND, Interested Parties.
McMenamin, Jones, Joseph 8 Lang;
Souther, Spaulding, Kinsey, Williamson § Schwabe;
Mize, Kriesien, Fewless, Cheney 8 Kelly,  ttys.

The above entitled matter is before the Workmen's Compensation Board
upon remand from the Court of  ppeals for a determination of whether The
Oregonian was also an employer of the claimant newsboy and, if so, to make
an allocation of responsibility between The Oregonian and Mr. Leibrand, a
distributor for The Oregonian.

Briefly, the background involves the claim of a newsboy who was waiting
to meet his area distributor to obtain a collection book and help in making
collections from newspaper subscribers.  ctual delivery of newspapers
had been discontinued.  s the distributor drove up to the appointed meeting
place, the claimant dashed into the street and was struck by an oncoming
car. The Workmen's Compensation Board found that the distributor, Mr. Lei
brand, was the claimant's employer but did not make any determination with
respect to whether The Oregonian also was an employer as contemplated by
ORS 656,307.

The Board notes that the briefs of The Oregonian before the Court of
 ppeals challenged the application by the Board of a test identified as
"the relative nature of the work." This test is not a departure from the
test of "right of control." It is actually a refinement by which the
"right of control" may be determined as a matter of economic reality and a
broad view of the relative nature of the work. Thus in Bowser v. SI C,
182 Or 42, the Court quoted with approval the decision of United States v.
Silk, 331 U.S. 704, 67 S. Ct. 1463. The United States Supreme Court
therein included within the term of employment all workers who could be
said to be employes as a matter of "economic reality." This doctrine of
economic control found expression in another case involving The Oregonian
in Wallowa Valley Stages v. The Oregonian, 235 Or 594, The Court therein
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to consideration of newspaper circulation personnel as employes for 
purposes of workmen's compensation and other social legislation. The Court 
further commented upon the implications where "an enterprise in an integral 
part of its operations makes regular use of the services of individuals over 
whom it reserves absolute economic control." The distributor, in that case, 
under the narrower rule applicable for a case or tort liability, found the 
evidence sufficient to hold The Oregonian liable. 

The Workmen's Compensation Board finds that the relationship of employer 
workman also existed between The Oregonian an<l the claimant herein. 

The issue of allocating the responsibility between The Oregonian and the 
distributor Leibrand to some degree extends into areas not briefed by the 
parties. There are aspects of the situation which are found in discussion 
of a workman being concurrently in the employr.1ent of a qeneral employer and 
a special employer. Larson Workmen's Compensatio~, Para. 48.40 distinguishes 
between joint employment and dual emplo)'l'lent and defines joint employment as 
fol lows: 

"Joint employment occurs when a single employeeP under 
contract with two employers, and under the simultaneous control 
of both, simultaneously performs services for both employers, and 
1rl1en the service for each employer is the same as, or is closely 
related to, that for the other. In such a casep both employers 
are liable for workmen's compensation.'' 

Larson discusses the apportionment between joint employers in the 
following vein: 

"TI1ere has ah;ays been a noticeable reluctance cm the 11art 
of Anglo-American courts to er.1ulate the wisdom of Soler.ion and 
decree that the baby be divided in half. Courts are showing an 
increasing tendency, however, to dispose of close cases, not by 
insisting on nn all-or-nothing choice between two employers both 
bearing a close relation to the enployee, but by finding a joint 
errployment on the theory that the employee is continuously 
servin7, both employers under the control of both." 

TI1e Board concludes that the joint employment of the clair.iant in ~act 
created a Joint and several liability for the compensation benefits. 
Under the order of remand from the Court of Appeals, the Board cannot simplv 
declare a joint and several liability. An apportionment between the em
ployers must be made. 

In the consideration of the problem from the above noted standpoint 
of economic reality, the Board concludes that the accomplishment of the 
social purpose to be served by ·the law would not be met by a fragmentation 
of prime responsibility along several levels of what is essentially a single 
industrial econonic unit. The newspaper nay gather the news, solicit ad
vertising and combine the results into a publication. It cannot exist as a 
going entity unless the newsboy each day at an appointed tir.ie delivers a 
paper to each subscriber at an appointed place. Th~_ true employer, under 
such an analysis, can only be The Oregonian even th~ugh ~fr. Leibrand, as 
to the claimant, also is properly held to concurrent'~y be an employer. 

I 

! 
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referred to consideration of newspaper circulation personnel as employes for
purposes of workmen's compensation and other social legislation. The Court
further commented upon the implications where "an enterprise in an integral
part of its operations makes regular use of the services of individuals over
whom it reserves absolute economic control." The distributor, in that case,
under the narrower rule applicable for a case or tort liability, found the
evidence sufficient to hold The Oregonian liable.

The Workmen's Compensation Board finds that the relationship of employer
workman also existed between The Oregonian and the claimant herein.

The issue of allocating the responsibility between The Oregonian and the
distributor Leibrand to some degree extends into areas not briefed by the
parties. There are aspects of the situation which are found in discussion
of a workman being concurrently in the employment of a general employer and
a special employer. Larson Workmen's Compensation, Para. 48.40 distinguishes
between joint employment and dual employment and defines joint employment as
follows:

"Joint employment occurs when a single employee, under
contract with two employers, and under the simultaneous control
of both, simultaneously performs services for both employers, and
when the service for each employer is the same as, or is closely
related to, that for the other. In such a case, both employers
are liable for workmen's compensation."

Larson discusses the apportionment between joint employers in the
following vein:

"There has always been a noticeable reluctance on the part
of  nglo- merican courts to emulate the wisdom of Solomon and
decree that the baby be divided in half. Courts are showing an
increasing tendency, however, to dispose of close cases, not by
insisting on an all-or-nothing choice between two employers both
bearing a close relation to the employee, but by finding a joint
employment on the theory that the employee is continuously
serving both employers under the control of both."

The Board concludes that the joint employment of the claimant in fact
created a joint and several liability for the compensation benefits.
Under the order of remand from the Court of  ppeals, the Board cannot simply
declare a joint and several liability.  n apportionment between the em
ployers must be made.

In the consideration of the problem from the above noted standpoint
of economic reality, the Board concludes that the accomplishment of the
social purpose to be served by the law would not be met by a fragmentation
of prime responsibility along several levels of what is essentially a single
industrial economic unit. The newspaper may gather the news, solicit ad
vertising and combine the results into a publication. It cannot exist as a
going entity unless the newsboy each day at an appointed time delivers a
paper to each subscriber at an appointed place. Th^ true employer, under
such an analysis, can only be The Oregonian even though Mr. Leibrand, as
to the claimant, also is properly held to concurrently be an employer.

\i
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The Board accordingly finds, for the purposes of or~s 656. 307 • that The 
Oregonian was the true employer of the claimant. If, in similar situations, 
an employer such as Hr. Leibrand failed to assure compensation to his ernploye, 
the true employer would escape liability to the extent that any apportionment 
was made against the subordinate joint employer. The purpose of the statute 
would be defeated by the process of fragmenting the operation by a deliberate 
avoidance of the employment relation. (Note Larson Workmen's Compensation, 
Para. 46). 

wen #70-1188 

JOE H. JOHNSON, Claimant. 
Coons· & Halagonf Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

Januar)' 26, 1971 

Reviewed by Conunissioners Wilson and Callahan. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 31 year old 
choker setter sustained additional pemanent disability to his low hack as 
the result of setting chokers on May 27, 1969. 

The claimant had a previous industrial injury to es5entially the same 
area of his back ill November of"l966. In March of· 1968 the claimant was 
found to have a permanent unscheduled disability equal to the loss of func
tion of 35% of an am ·for that 1966 injury. 

On the instant claim a determination issued pursuant to ORS 656.268 
finding the claimant to have no additional compensation disability attribut
able to his May 1969 accident. This detennination was affimed by the 
Hearing Officer. 

The record reflects ·that the claimant was hospitalized for 17 days for 
conservative therapy and returned to work in September of 1969 driving a 
dump truck averaging 10 :wurs per da;-r for a five day week. He subsequently 
drove logging trucks and water trucks. The clainant is earninr, more now 
than before the accidental injury at issue. His disability is described as 
mild to moderate. 

The claimant insists that he now has no residuals from his first 1n]ury 
and that the pain is on the other side of his back. Poin is essentially a 
subjective synptom. The He<1ring Officer was understandably incredulous 
concerning the miraculous ":recovery'' exhibited· despite the previous award of 
permanent disability which had been larp,ely based on subjective symptoms. 
The Hearing Officer properly discounted the subjective symptoms under the 
circumstances. 

The Board concurs with the fin,lings of the Hearing Officer for the 
reasons set forth by the Hearing Officer. The Board also concludes that 
ORS 656. 222 1~a)' be appropriately applied to this casee The claimant has had 
two injuries to essenti~lly the same area of his back. The combined effect 
of the injur.ies and tho compensation received therefore reflect that the 
claimant has already received compensation representing disability in excess 
of the combined effect of both accidents. 
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The Board accordingly finds, for the purposes of ORS 656.307, that The
Oregonian was the true employer of the claimant. If, in similar situations,
an employer such as Hr. Leibrand failed to assure compensation to his employe,
the true employer would escape liability to the extent that any apportionment
was made against the subordinate joint employer. The purpose of the statute
would be defeated by the process of fragmenting the operation by a deliberate
avoidance of the employment relation. (Note Larson Workmen's Compensation,
Para. 46).

WCB #70-1188 January 26, 1971

JOE H. JOHNSON, Claimant.
Coons fj Malagon? Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 31 year old
choker setter sustained additional permanent disability to his low back as
the result of setting chokers on May 27, 1969.

The claimant had a previous industrial injury to essentially the same
area of his back in November of 1966, In March of 1968 the claimant was
found to have a permanent unscheduled disability equal to the loss of func
tion of 35% of an arm for that 1966 injury.

On the instant claim a determination issued pursuant to ORS 656.268
finding the claimant to have no additional compensation disability attribut
able to his May 1969 accident. This determination was affirmed by the
Hearing Officer.

The record reflects that the claimant was hospitalized for 17 days for
conservative therapy and returned to work in September of 1969 driving a
dump truck averaging 10 hours per day for a five day week. He subsequently
drove logging trucks and water trucks. The claimant is earning more now
than before the accidental injury at issue. His disability is described as
mild to moderate.

The claimant insists that he now has no residuals from his first injury
and that the pain is on the other side of his back. Pain is essentially a
subjective symptom. The Hearing Officer was understandably incredulous
concerning the miraculous "recovery" exhibited despite the previous award of
permanent disability which had been largely based on subjective symptoms.
The Hearing Officer properly discounted the subjective symptoms under the
circumstances»

The Board concurs with the findings of the Hearing Officer for the
reasons set forth by the Hearing Officer. The Board also concludes that
ORS 656.222 may be appropriately applied to this case. The claimant has had
two injuries to essentially the same area of his back. The combined effect
of the injuries and the compensation received therefore reflect that the
claimant has already received compensation representing disability in excess
of the combined effect of both accidents.
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the further reason set forth on the past receipt of compensation in 
light of the combined effect of the injuries, the order of the Hearing Officer 
is affirmed. 

WCB #70-1152 January 26, 1971 

MILES R. ULLRICH, Claimant. 
Peterson, Chaivoe, & Peterson, Claimant's ~ttys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

Reviewed by Commissioners 1'Jilson and Callahan. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent 
d'isabili ty sustained by a 36 year old foundry workmen on November 10, 1965 
with respect to a low back injury. 

As a pre-1966 accident, the first determination of disability was made 
by the State Accident Insurance FuJ1d which~ on June 2, 1970, found the 
claimant's disability to be equal to the lo:.s of function of 65% of an arm. 
The clainant elected to have the procedures applicable to post January 1, 
1966 accidents. llpon hearing, the award was increased to 100% of an arm, 
the maxirnul'.l applicable +'or unscheduled awards of nermanent partial <lisabili ty 
for accidents of that date. 

The claimant on review seeks to obtain an award of pennanent total dis
ability or to apply the "whole man" concept involved in awards of disability 
for accidents occurring on or after July 1, 1967. 

The claimant has undergone four surr,eries in a fruitless effort to 
restore his back to r,reater utility. The claimant and his doctors are 
confident that the clainant can work reP,'ularly. The claimant has had experi
ence wor1(ing in taverns and recent! y :purchased a tavern in Nebraska. His 
part of the enterprise wil 1 include keeping books, general manar,ement and 
relief for the bartender. Though an individual need not be a "basket case" 
to qualify as a pernanent total, the fact that he cannot be on his feet for 
more than three or four hours or renain seated for more than two or three 
hours is not inconsistent with a findinr, nf ability to work regularly at a 
gainful trade. 

TI1e Board concur.s with the llearing Officer nnd concludes and finds that 
the claim is appropriate for award of the maxinum applicable to unscheduled 
inJuries. TI1e 1967 ler,islature recognized the inadequacy of awards in this 
area but the increase in awards is not retroactive. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirned. 
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For the further reason set forth on the past receipt of compensation in
light of the combined effect of the injuries, the order of the Hearing Officer
is affirmed.

WCB #70-1152 January 26, 1971

MILES R. ULLRICH, Claimant.
Peterson, Chaivoe, 5 Peterson, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 36 year old foundry workmen on November 10, 1965
with respect to a low back injury.

 s a pre-1966 accident, the first determination of disability was made
by the State  ccident Insurance Fund which, on June 2, 1970, found the
claimant's disability to be equal to the loss of function of 65% of an arm.
The claimant elected to have the procedures applicable to post January 1,
1966 accidents. Upon hearing, the award was increased to 100% of an arm,
the maximum applicable for unscheduled awards of permanent partial disability
for accidents of that date.

The claimant on review seeks to obtain an award of permanent total dis
ability or to apply the "whole man" concept involved in awards of disability
for accidents occurring on or after July 1, 1967.

The claimant has undergone four surgeries in a fruitless effort to
restore his back to greater utility. The claimant and his doctors are
confident that the claimant can work regularly. The claimant has had experi
ence working in taverns and recently purchased a tavern in Nebraska. His
part of the enterprise will include keeping books, general management and
relief for the bartender. Though an individual need not be a "basket case"
to qualify as a permanent total, the fact that he cannot be on his feet for
more than three or four hours or remain seated for more than two or three
hours is not inconsistent with a finding of ability to work regularly at a
gainful trade.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that
the claim is appropriate for award of the maximum applicable to unscheduled
injuries. The 1967 legislature recognized the inadequacy of awards in this
area but the increase in awards is not retroactive.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.
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#_69-1482 January 26, 1971 

RUTH I. FERGUSON BERGLINE, Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson & Callahan. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether a 47 year old 
dental assistant sustained any permanent disability as the result of an 
incident on January 16, 1967 when she caught a dental x-ray machine as it 
started to topple over. 

A determination issued on October 29, 1968, finding the claimant had 
sustained no permanent disability. The claimant did not seek a hearing 
until the following August 18th. The Hearing Officer also found there to 
be no residual permanent disability. 

A substantial issue !;Urrounds the question of low back 1nJuries. The 
claimant first saw Dr. Matthews on April 14,. 1967. His reports and his 
testimony indicate there was·no complaint of low back trouble at that time. 
The claimant seeks to disparage the accuracy of Dr. Matthews• records and 
recollections. The claimant was hospitalized o·n April 18, 1967. On 
October 16, 1968 the claimant was examined by a Dr. Sprecher in Seattle. She 
gave a history to Dr. Sprecher that she had no low back pain before or dur
ing hospitalization and that it developed afterward. This is inconsistent 
with the claimant's present insistence of low back pain from the date of the 
accident. The written record of the doctor becomes more valuable than the 
inconsistent histories of the course of events recited by the -claimant. 
To the extent that some of the doctors indicate a causal relation between 
later history by the claimant to the doctor substantially lessens the weight 
to be given the conclusions of the doctor. 

The Hearing Officer concluded that Dr. Hatthews was in the best p~sition 
with reference to the chronology of events and personal observations to deter
mine whether the incident of January, 1967 is responsible for any of the 
subsequent problems. With this the Board concurs. 

The Boa.rd concludes and finds that the claimant does not have residual 
permanent disability attributable to the accident at issue. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

WCB #69-1977 

AUSTIN PEPPER, Claimant. 
Emmons, Kyle & Kropp, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

January 26, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether a 53 year old 
head rigger sustained a permanent disability as the result of a blow to 
the right elbow on.Nove;iber 4, 1968. The elbow struck a_ log and a splinter 
penetrated into the tis~ue which developed an infection. 
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Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson 5 Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether a 47 year old
dental assistant sustained any permanent disability as the result of an
incident on January 16, 1967 when she caught a dental x-ray machine as it
started to topple over.

 determination issued on October 29, 1968, finding the claimant had
sustained no permanent disability. The claimant did not seek a hearing
until the following  ugust 18th. The Hearing Officer also found there to
be no residual permanent disability.

 substantial issue surrounds the question of low back injuries. The
claimant first saw Dr. Matthews on  pril 14,,1967. His reports and his
testimony indicate there was no complaint of low back trouble at that time.
The claimant seeks to disparage the accuracy of Dr. Matthews' records and
recollections. The claimant was hospitalized on  pril 18, 1967. On
October 16, 1968 the claimant was examined by a Dr. Sprecher in Seattle. She
gave a history to Dr. Sprecher that she had no low back pain before or dur
ing hospitalization and that it developed afterward. This is inconsistent
with the claimant's present insistence of low back pain from the date of the
accident. The written record of the doctor becomes more valuable than the
inconsistent histories of the course of events recited by the claimant.
To the extent that some of the doctors indicate a causal relation between
later history by the claimant to the doctor substantially lessens the weight
to be given the conclusions of the doctor.

The Hearing Officer concluded that Dr. Matthews was in the best position
with reference to the chronology of events and personal observations to deter
mine whether the incident of January, 1967 is responsible for any of the
subsequent problems. With this the Board concurs.

The Board concludes and finds that the claimant does not have residual
permanent disability attributable to the accident at issue.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #69-1482 January 26, 1971

RUTH I. FERGUSON BERGLINE, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson §  tchison, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Claimant.

WCB #69-1977 January 26, 1971
 USTIN PEPPER, Claimant.
Emmons, Kyle § Kropp, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.
The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether a 53 year old

head rigger sustained a permanent disability as the result of a blow to
the right elbow on November 4, 1968. The elbow struck a log and a splinter
penetrated into the tisoue which developed an infection.
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claim was evaluated pursuant to ORS 656.268 and it was determined 
the claimant had no residual disability attributable to this accident. This 
detennination Has affirmed by the Hearing Officer. 

It appears that the claimant on examination ha<l an uncontrollable tern 
of both hands which of course could not be attributable to the accident to 
one elbow. The claimant's right forearm and wrist do demonstrate abnormali
ties and loss of function but the ·medical evidence clearly reflects that 
these defects are the result of a chilclhoocl gun shot wound and are not 
matP-rially associated in any Manner with the accident at issue. Pellets 
remain in the affected area. 

The Board concurs with the llearing Officer and concludes and finds 
that the claimant has not. sustained a permanent disability to the right elbow 
either directly or as a result of the subsequent infection. 

The order of the !!earing Officer is affirned. 

WCB 1169-1302 January 29, 1971 

CLAYTON L MOORE, Clainant. 
Ringo, Walton & McClain, Claimant's Attys. 

The above entitled matter was heretofore the subject of a findin~ by 
a Medical Board of Review which was remanded for explanation of the finding 
of disability. 

The Medical Boarrl of Revie11 had found a mininal disability of 10% 
without further explanation though noting the possibility of 100% 
disability during an acute episode. 

The further explanation of' the Medical Board is attached, by reference 
made a part hereof and declared filed as required. pursuant to ORS 656.814. 

The Board interprets the findings of the Medical Board of' Review to be 
that the claimant has a ,ermanent disability of 10% loss of function of the 
fingers of both hands. Any eY.[!Cerbation or acute flareup will constitute 
the basis of a clain for agrrravation if attributable to the claim herein 
involved. 

Pursuant to ORS 656. 814, the findines of the ~l':ldical Hoard are final 
as a matter of law. 

Medical Board of Review Opinion: 

Dear Ur. Martin: 

In the matter of Clayton E. Moore, Drs. Service, Maliner, and I 
h1;1ve met and discussed the questior.s raised in your letter of 
October 1, 1970. To the best of our recollection and according to 
the previous infonnation fror,1 his other doctors the dermatitis has 
not extended above the wrist. Any disability therefore would be 
related to fingers. 
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The claim was evaluated pursuant to ORS 656.268 and it was determined
the claimant had no residual disability attributable to this accident. This
determination was affirmed by the Hearing Officer.

It appears that the claimant on examination had an uncontrollable tern
of both hands which of course could not be attributable to the accident to
one elbow. The claimant's right forearm and wrist do demonstrate abnormali
ties and loss of function but the medical evidence clearly reflects that
these defects are the result of a childhood gun shot wound and are not
materially associated in any. manner with the accident at issue. Pellets
remain in the affected area.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds
that the claimant has not sustained a permanent disability to the right elbow
either directly or as a result of the subsequent infection.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #69-1302 January 29, 1971

CL YTON E. MOORE, Claimant.
Ringo, Walton 8 McClain, Claimant's  ttys.

The above entitled matter was heretofore the subject of a finding by
a Medical Board of Review which was remanded for explanation of the finding
of disability.

The Medical Board of Review had found a minimal disability of 10%
without further explanation though noting the possibility of 100%
disability during an acute episode.

The further explanation of the Medical Board is attached, by reference
made a part hereof and declared filed as required pursuant to ORS 656.814.

The Board interprets the findings of the Medical Board of Review to be
that the claimant has a permanent disability of 10% loss of function of the
fingers of both hands.  ny exacerbation or acute flareup will constitute
the basis of a claim for aggravation if attributable to the claim herein
involved.

Pursuant to ORS 656.814, the findings of the Medical Board are final
as a matter of law.

Medical Board of Review Opinion:

Dear Dr. Martin:

In the matter of Clayton E. Moore, Drs. Service, Maliner, and I
have met and discussed the questions raised in your letter of
October 1, 1970. To the best of our recollection and according to
the previous information from his other doctors the dermatitis has
not extended above the wrist.  ny disability therefore would be
related to fingers.
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main problem that we as members of the Medical Board 
of Review see is to relate a dermatitis which is considered to 
be an occupational disease to degrees of disability which were 
originally derived from disability resulting from injuries such 
as amputation. We would not consider this man's problem to result 
from a single injury but rather .to be the result of repeated 
small injuries incurred daily. 

Another problem is related to the permanent disability 
phrase. When a finger has been cut off there is no question 
but that this is irreversible. In the case of Mr. Moore, 
however, no one can say wjth certainty that he will not become 
totally clear if he avoids exposure to the offending circum
stances. It is our opinion that if the patient can be expected 
to have a recurrence of his problem when re-exposed to the 
cause that he-has a permanent tendency to this which could in 
one way be considered a permanent disability. 

At the time of the examination it was thought that Hr. 
Moore had at least a minimum amount of disability due to 
continuing low grade dermatitis of the fingers. It is my 
understanding that he continues to have intermittent treat
ment for low grade dermatitis but that he is able to continue 
working. This being the case he would fit into the A~1A im
pairment guide for the skin published in the JAf/JA January s, 
1970 as a class 2 impairment which ranges fron ten to twenty 
percent. In this class signs and symptoms of skin disorder a.re 
present and intermittent treatment is required. Also there 
is some limitation in the performance of some of his daily 
activities. Class 2 disabilities rate between te.n and twenty 
percent of the whole man. Putting it a different way if the 
expectation of aggravation from resumption of exposure is 
carried out to its logical conclusion then we would say that 
Mr. Moore has 100% permanent partial disability of the fingers 
of both hands. 

If there should be further questions in this matter please 
let me know as the board is quite willing to continue the inter
change of ideas. 

/s/ William w. Service, M.D. 
/s/ William J. Hemphill, M. D. 

l'!CJ3 #70-347 

GURLEY GARRBTT, Claimant. 
A. C. Roll, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Clainant. 

January 29, 1971 

RP-viewed Ly Commissioners Wilson and Callahan. 

The above entitle,! matter involves the issue of the responsibility of 
the employer for ear surgery performed on a 59 year old timber faller who 
had been struck on the head by a falling; limb on September 11, 1967. The 
initial injury required cervical surgery in October of-1967 and further 
surgery in January of 1968. 
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The main problem that we as members of the Medical Board
of Review see is to relate a dermatitis which is considered to
be an occupational disease to degrees of disability which were
originally derived from disability resulting from injuries such
as amputation. We would not consider this man's problem to result
from a single injury but rather to be the result of repeated
small injuries incurred daily.

 nother problem is related to the permanent disability
phrase. When a finger has been cut off there is no question
but that this is irreversible. In the case of Mr. Moore,
however, no one can say with certainty that he will not become
totally clear if he avoids exposure to the offending circum
stances. It is our opinion that if the patient can be expected
to have a recurrence of his problem when re-exposed to the
cause that he has a permanent tendency to this which could in
one way be considered a permanent disability.

 t the time of the examination it was thought that Mr.
Moore had at least a minimum amount of disability due to
continuing low grade dermatitis of the fingers. It is my
understanding that he continues to have intermittent treat
ment for low grade dermatitis but that he is able to continue
working. This being the case he would fit into the  M im
pairment guide for the skin published in the J M January 5,
1970 as a class 2 impairment which ranges from ten to twenty
percent. In this class signs and symptoms of skin disorder are
present and intermittent treatment is required.  lso there
is some limitation in the performance of some of his daily
activities. Class 2 disabilities rate between ten and twenty
percent of the whole man. Putting it a different way if the
expectation of aggravation from resumption of exposure is
carried out to its logical conclusion then we would say that
Mr. Moore has 100% permanent partial disability of the fingers
of both hands.

If there should be further questions in this matter please
let me know as the board is quite willing to continue the inter
change of ideas.

/s/ William W. Service, M.D.
/s/ William J. Hemphill, M. D.

WCB #70-347 January 29, 1971
GURLEY G RRETT, Claimant.
 . C. Roll, Claimant's  tty,
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.
The above entitled natter involves the issue of the responsibility of

the employer for ear surgery performed on a 59 year old timber faller who
had been struck on the head by a falling limb on September 11, 1967. The
initial injury required cervical surgery in October of 1967 and further
surgery in January of 1968.
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cla.imant relates a history of tinnitus following the accidenta 
and also a feeling as though air was passing from the ear, By August of 
1969 a diagnosis was made of an attic perforation and an apparent cholestea
toma •. 

The employer denied any responsibility between the accidental injury 
of September, 1967, and the attic perforation with cholesteatoma. The 
employer's denial was affirmed by the Hearing Officer. 

The situation is one in which it appears that the claimant sustained a 
neurosensory hearing loss and a vertigo attributable to a disruption of the 
inner ear by trauma. There is insufficient evidence to relate the attic 
perforation or the cholesteatoma to the trauma. These problems were confined 
to the middle ear and the surgery at issue was directed to these special 
problems. The Hearing Officer evaluation of the medical evidence concludes 
that the surgery was not necessitated by the trauma and that in the final 
analysis it is more likely ~hat the trauma enabled an earlier diap,nosis of 
a pre-existing condition which might well have continued undetected for some 
indefinite period had not the head injury focused attention on the developing 
problem. 

The Hearing Officer found the claimant's history of his problems as 
related to medical examiners to be more reliable than his testimony. The 
claimant testified to excruciating and continuous ear pain since the injury. 
Despite numerous medical exariinations, no mention is found in any of the 
medical reports concerninr, pain for over two years after the accident. 

Despite a categorical "yes" answer by Dr. Johansen at a later sta~e 
of the proceedings, the overall tenor of his reports is negative with 
respect to causal relation. Assuminr; the claimant's "excruciating pain" was 
not contemporary with the accident, the causal relation of course becomes 
even more speculative. Counsel for claimant seeks to slir,ht the able 
expertise presented by Dr. Doyle. 

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer that the weight of the 
evidence does not support a causal relationship between the trauma and the 
surgery over two years later. 

The order of the llearinp. Officer is affirmed. 

wen #69-1808 

NATI IAN ROTII, Claimant. 
Charles R. Cater, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

January 29, 1971 

Reviewed by Conunissioners Wilson, Callahan and Hoore. 

The above entitled mRtter involves the issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 49 year old tire shop manager as the result of 
being struck by tires falling from an overhead rack on February 9, 1967. 
More particularly the issue is whether the claimant is now precluded from J 
ever again working at a gainful and suitable occupation so as to qualify 
for COffll1ensation on the basis of permanent and total disability. 
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The claimant relates a history of tinnitus following the accidenta
and also a feeling as though air was passing from the ear. By  ugust of
1969 a diagnosis was made of an attic perforation and an apparent cholestea
toma.

The employer denied any responsibility between the accidental injury
of September, 1967, and the attic perforation with cholesteatoma. The
employer's denial was affirmed by the Hearing Officer.

The situation is one in which it appears that the claimant sustained a
neurosensory hearing loss and a vertigo attributable to a disruption of the
inner ear by trauma. There is insufficient evidence to relate the attic
perforation or the cholesteatoma to the trauma. These problems were confined
to the middle ear and the surgery at issue was directed to these special
problems. The Hearing Officer evaluation of the medical evidence concludes
that the surgery was not necessitated by the trauma and that in the final
analysis it is more likely that the trauma enabled an earlier diagnosis of
a pre-existing condition which might well have continued undetected for some
indefinite period had not the head injury focused attention on the developing
problem.

The Hearing Officer found the claimant's history of his problems as
related to medical examiners to be more reliable than his testimony. The
claimant testified to excruciating and continuous ear pain since the injury.
Despite numerous medical examinations, no mention is found in any of the
medical reports concerning pain for over two years after the accident.

Despite a categorical "yes" answer by Dr. Johansen at a later stage
of the proceedings, the overall tenor of his reports is negative with
respect to causal relation.  ssuming the claimant's "excruciating pain" was
not contemporary with the accident, the causal relation of course becomes
even more speculative. Counsel for claimant seeks to slight the able
expertise presented by Dr. Doyle.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer that the weight of the
evidence does not support a causal relationship between the trauma and the
surgery over two years later.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCn #69-18.08 January 29, 1971

N TH N ROTH, Claimant.
Charles R. Cater, Claimant's  tty,
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.
The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent

disability sustained by a 49 year old tire shop manager as the result of
being struck by tires falling from an overhead rack on February 9, 1967,
More particularly the issue is whether the claimant is now precluded from )
ever again working at a gainful and suitable occupation so as to qualify
for compensation on the basis of permanent and total disability.



           
                

            
            

           
             

            
            
     

            
          

           
             
        

           
          

          
               
              
           

   

          
          

           
             

            
           

  

          
           

     

            
            

              
          

           
           

 

claimant was no stranger to serious accidental injury. A fall 
from a horse in 1937 led to a low back fusion in 1940. An auto accident 
in 1964 resulted in another low back fusion. Good recovery was obtained 
from both of these accidents. The accident at issue primarily affected the 
neck. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 a determination issued in September of 1969 
finding the claimant to have an unscheduled disability of 67 degrees out of 
the appUcable maximum of 192 degrees. Upon hearing the award was increased 
to the 192 degree maximum. the Hearing Officer finding that the disabilities 
were not permanently and totally disabling. 

The record with respect to the disabiiities at issue reflect that the 
claimant has moderate physical disabilities. The real issue is the claim
ant's neurotic reaction to those injuries and the effect of pending liti
gation on the continuance of the claimant's avoidance of return to work and 
refusal to consider medical advice and sugr,ested psychological therapy. 

Counsel for claimant has chosen to attack the medical opinion of 
Dr. Parvaresh, a Board certified psychiatrist, former clinical director of 
Dammasch Hospital and an associate professor at the University of Ore~on. 
The attack on the opinion of Dr. Parvaresh appears to be based on a theory 
that it is "cold, harsh and antagonistic" to testify in a manner adverse to 
the claimant. No psychiatric medical evidence was adduced to counter the 
conclusions of Dr. Parvaresh. 

The psychiatric evidence is interesting in that the doctor carefully 
distinRuishes the claimant's condition from a sit11ation where a psychotic 
or hysterical reaction is attributable to the accident. With a psychosis 
or hysteria the claimant is out of touch with reality and natters are 
beyond his control. With the neurosis here involved, the prognosis is for 
a substantial recovery from the neurosis once the patient is separated 
from the litigation. 

The weight of the evidence clearly indicates the clair.1ant's physical 
disabilities are only moderately disabling. They do not measure to the 
"agonies" reci te<l by the claimant's brief. 

The noard concurs with the !!earing Officer that the totality of the 
evidence falls short of reflectin~ a rermanent total disability and in fact 
such a finding might well be a disservice to the claimant and society in 
light of the degree of disabilitv associated with the litigious process. 

The Board finds that the disability does not exceed the maximum 
allocable to permanent partial disability. The order of the Hearin!! Officer 
is affirmed. 
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The claimant was no stranger to serious accidental injury.  fall
from a horse in 1937 led to a low back fusion in 1940.  n auto accident
in 1964 resulted in another low back fusion. Good recovery was obtained
from both of these accidents. The accident at issue primarily affected the
neck.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 a determination issued in September of 1969
finding the claimant to have an unscheduled disability of 67 degrees out of
the applicable maximum of 192 degrees. Upon hearing the award was increased
to the 192 degree maximum, the Hearing Officer finding that the disabilities
were not permanently and totally disabling.

The record with respect to the disabilities at issue reflect that the
claimant has moderate physical disabilities. The real issue is the claim
 nt's neurotic re ction to those injuries and the effect of pending liti
gation on the continuance of the claimant's avoidance of return to work and
refusal to consider medical advice and suggested psychological therapy.

Counsel for claimant has chosen to attack the medical opinion of
Dr. Parvaresh, a Board certified psychiatrist, former clinical director of
Dammasch Hospital and an associate professor at the University of Oregon.
The attack on the opinion of Dr. Parvaresh appears to be based on a theory
that it is "cold, harsh and antagonistic" to testify in a manner adverse to
the claimant. No psychiatric medical evidence was adduced to counter the
conclusions of Dr. Parvaresh.

The psychiatric evidence is interesting in that the doctor carefully
distinguishes the claimant's condition from a situation where a psychotic
or hysterical reaction is attributable to the accident. With a psychosis
or hysteria the claimant is out of touch with reality and matters are
beyond his control. With the neurosis here involved, the prognosis is for
a substantial recovery from the neurosis once the patient is separated
from the litigation.

The weight of the evidence clearly indicates the claimant's physical
disabilities are only moderately disabling. They do not measure to the
"agonies" recited by the claimant's brief.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer that the totality of the
evidence falls short of reflecting a permanent total disability and in fact
such a finding might well be a disservice to the claimant and society in
light of the degree of disability associated with the litigious process.

The Board finds that the disability does not exceed the maximum
allocable to permanent partial disability. The order of the Hearing Officer
is affirmed.
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#70-864 January 29 • · 1971 

CLYDE R. COLE, Claimant. 
Pozzit Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Atty. 

The above entitled matte~ was heretofore the subject of an own motion 
order of the Board pursuant to which the claimant was found to be permanently 
and totally disabled •. 

No provision was made for allowance of attorney fees. Counsel for claim
ant requests allowance of fee of $150 which appears to be a reasonable fee 
.for the services rendered. 

It is accordingly ordered that counsel for the clainant be allowed the 
sum of $150 payable from the claimant's compensation as paid but not to 
exceed 25% of any monthly payment. 

WCB #70-1027 January 29, 1971 

CLARICE D, GUNTER, Claimant, 
Hibbard, Jacobs, Caldwell & Canning, Claimant's Attys. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Callahan and Wilson. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant 
was a subject workman under the Workmen's Compensation Law with. respect to 
injuries incurred while lifting an invalid for whom she was caring in the 
invalid's home. 

The employer had not assured compensation for injuries as provided by 
ORS 656.016. The invalid in question had sustained a stroke and arrangements 
had been made for around the clock care. The claimant was not a licensed 
practical nurse,but did have some experience as a nurse's aide. The claimant 
helped prepare meals, fed th~ invalid and washed the dishes. She also did 
other household chores but testified she was not required to do so. 

The real issue is whether the claimant comes within the exclusion of 
ORS 656.027(1) which defines as nonsubject: 

(1) "A workman employed as a domestic servant in or about a 
private home. For the purposes of this subsection 'domestic 
servant' means any work~an engaged in householc domestic service." 

The issue could be even broader in that the claimant ~ight not technically 
have been in domestic service but still be excluded as a matter of general 
legislative intent. 

The Compliance Division of the Workmen's Compensation Board instituted 
proceedings on the basis that the claimant's activities as a nurse were not 
within the exempted activities of domestic service. The Hearing Officer of 
the Board concurred and found the employer to have been a noncomplying em
ployer subject to the compensation law who should have obtained insurance 
against injuries to the claimant. 
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CLYDE R. COLE, Claimant.
Pozzi,. Wilson §  tchison, Claimant's  tty,

The above entitled matter was heretofore the subject of an own motion
order of the Board pursuant to which the claimant was found to be permanently
and totally disabled.

No provision was made for allowance of attorney fees. Counsel for claim
ant requests allowance of fee of $150 which appears to be a reasonable fee
for the services rendered.

It is accordingly ordered that counsel for the claimant be allowed the
sum of $150 payable from the claimant's compensation as paid but not to
exceed 25% of any monthly payment.

WCB #70-864 January 29, 1971

WCB #70-1027 January 29, 1971

CL RICE D. GUNTER, Claimant.
Hibbard, Jacobs, Caldwell § Canning, Claimant's  ttys.

Reviewed by Commissioners Callahan and Wilson.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant
was a subject workman under the Workmen's Compensation Law with respect to
injuries incurred while lifting an invalid for whom she was caring in the
invalid's home.

The employer had not assured compensation for injuries as provided by
0RS 656.016. The invalid in question had sustained a stroke and arrangements
had been made for around the clock care. The claimant was not a licensed
practical nurse, but did have some experience as a nurse's aide. The claimant
helped prepare meals, fed the invalid and washed the dishes. She also did
other household chores but testified she was not required to do so.

The real issue is whether the claimant comes within the exclusion of
0RS 656.027(1) which defines as nonsubject:

(1) " workman employed as a domestic servant in or about a
private home. For the purposes of this subsection 'domestic
servant' means any workman engaged in household domestic service."

The issue could be even broader in that the claimant might not technically
have been in domestic service but still be excluded as a matter of general
legislative intent.

The Compliance Division of the Workmen's Compensation Board instituted
proceedings on the basis that the claimant’s activities as  nurse were not
within the exempted activities of domestic service. The Hearing Officer of
the Board concurred and found the employer to have been a noncomplying em
ployer subject to the compensation law who should have obtained insurance
against injuries to the claimant.
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party nor the Hearing Officer has cited any casas bearing upon 
the issue of whether a person performing services such as the claimant is 
performing domestic services. The Board notes the case of Ritter v. Beals, 
225 Or 504. In that case a licensed nurse, who also did some household 
chores, was injured while wheeling an invalid up a ramp to the house. The 
issue was over the application of the Oregon Safety Law, Chapter 654 of ORS, 
which extends to every employer. That decision classified the nurse as a 
domestic servant and also ruled that the legislature did not intend to ex
tend that law to the facts at hand despite the broad reference to "every 
employer." 

The Board characterizes the activities of the claimant in this instance 
as ail adult baby sitter. The fact that the claimant devoted most of her time 
to personal care of a sick person does not remove the work from its domes
tic status. Pr~paring meals, feeding babies or invalids and cleaning up the 
dishes as well as the person subject .to care is just as much a domestic 
service as washing the windows or sweeping the floor. To uphold the Hearing 
Officer decision would be to adopt as a principle of law that every person 
in Oregon hiring a baby sitter is a subject employer and as such reriuired 
to obtain workmen's compensation insurance. 

The requirement that the law be interpreted liberally in favor of 
claimants should not lead to a narrow construction of an occupation speci fl.
ca Uy excluded from the operation of the law. There is no magic in the word 
"nurse" which removes the person from dOJllestic service, particularly where 
the person is a.t best a nurse's aide. She was not a "semi-sl:illed nurse" 
as described by the Hearing Officer. She had training and experience in 
being a nurse's helper. 

'l he Board concludes and finds that the interpretation applied by the· 
Supremo Court in Ritter v. Beals is applicable to the facts of this case imd 
that the claimant herein was excluded from the Workmen's Compensation Lim as 
a non subj ec·t domestic servant. The Board's conclusion would be the same if 
there 1'18S no exclusion in the law with respect to domestic servants on the 
r,unernl principle that it was not the legislative intention to extend tr.e 
Workmcnrs Compensation Law to such personal services rendered within the 
home. 

For the reasons stated, the order of the Hearing Officer is reversed 
and the claim is found not to be compensable. 

Pursua1it to ORS 656.313, no compensation paid conforrnin~ to the order 
of the Hearing Officer is repayable. The employer is otherwise absolved of 
all responsibility with respect to any liability to the claimant accruinr, 
frN,1 the Workmen• s Compensation Law. 

Neither party nor the Hearing Officer has cited any cases bearing upon
the issue of whether a person performing services such as the claimant is
performing domestic services. The Board notes the case of Ritter v. Beals,
225 Or 504, In that case a licensed nurse, who also did some household
chores, was injured while wheeling an invalid up a ramp to the house. The
issue was over the application of the Oregon Safety Law, Chapter 654 of ORS,
which extends to every employer. That decision classified the nurse as a
domestic servant and also ruled that the legislature did not intend to ex
tend that law to the facts at hand despite the broad reference to "every
employer."

The Board characterizes the activities of the claimant in this instance
as an adult baby sitter. The fact that the claimant devoted most of her time
to personal care of a sick person does not remove the work from its domes
tic status. Preparing meals, feeding babies or invalids and cleaning up the
dishes as well as the person subject to care is just as much a domestic
service as washing the windows or sweeping the floor. To uphold the Hearing
Officer decision would be to adopt as a principle of law that every person
in Oregon hiring a baby sitter is a subject employer and as such required
to obtain workmen's compensation insurance.

The requirement that the law be interpreted liberally in favor of
claimants should not lead to a narrow construction of an occupation specifi
cally excluded from the operation of the lav;. There is no magic in the word
"nurse" which removes the person from domestic service, particularly where
the person is at best a nurse's aide. She was not a "semi-skilled nurse"
as described by the Hearing Officer. She had training and experience in
being a nurse's helper.

'ihe Board concludes and finds that the interpretation applied by the
Supreme Court in Ritter v. Beals is applicable to the facts of this case and
that the claimant herein was excluded from the Workmen's Compensation Law as
a nonsubject domestic servant. The Board's conclusion would be the same if
there was no exclusion in the law with respect to domestic servants on the
general principle that it was not the legislative intention to extend the
Workmen's Compensation Law to such personal services rendered within the
home.

For the reasons stated, the order of the Hearing Officer is reversed
and the claim is found not to be compensable.

Pursuant to ORS 656.313, no compensation paid conforming to the order
of the Hearing Officer is repayable. The employer is otherwise absolved of
all responsibility with respect to any liability to the claimant accruing
from the Workmen's Compensation Law.



      

           
              

            

           
           

       

           
            
            

          

          
            
             

            
     

             
              
            

    

           
            
           
           

             
         

         
             

       

    

  
    

    

#70-32 

CHRISTINE GEE, Claimant. 
Gene B. Conklin, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

Fehruary 3, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of.permanent 
disability sustained by a 49 year old psychiatric aide as the result of back 
injuries incurred in a friendly scuffle with a patient on August 12, 1968. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 the claimant was determined to have unscheduled 
disabilities of 32 degrees out of the applicable maximum of 320 deflrees. 
This determination was affirmed by the Hearing Officer • 

. 
The claimant is somewhat frail with a wei~ht approximating 100 pounds. 

The clR.imant's nedical problems have a long history, the first major matter 
of record being a complete hysterectomy in 1940. There are varying medical 
expression with respect to osteoporosis probably associated with the 1940 
surgery. 

lier work experience has primarily been in restaurants. Her employinent 
at Eastern Oregon State Hospital commenced in January of 1967. Prior to 
the ar.cident involved in this claim she filed three claims for back injuries 
associated with that employment. Subsequent to the accident at issue she had 
two further accidents at the hospital. 

In addition to workinR as n psychiatric aide, the clninant has a history 
as a pntient with nental and eMotional probleMs datinrr back nt least to 1961. 
Upon one of the more recent hospital admissions, her condition was diagnosed 
as a paranoid schizephrenia (sic). 

The Roard concur~ with the Hearing Officer appraisal of the situation 
that the episode at issue was basically a manifestation of the claimant's 
long term limited physical capRcities. There is little evidence of new 
injury or of permanent exacerbation of the underlying rathology. The need 
to avoid further work with patients is a condition which existed when she 
first started to work as an aide in the hospital. 

The Board concludes and finds that the claimant's disability attri
butable to the accident at issue does not exceed the 32 degrees heretofore 
awarded. 

1110 order of the llearinr. Officer is a:f'finned. 
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Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of.permanent
disability sustained by a 49 year old psychiatric aide as the result of back
injuries incurred in a friendly scuffle with a patient on  ugust 12, 1968.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 the claimant was determined to have unscheduled
disabilities of 32 degrees out of the applicable maximum of 320 degrees.
This determination was affirmed by the Hearing Officer.

The claimant is somewhat frail with a weight approximating 100 pounds.
The claimant's medical problems have a long history, the first major matter
of record being a complete hysterectomy in 1940. There are varying medical
expression with respect to osteoporosis probably associated with the 1940
surgery.

Her work experience has primarily been in restaurants. Her employment
at Eastern Oregon State Hospital commenced in January of 1967. Prior to
the accident involved in this claim she filed three claims for back injuries
associated with that employment. Subsequent to the accident at issue she had
two further accidents at the hospital.

In addition to working as a psychiatric aide, the claimant has a history
as a patient with mental and emotional problems dating back at least to 1961.
Upon one of the more recent hospital admissions, her condition was diagnosed
as a paranoid schizephrenia (sic).

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer appraisal of the situation
that the episode at issue was basically a manifestation of the claimant's
long term limited physical capacities. There is little evidence of new
injury or of permanent exacerbation of the underlying pathology. The need
to avoid further work with patients is a condition which existed when she
first started to work as an aide in the hospital.

The Board concludes and finds that the claimant's disability attri
butable to the accident at issue does not exceed the 32 degrees heretofore
awarded.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-32 February 3, 1971

CHRISTINE GEE, Claimant.
Gene B. Conklin, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Claimant.
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#69-2382 

DON COSSITT, Claimant. 
Roy Kilpatrick, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

February 3, 1971 

, Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 

The, above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 18 year 
old farm laborer sustained a compensable injury on August 14, 1969 when he 
was jostled by driving a tractor over a bump with sufficient force that he 
was projected upward from the tractor seat and landed in other than normal 
seating position. 

The claim was denied by the employer, but ordered allowed by the Hearing 
Officer. 

The employer's defense, in part, is that the claimant sustained an 
accident in April or May of 1969 while working for another farmer and that 
the claimant's problems are attributable to that incident. The employer 
also seeks to attribute the claimant's problems to one or more of his 
previous strenuous activities which included football and rodeo participation. 
It is obvious the claimant had some pre-existing back problems for which he 
had obtained medical care. 

The issue is not whether there are other f'actors which may have contri
buted to the claimant's problem. Nor is the issue whether the claimant has 
a permanent disability and, if so, the extent of that disability attributable 
to the accident at issue. The issue is whether the tractor incident was a 
materially contributing factor to the claimant's injury. In resolvinr, that 
issue the record reflects that efforts were made by both parties to impeach 
the other. The weight to be given the respective witnesses under the circum
stances is an area within which the Hearing Officer has a special advantage 
fron an observation of the witnesses. 

The Board concludes, ~ivinr. consideration to the factor of the Hearing 
Offic~r observation of the witnesses, that the claimant did sustain a 
compensable incidental injury on August 14, 1969 as alleged. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affimed. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.382 and 656.386, counsel for claimant is allowed a 
fee of $250 for services rendered on review payable by the employer. 

WCB #70-1254 

ROBERT G. DEAN, ClaiMant. 
Edwin A. York, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by ClaiMant. 

February 3, 1971 

Reviewed by Cor.imisioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 

The 2bove entitled matter involves issues of the extent of disability 
and the cornpensability of a condition diagnosed as rheumatoid spondylitis. 
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WCB #69-2382 February 3, 1971

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The, above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 18 year
old farm laborer sustained a compensable injury on  ugust 14, 1969 when he
was jostled by driving a tractor over a bump with sufficient force that he
was projected upward from the tractor seat and landed in other than normal
seating position.

The claim was denied by the employer, but ordered allowed by the Hearing
Officer.

/
The employer's defense, in part, is that the claimant sustained an

accident in  pril or May of 1969 while working for another farmer and that
the claimant's problems are attributable to that incident. The employer
also seeks to attribute the claimant's problems to one or more of his
previous strenuous activities which included football and rodeo participation.
It is obvious the claimant had some pre-existing back problems for which he
had obtained medical care.

The issue is not whether there are other ^actors which may have contri
buted to the claimant's problem. Nor is the issue whether the claimant has
a permanent disability and, if so, the extent of that disability attributable
to the accident at issue. The issue is whether the tractor incident was a
materially contributing factor to the claimant's injury. In resolving that
issue the record reflects that efforts were made by both parties to impeach
the other. The weight to be given the respective witnesses under the circum
stances is an area within which the Hearing Officer has a special advantage
from an observation of the witnesses.

The Board concludes, giving consideration to the factor of the Hearing
Officer observation of the witnesses, that the claimant did sustain a
compensable incidental injury on  ugust 14, 1969 as alleged.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

Pursuant to ORS 656.382 and 656.386, counsel for claimant is allowed a
fee of $250 for services rendered on review payable by the employer.

DON COSSITT, Claimant.
Roy Kilpatrick, Claimant's  tty,
Request for Review by Employer.

WCB #70-1254 February 3, 1971

ROBERT G. DE N, Claimant.
Edwin  . York, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commisioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves issues of the extent of disability
and the compensability of a condition diagnosed as rheumatoid spondylitis.

XI
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claimant was 41 years of aP,e at the time or the Rccident involved 
in this claim when he slipped from the front bumper of a truck, lnndin_P," on 
his feet. This incident was on April 10, 1969. The clair.umt has a history 
of bad. problems datinr. hack at least to 1961 and involvinr, at least two 
major automobile crashes and a couple of falls from roofs. lie apparently 
made a fairly successful recovery from that series o-r- najor traumatic enisodes. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued findin~ the claimant to 
have a disability of 32 degrees for unscheduled disability without reference 
to the rheuMatoid spondyli tis, responsibility for which had been speci fical1y 
denied by the einployer. Upon hearing this award was affinned by the llearinP. 
Officer who also upheld the denial of responsibility for the rheumatoid spon
<lyli tis. 

Rheumatoid sponclylitis is described as a pro~ressive disease. Under 
the facts of this case the weir.ht of the medical evidence reflects that the 
disease process was neither causeJ by the trauma nor was the course of the 
<lisease materially affecteJ by the rather minor traunrn. With the elimin<1tion 
of the disabling effects of this disease process frori the r.ompensation pic
ture there is only a minimal hnsis for attrihutinr. any permanent injury to 
the slip from the humper on April 10, 1969. 

Tho Board concurs with the llcari_ng Officer that the offect of the acci
dent at issue is minima 1 anti any permanent disnhili ty attrihutahle to that 
incident does not exceed the 32 Jer:rees heretofore allowed. 

11ie order of the llcarinr. Officer is affi rrned. 

The neneficiaries of 
OWIGIIT ALLEN, lleccase<l. 
Cramer r, r.ron~o, Attys. 

Febru:iry 4, 1!)71 

TI1c above entitled matter was heretofore before the Workmen's Compens~
tjon Board and upon October D, 1970, the Board isstwd its order on the 
merits with the followinp, notice appended: 

"NOTTCJ: TO ALL PARTIES: Tilis order is fin;il unless within 
~O days after the date of m;iiling of copios of this order to the 
parties, one of the parties appeals to the Circuit Court as 
provided in ORS 656.298." 

The order with the above notice of nppcnl was mailed to the followin~ 
persons on the date of the order: 

Flynor Allen, Seneca Drive, Burns, Orer:on 972::'.0 
Cramer & f.ronso, Attorneys, !lox 646, Burns, Orc1~on 97220 
Edward Ilines Lumber Company, Hines, Orer,on ~l773R 
Mizo, Kriesicn, r:ewless, Cheney Ii Kelley, Attorneys, 636 racific Building, 

Portbmd, Orer,on ~17204 

TI1e Board is now advised that the c1 airrnnt appe11 led to the r.ircui t 
Court and tho :ippeal was dismissed for failure to comply with the statutory 
requirements of ORS 6:.6.298. 
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The claimant was 41 years of age at the time or the accident involved
in this claim when he slipped from the front bumper of a truck, landing on
his feet. This incident was on  pril 10, 1969. The claimant has a history
of back problems dating back at least to 1961 and involving at least two
major automobile crashes and a couple of falls from roofs. He apparently
made a fairly successful recovery from that series of major traumatic episodes.

Pursuant to OPS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant to
have a disability of 32 degrees for unscheduled disability without reference
to the rheumatoid spondylitis, responsibility for which had been specifically
denied by the employer. Upon hearing this award was affirmed by the Hearing
Officer who also upheld the denial of responsibility for the rheumatoid spon
dylitis.

Rheumatoid spondylitis is described as a progressive disease. Under
the facts of this case the weight of the medical evidence reflects that the
disease process was neither caused by the trauma nor was the course of the
disease materially affected by the rather minor trauma. With the elimination
of the disabling effects of this disease process from the compensation pic
ture there is only a minimal basis for attributing any permanent injury to
the slip from the bumper on  pril 10, 1969.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer that the effect of the acci
dent at issue is minimal and any permanent disability attributable to that
incident does not exceed the 32 degrees heretofore allowed.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #68-1998 February 4, 1971

The Beneficiaries of
DWIGHT  LLFN, Deceased.
Cramer P» Cronso,  ttys.

The above entitled matter was heretofore before the Workmen’s Compensa
tion Board and upon October 13, 1970, the Board issued its order on the
merits with the following notice appended:

"NOTTCF TO  I,L P RTIFS: This order is final unless within
30 days after the date of mailing of copies of this order to the
parties, one of the parties appeals to the Circuit Court as
provided in OILS 656.298."

The order with the above notice of appeal was mailed to the following
persons on the date of the order:

Flynor  llen, Seneca Drive, Bums, Oregon 97220
Cramer Fj Cronso,  ttorneys, Box 646, Burns, Oregon 97220
Fdward Hines Lumber Company, Hines, Oregon 97738
Mize, Kriesicn, Fewless, Cheney f, Kelley,  ttorneys, 636 Pacific Building,

Portland, Oregon 97204

Tlie Board is now advised that the claimant appealed to the Circuit
Court and the appeal was dismissed for failure to comply with the statutory
requirements of OILS 656.298.
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claimant now petitions the Workmen's Compensation Board to now issue 
a new order or to issue an order refusing to issue such an order. 

The Board interpretation of the requirement of the statute has been 
that a reference to the time limitation of 30 days and to ORS 656.298 is 
sufficient notice to any party represented by counsel. If the Board had 
further jurisdiction in the matteT for want of an appropriate notice, the 
Court could have assumed jurisdiction for the purpose of-remanding the 
matter to the Workmen's Compensation Board. The dismissal by the Court is 
interpreted by the Board as recop,nition of a valid order made final for want 
of proper appeal. 

WCB #69-2050 February 4, 1971 

CHARLES C. KELLEY, Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys. 
Request.for Review by SAIF. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant 
sustained a compensable injury to his right eye on .Tuly 14, 1969 as the 
result of being struck in the eye by a limb. 

The claimant did seek medical attention in a few days. The question of 
whether the condition later found was attributable to the trauma is a rather 
complex medical issue. 

The claim was denied by the State Accident Insurance Fund, but ordered 
allowed by the Hearing Officer. 

It now appears that the medical experts are not in agreement upon the 
causal relationship. 'rt also appears that the claimant was examined during 
the period critical to a determination of the issues by an opthamologist 
whose report is not of record. Upon hearing, the claimant apparently forgot 
this examination since pe testified that no other doctors had examined him. 

The Board deems the matter to have been incompetely heard under these 
circumstances. The Board, as a matter of general policy, has been reluctant 
to remand and reopen hearings where parties seek to fortify their position 
with supplemental medical reports obtained following a ~earing. The Board, 
however, is not bound by the parties' conduct of the hearing and in this 
instance it is obvious that there is nther evidence which may have a bearing 
on the critical issue. 

The matter is accordingly remanded to the Hearing Officer pursuant to 
ORS 656.295(5) for further hearing including the receipt of evidence from Dr. 
James Reed and such further evidence from other medical experts as may be 
pertinent at the time of the hearing. 

The Hearing Officer shall make such further order as he deems appropriate 
upon reconsideration of the matter with the benefit of the further evidence. 

As an interim order, no notice of appeal rights is .deemed applicable. 
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The claimant now petitions the Workmen’s Compensation Board to now issue
a new order or to issue an order refusing to issue such an order.

The Board interpretation of the requirement of the statute has been
that a reference to the time limitation of 30 days and to ORS 656,298 is
sufficient notice to any party represented by counsel. If the Board had
further jurisdiction in the matter for want of an appropriate notice, the
Court could have assumed jurisdiction for the purpose of remanding the
matter to the Workmen's Compensation Board. The dismissal by the Court is
interpreted by the Board as recognition of a valid order made final for want
of proper appeal.

WCB #69-2050 February 4, 1971

CH RLES C. KELLEY, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson 8  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by S IF.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant
sustained a compensable injury to his right eye on July 14, 1969 as the
result of being struck in the eye by a limb.

The claimant did seek medical attention in a few days. The question of
whether the condition later found was attributable to the trauma is a rather
complex medical issue.

The claim was denied by the State  ccident Insurance Fund, but ordered
allowed by the Hearing Officer.

It now appears that the medical experts are not in agreement upon the
causal relationship. It also appears that the claimant was examined during
the period critical to a determination of the issues by an opthamologist
whose report is not of record. Upon hearing, the claimant apparently forgot
this examination since he testified that no other doctors had examined him.

The Board deems the matter to have been incompetely heard under these
circumstances. The Board, as a matter of general policy, has been reluctant
to remand and reopen hearings where parties seek to fortify their position
with supplemental medical reports obtained following a hearing. The Board,
however, is not bound by the parties' conduct of the hearing and in this
instance it is obvious that there is other evidence which may have a bearing
on the critical issue.

The matter is accordingly remanded to the Hearing Officer pursuant to
ORS 656.295(5) for further hearing including the receipt of evidence from Dr.
James Reed and such further evidence from other medical experts as may be
pertinent at the time of the hearing.

The Hearing Officer shall make such further order as he deems appropriate
upon reconsideration of the matter with the benefit of the further evidence.

 s an interim order, no notice of appeal rights is deemed applicable.
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#70-1068 February 5, 1971 

LYN WOODARD ALSTEAD, Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant~ 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a then 20 year old clerical employe who fell over 
backwards while seated in her chair at work on October 18, 1966. She was 
diagnosed as having "strain of the low back, mid-thoracic spine and cervical 
spine, mild. 11 • She was treated conservatively until July of 1968 when she 
unde:-went a spinal fusion. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a detemination issued finding the claiw.ant 
to have unscheduled disabilities of 58 degrees out of the applicable maximum 
of 192 degrees. This determination was affirmed by the Hearing Officer. 

The record reflects a claimant described as a charming, attractive and 
pleasant young lady in the report of an examining psychologist. She is a 
high school graduate with substantial credits earned toward a college degree. 
She became ·married and divorced since the date of the accident. The weight 
of the medical evidence reflects strongly that there is minimal objective 
evidence of substantial pathological disability and a moderate degree of 
functional overlay. The claimant's motivation with respect to return to 
work is questioned by medical ex~~iners. The Hearing Of£icer was not im
pressed by the claimant's credibility. The Board assumes that this conclu
sion-~as primarily directed to the point that the claimant is not as 
disabled as her testimony, standing alone, would lead one to believe. 

The claimant has many assets in her favor considering her appearance, 
her intelligence and, in fact, her comparatively minimal physical limitations. 
The claimant was discovered to have a congenital defect known as a spina 
bifida. This of course was not caused by the accident and does not appear 
to have been materially affected by the accident. She is far better off than 
the workman of limited training whose experience is limited to manual labor 
who receives injuries precluding further heavy work. 

The claimant's previous work was basically sedentary and there is no 
Teason why she cannot resume a lifetime of work in the many fields of cleri
cal and-sedentary work available to women. One cannot disassociate abilities 
in discussing disabilities. In assessing the claimant's residual abilities, 
the award of 58 degrees of disability appears to be quite reasonable. Pro
longed litigation and concentration upon the relatively insignificant trauma 
of four years ago is calculated to further undemine the claimant's biggest 
problem which is her poor motivation. 

The Board concludes the claimant's pernanent disability attributable to 
the acci<lent does not exceed 58 degrees. 

The order of the flearing Officer is affirmed. 
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Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a then 20 year old clerical employe who fell over
backwards while seated in her chair at work on October 18, 1966. She was
diagnosed as having "strain of the low back, mid-thoracic spine and cervical
spine, mild." She was treated conservatively until July of 1968 when she
underwent a spinal fusion.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant
to have unscheduled disabilities of 58 degrees out of the applicable maximum
of 192 degrees. This determination was affirmed by the Hearing Officer.

The record reflects a claimant described as a charming, attractive and
pleasant young lady in the report of an examining psychologist. She is a
high school graduate with substantial credits earned toward a college degree.
She became married and divorced since the date of the accident. The weight
of the medical evidence reflects strongly that there is minimal objective
evidence of substantial pathological disability and a moderate degree of
functional overlay. The claimant's motivation with respect to return to
work is questioned by medical examiners. The Hearing Officer was not im
pressed by the claimant's credibility. The Board assumes that this conclu
sion was primarily directed to the point that the claimant is not as
disabled as her testimony, standing alone, would lead one to believe.

The claimant has many assets in her favor considering her appearance,
her intelligence and, in fact, her comparatively minimal physical limitations.
The claimant was discovered to have a congenital defect known as a spina
bifida. This of course was not caused by the accident and does not appear
to have been materially affected by the accident. She is far better off than
the workman of limited training whose experience is limited to manual labor
who receives injuries precluding further heavy work.

The' claimant's previous work was basically sedentary and there is no
reason why she cannot resume a lifetime of work in the many fields of cleri
cal and sedentary work available to women. One cannot disassociate abilities
in discussing disabilities. In assessing the claimant's residual abilities,
the award of 58 degrees of disability appears to be quite reasonable. Pro
longed litigation and concentration upon the relatively insignificant trauma
of four years ago is calculated to further undermine the claimant's biggest
problem which is her poor motivation.

The Board concludes the claimant's permanent disability attributable to
the accident does not exceed 58 degrees.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-1068 February 5, 1971

LYN WOOD RD  LSTE D, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson §  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.
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#69-783 

ERNEST J. BROWN, Claimant, 
Emmons, Kyle & Kropp, Claimant'.~ Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

February S, 1971 

Reviewed by Ccmmissioners Wilson and Callahan. 

The above entitled matter has been reviewed by the Workmen's 
Compensation Board with respect to a claim for allowance of attorney fees 
and penalties for alleged unreasonable delay and resistance by the 
State Accident Insurance Fund in conforming to a Hearing Officer order of 
January 27, 1970, ordering the State Accident Insurance Fund to allow a 
claim for injuries to both knees on the hasis of an occupational disease. 

While the matter was pending before a Medical Board of Review, the 
claimant instituted a mandamus action and on SepteMber 8, 1970, obtained a 
judgment from the Circuit Court ordering the compensation paid in keeping 
with ORS 656.313. It is obvious that the issue of non-payment was before 
the Court but the claimant sought no redress from the Court to increase the 
compensation due to the delay. The present review thus involves a matter 
which was before the Court and was within the jurisdiction of the Court. 

There is a further jurisdictional question due to an error by the 
claimant in requesting review by the Workmen's Compensation Board with 
respect to the matter. The Board has proceeded to consider the issue of 
whether penalties should be applied but notes that in matter of procedure 
the law cannot be liberally construed and the claimant probably lost the 
right to consideration of the issue. 

The next development of note was the subsequent finding of the Hedical 
Board of Review adverse to the claimant. The State Accident Insurance. 
Fund, by operation of law, has thus expended substantial sums on a claim 
now ruled to be noncompensable. The demand for penalties under these 
circumstances is somewhat like a demand for a precise "pound of fJ esh." 

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer that penal ties should not 
be assessed in this instance, but employers and insurers should not con
sider this an invitation to wager on the outcome of appeal by reft1sing to 
conform to Board or Hearing Officer orders. Such refusal will normally re
sult in the application of penalties. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 
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WCB #69-783 February 5, 1971

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan,

The above entitled matter has been reviewed by the Workmen's
Compensation Board with respect to a claim for allowance of attorney fees
and penalties for alleged unreasonable delay and resistance by the
State  ccident Insurance Fund in conforming to a Hearing Officer order of
January 27, 1970, ordering the State  ccident Insurance Fund to allow a
claim for injuries to both knees on the basis of an occupational disease.

While the matter was pending before a Medical Board of Review, the
claimant instituted a mandamus action and on September 8, 1970, obtained a
judgment from the Circuit Court ordering the compensation paid in keeping
with ORS 656.313. It is obvious that the issue of non-payment was before
the Court but the claimant sought no redress from the Court to increase the
compensation due to the delay. The present review .thus involves a matter
which was before the Court and was within the jurisdiction of the Court.

There is a further jurisdictional question due to an error by the
claimant in requesting review by the Workmen's Compensation Board with
respect to the matter. The Board has proceeded to consider the issue of
whether penalties should be applied but notes that in matter of procedure
the law cannot be liberally construed and the claimant probably lost the
right to consideration of the issue.

The next development of note was the subsequent finding of the Medical
Board of Review adverse to the claimant. The State  ccident Insurance.
Fund, by operation of law, has thus expended substantial sums on a claim
now ruled to be noncompensable. The demand for penalties under these
circumstances is somewhat like a demand for a precise "pound of flesh."

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer that penalties should not
be assessed in this instance, but employers and insurers should not con
sider this an invitation to wager on the outcome of appeal by refusing to
conform to Board or Hearing Officer orders. Such refusal will normally re
sult in the application of penalties.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

ERNEST J. BROWN, Claimant,
Emmons, Kyle § Kropp, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.
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#69-2035 February 5, 1971 

SHARON JONES, Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys. 

Workmen's Compensation Board Opinion: 

The above entitled matter involves a claim of occupational aise~~e 
based upon an allergic reaction to epoxy resin. 

The matter has been the subject of two appeals to.the Circui.t Court 
and pursuant to the last remand, the matter was the subject of considera
tion of the issue of extent of disability by a Medical Board of Review. 

The Workmen's Compensation Board is now in receipt of the findings 
of the Medical Board of Review which affirms the previous order of the 
Hearing Officer that the claimant has an occupational disease, The 
Medical Board determined the disability t.o be 5% of the workman which 
entitled the claimant to an award of 16 degrees for unscheduled permanent 
partial disahiHty. 

The findings of the Medical Board are delcared filed as of February 3, 
1971. By operation of law pursuant to ORS 656.814 the findings of the 
Medical Board are final and binding. 

Counsel for claimant is allowed a fee of 25% of the compensation 
awarded payable from the award as paid. 

Medical Board of Review Opinion: 

Dear Doctor Martin: 

A medical board of review consisting of Ors. David Frisch, Thomas 
Saunders, and myself examined the above·named patient in my office on· 
December I, 1970. We had previously each reviewed her record,a.nd I 
submit the following as a report of our review and examination. 

At the time of our examination, Mrs. Jones had minimal eczematous 
change of the deltoid and sacral skin. This probleM apparentiy 
waxes and wanes and is quite easily controlled with topical medi
cations prescribed by Dr. Chenoweth, She has not seen Dr. Chenoweth 
since early this year. 

We accept the diagnosis of either a primary irritant or allergic con
tact dermatitis due to exposure to epoxy resins which she encountered 
on the job. There is no question, then, that this is an o~cupationally 
acquired contact dermatitis. Whether or not this represents injury 
or disease is a technical point we feelunqualified to decide. 

We further feel that she is not medically disabled at the present time 
and that her minimal eczematous dermatitis of her arms and trunk can 
be handled by topical preparations and occasional medical supervision. 
Although we can not definitely establish the relationship between her 
present minimal but chronic problem and the original dermatitis, we feel 
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WCB #69-2035 February 5, 1971

SH RON JONES, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson §  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.

Workmen's Compensation Board Opinion:

The above entitled matter involves a claim of occupational disease
based upon an allergic reaction tofepoxy resin.

The matter has been the subject of two appeals to the Circuit Court
and pursuant to the last remand, the matter was the subject of considera
tion of the issue of extent of disability by a Medical Board of Review.

The Workmen's Compensation Board is now in receipt of the findings
of the Medical Board of Review which affirms the previous order of the
Hearing Officer that the claimant has an occupational disease. The
Medical Board determined the disability to be 5% of the workman which
entitled the claimant to an award of 16 degrees for unscheduled permanent
partial disability.

The findings of the Medical Board are delcared filed as of February 3,
1971. By operation of law pursuant to ORS 656.814 the findings of the
Medical Board are final and binding.

Counsel for claimant is allowed a fee of 25% of the compensation
awarded payable from the award as paid.

Medical Board of Review Opinion:

Dear Doctor Martin:

 medical board of review consisting of Drs. David Frisch, Thomas
Saunders, and myself examined the above named patient in my office on
December 1, 1970. We had previously each reviewed her record, and I
submit the following as a report of our review and examination.

 t the time of our examination, Mrs. Jones had minimal eczematous
change of the deltoid and sacral skin. This problem apparently
waxes and wanes and is quite easily controlled with topical medi
cations prescribed by Dr. Chenoweth. She has not seen Dr. Chenoweth
since early this year.

We accept the diagnosis of either a primary irritant or allergic con
tact dermatitis due to exposure to epoxy resins which she encountered
on the job. There is no question, then, that this is an occupationally
acquired contact dermatitis. Whether or not this represents injury
or disease is a technical point we feel unqualified to decide.

We further feel that she is not medically disabled at the present time
and that her minimal eczematous dermatitis of her arms and trunk can
be handled by topical preparations and occasional medical supervision.
 lthough we can not definitely establish the relationship between her
present minimal but chronic problem and the original dermatitis, we feel
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she should receive the benefit of the doubt and be offered 
continued me,lical supervision if needed. For this reason, I suggest 
that we consider her chronic problem a S% disahH ity which accordinr, 
to Drs. Suskind and Rirmingham (Journal of the American Medical 
Association, January 5, 1970) should entitle her to continued rnedi
care for this problem. 

In our opinion the state's main responsibi 1i ty lies in assistinf( 
her in finding suitable employment. Possibly she could be insured 
by the Second Injury Fund to prevent prejudicial treatment hy poten
tial employers. 

/s/ Frederick A.J. Kingery, tl.D. 

'i/CB #70-1215 

JORGE CARRION, Claimant. 
Ernest W. Kissling, Claimant's Atty. 
R~quest for Review by SAIF. 

f-ehruary S, 1971 

Reviewed hy Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 

The above entitled matter involves the issues of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 32 year old laborer who was injured in a fall on 
October 17, 1967 when he fell some 20 feet astraddle a metal container. The 
fall ruptured the urethra which i-:as surgically repaired. Further surgery 
consisted of a lumbosacral fusion and removal of the coccyx. 

TI1e claimant's disability was determined pursuant to ORS 656.268 to 
be 35% of the allocablP- 320 degree maximum for unscheduled injuries. This 
determination was increased to 50% by the Hearing Offl.ce!' whose order is 
the subject of this review. 

The State Accident Insurance Fund contends upon review that the 
llearing Officer failed to properl)' evaluate the testimony of an investigator 
and films taken of the claimant purportedly showing the claiMant performing 
tasks he supposedly is unable to perform. The Board's review has weighed 
the testimony of the investigator in the light of the film. TI1e testimony 
of the investigator and the film, given full weight, fail to reflect that 
the Hearing Officer evaluation was excessive. 

The claimant speaks Spanish and is functionally illiterate so far as 
use of English is concerned. llis basic experience has been with heavy 
manual labor and there is no indication that he can now return to heavy 
manual labor or that he has been observed while so engaged. Even th~ inter
pretation of whether he can lean over a car fender to work is not necessarily 
contradicted by the film which shows only a moderate bending while working 
on hood control mechanisms. 

Taking into consideration the conclusion of some medical examiners and 
the Hearing Officer that the claimant may somewhat exaggerate his symptoms, 
the Board still concurs with the Hearing Officer evaluation. The restric
tion from heavier work with limitation· imposed by the fusion and weig~ed 
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that she should receive the benefit of the doubt and be offered
continued medical supervision if needed. For this reason, I suggest
that we consider her chronic problem a 5% disability which according
to Drs. Suskind and Birmingham (Journal of the  merican Medical
 ssociation, January 5, 1970) should entitle her to continued medi
care for this problem.

In our opinion the state's main responsibility lies in assisting
her in finding suitable employment. Possibly she could be insured
by the Second Injury Fund to prevent prejudicial treatment by poten
tial employers.

/s/ Frederick  .J. Kingery, M.D.

}/CB #70-1215 February 5, 1971

JORGE C RRION, Claimant.
Ernest W. Kissling, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by S IF.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore,

The above entitled matter involves the issues of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 32 year old laborer who was injured in a fall on
October 17, 1967 when he fell some 20 feet astraddle a metal container. The
fall ruptured the urethra which was surgically repaired. Further surgery
consisted of a lumbosacral fusion and removal of the coccyx.

The claimant's disability was determined pursuant to ORS 656.268 to
be 35% of the allocable 320 degree maximum for unscheduled injuries. This
determination was increased to 50% by the Hearing Officer whose order is
the subject of this review.

The State  ccident Insurance Fund contends upon review that the
Hearing Officer failed to properly evaluate the testimony of an investigator
and films taken of the claimant purportedly showing the claimant performing
tasks he supposedly is unable to perform. The Board's review has weighed
the testimony of the investigator in the light of the film. The testimony
of the investigator and the film, given full weight, fail to reflect that
the Hearing Officer evaluation was excessive.

The claimant speaks Spanish and is functionally illiterate so far as
use of English is concerned. His basic experience has been with heavy
manual labor and there is no indication that he can now return to heavy
manual labor or that he has been observed while so engaged. Even the inter
pretation of whether he can lean over a car fender to work is not necessarily
contradicted by the film which shows only a moderate bending while working
on hood control mechanisms.

Taking into consideration the conclusion of some medical examiners and
the Hearing Officer that the claimant may somewhat exaggerate his symptoms,
the Board still concurs with the Hearing Officer evaluation. The restric
tion from heavier work with limitation imposed by the fusion and weighed
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light of the claimant's education and experience does not make the award 
of 160 degrees excessive. 

Pursuant to ORS 656,382 counsel for claimant is allowed the further fee 
of $2,50 for services on review payable by the State Accident Insurance Fund. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed, 

WCB #70-811 

MARVIN J. PROFFITT, Claimant. 
Emmons, Kyle & Kropp, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

February 5, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissicme-rc; Wilson, Callahan and ~!oore. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant 
has sustained a compensable aggravation with respect to an accidental 
injury of April 4, 1966, 

The claimant, then 30 years of age, incurred a low back injury while 
pulling lumber on a green chain. The claimant was determined to have no 
residual disability by an evaluation pursuant to ORS 656,268 on May 8, 
1968. On September 27, 1968 a pending hearing was settled pursuant to 
which the claimii.nt recP.ived compensation for unscheduled disability equal 
to the loss by separation of 19% of an arm. 

The Hearing Officer concluded that the claimant's condition has not 
materially worsened since the claim i:losure in September of 1968. There is 
little objective evidence of disability and even the claimant grudgingly 
concedes that when he follows the medical advice with respect to condi
tioning care of his back that his symptoms decrease. The weight of the 
evidence brought the Hearing Officer to the conclusion that the claimant 
is substantially exaggerating his symptoms. TI1ere is some evidence from 
one doctor about the possibility of surgery but it is significant that 
this doctor is quite reluctant to accept the claimant as a patient in any 
capacity and especially reluctant to accept him as a surgical patient. 

The noard concurs with the !!earing Officer findings that the evidence 
and particularly the medical evidence does not reflect a compensable 
aggravation. A claim for aggravation requires the support of medical evi
dence. Weighed in that J :i.ght and discounting the degree of exaggeration 
of symptoms, the Board also concludes and finds t.hat the claimant has not 
sustaiP.ed a compensable aggravation. 

Tiie order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 
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in light of the claimant's education and experience does not make the award
of 160 degrees excessive.

Pursuant to ORS 656.382 counsel for claimant is allowed the further fee
of 5250 for Services on review payable by the State  ccident Insurance Fund.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-811 February 5, 1971

M RVIN J. PROFFITT, Claimant.
Emmons, Kyle 8 Kropp, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant
has sustained a compensable aggravation with respect to an accidental
injury of  pril 4, 1966,

The claimant, then 30 years of age, incurred a low back injury while
pulling lumber on a green chain. The claimant was determined to have no
residual disability by an evaluation pursuant to ORS 656.268 on May 8,
1968. On September 27, 1968 a pending hearing was settled pursuant to
which the claimant received compensation for unscheduled disability equal
to the loss by separation of 19% of an arm.

The Hearing Officer concluded that the claimant's condition has not
materially worsened since the claim closure in September of 1968. There is
little objective evidence of disability and even the claimant grudgingly
concedes that when he follows the medical advice with respect to condi
tioning care of his back that his symptoms decrease. The weight of the
evidence brought the Hearing Officer to the conclusion that the claimant
is substantially exaggerating his symptoms. There is some evidence from
one doctor about the possibility of surgery but it is significant that
this doctor is quite reluctant to accept the claimant as a patient in any
capacity and especially reluctant to accept him as a surgical patient.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer findings that the evidence
and particularly the medical evidence does not reflect a compensable
aggravation.  claim for aggravation requires the support of medical evi
dence. Weighed in that light and discounting the degree of exaggeration
of symptoms, the Board also concludes and finds that the claimant has not
sustained a compensable aggravation.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.
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#70-615 February 5, 1971 

JAMES A. WILLIAMS, Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Hoore. 

The above entitled matter involves a procedural issue stemming from a 
claim of aggravation for an accidental injury of Harch 15, 1966. 

On October 23, 1970 a Hearing Officer order issued finding the claimant 
to have a compensable claim of aggravation. On November 20, 1970 the Hearing 
Officer issued a further order denying a.request for reconsideration. On 
November 23, 1970 the State Accident Insurance Fund mailed a request to the 
Workmen's Compensation Board seeking a review of the lle~ring Officer order 
of October 23, 1970. · · 

The claimant now seeks to dismiss the request for review as untimely 
filed. 

ORS 656.289 provides that the order of the Hearing Officer is final 
unless one of the parties requests a review by the Board. ORS 656.295 
provides that the request for review is to he mailed. 

TI1e request for review in this instance was mailed upon the 31st day. 
TI1e Board, in lir,ht of Payne v. SIAC, 150 Or 520;. Sevich v. srAc, 142 Or 
563; ORS 16. 790 and 7-404 o.c. 1930 c<;mcJ.udes that the tiJ11e for requesting 
a. review in this case is determined by exclucling Octoher 23rd and· includjng 
a mailing on Nover.iber 23r<l, since the 30th day fell on a Sunday. ORS 174. 120 
provides that in computing time within which an act is to he done, the 
concluding <lay or days shall be exclude.d if it falls on a Saturday or holiday. 
Sunday is a holida)'. 

The Board concluclf::s that the mailing of the request for review on 
Novemher 23 was timel)'. The motion to dismiss is denied. 

If appeal lies from thi:; order, the following notice is appended. 

NCB #70-488 February 9, Hl71 

LOREN HOLMES, Clainant. 
l•Jilliams, Andrews, l'nieeler & Ad)', Clair.rnnt's Attys. 

The above entltled matter involves the claim of a 33 year old logger 
for a back injury allegedly incurred on September 12, 1969. 

The claim was denied by the State Accident Insurance·Fund and this 
denial was affirmed by the Hearing Officer. 

A request for review was made to the l'lorkr.1en' s Compensation Board in 
August of 1970. Counsel for the claimant then withdrew. The preparatio!l 
of a transcript 0 of the proceedings was continued pending notification of a 
possible substitution of counsel. 
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Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore,

The above entitled matter involves a procedural issue stemming from a
claim of aggravation for an accidental injury of March 15, 1966.

On October 23, 1970 a Hearing Officer order issued finding the claimant
to have a compensable claim of aggravation. On November 20, 1970 the Hearing
Officer issued a further order denying a request for reconsideration. On
November 23, 1970 the State  ccident Insurance Fund mailed a request to the
Workmen's Compensation Board seeking a review of the Hearing Officer order
of October 23, 1970.

The claimant now seeks to dismiss the request for review as untimely
filed.

0RS 656.289 provides that the order of the Hearing Officer is final
unless one of the parties requests a review by the Board. ORS 656.295
provides that the request for review is to be mailed.

The request for review in this instance was mailed upon the 31st day.
The Board, in light of Payne v. SI C, 150 Or 520; Sevich v. SI C, 142 Or
563; ORS 16.790 and 7-404 O.C. 1930 concludes that the time for requesting
a review in this case is determined by excluding October 23rd and including
a mailing on November 23rd, since the 30th day fell on a Sunday. ORS 174,120
provides that in computing time within which an act is to be done, the
concluding day or days shall be excluded if it falls on a Saturday or holiday.
Sunday is a holiday.

The Board concludes that the mailing of the request for review on
November 23 was timely. The motion to dismiss is denied.

If appeal lies from this order, the following notice is appended.

WCB #70-615 February 5, 1971

J MES  . WILLI MS, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson §  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.

WCB #70-488 February 9, 1971

LOREN HOLMES, Claimant.
Williams,  ndrews, Wheeler 5  dy, Claimant's  ttys.

The above entitled matter involves the claim of a 33 year old logger
for a back injury allegedly incurred on September 12, 1969.

The claim was denied by the State  ccident Insurance Fund and this
denial was affirmed by the Hearing Officer.

 request for review was made to the Workmen's Compensation Board in
 ugust of 1970. Counsel for the claimant then withdrew. The preparation
of a transcript"of the proceedings was continued pending notification of a
possible substitution of counsel.
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claimant has failed to reply to correspor.dence from the Workmen's 
Compensation Board. On January 22, 1971, the claimant was advised that 
the matter would be dismissed if no reply was received within ten days •. 

The Board deems the request for review to have been abandoned and the 
matter is accordingly disJ!lissed. The order of the Hearing Officer is 
affirmed. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.295 and 656.298 this order is final unless within 
30 days one of the parties appeals to the Circuit Court of the county where 
the accident occurs or the county where the claimant resided when injured. 

The name and style of the proceedings shall be "In the Matter of the 
Compensation of (name of workman)." 

The judicial review shall be comr.ienced by serving, by registered or 
certified mail, a copy of a notice of appeal on the board and on the other 
parties who appeared in the revtew proceedipgs, and by filing with the 
cler~ of the circuit court the original notice of appeal with proof of 
service indorsed thereon. The notice of appeal shall state: 

The name of the person appealing and of ·all other parties. 

The date the order appealed from was filed. 

A statement that the order is being appealed to the circuit court. 

A brief statement of the relief requested and the reasons the 
relief should.be granted. 

WCB #70-1091 

JANET GRIMr-f, Claimant. 
Edwin A. York, Claimant's Atty. 

February 9, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 

The above entitled matter basically involves issues of the extent of 
temporary and permanent disability sustained by a 55 year old donut cook ~s 
the result of exposure to a dishwashing detergent which caused severe 
dermatitis. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, determination issued in March and April .of 
1970 finding the claimant to have sustained certain temporary total dis
ability, but to have incurred no residual permanent partial disability. 
Upon hearing, the determination as to temporary total disability was 
affirmed but the Hearing Officer found there to be a residual disability of 
10% of each forearm or 15 degrees for each forearm. The parties do not 
raise the issue of the propriety of rating the disability on the forearm. 
This matter was pending on review when the Court of Appeals rendered its 
decision on January 7, 1971, in Gru<lle v. SAIP. There being no indication 
of disability at or above the wrist, the rating should properly have been 
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The claimant has failed to reply to correspondence from the Workmen's
Compensation Board. On January 22, 1971, the claimant was advised that
the matter would be dismissed if no reply was received within ten days.

The Board deems the request for review to have been abandoned and the
matter is accordingly dismissed. The order of the Hearing Officer is
affirmed.

Pursuant to ORS 656.295 and 656.298 this order is final unless within
30 days one of the parties appeals to the Circuit Court of the county where
the accident occurs or the county where the claimant resided when injured.

The name and style of the proceedings shall be "In the Matter of the
Compensation of (name of workman)."

The judicial review shall be commenced by serving, by registered or
certified mail, a copy of a notice of appeal on the board and on the other
parties who appeared in the review proceedings, and by filing with the
clerk of the circuit court the original notice of appeal with proof of
service indorsed thereon. The notice of appeal shall state:

The name of the person appealing and of all other parties.

The date the order appealed from was filed.

 statement that the order is being appealed to the circuit court.

 brief statement of the relief requested and the reasons the
relief should be granted.

WCB #70-1091 February 9, 1971

J NET GRIMM, Claimant.
Edwin  . York, Claimant's  tty.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter basically involves issues of the extent of
temporary and permanent disability sustained by a 55 year old donut cook as
the result of exposure to a dishwashing detergent which caused severe
dermatitis.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, determination issued in March and  pril of
1970 finding the claimant to have sustained certain temporary total dis
ability, but to have incurred no residual permanent partial disability.
Upon hearing, the determination as to temporary total disability was
affirmed but the Hearing Officer found there to be a residual disability of
10% of each forearm or 15 degrees for each forearm. The parties do not
raise the issue of the propriety of rating the disability on the forearm.
This matter was pending on review when the Court of  ppeals rendered its
decision on January 7, 1971, in Grudle v. S IF, There being no indication
of disability at or above the wrist, the rating should properly have been
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with respect to the indivj_Jual digi.ts. The sun total for disability 
to all ten digits is 220 degr~es. The record fails to recite facts from 
which an equitable allocation can be made, but it does justify a determina
tion of 30 degrees out of the 220 assuming a somewhat even distribution of 
the dermatitis. This problem posed does not justify a remand in the 
opinion of the noard. 

The problem of evaluation is made more difficult l,y the fact that the 
claimant, when avoiding situations which exacerbate the condition, has no 
disability. The disability exists only in the fact thnt the claimant must 
avoid certain exposure~. Employment in an area 1-1here her hands are in a dry 
environment would reflect no disability ~1atsoever. 

The claimant also seeks allowance of penalties and attorney fees for 
alleged delay in compensation. TI1e employer complied with the requirements 
of the law and the Boar<l ore.le:::- of deternination. TI1ere was simply a 
bona fide issue of extent of disability and no unreasonable delay or refusal 
to pay. 

TI1e Board concurs \vi th the result of the findinr;s ancl conclusions 
of the Hearing Officer on all issues. 

The or<ler of the llearing Officer is affirr.1cd. 

\/CE 1170-1071 Feliruary 9~ 1971 

1-lArtY I!IrlllARD, Claimant. 
P0zzi, Wilso~ G Atchison, Claimhnt's Attys. 
Request fer f'.eview by Cl2.inant. 

TI1e above entitleJ matter is limited to the issue of whether the 
claimant is entitle,l to y,enalties, the claimant assertinr, that the employer 
unreasonably JeL1yecl payrient of compensation 1nd unreasonrthly denied a 
claim of agrravation. 

The record re-fleets that the Sf'. yc:ir o1d nurse':: 1ti<l~ iniurecl her low 
back on ,fa.nuary :21, 1 ~166 and that her cl aim was closed by a determination 
of April 18, 1%7 finding the claimaPt to h;ive unscheduled disability equal 
to the loss l~;- separation of 10% cf an ;:irn. 

Apparently nbont '.'.;iy of 1r170 the clair1:mt addressed a letter to the 
0nrl0yer's insurer and n nc(lical report was ~on:ardecl frori, a flr. \11 • r. 
Matthews c,1ncernin1.; an exac1ir.ation of ~lay 7, J 970. Dr. ~!at thews found it 
"diffictdt to sny whc!:ller this is still relntecl to the orip:inal injury." At 
this point, 011 ~fay 13, 1970, the claim was denied by the employer's insurer. 
In retrospect the claim was properly dP-nied since the claim was not supported 
by a ncdicai report contemplated by ORS 656.271, as interpreted by I.arson v. 
SCD, 251 Or 478. TI1e request for hearing in this matt~r was made on June 9, 
1970, still without the required substantiatinf! medical ·report. 

Prior to the hearing herein held on Septenber 22, 1970 the employer 
did receive a report fror.i a Pr. Campar,na on Aur,ust 4, 1970, which the 
!!earini! nfficer and the Board a?,rcc meets the standard re'luirecl by the 
statute as interpreted hy the Larson ca.se. 
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made with respect to the individual digits. The sum total for disability
to all ten digits is 220 degrees. The record fails to recite facts from
which an equitable allocation can be made, but it does justify a determina
tion of 30 degrees out of the 220 assuming a somewhat even distribution of
the dermatitis. This problem posed does not justify a remand in the
opinion of the Board.

The problem of evaluation is made more difficult by the fact that the
claimant, when avoiding situations which exacerbate the condition, has no
disability. The disability exists only in the fact that the claimant must
avoid certain exposures. Employment in an area where her hands are in a dry
environment would reflect no disability whatsoever.

The claimant also seeks allowance of penalties and attorney fees for
alleged delay in compensation. The employer complied witli the requirements
of the law and the Board order of determination. There was simply a
bona fide issue of extent of disability and no unreasonable delay or refusal
to pay.

The Board concurs with the result of the findings and conclusions
of the Hearing Officer on all issues.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCD #70-1071 ; February 9, 1971

M RY HIBB RD, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson 0  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter is limited to the issue of whether the
claimant is entitled to penalties, the claimant asserting that the employer
unreasonably delayed payment of compensation and unreasonably denied a
claim of aggravation.

The record reflects that the F>8 year old nurse's aide injured her low
back on January 21, 1966 and that her claim was closed by a determination
of  pril 18, 1967 finding the claimant to have unscheduled disability equal
to the loss by separation of 10% of an arm.

 pparently about May of 1970 the claimant addressed.a letter to the
employer's insurer and a medical report was forwarded from a Dr. W. E.
Matthews concerning an examination of May 7, 1970. Dr. Matthews found it
"difficult to say whether this is still related to the original injury."  t
this point, on May 13, ID^O, the claim was denied by the employer's insurer.
In retrospect the. claim was properly denied since the claim was not supported
by a nodical report contemplated by 0RS 636.271, as interpreted by Larson v.
SCD, 231 Or 478. The request for hearing in this matter was made on June 9,
1970, still without the required substantiating medical report.

Prior to the hearing herein held on September 22, 1970 the employer
did receive a report from a Dr. Campagna on  ugust 4, 1970, which the
Hearing Officer and the Board agree meets the standard required by the
statute as interpreted by the Larson case.
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Hearing Officer allowed the claim for compensation and assessed 
attorney fees against the employer in keeping with Board rules which treat 
claims of aggravs.tion as having the dignity of a claim in the first instance 
subject to assessment of attorney fees under ORS 656.386 if the claim is 
allowed following a denial by the employer. 

The claimant is not satisfied with having prevailed upon the issue and 
argues that penalties should be applied hecause the employer was wrong. It 
is conceivable that an employer could be unreasonable in denying a claim. 
As noted above, the denial on which this case proceeded was quite proper 
at the time it was issued. The next question is whether, with one medical 
report casting doubt upon causal relationship, ~he employer should be found 
to be unreasonable simply because another doctor is of the opinion that 
there is a causal relationship. 

Over three years elapsed between the claim closure and the first move 
by the claimant to assert the claim of aggravation. The employer's 
medical records when it denied the claim certainly supported the claim denial. 

The facts simply do not support the demand for penalties. This is not 
the type of situation contP.mplated by the legislature when it enacted 
penalty sections to penalize employers who obviously have failed to fulfill 
this responsibility of claims management. There was a real issue of causal 
relationship and losing the issue does not carry with it the sanction of 
penalties. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

NC!s #70-468 February 9, 1!)71 

ISAAC II. Girrns' Claimant. 
Henry L. Hess, Henry L. Hess, Jr., Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Nilson, Callahan and Moore. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a then 59 year old logger as the result of an acci
dent on August 4, 1967, when the crew bus in which claimant was a passenger 
was struck by a falling tree. The claimant was thrown from his seat and 
incurred what is known as a whiplash type trauma to the cervical area. The 
issue before the noard is norc particularly whether the residuals of the 
accident now preclude the workman from ever again enga~ing regularly in a 
gainful and suitable occupation. 111e permanent disability was determined 
as partial only pursuant to .ORS 656.268 with an award of 64 degrees out of 
the allowable maximum of 320 degrees. The llearing Officer found the claimant 
to be enti t;led to permanent total disahili ty on the basis of inability to 
regularly resl,Ulle gainful and suitable work. 

The record reflects that the claimant underwent surgery to relieve the 
surgical proble� and at best it would appear that the residual physiological 
problems attributable to this accident may be described as a "stiff neck." 
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The Hearing Officer allowed the claim for compensation and assessed
attorney fees against the employer in keeping with Board rules which treat
claims of aggravation as having the dignity of a claim in the first instance
subject to assessment of attorney fees under ORS 656.386 if the claim is
allowed following a denial by the employer.

The claimant is not satisfied with having prevailed upon the issue and
argues that penalties should be applied because the employer was wrong. It
is conceivable that an employer could be unreasonable in denying a claim.
 s noted above, the denial on which this case proceeded was quite proper
at the time it was issued. The next question is whether, with one medical
report casting doubt upon causal relationship, the employer should be found
to be unreasonable simply because another doctor is of the opinion that
there is a causal relationship.

Over three years elapsed between the claim closure and the first move
by the claimant to assert the claim of aggravation. The employer's
medical records when it denied the claim certainly supported the claim denial.

The facts simply do not support the demand for penalties. This is not
the type of situation contemplated by the legislature when it enacted
penalty sections to penalize employers who obviously have failed to fulfill
this responsibility of claims management. There was a real issue of causal
relationship and losing the issue does not carry with it the sanction of
penalties.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-468 February 9, 1971

IS  C II. GIBBS, Claimant.
Henry L. Hess, Henry L. Hess, Jr., Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Employer.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a then 59 year old logger as the result of an acci
dent on  ugust 4, 1967, when the crew bus in which claimant was a passenger
was struck by a falling tree. The claimant was thrown from his seat and
incurred what is known as a whiplash type trauma to the cervical area. The
issue before the Board is more particularly whether the residuals of the
accident now preclude the workman from ever again engaging regularly in a
gainful and suitable occupation. The permanent disability was determined
as partial only pursuant to ORS 656.268 with an award of 64 degrees out of
the allowable maximum of 320 degrees. The Hearing Officer found the claimant
to be entitled to permanent total disability on the basis of inability to
regularly resume gainful and suitable work.

The record reflects that the claimant underwent surgery to relieve the
surgical problem and at best it would appear that the residual physiological
problems attributable to this accident may be described as a "stiff neck."
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claimant had pre-existing disabilities consisting of essentially useless 
vision in one eye and some defect in hearinr,. The claimant professes to a 
cardiac problem which is non-existent accordinr, to the medical examiners. 
The other factor of. significance is one of Motivation toward retirement. The 
weighing of this factor is often difficult to assess between the argument 
that the injury necessitated retirement as against the argument that the 
claimant has voluntarily removed himself from the labor market. 

This matter has been reviewed by the Board in light of the decision 
by the Court of Appeals in Swan!;on v. Nestport Lumher, handed down January 
28, 1971 and not in the advance sheets as of this order. The Court dis
cussed what Larson, Workmen's Compensation, classifies as the odd lot 
doctrine. In effect the burden of proof is shifted to the employer to esta
blish employability of the claimant. 

In light of the Swan~on case the Boar.cl is unanimous in its conclusion 
that the order of the Hearing Officer should be affirmed. Fair comment, at 
this point, is a recitation that the conclusion was arrived at somewhat 
reluctantly by some mambers of the Board. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

Pursuant to ORS 656,382, counsel for claimant is allowed a further fee 
of $250 payable by the employer for services on a review initiated by the 
employer. 

WCB ff70-4'30 February 10, 1971 

' I 
RICHARD A. SPRINGSTEAD, Claimant'. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

Reviewed by Cor.unissirmers Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 

The above entiti'ed natter involves an issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 34 year old welder as the result of burns on his 
left hand and forearm incurred fron a weldinr, t~rch to repair the injuries. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued evaluating the disability 
attributahle to this accident at 15 degrees out of the allocable maximum of 
150 degrees. There is no disability at or above the wrist despite some 
initial burns at that level. TI1e award is liberal to the extent it was 
based on a greater portion of the extremity than has heen subjected to 
permanent disability. TI1e claimant had pre-existing injury to the left 
thumb for which some award of disability had been received. Technically, the 
amount of the previous award should be reflected in the record in order to 
give full effect to ORS 656.222. 

Upon hearing, the determination was :.i.ffirmed by the Hearing Officer. 
The clairiant has sought this Board review without benefit of ,;ounsel though 
he was represented by counsel at thP. time of hearing. 

The claimant complains of stiffness and inability to completely straigh
ten or clench the left hand. 11\e me<lical reports r~flcct that the claimant 
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The claimant had pre-existing disabilities consisting of essentially useless
vision in one eye and some defect in hearing. The claimant professes to a
cardiac problem which is non-existent according to the medical examiners.
The other factor of. significance is one of motivation toward retirement. The
weighing of this factor is often difficult to assess between the argument
that the injury necessitated retirement as against the argument that the
claimant has voluntarily removed himself from the labor market.

This matter has been reviewed by the Board in light of the decision
by the Court of  ppeals in Swanson v. Westport Lumber, banded down January
28, 1971 and not in the advance sheets as of this order. The Court dis
cussed what Larson, Workmen's Compensation, classifies as the odd lot
doctrine. In effect the burden of proof is shifted to the employer to esta
blish employability of the claimant.

In light of the Swanson case the Board is unanimous in its conclusion
that the order of the Hearing Officer should be affirmed. Fair comment, at
this point, is a recitation that the conclusion was arrived at somewhat
reluctantly by some members of the Board.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

Pursuant to ORS 656.382, counsel for claimant is allowed a further fee
of $250 payable by the employer for services on a review initiated by the
employer.

WCB #70-480 February 10, 1971
,

RICH RD  . SPRINGSTE D, Claimant'.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 34 year old welder as the result of burns on his
left hand and forearm incurred from a welding torch to repair the injuries.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued evaluating the disability
attributable to this accident at 15 degrees out of the allocable maximum of
150 degrees. There is no disability at or above the wrist despite some
initial burns at that level. The award is liberal to the extent it was
based on a greater portion of the extremity than has been subjected to
permanent disability. The claimant had pre-existing injury to the left
thumb for which some award of disability had been received. Technically, the
amount of the previous award should be reflected in the record in order to
give full effect to ORS 656.222.

Upon hearing, the determination was affirmed by the Hearing Officer.
The claimant has sought this Board review without benefit of counsel though
he was represented by counsel at the time of hearing.

The claimant complains of stiffness and inability to completely straigh
ten or clench the left hand. The medical reports reflect that the claimant
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able to perform these functions much better than he will voluntarily do 
so when asked to demonstrate. The record reflects some tenderness over the 
graft site on the palm but essentially there is only a minimal disability. 
It is only disabling pain which becomes a factor in rating disability. There 
is some indication that the claimant is over-reacting to the problem. 
The examining doctors hsve rnentiqned the possibility of psychf~tric consulta
tion but the recommendation is that-the claimant remain at work with the 
prognosis that with continued normal work, the usage of the hand will result 
in clearing of the problem. 

As it stands there is no recommendation by any doctor for any further 
medical care. The actual prognosis for a recovery following normal usage 
even casts some doubt upon whether the claimant's present nominal disability 
is perrn~nent. 

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that 
the disability does not exceed the 15 degrees heretofore allowed. 

The order of the Bearing Officer is affirmed. 

The members of the Board, in executing this order, verify that they 
have individually reviewed the entire record certified ·from the Hearing 
Officer and the briefs of the parties. 

APPEAL RIGHTS: 

NOTICE TO ALt PARTIES: This order is final unless within. 30 days 
after the date of mailing of copies·of this order to the parties, one of 
the parties appeals to the Circuit Court as provided by ORS 626.298. 

ORS 656.298 (1) Any party affected by an order of the board may, 
within the time limit specified in ORS 656.295, request judicial review of 
the order with the circuit court for the county in which the workman resided 
at the time of his injury or the county where the injury occurred. 

(2) The name and type of the proceedings shal 1 be. "In the Matter of 
the Compensation of (name of workman)." 

(3) The judicial review shall be commenced by serving, by registerP.d 
or certified maH, a copy of a·notice of arpeal on the board and on the 
other parties who appearP.d in the review proceedings, and by filing with the 
clerk of the circuit court the original notice of appeal with proof of 
service indorsed thereon. The notice of appeal shall state: 

(a) The ne.rne of the person appealing and of all other parties. 
(b) The date the order appealed from was filed. 
(c) A statement that the order is bei~g appealed to the 

circuit court. 
(d) A brief statement of the relief requested and the reasons 

the relief should be granted. 
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is able to perform these functions much better than he will voluntarily do
so when asked to demonstrate. The record reflects some tenderness over the
graft site on the palm but essentially there is only a minimal disability.
It is only disabling pain which becomes a factor in rating disability. There
is some indication that the claimant is over-reacting to the problem.
The examining doctors have mentioned the possibility of psychiatric consulta
tion but the recommendation is that the claimant remain at work with the
prognosis that with continued normal work, the usage of the hand will result
in clearing of the problem.

 s it stands there is no recommendation by any doctor for any further
medical care. The actual prognosis for a recovery following normal usage
even casts some doubt upon whether the claimant's present nominal disability
is permanent.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that
the disability does not exceed the 15 degrees heretofore allowed.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

The members of the Board, in executing this order, verify that they
have individually reviewed the entire record certified from the Hearing
Officer and the briefs of the parties.

 PPE L RIGHTS:

NOTICE TO  LL P RTIES: This order is final unless within 30 days
after the date of mailing of copies of this order to the parties, one of
the parties appeals to the Circuit Court as provided by ORS 626.298.

ORS 656.298 (1)  ny party affected by an order of the board may,
within the time limit specified in ORS 656.295, request judicial review of
the order with the circuit court for the county in which the workman resided
at the time of his injury or the county where the injury occurred.

(2) The name and type of the proceedings shall be. "In the Matter of
the Compensation of (name of workman)."

(3) The judicial review shall be commenced by serving, by registered
or certified mail, a copy of a notice of appeal on the board and on the
other parties who appeared in the review proceedings, and by filing with the
clerk of the circuit court the original notice of appeal with proof of
service indorsed thereon. The notice of appeal shall state:

(a) The name of the person appealing and of all other parties.
(b) The date the order appealed from was filed.
(c)  statement that the order is being appealed to the

circuit court.
(d)  brief statement of the relief requested and the reasons

the relief should be granted.



   

  
    

            
           
  

          
            
          
     

          
              
             

              
             

            
       

            
          

          

            
           

            
              
              
     

      

    

  
    

      

           
            

           
            

          
   

          
         
         

#70-1982 

DEAN CHAMBERLIN, Claimant. 
Walton & Yokum, Claimant's Attys. 

February IO, 1971 

The above entitled matter involves a claim of low back injury incurred 
October 10, 1961. The claim was first closed, following surgeries, on 
September 24, 1965. 

TI1e matter was heretofore before the Workmen's Compensation Board on 
own motion considerat:i.on, on June 17, 1968 when the claimant was referred 
to the Physical Rehabilitation Center of the Workmen's Compensation Board 
for comprehensive physical and work evaluation. 

The claim was subse~uently reopened by the now State Accident Insur
an~e Fund and an award of disability was made in August of 1970 evaluating 
the unscheduled disability as equal to the loss function of 60% of an arm. 

The matter has been pending for some time over an issue of whether the 
claimant is entitled to have the extent of disability reviewed as a matter 
of right or whether further consideration is liI!!ited to the poss'ible exercise 
by the Board of its mm motion jurisdiction. 

The Board now concludes that the matter is limited to own motion 
consideration and further concludes that the record is insufficient to 
determine the merits of the issue of the extent of disability. 

The Board therefore directs the matter to the Hearings Division of the 
Workmen's Compensation Board with instructions to hold a hearing and make 
a transcript of the proceedings for consideration by the noard. The decision 
in such r.iatters is retained by the Board but the Hearing Officer is requested 
to make a recommendation to the Board with respect to the issue of extent 
of disahility attributable to the accident. 

No notice of appeal is deemed apr,licnhle. 

WCB #69-2125 

JACK HOLL.AND, Claimant. 
A. C. Roll, Claimant's Atty. 

February 10, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Hoore. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant's 
condition following a neck injury in February of 1969 is medically stationary 
and particularly whether the claimant is in need of psychiatric treatment 
related to that injury. If the condjtion is medically stationary the issue 
turns to whether the claimant has a residual permanent disability attri
butable to that accident. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant's 
condition to be medically stationary without permanent disability. Upon 
hearing, the clain was ordered reopened, parti~ularly for psychiatric care. 
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WCB #70-1982 February 10, 1971

DE N CH MBERLIN, Claimant.
Walton § Yokum, Claimant's  ttys.

The above entitled matter involves a claim of low back injury incurred
October 10, 1961. The claim was first closed, following surgeries, on
September 24, 1965.

The matter was heretofore before the Workmen's Compensation Board on
own motion consideration, on June 17, 1968 when the claimant was referred
to the Physical Rehabilitation Center of the Workmen's Compensation Board
for comprehensive physical and work evaluation.

The claim was subsequently reopened by the now State  ccident Insur
ance Fund and an award of disability was made in  ugust of 1970 evaluating
the unscheduled disability as equal to the loss function of 60% of an arm.

The matter has been pending for some time over an issue of whether the
claimant is entitled to have the extent of disability reviewed as a matter
of right or whether further consideration is limited to the possible exercise
by the Board of its own motion jurisdiction.

The Board now concludes that the matter is limited to own motion
consideration and further concludes that the record is insufficient to
determine the merits of the issue of the extent of disability.

The Board therefore directs the matter to the Hearings Division of the
Workmen's Compensation Board with instructions to hold a hearing and make
a transcript of the proceedings for consideration by the Board. The decision
in such natters is retained by the Board but the Hearing Officer is requested
to make a recommendation to the Board with respect to the issue of extent
of disability attributable to the accident.

No notice of appeal is deemed applicable.

WCB #69-2125 February 10, 1971

J CK HOLL ND, Claimant.
 . C. Roll, Claimant's  tty.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant's
condition following a neck injury in February of 1969 is medically stationary
and particularly whether the claimant is in need of psychiatric treatment
related to that injury. If the condition is medically stationary the issue
turns to whether the claimant has a residual permanent disability attri
butable to that accident.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant's
condition to be medically stationary without permanent disability. Upon
hearing, the claim was ordered reopened, particularly for psychiatric care.
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hearing was held in July of 1970. One of the difficulties in assessing 
the issue on review in February of 1971 is t.he lack of any record with respect 
to the interval of over seven months. The extent of subsequent treatment 
pursuant to the Hearing Officer order is thus an unknown factor at this 
point. 

The Board is not unanimous in its conclusions with respect to this 
claimant. 

The majority have arrived at a conclusion at odds with that of the 
Hearing Officer. The majority notes that Dr. Jens is quite positive con
cerning a causal relationship between the accident· and a purported need 
for psychiatric counselling. The-majority also notes that Dr. Jens 
reported a rather dramatic turn for the better after initiatin~ her 
psychiatric ministrations. 

The ramifications of a case such as this should not turn on a layman's 
observation of the claimant as a witness. The observations of the numerous 
doctors arc the best basis for a resolution of the relationship between 
this claimant's accident.and his problems. 

The claimant attempted to exclude from consideration a 1962 injury for 
which he eventually obtained an award of 65 9.; of the maximum allowable for 
unscheduled disability. TI1ere is little objective evidence of residual 
disability from either accident and whatever objective evidence there is is 
more indicative of the 1962 accident, the claim for which also followed 
a tortious course before being resolved. 

TI1e majority of the Doard do not subscribe to the proposition that 
an issue should be decided upon sheer.numerical count of witnesses. They do 
conclude from reading the reports subscribed by Dr. Serbu, Dr. Post, Dr. Toon, 
Dr. Beals, Dr. Parvaresh, Dr. Campagna, Dr. Worthylake and the psychologist, 
Norman llickma.n, that this claimant's problems were neither caused nor 
materially affectec by the accident at issue. Those reports are replete 
with comments .such· as Dr. l'lorthylakc to whon the claimant admitted an effort 
"to just trying to pull your le.r,." The clai~ant portrays hinself as a 
person easy to get along with and contradicts the opinions of many doctors 
who came to a different conclusion. Whether the claimant has problems at-
tributable to the accident or whether the clainant is using the accident as 
an excuse for his behavior becor.ies the valid issue. The hindsight of Dr. 
Jens who entered the picture as the r.iatter approached litip.ation and her 
optimism as she undertook treatment undoubtedly swayed the llearing Officer. 
The Board is More impressed by the totality of the medical eviqence and con
cludes that the claimant has no residual compensable permanent disability 
attributable to this claim, that the claimant's con<liticn is medically 
stationary so far as conditions attrihutahle to this accident ar.e concerned 
and that further psychiatric ninistrations are not the responsibility of 
the State Accident Insurance Fund. 

The order of ~he Hearing Officer is set aside and the order of deter
mination herein is reinstated. The compensation pa'id pursuant to the order 
of the Hearing Officer is not repayable pursuant to ORS .656.313. 

/s/ M. Keith Wilson 
/s/ George A. Hoore 
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The hearing was held in July of 1970. One of the difficulties in assessing
the issue on review in February of 1971 is the lack of any record with respect
to the interval of over seven months. The extent of subsequent treatment
pursuant to the Hearing Officer order is thus an unknown factor at this
point.

The Board is not unanimous in its conclusions with respect to this
claimant.

The majority have arrived at a conclusion at odds with that of the
Hearing Officer. The majority notes that Dr. Jens is quite positive con
cerning a causal relationship between the accident and a purported need
for psychiatric counselling. The majority also notes that Dr. Jens
reported a rather dramatic turn for the better after initiating her
psychiatric ministrations.

The ramifications of a case such as this should not turn on a layman's
observation of the claimant as a witness. The observations of the numerous
doctors are the best basis for a resolution of the relationship between
this claimant's accident and his problems.

The claimant attempted to exclude from consideration a 1962 injury for
which he eventually obtained an award of 65?« of the maximum allowable for
unscheduled disability. There is little objective evidence of residual
disability from either accident and whatever objective evidence there is is
more indicative of the 1962 accident, the claim for which also followed
a tortious course before being resolved.

The majority of the Board do not subscribe to the proposition that
an issue should be decided upon sheer numerical count of witnesses. They do
conclude from reading the reports subscribed by Dr. Serbu, Dr. Post, Dr. Toon,
Dr. Beals, Dr. Parvaresh, Dr. Campagna, Dr. Worthylake and the psychologist,
Norman Hickman, that this claimant's problems were neither caused nor
materially affected by the accident at issue. Those reports are replete
with comments such as Dr. Worthylake to whom the claimant admitted an effort
"to just trying to pull your leg." The claimant portrays himself as a
person easy to get along with and contradicts the opinions of many doctors
who came to a different conclusion. Whether the claimant has problems at
tributable to the accident or whether the claimant is using the accident as
an excuse for his behavior becomes the valid issue. The hindsight of Dr.
Jens who entered the picture as the matter approached litigation and her
optimism as she undertook treatment undoubtedly swayed the Hearing Officer.
The Board is more impressed by the totality of the medical evidence and con
cludes that the claimant has no residual compensable permanent disability
attributable to this claim, that the claimant's condition is medically
stationary so far as conditions attributable to this accident are concerned
and that further psychiatric ministrations are not the responsibility of
the State  ccident Insurance Fund.

The order of the Hearing Officer is set aside and the order of deter
mination herein is reinstated. The compensation paid pursuant to the order
of the Hearing Officer is not repayable pursuant to ORS 656.313.

/s/ M. Keith Wilson
/s/ George  . Moore
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Callahan dissents as follows: 

This matter, before the Board on review, concerns a claimant having a 
personality disturbance. The question to he answered is: Should psychi
atric treatment be paid for as a claim cost? 

There is medical evidence that the occupational injury set off the 
psychiatric problem. There is other medical evidence that the injury prob
ably contributed. Dr. Guy A. Parvaresh who examined claimant at the request 
of the insurance carrier expressed his opinion that there was no relation
ship between the injury and the psychiatric disturbance. If this be so, 
how does one explain the unrefuted evider.ce thct the clainant worked with 
no app~rent problems for 3 1/2 years for his last employer and that this 
was after recovering from a previous injury for which a back surgery had 
been pP-rformecl •. 

Prior to the last accident the claimant may not have been the most 
_stable person one could find, but if there was an element of instability, 
it did not prevent claimant from working. The woTst that could be said 
in this regP.rd would be that it was a pre-existing condition that was not 
disaJ>ling. It is firmly established in workr1en' s compensation law that an 
injury superimposed upon a pre-existing condition, causinr, the pre-existing 
condition to require nedical treatment, makes that treatment compensable. 

There is sone doubt expressed that treatment of the psychiatric con
dition in this claimant will be successful. TI1e limited treatment of Dr. 
Jens has achieved some results. No one can foretell how effective treat
ment will be. We are dealing with a human heing whose well-being cannot be 
measured in monetary terms. Every effort should be r.iade to restore a 
claimant to pre-injury condition. Dr. Jens should he allowed to treat this 
claimant as R part of the restoration process necessitated by the 
compensable injury. 

Persons in need of psychiatric treatment seldom seek such treatment by 
ther.iselves. TI1e claimant's attorney can be of r,reat help in encouraging 
the claimant to perservere in takinr. treatment 0f this nature. This service 
will not be reflected in tlrn fee for legal services. Remuneration for 
such service must cone from that inward feelinr, of having helped a fellow 
man. 

TI1e Ilearing Officer should he affirned. 

/s/ Wm. A. Callahan 

wen 1169-2228 

IIOLLY RAY BROWN, Claimant. 
Charles R. Cater, Claimant's Atty. 

February 11, 1971 

TI1e above entitled matter involves the issHe of whether the 17 year 
old claimant's accidental injury from an automohilA accident while operating 
a r.iotor vehicle arose out of and in the course of employr,ent for a used 
car agency whose car was beinr, driven at the time on July 10, 1969. The 
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Mr. Callahan dissents as follows:

This matter, before the Board on review, concerns a claimant having a
personality disturbance. The question to be answered is: Should psychi
atric treatment be paid for as a claim cost?

There is medical evidence that the occupational injury set off the
psychiatric problem. There is other medical evidence that the injury prob
ably contributed. Dr. Guy  . Parvaresh who examined claimant at the request
of the insurance carrier expressed his opinion that there was no relation
ship between the injury and the psychiatric disturbance. If this be so,
how does one explain the unrefuted evidence that the claimant worked with
no apparent problems for 31/2 years for his last employer and that this
was after recovering from a previous injury for which a back surgery had
been performed.

Prior to the last accident the claimant may not have been the most
stable person one could find, but if there was an element of instability,
it did not prevent claimant from working. The worst that could be said
in this regard would be that it was a pre-existing condition that was not
disabling. It is firmly established in workmen's compensation law that an
injury superimposed upon a pre-existing condition, causing the pre-existing
condition to require medical treatment, makes that treatment compensable.

There is some doubt expressed that treatment of the psychiatric con
dition in this claimant will be successful. The limited treatment of Dr.
Jens has achieved some results. No one can foretell how effective treat
ment will be. We are dealing with a human being whose well-being cannot be
measured in monetary terms. F.very effort should be made to restore a
claimant to pre-injury condition. Dr. Jens should be allowed to treat this
claimant as a part of the restoration process necessitated by the
compensable injury.

Persons in need of psychiatric treatment seldom seek such treatment by
themselves. The claimant's attorney can be of great help in encouraging
the claimant to perservere in taking treatment of this nature. This service
will not be reflected in the fee for legal services. Remuneration for
such service must cone from that inward feeling of having helped a fellow
man.

The Hearing Officer should be affirmed,

/s/ Wm.  . Callahan

WCB #69-2228 February 11, 1971

HOLLY R Y BROWN, Claimant.
Charles R. Cater, Claimant's  tty.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 17 year
old claimant's accidental injury from an automobile accident while operating
a motor vehicle arose out of and in the course of employment for a used
car agency whose car was being driven at the time on July 10, 1969. The
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was partly framed on whether there was any remuneration agreed upon 
or anticipated with reference to the oparation of the car. 

The claim was denied, but upon hearing the claim was ordered allowed. 
The employer sought Board review of the Hearing Officer order. 

A stipulation of proposed cor.ipromise pursuant to ORS 656.289(4) has 
been submitted by the parties to the Board for approval. The proposed 
settlement is attached and by ~eference made a part hereof. 

The Workmen•~ Compensation Board, after due consideration, 'finds no 
objection to th~ proposed settlement and the proposed compromise settlement 
is herewith approved. 

The matter on review having been resolved by the compromise settlement 
as herewith approved, the matter is accordingly dismissed. 

STIPULATION OF COMPROMISE: 

WHEREAS, the claimant Holly Ray Drown contends that he received 
a compensible (sic) injury on·or about July 10, 1969 while making 
delivery of a used car for William!l and Johannesen the claimed employer, 
and as a result thereof incurred certain medical expenses and loss of 
wages, and 

WHEREAS, the claimed employer Williams and Johannesen, through its 
compensation carrier, United States Fidelity & Guaranty Company, r~jected 
said claim on the ground that it did not arise out of an in the course of 
claimant's employment, and 

l~IF.REAS, the parties through their counsel, Charles Cater representing 
the claimant, and Daryl! E. Klein representing the employer and compensation 
carrier, have agreed that there is a serious question of whether or not 
the injuries claimed by the claimant did, in fact, arise out of and in 
the course of his employment and, therefore, have agreed and stipulated 
to resolve their differences by compromise subject to the approval of 
the Workmen's Compensation Board. The parties have agreed that in con
sideration of the payment of all medical expenses incurred to date which 
is a sum of approximately $6,500; to pay the time loss from the date of 
the injury at the regular compens~tion rate of $13.50 per week until this 
claim is approved by the Workmen's Compensation Board; the attorneys fee 
in the amount of $1500; to make a lump sum payment to the claimant in the 
amount of $15,000; and to pay all additional medical expenses incurred as 
a result of this accident for the next five years from the dnte of the 
approval of this agreement, the claimant ar.rees to discharp,e and forever 
release Williams and Johannesen and United States Fidelity & Guaranty 
Company from any and.all claims under the Workmen's Compensation Act in
cluding time loss, nedical and disability by reason of the injuries 
claimed received on or about July 10, 1969. 

TIIEREFORE, all parties to this disputed issue request the Workmen's 
Compensation Board to approve this compromise and to dismiss the employer's 
Request for Review of this case before the Workmen's Compensation Board. 
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issue was partly framed on whether there was any remuneration agreed upon
or anticipated with reference to the operation of the car.

The claim was denied, but upon hearing the claim was ordered allowed.
The employer sought Board reviev? of the Hearing Officer order.

 stipulation of proposed compromise pursuant to ORS 656.289(4) has
been submitted by the parties to the Board for approval. The proposed
settlement is attached and by reference made a part hereof.

The Workmen's Compensation Board, after due consideration, finds no
objection to the proposed settlement and the proposed compromise settlement
is herewith approved.

The matter on review having been resolved by the compromise settlement
as herewith approved, the matter is accordingly dismissed.

STIPUL TION OF COMPROMISE:

WHERE S, the claimant Holly Ray Brown contends that he received
a compensible (sic) injury on or about July 10, 1969 while making
delivery of a used car for Williams and Johannesen the claimed employer,
and as a result thereof incurred certain medical expenses and loss of
wages, and

WHERE S, the claimed employer Williams and Johannesen, through its
compensation carrier, United States Fidelity 5 Guaranty Company, rejected
said claim on the ground that it did not arise out of an in the course of
claimant's employment, and

WHERE S, the parties through their counsel, Charles Cater representing
the claimant, and Daryll E. Klein representing the employer and compensation
carrier, have agreed that there is a serious question of whether or not
the injuries claimed by the claimant did, in fact, arise out of and in
the course of his employment and, therefore, have agreed and stipulated
to resolve their differences by compromise subject to the approval of
the Workmen's Compensation Board. The parties have agreed that in con
sideration of the payment of all medical expenses incurred to date which
is a sum of approximately $6,500; to pay the time loss from the date of
the injury at the regular compensation rate of $13.50 per week until this
claim is approved by the Workmen's Compensation Board; the attorneys fee
in the amount of $1500; to make a lump sum payment to the claimant in the
amount of $15,000; and to pay all additional medical expenses incurred as
a result of this accident for the next five years from the date of the
approval of this agreement, the claimant agrees to discharge and forever
release Williams and Johannesen and United States Fidelity 8 Guaranty
Company from any and all claims under the Workmen's Compensation  ct in
cluding time loss, medical and disability by reason of the injuries
claimed received on or about July 10, 1969.

THEREFORE, all parties to this disputed issue request the Workmen's
Compensation Board to approve this compromise and to dismiss the employer's
Request for Review of this case before the Workmen's Compensation Board.
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#169-2115 February 11, 1971 

EDDIE L. KILGORE, ·claimant. 
Green, Richardson, Griswold & Murphy, Cldmant's Attys. 
RAquest for Review by Employer. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Hoore. 

The above entitled matter basically involves the-issue of which 
employer or insurer is responsible for low back surgery and associated 
compensation in connection with a hospitalization of the now 42 year old 
claimant in November of 1969. 

The claims record reflects the'following claims of low back injuries 
to the same area of the back: 

January 11, 1967 

Septembers, 1967 

October 31, 1968 

- Employer, Pein Box and LuJ:tber; 
Insurer, Employers Mutual of Wausau; 
Time loss allowed to Septembers, 1967, 

less time worked; 
Award of permanent ·partial disability 

unscheduled disability equal to 25% of 
an ·arm by separation 

- Employer, Barker Manufacturing; 
Insurer, Employers Hutual of Wausau; 
No permanent partial disability 

- Emr,loyer, Barker Hanufacturinp,; 
Insurer, Firemans Fund; 
No r,ermarient partial disability 

PoHowing the ahcNe series of claims there is an incident of record in 
the evidence of an exacerhation at home in Febru:i.ry of 1969. The claim:i.nt' s 
testimony on hearing also rP.flects another incident at work for Barker 
Manufacturing in November of 1969 for which no claim appears to have been 
filed. 

Upon hearing, the er.tployer Pein Box and LuMber, was dismissed from the 
proceedings as a party along with its insurer, Employers Hutual of Wausau. 
The Hearing Officer followed what he termed the "last injurious exposure" 
rule. There is legal authority for assessinp, continuing costs against the 
last injurious exposure, particularly if that exposure c0ntributes materially 
to the new period of disability anJ the associated medical care. The 
responsibility foT a given back problem may transcend intervening accidents 
including a fall down some stairs as in the case of Lemons v. sen, 90 Or 
Adv 779, Or App. 

The Board concludes that the eviden('.e in this case is insufficient to 
deter111inc the responsibility of the various employers rmd insurers with 
respect to the exacerbation in November of l!lM. The Board notes that there 
are numerous reports from a nr. t.. R. Langston who examined and treated the 
claimant over a period extendinp, at least from November 3, 1967 through 
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WCB #69-2115 February 11, 1971

EDDIE L. KILGORE, Claimant.
Green, Richardson, Griswold 5 Murphy, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Employer.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter basically involves the issue of which
employer or insurer is responsible for low back surgery and associated
compensation in connection with a hospitalization of the now 42 year old
claimant in November of 1969.

The claims record reflects the following claims of low back injuries
to the same area of the back:

January 11, 1967

September 5, 1967

October 31, 1968

Employer, Pein Box and Lumber;
Insurer, Employers Mutual of Wausau;
Time loss allowed to September 5, 1967,

less time worked;
 ward of permanent partial disability

unscheduled disability equal to 25% of
an arm by separation

Employer, Barker Manufacturing;
Insurer, Employers Mutual of Wausau;
No permanent partial disability

Employer, Barker Manufacturing;
Insurer, Firemans Fund;
No permanent partial disability

Following the above series of claims there is an incident of record in
the evidence of an exacerbation at home in February of 1969. The claimant's
testimony on hearing also reflects another incident at work for Barker
Manufacturing in November of 1969 for which no claim appears to have been
filed.

Upon hearing, the employer Pein Box and Lumber, was dismissed from the
proceedings as a party along with its insurer, Employers Mutual of Wausau.
The Hearing Officer followed what he termed the "last injurious exposure"
rule. There is legal authority for assessing continuing costs against the
last injurious exposure, particularly if that exposure contributes materially
to the new period of disability and the associated medical care. The
responsibility for a given back problem may transcend intervening accidents
including a fall down some stairs as in the case of Lemons v. SCD, 90 Or
 dv 779, Or  pp.

The Board concludes that the evidence in this case is insufficient to
determine the responsibility of the various employers and insurers with
respect to the exacerbation in November of 1969. The Board notes that there
are numerous reports from a Dr. L. R. Langston who examined and treated the
claimant over a period extending at least from November 3, 1967 through
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of 1968. Dr. Langston was never .asked to express an op1n1on on the 
causal relation of the various episodes to the exacerbation of November, 1969. 
Dr. Langston certainly has the best first hand knowledge of the claimant's 
problems and his opinion on whether the October, 1968 or January, 1967, or 
some other episode is the logical cause of the November, 1969 flare-up 
should be Qbtained even if in itself that opinion might not be determinative 
of the issue. 

Though Pein Box and Lumber and its insurer was excused by the Hearing 
Officer, they should be rejoined for further proceedings. The January, 1967 
accident was the only episode which has been the basis of an award of perma
nent partial disability and the record is replAte with reference to a 
partially ununited fusion resulting from that accident. 

The Board in referring to further testimony from Dr. Langston does not 
thereby mean to limit further evidence to testimony from Dr. Langston. 

For the reasons stated, the matter is remanded as incompletely heard 
for further hearing consistent with this order and for such other and 
further order as the Hearing Officer may make upon further hearing, including 
directions to another employer or another insurer to assume responsibility 
and, if proper, to obtain reimbursement from the employer and insurer first 
held to be liable. 

As an interim non-final order on the merits, no notice of appeal is 
appended. 

WCB 1#70-640 February 11, 1971 

MELVIN S. NORDAHL, Claimant. 
Bick, Honte, Joseph & McCool, Clail'!lant's Attys. 
Request for Review by SAIF. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 39 year 
old dump tender sustained-a compensable injury in an alleged fall from a 
caterpillar tractor on or about January 23, 1969. The claimant was a dump 
tender for Lane County. lie had been expressly directed to not operate the 
tractor. 

Some oral communication concerning the incident was had within a few 
days thereafter. No written notice as contemplated by ORS 656.265 was 
given the employer until December of 1969. The delay in giving the notice 
required by law does not bar the claiM if' the employer is not prejudiced by 
the delay and the burden of showing such prejudice is upon the employer 
(the State Accident Insurance Fund in this case). There are obvious conflicts 
in the claimant's testimony. The Hearing Officer excuses these conflicts 
on the passage of time which seems somewhat at odds with the conclusion 
that the delay was not prejudicial. 

Be that as it may, the Board is faced on review with a claim which is 
compensable if the clainant's testimony is credible and the medical evi<lence 
based on the claimant's testimony relates the injury to the incident. 
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November of 1968. Dr. Langston was never asked to express an opinion on the
causal relation of the various episodes to the exacerbation of November, 1969.
Dr. Langston certainly has the best first hand knowledge of the claimant's
problems and his opinion on whether the October, 1968 or January, 1967, or
some other episode is the logical cause of the November, 1969 flare-up
should be obtained even if in itself that opinion might not be determinative
of the issue.

Though Pein Box and Lumber and its insurer was excused by the Hearing
Officer, they should be rejoined for further proceedings. The January, 1967
accident was the only episode which has been the basis of an award of perma
nent partial disability and the record is replete with reference to a
partially ununited fusion resulting from that accident.

The Board in referring to further testimony from Dr. Langston does not
thereby mean to limit further evidence to testimony from Dr. Langston.

For the reasons stated, the matter is remanded as incompletely heard
for further hearing consistent with this order and for such other and
further order as the Hearing Officer may make upon further hearing, including
directions to another employer or another insurer to assume responsibility
and, if proper, to obtain reimbursement from the employer and insurer first
held to be liable.

 s an interim non-final order on the merits, no notice of appeal is
appended.

WCB #70-640 February 11, 1971

MELVIN S. NORD HL, Claimant.
Bick, Monte, Joseph 5 McCool, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by S IF.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 39 year
old dump tender sustained-a compensable injury in an alleged fall from a
caterpillar tractor on or about January 23, 1969. The claimant was a dump
tender for Lane County. He had been expressly directed to not operate the
tractor.

Some oral communication concerning the incident was had within a few
days thereafter. No written notice as contemplated by ORS 656.265 was
given the employer until December of 1969. The delay in giving the notice
required by law does not bar the claim if the employer is not prejudiced by
the delay and the burden of showing such prejudice is upon the employer
(the State  ccident Insurance Fund in this case). There are obvious conflicts
in the claimant's testimony. The Hearing Officer excuses these conflicts
on the passage of time which seems somewhat at odds with the conclusion
that the delay was not prejudicial.

Be that as it may, the Board is faced on review with a claim which is
compensable if the claimant's testimony is credible and the medical evidence
based on the claimant's testimony relates the injury to the incident.
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Hearing Officer, with the benefit of an observation of the claimant, 
concluded that the claimant incurred the injun' as alleged. If the Board 
had observed the witness, its conclusion may well have differed under the 
obvious·discrepancies reflected by the record. 

The Board, without the benefit of the such observation and g1v1ng weight 
to the conclusions of the Hearing Officer, concurs with the Hearing Officer 
and concludes and finds that the claimant sustained a compensable accidental 
injury as alleged. 

The order of the llearinr. Orficer is affirmed. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.382 and 656.386, counsel for claimant is allowed the 
further fee of $250 payable by the State Accident Insurance Fund for services 
rendP.red in connection with this review. 

WCB 1169-1095 

MARY K. STOUT, Claimant. 
Emmons, Kyle & Kropp, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

February 16, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callr.han and Hoore. 

The above entitled matter involves issues of the extent of residual 
permanent disability sustained by an 18 year old woman as the -result of an 
auto accident on August 1, 1967, whP-n the car she was driving collided with 
another car. She incµrred assorted contusions and lacerations, a fractured 
right ankle, and concussion and a low back injury. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued findinr, the claimant to 
have residual disability of the right leg evaluated at 15 der,rees and un
scheduled disability of 32 degrees. Upon hearing, the award for unscheduled 
disability was increased to 100 degrees. 

The only objective evidence of disability confirns sor.te low back resi
duals. The claimant's complaints, however, cover a wide spectrum. There 
are factors in the claimant's case which have nothing to ,fo with the accident 
at issue. She has migraine headaclies but she had thos':} prior to the accident. 
She is overweight and this condition has existed most of her life. The 
evidence is cle?ar that the claimant's condition would greatly improve with 
a weight loss. How can permanent disability be assessed to an accident if 
the disability is contingent upon lowering caloric intake? Disability due. 
to excess weight is permanent only if the claimant chooses to retain her 
excess weight. There are certain onlip;ations i!'1J10Sed upon the injured work
man to minimize disability which apply to the facts of this case. 

The Board also notes that there is no riedical evidence to support a con
clusion of residual disability in t_he leg clue to any rnJury to the leg. 
There is some indication of nol"linal residuals in the leg which are probably 
associated witl1 the injury to the unscheduled area. As the Board interprets 
recent Court of Appeals decisions, any award under these circumstances 
should be determined with reference to unscheduled awards. 
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The Board, without the benefit of the such observation and giving weight
to the conclusions of the Hearing Officer, concurs with the Hearing Officer
and concludes and finds that the claimant sustained a compensable accidental
injury as alleged.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

Pursuant to ORS 656.382 and 656.386, counsel for claimant is allowed the
further fee of $250 payable by the State  ccident Insurance Fund for services
rendered in connection with this review.

The Hearing Officer, with the benefit of an observation of the claimant,
concluded that the claimant incurred the injury as alleged. If the Board
had observed the witness, its conclusion may well have differed under the
obvious discrepancies reflected by the record.

WCB #69-1095 February 16, 1971

M RY K. STOUT, Claimant.
Emmons, Kyle 5 Kropp, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Employer.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves issues of the extent of residual
permanent disability sustained by an 18 year old woman as the result of an
auto accident on  ugust 1, 1967, when the car she was driving collided with
another car. She incurred assorted contusions and lacerations, a fractured
right ankle, and concussion and a low back injury.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant to
have residual disability of the right leg evaluated at 15 degrees and un
scheduled disability of 32 degrees. Upon hearing, the award for unscheduled
disability was increased to 100 degrees.

The only objective evidence of disability confirms some low back resi
duals. The claimant's complaints, however, cover a wide spectrum. There
are factors in the claimant's case which have nothing to do with the accident
at issue. She has migraine headaches but she had those prior to the accident.
She is overweight and this condition has existed most of her life. The
evidence is clear that the claimant's condition would greatly improve with
a weight loss. How can permanent disability be assessed to an accident if
the disability is contingent upon lowering caloric intake? Disability due
to excess weight is permanent only if the claimant chooses to retain her
excess weight. There are certain obligations imposed upon the injured work
man to minimize disability which apply to the facts of this case.

The Board also notes that there is no medical evidence to support a con
clusion of residual disability in the leg due to any injury to the leg.
There is some indication of nominal residuals in the leg which are probably
associated with the injury to the unscheduled area.  s the Board interprets
recent Court of  ppeals decisions, any award under these circumstances
should be determined with reference to unscheduled awards.
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was a diagnosis of a ruptured intervertebral disc at one time 
but this does not appear in tho more recent medical reports. The condition 
would appear to be a strain superimposed upon preexistinp, degenerative 
changes with little narrowing' of the 5th lur.1bar disc. 

Whether the Hearing Officer made allowance for a cosmetic injury which 
may be subjected to surgery is not clear. !f further treatment of scarring 
beco~es a matter recommended by the docto~s: the care t11ereof would ~ppear 
to be a responsibtlity of the e~ployer. So'e states make special provision 
for disability aw~rds for cosmetic injuriesi The Oregon law makes no such 
provision and the Hearing Officer referenc:e '. to such cosmetic "disahili ty" 
is . too h_ir,hly confectural and speculative tc form the basis for any awa_rd. 

With these various factors in mind, the Board concludes that the 
evidence does not justify a separate award for the leg and that the Hearinr, 
Officer included factors which are·not attributable to the accident,· which 
are not permanent in nature and which do not Mt1~titute/ compensable dis
ability. 

I 

The Board do~s ar.ree that the initial fNards totalling 47 degrees were 
not adequate. The Board concludes and findf that the permanent disabilities 
att-ributable to the accident represent about· 25% Clf the 1 workman or 80 
degrees . out of the applicable maximum_ of· 32~. degrees_. l 

The order of ;the Hearinr, Officer is mo?ified by sef tinr, aside the 
award for the leg ~nd by evaluating the dis bilities at 80 degrees. I 

' 11 I 11 ' l 
r Counsel for cllair.1ant is au 1horized to ·Ollect a futther fee froTTl the 

claitnant not to. e~~eed $125 for fservices on review in a?dition to the! 25~5 
fee payable from the increase ii compensati n. from 47 t? 80 degrees •. 

WCB #69-2341 

CHARLES H. ROEDER, Claimant. 
John M. Ross, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

February 16, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan an<l' Hoore. 

The above entitled matter involves the claim· of a 33 year old mainten
ance man who injured his. low back on Harch s, 1969, when he slipped and fell 
while working on a roof. The fall was confined to the roof and the initial 
complaints :i.nd symptoms were confined to the low back with radiation into 
the left leg. 

I 

Pursuant to ORS 656,263, a determination issued findinr, the clai~ant to 
have nc residual disability attributable to th.e accident. At this point the 
claiman~ had been e>:a.mined or treated by Doctors Campnr,na, Luce, Hulll, Hald, 

_ Matthew1;, Post, in addition to radiological experts and .a clinical ps¥cholo-
. gist. The record at this point clel'lrly supports n conclusion that the claim-
ant had no physiological basis for his continuing complaints. \ 

I 

·upon hearing, the claimant produced a Dr. Mcilvttinri, chiropracto~, who 
examined the claimant on June 23, 1970; for the purpose cf being a witness 

I 
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There was a diagnosis of a ruptured intervertebral disc at one time
but this does not appear in the more recent medical reports. The condition
would appear to be a strain superimposed upon preexisting degenerative
changes with little narrowing'of the 5th lumbar disc.

Whether the Hearing Officer made allowance for a cosmetic injury which
may be subjected to surgery is not clear. If further treatment of scarring
becomes a matter recommended by the doctors, the care thereof would appear
to be a responsibility of the employer. Some states make special provision
for disability awards for cosmetic injuries! The Oregon law makes no such
provision and the Hearing Officer reference to such cosmetic "disability”
is too highly conjectural and speculative tc form the basis for any award.

With these various factors in mind, the Board concludes that the
evidence does not justify a separate award for the leg and that the Hearing
Officer included factors which are not attributable to the accident, which
are not permanent in nature and which do not constitute! compensable dis
ability.

The Board does agree that the initial awards totalling 47 degrees were
not adequate. The Board concludes and find^ that the permanent disabilities
attributable to the accident represent about 25% of the workman or 80
degrees out of the applicable maximum of 320 degrees, j

The order of ithe Hearing Officer is modified by setting aside the
award for the leg (and by evaluating the disabilities at 80 degrees. (

Counsel for claimant is authorized to ollect a further fee from theclaimant not to exjlceed $125 for ’services on Ireview in addition to the’ 25%
fee payable from t(he increase ir compensation from 47 to 80 degrees.

WCB #69-2341 February 16, 1971

CH RLES M. ROEDER, Claimant,
John M. Ross, Claimant’s  tty.
Request for Review by Employer.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and' Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the claim' of a 33 year old mainten
ance man who injured his low back on March 5, 1969, when he slipped and fell
while working on a roof. The fall was confined to the roof and the initial
complaints and symptoms were confined to the low back with radiation into
the left leg.

Pursuant to ORS 656.263, a determination issued finding the claimant to
have no residual disability attributable to the accident.  t this point the
claimant had been examined or treated by Doctors Campagna, Luce, Hulll, Hald,
Matthews, Post, in addition to radiological experts and,a clinical psycholo
gist. The record at this point clearly supports a conclusion that the claim
ant had no physiological basis for his continuing complaints. !

Upon hearing, the claimant produced a Dr. Mcllvaine, chiropractor, who
examined the claimant on June 23, 1970^ for the purpose of being a witness
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the hearing. Dr. Mcilvaine, D. c., testified that his chief complaints 
were in the cervical spine area and he diagnosed a slight cervical strain. 
He confimed the findings of the fully licensed doctors that there .was no 
physiological injury to the body structure other than a soft tissue 1nJury. 
He disagreed with the basic conclusions of the rather eminent array of 
medical specialists. 

It is difficult for the Bos.rd on review 1:o accept~ as the Hearing Offi
cer did, the recommendations of Dr. ~tcilvaine, D.C. According to Dr. 
Mell vaine, the claimant's chief complaints 15 months after the accident were 
in the cervical area. One can $earch all of the various medical reports 
meticulously for the many months following the accident with out finding 
reference to cervical complaints. There is no explanation of how a possible 
mild soft tissue injury to the cervical area would or could first manifest 
its elf many nonths later as -the basis of "chj ef conplaints" and be related 
to the trauma. Dr. Mcilvaine's discussion of the case is largely limited to 
the low back despite his admission that chief complaints did not em2.nate 
from that area. 

TI1e claimant does have some anatomical problems related to inju:r-ies 
dating back at least to 1958 when he fractured a leg. !le also has some 
congenital low back developments. I~ is also responsible for imposing a 
weight of over 240 pounds upon the structural defects imposed by nature 
and other accidents. If he needs a heel lift, for instance, it is not a 
need produced by the accident at issue. 

Under the circunstances, the claim is not one in which the observation 
of the Hearing Officer plays any substantial part in evaluating the dis
ability. The succession of doctors· who exanined this worknan reflect an 
earnest effort to find so;ne objective basis for relatin.r: the changeable 
succession of symptoms to the accident at issue. · 

TI1e l3oar<l places greater weight upon the conclusions of the other 
doctors whose reports are of record and finds it impossible to accept the 
conclusion of Dr. llcilvaine, who examined for the sole purpose of testifying, 
that the present chief complaints could be causally related to a mild 
strain ,,hich cause<l no symptoms :for many interveni.ni months. 

The l3oard concludes the claimant's condition comperisa.b:!.y related to the 
accident at issue became medically stationary December 1, 1969, without 
residual disability. 

0 

The order of the Ilearing Officer is reversecL 

Pursuant to ORS 651i.313 none of the compensation pa.id pursuant to the 
Hearing Officer order is repayable. 

Counsel for claimant may collect a fee from. the claimant of not to 
exceed $125 for servi~es on review. 
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at the hearing. Dr. Mcllvaine, D. C., testified that his chief complaints
were in the cervical spine area and he diagnosed a slight cervical strain.
He confirmed the findings of the fully licensed doctors that there was no
physiological injury to the body structure other than a soft tissue injury.
He disagreed with the basic conclusions of the rather eminent array of
medical specialists.

It is difficult for the Board on review to accept, as the Hearing Offi
cer did, the recommendations of Dr. Mcllvaine, D.C.  ccording to Dr.
Mcllvaine, the claimant's chief complaints 15 months after the accident were
in the cervical area. One can search all of the various medical reports
meticulously for the many months following the accident without finding
reference to cervical complaints. There is no explanation of how a possible-
mild soft tissue injury to the cervical area would or could first manifest
itself many months later as the basis of "chief complaints" and be related
to the trauma. Dr. Mcllvaine's discussion of the case is largely limited to
the low back despite his admission that chief complaints did not emanate
from that area.

The claimant does have some anatomical problems related to injuries
dating back at least to 1958 when he fractured a leg. He also has some
congenital low back developments. He is also responsible for imposing a
weight of over 240 pounds upon the structural defects imposed by nature
and other accidents. If he needs a heel lift, for instance, it is not a
need produced by the accident at issue.

Under the circumstances, the claim is not one in which the. observation
of the Hearing Officer plays any substantial part in evaluating the dis
ability. The succession of doctors- who examined this workman reflect an
earnest effort to find some objective basis for relating the changeable
succession of symptoms to the accident at issue.

The Board places greater weight upon the conclusions of the other
doctors whose reports are of record and finds it impossible to accept the
conclusion of Dr. Mcllvaine, who examined for the sole purpose of testifying,
that the present chief complaints could be causally related to a mild
strain which caused no symptoms for many intervening months.

The Board concludes the claimant's condition conpensably related to the
accident at issue became medically stationary December 1, 1969, without
residual disability.

The order of the Hearing Officer Is reversed.

Pursuant to ORS 656.313 none of the compensation paid pursuant to the
Hearing Officer order is repayable.

Counsel for claimant may collect a fee from the claimant of not to
exceed $125 for services on review.
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#70-1366 February 16, 1971 

MICHAEL RIECHIE, Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 

The above entitled matter iPvolves issues of the extent nf permanent 
disability sustained by a 28 year old surveyor as the result of an injury 
to the left knee incurred on April ll, 1968. Claimant's counsel also urge 
on review that the Board should have acceded to their request for assignment 
of the hearing to a different Hearing Officer. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued under the non-adversary 
initial determination process provided by law finding the claimant to have 
sustained a permanent disability of 23 degrees out of the allowable maximum 
of 150 degrees. Percentage wise this represents slightly in excess of 15%. 

The record reflects that the claimant has some swellin,r,, some pain in 
the leg and occasional instability. These problems are only nominally dis
abling and the claimant's earnings presently exceed those being earned at 

· the time of the accident. It is also significant that the claimant's dis
ability is not sufficiently serious to ~otivate the claimant toward f~llowing 
the doctor's recommendations of certain exercises calculated to reduce 
disability. 

The Board c011 curs with the lleaTing Officer and concludes and finds that 
the claimant has not lost in excess of 15%. o,f the use of the leg. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

Upon the matter of attempting to disqual.ify the Hearing Officer, the 
Board notes with regret that the attempted disqualification is apparently 
based upon "keeping book" on all of the Hearing Officers. How Many times 
has Hearing Officer "X" increased compensation as against Hearing Officer 
"Y"? How many times has Hearing Officer "Z" ruled for Attorney "A"? 
Counsel may abuse the entire process by pressures and harrassment under 
the guise of allezed prejudice. The course followed by claimant's counsel 
could lead to but one result. Any !!earing Officer satisfactory to counsel 
would be objecti0nable to opposing counsel. TI1e Board affirms its earlier 
refusal to assign another Hearing Officer to the hearing in this 0 case. 

WCB #70-1276 

MYRTLE R. DAVIS, Clail'lant. 
Coons & Malagon, Claimant's Attys. 
Re~uest for Review by Claimant. 

February 16, 1971 

Reviewed by Co&lJ!lissioners Wilson, Calln.han and Moore. 

The above entitle<l matter involves issues of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a then 39 year old hotel maid when she injured her 
back moving a roll-a-way bed on Septe~ber 15, 1966. 
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WCB #70-1366 February 16, 1971

MICH EL RIECHIE, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson §  tchison, Claimant’s  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves issues of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 28 year old surveyor as the result of an injury
to the left knee incurred on  pril 11, 1968. Claimant's counsel also urge
on review that the Board should have acceded to their request for assignment
of the hearing to a different Hearing Officer.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued under the non-adversary
initial determination process provided by law finding the claimant to have
sustained a permanent disability of 23 degrees out of the allowable maximum
of 150 degrees. Percentage wise this represents slightly in excess of 15%.

The record reflects that the claimant has some swelling, some pain in
the leg and occasional instability. These problems are only nominally dis
abling and the claimant's earnings presently exceed those being earned at
the time of the accident. It is also significant that the claimant's dis
ability is not sufficiently serious to motivate the claimant toward following
the doctor's recommendations of certain exercises calculated to reduce
disability.
t

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that
the claimant has not lost in excess of 15% of the use of the leg.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

Upon the matter of attempting to disqualify the Hearing Officer, the
Board notes with regret that the attempted disqualification is apparently
based upon "keeping book" on all of the Hearing Officers. How many times
has Hearing Officer "X" increased compensation as against Hearing Officer
"Y"? How many times has Hearing Officer "Z" ruled for  ttorney " "?
Counsel may abuse the entire process by pressures and harrassment under
the guise of alleged prejudice. The course followed by claimant's counsel
could lead to but one result.  ny Hearing Officer satisfactory to counsel
would be objectionable to opposing counsel. The Board affirms its earlier
refusal to assign another Hearing Officer to the hearing in this “case.

WCB #70-1276 February 16, 1971

MYRTLE R. D VIS, Claimant.
Coons 8 Malagon, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves issues of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a then 39 year old hotel maid when she injured her
back moving a roll-a-way bed on September 15, 1966.
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to ORS 656.268, three determinations issued on June 7, 1968, 
July 23, J.969 and June 2, 1970. Only the order of June 7, 1968 awarded any 
disability which determined the claimant to have a disability of 20% of 
the then maximtll!l applicable for unscheduled injuries- or 38.4 degrees. Upon 
hearing the award was increased to 75 degrees. 

The claimant on review urges that she is permanently and tctally disabled 
o~, in the alternative, that she should have awards for disability in the 
left leg, left arr.: as well as an increase in the unscheduled permanent partial 
disability. The seiregation of disability awards where the basic injury is 
in the unscheduled area has been the subject of several recent decisions 
by the Court of Appeals·. The noard interprets these decisions to require 
segregation with respect to accidental injuries prior to July I, 1967 if there 
is in fact a separable ratable disability. 

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer t!i.at the facts in this case 
do not warr:i.nt separate awards for the arm and leg and, in any event, the 
Board concludes that the award of 75 degrees adequately admeasures the 
residual disability attributable to the accidental injury at issue. 

The claiw.ant in this instance is contributing sor1e,vhat to her problel!ls 
by increasing an excessive weight. Some of her other problems are attri
butable to an anxiety tension state which was neither caused nor materi
ally affected by the accident at issue. The claimant has a rather limited 
work record and any discussion of the effect of the accident as to working 
may largely be academic if the claimant's motivation and choice of life 
style is not one of resort to work. She does appear to be precluded from 
heavier work and this is reflected by the a1-mr<l of app!'oximately 40% of the 
applicable maximum for unscheduled disabilities. 

The 13oard concurs with trie Hearing Officer findinr, that the initial 
determination was not adequate cind further concurs with the Ilearir.r, Officer 
finding that the award of 7S degrees ade~uately evaluates the permanent 
disability attributable to the accident. 

The order o:: the Hearing Officer is affirmed." 

\\TCI3 #70-1402 

JOA.l'-J A. STAUDENMAIER, Claimant. 
Ail and Luebke, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Enployer. 

February 17, 1971 

Reviewed by Con!nissioners Wilson, Callahan and l1oore. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 47 year 
old claimant sustained a compensable injury to the cervical area of her 
spine, allegedly incurred fron minor repetitive trauma in June and July of 
1969. Formal notice of claim was not made unttl about February of 1970. 
A claim denial was made in June. of 1970 and the request for hearing was 
filed .July 6, 1970. 

Upon hearing, the Ilearing Officer concluded that the claimant's problem 
originated from work, that the initial erroneous diagnosis of a bursitis 
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Pursuant to ORS 656.268, three determinations issued on June 7, 1968,
July 23, 1969 and June 2, 1970. Only the order of June 7, 1968 awarded any
disability which determined the claimant to have a disability of 20% of
the then maximum applicable for unscheduled injuries- or 38.4 degrees. Upon
hearing the award was increased to 75 degrees.

The claimant on review urges that she is permanently and totally disabled
or, in the alternative, that she should have awards for disability in the
left leg, left arm as well as an increase in the unscheduled permanent partial
disability. The segregation of disability awards where the basic injury is
in the unscheduled area has been the subject of several recent decisions
by the Court of  ppeals. The Board interprets these decisions to require
segregation with respect to accidental injuries prior to July 1, 1967 if there
is in fact a separable ratable disability.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer that the facts in this case
do not warrant separate awards for the arm and leg and, in any event, the
Board concludes that the award of 75 degrees adequately admeasures the
residual disability attributable to the accidental injury at issue.

The claimant in this instance is contributing somewhat to her problems
by increasing an excessive weight. Some of her other problems are attri
butable to an anxiety tension state which was neither caused nor materi
ally affected by the accident at issue. The claimant has a rather limited
work record and any discussion of the effect of the accident as to working
may largely be academic, if the claimant's motivation and choice of life
style is not one of resort to work. She does appear to be precluded from
heavier work and this is reflected by the award of approximately 40% of the
applicable maximum for unscheduled disabilities.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer finding that the initial
determination was not adequate and further concurs with the Hearing Officer
finding that the award of 75 degrees adequately evaluates the permanent
disability attributable to the accident.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-1402 February 17, 1971

JO N  . ST UDENM IER, Claimant.
 il and Luebke, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Employer.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore,

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 47 year
old claimant sustained a compensable injury to the cervical area of her
spine, allegedly incurred from minor repetitive trauma in June and July of
1969. Formal notice of claim was not made until about February of 1970.
 claim denial was made in June of 1970 and the request for hearing was
filed July 6, 1970.

Upon hearing, the Hearing Officer concluded that the claimants problem
originated from work, that the initial erroneous diagnosis of a bursitis
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justified delay in filing the claim and that the employer was not pre-
judibed by the delay in making the claim. The claim was ordered allowed by 
the Hearing Officer. 

The Board is not unanimous in its findings upon review. 
\ . 

The majority concur with the findings and conclusions of the Hearing 
Officer who had the benefit of an observation of the claimant as a witness. 
The findings and conclusions of the llearing Officet' set forth on pages two 
through four of the Hearing Officer order are adopted by the majQrity as 
the findings and conclusions of the Workmen's Compensation Board and by 
reference made a part hereof. · 

The Board accordingly affirms the order of the Hearing Officer and 
finds the claiman~s cervical condition to have been caused or materi~lly 
exacerbated by her work. 

·Pursuant to ORS 656.382 and 656.386, counsel for claimant is allowed 
the further fee of $250 paya.ble by the employer for services in connection 
with this review. 

/s/ M. Keith Wilson 
/s/ Wm. A. Callahan 

Commissioner Moore dissents as follows: 

Without recapping the progress of the hearing, below are the salient 
reasons for my reversal of the Ilearinr, Officer: 

1. Testimony of Hrs. Conners, clerk in agency representing 
employer's workmen's compensation carrier, that although 
she and the claimant worked at contiguous desks, the 
claimant never related her physical problem to an occu
pational cause. 

2. Employer was not notified of relationship of claimant's 
problems to an occupational ir,jury. until after her dismissal 
and beyond the time specified in the Workl'len' s Compensation . 
Law • 

. 3. Not one single treating docto~ ever attributed the physical 
problem to a work-related circurnstanr.e. 

4. Dr. Langston testified in Exhibit 14, " ••• however, this 
is of question whether such an activity can produce a 
ruptured disc ••• such an activity could aggravate one 
which is pre-existing." 

s. Claimant's testimony with respect to turning, reaching for, 
lifting and returning 10 to 15 lb. accordion files was re-
futed by he!' employer and Mrs. Conners. ' 

6. The claimant's testimony upon hearing definitely places the 
injury and inability to use the arm prior to July 4, 1969. 
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justified delay in filing the claim and that the employer was not pre
judiced by the delay in making the claim. The claim was ordered allowed by
the Hearing Officer.

The Board is not unanimous in its findings upon review.
The majority concur with the findings and conclusions of the Hearing

Officer who had the benefit of an observation of the claimant as a witness.
The findings and conclusions of the Hearing Officer set forth on pages two
through four of the Hearing Officer order are adopted by the majority as
the findings and conclusions of the Workmen's Compensation Board and by
reference made a part hereof.

The Board accordingly affirms the order of the Hearing Officer and
finds the claimant's cervical condition to have been caused or materially
exacerbated by her work.

Pursuant to 0R5 656.382 and 656.386, counsel for claimant is allowed
the further fee of $250 payable by the employer for services in connection
with this review.

/s/ M. Keith Wilson
/s/ Wm.  . Callahan

Commissioner Moore dissents as follows:

Without recapping the progress of the hearing, below are the salient
reasons for my reversal of the Hearing Officer:

1. Testimony of Mrs. Conners, clerk in agency representing
employer's workmen's compensation carrier, that although
she and the claimant worked at contiguous desks, the
claimant never related her physical problem to an occu
pational cause.

2. Employer was not notified of relationship of claimant's
problems to an occupational injury until after her dismissal
and beyond the time specified in the Workmen's Compensation
Law.

. 3. Not one single treating doctor ever attributed the physical
problem to a work-related circumstance.

4. Dr. Langston testified in Exhibit 14, "... however, this
is of question whether such an activity can produce a
ruptured disc . . . such an activity could aggravate one
which is pre-existing."

5. Claimant's testimony with respect to turning, reaching for,
lifting and returning 10 to 15 lb. accordion files was re
futed by her employer and Mrs. Conners.

6. The claimant's testimony upon hearing definitely places the
injury and inability to use the arm prior to July 4, 1969.
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request for hearing July 6, 1970 was untimely pursuant 
to ORS 656.319. The employer's denial for untimeliness 
would not extend the time beyond one year. 

In summation: Claimant failed to prove either medically or legally the 
occurrence of a compensable injury, therefore, I reverse the findings and 
decision of the Hearing Officer. 

/s/ George A. Moore. 

WCB #70-1005 February 17, 1971 

ELWOOD NELSON, Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 47 year 
old janitor claimant sustained a compensable injury on January 8, 1970. 
The claimant asserts that he bumped his left shin against a trash cart. 
He reported to the company nurse on January 21st. Upon admission to the 
hospital at that time the claimant had active infectious processes in both 
lower extremities. 

The claim was denied by the employer and this denial was upheld by 
the Hearing Officer. 

The left ankle was the site of a fracture of many years standing which 
had healed poorly. This in turn produced a callus which was removed in 1967. 
There had been recurrent bouts of infection since the removal of the callus. 
Various hospitalizations reflect diagnosis ran~ing from alcoholism and 
diabetes to Wernicke's syndrome and peripheral neuritis. 

It is the claimant's contention that he was admittedly susceptible to 
injury and that the alleged incident of bumping the shin precipitated the 
prohlern. 

The medical record reflect no reference to an infected sore on the left 
shin. The record does reflect an infected callus on the left foot and also 
a history from the claimant to a doctor that the problem originated by a nail 
in his shoe breaking the skin of the foot. Dr. Adams further discounted the 
possibility of any shin incident as the cause based upon the fact the _ 
claimant had a lymph infection. Such infections move upward which would 
place the origin of the infection in the foot rather than the shin. 

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer. The medical evidence 
strongly indicates that the claimant's infection started below the site of 
the alleged trauma to the shin and that there was no history of infection 
at the site of the alleged traum~. The claimant denies ever having told a 
doctor concerning a nail in his shoe. In weighing this conflict it is 
significant that only the claimant has an interest in denying the problem 
with the nail in the shoe. 
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The request for hearing July 6, 1970 was untimely pursuant
to ORS 656.319. The employer's denial for untimeliness
would not extend the time beyond one year.

In summation: Claimant failed to prove either medically or legally the
occurrence of a compensable injury, therefore, I reverse the findings and
decision of the Hearing Officer.

/s/ George  . Moore.

WCB #70-1005 February 17, 1971

ELWOOD NELSON, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson §  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 47 year
old janitor claimant sustained a compensable injury on January 8, 1970,
The claimant asserts that he bumped his left shin against a trash cart.
He reported to the company nurse on January 21st. Upon admission to the
hospital at that time the claimant had active infectious processes in both
lower extremities.

The claim was denied by the employer and this denial was upheld by
the Hearing Officer.

The left ankle was the site of a fracture of many years standing which
had healed poorly. This in turn produced a callus which was removed in 1967.
There had been recurrent bouts of infection since the removal of the callus.
Various hospitalizations reflect diagnosis ranging from alcoholism and
diabetes to Wernicke's syndrome and peripheral neuritis.

It is the claimant's contention that he was admittedly susceptible to
injury and that the alleged incident of bumping the shin precipitated the
problem.

The medical record reflect no reference to an infected sore on the left
shin. The record does reflect an infected callus on the left foot and also
a history from the claimant to a doctor that the problem originated by a nail
in his shoe breaking the skin of the foot. Dr.  dams further discounted the
possibility of any shin incident as the cause based upon the fact the
claimant had a lymph infection. Such infections move upward which would
place the origin of the infection in the foot rather than the shin.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer. The medical evidence
strongly indicates that the claimant's infection started below the site of
the alleged trauma to the shin and that there was no history of infection
at the site of the alleged trauma. The claimant denies ever having told a
doctor concerning a nail in his shoe. In weighing this conflict it is
significant that only the claimant has an interest in denying the problem
with the nail in the shoe.
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Board concludes that the claimant's problems with his feet 
and particularly with his left foot did not arise out of any incident 
of bumping his .shin. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

WCB #70-808 

JAMES r. WIRTJES, Claimant. 
Thomas W. Simmons, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

February 19, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of 
permanent disability sustained by a 40 year old diesel mechanic as the 
result of a low back injury incurred on February 16, 1967. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, the claimant was determined to have an 
unscheduled disability equal to 15% loss use of an arm. Upon hearing 
the determination was increased to 96 degrees or SO% loss use of an arm 
by separation. The employer on. review contends the award is excessive. 

The record reflects that the claimant underwent surgery known as a 
laminectomy at the L4-5 vertebral level. Though he recovered.with ap
parently minimal physical disability, he has been cautioned by doctors 
to avoid work involving heavy liftinr, which mir,ht exacerbate the condition. 

The claimant's experience enabled him to undertake driving a truck 
in which occupation he also operates other equipment such as a hyster. 
His present earnings exceed those he was earninr, at the time of injury. 

In evaluating the claim upon the applicable formula of comparing the 
injury to the loss of an arm, it is questionable whether the claimant 
could perform his present occupation with a disability of 50% of one arm. 

Taken in its entirety, however, the Board concludes that the award is 
liberal but the Board is not prepared to ind~pendently conclude that the 
finding of the Hearing Officer should be disturbed on review, 

The Board therefore concurs with the findings and conclusions of the 
Hearing Officer and the order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed, 

Pursuant to ORS 656,382, counsel for claimant is allowed the further 
fee of $250 payable by the employer for services rendered on review 
instituted by the employer. 
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JThe Board concludes that the claimant's problems with his feet
and particularly with his left foot did not arise out of any incident
of bumping his shin.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-808 February 19, 1971

J MES F. WIRTJES, Claimant.
Thomas W. Simmons, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Employer.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of
permanent disability sustained by a 40 year old diesel mechanic as the
result of a low back injury incurred on February 16, 1967.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, the claimant was determined to have an
unscheduled disability equal to 15% loss use of an arm. Upon hearing
the determination was increased to 96 degrees or 50% loss use of an arm
by separation. The employer on review contends the award is excessive.

The record reflects that the claimant underwent surgery known as a
laminectomy at the L4-5 vertebral level. Though he recovered with ap
parently minimal physical disability, he has been cautioned by doctors
to avoid work involving heavy lifting which might exacerbate the condition.

The claimant's experience enabled him to undertake driving a truck
in which occupation he also operates other equipment such as a hyster.
His present earnings exceed those he was earning at the time of injury.

In evaluating the claim upon the applicable formula of comparing the
injury to the loss of an arm, it is questionable whether the claimant
could perform his present occupation with a disability of 50% of one arm.

Taken in its entirety, however, the Board concludes that the award is
liberal but the Board is not prepared to independently conclude that the
finding of the Hearing Officer should be disturbed on review.

The Board therefore concurs with the findings and conclusions of the
Hearing Officer and the order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

Pursuant to ORS 656.382, counsel for claimant is allowed the further
fee of $250 payable by the employer for services rendered on review
instituted by the employer.
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#70-610 February 19 1 1971 

LLOYD C. BOYCE, JR., Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, ClPimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 20 year old rigger who incurred an electric shock 
on October 18, 1968, when caught in an arc between a crane and a nearby 
fence. There were minor burns on the back and left ear lobe which caused 
no problem. TI1e major burns were to the hands with two operations required 
for the burn to the right ring finger. There are several small scars on 
the fingers of the right hand and one on the outer edge of the left palm. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding there to be no 
residual disability. Upon hearing an award was made of 3 degrees for 
disability to the second tinger of the right hand together with S degrees 
for loss of opposition between that finger and the thumb. 

The thrust of the request for review is one seeking greater award of 
disability for the burns to the hand and also for psycholor,ical prohleris. 

The claimant has returned to his f'ormer work and apparently there is no 
discerr.able disability. The clairiant did experience a rather dramatic 
trauma. llis expectations of compensation appear to be closely related to 
the nature of the trauma rather than by the residual disabilities. It is 
difficult for the clnimant to understand why he should not be granted 
greater compensation for an incident which in his mind was "almost fatal." 

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer's findings and conclusions 
that the record does not warrant findinr, a perm:mently disabling psychic 
trauma. The situation is one which, to some extent, perpetuates itself jn 
the litigious process and is c~lculated to minimize itself upon the con
clusion of that process. TI1e Board concludes and finds that the claimant's 
only residual pennanent disability is to the fineer of the right hand and 
that the disability does not exo,ed the eieht degrees allowed by the Hearing 
Officer. 

The order of the llearing Officer is affirmed. 

WCB #69-1709 Februrary 19, 1971 

RAY SCHULZ, Claimant. 
Babcock & Ackerman, Claimant's Attys. 

The ahove entitled matter involves a claim which has heretofore been 
before the Board and was subjected to appeal to the Circuit Court and thence 
the Supreme Court as reported 225 Or 211. 

A second round of appeals was filed in the Circuit Court in January of 
1970 involving issues of disability and alleged nonpayment of certain 
medical bills. 
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WCB #70-610 February 19, 1971

LLOYD C. BOYCE, JR., Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson §  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 20 year old rigger who incurred an electric shock
on October 18, 1968, when caught in an arc between a crane and a nearby
fence. There were minor burns on the back and left ear lobe which caused
no problem. The major burns were to the hands with two operations required
for the bum to the right ring finger. There are several small scars on
the fingers of the right hand and one on the outer edge of the left palm.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding there to be no
residual disability. Upon hearing an award was made of 3 degrees for
disability to the second finger of the right hand together with 5 degrees
for loss of opposition between that finger and the thumb.

The thrust of the request for review is one seeking greater award of
disability for the bums to the hand and also for psychological problems.

The claimant has returned to his former work and apparently there is no
discernable disability. The claimant did experience a rather dramatic
trauma. His expectations of compensation appear to be closely related to
the nature of the trauma rather than by the residual disabilities. It is
difficult for the claimant to understand why he should not be granted
greater compensation for an incident which in his mind was "almost fatal."

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer's findings and conclusions
that the record does not warrant finding a permanently disabling psychic
trauma. The situation is one which, to some extent, perpetuates itself j.n
the litigious process and is calculated to minimize itself upon the con
clusion of that process. The Board concludes and finds that the claimant's
only residual permanent disability is to the finger of the right hand and
that the disability does not exceed the eight degrees allowed by the Hearing
Officer.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #69-1709 Februrary 19, 1971

R Y SCHULZ, Claimant.
Babcock  ckerman, Claimant's  ttys.

The above entitled matter involves a claim which has heretofore been
before the Board and was subjected to appeal to the Circuit Court and thence
the Supreme Court as reported 225 Or 211.

 second round of appeals was filed in the Circuit Court in January of
1970 involving issues of disability and alleged nonpayment of certain
medical bills.
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current z:ound appeRrs to have been instituted on September 13, 1969 
by a request for hearing substantially involving issues inherent in the 
appeal to the Circuit Court in January of 1970. 

The llearing Officer dismissed the current request for hearing on the 
basit, there was no issue to be heard which was not subject to resolution 
on tpe pending matter in the Circuit Court. The matter has been pending 
on review before the Board following that disr.iissa l and the Board has 
delayed dismissing the matter against the poss1bility thet there was in fact 
some unpaid obligation due by the State Accident Insurance Fund to the 
claimant. -

The Board is now satisfied that the State Accident Insurance Fund has 
fulfilled its obligations to the claimant and that no purpose can be 
served in continuing the multiplicity cf proceedings arising out of a single 
claim and particularly concludes that no further consideration should be 
given a hearing process instituted before and pending ~1ile all of the 
issues could have been resolved in a prior proceeding pending in the Circuit 
Court. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed and the matter is dismissed. 

\'/CB #70-990 Febrl\ary 19, 1970 

LOIS M. fkDONALD, Claimant. 
Bailey, Swink, Haas and Malm, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan afl.d Hoore. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 42 year old grocery checker who incurred a 
cervical injury on April 18, 1969. II'. previous proceedings the employer 
contested the isime of whether the claimant had incurred the injury in her 
employment. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant to 
have an unscheduled disability of 10% of the workman or 32 degrees. Upon 
hearing the award was increased to 96 degrees. The claimant urges that this 
award is inadequate in that not enough weight has been given to the factor 
of loss of earning capacity. 

TI1e claimant has a wealth of experience in grocery stores from 23 years 
of working. It in~onceivable that this ex~erience is mRrketable only in 
the concept of the heavier physical activity ~hich now gives her difficulty. 
She has had some office experience and is not limited by either intelli
gence or background to menial or heavy labor. 

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer finding that the initial 
determination was too low. The Board al5o concurs with the llearing Offi
cer and concludes and finds that the claimant's disability does not exceed 
30% of the workman or 96 degrees. 

The orde!' of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 
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The current round appears to have been instituted on September 13, 1969
by a request for hearing substantially involving issues inherent in the
appeal to the Circuit Court in January of 1970.

The Hearing Officer dismissed the current request for hearing on the
basis there was no issue to be heard which was not subject to resolution
on the pending matter in the Circuit Court. The matter has been pending
on review before the Board following that dismissal and the Board has
delayed dismissing the matter against the possibility that there was in fact
some unpaid obligation due by the State  ccident Insurance Fund to the
claimant.

The Board is now satisfied that the State  ccident Insurance Fund has
fulfilled its obligations to the claimant and that no purpose can be
served in continuing the multiplicity of proceedings arising out of a single
claim and particularly concludes that no further consideration should be
given a hearing process instituted before and pending while all of the
issues could have been resolved in a prior proceeding pending in the Circuit
Court.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed and the matter is dismissed.

WCB #70-990 February 19, 1970

LOIS M. HcDON LD, Claimant.
Bailey, Swink, Haas and Malm, Claimant’s  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 42 year old grocery checker who incurred a
cervical injury on  pril 18, 1969. In previous proceedings the employer
contested the issue of whether the claimant had incurred the injury in her
employment.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant to
have an unscheduled disability of 10% of the workman or 32 degrees. Upon
hearing the award was increased to 96 degrees. The claimant urges that this
award is inadequate in that not enough weight has been given to the factor
of loss of earning capacity.

The claimant has a wealth of experience in grocery stores from 23 years
of working. It inconceivable that this experience is marketable only in
the concept of the heavier physical activity which now gives her difficulty.
She has had some office experience and is not limited by either intelli
gence or background to menial or heavy labor.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer finding that the initial
determination was too low. The Board also concurs with the Hearing Offi
cer and concludes and finds that the claimant’s disability does not exceed
30% of the workman or 96 degrees.

, The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.
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the claimant is serious with respect to being motivated to return 
to the labor market, the Board feels that every effort should be made 
toward the claimant's vocational placement or rehabilitation. To that 
end, the Director, of the Workmen's Compensation Board, R. J. Chance, is 
to assume responsibility for coordinating the efforts of the Department 
of Employment, Department of Vocational Rehabilitation and the Physical 
Rehabilitation Center of the Workmen's Compensation Board toward vocational 
placement or rehahilitation of this claimant. 

SAIF Claim No. 8 102200 

HENRY FAIRBAIRN, Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys. 

February 19, 1971 

The above entitled matter involves an issue with respect to whether 
a compensable low back injury incurr~d in 1964 is materially responsible 
for the claimant's present problems so as to warrant the exercise by the 
Workment Compensation Board of the own motion jurisdiction vested in the 
Workmen's Compensation Board by ORS 656.278. 

The Board referred the matter to a Hearing Offic~r for the purpose 
of taking testimony and is now in receipt of the recommendations of the 
Hearing Office.r with respect to whether the claimant is entitled to further 
benefits as the result of his 1964 injury. 

Without completely restating the facts, it is a fair summary to relate 
that the 1964 injury was relatively minor, that the claimant thereafter 
engaged j_n heavy labor. inconsistent with relating the present problems to 
1964, that the claimant has had intervening accidents of greater severity 
for which claim was made to a non-industrial insurer and the Hearing Offi
cer was not persuaded upon observation by the testimony of the claimant. 

It is the judgment of the Board that no action be taken to reopen the 
claim or to order the State Accident Insurance Fund to assume further res
ponsibility at this time. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.278, no notice of appeal is deemed applicabl~. 

WCB #70-870 February 19, 1971 

DOROTHY S. TASSIN, Clajmant. 
McMenamin, Jones, Joseph & Lang, Claimant's Attys, 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 
The above entitled matter involves an issue of the. extent ·of permanent 

disability sustained by a 53 year old sales clerk who fell on February 6, 
1967 and incurred a low back injury. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant to 
have residual unscheduled permanent disability equal to 15% loss of use of 
an arm by seps.ration. Upon hearing, this evaluation was affinned and the 
claimant now urges that her disability is greater than that award. 
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If the claimant is serious with respect to being motivated to return
to the labor market, the Board feels that every effort should be made
toward the claimant’s vocational placement or rehabilitation. To that
end, the Director of the Workmen's Compensation Board, R. J, Chance, is
to  ssume responsibility for coordinating the efforts of the Department
of Employment, Department of Vocational Rehabilitation and the Physical
Rehabilitation Center of the Workmen's Compensation Board toward vocational
placement or rehabilitation of this claimant.

S IF Claim No. B 102200 February 19, 1971

HENRY F IRB IRN, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson §  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.

The above entitled matter involves an issue with respect to whether
a compensable low back injury incurred in 1964 is materially responsible
for the claimant's present problems so as to warrant the exercise by the
Workmens Compensation Board of the own motion jurisdiction vested in the
Workmen's Compensation Board by ORS 656.278.

The Board referred the matter to a Hearing Officer for the purpose
of taking testimony and is now in receipt of the recommendations of the
Hearing Officer with respect to whether the claimant is entitled to further
benefits as the result of his 1964 injury.

Without completely restating the facts, it is a fair summary to relate
that the 1964 injury was relatively minor, that the claimant thereafter
engaged in heavy labor inconsistent with relating the present problems to
1964, that the claimant has had intervening accidents of greater severity
for which claim was made to a non-industrial insurer and the Hearing Offi
cer was not persuaded upon observation by the testimony of the claimant.

It is the judgment of the Board that no action be taken to reopen the
claim or to order the State  ccident Insurance Fund to assume further res
ponsibility at this time.

Pursuant to ORS 656.278, no notice of appeal is deemed applicable.

WCB #70-870 February 19, 1971

DOROTHY S. T SSIN, Claimant.
McMenamin, Jones, Joseph § Lang, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.
The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent

disability sustained by a 53 year old sales clerk who fell on February 6,
1967 and incurred a low back injury.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant to
have residual unscheduled permanent disability equal to 15% loss of use of
an arm by separation. Upon hearing, this evaluation was affirmed and the
claimant now urges that her disability is greater than that award.
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Hearing Officer, aided by a personal observation of the claimant 
as a witness, co~ented that the claimant "has a plethora of subjective 
compfaints with a 'paucity of objective findings." It is also obvious that 
this accumulation pf subjective'cornplaints pre-existed the accident at issue. 
This'.background is coupled with a serious question whether the claimant is 
rnotiyated to return to work. I~ is generally futile to attempt to evalu-
ate ~asically subjective symptoms where the claimant has removed herself 
from the labor market and is not motivated to return. The lack of desire 
should not be translated into a lack of ability. 

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that 
the disability attributable to this ac~ident does not exceed the award of 
15% of the maximum allowable for unscheduled disabilities. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

WCB #70-1319 

CLARENCE INMAN, Claimant. 

February 19, 1971 

o. w. Goakey, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Hoor.e. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 64 year old farm laborer who was struck by a 
substantial quantity of potatces when a bulkhead collapserl as he was 
pulling on it on October 29, 1968. The issue, more particularly, is whether 
the cervical injuries superimposed upon the claimant's osteoarthritic spine 
and coupled with his limited formal education now precludes the claimant 
from returning to regular, gainful and suitable work. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a disability evaluation determined the claim
ant to have sustained disability attributable to the accident at issue of 
15% of the workman. If additional disability results in an inability to 
return to work regulf!.rly at gainful and suitahle work, the matter becomes 
one of consideration of permanent total disability rather than permanent 
partial disability. The Hearing Officer found the accident at issue to 
preclude the claimant from returning regularly to any work for which he is 
qualifiP.d. · · 

The record reflects a now 64 year old claimant whose asymptomatic deP,en
erative hypertrophic arthritis of the cervical spine wa.s made symptomatic 
by a chronic muscuJo ligame!ltous strain attr:ibutable tothe accident at is
sue. TI1e claimant's work history since the accident is· limited to an unsuc
cessful effort for a couple of clays attempting to re-engage in handling 
sacks of potatoes.- His fourth grade education and years of work confined 
to heavy farm 1 abor ·reflects no background for optimism as to return to any 
regular work. Upon recent Court authority the burc!en shifts to the employer 
in circumstances such as this to show that the claimant· is not permanently 
and totally disabled. The employer has not. met that burden. · 

A procedural question arose upon headng in that the request for 
hearing on which the hearing proceeded was actually filed two days before 
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The Hearing Officer, aided by a personal observation of the claimant
as a witness, commented that the claimant "has a plethora of subjective
complaints with a paucity of objective findings." It is also obvious that
this accumulation of subjective complaints pre-existed the accident at issue
This|background is coupled with a serious question whether the claimant is
motivated to return to work. It is generally futile to attempt to evalu
ate pasically subjective symptoms where the claimant has removed herself
from the labor market and is not motivated to return. The lack of desire
should not be translated into a lack of ability.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that
the disability attributable to this accident does not exceed the award of
15% of the maximum allowable for unscheduled disabilities.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-1319 February 19, 1971

CL RENCE INM N, Claimant.
0. W. Goakey, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Employer.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 64 year old farm laborer who was struck by a
substantial quantity of potatoes when a bulkhead collapsed as he was
pulling on it on October 29, 1968. The issue, more particularly, is whether
the cervical injuries superimposed upon the claimant's osteoarthritic spine
and coupled with his limited formal education now precludes the claimant
from returning to regular, gainful and suitable work.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a disability evaluation determined the claim
ant to have sustained disability attributable to the accident at issue of
15% of the workman. If additional disability results in an inability to
return to work regularly at gainful and suitable work, the matter becomes
one of consideration of permanent total disability rather than permanent
partial disability. The Hearing Officer found the accident at issue to
preclude the claimant from returning regularly to any work for which he is
qualified.

The record reflects a now 64 year old claimant whose asymptomatic degen
erative hypertrophic arthritis of the cervical spine was made symptomatic
by a chronic musculo ligamentous strain attributable to the accident at is
sue. The claimant's work history since the accident is limited to an unsuc
cessful effort for a couple of days attempting to re-engage in handling
sacks of potatoes. His fourth grade education and years of work confined
to heavy farm labor reflects no background for optimism as to return to any
regular work. Upon recent Court authority the burden shifts to the employer
in circumstances such as this to show that the claimant is not permanently
and totally disabled. The employer has not met that burden.

 procedural question arose upon hearing in that the request for
hearing on which the hearing proceeded was actually filed two days before
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determination order which became the basis of the hearing. If the 
empjoyer was taken by surprise it would have been appropriate for a continu
ance of the proceedings or for another notice to be placed in the record. 
The 1parties were obviously aware of the issues to he heard and if a 
technical error in procedure existed, it was cured by the parties proceeding 
to hearing on the merits. 

The Board concurs with the He!lring Officer and concludes and finds 
that the claimant is entitled to permanent total disability on the basis 
of 4isability attributable to the accident precluding the claimant from 
returning regularly to gainful :md sui tab] e work. 

The members of the Board, in executing this order, verify that they 
have individually reviewed the entire record certified from the Hearing 
Off~cer and the briefs of the parties. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.382, counsel for claimant is allowed a fee of 
$250 for services on review payable by the employer. 

WCB #69-1648 

STEPHEN H. WALDROUP, Claimant. 
Emmons, Kyle & Kropp, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

February 22, 19·71 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 

The above entitl.ed matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by the 24 year old claimant who fell into a ditch on 
July 12, 1968, while pushing a wheelbarrow. The initial diagnosis included 
a small abrasion of the left arm and some pain at the lumbar area of the 
spine. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant to 
have residual unscheduled permanent disabilities of 16 degrees or 5% of 
the workman. This determination was affirmed by the Hearing Officer. 

The question of assessing any current problems to the trauma of July, 
1968 is complicated by two intervening non-industrial automobile accidents 
in December of 1968 and November of 1969. The latter was of sufficient 
severity to require five days hospitalization for chest injuries and head 
lacerations of sufficient severity to cause a confused orientation for two 
or three days. In early November, 1968, he was observing a chain saw in 
operation and when the chain broke, it struck the claimant in the forehead 
causing a jagged laceration. TI1is also was non-industrial. 

The medical reports reflect that it is difficult to find any object
tive basis for the ~lairnant's complaints and that the claimant.tends to 
over-focus on the incident of the fall in the truck. 

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that 
the claimant has not sustained any permanent disability in exce5s of the 16 
degrees heretofore allowed. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 
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the determination order which became the basis of the hearing. If the
employer was taken by surprise it would have been appropriate for a continu
ance of the proceedings or for another notice to be placed in the record.
The parties were obviously aware of the issues to be heard and if a
technical error in procedure existed, it was cured by the parties proceeding
to hearing on the merits.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds
that the claimant is entitled to permanent total disability on the basis
of disability attributable to the accident precluding the claimant from
returning regularly to gainful and suitable work.

The members of the Board, in executing this order, verify that they
have individually reviewed the entire record certified from the Hearing
Officer and the briefs of the parties.

Pursuant to ORS 656.382, counsel for claimant is allowed a fee of
$250 for services on review payable by the employer.

WCB #69-1648 February 22, 1971

STEPHEN H. W LDROUP, Claimant.
Emmons, Kyle § Kropp, Claimant's  ttvs.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore .
The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent

disability sustained by the 24 year old claimant who fell into a ditch on
July 12, 1968, while pushing a wheelbarrow. The initial diagnosis included
a small abrasion of the left arm and some pain at the lumbar area of the
spine.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant to
have residual unscheduled permanent disabilities of 16 degrees or 5% of
the workman. This determination was affirmed by the Hearing Officer.

The question of assessing any current problems to the trauma of July,
1968 is complicated by two intervening non-industrial automobile accidents
in December of 1968 and November of 1969. The latter was of sufficient
severity to require five days hospitalization for chest injuries and head
lacerations of sufficient severity to cause a confused orientation for two
or three days. In early November, 1968, he was observing a chain saw in
operation and when the chain broke, it struck the claimant in the forehead
causing a jagged laceration. This also was non-industrial.

The medical reports reflect that it is difficult to find any object-
tive basis for the claimant's complaints and that the claimant tends to
over-focus on the incident of the fall in the truck.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that
the claimant has not sustained any permanent disability in excess of the 16
degrees heretofore allowed.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.
-173-



   

      

           
            

     

           
          
               

            
             

          

          
               

     

            
             

            
          

            
             

             
             

             
             

     

             
            

             
             

             

             
             
             
          
 

            
            
            

           
             
            

  
     
    

#70-944 February 23, 1971 

JERRY ETCHISON, Claimant. 
Holmes, James & Clintinbeard, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 38 
year old jeweler sustained an accidental injury, as alleged, arising out , 
of and in course of employment. 

The claimant had previously injured his low back about nine years 
ago and, following surgery, had undergone vocational rehabilitation as a 
jeweler. He operated his own shop for a time1 and in August of 1969 he 
became employed by Hart jewelers of Grants Pass, Oregon. He brought to 
that job his own tools and tool bench. The bench was subsequently found 
to be not needed and was placed in a storage area. 

The accident at issue allegedly occurred when the claimant decided 
to move the work bench from the storage area to his home. It had been 
unused and sto·red for' over four months. 

The employer denied the claim and this denial was upheld by the Hear
in!; Officer upon the premise that the claimant ,ms serving only his own 
purpose in obtaining a piece of his own property from the employer's 
premises. The employer also questions whether, if the incident occurred, 
it was of any material significance in• the develop~ent of the claimant's 
problem. The claimant was seen bya doctor shortly before 2.nd after the 
date of the alleged work bench incident without any mention of the incident. 
The employer suggests the incident either did not happen or was of no 
material consequence if it did happen. If the incident could not be held 
to arise out of and in course of employment, the alternative issue of 
whether it happened would be moot. 

On the day involved the claimant may or may not have performed some 
work. His arrangement for compensation had been changed from a time to 
commission basis. When on a time basis, he did not work Saturdays. The 
incident at issue occurred on a Saturday, but on the commission basis he 
could have done some work that day for which he was to be paid. 

If the facts were changed by hypothesis it mip,ht p,ive 2 better frame 
of reference. If we assume the claimant had not worked for the employer 
for some time prior to removinP, the work bench, would retrieval of the 
work bench reinstate the enployinP, relationship for the purpose of work
men's compensation? 

The Board concurs with the.Hearing Officer that the work bench had 
long since ceased. to have any significance to the employment. The accident 
may have remotely arisen out of employment since its presence on the em
ployer's premises was brour,ht about by the emplo)'T!'lent. The claimant was 
not in the course of employment, however, when he undertook to remove the 
table several months after it ceased to have any relationship to the 
employment. 
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WCB #70-944 February 23, 1971

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 38
year old jeweler sustained an accidental injury, as alleged, arising out ,
of and in course of employment.

The claimant had previously injured his low back about nine years
ago and, following surgery, had undergone vocational rehabilitation as a
jeweler. He operated his own shop for a time| and in  ugust of 1969 he
became employed by Hart jewelers of Grants Pass, Oregon. He brought to
that job his own tools and tool bench. The bench was subsequently found
to be not needed and was placed in a storage area.

The accident at issue allegedly occurred when the claimant decided
to move the work bench from the storage area to his home. It had been
unused and stored for-over four months.

The employer denied the claim and this denial was upheld by the Hear
ing Officer upon the premise that the claimant was serving only his own
purpose in obtaining a piece of his own property from the employer's
premises. The employer also questions whether, if the incident occurred,
it was of any material significance in the development of the claimant's
problem. The claimant was seen by a doctor shortly before and after the
date of the alleged work bench incident without any mention of the incident.
The employer suggests the incident either did not happen or was of no
material consequence if it did happen. If the incident could not be held
to arise out of and in course of employment, the alternative issue of
whether it happened would be moot.

On the day involved the claimant may or may not have performed some
work. His arrangement for compensation had been changed from a time to
commission basis. When on a time basis, he did not work Saturdays. The
incident at issue occurred on a Saturday, but on the commission basis he
could have done some work that day for which he was to be paid.

If the facts were changed by hypothesis it might give a better frame
of reference. If we assume the claimant had not worked for the employer
for some time prior to removing the work bench, would retrieval of the
work bench reinstate the employing relationship for the purpose of work
men's compensation?

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer that the work bench had
long since ceased to have any significance to the employment. The accident
may have remotely arisen out of employment since its presence on the em
ployer's premises was brought about by the employment. The claimant was
not in the course of employment, however, when he undertook to remove the
table several months after it ceased to have any relationship to the
employment.

JERRY ETCHISON, Claimant.
Holmes, James 5 Clinkinbeard, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.
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The Board concludes and finds that if the claimant's problems did arise 
from ·an incident in moving the b~nch, it was not an accident arising in the 
course of employment.. The claimant had undertaken a mission of his own, 
albeit on the employer's premise~. 

,The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

WCB ##70-430 February 23, 1971 

GEORGE DALTON, Claimant. 
Sahlstrorn, Starr & Vinson, Claimant's Attys •. 

I Request for Review by Claimant. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 
I 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claiman'=, 
66 years old when injured July 14, 1967, has sustained a compensable aggrava
tion of his disabilities related to the injury since the closure of his 
claim on June 6, 1968 when he was determined to have. a permanent loss of use 
of 15% of the right arm. 

The claim of aggravation, if considered only in the light of the report 
of Dr. Lew Myers, would appear to have some medical support. Dr. Meyers 
did not have the benefit of an examination of the claimant at or near the 
time of claim closure. Dr. Myers relies in part on a report of Dr. Rockey 
who reports the shoulder to have impro_ved since his examination. It is ·also 
significant in Dr. Rockey's report that the claimant has a range of motion 
of 135 degrees when standing and bending over to reach his toes. However, 
when lying on his back on the examining table, the claimant blocked any 

_ such movement beyond 60 degrees. It should also be noted that the claimant 
related to Dr. Hyers that he had struck his head in the accident but this 
does not conform to the various reports of the accident and the medical 
histories in the initial claim proceedings. 

The claimant asserts that headaches are attributable to the accident 
He concedes that they have been a problen for 30 years but asserts that 
they are now worse. The claimant also has complaints of stomach troubles 
and occasional impotence but th~re is no medical evidence attributing these 
factors to the accident. 

The claimant's testimony was quite conflicting. He asserted at one 
point he could not raise his shoulder as high as formerly but later conceded 
he could not raise it any higher in June of 1968 than at the time of hearing. 
His lifting capacity with the arm has remained the same. 

When a claimant relies strongly upon subjective symptoms and the con
clusions of doctors based upon that recitation, the weight that can be 
given his testimony is greatly diminished by his response to the doctors' 
tests which demonstrate a voluntary restriction of shoulder motion when 
being examined by the doctor. 

The issue is not whether a greater disability award might have been 
granted in 1968. The issue on this record is whether there has been a 
compensable aggravatior. of that disability. The condition of the arm and 
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.The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

The Board concludes and finds that if the claimant's problems did arise
from an incident in moving the bench, it was not an accident arising in the
course of employment. The claimant had undertaken a mission of his own,
albeit on the employer's premises.

WCB #70-430 February 23, 1971

GEORGE D LTON, Claimant.
Sahlstrom, Starr § Vinson, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant,
66 years old when injured July 14, 1967, has sustained a compensable aggrava
tion of his disabilities related to the injury since the closure of his
claim on June 6, 1968 when he was determined to have a permanent loss of use
of 15% of the right arm.

The claim of aggravation, if considered only in the light of the report
of Dr. Lew Myers, would appear to have some medical support. Dr. Meyers
did not have the benefit of an examination of the claimant at or near the
time of claim closure. Dr. Myers relies in part on a report of Dr. Rockey
who reports the shoulder to have improved since his examination* It is also
significant in Dr. Rockey's report that the claimant has a range of motion
of 135 degrees when standing and bending over to reach his toes. However,
when lying on his back on the examining table, the claimant blocked any
such movement beyond 60 degrees. It should also be noted that the claimant
related to Dr. Myers that he had struck his head in the accident but this
does not conform to the various reports of the accident and the medical
histories in the initial claim proceedings.

The claimant asserts that headaches are attributable to the accident
He concedes that they have been a problem for 30 years but asserts that
they are now worse. The claimant also has complaints of stomach troubles
and occasional impotence but there is no medical evidence attributing these
factors to the accident.

The claimant's testimony was quite conflicting. He asserted at one
point he could not raise his shoulder as high as formerly but later conceded
he could not raise it any higher in June of 1968 than at the time of hearing.
His lifting capacity with the arm has remained the same.

When a claimant relies strongly upon subjective symptoms and the con
clusions of doctors based upon that recitation, the weight that can be
given his testimony is greatly diminished by his response to the doctors'
tests which demonstrate a voluntary restriction of shoulder motion when
being examined by the doctor.

s

The issue is not whether a greater disability award might have been
granted in 1968, The issue on this record is whether there has been a
compensable aggravation of that disability. The condition of the arm and
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appear to have actually improved rather than worsened. This reduces 
the matter·to one of headaches of long-standing but which were not a part 
of the compensation picture on the original claim proceedings. There is 
little evidence of disability from the headaches and, of course, great doubt 
whether these purely subjective symptoms are in any way re.lated to the ac
cident at issue. 

The Board i:oncurs with the Hearing Officer who had the additional 
advantage of a personal observation of the claimant as a witness. The Board 
concludes and finds that the claimant did not sustain a compensable aggra
vation of disablity attributable to his accidental injury of July, 1967. 

The· order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

WCB #70-486 
. 

LOLA MAE LOVEL, Claimant. 
Keith D. Skelton, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

February 23, 1971 

The above entitled matter involved issues of disability ar1s1ng from an 
accidental injury of July 6, 1968, when the 40 year old church custodian 
injured her back in a fall from a stepladder while replacing a light bulb. 

Upon hearing, the claim was ordered reopened for further medical care 
and temporary total disability and attorney fees were ordered pa_id by the 
employer on the basis of incorrect information having been supplied pur
suant to which a premature determination issued under the provisions of 
ORS 656.268. 

The employer's request for review has now been withdrawn. 

The matter is therefore dismisse~ and the order of the Hearing Officer 
with reference to the obligations of the employer and Tights of the claimant 
as of tho hearing and order hased thereon becomes final by operation of law. 

No notice of appeal is deemed applicable. 

wen #70-1049 February 23, 1971 

KAY LETIENHAIER, Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 

The above entitled natter basically involves the issue of whether the 
now 48 year old claimant is entitled to further medical care and temporary 
total disability due to an incident of February s, 1968 when she injured 
her cervical area in stepping down off a chair. She slipped and caught her
~elf with the left arm. 

The claim was closed pursuant to ORS 656.268 with a finding that her 
condition was medically stationary as of Harch 3, 1970 with a residual 
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shoulder appear to have actually improved rather th n worsened. This reduces
the matter to one of headaches of long-standing but which were not a part
of the compensation picture on the original claim proceedings. There is
little evidence of disability from the headaches and, of course, great doubt
whether these purely subjective symptoms are in any way related to the ac
cident at issue.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer who had the additional
advantage of a personal observation of the claimant as a witness. The Board
concludes and finds that the claimant did not sustain a compensable aggra
vation of disablity attributable to his accidental injury of July, 1967.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-486 February 23, 1971

LOL M E LOVEL, Claimant.
Keith D. Skelton, Claimant’s  tty.
Request for Review by Employer.

The above entitled matter involved issues of disability arising from an
accidental injury of July 6, 1968, when the 40 year old church custodian
injured her back in a fall from a stepladder while replacing a light bulb.

Upon hearing, the claim was ordered reopened for further medical care
and temporary total disability and attorney fees were ordered paid by the
employer on the basis of incorrect information having been supplied pur
suant to which a premature determination issued under the provisions of
ORS 656.268.

The employer’s request for review has now been withdrawn.

The matter is therefore dismissed and the order of the Hearing Officer
with reference to the obligations of the employer and rights of the claimant
as of the hearing and order based thereon becomes final by operation of law.

No notice of appeal is deemed applicable.

WCB #70-1049 February 23, 1971
K Y LETTENM IER, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson §  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Employer.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled natter basically involves the issue of whether the
now 48 year old claimant is entitled to further medical care and temporary
total disability due to an incident of February 5, 1968 when she injured
her cervical area in stepping down off a chair. She slipped and caught her
self with the left arm.

The claim was closed pursuant to ORS 656.268 with a finding that her
condition was medically stationary as of March 3, 1970 with a residual
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Board concludes and finds that if the claimant's problems did arise 
from an incident in moving the b~nch• it was not an accident arising in the 
course of employment. The claimant had undertaken a mission of his own, 
albeit on the employer's premise~. 

;The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 
! 

WCB #70-430 February 23, 1971 

GEORGE DALTON, Claimant. 
Sahlstrom, Starr & Vinson, Claimant's Attys •1 

Request for Review by Claimant. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant, 
66 years old when injured July 14, 1967, has sustained a compensable aggrava
tion of his disabilities related to the injury since the closure of his 
claim on June 6, 1968 when he was determined to have a permanent loss of use 
of 15% of the right arm. 

The claim of aggravation,·if considered only in the light of the report 
of Dr. Lew.Myers, would appear to have some medical support. Dr. Meyers 
did not have the benefit of an examination of the claimant at or near the 
time of claim closure. Dr. Myers relies in part on a report ~f Dr. Rockey 
who reports the shoulder to have improyed since his examination~ It is also 
significant in Dr. Rockey's report that the claimant has a range of motion 
of 135 degrees when standing and bending· over to reach his toes. However, 
when lying on his back on the examining table, the claimant blocked any 

. such movement beyond 60 degrees. It should also be noted that the claimant 
related to Dr. Myers that he had·struck his head in the accident but this 
does not conform to the various reports of the accident and the medical 
his tori es in the initial claim pro·ceedings. 

The claimant asserts that headaches are attributable to the accident 
Be concedes that they have been a problem for 30 years but asserts that 
they are now worse. The clain2nt also has complaints of stomach troubles 
and occasional impotence but there is no medical evidence attributing these 
factors to the accident. 

The claimant's testimony was quite conflicting. He asserted at one 
point he could not raise his shoulder as high as formerly but later conceded 
he could not raise it any higher in June of 1968 than at the time of hearing. 
His lifting capacity with the arm has remained the same. 

When a claimant relies strongly upon subjective symptoms and the con
clusions of doctors based upon that recitation, the weight that can be 
given his testimony is greatly diminished by his response to the doctors' 
tests which demonstrate a voluntary restriction of shoulder motion when 
being examined by the doctor. 

The issue is not whether a greater disability award might have been 
granted in 1968. The issue on this record is whether there has been a 
compensable aggravatior. of that disability. The condition of the arm and 
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The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

The Board concludes and finds that if the claimant's problems did arise
from an incident in moving the bench, it was not an accident arising in the
course of employment. The claimant had undertaken a mission of his own,
albeit on the employer's premises.

WCB #70-430 February 23, 1971

GEORGE D LTON, Claimant.
Sahlstrom, Starr § Vinson, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant,
66 years old when injured July 14, 1967, has sustained a compensable aggrava
tion of his disabilities related to the injury since the closure of his
claim on June 6, 1968 when he was determined to have a permanent loss of use
of 15% of the right arm.

The claim of aggravation, if considered only in the light of the report
of Dr. Lew Myers, would appear to have some medical support. Dr. Meyers
did not have the benefit of an examination of the claimant at or near the
time of claim closure. Dr. Myers relies in part on a report of Dr. Rockey
who reports the shoulder to have improved since his examination. It is also
significant in Dr. Rockey's report that the claimant has a range of motion
of 135 degrees when standing and bending' over to reach his toes. However,
when lying on his back on the examining table, the claimant blocked any
such movement beyond 60 degrees. It should also be noted that the claimant
related to Dr. Myers that he had struck his head in the accident but this
does not conform to the various reports of the accident and the medical
histories in the initial claim proceedings.

The claimant asserts that headaches are attributable to the accident
He concedes that they have been a problem for 30 years but asserts that
they are now worse. The claimant also has complaints of stomach troubles
and occasional impotence but there is no medical evidence attributing these
factors to the accident.

The claimant's testimony was quite conflicting. He asserted at one
point he could not raise his shoulder as high as formerly but later Conceded
he could not raise it any higher in June of 1968 than at the time of hearing
His lifting capacity with the arm has remained the same.

When a claimant relies strongly upon subjective symptoms and the con
clusions of doctors based upon that recitation, the weight that can be
given his testimony is greatly diminished by his response to the doctors'
tests which demonstrate a voluntary restriction of shoulder motion when
being examined by the doctor.

The issue is not whether a greater disability award might have been
granted in 1968. The issue on this record is whether there has been a
compensable aggravation of that disability. The condition of the arm and
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appear to have actually improved rather than worsened. This reduces 
the matter·to one of headaches of long-standing but which were not a part 
of the compensation picture on the original claim proceedings. There is 
little evidence of disability from the headaches and, of course, great doubt 
whether these purely subjective symptoms are in any way re.lated to the ac
cident at issue. 

The Board r.oncurs with the Hearing Officer who had the additional 
advantage of a personal observation of the claimant as a witness. The Board 
concludes and finds that the claimant did not sustain a compensable aggra
vation of disablity attributable to his accidental injury of July, 1967. 

The· order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

WCB #70-486 

LOLA MAE LOVEL, Claimant. 
Keith D. Skelton, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Employer~ 

February 23, 1971 

The above entitled matter involved-issues of disability arising from an 
accidental injury of July 6, 1968, when the 40 year old church custodian 
injured her back in a fall from a stepladder while replacing a light bulb. 

Upon hearing, the claim was ordered reopened for further medical care 
and temporary total disability and attorney fees were ordered pa~d by the 
employer on the basis of incorrect information having been supplied pur
suant to which a premature determinat.ion issued under the provisions of 
ORS 656.268. 

The employer's request for review has now been withdrawn. 

The matter is therefore dismissed and the order of the Hearing Officer 
with reference to the obligations of the employer and Tights of the claimant· 
as of the hearing and order based thereon becomes final by operation of law. 

No notice of appeal is. deemed ·applicable. 

WCB #70-1049 February 23, 1971 

KAY LETIENMAIER, Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan an<l Moore. 

The above entitled natter basically involves the issue of whether the 
now 48 year old claimant is entitled to further medical care and temporary 
total disability <lue to an incident of February S, 1968 when she injured 
her cervical area in stepping down off a chair. She slipped and caught her
self with the left arm. 

The claim was closed pursuant to ORS 656.268 with a finding that her 
condition was medically stationary as of Harch 3, 1970 with a residual 

-176-

shoulder appear to have actually improved rather th n worsened. This reduces
the matter to one of headaches of long-standing but which were not a part
of the compensation picture on the original claim proceedings. There is
little evidence of disability from the headaches and, of course, great doubt
whether these purely subjective symptoms are in any way related to the ac
cident at issue.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer who had the additional
advantage of a personal observation of the claimant as a witness. The Board
concludes and finds that the claimant did not sustain a compensable aggra
vation of disablity attributable to his accidental injury of July, 1967.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-486 February 23, 1971

LOL M E LOVEL, Claimant.
Keith D. Skelton, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Employer.

The above entitled matter involved -issues of disability arising from an
accidental injury of July 6, 1968, when the 40 year old church custodian
injured her back in a fall from a stepladder while replacing a light bulb.

Upon hearing, the claim was ordered reopened for further medical care
and temporary total disability and attorney fees were ordered paid by the
employer on the basis of incorrect information having been supplied pur
suant to which a premature determination issued under the provisions of
ORS 656.268.

The employer's request for review has now been withdrawn.

The matter is therefore dismissed and the order of the Hearing Officer
with reference to the obligations of the employer and rights of the claimant
as of the hearing and order based thereon becomes final by operation of law.

No notice of appeal is deemed applicable.

WCB #70-1049 February 23, 1971
K Y LETTENM IER, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson 5  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Employer.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled natter basically involves the issue of whether the
now 48 year old claimant is entitled to further medical care and temporary
total disability due to an incident of February 5, 1968 when she injured
her cervical area in stepping down off a chair. She slipped and caught her
self with the left arm.

The claim was closed pursuant to ORS 656.268 with a finding that her
condition was medically stationary as of March 3, 1970 with a residual
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The Board concludes and finds that if the claimant's problems did arise 
from ·an incident in moving the b~nch, it was not an accident arising in the 
course of employment. The claimant had undertaken a mission of his own, 
albeit on the employer's premises. 

' . 

,The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 
! 

WCB #70-430 February 23, 1971 

GEORGE DALTON• Claimant. 
Sahlstrom, Starr & Vinson, Claimant's· Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 1 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 
I 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant, 
66 years old when injured July 14, 1967, has sustained a compensable aggrava
tion of his disabilities related to the injury since the closure of his. 
claim on June 6, 1968 when he was determined to have a permanent loss of use 
of 15% of the right arm. 

The claim of·aggravation,·if considered only in the light of the report 
of Dr. Lew.Myers, would appear to have some medical support. Dr. Meyers 
did not have the benefit of an examination of· the claimant at or near the 
time of claim closure. Dr. Myers relies in part on a report ~f Dr. Rockey 
who reports the shoulder to have improved since his examination~ It is·also 
significant in Dr. Rockey's report that the claimant has a range of motion 
of 1~5 degrees when standing and bending over to reach his toes. However, 
when lying on his back on the examining table, the claimant blocked any 

. such movement beyond 60 degrees. It should also be noted that the claimant 
related to Dr. Hyers that he had-struck his head in.the accident but this 
does not conform to the various reports of the accident and the medical 
histories in the initial claim proceedings. 

The claimant asserts that headaches are attributable to the accident 
He concedes that they have been a problem· for 30 years but asserts that 
they are now worse. The claim2.nt also has complaints of stomach troubles 
and occasional impotence but there is no medical evidence attributing these 
factors to the accident. 

·Toe claimant's testimony was quite conflicting. He asserted at one 
point he could not raise his shoulder as high as formerly but later conceded 
he could not raise it any higher in June of 1968 than at the time of hearing. 
His lifting capacity with the arm has remained the same. 

When a claimant relies strongly upon subjective symptoms and the con
clusions of doctors based upon that recitation, the weight thrtt can be 
given his testimony is greatly diminished by his response to the doctors' 
tests which demonstrate a voluntary restriction of shoulder motion when 
being examined by the doctor. 

The issue is not whether a greater disability award might have been 
granted in 1968. The issue on this record is whether there has been a 
compensable aggravatior. of that disability. The condition of the arm and 
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The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

The Board concludes and finds that if the claimant's problems did arise
from an incident in moving the bench* it was not an accident arising in the
course of employment. The claimant had undertaken a mission of his own*
albeit on the employer's premises.

WCB #70-430 February 23, 1971

GEORGE D LTON, C1aimant,
Sahlstrom* Starr § Vinson* Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant*
66 years old when injured July 14, 1967, has sustained a compensable aggrava
tion of his disabilities related to the injury since the closure of his.
claim on June 6, 1968 when he was determined to have a permanent loss of use
of 15% of the right arm.

The claim of aggravation, if considered only in the light of the report
of Dr. Lew Myers, would appear to have some medical support. Dr. Meyers
did not have the benefit of an examination of the claimant at or near the
time of claim closure. Dr. Myers relies in part on a report of Dr. Rockey
who reports the shoulder to have improved since his examination. It is also
significant in Dr. Rockey's report that the claimant has a range of motion
of 135 degrees when standing and bending over to reach his toes. However,
when lying on his back on the examining table, the claimant blocked any
such movement beyond 60 degrees. It should also be noted that the claimant
related to Dr. Myers that he had struck his head in. the accident but this
does not conform to the various reports of the accident and the medical
histories in the initial claim proceedings.

The claimant asserts that headaches are attributable to the accident
He concedes that they have been a problem for 30 years but asserts that
they are now worse. The claimant also has complaints of stomach troubles
and occasional impotence but there is no medical evidence attributing these
factors to the accident.

The claimant's testimony was quite conflicting. He asserted at one
point he could not raise his shoulder as high as formerly but later conceded
he could not raise it any higher in June of 1968 than at the time of hearing.
His lifting capacity with the arm has remained the same.

When a claimant relies strongly upon subjective symptoms and the con
clusions of doctors based upon that recitation, the weight that can be
given his testimony is greatly diminished by his response to the doctors'
tests which demonstrate a voluntary restriction of shoulder motion when
being examined by the doctor.

The issue is not whether a greater disability award might have been
granted in 1968. The issue on this record is whether there has been a
compensable aggravation of that disability. The condition of the arm and
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appear to have actually improved rather than worsened, This reduces 
the matter to one of headaches of long-standing but which were not a part 
of the compensation picture on the original claim proceedings. There is 
little evidence of disability frqm the headaches and, of course, great doubt 
whether these purely subjective symptoms are in any way r~lated to the ac
cident at issue, 

The Board ~oncurs with the Hearing Officer who had the additional 
advantage of a personal observation of the claimant as a witness. The Board 
concludes and finds that the claimant did not sustain a compensable aggra
vation of disablity attributable to his accidental injury of July, 1967. 

The· order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed, 

WCB #70-486 

LOLA MAE LOVEL, Claimant. 
Keith D. Skelton, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

February 23, 1971 

The above entitled matter involved issues of disability arising from an 
accidental injury of July 6, 1968, when the 40 year old church custodian 
injured her back in a fall from a stepladder while replacing a light bulb, 

Upon hearing, the claim was ordered reopened for further medical care 
and temporary total disability and attorney fees were ordered paid by the 
employer on the basis of incorrect information having been supplied pur
suant to which a premature determination issued under the provisions· of 
ORS 656,268, 

The employer's request for review has now been withdrawn. 

The matter is therefore dismissed and the order of the Hearing Officer 
with reference to the obligations of the. employer and Tights of the claimant 
as of tho hearing and order based thereon becomes final by operation of law. 

No notice of appeal is deemed applicable. 

WCR #70-1049 February 23, 1971 

KAY LETIENMAIER, Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys. 
_Request for Review by Employer. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 

The above entitled natter basically involves the issue of whether the 
now 48 year old claimant is entitled to further medical care and temporary 
total disability due to an incident of· February s, 1968 when she injured 
her cervical area in stepping down off a chair. She slipped and caught her
self with the left arm. 

The claim was closed pursuant to ORS 656,268 with a finding that her 
condition was medically stationary as of Harch 3, 1970 with a residual 

-176-

shoulder appear to have actually improved rather th n worsened. This reduces
the matter to one of headaches of long-standing but which were not a part
of the compensation picture on the original claim proceedings. There is
little evidence of disability from the headaches and, of course, great doubt
whether these purely subjective symptoms are in any way related to the ac
cident at issue.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer who had the additional
advantage of a personal observation of the claimant as a witness. The Board
concludes and finds that the claimant did not sustain a compensable aggra
vation of disablity attributable to his accidental injury of July, 1967.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-486 February 23, 1971

LOL M E LOVEL, Claimant.
Keith D. Skelton, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Employer.

The above entitled matter involved issues of disability arising from an
accidental injury of July 6, 1968, when the 40 year old church custodian
injured her back in a fall from a stepladder while replacing a light bulb.

Upon hearing, the claim was ordered reopened for further medical care
and temporary total disability and attorney fees were ordered paid by the
employer on the basis of incorrect information having been supplied pur
suant to which a premature determination issued under the provisions of
ORS 656.268.

The employer's request for review has now been withdrawn.

The matter is therefore dismissed and the order of the Hearing Officer
with reference to the obligations of the- employer and rights of the claimant
as of the hearing and order based thereon becomes final by operation of law.

No notice of appeal is deemed applicable.

WCB #70-1049 February 23, 1971
K Y LETTENM IER, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson 8  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Employer.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled natter basically involves the issue of whether the
now 48 year old claimant is entitled to further medical care and temporary
total disability due to an incident of February 5, 1968 when she injured
her cervical area in stepping down off a chair. She slipped and caught her
self with the left arm.

The claim was closed pursuant to ORS 656,268 with a finding that her
condition was medically stationary as of March 3, 1970 with a residual
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Wlscheduled disability of 10% of a workman or 32 degrees. The 
Hearing Officer in effect found the claimant in need of further medical 
care and ordered the claim reopened. 

The record reflects a claimant whose weight increased from 145 pounds 
when injured to about 235 pounds at the time of hearing. She has been 
beset by family problems since her childhood and has an anxiety state 
attributable to those problems. She has acquired numerous physical problems 
in addition to the excess weight none of which are attributable to the acci
dent. Among the other unrelated problems are those affecting her.left 
breast, her left leg, her vision and lumbosacral pain. 

Apparently the order of the Hearing Officer reopening the claim was 
largely based upon a recommendation of a prescription for a drug known as 
Butazolidin. This drug appears to be directed more to some of the claimant's 
other problems since the physiological a~hes and pains attributable to the 
accident at issue are admittedly on the minimal s'ide. 

The claimant does need medieal supervision but the increase from 145 to 
235 pounds in weight is not attributable to the accident. There is no 
causal relationship between the accident and the left breast, the left leg 
and the lumbosacral problem. The fact that a claimant may benefit from 
medical care does not justify claim reopening unless the claimant is dis
abled as a result of residual disabilities from that accident which will 
respond to further nedical care. 

The Board concludes and finds that the residual disabilities related to 
the accident became essentially stationary as foW1d by the initial deter
mination as of March 3, 1970. It is not the responsibility of the employer 
to care for the lumbosacral problem or the left leg problem or the 90 pounds 
of excess weight the claimant gained solely by her own efforts. 

TI1e claimant is no longer totally disabled due to her accident of 
February s, 1968 and it is manifestly unfair to require the employer to 
assume responsibility for more care simply because her major problems are 
responding to care since the major problems were neither caused nor m2teri
ally associated with the accident. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is reversed. The determination finding 
the claimant's condition to be stationary with residual permanent disability 
of 32 degrees is reinstated. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.313 no compensation paid pursuant to order of 
tho Hearing Officer is repayable though all compensation paid is deemed pay
ment of permanent partial disability and with temporary total disability may 
now exceed the 32 degrees. 

Counsel for clainant is authorized to collect a fee of not to exceed 
$125 from the claimant for services on review. 
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permanent unscheduled disability of 10% of a workman or 32 degrees* The
Hearing Officer in effect found the claimant in need of further medical
care and ordered the claim reopened.

The record reflects a claimant whose weight increased from 145 pounds
when injured to about 235 pounds at the time of hearing. She has been
beset by family problems since her childhood and has an anxiety state
attributable to those problems. She has acquired numerous physical problems
in addition to the excess weight none of which are attributable to the acci
dent.  mong the other unrelated problems are those affecting her.left
breast, her left leg, her vision and lumbosacral pain.

 pparently the order of the Hearing Officer reopening the claim was
largely based upon a recommendation of a prescription for a drug known as
Butazolidin. This drug appears to be directed more to some of the claimant's
other problems since the physiological aches and pains attributable to the
accident at issue are admittedly on the minimal side.

The claimant does need medical supervision but the increase from 145 to
235 pounds in weight is not attributable to the accident. There is no
causal relationship between the accident and the left breast, the left leg
and the lumbosacral problem. The fact that a claimant may benefit from
medical care does not justify claim reopening unless the claimant is dis
abled as a result of residual disabilities from that accident which will
respond to further medical care.

The Board concludes and finds that the residual disabilities related to
the accident became essentially stationary as found by the initial deter
mination as of March 3, 1970. It is not the responsibility of the employer
to care for the lumbosacral problem or the left leg problem or the 90 pounds
of excess weight the claimant gained solely by her own efforts.

The claimant is no longer totally disabled due to her accident of
February 5, 1968 and it is manifestly unfair to require the employer to
assume responsibility for more care simply because her major problems are
responding to care since the major problems were neither caused nor materi
ally associated with the accident.

The order of the Hearing Officer is reversed. The determination finding
the claimant's condition to be stationary with residual permanent disability
of 32 degrees is reinstated.

Pursuant to ORS 656.313 no compensation paid pursuant to order of
the Hearing Officer is repayable though all compensation paid is deemed pay
ment of permanent partial disability and with temporary total disability may
now exceed the 32 degrees.

Counsel for clainant is authorized to collect a fee of not to exceed
$125 from the claimant for services on review.
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#70-65 February 23, 1971 

NEWTON E. WORLEY, Claimant. 
Emmon~, Kyle & Kropp, Claimant'siAttys. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 
I 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 54 year old plumber as the result of an injury 
to the cervical area of the spine which he twisted while thawing pipes on 
December 30, 1968. 

I 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination found the claimant to have a 
permanent unschedul'ed disability 1of 10% of the workman or 32 degrees. Upon 
hearing, the award was tripled tq 96 degrees and the claimant asserts on 
review that it is still inadequa~e. 

The claimant had experienced many inJuries affecting his head, neck 
and back and has a :progressive degenerative arthritis and sponylitis with 
mild cervical defect. The various injuries were ~ustained both at work and 
from non-industrial sources but there appears to be no record of any prior 
award for an industrial injury. The claimant has a psychological problem 
which is adversely affecting any returri to work, but the record does not 
reflect that the psychological problem was either caused or materially af
fected by the accident at issue. 

The objective evidence of physical impairment appears to be limited to 
the limitation of motion of the neck as the result of a chronic strain. He. 
is described as moderately obese with a pronounced paunch which is a problem 
not attributable to trauma. 

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer that the initial determina
tion of 32 degrees was probably too low. The Board, however, concludes and 
finds that the permanent disability attributab.le to this accident does not 
exceed the 96 degrees found by the Hearing Officer. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

WCB #70-1540 February 23, 1971 

MILFORD D. CECIL, Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's A ttys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Hoore. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent 
. disability sustained by a 39 year old carpenter as the result of a low back 

injury incurred on August 28, 1969 when he slipped while carrying a piece 
of plywood. The injury was diagnosed as an ~cute lumbosacral sprain. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination found the claimant to have a 
permanent disability attributable to this accident of 10% of a leg or 15 
degrees. Upon hearing, the claimant was allowed a further 80 degrees for 
unscheduled disabilities. 
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WCB #70-65 February 23, 1971

NEWTON E. WORLEY, Claimant.
Emmons, Kyle § Kropp, Claimant's• ttys.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 54 year old plumber as the result of an injury
to the cervical area of the spine which he twisted while thawing pipes on
December 30, 1968.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination found the claimant to have a
permanent unscheduled disability of 10% of the workman or 32 degrees. Upon
hearing, the award was tripled tq 96 degrees and the claimant asserts on
review that it is still inadequate.

The claimant had experienced many injuries affecting his head, neck
and back and has a progressive degenerative arthritis and sponylitis with
mild cervical defect. The various injuries were sustained both at work and
from non-industrial sources but there appears to be no record of any prior
award for an industrial injury. The claimant has a psychological problem
which is adversely affecting any return to work, but the record does not
reflect that the psychological problem was either caused or materially af
fected by the accident at issue.

The objective evidence of physical impairment appears to be limited to
the limitation of motion of the neck as the result of a chronic strain. He
is described as moderately obese with a pronounced paunch which is a problem
not attributable to trauma.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer that the initial determina
tion of 32 degrees was probably too low. The Board, however, concludes and
finds that the permanent disability attributable to this accident does not
exceed the 96 degrees found by the Hearing Officer.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-1540 February 23, 1971

MILFORD D. CECIL, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson 5  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 39 year old carpenter as the result of a low back
injury incurred on  ugust 28, 1969 when he slipped while carrying a piece
of plywood. The injury was diagnosed as an acute lumbosacral sprain.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination found the claimant to have a
permanent disability attributable to this accident of 10% of a leg or 15
degrees. Upon hearing, the claimant was allowed a further 80 degrees for
unscheduled disabilities.
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. 
The claimant has had a history of low back troubles. As the result of 

a 1954 back injury, he was found 1to have unscheduled disabilities of 55% loss 
function of an arm. In degrees it appears that the claimant thus had 
previously received unscheduled permanent awards of approximately 147 degrees 
for low back injuries. This is a factor which should be taken into considera
tion in keeping with ORS 656.222. 

The current accident did not cause an inJury to either leg but there do 
appear to be some symptoms referred to the leg. Recent decisions of the 
Court of Appeals indicate that injuries to the unscheduled area manifesting 
some disability in a scheduled area should be compensated with reference to 
the 320 degrees allocable to an unscheduled disability. · 

The Board concludes and finds that the claimant has sustained increased 
disability as the result of the accident at issue. By transforming the is 
degrees allowed for a leg into unscheduled disability and adding that to the 
80 degrees awarded by the Hearing Officer, the claimant is receiving 95 degrees 
for this injury in addition to the 147 previously received for prior acci
dents. The total aw~rds are thus 232 degrees. 

At a comparatively young age, the claimant is beset with disabilities 
which appear to preclude return to construction carpentry or to some of 
his other work experiences, such as a timber faller or millwright. 

The claimant's basic intelligence and age are still marketable assets 
and it is to the claimant's credit that he appears motivated to return to 
active employment. Whether certain expectations he had at the time of hear
ing have been realized is not before the Board. 

The Board does deem this another appropriate claim in which the djrector 
of the Board, R. J. Chance, is instructed to coordinate the services of the 
various public agencies such as the Department of Employment, Division of 
Vocaticnal Rehabilitation and the Physical Rehabilitation Center of the 
Workmen's Compensation Board toward a vocational placement or rehabilita
tion of this workman. 

The issue of disability attributable to this accident considered in 
light of the previous awards is one from which the Board concludes and finds 
that the additional compensation payable for this accident does not exceed 
the 95 degrees allowed. Except for reclassifying the 15 degrees as addi
tional unscheduled degrees, the order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

WCB #70-1179 

TOMMIE L. GRAVES, Claimant. 
D.R. Dimick, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by SAIF. 

March 4, 1971 

Reviewed by Conur.issioners Wilson and Callahan. 

The above entitled matter basically involves the issue of whether the 
claimant's condition has become medically stationary as contemplated by 
ORS 656.268 for the purpose of closing the claim and determination of 
whether there is any residual disability. 
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The claimant has had a history of low back troubles.  s the result of
a 1954 back injury, he was found 'to have unscheduled disabilities of 55% loss
function of an arm. In degrees it appears that the claimant thus had
previously received unscheduled permanent awards of approximately 147 degrees
for low back injuries. This is a factor which should be taken into considera
tion in keeping with ORS 656.222.

The current accident did not cause an injury to either leg but there do
appear to be some symptoms referred to the leg. Recent decisions of the
Court of  ppeals indicate that injuries to the unscheduled area manifesting
some disability in a scheduled area should be compensated with reference to
the 320 degrees allocable to an unscheduled disability.

The Board concludes and finds that the claimant has sustained increased
disability as the result of the accident at issue. By transforming the 15
degrees allowed for a leg into unscheduled disability and adding that to the
80 degrees awarded by the Hearing Officer, the claimant is receiving 95 degrees
for this injury in addition to the 147 previously received for prior acci
dents. The total awards are thus 232 degrees.

 t a comparatively young age, the claimant is beset with disabilities
which appear to preclude return to construction carpentry or to some of
his other work experiences, such as a timber faller or millwright.

The claimant's basic intelligence and age are still marketable assets
and it is to the claimant's credit that he appears motivated to return to
active employment. Whether certain expectations he had at the time of hear
ing have been realized is not before the Board.

The Board does deem this another appropriate claim in which the director
of the Board, R. J. Chance, is instructed to coordinate the services of the
various public agencies such as the Department of Employment, Division of
Vocational Rehabilitation and the Physical Rehabilitation Center of the
Workmen's Compensation Board toward a vocational placement or rehabilita
tion of this workman.

The issue of disability attributable to this accident considered in
light of the previous awards is one from which the Board concludes and finds
that the additional compensation payable for this accident does not exceed
the 95 degrees allowed. Except for reclassifying the 15 degrees as addi
tional unscheduled degrees, the order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-1179 March 4, 1971

TOMMIE L. GR VES, Claimant.
D. R. Dimick, Claimant's  tty,
Request for Review by S IF.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter basically involves the issue of whether the
claimant's condition has become medically stationary as contemplated by
ORS 656.268 for the purpose of closing the claim and determination of
whether there is any residual disability.
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claimant is a 24 year old logger who was injured August 21, 1968 
by a ~og which rolled over him striki~g him on the head and shoulder. 

~is claim was closed without award of permanent partial disability. 
Upon hearing, the claim was remanded for additional medical care and treat
ment recommended by a psychologist with compensation conditioned upon a 
medical finding of inability to return to work. Tirn Hearing Officer order 
appears based on acceptance of the recommendation of a clinical psychologist 
over that of Dr. w. A. Brooksby, a psychiatrist who recommended claim 
closure. 

The claimant's problem appears to be one of nominal .physical residuals 
accompanied by major functional problems. The limitations placed by 
statute upon the license of the psychologist, ORS 675.060, requires care 
in choice of treatment where there is difference of opinion between the 
psychologist and the psychiatrist licensed to practice medicine. There is 
also, however, a report from the discharge committee of the Physical 
Rehabilitation Center facility of the Workmen's Compensation Board indicating 
advisability of psychiatric treatment. 

It has been nearly six months since the order of the Hearing Officer. 
The Board is not advised of the claim history since that time. It is 
assumed that the claimant has sought and the State Accident Insurance Fund 
has tendered the suggested care in the interim. If the claimant has not 
sought or cooperated in obtaining the suggested care, the claim should be 
resubmitted for closure pursuant to ORS 656.268. 

The order of the Hearing Offi~er is modified only with respect to 
imposing the obligation of active cooperation by the Claimant. If the 
open claim status is a barrier to recovery, no purpose can be served in 
perpetuating the illness. 

Upon this understanding 1 the order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed 
as modified. 

Counsel for claimant pursuant to ORS 656.382, is allowed the fee of 
$250 payable by the State Accident Insurance Fund for services on review. 

WCB #70-1498 

WALTER R. TI-l~vfES, Claimant. 
John II. Chaney, Claimant's Atty. 

March 4, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 49 year old 
welder fabricator sustained a ~ompensable aggravation of a low back injury 
incurred August 14, 1967. The Aµgust 14, 1967 accident was superimposed upon 
a preexisting low back condition .which had been giving intermittent problems 
for several years. The claim was closed without award of permanent disability 
on March 22, 1968. The issue in these proceedings is thus whether the 
claimant's condition related to the August 14, 1967 incident has compem;ably 
worsened since March 22, 1968. · 
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The claimant is a 24 year old logger who was injured  ugust 21, 1968
by a log which rolled over him striking him on the head and shoulder.

His claim was closed without award of permanent partial disability.
Upon nearing, the claim was remanded for additional medical care and treat
ment recommended by a psychologist with compensation conditioned upon a
medical finding of inability to return to work. The Hearing Officer order
appears based on acceptance of the recommendation of a clinical psychologist
over that of Dr, W.  . Brooksby, a psychiatrist who recommended claim
closure.

The claimant's problem appears to be one of nominal physical residuals
accompanied by major functional problems. The limitations placed by
statute upon the license of the psychologist, ORS 675.060, requires care
in choice of treatment where there is difference of opinion between the
psychologist and the psychiatrist licensed to practice medicine. There is
also, however, a report from the discharge committee of the Physical
Rehabilitation Center facility of the Workmen's Compensation Board indicating
advisability of psychiatric treatment.

It has been nearly six months since the order of the Hearing Officer.
The Board is not advised of the claim history since that time. It is
assumed that the claimant has sought and the State  ccident Insurance Fund
has tendered the suggested care in the interim. If the claimant has not
sought or cooperated in obtaining the suggested care, the claim should be
resubmitted for closure pursuant to ORS 656.268,

The order of the Hearing Officer is modified only with respect to
imposing the obligation of active cooperation by the Claimant. If the
open claim status is a barrier to recovery, no purpose can be served in
perpetuating the illness.

Upon this understanding, the order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed
as modified.

Counsel for claimant pursuant to ORS 656.382, is allowed the fee of
$250 payable by the State  ccident Insurance Fund for services on review.

WCB #70-1498 March 4, 1971

W LTER R. TH MES, Claimant.
John 11. Chaney, Claimant's  tty.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 49 year old
welder fabricator sustained a compensable aggravation of a low back injury
incurred  ugust 14, 1967. The  ugust 14, 1967 accident was superimposed upon
a preexisting low back condition which had been giving intermittent problems
for several years. The claim was closed without award of permanent disability
on March 22, 1968. The issue in these proceedings is thus whether the
claimant's condition related to the  ugust 14, 1967 incident has compensably
worsened since March 22, 1968,
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claimant submitted medical reports from Dr. William Matthews 
which taken alone and on their face, constituted the required medical 
evide~ce entitling the claimant to a hearing on the issue pursuant to 
ORS 656.271. Dr. Matthews apparently accepted the claimant's history that 
he had no back problems prior to the August, 1967 incident. 

Upon hearing the Hearing Officer concluded that the claimant's testi
mony upon the hearing and conflicts within that testimony and between that 
testimony and the ~istory given the doctor were such tlrnt the Hearing 
Officer had no confidence in the testimony of the claimant or in the 
concltisions of Dr. Matthews which was necessarily based upon an assumption 
that the doctor had obtained a valid history from the claiMant. 

The claimant had advanced degenerative disc disease. It was not caused 
nor was the course of the degeneration materially affected by the incident 
at issue. 

The hearing is the only adjudicatory step in the course of appeals 
where the fact finder, (the Hearing Officer) has an opportunity to observe 
the witness. Where a substantial part of the issue must rest upon the 
history of the matter related by the claimant, the relevancy and reliability 
of the testimony requires special consideration to the observations and 
conclusions of the Hearing Officer. 

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer under the circumstances 
and record, and concludes and finds that the clai~ant's exacerbation in 
1970 of a long-standing deg~nerative process was not materially.related to 
the incident for which claim Has made in 1967. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

WCB #70-1427 

TRUMAN HANKINS, Claimant. 
Rask & llefferin, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant, 

March 4, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and ~foore. 

The above entitled matter involves issues of whether the claimant's 
physical condition has become medically stationary or, if so, whether the 
claimant has a residual permanent disability from a lumbosacral strain.in
curred on January 12, 1970, when the 54 year old claimant was helping to 
push an automobile. 

Pursuant to ORS 656,268, it was determined the claimant's condition was 
medically stationary without residual pernanent disability. This determina
tion was affirmed by the Hearing Officer. 

The claimant asserts that by authority of Dimitroff v. SIAC, 209 Or 316, 
it is immaterial whether the claimant's condition is medically stationary. 
There was no such specific reference in the law under Dimitroff to a deter
mination at the time the claimant becomes medically stationary that one 
now finds in ORS 656.268. If Dimitroff applies in any area of this claim it 
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The claimant submitted medical reports from Dr. William Matthews
which, taken alone and on their face, constituted the required medical
evidence entitling the claimant to a hearing on the issue pursuant to
ORS 656.271. Dr. Matthews apparently accepted the claimant's history that
he had no back problems prior to the  ugust, 1967 incident.

Upon hearing the Hearing Officer concluded that the claimant's testi
mony upon the hearing and conflicts within that testimony and between that
testimony and the history given the doctor were such that the Hearing
Officer had no confidence in the testimony of the claimant or in the
conclusions of Dr. Matthews which was necessarily based upon an assumption
that the doctor had obtained a valid history from the claimant.

The claimant had advanced degenerative disc disease. It was not caused
nor was the course of the degeneration materially affected by the incident
at issue.

The hearing is the only adjudicatory step in the course of appeals
where the fact finder, (the Hearing Officer) has an opportunity to observe
the witness. Where a substantial part of the issue must rest upon the
history of the matter related by the claimant, the relevancy and reliability
of the testimony requires special consideration to the observations and
conclusions of the Hearing Officer,

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer under the circumstances
and record, and concludes and finds that the claimant's exacerbation in
1970 of a long-standing degenerative process was not materially related to
the incident for which claim was made in 1967.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-1427 March 4, 1971

TRUM N H NKINS, Claimant.
Rask § Hefferin, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves issues of whether the claimant's
physical condition has become medically stationary or, if so, whether the
claimant has a residual permanent disability from a lumbosacral strain in
curred on January 12, 1970, when the 54 year old claimant was helping to
push an automobile.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, it was determined the claimant's condition was
medically stationary without residual permanent disability. This determina
tion was affirmed by the Hearing Officer.

The claimant asserts that by authority of Dimitroff v. SI C, 209 Or 316,
it is immaterial whether the claimant's condition is medically stationary.
There was no such specific reference in the law under Dimitroff to a deter
mination at the time the claimant becomes medically stationary that one
now finds in ORS 656.268. If Dimitroff applies in any area of this claim it
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1 
the effect that need for medical care requires substantiation by medi

cal experts. There is no evidence in this record from any doctor in support 
of a contention for more medical care. 

The record reflects a claimant who had at most a rather mild lumbo
sacral strain. The claimant was unwilling to follow the medical advice with 
respect to physical therapy. There is no objective evidence of neurological 
or orthopedic disability. The claimant has performed almost no labor in 
the interim and had made no significant effort to obtain work within his 
capacities by virtue of experience and traininr,. The claimant's primary 
disability appears to be a serious lack of motivation to return to work. 
This i!:i not a permanent compensable disability nor should an award or reward 
be made for this pronounced degree of motivation to avoid return to work. 

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer that the evidence does not 
warrant further medical care, further temporary total disability or any 
finding of residual permanent partial disability. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

WCB #70-1680 

STE\'!ART WORDEN, Claimant. 
William E. Hanson, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

March 4, 1971 

Reviewed by CoP.ll'lissioners Wilson and Callahan. 

The above entitled matter involves an is~ue of the extent of pernanent 
disability sustained by a 28 year old warehouseman as the result of a 
shoulder subluxation incurred on September 19, 1969 while attempting to 
stabilize a stack of beer cases. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued on August 7, 1970, 
finding the claimant to have a disability of 29 degrees expressed in terms 
of disability to the left arm. This award was affirmed by the Hearing 
Officer. 

Upon review the claimant asserts that he should receive awards for the 
left arm and for unscheduled injury as well. The recent decision of the 
Court of Appeals in Foster v. SCD would indicate the entire award should be 
on the unscheduled area. There is reason to delay fully implementing the 
Foster decision at the administrative level in light of the fact the Supreme 
Court at this point has granted a review of the Foster decision. The basic 
issue is whether the award of 29 degrees is adequate regardless of the 
applicable schedule or non-schedule. 

The record reflects a claimant with a rather unstable employment record 
who had managed to establish enough seniority in the employment at a good 
wage. He returned to that employment and was able to perform the work 
physically. His exuberance in operating fork lift trucks earned him the 
reputation as an eager beaver. That exuberance also brought about his dis
charge from employment on the basis that he was a danger to life and property. 
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is t©!the effect that need for medical care requires substantiation by medi
cal everts. There is no evidence in this record from any doctor in support
of a contention for more medical care.

The record reflects a claimant who had at most a rather mild lumbo
sacral strain. The claimant was unwilling to follow the medical advice with
respect to physical therapy. There is no objective evidence of neurological
or orthopedic disability. The claimant has performed almost no labor in
the interim and had made no significant effort to obtain work within his
capacities by virtue of experience and training. The claimant's primary
disability appears to be a serious lack of motivation to return to work.
This is not a permanent compensable disability nor should an award or reward
be made for this pronounced degree of motivation to avoid return to work*

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer that the evidence does not
warrant further medical care, further temporary total disability or any
finding of residual permanent partial disability.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-1680 March 4, 1971

STEW RT WORDEN, Claimant.
William E. Hanson, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 28 year old warehouseman as the result of a
shoulder subluxation incurred on September 19, 1969 while attempting to
stabilize a stack of beer cases.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued on  ugust 7, 1970,
finding the claimant to have a disability of 29 degrees expressed in terms
of disability to the left arm. This award was affirmed by the Hearing
Officer.

Upon review the claimant asserts that he should receive awards for the
left arm and for unscheduled injury as well. The recent decision of the
Court of  ppeals in Foster v. SCD would indicate the entire award should be
on the unscheduled area. There is reason to delay fully implementing the
Foster decision at the administrative level in light of the fact the Supreme
Court at this point has granted a review of the Foster decision. The basic
issue is whether the award of 29 degrees is adequate regardless of the
applicable schedule or non-schedule.

The record reflects a claimant with a rather unstable employment record
who had managed to establish enough seniority in the employment at a good
wage. He returned to that employment and was able to perform the work
physically. His exuberance in operating fork lift trucks earned him the
reputation as an eager beaver. That exuberance also brought about his dis
charge from employment on the basis that he was a danger to life and property.
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is futile to discuss loss of earnings or other factors of disability 
with respect to a workman who was able to and did return successfully to 
the most remunerative employment he had ever enjoyed. If he was unable to 
perform that work the various other factors of disability rating might be 
applied. 

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that 
the claimant's Msability does not exceed the 29 degrees heretofore allowed. 
Even in terms of the whole Man this award for the nominal limitations repre
sents almost 10% of the workman which appears ample for a moderate limitation 
of motion of the shoulder. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affimed. 

WCB #70-298 

BERNICE STANDRIDGE, Claimant. 
A. C. Roll, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

March 4, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether a fatty necrosis 
in the upper left arm of a 53 year old nurse's aide was caused by a tYPhoid 
shot the claimant received two and a half months after l~aving work. She 
had contacted a typhoid patient at work and at the instance (si~) of public 
health authorities she received a booster shot. The shot was administered 
June 2, 1969. 

The claimant's testimony (Tr 16} is to the effect that two or three 
weeks after the shot an indentation three inches by an inch and a half "just 
showed up one day." The claimant also asserts she told a Dr. Herscher about 
the problem on June 24, 1969. The doctor's reports reflect no such complaint 
prior to September of 1969. 

If the clair.iant had a reaction to the typhoid shot she did not report 
back to the County Health Officer as instructed. The condition of which she 
complai.ns is described simply as a localized destruction of fat. 

Dr. Daivd, a professor of pharmacology at the University of Oregon 
Medical School, testified from a background associated with an estimated 
100,000 such innoculations. He had never seen such a reaction in his experi
ence. Furthermore, the process could not have taken place as testified by 
the claimant. The physiological course would take from three to six months 
to reach maximum size. 

Dr. Gray, Douglas County Health Officer, testified ·from a long career 
including military service and a record of supervision approaching one 
million such innoculations. Dr. Gray had never seen a reaction such as this 
in his experience. 

The only medical testimony lending some support to claimant's conten
tions is that of Dr. Verberkmoes. Dr. Verberkmoes conceded that any such 
reaction would be most uncommon. He also had to concede that the claimant 
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It is futile to discuss loss of earnings or other factors of disability
with respect to a workman who was able to and did return successfully to
the most remunerative employment he had ever enjoyed. If he was unable to
perform that work the various other factors of disability rating might be
applied.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that
the claimant's disability does not exceed the 29 degrees heretofore allowed.
Even in terms of the whole man this award for the nominal limitations repre
sents almost 10% of the workman which appears ample for a moderate limitation
of motion of the shoulder.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-298 March 4, 1971

BERNICE ST NDRIDGE, Claimant.
 . C. Roll, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether a fatty necrosis
in the upper left arm of a 53 year old nurse's aide was caused by a typhoid
shot the claimant received two and a half months after leaving work. She
had contacted a typhoid patient at work and at the instance (sic) of public
health authorities she received a booster shot. The shot was administered
June 2, 1969.

The claimant's testimony (Tr 16} is to the effect that two or three
weeks after the shot an indentation three inches by an inch and a half "just
showed up one day." The claimant also asserts she told a Dr. Herscher about
the problem on June 24, 1969. The doctor's reports reflect no such complaint
prior to September of 1969.

If the claimant had a reaction to the typhoid shot she did not report
back to the County Health Officer as instructed. The condition of which she
complains is described simply as a localized destruction of fat.

Dr. Daivdj a professor of pharmacology at the University of Oregon
Medical School, testified from a background associated with an estimated
100,000 such innoculations. He had never seen such a reaction in his experi
ence. Furthermore, the process could not have taken place as testified by
the claimant. The physiological course would take from three to six months
to reach maximum size.

Dr. Gray, Douglas County Health Officer, testified from a long career
including military service and a record of supervision approaching one
million such innoculations. Dr. Gray had never seen a reaction such as this
in his experience.

The only medical testimony lending some support to claimant's conten
tions is that of Dr. Verberkmoes. Dr. Verberkmoes conceded that any such
reaction would be most uncommon. He also had to concede that the claimant
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a poor historian. ·At best his testimony is that of a possibility largely 
founded on the fact that there was a necrosis near the site of the innocu-
latio'n. · 

There is nothing in any of the medical testimony to support the claim
ant's contention that suddenly, one day, three weeks after the shot, the·. 
arm "caved in" with its maximum indentation. This "history" is against all 
medical probability and against the natural process in such matters. This 
of course clouds other phases of the claimant's history~ Her Story of the 
manner in which the shot. was administered by being "j abbecl as she walked 
by" (Tr 68) seems quite unlikely, particularly in light of the small dis
posable needle in use by highly trained personnel~ 

It should be noted that a question was raised on the sufficiency of 
the denial of the claim by the employer. The issues were properly joined. 
The claimant must establish a compensable injury in order to prevail in any 
event and this she has failed to do. 

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that 
the claimant did not sustain a compensable ·injury. The order of the Hearing 
Officer is affirmed. 

WCB #70-861 

JAMES C. MIDDLETON, Claimant. 
Emmons, Kyle & Kropp, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

March 4, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent 
disabiHty sustained by a 29 year old car salesman on December 4, 1968 when 
he incurred low back. injuries _in an· automobile collision. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued.April 21, 1970 finding 
the claimant's condition to have become medically stationary on April 28, 
1969 with a residual'unscheduled disability of 32 degrees. Upon hearing, 
the award was increased to 64 degrees and the claimant on review contends 
that this is not adequate. 

The claimant had been in a previous major auto accident in August of 
1968, but asserts that he had completely recovered from the effects of 
that incident when the accident at issue occurred. 

The claimant returned to his car selling occupation for a time and there 
is no reason to conclude that he is limited in the pursuit of that occupa
tion. The residuals of the accident may now preclude heavy lifting or 
similar hard manual labor. 

The weight to be given the medical report of Dr. Cohen has been dim
inished somewhat by an erroneous history of post accident activities given 
to Dr. Cohen. 
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was a poor historian.  t best his testimony is that of a possibility largely
founded on the fact that there was a necrosis near the site of the innocu-
lation.

There is nothing in any of the medical testimony to support the claim
ant's contention that suddenly, one day, three weeks after the shot, the
arm "caved in" with its maximum indentation. This "history" is against all
medical probability and against, the natural process in such matters. This
of course clouds other phases of the claimant's history. Her story of the
manner in which the shot was administered by being "jabbed, as she walked
by" (Tr 68) seems quite unlikely, particularly in light of the small dis
posable needle in use by highly trained personnel.

It should be noted that a question was raised on the sufficiency of
the denial of the claim by the employer. The issues were properly joined.
The claimant must establish a compensable injury in order to prevail in any
event and this she has failed to do.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that
the claimant did not sustain a compensable injury. The order of the Hearing
Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-861 March 4, 1971

J MES C. MIDDLETON, Claimant.
Emmons, Kyle 8 Kropp, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 29 year old car salesman on December 4, 1968 when
he incurred low back injuries in an automobile collision.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued  pril 21, 1970 finding
the claimant's condition to have become medically stationary on  pril 28,
1969 with a residual’ unscheduled disability of 32 degrees. Upon hearing,
the award was increased to 64 degrees and the claimant on review contends
that this is not adequate.

The claimant had been in a previous major auto accident in  ugust of
1968, but asserts that he had completely recovered from the effects of
that incident when the accident at issue occurred.

The claimant returned to his car selling occupation for a time and there
is no reason to conclude that he is limited in the pursuit of that occupa
tion. The residuals of the accident may now preclude heavy lifting or
similar hard manual labor.

The weight to be given the medical report of Dr. Cohen has been dim
inished somewhat by an erroneous history of post accident activities given
to Dr. Cohen.
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Board concludes and finds that the claimant does have some 
residual disability. Not all of his disability is attributable to the 
accident at issue, The Board•s impression is that the increase in compen
sation allowed by the Hearing Officer is somewhat liberal. However, the 
Board does not have the advantage of _an observation of the claimant as a 
witness and thus is not inclined to find that the additional award was in 
error. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is therefore affirmed. 

WCB #70-1481 March 4, 1971 

DAN R. MALDONADO, Claimant, 
Green, Richardson, Griswold & Murphy, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan. 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 38 year old packing company journeyman beef 
boner who ruptured a tendon in his left little finger on August 7, 1968, 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued awarding the claimant 
5 degrees for disability to the little finger out of the maximum of 6 
degrees allowable for a complete loss of the finger. Upon hearing, an ad
ditional award was made of 5 degrees for the ring finger, this being 50% 
of the maximum allowable for complete loss of that finger. 

The claimant does have some residual in the palm of the hand serving 
· the injured tendon. The scheme of compensation provides that compensation 
for fingers shall include the metacarpal bone and the adjacent soft tissue. 
At the hearing the claimant made a self-serving attempt to claim injury 
at or above the wrist which did not impress the Hearing Officer and which 
appears to have no substantiation in the medical evidence. 

Despite recent Court interpretations in the area of evaluating dis
ability in light of loss of earning capacity, there appears to be no basis 
for application of any such factor in this case, In the first place the 
claim~nt appears to have been able to resume his former employment without 
difficulty. A dispute with the employer over job assignments did result 
in a change of employment but this was not attributable to the injury. 
Furthermore the Court decisions have not disturbed the basic concept that 
an injury limited to a specific member of the body cannot be compensated at 
a level above the compensation limited for that member. The oft repeated 
reference to the loss of a finger by a violinist still applies. The limit 
of compensation is for the finger, not for the loss of ability to play 
the violin. 

The Board concurs with the findings and conclusions of the Hearing 
Officer. No compensable disability is reflected beyond the five degrees 
allowed for each of the little and ring fingers of the left hand. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 
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The Board concludes and finds that the claimant does have some
residual disability. Not all of his disability is attributable to the
accident at issue. The Board's impression is that the increase in compen
sation allowed by the Hearing Officer is somewhat liberal. However, the
Board does not have the advantage of an observation of the claimant as a
witness and thus is not inclined to find that the additional award was in
error.

The order of the Hearing Officer is therefore affirmed.

WCB #70-1481 March 4, 1971

D N R. M LDON DO, Claimant.
Green, Richardson, Griswold § Murphy, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 38 year old packing company journeyman beef
boner who ruptured a tendon in his left little finger on  ugust 7, 1968.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued awarding the claimant
5 degrees for disability to the little finger out of the maximum of 6
degrees allowable for a complete loss of the finger. Upon hearing, an ad
ditional award was made of 5 degrees for the ring finger, this being 50%
of the maximum allowable for complete loss of that finger.

The claimant does have some residual in the palm of the hand serving
the injured tendon. The scheme of compensation provides that compensation
for fingers shall include the metacarpal bone and the adjacent soft tissue.
 t the hearing the claimant made a self-serving attempt to claim injury
at or above the wrist which did not impress the Hearing Officer and which
appears to have no substantiation in the medical evidence.

Despite recent Court interpretations in the area of evaluating dis
ability in light of loss of earning capacity, there appears to be no basis
for application of any such factor in this case. In the first place the
claimant appears to have been able to resume his former employment without
difficulty.  dispute with the employer over job assignments did result
in a change of employment but this was not attributable to the injury.
Furthermore the Court decisions have not disturbed the basic concept that
an injury limited to a specific member of the body cannot be compensated at
a level above the compensation limited for that member. The oft repeated
reference to the loss of a finger by a violinist still applies. The limit
of compensation is for the finger, not for the loss of ability to play
the violin.

The Board concurs with the findings and conclusions of the Hearing
Officer. No compensable disability is reflected beyond the five degrees
allowed for each of the little and ring fingers of the left hand.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.
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#70-1133 

JOHN E. REILL, Claimant. 
Leonard J. Keene, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

March 4, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant 
sustained a compensable injury as alleged at some unknown time over a 
period prior to March 2, 1970. 

The claimant is a 33 year old dairy products delivery driver arid sales
man. He stopped work on March 2, 1970 due to back pain a.Ttd was hospitalized 
two days later. On April 10, 1970 he underwent an L-4 laminectomy. 

There was a history of low back problems dating back at least to 1963. 
There is some dispute with respect to whether medical attention obtained in 
1969 involved the low back. It appears quite definite that low back
symptoms increased markedly during the Christmas-New Years holiday season 
of 1969-70. Some complaints were made of low back pain in January or 
February of 1970. 

On March 11, 1970, the claimant sought and obtained benefits from a 
non-occupational insurance in which the claimant denied any job relationship 
between the condition and the work. 

The clai~ant's long history of back complaints does lend some credP.nce 
to a contention that the work of handling heavy dairy container~ mny have 
ex.acerbated the claimant's condition. As noted by the Hearing.Officer, 
the claimant's conviction with respect to job relationship appears to be 
founded upon some chance rP-mark supposedly related by one of the doctors to 
the claimant. This testimony does not rise to the level required to medi
cally substantiate a relationship between work and injury. Further, though 
the law no longer requires as precise a time and place of injury, the mere 
fact that an injury develops in a workman over an unstated period of time 
is not sufficient to relate the injury to the work. This is particularly 
true where the claimant is of record specifically denying any work rela
tionship. 

There is a request for a remand for further evidence. The burden 
is upon the claimant to establish that an accidental injury was sustained. 
These matters should not be heard upon a continuing basis in which the ad
verse decision is sought to be remanded in the hope that upon subsequent 
hearings. some additional evidence might tip .the scales the other way. It is 
difficult, in any event, to see how further testimony froM Dr. Campagna 
could counter the claimant's own signed statement that he sustained the 
problem "at home" by "twisted, lifting" with a specific denial of work 
causation. 

The Board concurs with the findings and conclusions of the Hearing 
Officer. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affimed. 
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WCB #70-1133 March 4, 1971

JOHN E. REILL, Claimant.
Leonard J. Keene, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled natter involves the issue of whether the claimant
sustained a compensable injury as alleged at some unknown time over a
period prior to March 2, 1970.

The claimant is a 33 year old dairy products delivery driver and sales
man. He stopped work on March 2, 1970 due to back pain and was hospitalized
two days later. On  pril 10, 1970 he underwent an L-4 laminectomy.

There was a history of low back problems dating back at least to 1963.
There is some dispute with respect to whether medical attention obtained in
1969 involved the low back. It appears quite definite that low back
symptoms increased markedly during the Christmas-New Years holiday season
of 1969-70. Some complaints were made of low back pain in January or
February of 1970.

On March 11, 1970, the claimant sought and obtained benefits from a
non-occupational insurance in which the claimant denied any job relationship
between the condition and the work.

The claimant's long history of back complaints does lend some credence
to a contention that the work of handling heavy dairy containers may have
exacerbated the claimant's condition.  s noted by the Hearing Officer,
the claimant's conviction with respect to job relationship appears to be
founded upon some chance remark supposedly related by one of the doctors to
the claimant. This testimony does not rise to the level required to medi
cally substantiate a relationship between work and injury. Further, though
the law no longer requires as precise a time and place of injury, the mere
fact that an injury develops in a workman over an unstated period of time
is not sufficient to relate the injury to the work. This is particularly
true where the claimant is of record specifically denying any work rela
tionship.

There is a request for a remand for further evidence. The burden
is upon the claimant to establish that an accidental injury was sustained.
These matters should not be heard upon a continuing basis in which the ad
verse decision is sought to be remanded in the hope that upon subsequent
hearings some additional evidence might tip the scales the other way. It is
difficult, in any event, to see how further testimony from Dr. Campagna
could counter the claimant's own signed statement that he sustained the
problem "at home" by "twisted, lifting" with a specific denial of work
causation.

The Board concurs with the findings and conclusions of the Hearing
Officer.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.
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#70-1545 Harch 4, 1971 

GEORGE KERN, Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan. 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 50 year old laundry worker who injured his low 
back on February 15, 1968 while lifting and twisting. 

The claim was first denied but was ordered accepted upon a prior 
hearing •. Pursuant to ORS 656.268, the claimant wns then determined to have 
a disability of 15% of the workman or 48.der,rees. Upon hearing, the award 
was increased to 112 degrees, taking into consideration the factor of loss 
of earnings. 

The claimant's symptoms were at first thought to be bas~cally subjec
tive and the course of the claim was one of intermittent periods of 
increased complaints. It was finally determined that the claimant hc1.s a 
defect at the LS-Sl segment of the spine. The claimant considered recom
mended surgery for a time but finally refused due to fear of the possible 
consequences. 

There is an aspect of psychopathology present but the indications are 
that this condition is not significantly related to the injurie$ received 
in the accident. The claimant is functionally illiterate despite an 
eighth grade education. lie also has the misfortune of having a seizure ~ 
problem dating from childhood. 

Considering the claimant's training, education and experience, he 
was not qualified for employment beyond the level at which he was working. 
The physical limitations imposed by the injury are not of major significance 
and the relief of those symptoms by surgery would not substantially enhance 
the claimant's employability. 

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds 
that the claimant is not permanently and totally disabled. Considering all 
of the factors including some loss of earning capacity, the Board also con
curs in the result reached by the Hearing Officer and finds that the dis
ability represents a loss of 35% of the workman or 112 degrees. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 
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WCB #70-1545 March 4, 1971

GEORGE KERN, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson §  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 50 year old laundry worker who injured his low
back on February 15, 1968 while lifting and twisting.

The claim was first denied but was ordered accepted upon a prior
hearing. Pursuant to ORS 656.268, the claimant was then determined to have
a disability of 15% of the workman or 48 degrees. Upon hearing, the award
was increased to 112 degrees, taking into consideration the factor of loss
of earnings.

The claimant's symptoms were at first thought to be basically subjec
tive and the course of the claim was one of intermittent periods of
increased complaints. It was finally determined that the claimant has a
defect at the L5-S1 segment of the spine. The claimant considered recom
mended surgery for a time but finally refused due to fear of the possible
consequences.

There is an aspect of psychopathology present but the indications are
that this condition is not significantly related to the injuries received
in the accident. The claimant is functionally illiterate despite an
eighth grade education. He also has the misfortune of having a seizure ^
problem dating from childhood.

Considering the claimant's training, education and experience, he
was not qualified for employment beyond the level at which he was working.
The physical limitations imposed by the injury are not of major significance
and the relief of those symptoms by surgery would not substantially enhance
the claimant's employability.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds
that the claimant is not permanently and totally disabled. Considering all
of the factors including some loss of earning capacity, the Board also con
curs in the result reached by the Hearing Officer and finds that the dis
ability represents a loss of 35% of the workman or 112 degrees.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.
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#70-1404 and 
#70-1405 

JOHN V. GREER, CLAIMANT. 
Galton & Popick, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

March 8, 1971 

Reviewed by Commis·sioners Wilson and Callahan. 

The above entitled matter involves issues of disability subsequent 
to two compensable low back injuries. 

The claimant was first injured while employed by H. A. Andersen 
when he fell from a scaffold on November 6, 1967. Pursuant to ORS 656.268 
this cl_aim, identified by the Hearing Officer as the Argonaut claim, was 
closed with a determination of unscheduled disability 0£ 48 degrees. 

The second injury was while empJoyed by c. E. John Construction on 
May·20, 1969 and is identified by the Hearing Officer as the SAIF claim. 
This claim was closed at about the same time without award of residual 
perma.~ent partial disability. 

These determinations of disability were affirmed. In addition, the 
issue of continuing responsibility for medical care post hearing date of 
October I, 1970 was placed upcn the Argonaut claim, the testimony reflect
ing that the claimant's condition was then about the same as it was immedi
ately prior to the SAIF claim. 

The claimant's credibility hec2.llle subject to question when he denied 
any back injury prior to these clairis. It appears that his back was 
injured in 1965 and that he received an award of 10% of the then applic
able maximum allowable for permanent unscheduled injuries. Pursuant to 
ORS 656.222 this is a factor for consideration of consideration of the 
combined effect of injuries and past awards as well as the rnatter of 
credibility. The claimant's testimony generally is of little assistance 
in attempting to evaluate disability or the responsible incidents for 
whatever residu~l disability there may be. As noted in the briefs, the 
greatest consistency in consideration of all three claims is the recita
tion of s 11bjective symptoms by the claimant at the respective times with 
respect tu each jnjury. 

The claimant was attending school during the period of time he now as
serts he should have been given compensation for temporary total disability. 
The mere fact that some. nominal medical attention may have been received 
is not tatarnount to proof of temporary total disability. There was 
ba.sically no substantial curative care being given nor does the evidence 
!'eflect an inability to v!ork during this period. 

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer that the cl2ims were 
properly closed and concludes and finds that the additional disability at
tributable to the Argonaut claim of November, 1967, does not exc~ed the 48 
degrees heretofore allowed. The Board also concurs with the Hearing Offi
cer and concludes end finds that the claimant incurred no additional 
permanent partial disability due to the SAIF claim of May, 1969. 
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WCB #70-1404 and
#70-1405 March 8, 1971

JOHN V. GREER, CL IM NT.
Galton § Popick, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves issues of disability subsequent
to two compensable low back injuries.

The claimant was first injured while employed by H.  .  ndersen
when he fell from a scaffold on November 6, 1967. Pursuant to ORS 656.268
this claim, identified by the Hearing Officer as the  rgonaut claim, was
closed with a determination of unscheduled disability of 48 degrees.

The second injury was while employed by C. E. John Construction on
May 20, 1969 and is identified by the Hearing Officer as the S IF claim.
This claim was closed at about the same time without award of residual
permanent partial disability.

These determinations of disability were affirmed. In addition, the
issue of continuing responsibility for medical care post hearing date of
October 1, 1970 was placed upon the  rgonaut claim, the testimony reflect
ing that the claimant's condition was then about the same as it was immedi
ately prior to the S IF claim.

The claimant's credibility became subject to question when he denied
any back injury prior to these claims. It appears that his back was
injured in 1965 and that he received an award of 10% of the then applic
able maximum allowable for permanent unscheduled injuries. Pursuant to
ORS 656,222 this is a factor for consideration of consideration of the
combined effect of injuries and past awards as well as the matter of
credibility. The claimant's testimony generally is of little assistance
in attempting to evaluate disability or the responsible incidents for
whatever residual disability there may be.  s noted in the briefs, the
greatest consistency in consideration of all three claims is the recita
tion of subjective symptoms by the claimant at the respective times with
respect to each injury.

The claimant was attending school during the period of time he now as
serts he should have been given compensation for temporary total disability.
The mere fact that some, nominal medical attention may have been received
is not tatamount to proof of temporary total disability. There was
basically no substantial curative care being given nor does the evidence
reflect an inability to work during this period.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer that the claims were
properly closed and concludes and finds that the additional disability at
tributable to the  rgonaut claim of November, 1967, does not exceed the 48
degrees heretofore allowed. The Board also concurs with the Hearing Offi
cer and concludes and finds that the claimant incurred no additional
permanent partial disability due to the S IF claim of May, 1969.
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the reasons stated, the order of the Hearing Officer is affi1'!led 
with respect to.both claims. 

WCB #70-~256 

RICHARD L. REED, Claimant. 
Phil H. Ringle, Jr., Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

March s, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of residual 
permanent unscheduled disability sustained by a 59 year old machinist as 
the result of a back injury incurred on October 2, 1969. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a.determination issued by the Closing and 
Evaluat-ion·Division of the Workmen's Compensation Board finding the claimant 
to have a disability of 10% of the workman or 32 degrees. This award was 
doubled by the Hearing Officer to 64 degrees. 

One of the problems in the instant case is the fact that the claimant 
is out of condition and "soft" due to the period of relative inactivity 
following the accident. Complaints arising from the response of unusual 
muscles to exercise are not indicative of permanent injury. 

The subjective complaints are not entirely supported by objective 
findings or medical op1n1on. There does, however, appear to be some 
basis for avoidance of further exposure to heavier manual labor. The Board 
also notes that the me_dical discharge report of the Physical Rehabilitation 
Center facility maintained by the Physical Rehabilitation Center lends 
some credence to the award. 

The Board concedes some reluctance in concurring with the extent of 
.disability found by the Hearing Officer but is not prepared·to conclude 
that the finding is erroneous so as to require- a modification. 

The Board accordinr,ly affirms the order of the Hearing Officer. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.382, counsel for claimant is allowed a fee of 
$250 payable by the employer for services rendered on review. 

WCB #70-281 March 8, 1971 

JERRY ALVEREZ, Claimant, 
Peterson, Chaivoe & Peterson, Claimant's Attys, 
Request for Review by SAIF, 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan, 

The above entitled matter basically involves the issue of whether the 
32 year old claimant who sustained a back injury on July 19, 1966, was 
entitled to teMporary total disability for the period of February 2, 
through July of 1970, In late July of 1970 the claimant underwent the 
fourth fusion in as many years. In the words of the l!earinr, Officer the 
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For the reasons stated, the order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed
with respect to both claims.

WCB #70-1256 March 8, 1971

RICH RD L. REED, Claimant.
Phil H. Ringle, Jr., Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Employer.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of residual
permanent unscheduled disability sustained by a 59 year old machinist as
the result of a back injury incurred on October 2, 1969.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a-determination issued by the Closing and
Evaluation Division of the Workmen's Compensation Board finding the claimant
to have a disability of 10% of the workman or 32 degrees. This award was
doubled by the Hearing Officer to 64 degrees.

. ■

One of the problems in the instant case is the fact that the claimant
is out of condition and "soft" due to the period of relative inactivity
following the accident. Complaints arising from the response of unusual
muscles to exercise are not indicative of permanent injury.

The subjective complaints are not entirely supported by objective
findings or medical opinion. There does, however, appear to be some
basis for avoidance of further exposure to heavier manual labor. The Board
also notes that the medical discharge report of the Physical Rehabilitation
Center facility maintained by the Physical Rehabilitation Center lends
some credence to the award.

The Board concedes some reluctance in concurring with the extent of
disability found by the Hearing Officer but is not prepared to conclude
that the finding is erroneous so as to require a modification.

The Board accordingly affirms the order of the Hearing Officer.

Pursuant to ORS 656.382, counsel for claimant is allowed a fee of
$250 payable by the employer for services rendered on review.

WCB #70-281 March 8, 1971

JERRY  LVEREZ, Claimant.
Peterson, Chaivoe 5 Peterson, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by S IF.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter basically involves the issue of whether the
32 year old claimant who sustained a back injury on July 19, 1966, was
entitled to temporary total disability for the period of February 2,
through July of 1970. In late July of 1970 the claimant underwent the
fourth fusion in as many years. In the words of the Hearing Officer the
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in the interval has been "examined or treated by platoons of 
orthopedic surgeons, neurologists, osteopaths, chiropractors, psycholo~ 

. gists, psychiatrists and other specialists· in Oregon and Florida." 

The claimant was attending school during the period in question. This 
is not necessarily inconsistent with the concept of being unable to work 
regularly at a gainful and suitable occupation since the school activity.J11ay 
be more sedentary than work environment. 

In retrospect the claimant's condition undoubtedly was worsening for 
some period of time prior to the July, 1970 surgical intervention. If that 
worsening condition precluded working for a period of time prior to that 
surgery, the issue is limited to the extent of that period of time.- There 
is medical opinion evidence recor.tmending reopening of the claim as early" 
as January of 1970 and a diagnosis of a pseudo arthrosis of previous fusion 
in February of 1970 •. 

The State Accident Insurance Fund correctly contends that the need for 
medical care does not necessarily carry with it entitlement to temporary 
total disability. Many workmen continue to work while receiving medical 
care. The law als~ contemplates (ORS 656.245) that medical care may be 
necessitated following claim closure without claim reopening. 

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds 
that the evidence warrants the allowance of temporary total disability 
from February 2 through July of 1970. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.382, counsel for claimant is.allowed the further 
fee of $250 payable by the State Accident Insurance Fund for services on 
review. 

WCB #70-1040 

RONALD F. GREENE, Claimant. 
Thomas E. Sweeney, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

March 8, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan. 

The above entitled matter involves an_issue~~6f the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 35 year old roofer's helper who injured his low 
back on May .27, 1968. 

Pursuant to ORS_656,268 a determination issued finding the claimant to 
have a residual unscheduled permanent disability of 15% of the workman or 
48 degrees, The claimant asserts the award is inadequate and particularly 
urges that the factor of decrease in earning capacity was not given adequate 
consideration, 

Following the injury the claimant received vocational retraining in 
automotive mechanics, He obtained employment in that field for a few months 
and then became self-employed at mechanics work, The present economic 
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claimant in the interval has been "examined or treated by platoons of
orthopedic surgeons, neurologists, osteopaths, chiropractors, psycholo
gists, psychiatrists and other specialists in Oregon and Florida."

The claimant was attending school during the period in question. This
is not necessarily inconsistent with the concept of being unable to work
regularly at a gainful and suitable occupation since the school activity may
be more sedentary than work environment.

In retrospect the claimant's condition undoubtedly was worsening for
some period of time prior to the July, 1970 surgical intervention. If that
worsening condition precluded working for a period of time prior to that
surgery, the issue is limited to the extent of that period of time. There
is medical opinion evidence recommending reopening of the claim as early
as January of 1970 and a diagnosis of a pseudo arthrosis of previous fusion
in February of 1970.

The State  ccident Insurance Fund correctly contends that the need for
medical care does not necessarily carry with it entitlement to temporary
total disability. Many workmen continue to work while receiving medical
care. The law also( contemplates (ORS 656.245) that medical care may be
necessitated following claim closure without claim reopening.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds
that the evidence warrants the allowance of temporary total disability
from February 2 through July of 1970.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

Pursuant to ORS 656.382, counsel for claimant is allowed the further
fee of $250 payable by the State  ccident Insurance Fund for services on
review.

WCB #70-1040 March 8, 1971

RON LD F. GREENE, Claimant.
Thomas E. Sweeney, Claimant’s  tty.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves an issue^of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 35 year old roofer's helper who injured his low
back on May 27, 1968.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 a determination issued finding the claimant to
have a residual unscheduled permanent disability of 15% of the workman or
48 degrees. The claimant asserts the award is inadequate and particularly
urges that the factor of decrease in earning capacity was not given adequate
consideration.

Following the injury the claimant received vocational retraining in
automotive mechanics. He obtained employment in that field for a few months
and then became self-employed at mechanics work. The present economic
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is not a proper basis for assessing permanent earnings impairment 
if the claimant has in fact sustained a current decrease, 

I 

The claimant's pattern of past employment reflects an individual with 
above average intelligence who has moved from job to job in work below his 
potential. Any possible limitation in earning capacity is more attributable 
to other factors than to the accid~nt at issue, 

I • 

The Board concurs with the l~aring Officer and concludes and finds that 
the claimant's permanent disability including due consideration of the 
earnings factof does nQt exceed the 48 degrees heretofore allowed, 

' The order of the ll,earing Officer is affirmed. 

WCB #70-784 

RICHARD A. MILLS, Claimant, 
Emmons, Kyle & Kropp, Claimant's ~ttys. 
Request for Review by SAIF, · 

March 8, 1971 

1, 

Reviewed·by Co~missioners Callahan and Wilson. 

The above entitled ~atter involves the issue of whether the 37 year old 
metals production worker sustained a compensable low back injury in January 
of 1970. The claim was denied by the State Accident Insurance Fund but 
ordered allowed by the Hearing Officer, 

The claimant's duties included lifting heavy billets of zirconium. lie 
had pulled a muscle in th~ fall of 1969, and at first assumed that an onset 
of pain at work on January 20, 1970 was a recurrence of that situation, Ile 
continued to work the balance of the week, The denial of the claim was 
basically prompted by the fact that the claimant had a further exacerbation 
at home on Saturday,' September 24th, while installing ceiling tile. lie 
ret_urned to wor~ tilonda.y morninp. and left to keep a doctor's appointment that 
afternoon. He was immediately hospitalized with a diagnosis of a protruded 
intervertebral disc, The treating doctor is of the opinion that the claim
ant•s·work was a material contributing factor to the development of the 
disability. 

The situation is one in which an employer or insurer such as the State 
Accident Insurance fund would le~itimately raise a question on a Monday 
report of an injury the prior week following some weekend incident. The 
issue becomes one of whether the claimant is telling the truth. The credi
bility of the witness, in the absence of more than a suspicion, must be 
left basically to the observation of the Hearing Officer. In this instance 
the Hearing Officer found the claimant, from observation, to be a credible 
witness. 

The Board finds no basis in the record to disturb the finding of the 
Hearing Officer and accordingly concludes and finds that the claimant 
sustained a compensable injufy as alleged. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 
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situation is not a proper basis for assessing permanent earnings impairment
if the claimant has in fact sustained a current decrease,

The claimant's pattern of past employment reflects an individual with
above average intelligence who has moved from job to job in work below his
potential.  ny possible limitation in earning capacity is more attributable
to other factors than to the accident at issue.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that
the claimant's permanent disability including due consideration of the
earnings factor does riot exceed the 48 degrees heretofore allowed.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

i. WCB #70-784 March 8, 1971

RICH RD  . MILLS, Claimant.
Emmons, Kyle § Kropp, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by S IF.

Reviewed by Commissioners Callahan and Wilson.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 37 year old
metals production worker sustained a compensable low back injury in January
of 1970. The claim was denied by the State  ccident Insurance Fund but
ordered allowed by the Hearing Officer.

The claimant's duties included lifting heavy billets of zirconium. He
had pulled a muscle in the fall of 1969, and at first assumed that an onset
of pain at work on January 20, 1970 was a recurrence of that situation. He
continued to work the balance of the week. The denial of the claim was
basically prompted by the fact that the claimant had a further exacerbation
at home on Saturday,' September 24th, while installing ceiling tile. He
returned to work Monday morning,and left to keep a doctor’s appointment that
afternoon. He was immediately hospitalized with a diagnosis of a protruded
intervertebral disc. The treating doctor is of the opinion that the claim
ant's work was a material contributing factor to the development of the
disability.

The situation is one in which an employer or insurer such as the State
 ccident Insurance Fund would legitimately raise a question on a Monday
report of an injury the prior week following some weekend incident. The
issue becomes one of whether the claimant is telling the truth. The credi
bility of the witness, in the absence of more than a suspicion, must be
left basically to the observation of the Hearing Officer. In this instance
the Hearing Officer found the claimant, from observation, to be a credible
witness.

The Board finds no basis in the record to disturb the finding of the
Hearing Officer and accordingly concludes and finds that the claimant
sustained a compensable injury as alleged.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.
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to ORS 656. 386, .. ~ounsel for claimant is allowed the further 
fee ·'of ·$250 payable by the State Accident lnsura~ce Fund for services on 
review.-~-

\I/CB #70-1618 March B, 1971 

I 
WILLIAM C. WILLITS, Claimant. 
Davis, Ainsworth & Pinnock, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Employer. -~ 

Re~ie~ed by ~plmissioncrs Wilson and Callahan. 

The abo.ve entltled matter involves an issue of whether an exacerbation 
of low back difficulties experienced by a 48 year old janitor while at 
wo.rk for Randy's Janitorial Service in February of 1969 is compensable as 
an aggravation of a low back injury incurred on .July 21, 1968. 

, No claim ha_s ·b~en made by ithe claimant against Randy's and Randy's 
is -qot' a party to these proceedings, If it should be found that the inci
den~ at_Randr,'s was an interven~ng event independently responsible for the 
claiman1;,' s renewed back difficu1l ties, no compensation could be awarded herein 
due 'to 1the i~ck df' an>': claim an~ due· to th~ fact ,Randy's is not a_ party • 

. It i.:i s?mE•·1 ir:es facenou:1-:· ~uggcsted \in c~mpe_n_ s~t~on proceedin.~~ that 
an e~ace~?at1-on atjhome const1tr.ites an aggriavat1o~h/1h1l~ an exacerba,1on upon 
retu\rn t_o work constitutes a ne~ accident. 1 The :pr·6~es$.:-,is not. that simple. 
As ih m~st cases ihvolving mixed issues of 1'law and' fact.~ the decisiori must 
restl upon the fact~ in each particular case and whether/ the exacerbation oc
curs' at work ·or at home is of minor significance. The basic issue is 
whet1her the· accident at issue set in motion a chain of circumstances from 
which it can be determined. _that· there is an unbroken course of responsi
bility., But for the initial injury, the need for further care would not 
have oc~.~rred and no intervening trauma is substantJally responsible for 
the 1exacerbation. A somewhat similar chain of circumstances was involved 
·in .l,.emons vs. SCD, 90 Or Adv 779, Or App, in whi_c1i."''.~1gg'tavation was related 
bacl< ·over intervening incidents. It is upon these considerations th.at the 
Board reviews the flare-up while working at Randy·• s to decide whether that 
flare-up con~titutes a compensable aggravat'ion of .the accident of July 21, 
1968. 

iJr. -Campagna treated, the claimant throughout.the history of the claim, 
It.would-be easy to simply recite that Dr. Campagna classified the condi
tion as an. ,aggravation of the July, 1968 injury.· Unfortunately doctors do 
not apply the legal niceties when using the term aggravation. If the 
claimant ~ad been struck by 1a boulder most doctors would conclude that the 
result of_; the boulder trauma was .. an aggravation. 

1 The Board's consideration goes beyond the use of the term aggraJation 
by the doctor into a consideration of matters such as the finding by the 
doct'ors of "lose bodies" attributable to the initial injury and surgery. 

, The Board concurs with the Hearing .Officer that the claimant sustained 
a compensable ag.gravation of his injuries of Jul_y 21, 1968. 
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^Pursuant to ORS 656.386, ...counsel for claimant is allowed the further
fee of $250 payable by the State  ccident Insurance Fund for services on
review.>

WCB #70-1618 March 8, 1971

WILLI M C. WILLITS, Claimant.
Davis,  insworth 5 Pinnock, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Employer.

1
Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of whether an exacerbation
of low back difficulties experienced by a 48 year old janitor while at
work for Randy's Janitorial Service in February of 1969 is compensable as
an aggravation of a low back injury incurred on July 21, 1968.

^ No claim has been made by jthe claimant against Randy's and Randy's
is not a party to these proceedings. If it should be found that the inci
dent at Randy's was an intervening event independently responsible for the
claimant's renewed back difficulties, no compensation could be awarded herein
due to ;the lack df'any claim an'd due to the fact iRandy's is not a party.

It is some-f ines facetiously suggested jin compensation proceedings that
an exacerbation atjhome constitutes an aggravation’while an exacerbation upon
return to work constitutes a new accident, j The process,! is not that simple.
 s in most cases involving mixed issues of ’'law and fact,, the decision must
rest upon the facts in each particular case and whether! the exacerbation oc
curs, at work or at home is of minor significance. The basic issue is
whether the- accident at issue set in motion a chain of circumstances from
which it can be determined that there is an unbroken course of responsi
bility. But for the initial injury, the need for further care would not
have occurred and no intervening trauma is substantially responsible for
the exacerbation.  somewhat similar chain of circumstances was involved
in Lemons vs. SCD, 90 Or  dv 779, Or  pp, in whidi':a'ggVavation was related
back over intervening incidents. It is upon these considerations that the
Board reviews the flare-up while working at Randy's to decide whether that
flare-up constitutes a compensable aggravation of the accident of July 21,
1968.

Dr. Campagna treated the claimant throughout.the history of the claim.
It would be easy to simply recite that Dr. Campagna classified the condi
tion as an aggravation of the July, 1968 injury. Unfortunately doctors do
not apply the legal niceties when using the term aggravation. If the
claimant Ijiad been struck by a boulder most doctors would conclude that the
result of,the boulder trauma was an aggravation.

I The Board's consideration goes beyond the use of the term aggravation
by the doctor into a consideration of matters such as the finding by the
doctors of "lose bodies" attributable to the initial injury and surgery.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer that the claimant sustained
a compensable aggravation of his injuries of July 21, 1968.
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order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

Pursuant to ORS 656,382 and 656,386, counsel for claimant is allowed 
the further fee ef $250 payable by the employer for services on review. 

\\'CB #70-921 

CHARLES W. BUCHANAN, Claimant. 
Galton & Popick, Claimant's· A.ttys. 

~larch 8, 1971 

STIPULATION OF COHPROmSE 

The claimant, Charles I~. Buchanan, was injured on April I, 1969. 
The employer, Albertson's Inc. and its insurance carrier, Fireman's Fund · 
American Insurance Companies, accepted said claim. The Determination 
Order by the Workmen's Compensation Board was made on April 9, 1970, pro
viding for temporary ·total disability to 9-22-69, and te~porary partial 
disabiliiy from 9-22-69 to 3-21-70, and a permanent partial disability 
award of 45 degrees for partial loss of the right lei!,. 

On May 6, 1970, a Request for Hearing was made by the claimant through his 
attorney, Darrell L. Cornelius. The issue was the extent of permanent 
partial disability to which claimant was entitled. 

A Hearing was held on November 4, 1970, before l~arin~ Officer Harry Fink, 
and the Hearing Officer in his Opinion and Order of December 2, 1970, 
increased claimant's disability award to_ a· total of 128 degrees for un
scheduled disability, affecting the right hip and 15 degrees· for scheduled 
disability, affecting the right leg., The· award was in lieu of, and not in 
addition to, the award granted by the Deterriination Order o+· April 9, 1970. 

The employer and its insurance carrier filed a request for Review before the 
Workmen's Compensation Board on December 23, 1970, The issue for appeal 
was the extent of per~anent partial disability of the claimant. 

The workman, through his attorney, and the employer and its insurance 
carrier, through their attorney, have agreed to settle and compromise this 
claim for a permanent partial disability award of 90 degrees for scheduled 
and unscheduled disability. 

The workman and his attorney have.ar,reed the Rttorney fee in this matter 
should be 25% of the increased award of permanent partial disability. 

The claimant, the eMployer, and the employer's insurance carrier request 
the Workmen's Compensation Board to approve this Stipulation of Compromise, 
and if so approved, dismiss the employer's Request for Review by the 
Workmen's Compensation Board, 

DATED this 26th day of Fehrunry, l '.)71, 

- l '.13-

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

Pursuant to ORS 656.382 and 656.386, counsel for claimant is allowed
the further fee of $250 payable by the employer for services on review.

WCB #70-921 March 8, 1971

CH RLES W. BUCH N N, Claimant.
Galton § Popick, Claimant's  ttys.

STIPUL TION OF COMPROMISE

The claimant, Charles W. Buchanan, was injured on  pril 1, 1969,
The employer,  lbertson's Inc. and its insurance carrier, Fireman's Fund
 merican Insurance Companies, accepted said claim. The Determination
Order by the Workmen's Compensation Board was made on  pril 9, 1970, pro
viding for temporary total disability to 9-22-69, and temporary partial
disability from 9-22-69 to 3-21-70, and a permanent partial disability
award of 45 degrees for partial loss of the right leg.

On May 6, 1970, a Request for Hearing was made by the claimant through his
attorney, Darrell L. Cornelius. The issue was the extent of permanent
partial disability to which claimant was entitled.

 Hearing was held on November 4, 1970, before Hearing Officer Harry Fink,
and the Hearing Officer in his Opinion and Order of December 2, 1970,
increased claimant's disability award to a total of 128 degrees for un
scheduled disability, affecting the right hip and 15 degrees- for scheduled
disability, affecting the right leg. The award was in lieu of, and not in
addition to, the award granted by the Determination Order of  pril 9, 1970.

The employer and its insurance carrier filed a request for Review before the
Workmen's Compensation Board on December 23, 1970. The issue for appeal
was the extent of permanent partial disability of the claimant.

The workman, through his attorney, and the employer and its insurance
carrier, through their attorney, have agreed to settle and compromise this
claim for a permanent partial disability award of 90 degrees for scheduled
and unscheduled disability.

The workman and his attorney have agreed the attorney fee in this matter
should be 25% of the increased award of permanent partial disability.

The claimant, the employer, and the employer's insurance carrier request
the Workmen's Compensation Board to approve this Stipulation of Compromise,
and if so approved, dismiss the employer's Request for Review by the
Workmen's Compensation Board.

D TED this 26th day of February, 1971.
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OF DISMISSAL APPROVING SETTLEMENT 

The above entitled matter involved issues of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 42 year old grocery cmplnye who incurred a frac
ture of the right femur on April 1, 1969, 

Pursuant to ORS 656,268 a <letermination order found a residual permanent 
disability of 45 def!:rees of the right leg out of the applicable maximum of 
150 degrees. Upon hearing the award for the le~ was apparently decreased to 
15 degrees and an award was made of 128 degrees for unscheduled disability 
affecting the right hip. • 

It should be noted that the Hearing Officer attempted to apply the 
recent Foster decision which is now slated for review by th~ Supreme Court, 
The compa:dson of a fracture of the upper leg bone to a shoulder injury is 
not valid. Anatomically the femur is a part of the leg above the knee, 
Without the femur there would be no solid structure to the leg above the knee, 
If one follows the Foster case strictly, the site of the injury was to the 
leg and perforce the disability rating should be confined to the extremity. 
The fact that the upper part of the ler. has a separate naMe such as "hip" 
does not warrant an unscheduled classification any more than "calf" or 
"thigh," 

Be that as it may, the parties have submitted a stipulation pursuant to 
which the issue of the extent of disability is reduced to 90 degrees, The 
stipulation is attached and by reference made a part hereof. The parties 
did not settle upon the classification, The stipulation is appro_ved with 
the understanding that the evaluation remains on the leg which was the site 
of the injury, 

The matter is accordingly disMisse<l upon agreement of the parties and 
no notice of appeal is attached. 

WCB #69-2127 

ROY IV. SHIELDS, Claimant, 
Bailey, Swink & Haas, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant, 

March 8, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan, 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a ss· year old construction carpenter who fell from 
a scaffold April 21, 1969 and incurred injuries to his low back and right 
wrist. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 the claim was closed October 21, 1969 by a 
determination allowing temporary total disability to October 1, 1969 without 
residual permanent partial disability, Upon hearing, the determination as 
to the temporary total disabi 1i ty was affirmed but the Ilea ring· Officer found 
there to be residual unscheduled perrianent disability of 10% of the workman 
or 32 degrees. The claimant on review a.sserts that the wrist is also 
permanently injured and that the unscheduled award is not commensurate with 
the disability. 

-194-

ORDER OF DISMISS L  PPROVING SETTLEMENT

The above entitled matter involved issues of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 42 year old grocery employe who incurred a frac
ture of the right femur on  pril 1, 1969.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 a determination order found a residual permanent
disability of 45 degrees of the right leg out of the applicable maximum of
150 degrees. Upon hearing the award for the leg was apparently decreased to
15 degrees and an award was made of 128 degrees for unscheduled disability
affecting the right hip.

It should be noted that the Hearing Officer attempted to apply the
recent Foster decision which is now slated for review by the Supreme Court.
The comparison of a fracture of the upper leg bone to a shoulder injury is
not valid.  natomically the femur is a part of the leg above the knee.
Without the femur there would be no solid structure to the leg above the knee.
If one follows the Foster case strictly, the site of the injury was to the
leg and perforce the disability rating should be confined to the extremity.
The fact that the upper part of the leg has a separate name such as "hip"
does not warrant an unscheduled classification any more than "calf" or
"thigh."

Be that as it may, the parties have submitted a stipulation pursuant to
which the issue of the extent of disability is reduced to 90 degrees. The
stipulation is attached and by reference made a part hereof. The parties
did not settle upon the classification. The stipulation is approved with
the understanding that the evaluation remains on the leg which was the site
of the injury.

The matter is accordingly dismissed upon agreement of the parties and
no notice of appeal is attached.

WCB #69-2127 March 8, 1971

ROY W. SHIELDS, Claimant.
Bailey, Swink § Haas, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 58 year old construction carpenter who fell from
a scaffold  pril 21, 1969 and incurred injuries to his low back and right
wrist.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 the claim was closed October 21, 1969 by a
determination allowing temporary total disability to October 1, 1969 without
residual permanent partial disability. Upon hearing, the determination as
to the temporary total disability was affirmed but the Hearing Officer found
there to be residual unscheduled permanent disability of 10% of the workman
or 32 degrees. The claimant on review asserts that the wrist is also
permanently injured and that the unscheduled award is not commensurate with
the disability.

\
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The claimant's contention with respect to the wrist is largely 
based upon a report from the Veterans Administration ma<le long before the 
the claim closure and over a year before subsequent reports indicating that 
particular injury to have healed without residual disability. Dr. Boyden, 
at' best, diagnoses a chronic lumbosacral strain with residual pain that 
is "not too great." It is only residual disabling pain which serves as 
the basis for award of disability. It should also be noted that the 
claimant has a history of low back complaints and some degenerative pro
cesses not associated with the accident. Even the nominal residual dis
ability is not_ all necessarily attributable to the accident. 

Dr. Stanford, treating orthopedist, concluded that the claimant had a 
pain which had not conpletely subsided but that the claimant over-reacted 
and exaggerated. The doctor also concluded that the claimant was motivated 
to avoid return to work. 

The claimant is basically left with major ·subjective complaints and 
minimal supportive objective evidence. The motivation under these 
circumstances may be ·given substantial consideration in discounting the 
complaints colored by exaggeration and over-reaction. 

In reaching its conclusion in this matter, the Board notes the ad
vantage of the Hearing Officer in observing the claimant as a witness. 
Though this is not determinative of the reliability of the witness, the 
reviewing agency may take this into consideration in weighing the issue 
of whether error was commi tte_d in the evaluation process. 

For the reasons stated, the Board concurs with the Hearing Officer 
and concludes and finds that the claimant's residual disability attributable 
to the accident does not exceed the 32 degrees heretofore awarded, 

. The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

wen #70-1135 

FRANK C. DEXTER, Claimant. 
Coons & t,1alagon, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Appeal by SAIF. 

March 8, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan. 

The above entitled matter involves matters which involved relatively 
insignificant issues with respect to the alleged entitlement of the claimant 
to further medical care. temporary total disability and penalties and 
attorney fees for alleged unreasonable resistance to payment of compensation. 

The claimant injured his left hand on July 3, 1969. The claimant was 
off work for a week but was paid his wages in full by the employer so no 
wage loss benefits were paid by the State Accident Insurance_ Fund on behalf 
of the employer. Temporary total disability would of course have been 
substantially less. To the extent penalties against the State Accident 
Insurance Fund redound (sic) against the employer, it would seem some con
sideration should have been given to the retention of this workman on the 
payroll and reassignment to other jobs during the healing period. 
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The claimant’s contention with respect to the wrist is largely
based upon a report from the Veterans  dministration made long before the
the claim closure and over a year before subsequent reports indicating that
particular injury to have healed without residual disability. Dr. Boyden,
at' best, diagnoses a chronic lumbosacral strain with residual pain that
is "not too great." It is only residual disabling pain which serves as
the basis for award of disability. It should also be noted that the
claimant has a history of low back complaints and some degenerative pro
cesses not associated with the accident. Even the nominal residual dis
ability is not all necessarily attributable to the accident.

Dr. Stanford, treating orthopedist, concluded that the claimant had a
pain which had not completely subsided but that the claimant over-reacted
and exaggerated. The doctor also concluded that the claimant was motivated
to avoid return to work.

The claimant is basically left with major subjective complaints and
minimal supportive objective evidence. The motivation under these
circumstances may be given substantial consideration in discounting the
complaints colored by exaggeration and over-reaction.

In reaching its conclusion in this matter, the Board notes the ad
vantage of the Hearing Officer in observing the claimant as a witness.
Though this is not determinative of the reliability of the witness, the
reviewing agency may take this into consideration in weighing the issue
of whether error was committed in the evaluation process.

For the reasons stated, the Board concurs with the Hearing Officer
and concludes and finds that the claimant's residual disability attributable
to the accident does not exceed the 32 degrees heretofore awarded.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-1135 March 8, 1971

FR NK C. DEXTER, Claimant.
Coons § Malagon, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for  ppeal by S IF.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.
The above entitled matter involves matters which involved relatively

insignificant issues with respect to the alleged entitlement of the claimant
to further medical care, temporary total disability and penalties and
attorney fees for alleged unreasonable resistance to payment of compensation.

The claimant injured his left hand on July 3, 1969. The claimant was
off work for a week but was paid his wages in full by the employer so no
wage loss benefits were paid by the State  ccident Insurance Fund on behalf
of the employer. Temporary total disability would of course have been
substantially less. To the extent penalties against the State  ccident
Insurance Fund redound (sic) against the employer, it would seem some con
sideration should have been given to the retention of this workman on the
payroll and reassignment to other jobs during the healing period.
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file reflects a workman with respect to whom the doctors have 
expressed concern over convertin13 an essentially non-disabling injury into 
something of significance due to disuse ancl a conviction of disability 
based upon medical or legal corroboration. 

The compensation system with its multiple levels of review lends itself 
to abuse when parties choose the road of contention, It is not, to the credit 
of either counsel that the battle appears to become <'!n end in itself with 
the welfare of the clair1;int a matter of secondary concern, To the extent 
the llearing Officer allows such matters to ;1ssume major proportions the 
result may well be punitive where punitive action is not justified, 

Part of the claimant's current complaint was an allcred delay in pre
senting the claim to the Workmen's Compensation Bo,u<l pursuant to ORS 656,268, 
There are statutory words of caution against preDature submission pursuant 
to ORS 656,268, The remedy of the claimant in such cases under duly 
promulgated rule of the Board is for a direct request to the Doard by the 
claimant. 

The Board concludes that there was s11fficient dereliction in the 
continuing responsibilities imposed upon the State Accident Insurance Fund 
by ORS 656. 262 to warrant affirming the sorie1vhat nuni ti vc order of the 
Hearing Officer though a balancinr, of the eciuities mir,ht call for a modi
fication of the result. 

for the reasons stated the Board somewhat reluctantly affirms the 
order of the llearing Officer with due notice that this does not serve as 
precedent with respect to future cases where content ion outweif'.hs the 
merits of the issue, 

Having affirned, counsel for claiDant is allowed the further fee of 
$250 pursuant to ORS 656.386 payable by the State Accident Insurance Fund, 

\vCB 1170-1466 ~brch 8, 1971 

LOIS Aiws, Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Rcvie\~ by SAI F. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan. 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 52 year old restaurant cook as the result of a low 
back strain incurred on April 25, 1968. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant to 
have no residual disability attributable to this accident. In November of 
1957 the claimant also injured her low back and at that time was eventually 
awarded compensation for unscheduled disability of 60"'., of the allowable 
maximum based upon a comparable loss of use of an arm. ORS 656.222 requires 
that consideration .of disabi Ii ty award for further injury be nade in lif.!ht 
of past awards and the combined effect of the injuries. 
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This file reflects a workman with respect to whom the doctors have
expressed concern over converting an essentially non-disabling injury into
something of significance due to disuse and a conviction of disability
based upon medical or legal corroboration.

The compensation system with its multiple levels of review lends itself
to abuse when parties choose the road of contention. It is not to the credit
of either counsel that the battle appears to become an end in itself with
the welfare of the claimant a matter of secondary concern. To the extent
the Hearing Officer allows such matters to assume major proportions the
result may well be punitive where punitive action is not justified.

Part of the claimant's current complaint was an alleged delay in pre
senting the claim to the Workmen's Compensation Board pursuant to ORS 656.268.
There are statutory words of caution against premature submission pursuant
to ORS 656.268. The remedy of the claimant in such cases under duly
promulgated rule of the Board is for a direct request to the Board by the
claimant.

The Board concludes that there was sufficient dereliction in the
continuing responsibilities imposed upon the State  ccident Insurance Fund
by ORS 656.262 to warrant affirming the somewhat punitive order of the
Hearing Officer though a balancing of the equities might call for a modi
fication of the result.

For the reasons stated the Board somewhat reluctantly affirms the
order of the Hearing Officer with due notice that this does not serve as
precedent with respect to future cases where contention outweighs the
merits of the issue.

Having affirmed, counsel for claimant is allowed the further fee of
$250 pursuant to ORS 656.386 payable by the State  ccident Insurance Fund.

WCB #70-1466 March 8, 1971

LOIS  MES, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson 5  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by S IF.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 52 year old restaurant cook as the result of a low
back strain incurred on  pril 25, 1968.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant to
have no residual disability attributable to this accident. In November of
1957 the claimant also injured her low back and at that time was eventually
awarded compensation for unscheduled disability of 60% of the allowable
maximum based upon a comparable loss of use of an arm. ORS 656.222 requires
that consideration of disability award for further injury be made in light
of past awards and the combined effect of the injuries.
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hearing with respect tp this acci<lent, the claimant was found to 
have a disability of 112 degrees including 15 degrees for related pain in 
the left leg. TI1ere is some question whether it is appropriate to make a 
separable award for the "leg in keeping with recent decisions one of which, 
the Foster case, is now on review by the Supreme Court. 

If the combined effect of the injuries is expressed in degrees, the 
claimant previously received 60% of 145 degrees or 87 degrees. TI1e Hearing 
Officer order allows an additional 112 degrees in this claim and the issue 
is whether the combined effect of these injuries warrants an award of 199 
degrees. The maximum allowable for unscheduled injury is now 320 degrees 
and the issue is thus whether the disability from the combined effect of 
the injuries measures to over 62% of the workman. 

It is noted that Dr.• Winfred H. Clarke in one of the most recent 
physical examinations of record finds some evidence of disability not ap
parent upon closure of the prior claim. The claimant has changed work from 
cooking to less demanding work. The permanent wage differential is not 
apparent. The scope of evaluation necessarily covers the range of both 
accidents. The Board concludes that the claimant did incur some additional 
disabilities but also concludes that the combined disability does not 
exceed the.112 degree award of the llearinr, Officer. The 87 degrees attri
butable to the former should be deducted from the present finding of 112 
degrees disability. 

Due to the uncertainty noted above with respect to whether the 
degrees allocable to the leg should be reclassified as unscheduled, no such 
readjustment will be made. It should be noted at this point that the 
claimant was making claims of substantial leg injury emanating from the 
back on the prior claim.. 

For the reasons stated, the order of the !!earing Officer is .modified 
and the increased disability attributable to the accident at issue is 
found to be 25 degrees. 

wen tt70-1565 M1t.rch 8, 1971 

FREEDA KEMNITZER, Claimant. 
David R. Vandenberg, .Jr., Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by SAIF. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the accidental 
injury to a 52 year old school teacher on .June S, 1970 arose out of and in 
the course of her employment so as to entitle her to workmen's compensation. 

The claimant had been employed for 25 years by the employer school 
district, The evidence shows her to be a dedicated teacher whose interests 
in her pupils extended beyond the confines of the classroom. With no 
thought of financial remuneration she visited the homes of her pupils 
counseling parents as well as her pupils. 
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Upon hearing with respect to this accident, the claimant was found to
have a disability of 112 degrees including 15 degrees for related pain in
the left leg. There is some question whether it is appropriate to make a
separable award for the leg in keeping with recent decisions one of which,
the Foster case, is now on review by the Supreme Court.

If the combined effect of the injuries is expressed in degrees, the
claimant previously received 60% of 145 degrees or 87 degrees. The Hearing
Officer order allows an additional 112 degrees in this claim and the issue
is whether the combined effect of these injuries warrants an award of 199
degrees. The maximum allowable for unscheduled injury is now 320 degrees
and the issue is thus whether thedisability from the combined effect of
the injuries measures to over 62%of the workman.

It is noted that Dr. WinfredH. Clarke in one of the most recent
physical examinations of record finds some evidence of disability not ap
parent upon closure of the prior claim. The claimant has changed work from
cooking to less demanding work. The permanent wage differential is not
apparent. The scope of evaluation necessarily covers the range of both
accidents. The Board concludes that the claimant did incur some additional
disabilities but also concludes that the combined disability does not
exceed the 112 degree award of the Hearing Officer. The 87 degrees attri
butable to the former should be deducted from the present finding of 112
degrees disability.

Due to the uncertainty noted above with respect to whether the
degrees allocable to the leg should be reclassified as unscheduled, no such
readjustment will be made. It should be noted at this point that the
claimant was making claims of substantial leg injury emanating from the
back on the prior claim.

For the reasons stated, the order of the Hearing Officer is modified
and the increased disability attributable to the accident at issue is
found to be 25 degrees.

WCB #70-1565 March 8, 1971

FREDD KEMNITZER, Claimant.
David R. Vandenberg, Jr., Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by S IF.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the accidental
injury to a 52 year old school teacher on June S, 1970 arose out of and in
the course of her employment so as to entitle her to workmen's compensation.

The claimant had been employed for 25 years by the employer school
district. The evidence shows her to be a dedicated teacher whose interests
in her pupils extended beyond the confines of the classroom. With no
thought of financial remuneration she visited the homes of her pupils
counseling parents as well as her pupils.
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her pupils was a ~-largueri ta ~lcdina, a disadvantaged 14 year old, 
only three years from hernative Mexico, In addition to a language barrier 
therj was a problem of family favoritism being shown to a brother of 
Marguerita, The year previous to the school year spent with the claimant, 
Marguerita had been in another school where special education had been 
afforded her. When Marguerita becar.ie a pupil of the claimant she received 
particular attention in order to carry out the program of special education, 
This included visits to the home of the pupil. The _claimant had been 
somewhat responsible for the family purchasing a new bicycle for 
Marguerita, whereas it had been planned to buy a used bicycle for her but 
a new bicycle for her brother, The claimant felt the new bicycle would 
bolster the morale of Marguerita and aid in overcoming some of the problems 
facing the child. There is no doubt that a high degree of rapport had been 
established between the teacher and pupi 1. The effect of this was shown 
in the improved accomplhhments made by the pupil, In the case of this 
disadvantaged pupil assistance in achieving a certain degree of status was 
a necessary part of her education, 

The day of the accident was not a day of classroom instruction, but 
it was a day of required work for teaci1ers, Several pupils, including 
Marguerita, had appeared to help the claimant in this, Marguerita had 
taken her new bicycle to the schoolhouse. It could be expected that she 
would want the teacher to see the new bicycle of which' she was understand
ably proud. Since the school teacher was also a bicycle rider, it was 
only natural to ask the teacher to ride it, 

The claimant could have refused to ride the bicycle, Nould it have 
affected the good that ha<l been accomplished in the improvement the teacher 
had achieved in this child? The claimant felt that it would, At that 
moment the claimant believed it to be part of her duty as a teacher to not 
refuse the offer of this pupil in need of special education, In the words 
of the claimant (Tr 14), "Well certainly it would have deflated her," 

It must be remembered that this pupil was in need of special educational 
treatment and any "deflation" would be contraindicated and destructive of 
the progress that had been made. 

Since the claimant believed it to be her duty to not "deflate" her 
pupil by refusing to ride the bicycle, the act of riding the bicycle was 
also in the course of employment, Perhaps it was poor judgment, That is 
not a bar to workmen's compensation, 

The Board is not in agreement upon whether the claimant remained in the 
course of employment when she left her·place of employment, 

The majority of the Board have viewed the matter from several aspects, 
The Hearing Officer adopted the claima.nt' s view that the le!',i timate special 
interest of the teacher in this pupil extended beyond mere book learning, 
This pupil's personality and deprived back~round required an open exhibi
tion of empathy to the point that a refusal to accept the offer to ride the 
bicycle might well have been taken as an affront, which would in some measure 
endanger the essential bond, The results of the undertaking may appear 
somewhat foolish in retrospect, Norkmen's compensation theory long since 
abandoned concepts of fault and negligence, 
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 mong her pupils was a Marguerita Medina, a disadvantaged 14 year old,
only three years from her native Mexico. In addition to a language barrier
there was a problem of family favoritism being shown to a brother of
Marguerita. The year previous to the school year spent with the claimant,
Marguerita had been in another school where special education had been
afforded her. When Marguerita became a pupil of the claimant she received
particular attention in order to carry out the program of special education.
This included visits to the home of the pupil. The claimant had been
somewhat responsible for the family purchasing a new bicycle for
Marguerita, whereas it had been planned to buy a used bicycle for her but
a new bicycle for her brother. The claimant felt the new bicycle would
bolster the morale of Marguerita and aid in overcoming some of the problems
facing the child. There is no doubt that a high degree of rapport had been
established between the teacher and pupil. The effect of this was shown
in the improved accomplishments made by the pupil. In the case of this
disadvantaged pupil assistance in achieving a certain degree of status was
a necessary part of her education.

The day of the accident was not a day of classroom instruction, but
it was a day of required work for teachers. Several pupils, including
Marguerita, had appeared to help the claimant in this. Marguerita had
taken her new bicycle to the schoolhouse. It could be expected that she
would want the teacher to see the new bicycle of which' she was understand
ably proud. Since the school teacher was also a bicycle rider, it was
only natural to ask the teacher to ride it.

The claimant could have refused to ride the bicycle. Would it have
affected the good that had been accomplished in the improvement the teacher
had achieved in this child? The claimant felt that it would.  t that
moment the claimant believed it to be part of her duty as a teacher to not
refuse the offer of this pupil in need of special education. In the words
of the claimant (Tr 14), "Well certainly it would have deflated her."

It must be remembered that this pupil was in need of special educational
treatment and any "deflation" would be contraindicated and destructive of
the progress that had been made.

Since the claimant believed it to be her duty to not "deflate" her
pupil by refusing to ride the bicycle, the act of riding the bicycle was
also in the course of employment. Perhaps it was poor judgment. That is
not a bar to workmen's compensation.

The Board is not in agreement upon whether the claimant remained in the
course of employment when she left her place of employment.

The majority of the Board have viewed the matter from several aspects.
The Hearing Officer adopted the claimant's view that the legitimate special
interest of the teacher in this pupil extended beyond mere book learning.
This pupil's personality and deprived background required an open exhibi
tion of empathy to the point that a refusal to accept the offer to ride the
bicycle might well have been taken as an affront, which would in some measure
endanger the essential bond. The results of the undertaking may appear
somewhat foolish in retrospect. Workmen's compensation theory long since
abandoned concepts of fault and negligence.
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aspect of such claims is whether the claim may be compensable 
even though the act which produces the injury" when isolated appears to be 
a departure or deviation from work. The horseplay cases are a good ex
ample whether the sportive byplay only involves the claimant •. It appears 
to be the general rule that minor deviations from the expected course do not 
serve to break the bonds of the employment. If the claimant had engaged 
in momentary fun and games in the school building, it is doubtful whether 
any question would have arisen. The same may be said if she had fallen 
from a swing on the school grounds. Is the school boundary line such a 
factor that to fall' on the outside of the line_ doing the same act renders 
the injury beyond compensation? The majority concludes not. 

The order of the Hearing Officer allo~ing the claim is affirmed. 

The order of the Hearing Officer having been affirmed counsel for 
claimant is allowed the further fee on review of $250 payable by the State 
Accident Insurance Fund. 

/s/ Wm. A. Callahan 
/s/ George A. ~-loorc 

~fr. Wilson dissents as follows: 

I respectfully dissent from the majority opinion and would affirm the 
State Accident Insurance Fund denial and reverse the decision of. the 
Hearing Officer. 

The Workmen's Compensation Law is not an altruistic means for the 
redress of those who meet with cemmon accidents; a claimant must show that 
his injury arose out of and in the course of his employment. 

The burden is on the claimant to establish in such a case that the 
injury arose out of and in the course of his employment.. The evidence is 
quite plain that the claimant's injury arose out of her employment with the 
Klamath Falls School District, but is deficient in establishing that the 
injury occurred in the course of her employment. 

Claimant's duties on the day of her injury did not encompass classroom 
teaching or playground superv1s1on. She was engaged in such work as packing 
books and supplies in the process of winding up the work of one year and 
in contemplation of preparing for the next. The facts are plainly distin
guishable from those cases in which a teacher makes a visit in the home of 
a student as a part of the educational process. From the time the claimant 
left the school room she had departed from the course of her employment and 

.was engaged in and involved Nith a deviation froM her employment, and a lark 
of her own, 

The discussion of the issues in the case of Stuhr v, SIAC, 186 Or 629, 
208 P2d 450 (1949) is applicable here. The Court's conclusion that "Its 
origin (injury) was in an act performed by plaintiff in his own interests 
and independent of the relation of employer and eDployee,'' should be the 
conclusion of this Board in this case, 

/s/ M, Keith Wilson, 
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 nother aspect of such claims is whether the claim may be compensable
even though the act which produces the injury when isolated appears to be
a departure or deviation from work. The horseplay cases are a good ex
ample whether the sportive byplay only involves the claimant. It appears
to be the general rule that minor deviations from the expected course do not
serve to break the bonds of the employment. If the claimant had engaged
in momentary fun and games in the school building, it is doubtful whether
any question would have arisen. The same may be said if she had fallen
from a swing on the school grounds. Is the school boundary line such a
factor that to fall on the outside of the line doing the same act renders
the injury beyond compensation? The majority concludes not.

The order of the Hearing Officer allowing the claim is affirmed.

The order of the Hearing Officer having been affirmed counsel for
claimant is allowed the further fee on review of $250 payable by the State
 ccident Insurance Fund.

/s/ Wm.  . Callahan
/s/ George  . Moore

Mr. Wilson dissents as follows:

I respectfully dissent from the majority opinion and would affirm the
State  ccident Insurance Fund denial and reverse the decision of the
Hearing Officer.

The Workmen's Compensation Law is not an altruistic means for the
redress of those who meet with common accidents; a claimant must show that
his injury arose out of and in the course of his employment.

The burden is on the claimant to establish in such a case that the
injury arose out of and in the course of his employment.. The evidence is
quite plain that the claimant's injury arose out of her employment with the
Klamath Falls School District, but is deficient in establishing that the
injury occurred in the course of her employment.

Claimant's duties on the day of her injury did not encompass classroom
teaching or playground supervision. She was engaged in such work as packing
books and supplies in the process of winding up the work of one year and
in contemplation of preparing for the next. The facts are plainly distin
guishable from those cases in which a teacher makes a visit in the home of
a student as a part of the educational process. From the time the claimant
left the school room she had departed from the course of her employment and
.was engaged in and involved with a deviation from her employment, and a lark
of her own.

The discussion of the issues in the case of Stuhr v. SI C, 186 Or 629,
208 P2d 450 (1949) is applicable here. The Court's conclusion that "Its
origin (injury) was in an act performed by plaintiff in his own interests
and independent of the relation of employer and employee," should be the
conclusion of this Board in this case.

/s/ M. Keith Wilson.
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#69-1147 Harch 9, 1971 

FLOYE BARRON, Claimant. , 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claima'.nt's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan. 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent 
disability resulting from an injury of June 20, 1966 when the then 38 year 
old claimant was exposed to certain noxious fumes while working as a mechanic. 

The previous procedures in this claim involve a course to a t-ledical 
Board of Review, an appeal to the Circuit Court and- the present hearing 
on review resulted in an award of 16 2/3% of the maximun award of 192 degrees 
allocable to unscheduled injuries or 32 degrees. 

In addition to the long and complicated procedures, the problems of 
evaluation of disability were made somewhat nore difficult by preexisting 
disabilities. by unrelated disabilities developing following the injury 
and by a substantial element of exaggeration hy claimant of his problems. 
These included an indication of attempts to modify the results of breathing 
tests upon medical examination. The claimant's protestations with respect 
to limitations of capabilities arc also someHhat impeached by motion 
picture films showing the claimant capable of activities beyond the level 
he would have one believe by his testimony and by his history to treating 
and examining doctors. 

The issue is the additional disability attributable to the accident 
of June 20, 1966. The Hearing Officer appears to have given careful 
consideration to a long and troublesome case. The llearinp, Officer had 
the advantage of a personal observation of the clainant as a witness. 
Though the Board reviews de novo, it also concludes that it should not 
modify the order of the llearini:t Officer in a case such as this without 
positive conviction that the result reached by the Hearing Officer was in 
error. 

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and the great \·.rcir,ht of the 
medical evidence that the claimant is only partially disabled and that no 
more than 32 degrees of disability is attributable to the incident at issue 
of the exposure to·noxious fumes in June of 1966. 

The order of the Hearing_ Officer is affirmed. 

\·iCB # 70-1 727 \!arch 9, 1971 

PIERCE tlcCONAUGIIY, Claimant, 
Peterson, Chaivoc & Peterson, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by SAIF, 

The above entitled matter involved the issue of whether a myncarclial 
infarction sustained by a 52 year old salesman was a compensable accidental 
injury. 
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WCB #69-1147 March 9, 1971

FLOYC B RRON, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson 5  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability resulting from an injury of June 20, 1966 when the then 38 year
old claimant was exposed to certain noxious fumes while working as a mechanic.

The previous procedures in this claim involve a course to a Medical
Board of Review, an appeal to the Circuit Court and the present hearing
on review resulted in an award of 16 2/3% of the maximum award of 192 degrees
allocable to unscheduled injuries or 32 degrees.

In addition to the long and complicated procedures, the problems of
evaluation of disability were made somewhat nore difficult by preexisting
disabilities, by unrelated disabilities developing following the injury
and by a substantial element of exaggeration by claimant of his problems.
These included an indication of attempts to modify the results of breathing
tests upon medical examination. The claimant's protestations with respect
to limitations of capabilities are also somewhat impeached by motion
picture films showing the claimant capable of activities beyond the level
he would have one believe by his testimony and by his history to treating
and examining doctors.

The issue is the additional disability attributable to the accident
of June 20, 1966. The Hearing Officer appears to have given careful
consideration to a long and troublesome case. The Hearing Officer had
the advantage of a personal observation of the claimant as a witness.
Though the Board reviews de novo, it also concludes that it should not
modify the order of the Hearing Officer in a case such as this without
positive conviction that the result reached by the Hearing Officer was in
error.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and the great weight of the
medical evidence that the claimant is only partially disabled and that no
more than 32 degrees of disability is attributable to the incident at issue
of the exposure to noxious fumes in June of 1966.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-1727 March 9, 1971
PIERCE McCON UGlIY, Claimant.
Peterson, Chaivoe 5 Peterson, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by S IF.

The above entitled matter involved the issue of whether a myocardial
infarction sustained by a 52 year old salesman was a compensable accidental
injury.
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claim was denied by the State Accident Insurance Fund but 
ordered allowed by the llearing Officer. 

The State Accident Insurance Fund re~uested a review but hns now 
withdrawn that request. 

The matter is accordingly dismissed and by operation of law the order 
of the Hearing Officer bccories final. 

No notice of appeal is deemed required. 

wrn #70-628 

PETE PETITE, Claimant. 
Emmons, Kyle & Kropp, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant, 

11arch 9, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan. 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of perrnanent 
disability sustained by a 60 year old logger as the result of }1ead and back 
injuries incurred January 6, 1967. The claimant also contends he is entitled 
to atton1ey fees under 656,382, The employer, followirn'. the rccrucst for 
review by the clainant, also requested review, The claimant now contends 
that by this action the employer "initiatec!" the hearing. This does not 
appear to be the legislative intent, The hearing 1,as "initiated" by the 
claimant. 

_ The net result of several proceedin;;s concerninr, claim closure was an 
award of 48 degrees unscheduled disability, beinr, 2.3~; of the applicable 
maximum of 192 degrees. This award was affirr.1ed by the llearing Officer. 

The claimant's subjective syr.iptoris 1:ould indicate a greater disability. 
The protests of inability to perform work were effectively countered by 
films reflecting the claimant actually performing 1wrk. The claimant's own 
hands further belied the claims of disability. They were both well cal
loused according to the llearing Officer, 

The Boar<l concurs ,11ith the !!earing Officer who had the further benefit 
of a personal observation of the claimant that the disability attributable 
to the accident does not exceed 48 cJe~rees. 

The order of the llearinr: Officer is affirr1ed, 
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The claim was denied by the State  ccident Insurance Fund but
ordered allowed by the Hearing Officer.

The State  ccident Insurance Fund requested a review but has now
withdrawn that request.

The matter is accordingly dismissed and by operation of law the order
of the Hearing Officer becomes final.

No notice of appeal is deemed required.

WCB #70-628 March 9, 1971
PETE PETITE, Claimant.
Emmons, Kyle § Kropp, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 60 year old logger as the result of head and back
injuries incurred January 6, 1967. The claimant also contends he is entitled
to attorney fees under 656.382. The employer, following the request for
review by the claimant, also requested review. The claimant now contends
that by this action the employer "initiated" the hearing, this does not
appear to be the legislative intent. The hearing was "initiated" by the
claimant.

The net result of several proceedings concerning claim closure was an
award of 48 degrees unscheduled disability, being 23% of the applicable
maximum of 192 degrees. This award was affirmed by the Hearing Officer.

The claimant's subjective symptoms would indicate a greater disability.
The protests of inability to perform work were effectively countered by
films reflecting the claimant actually performing work. The claimant's own
hands further belied the claims of disability. They were both well cal
loused according to the Hearing Officer.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer who had the further benefit
of a personal observation of the claimant that the disability attributable
to the accident does not exceed 48 degrees.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.
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#70-2297 

GERALD G. McELROY,- Claimant. 
F. P. Stager, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

~larch 15, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callah:m and ~!oore. 

The above entitled matter involves the procedural issue of whether 
the claimant 11as waived all riRht of hearing and appeal with respect to a 
determination pursuant to ORS 656.268 on December 24, 1969. 

On December 30, 1969 the claimant made application t6 the Workmen's 
Compensation Board pursuant to ORS 656.304 seeking an advance payment of 
50% of the then remaininr, value of the award of permanent disability. The 
award of 96 degrees apparently had $5,130 unpaid since the application 
was for $2,565. That advance payment was approved. The f!pplication, 
though not required to so advise by law, notified the claimant that the 
application and receipt of .the a<lvancc payment would operate to waive 
the claimant's right of review and appeal. 

The claimant souf!ht a hearinf! on the ncri ts of the m-rnrd of' disabil
ity in November of 1970, some ten months after receiving his advance 
payment. The claimant admits having received the money, but contends 
that he did not have the- r·,ental competency to understand the nature of 
what he was doing. 

ORS 656.304 contains no reservations with respect to aclvisinf! 
claimants concernin~ the effect of seekin!'! advance payment. The Work
men's Compensation Board has required thnt this advice be set forth ·on 
forms used to obtain the payment. There is no provision for "secon<l 
euessing" ten months later whether the advance should have been made. 
It is possible that a claimant could repay an advance and thus restore 
his rights to hearing, but this is not the issue here • 

. The Courts have been quite strict in procedural matters. There is 
a provision in ORS 656.319(l)(d) for permittinR hearinr, followinr. renoval 
of mental incapacit·y caused by the in_iury. This is lir.iited to the 
application for compensation and does not apply to the other various 
procedural stages. 

The SupreJ'lle Court in Lough v. SIAC, 104 Or 313, pointed out that 
even if a case is regarded as one o+ ~reat Misfortune, the Court is 
powerless to extend relief where that relief is denied by statute. There 
is no ar.ibiguity in the statute he+orc the Board. The law provides that 
application for nnd receipt of advanced conpensation on an award serves 
to waive right of appeal. 

The Board concurs with the llearinrr n.:-ncer thnt as a r,atter o:f law 
the clainant has waived his rir.ht to a hearinrr and review, 

The order of the llearing Officer <lisrnissinr the reouest for hearin1: 
is affirmec!, 
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WCB #70-2297 March 15, 1971

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the procedural issue of whether
the claimant has waived all right of hearing and appeal with respect to a
determination pursuant to ORS 656.268 on December 24, 1969.

On December 30, 1969 the claimant made application to' the Workmen's
Compensation Board pursuant to ORS 656.304 seeking an advance payment of
50% of the then remaining value of the award of permanent disability. The
award of 96 degrees apparently had $5,130 unpaid since the application
was for $2,565. That advance payment was approved. The application,
though not required to so advise by law, notified the claimant that the
application and receipt of^the advance payment would operate to waive
the claimant's right of review and appeal.

The claimant sought a hearing on the merits of the award o# disabil
ity in November of 1970, some ten months after receiving his advance
payment. The claimant admits having received the money, but contends
that he did not have the mental competency to understand the nature of
what he was doing.

ORS 656.304 contains no reservations with respect to advising
claimants concerning the effect of seeking advance payment. The Work
men's Compensation Board has required that this advice be set forth on
forms used to obtain the payment. There is no provision for "second
guessing" ten months later whether the advance should have been made.
It is possible that a claimant could repay an advance and thus restore
his rights to hearing, but this is not the issue here.

The Courts have been quite strict in procedural matters. There is
a provision in ORS 656.319(1)(d) for permitting hearing following removal
of mental incapacity caused by the injury. This is limited to the
application for compensation and does not apply to the other various
procedural stages.

The Supreme Court in Lough v. SI C, 104 Or 313, pointed out that
even if a case is regarded as one o*1 great misfortune, the Court is
powerless to extend relief where that relief is denied by statute. There
is no ambiguity in the statute before the Board. The law provides that
application for and receipt of advanced compensation on an award serves
to waive right of appeal.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer that as a matter of law
the claimant has waived his right to a hearing and review.

The order of the Hearing Officer dismissing the request for hearing
is affirmed.

GER LD G. McELROY, Claimant.
F. P. Staler, Claimant's  tty,
Request for Review by Claimant.
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Denials. Where the employer or SATF acknowledges 
and accepts liability for a portion of a ·claim, but denies 
any responsibility for another condition suffered by the 
claimant requiring treatment or causin~ disability which 
the claimant asserts is compensably related to the accidental 
injury, the employer may issue a partial denial of the claim 
1n the manner provided by rules 2.04 and 3.01, 3.02 an<l 3.03 
and the respective rights and liabilities of the parties as 
to the compensabi Ii ty of such other condition shall be thereby 
determined," 

The Court of Appeals in a case arising prior to the Board's formal 
promulgation of rule 3.04 gave judicial sanction to the procedure in 
Melius v, Boise Cascade Cornoration, 90 Or Adv 731, Or App. 

The order of the Hearing Officer dismissing the requested hearinp. 
as untimely filed is affirmed. 

1\1CB #70-1071 

.JOSE Pl! NEILSEN, C 1 aimant. 
Pickett & Nelson, Claimant's Attys, 
Request for Review hy Claimant, 

March 15, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan, 

The above en~itled matter involves the issue of whether the claim
ant sustained a compensable aggravation of in.iury resul tin_('( from an 
accidental injury of May 2, 1967. dn that date the claimant, a then 
29 year old plywood mill worker, sustained a muscle strain in the lumbar 
spine while clearing slahs off the lo.f! deck around the lathe, The 
claimant sm1ght and received medical treatment the next dny, Althou~h 
the physician recommen<le<l several.days bed rest, the clainant continued 
working without any time loss in order to retain his jnb. 

The clairi was closed on :!ay 17, 1967, hy an administrative deter
mination of the \forkmen' s Compensation Board thnt the claimant had sus
tained a ccmpensable injury which required medical treatment only. No 
temporary total disability or permanent nartial disability resulted from 
the injury, 

In October of 1967, the claimant reouested and received authorization 
for further medical treatment as a result of' continuing difficulty in the 
lumbar spine since his accidental injury, 

· In .Ja~uary of 1968 the claimant was ex~111ined by Dr. Luce, a neuro
surgeon, ·The claimant's comrlaints at this t11'1e involved nain and other 
difficulty in both the upper back and the low hack, Dr, Luce dia~nosed 
a mild traumatic aggravation of an L-5 dencnerative disc disorder and a 
musculo-tendinous strain in tlte dorsal area. ~o treatment was recommended, 
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"Partial Denials. Where the employer or S IF acknowledges
and accepts liability for a portion of a claim, but denies
any responsibility for another condition suffered by the
claimant requiring treatment or causing disability which
the claimant asserts is compensably related to the accidental
injury, the employer may issue a partial denial of the claim
in the manner provided by rules 2,04 and 3,01, 3.02 and 3.03
and the respective rights and liabilities of the parties as
to the compensability of such other condition shall be thereby
determined."

The Court of  ppeals in a case arising prior to the Board's formal
promulgation of rule 3.04 gave judicial sanction to the procedure in
Melius v. Boise Cascade Corporation, 90 Or  dv 731, Or  pp.

The order of the Hearing Officer dismissing the requested hearing
as untimely filed is affirmed.

WCB #70-1071 March 15, 1971

JOSEPH NEILSEN, Claimant.
Pickett § Nelson, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claim
ant sustained a compensable aggravation of injury resulting from an
accidental injury of May 2, 1967, On that date the claimant, a then
29 year old plywood mill worker, sustained a muscle strain in the lumbar
spine while clearing slabs off the log dock around the lathe. The
claimant sought and received medical treatment the next day.  lthough
the physician recommended several.days bed rest, the claimant continued
working without any time loss in order to retain his job.

The claim was closed on May 17, 1967, by an administrative deter
mination of the Workmen's Compensation Board that the claimant had sus
tained a compensable injury which required medical treatment only. No
temporary total disability or permanent nartial disability resulted from
the injury.

In October of 1967, the claimant requested and received authorization
for further medical treatment as a result of continuing difficulty in the
lumbar spine since his accidental injury.

In January of 1968 the claimant was examined by Dr. Luce, a neuro
surgeon. The claimant's complaints at this time involved pain and other
difficulty in both the upper back and the low back. Dr. Luce diagnosed
a mild traumatic aggravation of an L-5 degenerative disc disorder and a
musculo-tendinous strain in the dorsal area. No treatment was recommended.
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June of 1970 the claim;mt was again examined by Dr. Luce. !!is 
chief complaints at this time involved problems in the rid-dorsal area. 
The interval history reflected that some problems related to his operation 
of a jitney durinR the past 18 months. Dr. Luce diagnosed a dorsal 
intervertebral disc disorder and recommehdeJ dorsal myelo~raphy. ~~elo
graphy disclosed an intraspinal defect at the 0-1-2 level compatible with 
disc herniation. 

In .July of 1970 
at the D-1-2 level. 
procedure, The most 
lying the nerve root 

Dr, Luce performed a laminotomy and foraminotomy 
~o disc herniation was disclosed by the operative 
outstandin~'. finding was a large venous network over
at D-2 and rather prominent ridginr at D-1-2. 

The llearinp, Officer held that the evidence presented at the hearing 
was insufficient to establish that the claimant's subsenuent dorsal back 
condition was referrable to the accidental iniury of '1ay 2, 1967. 

TI1e claimant first contends on revieH thc1t since his claim was not 
closed by a determination of the Board's Closinr: ancl Evaluation Division 
pursuant to ORS 656,268, that he is entitled to a hearinp: under ORS 656.283 
on any question concerning his claim, and is not limited to a hearinp- on 
a claim for ap;gravation under 0l{S (J56.271. 

The administrative policy of the Board followed since January 1, 1966, 
is that the requirement of OllS 656. 268 that the noard make a deternination 
of the compensation to which the claimant is entitled on every cornpcnsahle 
injury, is properly carried out with respect to claims involving only 
medical services~ 1,i th no compensable tine loss or permanent disability, 
by an administrative closure and deternination of the claif'1 on the records 
of the lloard. Workmen's Compensation 13oarc! Administrative Order No, 
4-1970, Rules of Practice and Procedure, Rule 4,01. /\ hec1ring on :1 medical 
only claim closed by an adr.iinistrati ve dcternination nay be requestec1 

within one year after the date on which the administrative closure anJ 
determination was entered. ltulcs of Practice :ind Procedure, supra, 
Rule 4.01 /\. /\ hearinr, on a claim in which only medic::il services were pro
vided must otherwise be requcsteJ within one yec1r after the elate on which 
the medical services 11ere last provided. OI~:, 6S6,319(l)(h). 

The claimant's position, if established, would be that if a compensable 
injury is so minor as to not warrant formal deternination pursuant to 
ORS 656,268 and an adminstrative closure and determination has been made of 
the claim, tltat the claimant nay at any time, without limitation, re(luest 
a hearing on any question concerninr, the claim; whereas, if the compensable 
injury is of sufficient consequence to warrant closure by a determination 
by the Closing and Evaluation llivision pursuant tn ORS 656,268, that t~e 
claimant must request a hearing on the claim within one year of sucl1 deter
mination. The Board finds the claimant's position in this reflard to be a 
strained and unreasonable construction of the arplicable statutory pravi
sions of the Workmen's Compensation Law. 

The claimant's request for hearinp; in this matter was not filed within 
one year after the date on which medical services were last provi<led as 
required by ORS 656.319(l)(b), noF was such rc(luest for hearing filed 
within one year after ci1e date of the administrative closure and determina
tion of the claim. The hearing which was held in this matter could, 
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In June of 1970 the claimant was again examined by Dr. Luce. His
chief complaints at this time involved problems in the mid-dorsal area.
The interval history reflected that some problems related to his operation
of a jitney during the past 18 months. Dr. Luce diagnosed a dorsal
intervertebral disc disorder and recommended dorsal myelography. Myelo
graphy disclosed an intraspinal defect at the D-l-2 level compatible with
disc herniation.

In July of 1970 Dr. Luce performed a laminotomy and foraminotomy
at the D-l-2 level. No disc herniation was disclosed by the operative
procedure. The most outstanding finding was a large venous network over-
lying the nerve root at D-2 and rather prominent ridging at D-l-2.

The Hearing Officer held that the evidence presented at the hearing
was insufficient to establish that the claimant's subsequent dorsal back
condition was referrable to the accidental injury of May 2, 1967.

The claimant first contends on review that since his claim was not
closed by a determination of the Board’s Closing and Evaluation Division
pursuant to ORS 656.268, that he is entitled to a hearing under ORS 656.283
on any question concerning his claim, and is not limited to a hearing on
a claim for aggravation under ORS 656.271.

The administrative policy of the Board followed since .January 1, 1966,
is that the requirement of ORS 656.268 that the Board make a determination
of the compensation to which the claimant is entitled on every compensable
injury, is properly carried out with respect to claims involving only
medical services, with no compensable time loss or permanent disability,
by an administrative closure and determination of the claim on the records
of the Board. Workmen's Compensation Board  dministrative Order No.
4-1970, Rules of Practice and Procedure, Rule 4,01.  hearing on a medical
only claim closed by an administrative determination may be requested
within one year after the date on which the administrative closure and
determination was entered. Rules of Practice and Procedure, supra,
Rule 4.01  .  hearing on a claim in which only medical services were pro
vided must otherwise be requested within one year after the date on which
the medical services were last provided. ORS 656.319(1)(b).

The claimant's position, if established, would be that if a compensable
injury is so minor as to not warrant formal determination pursuant to
ORS 656.268 and an adminstrative closure and determination has been made of
the claim, that the claimant may at any time, without limitation, request
a hearing on any question concerning the claim; whereas, if the compensable
injury is of sufficient consequence to warrant closure by a determination
by the Closing and Evaluation Division pursuant to ORS 656.268, that the
claimant must request a hearing on the claim within one year of such deter
mination. The Board finds the claimant's position in this regard to be a
strained and unreasonable construction of the applicable statutory provi
sions of the Workmen's Compensation Law.

The claimant's request for hearing in this matter was not filed within
one year after the date on which medical services were last provided as
required by ORS 656.319(1)(b), nor was such request for hearing filed
within one year after the date of the administrative closure and determina
tion of the claim. The hearing which was held in this matter could,
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only involve the issue of the claimant's entitlement to 
increased compensation for aggravation of the disabi lit)' resultinR from the 
compensable injury. The Hearin~ Officer properly heard and determined the 
matter as an aggravation claim. 

The remaining question presented is whether the evidence of record 
in this matter establishes the rcciuisite causal connection between the 
claimant's accidental injury on May 2, 1967, an<l the claimant's subse-
quent dorsal back condition. The claimant contends that the llearing Officer 
erred in denying the claim for increased compensation on account of ar,gra
vation. 

ORS 656,271, as interpreted by Larson v. SCD, 251 Or 478 (1968), 
prescribes a higher standard of proof for aggravation claims by the 
requirement that there must he medical evidence from n physician setting 
forth facts in support of the physician's opinion that the prior acci
dental injury was the cause of the clainant' s ar,f(ravated concli t ion. The 
medical reports of Dr. Luce of record herein do not from any realistic 
and reasonable a;111raisal of their contents, establish the rcquisi te c;msal 
connection between the claimant's cormcnsahle iniurv and his subsenuent ... . .; . 
condition, 

The claimant acknowledges in his opening hrief on review that Dr, 
Luce's medical renorts are not explicit in setting forth either a factual 
statement or a medical conclusion that the accident sustained by the 
claimant on Nay 2, 1967 is the cause of the condition which the doctor 
dia,gnoscd and treated, Ar:ain in his reply brief the claimant acknowledges 
that there is no direct statement in the medical reports of Dr. Luce of the 
existence of a causal connection between the disorder treated by Dr. Luce 
and the injury sustained by the claimant as a result of the May 2, 1967 
accidental injury. 

TI1e claimant urges the floarcl to remand the matter to the llearing Of
ficer pursuant to the provisions of ORS 656,295(5) for the taking of the 
testimony of Dr. Luce, TI1e claimant believes that the doctor would if 
given the opportunity directly and explicit)' (sic) relate the condition 
for \d1ich he treated the claimant to the accident of /lay 2, 1967. The 
import of ORS 656. 271 and Larson v. SCD is that a remand for taking further 
testimony would be improper since the rc~uirement in an aggravation claim 
is that the claim must in the first instance he supported by ,-1ri tten medi
cal opinion stating facts fro1:1 which it clearly appears that there is a 
reasonable medical foundation for the clairi. If as the claimant contends, 
Dr. Luce is both able and willing to provide the m~dical opinion necessary 
to support the claimant's argravation claim, the claim should he refiled 
accompanied by Dr. Luce's medical report to that effect, 

The claimant testified at the hearing to the effect that his original 
injury related to his upper back as well as to his low back, and that 
he reported this information to the physicians in connection with the medi
cal treatment received in Hay and November of 1967. The medical reports 
of the physicians' report that the injury was li~ited to the lumbar area. 
The Hearing,Officer accepted the medical reports, and rejected the claim
ant-' s testimony. TI1e Hearing Officer in effect by his finding evaluated 
the claimant's credibility and found it wanting. The Hearing Officer's 
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therefore, only involve the issue of the claimant's entitlement to
increased compensation for aggravation of the disability resulting from the
compensable injury. The Hearing Officer properly heard and determined the
matter as an aggravation claim.

The remaining question presented is whether the evidence of record
in this matter establishes the requisite causal connection between the
claimant's accidental injury on May 2, 1967, and the claimant's subse
quent dorsal back condition. The claimant contends that the Hearing Officer
erred in denying the claim for increased compensation on account of aggra
vation.

ORS 656.271, as interpreted by Larson v. SCO, 251 Or 478 (1968),
prescribes a higher standard of proof for aggravation claims by the
requirement that there must be medical evidence from a physician setting
forth facts in support of the physician's opinion that the prior acci
dental injury was the cause of the claimant's aggravated condition. The
medical reports of Dr. Luce of record herein do not from any realistic
and reasonable appraisal of their contents, establish the requisite causal
connection between the claimant's compensable injury and his subsequent
condition.

The claimant acknowledges in his opening brief on review that Dr.
Luce's medical reports are not explicit in setting forth either a factual
statement or a medical conclusion that the accident sustained by the
claimant on May 2, 1967 is the cause of the condition which the doctor
diagnosed and treated.  gain in his reply brief the claimant acknowledges
that there is no direct statement in the medical reports of Dr. Luce of the
existence of a causal connection between the disorder treated by Dr. Luce
and the injury sustained by the claimant as a result of the May 2, 1967
accidental injury.

The claimant urges the Board to remand the matter to the Hearing Of
ficer pursuant to the provisions of ORS 656.295(5) for the taking of the
testimony of Dr. Luce. The claimant believes that the doctor would if
given the opportunity directly and explicity (sic) relate the condition
for which he treated the claimant to the accident of May 2, 1967, The
import of ORS 656.271 and Larson v. SCD is that a remand for taking further
testimony would be improper since the requirement in an aggravation claim
is that the claim must in the first instance be supported,by written medi
cal opinion stating facts from which it clearly appears that there is a
reasonable medical foundation for the claim. If as the claimant contends,
Dr. Luce is both able and willing to provide the medical opinion necessary
to support the claimant's aggravation claim, the claim should be refiled
accompanied by Dr. Luce's medical report to that effect.

The claimant testified at the hearing to the effect that his original
injury related to his upper back as well as to his low back, and that
he reported this information to the physicians in connection with the medi
cal treatment received in May and November of 1967. The medical reports
of the physicians' report that the injury was limited to the lumbar area.
The Hearing Officer accepted the medical reports, and rejected the claim
ant's testimony. The Hearing Officer in effect by his finding evaluated
the claimant's credibility and found it wanting. The Hearing Officer's
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of the claimant's testimony is entitled to substantial.weight. 
The Board finds that the Hearing Officer has correctly evaluated the 
evidence in resolving this conflict. 

The Board finds and concludes from its de novo review of this matter 
that the record and particularly the medical reports included in the record 
do not support a conclusion that the claimant's accidental injury of May 2, 
1967, bears any causal relationship to his subsequent condition for which 
he claims increased compensation on account of aggravation. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

WCB #7_0-1287 March 22, 1971 

RICHARD C. FENWICK, Claimant. 
Lindsay, Nahstoll, llart, Duncan, Dafoe & Krause, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Revie~ by Claimant •. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 60 
year old laborer for the City of Portland Parks Department sustained a 
compensable injury as alleged on February 20, 1970. A claim was not 
prepared until March 12, 1970. The claimant was diagnosed as having a 
rotator cuff tear and the claimant asserts that an incident of February 
20, 1970, unstacking park benches, was a materially contributing factor. 

The claim was denied by the State Accident Insurance Fund and this 
denial was affirmed by the Hearing Officer. 

The claimant had consulted a doctor on December 6, 1969 with 
es·sentially the same symptoms. · An injection given by the doctor at that 
time apparently relieved the symptoms. On February 17th, just three 
days before the alleged incident of February 20th, the claimant ·again 
sought ll!e,dical care for the shoulder problem. 

The Board is not unanimous in its fin<lings on the matter. The 
majority concur with the Hearing Officer and conclude and find that at best 
the record reflects that the claimant's condition preexisted the alleged 
incident of February 20th. The claimant had an existing problem. The 
testimony of his fellow employee basically established that over a sub
stantial period of time the claimant demonstrated signs of pain. The 
fact that an existing injury is the cause of repeated episodes of pain 
does not add up to an occupational injury each time pain is manifested 
on moving the affected member. The fellow employes' testimony concerning 
a number of other minor incidents without recollection as to dates is a 
further indication of a natural tendency to apply hindsiRht to various 
factors of employment when that becomes the issue, The testimony supports 
the obvious conclusion of symptoms at work of a prior disability. 

It is the finding of the Workmen's Compensation Boar<l that the 
alleged incident of February 20, 1970, was not a materially contributory 
cause to the claimant's rotator cuff tear nor to the need for surgical 
connection. 
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evaluation of the claimant's testimony is entitled to substantial weight.
The Board finds that the Hearing Officer has correctly evaluated the
evidence in resolving this conflict.

The Board finds and concludes from its de novo review of this matter
that the record and particularly the medical reports included in the record
do not support a conclusion that the claimant's accidental injury of May 2,
1967, bears any causal relationship to his subsequent condition for which
he claims increased compensation on account of aggravation.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-1287 March 22, 1971

RICH RD C. FENWICK, Claimant.
Lindsay, Nahstoll, Hart, Duncan, Dafoe 5 Krause, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant..

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 60
year old laborer for the City of Portland Parks Department sustained a
compensable injury as alleged on February 20, 1970.  claim was not
prepared until March 12, 1970. The claimant was diagnosed as having a
rotator cuff tear and the claimant asserts that an incident of February
20, 1970, unstacking park benches, was a materially contributing factor.

The claim was denied by the State  ccident Insurance Fund and this
denial was affirmed by the Hearing Officer.

The claimant had consulted a doctor on December 6, 1969 with
essentially the same symptoms.  n injection given by the doctor at that
time apparently relieved the symptoms. On February 17th, just three
days before the alleged incident of February 20th, the claimant again
sought medical care for the shoulder problem.

The Board is not unanimous in its findings on the matter. The
majority concur with the Hearing Officer and conclude and find that at best
the record reflects that the claimant's condition preexisted the alleged
incident of February 20th. The claimant had an existing problem. The
testimony of his fellow employee basically established that over a sub
stantial period of time the claimant demonstrated signs of pain. The
fact that an existing injury is the cause of repeated episodes of pain
does not add up to an occupational injury each time pain is manifested
on moving the affected member. The fellow employes' testimony concerning
a number of other minor incidents without recollection as to dates is a
further indication of a natural tendency to apply hindsight to various
factors of employment when that becomes the issue. The testimony supports
the obvious conclusion of symptoms at work of a prior disability.

It is the finding of the Workmen's Compensation Board that the
alleged incident of February 20, 1970, was not a materially contributory
cause to the claimant's rotator cuff tear nor to the need for surgical
connection.
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order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

/s/ M. Keith Wilson 
/s/ George A. Moore 

Mr. Callahan dissents as follows: 

It is recognized that the Hearing Officer, 
observe and hear the witnesses, is in the best 
upon whether the witnesses are to be believed. 
important place in the decision to be made. 

having an opportunity to 
position to make a judgment 

Demeanor evidence has an 

In this matter the llearing Officer does not find the claimant's 
testimony to be unworthy_ of belief. 

The Hearing Officer recites~ 

"The Hearing Officer is unable to reach any conclusion as to the 
claimant's credibility as predicated on his appearance, attitude 
and demeanor as a witness." 

It must be understood and reMernbered the l~nrin~ Officer has not 
stated that the testimony of the claimant is not creaitable. The only 
meaning that can he given to the statement of the Hearing Officer quoted 
above is that the apparent surliness of the claimant is not to be held 
against him. Norkmen' s. compensation benefits are not a reward for being 
a nice person. Regardless of how uncouth a claimant may be, the validity 
of a claim for workr.1en' s compensation is to be established by the facts. 

The counsel for the insurance ca.rrier has done a masterful ioh, 
in his brief, of clouding the facts with innuendos and exaggerations of 
time lapse. lie uses such terms as "cold record" and "put one over"; 
also, "at no time up to that date had he reported an 'injury' on the 
job." 

Let us look at the facts: 

1. February 20, 1970, accident witnessed by '>·like ~-!ueller. 
Hearing Officer found ~1eller was to be believed. 

2. Form 801 shows employer first knew of injury 2/20/70, 
which is the same clay as the accident. 

3. Cfaimant si~ncd form 801 on March 12, 1970. Ile had to 
ask for the form before he could do this. Statute. al lows 
workman 30 days to make report to the employer. This 
was a written report to the employer, rmch sooner than 
the 30 days allowed.by the statute, 

4. Authorized representative of the employer signed the 
form 801 on March 24, 1970, affirming employer knew 
of injury the day of the injury. 

s. December 6, 1969 hospital x-rays records of claimant's· 
left shoulder show no radiologic abnormality. 
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The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

/s/ M. Keith Wilson
/s/ George  . Moore

Mr. Callahan dissents as follows:

It is recognized that the Hearing Officer, having an opportunity to
observe and hear the witnesses, is in the best position to make a judgment
upon whether the witnesses are to be believed. Demeanor evidence has an
important place in the decision to be made.

In this matter the Hearing Officer does not find the claimant's
testimony to be unworthy of belief.

The Hearing Officer recites:

"The Hearing Officer is unable to reach any conclusion as to the
• claimant's credibility as predicated on his appearance, attitude
and demeanor as a witness."

It must be understood and remembered the Hearing Officer has not
stated that the testimony of the claimant is not creditable'. The only
meaning that can be given to the statement of the Hearing Officer quoted
above is that the apparent surliness of the claimant is not to be held
against him. Workmen's.compensation benefits are not a reward £or being
a nice person. Regardless o£ how uncouth a claimant may be, the validity
of a claim £or workmen's compensation is to be established by the facts.

The counsel for the insurance carrier has done a masterful job,
in his brief, of clouding the facts with innuendos and exaggerations of
time lapse. He uses such terms as "cold record" and "put one over";
also, "at no time up to that date had he reported an 'injury' on the
job."

Let us look at the facts:

1. February 20, 1970, accident witnessed by Mike Mueller.
Hearing Officer found Mueller was to be believed.

2. Form 801 shows employer first knew of injury 2/20/70,
which is the same day as the accident.

3. Claimant signed form 801 on March 12, 1970. He had to
ask for the form before he could do this. Statute allows
workman 30 days to make report to the employer. This
was a written report to the employer, much sooner than
the 30 days allowed by the statute.

4.  uthorized representative of the employer signed the
form 801 on March 24, 1970, affirming employer knew
of injury the day of the injury.

5. December 6, 1969 hospital x-rays records of claimant's
left shoulder show no radiologic abnormality.
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March 3, 1970, claimant sees Dr, Adlhoch who diagnoses 
rotator cuff tear, Claimant did not report any specific 
injury but said he had been using shoulder nnd upper 
extremity doing some rather hard work. 

7, ~larch 12, 1970, arthrop;ram shows rupture through to 
rotator cuff tendons. 

8, April 27, 1970, Dr, Adlhoch nerforms surrery, finds 
degenerated portions of the rotator cuff tendons with 
a tear. 

There is no great lapse of time as the insurance carrier's at
torney would have us believe. He also states there is no evidence in the 
record that claimant ¼'as in "r,reat pain." If these exact worrls were not 
used, the witness llnel ler testified, "his arm was hurting bc1d," Insur
ance carrier's counsel also recites: "Second, Dr, Adlhoch did not state 
that a rotator tear occurs as a result of trauma," fle is referring to 
Dr. Adlhoch's letter of July 30, 1970, The reviewer should read Dr. 
Adlhoch's letter and form his own opinion. 

Or, AJlhoch is stating there is a degenerated area of lon~
standing that is then more easily torn by a traumatic occurrence, 

It should be noted that the insurance carrier did not produce the 
form 827 which is the First Eeport of the Treatinr, Physician, On this 
form the doctor is asked for his opinion as to the relationship of the 
injury to the occupational activity, It is quite likely that on that 
form the doctor may have answered the question plainly. Claimant's 
counsel should have demanded that form and had it placed in evidence, 

Even thour,h the claimant was a poor witness for himself, there are 
cold hard facts in the evidence that cannot be i.~norccl. 

From the testimony and evidence adduced at the hearing 1 make the 
following findings of fact: 

1. Claimant had a preexisting degenerative condition in his left 
shoulder, 

2. Claimant sustained a compensable injury February 20, 1970, 

3. The injury was attested to by a creditable witness. 

4. Authorized employer's representative knew of ini11ry the same 
day. 

S. Claimant filed a timely notice of injury with his employer. 

6. Claimant sought and received medical treatment for the injury. 

From these facts, I conclude that the claim of Richard Fenwick is 
compensa6.le. 
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6. March 3, 1970, claimant sees Dr.  dlhoch who diagnoses
rotator cuff tear. Claimant did not report any specific
injury but said he had been using shoulder and upper
extremity doing some rather hard work.

7. March 12, 1970, arthrogram shows rupture through to
rotator cuff tendons.

8.  pril 27, 1970, Dr.  dlhoch performs surgery, finds
degenerated portions of the rotator cuff tendons with
a tear.

There is no great lapse of time as the insurance carrier's at
torney would have us believe. He also states there is no evidence in the
record that claimant was in "great pain." If these exact words were not
used, the witness Mueller testified, "his arm was hurting bad." Insur
ance carrier's counsel also recites: "Second, Dr.  dlhoch did not state
that a rotator tear occurs as a result of trauma." He is referring to
Dr.  dlhoch's letter of July 30, 1970, The reviewer should read Dr.
 dlhoch's letter and form his own opinion.

Dr.  dlhoch is stating there is a degenerated area of long
standing that is then more easily torn by a traumatic occurrence.

It should be noted that the insurance carrier did not produce the
form 827 which is the First Report of the Treating Physician. On this
form the doctor is asked for his opinion as to the relationship,of the
injury to the occupational activity. It is quite likely that on that
form the doctor may have answered the question plainly. Claimant's
counsel should have demanded that form and had it placed in evidence.

Even though the claimant was a poor witness for himself, there are
cold hard facts in the evidence that cannot be ignored.

From the testimony and evidence adduced at the hearing I make the
following findings of fact:

1. Claimant had a preexisting degenerative condition in his left
shoulder.

2. Claimant sustained a compensable injury February 20, 1970.

3. The injury was attested to by a creditable witness.

4.  uthorized employer's representative knew of injury the same
day.

5. Claimant filed a timely notice of injury with his employer.

6. Claimant sought and received medical treatment for the injury.

From these facts, I conclude that the claim of Richard Fenwick is
compensable.
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Hearing Officer should be reversed and, the claim remanded to 
the State Accident Insurance Fund for payment of compensation. 

/s/ Wm. A. Callahan. 

WCB #68-1409 March 22, 1971 

ERVIN ERNEST MAY, Claimant. 
Myrick, Seagraves & Williams, Claimant's A,ttys •. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant 
continues to be unable to work regularly at a gainful and suitable occu
pation. The claimant sustained an electric shock on June 8, 1966. The 
last award of compensation was the judgement of the Circuit Court for 
Josephine County on-- January 20, 1970, findinr, the claimant to'·be perma
nently and totally disabled by virtue of inability to work regularly 
at a gainful and suitable occupation. 

The employer now contends that the claimant is not now permanently 
and totally disabled and seeks to have the Norkmen's Compensation Board 
exercise what is known as own motion jurisdiction pursuant to ORS 656.278. 

The evidence tendered to the Board seeking own motion jurisdiction 
raises some questions concerning the extent of clainant's disability. 
The claimant moved to Tennessee and some practical problems are posed with 
respect to the production of evidence. · · 

The policy of the Board in such matters is to refer the matter for 
hearing for the purpose of taking testimony with the Hearing Officer 
limiting his conclusions to a recommendation to the.Board, The Board 
reserves to itself the ultimate issue on the merits in such cases. 

Though the proceedings are denominated as own motion, the Board here
with advis.es the parties that ORS 656. 382 will be applied if the matter 
proceeds to hearing and the award of compensation is not reduced. 

It is accordingly ordered that the above matter be and the same 
hereby is referred.to the Hearing Officer for the purpose of taking testi
mony on the extent of claimant's disability with particular attention to 
whether the claimant is still permanently and totally disabled as the 
result of his accidental injury of June 8, 1966. Upon conclusion of the 
hearing, the Ilea ring Officer sha 11 cause a tran5cript of the proceedings 
prepared for reference to the Board together with the recommendations of 
the l~aring Officer, 

~o notice of appeal is deemed applicable, 
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The Hearing Officer should be reversed and, the claim remanded to
the State  ccident Insurance Fund for payment of compensation.

/s/ Wm.  . Callahan.

WCB #68-1409 March 22, 1971

ERVIN ERNEST M Y, Claimant.
Myrick, Seagraves $ Williams, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Employer.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant
continues to be unable to work regularly at a gainful and suitable occu
pation. The claimant sustained an electric shock on June 8, 1966. The
last award of compensation was the judgement of the Circuit Court for
Josephine County on January 20, 1970, finding the claimant to'be perma
nently and totally disabled by virtue of inability to work regularly
at a gainful and suitable occupation.

The employer now contends that the claimant is not now permanently
and totally disabled and seeks to have the Workmen's Compensation Board
exercise what is known as own motion jurisdiction pursuant to ORS 656.278.

The evidence tendered to the Board seeking own motion jurisdiction
raises some questions concerning the extent of claimant's disability.
The claimant moved to Tennessee and some practical problems are posed with
respect to the production of evidence.

The policy of the Board in such matters is to refer the matter for
hearing for the purpose of taking testimony with the Hearing Officer
limiting his conclusions to a recommendation to the.Board. The Board
reserves to itself the ultimate issue on the merits in such cases.

Though the proceedings are denominated as own motion, the Board here
with advis.es the parties that ORS 656.382 will be applied if the matter
proceeds to hearing and the award of compensation is not reduced.

It is accordingly ordered that the above matter be and the same
hereby is referred.to the Hearing Officer for the purpose of taking testi
mony on the extent of claimant's disability with particular attention to
whether the claimant is still permanently and totally disabled as the
result of his accidental injury of June 8, 1966, Upon conclusion of the
hearing, the Hearing Officer shall cause a transcript of the proceedings
prepared for reference to the Board together with the recommendations of
the Hearing Officer.

No notice of appeal is deemed applicable.
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/169-1796 

EUGENE G. MONEN, Claimant, 
Paul J. Rask, Claimant's Atty, 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

March 23, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan, 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of whether the claimant's 
condition is medically stationary for purposes of claim closure and, if so, 
the extent of permanent disability sustained by the 41 vear old grocery 
employe as the result of a low back injury incurred August 10, 1968. 

Pursuant to ORS 656. 268 ,. the 
residual disa_bi li ty of 16 degrees 
degrees for unscheduled injuries, 
48 degrees. 

claimant was found to have a minimal 
out of the applicable maximum of 320 

Upon hearing, the award was increased to 

There is an indication in the medical rqports of a possible future need 
for further medical attention, There is no present recommendation for 
further medical care nor is the claimant's condition one where the prog
nosis is for time itself makinr, some substantial contribution to a degree 
of cure,: The claimant was treated conservatively. The prospect of a 
possible, future further medical intervention is entirely conjectural and 
speculative. Whether the claimant can return to his rer,ular employment 
does not' control whether he is medically stationary for purposes of claim 
closure if he is in fact medically stationary. The Board concurs with the 
Hearing Officer finding that the clair:iant's clain was timely closed, 

The evaluation o·f disability has been somewhat hal'lpered by an adverse 
motivation of the claimant. Efforts at vocational rehabilitation have met 
with indifferent results with the claimant attributing his drop-out 
status to family and financial problems. 

The Board concurs with the llearin~ Officer and concludes and finds that 
the claimant's permanent disability attributable .to this accident does not 
exceed the 48 degrees awarded by' the Hearing Officer, 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed, 

There was an error in the conduct of the hearing involving the exclu
sion of the report of Norman Hickman, Ph.D., a clinical psychologist. It is 
well settled that the reports and opinions of a licensed clinical psychologist 
are admissible as evidence bearing upon the relation of psychological prob
lems to injuries. Tiie Workmen's Compensation 13oard has made substantial use 
of the valuable services of Mr, Hickman. The 13oard has found occasion to 
clarify the record with respect to the limitation of Mr, Hickman's license 
as a psychologist. Sorae Board records, b)' implication, indicated he pos
sessed a medical license, The limitation to the academic doctorate does 
not warrant exclusion of the opinion of the psychologist which should be 
admitted and given such weirht as the trier of facts concludes is war-
ranted by the totality of the evidence. TI1e error in exclusion in this 
instance is deemed not material to the outcome of the case, 
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WCB #69-1796 March 23, 1971

EUGENE G. MONEN, Claimant.
Paul J. Rask, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of whether the claimant's
condition is medically stationary for purposes of claim closure and, if so,
the extent of permanent disability sustained by the 41 year old grocery
employe as the result of a low back injury incurred  ugust 10, 1968.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, the claimant was found to have a minimal
residual disability of 16 degrees out of the applicable maximum of 320
degrees for unscheduled injuries. Upon hearing, the award was increased to
48 degrees.

There is an indication in the medical reports of a possible future need
for further medical attention. There is no present recommendation for
further medical care nor is the claimant's condition one where the prog
nosis is for time itself making some substantial contribution to a degree
of cure. The claimant vias treated conservatively. The prospect of a
possible- future further medical intervention is entirely conjectural and
speculative. Whether the claimant can return to his regular employment
does not control whether he is medically stationary for purposes of claim
closure if he is in fact medically stationary. The Board concurs with the
Hearing Officer finding that the claimant's claim was timely closed.

The evaluation of disability has been somewhat hampered by an adverse
motivation of the claimant. Efforts at vocational rehabilitation have met
with indifferent results with the claimant attributing his drop-out
status to family and financial problems.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that
the claimant's permanent disability attributable to this accident does not
exceed the 48 degrees awarded by the Hearing Officer.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

There was an error in the conduct of the hearing involving the exclu
sion of the report of Norman Hickman, Ph.D., a clinical psychologist. It is
well settled that the reports and opinions of a licensed clinical psychologist
are admissible as evidence bearing upon the relation of psychological prob
lems to injuries. The Workmen's Compensation Board has made substantial use
of the valuable services of Mr. Hickman. The Board has found occasion to
clarify the record with respect to the limitation of Mr. Hickman's license
as a psychologist. Some Board records, by implication, indicated he pos
sessed a medical license. The limitation to the academic doctorate does
not warrant exclusion of the opinion of the psychologist which should be
admitted and given such weight as the trier of facts concludes is war
ranted by the totality of the evidence. The error in exclusion in this
instance is deemed not material to the outcome of the case.
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no-1so2 

BILLY J. LAMPll[ARL, Claimant, 
Emmons, Kyle & Kropp, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Hcview by Er.iployer, 

'larch 24, l 971 

P.eviewcd by C:omnissioners \vilson, Call;ihan ;ind )lonrc. 

The above entitled matter basically involves an issue of whether the 
claimant is entitled to compensation for tenporarv total <lisabilitv for 
an indefinite period from .Tune 27, 1970, due to accidental injuries sus
tained on June 12, 1967, when the 40 year old laborer incurred a knee 
injury fror.i a fall while workin.r: on the Creen Peter !1an proiect, 

The claim;int received ;iwards of' ricrr:c1ncnt partial disability totnl
lin.r: 55 .• 5 derrces includinr the dcterl'linc1tion of .Julv 17, l'.)70 which was 
the bnsis of these procecdinr,s, Upon hc:1rinr,, the !!carinr: n~"ficer found 
the claimant to have still been tec1por:1rilv and trit;illv dis;i.ble(! from 
June 27, 1970 to the cbte of hearinr on October 22, l'.170, 

Unon revie111 , n fra_r:nent:nv report was suhmi tted Frol'1 Dr. P. r. nerp: 
dated Feuruary 10, 1971~ indicntinrr the cl:linnnt was to underf'o explora
tory knee surgery on Fcbrunrv 23, 1971. Despite a(Trccnent of the parties, 
there is some doubt about the nropriety of· considerinE this· report 1vith 
respect to the stzitus of cL-1inant's condition ;-is of the hcarin'"'., 

The llearing Officer decision was based l:1rr:ely upon the rerort of 
Dr. !lerg of August 13, 1970 cincl a lenr.thv discussion of the circul'1stances 
under which a clain may be closed and 1d1ether an indicDtion of sor.ic need 
for continuinr, nedical care in and of itsel• necessitates keeping a claim 
open. 

It is true that ORS 65(i.268 nrovides that the clair.1 sh;ill not ue 
closed "until the 1-.·orknan's condition becones r1cdicallv stationarv." 
This sect.ion must be read in coniunction with OPS 656,245 which renuircs 
payment of required rie<lical services after ;i dcterr:iinc1tion of disability, 
As a rnaLter of practical operation of rre:it r:iaiority of clains involve 
only medical care, many otl1er claims renain in an open status following a 
period of tet:iporarv total disability and still others ;1.re closed with 
continuing met!ical care. If the claimant's condition is essentially 
stationary and the medical cnre is hasic;illy one of' naintenance, the ex
tended ne<lical care is not inconsistent 1-.rith clain closure, lvhen the 
need ror medical care is <'or cc1re desir:ned to improve the cl8iriant's con
dition, any clain closure would _then he rrenature since the der;ree of 
permanent <lisahil i ty Hould be speculative ;md coni ectur;i.l. 

In the instant case Or. Bcrr,'s report upon which the llearinr. Officer 
relied, discussed the advisability of a "protective cage" for the knee and 
the possibility of giving an occasional injection. It is more significant 
that Dr. Berg apparently considered the clairnnnt's condition essentially 
stationary since he concluded his report with an evaluation of the perma
nent disability. 

If the post hearing medical report of Or. Ber_g dated rebruary 10, 1971 
was properly part of these proceedin~s and if it could be read into that 
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WCB #70-1502 March 24, 1971

BILLY J. L MP11E RE, Claimant.
Emmons, Kyle $ Kropp, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Employer,

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and ?1oore.

The above entitled matter basically involves an issue of whether the
claimant is entitled to compensation for temporary total disability for
an indefinite period from .June 27, 1970, due to accidental injuries sus
tained on June 12, 1967, when the 40 year old laborer incurred a knee
injury from a fall while working on the Green Peter Pam project.

The claimant received awards of permanent partial disability total
ling 55.5 degrees including the determination of July 17, 1970 which was
the basis of these proceedings. Upon hearing, the Hearing Officer found
the claimant to have still been temporarily and totally disabled from '
June 27, 1970 to the date of hearing on October 22, 1970.

Upon review, a fragmentary report was submitted from Dr. R. F. Berg
dated February 10, 1971,indicating the claimant was to undergo explora
tory knee surgery on February 23, 1971. Despite agreement of the parties,
there is some doubt about the propriety of considering tins- report with
respect to the status of claimant's condition ns of the hearing.

The Hearing Officer decision was based largely upon the report of
Dr. Berg of  ugust 13, 1970 and a lengthy discussion of the circumstances
under which a claim may be closed and whether an indication of some need
for continuing medical care in and of itself necessitates keeping a claim
open.

0

It is true that ORS 656.268 provides that the claim shall not be
closed "until the workman's condition becomes medically stationary."
This section must be read in conjunction with ORS 656.245 which requires
payment of required medical services after a determination of disability.
 s a mat.ter of practical operation oT great majority of claims involve
only medical care, many other claims remain in an open status following a
period of temporary total disability and still others are closed with
continuing medical care. If the claimant's condition is essentially
stationary and the medical care is basically one of maintenance, the ex
tended medical care is not inconsistent with claim closure. When the
need for medical care is for care designed to improve the claimant's con
dition, any claim closure would then be premature since the degree of
permanent disability would be speculative and conjectural.

In the instant case Dr. Berg's report upon which the Hearing Officer
relied, discussed the advisability of a "protective cage" for the knee and
the possibility of giving an occasional injection. It is more significant
that Dr. Berg apparently considered the claimant's condition essentially
stationary since he concluded his report with an evaluation of the perma
nent disability.

If the post hearing medical report of Dr. Berg dated February 10, 1971
was properly part of these proceedings and if it could be read into that
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that the advisability of diagnostic and exploratory surgery in 
February .of 1971, carried with it corroboration of temporary total dis
ability for the previous six or eight months, there wnuld be a sound 
basis for affirmation of the Hearinp: Officer, 

The Board concludes and finds that the record does not justify the 
finding of temporary total disability beyond June 27, 1970. The order cf 
the llearing Of!"iccr is accordingly set asi<le and the Determination Order 
of June 27, 1970, is reinstated with the emplover to obtain credit toward 
the award of permanent partial disability for rayments made followin~ 
June 27, 1970 as temporary total disability, 

TI1e Board notes that the employer nay well have accented responsi
bility for reopening the claim if the projected surgery was carried out 
in February of 1971 and that the claimant may in fact be entitled to some 
temporary total disability Following the hearing on October 22, 1970, 
depending upon the facts which are of course not !1efore the Board, If the 
claim was reopened with respect to the surgerv in feuruar)' of 1971, any 

~future closure would carry witl1 it a determination with resnect to 
entitlement to temporary total disahility followinr: Octoher 22, 1970 to 
the date of surgery. 

As noted above, the order of the llcarin". o-rficer is reversed. 

Counsel for claimant on the review initiated bv the emplover is author
ized to collect a fee fron the claimant o-r not to exceed Sl25, 

\'/CB /170-1358 'larch 24, 1971 

VERA fl, PIIILLIPS, Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan, 

The above entitled matter involves issues of the extent of dis
ability arising from the rupture of a blood vessel in the left ~~lf of a 
49 year old j ani tress on '.lay 31, 1968. 

Pursuant to ORS 656. 268, the clairr.ant' s condition i,.·as adjudged to be 
medically stationary with a residual ~ermanent disability of 15 degrees 
or 10% of the maximum allowable for the complete loss of a leg, Upon 
hearing, the award was increased to 90 degrees or 60% of a leg, The 
employer, upon review, urges the award is excessive, The claimant, by 
cross appeal, contends she is in need of further medical care or, alterna
tively, that the award is not ac.lequate. 

The thrombophelibitis incurred at work was not the first such episode. 
The claimant had a problem with the leg of sone years standing and had 
worn elastic stockings or "Supp-Hose" to relieve the circulatory deficits. 

Many months following the accident the claimant first began to com
plain of low back. The Board concurs with the Hearinr; Officer evaluation 
of the evidence excludin~ any low back problems from compensahility with 
respect to this claim. 
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report that the advisability of diagnostic and exploratory surgery in
February of 1971, carried with it corroboration of temporary total dis
ability for the previous six or eight months, there would be a sound
basis for affirmation of the Hearing Officer.

The Board concludes and finds that the record does not justify the
finding of temporary total disability beyond June 27, 1970. The order of
the Hearing Officer is accordingly set aside and the Determination Order
of June 27, 1970, is reinstated with the employer to obtain credit toward
the award of permanent partial disability for payments made following
June 27, 1970 as temporary total disability.

The Board notes that the employer may well have accepted responsi
bility for reopening the claim if the projected surgery was carried out
in February of 1971 and that the claimant may in fact be entitled to some
temporary total disability following the hearing on October 22, 1970,
depending upon the facts which are of course not before the Board. If the
claim was reopened with respect to the surgery in February of 1971, any
.-future closure would carry with it a determination with respect to
entitlement to temporary total disability following October 22, 1970 to
the date of surgery.

 s noted above, the order of the Hearing Officer is reversed.

Counsel for claimant on the review initiated by the employer is author
ized to collect a fee from the claimant of not to exceed $125.

WCB #70-1558 March 24, 1971

VER M. PHILLIPS, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson §  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Employer.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves issues of the extent of dis
ability arising from the rupture of a blood vessel in the left calf of a
49 year old janitress on May 31, 1968.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, the claimant's condition was adjudged to be
medically stationary with a residual permanent disability of 15 degrees
or 10% of the maximum allowable for the complete loss of a leg. Upon
hearing, the award was increased to 90 degrees or 60% of a leg. The
employer, upon review, urges the award is excessive. The claimant, by
cross appeal, contends she is in need of further medical care or, alterna
tively, that the award is not adequate.

The thrombophelibitis incurred at work was not the first such episode.
The claimant had a problem with the leg of some years standing and had
worn elastic stockings or "Supp-Hose" to relieve the circulatory deficits.

Many months following the accident the claimant first began to com
plain of low back. The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer evaluation
of the evidence excluding any low back problems from compensability with
respect to this claim.
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evaluation of the leg disahili ty attributable to thi!-l accident 
is complicated by the fact that a substantial <ler,ree of l!isability existed 
prior to the _accident, the claimant has failed to co·operate with the 
treating doctors, there arc clements of cxar,r,cration of symptoris and. the 
claimant has a contributory weir.ht problem \·thich she professes a.n inahi li ty 
to control. 

There is some area of disar,reement between the r1cciical experts who have 
testified, hu·t it is clear from both that this claimant, \'Jhosc prior em
ployment record was quite limited and irregular, is nnt well motivated 
toward re-employment. 

The Board agrees that the initial evaluation of 15 degrees was not 
adequate, but cannot concur in an evaluation placin~ the disnLility due to 
this injury at 90 degrees. The f3oar<l evaluates the disability'at not to 
exceed 50 degrees. 

The order of. the !lea ring ·officer is accordinr.ly r.10c.lified and the 
evaluation and award of disability is re<luce<l fron 90 to 50 <lerrees. 

Counsel for the claimant is authorized to collect a fee of not to 
exceed $125 from the claimant for services on a review initiated by the 
employer resulting in reduced compensation. 

l\'Cl1 #67-513 

The Beneficiaries of 
SA~•IUEL I!ARRIS, Dece_ase<l. 
D. R. Dimick, At torncy. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

t1arch 24, 1971 

Reviewed by Comr.tissioners \Vil son, Cnllahan c1nd ~loorc, 

The above entitled matter involves numerous issues arisinp. from the 
death of one Samuel Harris while assisting a Noah Samuels lo~d a wrecked 
car onto a flat bed truck on '!a.y 7, 1966. 

One point is undisputablc. If Mr. llarris was n suh.~ect workman of 
~Ir. Samuels as a subject employer '.~r. Samuels at the time was a non
complying uninsured employer. References to the decedent on the orc.ler 
are to 1·-lr. llarris and references to the clair.iant are to the a 11.ep.;ed 
beneficiaries of the workman. 

The issues in the order considered by the_ l!earinp; Officer are ns 
fol lm,,is: 

1. Did the then State Compensation Ucrnrtm,ent make a· timely 
denial of claimant's claim for compensation? 

2. Diel the claimant make a timely request for hearing? 

3. 1·:a~ the Denial proper in that it was pro11cr substantively 
(i.c, supportc<l by facts)? 
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The evaluation of the leg disability attributable to this accident
is complicated by the fact that a substantial degree of disability existed
prior to the accident, the claimant has failed to cooperate with the
treating doctors, there arc elements of exaggeration of symptoms and the
claimant has a contributory weight problem which she professes an -inability
to control.

There is some area of disagreement between the medical experts who have
testified, but it is clear from both that this claimant, whose prior em
ployment record was quite limited and irregular, is not well motivated
toward re-employment.

The Board agrees that the initial evaluation of 15 degrees was not
adequate, but cannot concur in an evaluation placing the disability due to
this injury at 90 degrees. The Board evaluates the disability'at not to
exceed 50 degrees.

The order of .the Hearing Officer is accordingly modified and the
evaluation and award of disability is reduced fron 90 to 50 degrees.

Counsel for the claimant is authorized to collect a fee of not to
exceed $125 from the claimant for services on a review initiated by the
employer resulting in reduced compensation.

'vCB #67-513 .March 24, 1971

The Beneficiaries of
S MUEL H RRIS, Deceased.
D. R. Dimick,  ttorney.
Request for Review by Employer.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves numerous issues arising from the
death of one Samuel Harris while assisting a Noah Samuels load a wrecked
car onto a flat bed truck on 'lay 7, 1966,

One point is undisputablc. If Mr. Harris was a subject workman of
Mr. Samuels as a subject employer Mr. Samuels at the time was a non
complying uninsured employer. References to the decedent on the order
are to Mr. Harris and references to the claimant are to the alleged
beneficiaries of the workman.

The issues in the order considered by the Hearing Officer are as
follows:

1. Did the then State Compensation Department make a timely
denial of claimant's claim for compensation?

2. Did the claimant make a timely request for hearing?

3. 1,'as the Denial proper in that it was proper substantively
(i.e. supported by facts)?
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\fas Noah Sar:1uels (the aller,ed er:iplovcr) a sul,_i ect cmp loyer? 

S, \vas Samuel Ilarris l'.illcd during the course :rn<l scope of his 
employment? 

6, ;•fas t·,;1r,,ucl llarris an employee of the ;:ille?,e<l enr>loyer 
(a subject workman)? 

7. \\'as Lessie :1ae llarris a "heneficiar:·" v;ithin the 1scaninr. 
of ORS 656,002(2) or was she livin~ in a state of abandonment? 

Issue 1. The noanl concur:. with the !!caring OfFiccr finding that the 
<lenial of the clain was timely. lt should he noted th:1t the employer 
was not insured by the State .\cci<lent Insurance Fund ;rnd that responsi
bility arises under (ll<.S (i56,0S,J, There mny he some nuestion whether 
denials riay be made by either or both the cfTlnloyer and the State Accident 
Insurance l'und, In any event, no claim hccones co!'mcns:ihlc simt)lv Leca11se 
a denial is not issued by a tirie certain, 

Issue 2. T)1C Boanl concurs 11ith the result renched liy the l!earin.rr 
Officer ,,ith respect to the rerl\lcst for hc;irin~ beinr; tir!ely f'i_Ied, The 
Roar<l docs not apree 11it!1 t!tc rc,1soninri or the lle:irinr Of"-!"'iccr that an 
improper ad<lress supplied by the clainant or the s1vnrn testir.iony of" 
counsel that the notice was not receivecl is sufficient to set aside the 
oper:ition of lm,· that the notice is final unless request f"or hearinr: is 
filed h'i thin tir-ie. The Board de ens the substance of the notice to be 
ler,al ly insufficient to have hound the c !aim.ant. 

Issue 3. The l\oard concurs also i-1ith the result that despite the 
initial deficiencies in the deni;il the rc11nininr issues hecoJT1e 7rorerly 
framed for puryioses of hearing and review. 

Issues 4, 5 and (,. arc interdey1endcnt in that the :-dlcr,cc! employer 
was only a subject employer iF the decedent \\'as a subject workman ;:ind 
the activities at the time were nursuant to ;i contract of employment 
between the two. The Board concludes the !1earin•: Officer was in error 
upon these issues. The dece<lent lived with the allc.r:ed employer. TI1ey 
had a loose arranp,er1ent pursu:rnt to which tiler shared the -rrocee<ls of 
whatever scrap either could find for resale. The discussion of this 
matter as a going business falls ~ar short of the facts. The total income 
shared by the two men between January 1 and ·1ay 7, 1966, was Sl2S. The 
decedent, at nost, received S6'.:.50 out of his endeavors re[!:irdless of 
whether it was enploynent -or sh:1re and shzire alike, The capital invest
ment of the aller,ed employer did not enter into the distrihution of 
income, This loose and casu;il arrangement did not rise to the di5;nity 
of employment. If it 1·1as emplo;'mcnt, it 1-:as not subject cr:ployr:ient in 
the light of the exclusion of casual er.1ployr,1ent under ORS 656.027(2) (3). 

Issue 7 involves the question of whether the decedent's widow 
qualifies as a beneficiary. The Board concludes the !learinr, Officer was 
in error in deciding favorably to the widow in lirht of ORS 656,002(2), 
The evidence is clear that the widow had lived separate and apart fror:i 
the claimant for over two years. The only evidence of "support" was 
the self-serving tcstinony of the widow of receipt of a nominal 
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4. Was Noah Samuels (the alleged employer) a subject employer?

5. Was Samuel Harris killed during the course and scope of his
employment?

6. 'Was Samuel Harris an employee of the alleged employer
(a subject workman)?

7. Was Lessie Mae Harris a "beneficiary" within the meaning
of ORS 656.002(2) or was she living in a state of abandonment?

Issue 1. The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer finding that the
denial of the claim was timely. It should be noted that the employer
was not insured by the State  ccident Insurance Fund and that responsi
bility arises under ORS 656.054. There may be some question’whether
denials may be made by either or both the employer and the State  ccident
Insurance Fund. In any event, no claim becomes compensable simply because
a denial is not issued by a time certain.

Issue 2. The Board concurs with the result readied by the Hearing
Officer with respect to the request for hearing being timely filed. The
Board does not agree with the reasoning of the Hearing Officer that an
improper address supplied by the claimant or the sworn testimony of
counsel that the notice was not received is sufficient to set aside the
operation of law that the notice is final unless request for hearing is
filed within time. The Board deems the substance of the notice to be
legally insufficient to have bound the claimant.

Issue 3. The Board concurs also with the result that despite the
initial deficiencies in the denial the remaining issues become properly
framed for purposes of hearing and review.

Issues 4, 5 and 6, are interdependent in that the alleged employer
was only a subject employer if the decedent was a subject workman and
the activities at the time were pursuant to a contract of employment
between the two. The Board concludes the Hearing Officer was in error
upon these issues. The decedent lived with the alleged employer. They
had a loose arrangement pursuant to which they shared the proceeds of
whatever scrap either could find for resale. The discussion of this
matter as a going business falls far short of the facts. The total income
shared by the two men between January 1 and May 7, 1966, was $125. The
decedent, at most, received $62.50 out of his endeavors regardless of
whether it was employment or share and share alike. The capital invest
ment of the alleged employer did not enter into the distribution of
income. This loose and casual arrangement did not rise to the dignity
of employment. If it was employment, it was-not subject employment in
the light of the exclusion of casual employment under ORS 656.027(2) (3).

Issue 7 involves the question of whether the decedent's widow
qualifies as a beneficiary. The Board concludes the Hearing Officer was
in error in deciding favorably to the widow in light of ORS 656.002(2).
The evidence is clear that the widow had lived separate and apart from
the claimant for over two years. The only evidence of "support" was
the self-serving testimony of the widow of receipt of a nominal
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of money shortly be fore the fatal accident. The ?reat weicr,ht of 
the evidence reflects that this claimant wc1s livinf fror1 hand to mouth 
with a total incomo of not to exceed $62. SO for the four months nrior to 
his death. The idcn that he suddenly shared this limitecl income with his 
wife for the first time in over two years and that this removed her from 
the state of abandonment is beyond credulity. The acts of the parties 
while alive are more persuasive than the sel('-serving statel"lents made to 
bolster a particular legal theory after death and with fi.nancial award 
in the balance. 

For the reasons stated, the Board concludes :m<l finds that the dece
dent was not a subject workr.ian, that the allc1;ed emrloycr ,,ms not a 
subject employer and that the cl.'.lin:1nt is not ;1 beneficir.iry entitled to 
compensation. 

The order of the l!enrinr, Officer is reversed. 

Pursuant to Ol1.S 656.313. none of the compensation p<1id by the State 
Accident Insurance Fund is rep~yable to the State Accident Insurance Fund, 
but the State Accident Insurnr.r:e Fund rennins entitled to rci1nburscmcnt 
from the l\'orkmen's Compensation Boc1rd pursunnt to ors 6%.054. 

!1CB #70-1212 /larch 24. 1971 

EUGE:·..:E R. /\SIIFOP.0, Claimant. 
Pozzi, i'.'ilson & Atchison, Clair.wnt's ;\ttys. 
Request for Review by SAIF. 

ReviC\vcd by Cor.m1issioners \•:i lson, Cal lnhan and ~loore. 

The above entitled 11attcr involves an i-ssuc 1-:ith respect to the 
extent of permanent disability sustained by a 39 1e:1r old truck driver on 
September 23, 1%3 when he 11·as struck in the face with ~ steel bnr. 
The issue more particularly is h'hethcr the ncciclent has produced dis
abil.i ties perrnancntly precludinp: the cl;iimnnt frori ,,•orkins'. at a gainful 
and suitable occupation. A nor:iinal m,:ard ·o!~ 32 Jc~rccs f01· unscheduled 
disabi 1i ty had been es tab 1 i shed pursuant to ems 656. 268 by :m award which 
also allowed ~ minimal visual loss of 3 der,rccs for the right eye. Upon 
hearing, the award was increased to one of pcmanent and total rl.is:1bility, 

The Board is not unanimous in its finrlin11s Ni th rcsnect· to this 
matter. The m::ijority conclude the order of the flerrrin,~ Officer should be 
affirmed. 

Tiie record reflects that tl-ic claimant incurred faci:11 lacerations an<l 
a hrief period of unconsciousness. t\"ith vnrinble degrcc-s of s~•mptor:is 
the claimant has complained of headache~, nnusca, faulty vision, wc:,ikness 
and tingling over the left sirle of his body together with impaired r.,emory 
an<l a slowdown in men ta 1 processes. Claimant has tried to work but !ms not 
been able to do so. · 1 

Dr. Paxton and others who have examined or treated the claimant sus
pect psychological problems, but none has sur:i!ested that the claimant is 
rnalin,::ering. 
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amount of money shortly before the fatal accident. The great weight of
the evidence reflects that this claimant was living from hand to mouth
with a total income of not to exceed $62,50 for the four months nrior to
his death. The idea that he suddenly shared this limited income with his
wife for the first time in over two years and that this removed her from
the state of abandonment is beyond credulity. The acts of the parties
while alive are more persuasive than the self-serving statements made to
bolster a particular legal theory after death and with financial award
in the balance.

For the reasons stated, the Board concludes and finds that the dece
dent was not a subject workman, that the alleged employer was not a
subject employer and that the claimant is not a beneficiary entitled to
compensation.

The order of the Hearing Officer is reversed.

Pursuant to OPS 656.313, none of the compensation paid by the State
 ccident Insurance Fund is repayable to the State  ccident Insurance Fund,
but the State  ccident Insurance Fund remains entitled to reimbursement
from the Workmen's Compensation Board pursuant to ORS 656.054.

WCB #70-1212 March 24, 1971

FUGIiMF R.  SHFORD, C1 ai mant.
Pozzi, Wilson 5  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by S IF,

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves an issue with respect to the
extent of permanent disability sustained by a 39 year old truck driver on
September 23, 1963 when he was struck in the face with a steel bar.
The issue more particularly is whether the accident has produced dis
abilities permanently precluding the claimant from working at a gainful
and suitable occupation.  nominal award of 32 degrees for unscheduled
disability had been established pursuant to ORS 656.268 by an award which
also allowed a minimal visual loss of 3 degrees for the right eye. Upon
hearing, the award was increased to one of permanent and total disability.

The Board is not unanimous in its findings with resnect to this
matter. The majority conclude the order of the Hearing Officer should be
affirmed.

The record reflects that the claimant incurred facial lacerations and
a brief period of unconsciousness. U'ith variable degrees of symptoms
the claimant has complained of headaches, nausea, faulty vision, weakness
and tingling over the left side of his body together with impaired memory
and a slowdown in mental processes. Claimant has tried to work but has not
been able to do so.

Dr. Paxton and others who have examined or treated the claimant sus
pect psychological problems, but none has suggested that the claimant is
malingering.
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Paxton finds the claimant's headaches to he post-traumatic. 
Dr. Bedrossian, apparently an ophthnlmologist, to whom the claimant was 
referred by Dr. Bruce Bell, took a history fror, the clair.:ant about the 
injury and among other things found the claimant compl:lined of double 
vision on the rir,ht side. The doctor commented on this: 

"The history Nould be very suggestive that this patient is 
having visual hallucinations which is proba_bly the result of 
brain injury." 

Dr. Beclrossian is parti.cularly qualified to diar,nose the source of 
visual problems. 

The claimant was tested by Psycholop,ist ~!ax Reed. C:linicR 1 psycholo
gists are not � eclical doctors. However, medical doctors send their 
patients to psychologists nnrl rely upon their reports. The report of a 
psychologist is entitled to be received as an expert witness. The report 
of Psychologist Reed Nas admitted into evidence as cla.imnnt's Exhibit I 
without objection by counsel for the insurf!nce carrier. In his summary 
and conclusions the psycholo~ist stnte<l: 

"~1r. Ashford is a 38 year old man of medium-a.verar,e ability 
with an obtained IQ of 102. The pattern of the test perform
ance on the IQ test plus his performance on other tests 
an<l general behavior inc\icate a considerable impairment of 
functioning associated with some kind of organic brain 
impairment. * * *" 

The last paragraph of the report sums up the results of psychological 
tests and expresses his opinion: 

"This set of behavioral limitations presents a formidah le ob
stacle to this man's functioninr, in any kind of work position. 
It is unlikely that he can work successfully in any v1inful 
activity. Furthermore, in view of the Amount of tiMe thnt has 
passed since his accident, little ir.1provement Cl'\n be expected 
in his efficiency of performance." 

The testimony of the clair.i:mt and his l-?ife established that the claim
ant has tried to work and cannot. This is unrefuted. It is supported by 
the evidence in the exhibits quoted above. 

From the totality of the evidence the majority of the Board concludes 
that the claimant cannot regularly perform work at a Rainful :ind suitable 
occupation. 

For the reasons stated the ma iori ty concur with the rcsul t reached 
by the Hearing Officer, 

The order of the llearing Officer is affirmed. 

/s/ M. Keith Wilson 
/s/ Wm. A. Callahan 
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Dr. Paxton finds the claimant's headaches to be post-traumatic.
Dr. Bedrossian, apparently an ophthalmologist, to whom the claimant was
referred by Dr. Bruce Bell, took a history from the claimant about the
injury and among other things found the claimant complained of double
vision on the right side. The doctor commented on this:

"The history would be very suggestive that this patient is
having visual hallucinations which is probably the result of
brain injury."

Dr. Bedrossian is particularly qualified to diagnose the source of
visual problems.

The claimant was tested by Psychologist Max Reed. Clinical psycholo
gists are not medical doctors. However, medical doctors send their
patients to psychologists and rely upon their reports. The report of a
psychologist is entitled to be received as an expert witness. The report
of Psychologist Reed was admitted into evidence as claimant's Exhibit I
without objection by counsel for the insurance carrier. In his summary
and conclusions the psychologist stated:

"Mr.  shford is a 38 year old man of medium-average ability
with an obtained IQ of 102. The pattern of the test perform
ance on the IQ test plus his performance on other tests
and general behavior indicate a considerable impairment of
functioning associated with some kind of organic brain
impairment. * * *"

The last paragraph of the report sums up the results of psychological
tests and expresses his opinion:

"This set of behavioral limitations presents a formidable ob
stacle to this man's functioning in any kind of work position.
It is unlikely that he can work successfully in any gainful
activity. Furthermore, in view of the amount of time that has
passed since his accident, little improvement can be expected
in his efficiency of performance."

The testimony of the claimant and his wife established that the claim
ant has tried to work and cannot. This is unrefuted. It is supported by
the evidence in the exhibits quoted above.

From the totality of the evidence the majority of the Board concludes
that the claimant cannot regularly perform work at a gainful and suitable
occupation.

For the reasons stated the majority concur with the result reached
by the Hearing Officer.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

/s/ M. Keith Wilson
/s/ Wm.  . Callahan
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    Moore dissents as follm,s: 

The record reflects the followinr. chronolof!y: 

A compensable injury occurred September 23, 1968, The clainant was 
struck in the face hy the handbar of a winch, causinr, laceration and con
cussion and rnanifestinr; residual symptoms of headaches, nausea, fuzzy 
vision, weakness and discomfort on the le:Ct side, .Joint Exhibit 1-1 
throup,h 1-6. 

Dr. Paxton on 1/14/69, Joint Exhibit 1-12, states in part: 

" ; ,lleadaches, probably post traumatic , •• considerable 
psychological overlay • • " 

Dr, Paxton surrgested electroencerhalo~ram and skull x-ravs, 

Joi n t Exh i b i t 1 - 16 , 3 /11 / 6 ~l • \ o rm a 1 EEC 
Joint Exhibit 1-21, 6/10/69. \orrwl [[G 

Shows no chanf".e since recordin0: 3/11/69, 

Dr. Bedrossian, Joint Exhibit 1-24 ;ind 25, recomnencled rrL1sses, but 
patient declined and exercises 1·1ere prescribed: 

" ••. \iitil the defect in the visual field, ;:incl sli?ht 
external deviation of his eyes, particul:nly un close, it would 
appear that there is some definite orranic disturh;rnce, The 
picture is not one, hm;ever, in Hhich a single specific lesion 
could be located, and I believe that these hndin,:s should he 
re-evaluated in about six months, to deternine :my ch:in\;es 
which may be takinp. pl:i.ce ..•. " 

.Joint Exhihi t 1-26 and 27 dictated 7 /31/G~}. 

Dr. Soelling states the following: 

". , • This 37 year old white r.i::ile has been see11 in the 
office by Dr. J. Bruce Be 11 hec::iuse of 1,e;ikncss of the left arm 
and left leg followinr a blow to the head. Neurolo~ic examina
tion, including EEG, ::ind cerebral angiography in rortlancl, 
Oregon, have revealed no abnormalities, The wife called c1t 
about 2:30 a,m, She was intoxicated, She stated that the 
husband l1ad vomited blood and was totallv unohle to move the 
left arr.1 and left leg. The pc1tient 1,as brourht to the hos
pital by ambulance where examination revealed an intoxicated 
uncooperative white r.1ale who incessantly repeated, "I want 
to go home, let me go home." He seemed unable to move the 
left arm and left leg, yet when the left arm was lifted it 
did not fall back to bed with the usual thud that a completely 
paralyzed arm will. In addition, when he was asked to raise 
the left leg there was.not the normal pushing down of the 
opposite heel into the bed, yet when the patient lifted his 
right leg there was pushing downward into the bed of the left 
leg • ••• " 
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The record reflects the following chronology:

 compensable injury occurred September 23, 1968. The claimant was
struck in the face by the handbar of a winch, causing laceration and con
cussion and manifesting residual symptoms of headaches, nausea, fuzzy
vision, weakness and discomfort on the left side. Joint Exhibit 1-1
through 1-6.

Dr. Paxton on 1/14/69, Joint Exhibit 1-12, states in part:

". ; .Headaches, probably post traumatic . . . considerable
psychological overlay ..."

Dr. Paxton suggested electroencephalogram and skull x-rays.

Joint Exhibit 1-16, 3/11/69. Normal EEC
Joint Exhibit 1-21, 6/10/69. Normal EEC

Shows no change since recording 3/11/69,

Dr. Bedrossian, Joint Exhibit 1-24 and 25, recommended glasses, but
patient declined and exercises were prescribed:

". . . With the defect in the visual field, and slight
external deviation of his eyes, particularly up close, it would
appear that there is some definite organic disturbance. The
picture is not one, however, in which a single specific lesion
could be located, and I believe that these findings should be
re-evaluated in about six months, to determine any changes
which may be taking place , . . ."

Joint Exhibit 1-26 and 27 dictated 7/31/69.

Dr. Soelling states the following:

. . This 37 year old white male has been seen in the
office by Dr. J. Bruce Bell because of weakness of the left arm
and left leg following a blow to the head. Neurologic examina
tion, including EEC, and cerebral angiography in Portland,
Oregon, have revealed no abnormalities. The wife called at
about 2:30 a.m. She was intoxicated. She stated that the
husband had vomited blood and was totally unable to move the
left arm and left leg. The patient was brought to the hos
pital by ambulance where examination revealed an intoxicated
uncooperative white male who incessantly repeated, "I want
to go home, let me go home." lie seemed unable to move the
left arm and left leg, yet when the left arm was lifted it
did not fall back to bed with the usual thud that a completely
paralyzed arm will. In addition, when he was asked to raise
the left leg there was.not the normal pushing down of the
opposite heel into the bed, yet when the patient lifted his
right leg there was pushing downward into the bed of the left
leg . . . ."

Mr. Moore dissents as follows:
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••• Progress: The patient was re-examined c1pproximately 
10 hours after admission at which time he now exhibited movement 
of the left arm and left leg, though these seemin~ly Nere weaker 
than of the right arm and right leg. It is interesting to note, 
by the way, that though he was unable to move the leg when first 
admitted, on being told that he could not smoke in bed, he was 
able to hobble to the nurses' desk so that he could smoke." 

Joint Exhibit 1-31, 12/19/69, reflects normc1l ra<lio~raph of skull. 

Joint Exhibit 1-37 through 39, 3/2/70. Dr. Parsons has the followinr 
opinion: 

11 ••• Review of the patient's skull x-rays revealed no 
abnormalities. My diagnostic impression is that the patient 
has post-traumatic headaches. I see no evidence of an objec
tive neurological lesion. The weakness on the left side of 
the body, in.the absence of any significant nuscle atrophy, 
reflex changes, and a non-anatomical type of subjective sen
sory loss, do not r,o together to form :my obj ecti vc neurolor.ical 
diagnosis •••• " 

Joint Exhibit 1-41, 5/28/70. Dr. Bedrossian states: 

11 ••• The history would be very suggestive that this patient 
is having visual hallucinations which is probably the, result of 
brain injury. Other than the scotoma, there are no localizing 
signs in the eye. No occular correction is indicated at this 
time • • • " 

C & E Determination on 6/4/70 awards 32 degrees for unscheduled head 
disability and 3 degrees for partial loss of vision in the right eye. 

Claimant's Exhibit No. 1, 7/15/70. Max R.. Reed, Ph.D. tested the 
claimant for the purpose of psycholonical assessment: 

" ••• Summary and Conclusions: ~lr. Ashford is a 38 year 
old man of medium-average ability with an obtnined 10 of 102. 
The pattern of test perf.ormances on the I<f test plus his · 
performance on other tests nnd general behavior indicate a 
considerable impairment of function"ing associated with some 
kind of organic brain impaiment. The following syndrome, or 
set of behaviors, summarize the deficits impairing his work 
capacity: 

1) orientation in space, 2) extremely slow latency of response, 
3) extremely reduced capacity for new perceptual learninr, 
4) impairment of complex problen solving in both numerical and 
judgmental areas, 5) · extremely slow and poor manual dexterity, 
6) lack of awareness of physical limitations, 7) inability to 
initiate spontaneous behavior. 

"This set of behavioral lir.i tations presents a formidable 
obstacle to this man's functioning in any kind of ~nrk position, 
It is unlikely that he can work succcssfull}' in ;:my gainful 
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”... Progress: The patient was re-examined approximately
10 hours after admission at which time ho now exhibited movement
of the left arm and left leg, though these seemingly were weaker
than of the right arm and right leg. It is interesting to note,
by the way, that thougli he was unable to move the leg when first
admitted, on being told that he could not smoke in bed, he was
able to hobble to the nurses' desk so that he could smoke."

Joint Exhibit 1-31, 12/19/69, reflects normal radiograph of skull.

Joint Exhibit 1-37 through 39, 3/2/70. Dr. Parsons has the following
opinion:

"... Review of the patient's skull x-rays revealed no
abnormalities. My diagnostic impression is that the patient
has post-traumatic headaches. 1 see no evidence of an objec
tive neurological lesion. The weakness on the left side of
the body, in the absence of any significant muscle atrophy,
reflex changes, and a non-anatomical type of subjective sen
sory loss, do not go together to form any objective neurological
diagnosis . . . ."

Joint Exhibit 1-41, 5/28/70. Dr. Bedrossian states:

"... The history would be very suggestive that this patient
is having visual hallucinations which is probably the,result of
brain injury. Other than the scotoma, there are no localizing
signs in the eye. No occular correction is indicated at this
time ..."

C 5 E Determination on 6/4/70 awards 32 degrees for unscheduled head
disability and 3 degrees for partial loss of vision in the right eye.

Claimant's Exhibit No. 1, 7/15/70. Max R. Reed, Ph.D. tested the
claimant for the purpose of psychological assessment:

" ... Summary and Conclusions: Mr.  shford is a 38 year
old man of medium-average ability with an obtained 10 of 102,
The pattern of test performances on the IQ'test plus his
performance on other tests and general behavior indicate a
considerable impairment of functioning associated with some
kind of organic brain impairment. The following syndrome, or
set of behaviors, summarize the deficits impairing his work
capacity:

1) orientation in space, 2) extremely slow latency of response,
3) extremely reduced capacity for new perceptual learning,
4) impairment of complex problem solving in both numerical and
judgmental areas, 5)' extremely slow and poor manual dexterity,
6) lack of awareness of physical limitations, 7) inability to
initiate spontaneous behavior.

"This set of behavioral limitations presents a formidable
obstacle to this man's functioning in any kind of work position.
It is unlikely that he can work successfully in any gainful
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Furthermore, in vie1, of the ,mount of time that has 
passed since his accident, little imprnvP-ncnt can be expected 
in his efficiency of pcrformnncc." 

Claimant's Exhiuit 2, 8/26/70. :rr. Peed, a licensed psychologist, 
opined a relationshir between his ev:iluc1tion of the cln.in~mt's condition 
and the acciJcnt. 

It is my rcspcctCul conclusion that the weir.ht of the neuroloi_:ical 
anJ r.ie<lical evidence. !,lus the llearin;c'. C1fficcr' s acknowledr:1:icnt of some 
"Shamninq of Symptoms," IJy the c I aimant should be given r:reater wei.eht 
than the opinion of a psycholo.rrist with nut bencfi t of ph:'Sical examina
tion and medical history. Therefore, the llenrinr: Officer shoul J be 
reversed and the Cr; E Determination reinstated, 

/s/ Georr,e A. ''oorc. 

\,'CB ff69-233' 

i-iLLVIN L. EASLl:Y, Claimant. 
Fulop, c;ross 1; Saxon, c1~1inant 's i\ttys. 
r:cq11cst for 1'.evic,, hy Claimant, 

''.arch 24, 1971 

r~evie1·:cJ IJy Commissioners \\'ilson, C:il lahan and ~lnorc. 

The abo_vc c11titlcd r.attcr invol\cs tL,:, issue o" id1cthcr the 1l6 year 
old claiiaar:t rcnuires further i:icdic.J enc or incurred anv ncrmo.nent 
inj ur)' as the rcsul t of a fall while 1·0rLinr, on a: service station on 
.\iay 18 • 1 ~'lt,g. 

The first dctc1:nin:1t inn nursuant to 11\Z~ h5(,,2()g• was issued July 31, 
1968. \o t)crm::inent disahi lity 1ms m1·:1rdcd. The cl;1in was apparently 
later reopened \iv the '.~tatc ;\ccidcnt lnsnrancc Fund. The determination 
from 1,hich licartiH: 11·as had ,,,;is .issued licccnhcr g• I!l6'.l with tcmpon1rv 
total dis:il,il itl' fro11: >!ovcril,cr :-; • l'.l():i. :\rr;iin no pcniancnt partial 
disabilltv was 1c,:nL!. 

Upon hc:irii:', ti:c• !l:,:u-j11p :mn:,r:·;1th· concluded that the c;tate 
.'\cciJe11t [nst1riln,:c: F1:nd had r.10rc ti1c1n rcct its rcsponsibi li ty to this 
ciaimant when it rcorc1:c-d the clai:'.1 :rnd nllm•1cd further ter.ir1orary 
total di~;iliility. It :-,ppc,:rs that there were resronsible subsequent 
intcrvcnint1 events when the claimant was workinr at the Pittock Ruildinp, 
The clai1·1ant apparent},, has nor worl:cd since work at the Pittock Buildin!: 
hhid1 is in 1101-iisc ,1 rcsnonsihilit,, of the St~1te i\cciJent Insurance Fund, 

The cl:t1111ant's \•;orL :1L the PittocJ.:. Buildinr involved carryin'.' buckets 
of roofii,f'. r:atcdal and rolls or !,aper, the Litter ,-.,ei_r;hing up to 100 
pounds. lie fell several tines in the Process of" this 1·.1orJ:.. Despite the 
coml,inc•, 1 rc:nrd there is still no oiiicctive evidence of more than c1 

pos,;iblc: 1nt:,c1l rcsidu;il :m,i this is not neccss:i_ri1v related to the 
c1ccidcnt at iss11c. There is ?•:ore th:111 a moderate 11svchopntholnr,y, but the 
cl0imant h;L, a long bach:rot:nd of L>c:1:n·ioral pattern 1,hich reflects a lack 
of causal connection Lo the incident or ·1ay 18, J()f)g, There is ;1 rccom~ 
~cn,J;:itinn te> ;n·oid hc:n·icr lnhors liut this hasically ;:ipnears to he 

activity, furthermore, in view of the amount of time that has
passed since his accident, little improvement can be expected
in his efficiency of performance,"

Claimant's Exhibit 2, 8/26/70. Mr. Reed, a licensed psychologist,
opined a relationship between his evaluation of the claimant's condition
and the accident.

It is my respectful conclusion that the weight of the neurological
and medical evidence, plus the Hearing Officer's acknowledgment of some
"Shamming of Symptoms," by the claimant should be given greater weight
than the opinion of a psychologist without benefit of physical examina
tion and medical history. Therefore, the Hearing Officer should be
reversed and the C 8 E Determination reinstated.

/s/ George  . Moore.

WCB 869-2337 March 24, 1971

MELVIN I.. E SLEY, Claimant.
Fulop, Gross I, Saxon, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant*

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 46 year
old claimant requires further medical care or incurred any permanent
injury as the result of a fail while working on a service station on
May 18,

Tiie first determination pursuant to OUS 656.268, was issued July 31,
196(8. No permanent disability was awarded. The claim was apparently
later reopened by the State  ccident Insurance fund. The determination
from which hearing was had was issued December 8, 1969 with temporary
total disabilitv from November 27, 1968.  gain no permanent partial
disability was found.

Upon hearing, the Hearing apparent]}- concluded that the State
 ccident. Insurance Fund had more than met its responsibility to this
claimant wb.cn it reopened the claim and allowed further temporary
total disability. It appears that there were responsible subsequent
intervening events when the claimant was working at the Pittock Building.
The claimant apparently has not worked since work at the Pittock Building
which is in nowise a responsihility of the State  ccident Insurance Fund.

The claimant's work at the Pittock Building involved carrying buckets
of roofing material and rolls of paper, the latter weighing up to 100
pounds. He fell several times in the process of this work. Despite the
combined record there is still no objective evidence of more than a
possible minimal residual ami this is not necessarily related to the
accident, at issue. There is more than a moderate psychopathology, but the
claimant has a long background of behavioral pattern which reflects a lack
of causal connection to the incident of May 18, 1968. There is a recom
mendation to avoid heavier labors but this basically appears to lie
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on the complaints rather than objective syriptoms. It is also 
pertinent that the claimant has not hcen cooncrative in the mritter of 
reducing his excessive ~eight. 

Considerinr al 1 of the factors, the Bon rel concurs with the Ilea.rim: 
Officer and concludes and finds that the clnimant is not enti tlcd to further 
medical care or to award of nermanent partial disability as the result of 
the incident of :lay 18, l %S. 

The or<ler of the Hearing Officer is affir,,ieJ. 

':'Cl3 no- 1284 

DUKE mTClIELL, CL1i1:1ant. 
Sahlstrom & Starr, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for !~e\·ic1-: by Claimant. 

'.l.<lrch ~4, l~J71 

!Zcvicwcd by Commissioners t:ilson and Callahan. 

The above cntitle<l natter involves a procedural issue with respect to 
whether the clnimant is cntitleJ to a hec1rinr. as a natter 0 1~ rip._ht with 
respect to an accidental injury of April JS, 196<J v:hcn the clnimant fell 
and sustained a sprain of the dorsnl sninc. 

The claimant lost 110 time fror.1 work nnJ the cl<1im was administratively 
c losc<l on June !J, 1 ~l(.,1,. T!1e 1wrkl!:cn' s Coripens;!t i.on Bo;i.rcl pol icy since 
inception of the law on J:rnn;n)· 1, 1~"166 has been that clains involvin~ 
no loss of tine and only ?'1cdical care do not norr:rnlly require processing 
rursuaut t.o ow; 656.21 . .1~:. By a<lr.inistrative noli.cy nnd c!uly promul(!ate<l 
orders, such clains ;ire dec1::c.J closc~d ;i:~ of the n.dn:inistrativc closure. 
mis 6:.6.:il'J clc:irly indi..::1tcs a lc;~isL!ti.vc recofniti0n of the advis
ability of such n policy h· lir.;itinr rcuuests for lw::iring to one ycnr 
from the date of injury. 

The claimant., l!y vi rtuc of a minim:1 l in.iury, seeks to establish an 
unl imi.ted tine '.'"nr rcr._uestinr. .~ he:1rinn. ;c?nd without the burden of proof 
that would have L,cen imposed li? 0!6 (i5b.:?71 had the cl::iir.i:mt been aw:1rded 
one day's tine loss i·,ith a fornal detcrr.ination. 

The lah" 1m1st. be considercc! as n t,·holc and ?.iven a pr3ctical i.ntcr-
pretat ion. l f the c 1 ai1:1ant nfter nearly five years has a problem related 
to the acciJent of April 1:;, 1966, he should he held to :it least as minimal 
a standard as tiie legislature reouircs r,ursu:mt to OHS 6:j(,. 271. 

The fact thnt the i nsc:rcr, ;icci(:cnt;d lv or ot]1erwisc, n:1id n medical 
1iill in '!:1:, n:· l')7ll, doe,; :1ot .r.:ivc ri:;c to a ri1:lit of he:irinr on the 
r,crits nf the order of .lu'.:C, l'.1(Jt). TLc ;:iedic:ll rc,7orts tcn,:cred by the 
cL1irr,;.rnt ,:o not rise re, t' e level rcc:11ircd h· C!l:S C,SCl,271 as interpreted 

Ti,c !\oard is i1:tcrestcd in rrrtcctinr the rirhts oP in.iured ,,:orknen. 
[f this cL:i::::mt is ,:ntitlc, 1 to f11rt!:cr benefits the i\o:nc1 h[ls the authority 
to ass1~! .. ,c jurisdiction ;nirsti;int to I r.i._l~ c:)(1.278 rc~[lrdlcs~ nF' \·:hether the 
clair:ian1 1s entitled to :1 l1c:1rinr, ,1:' :, ;;wtter of' ri'.'.ht. 

conditioned on the complaints rather than objective symptoms. It is also
pertinent that the claimant has not been cooperative in the matter of
reducing his excessive weight.

Considering all of the factors, the Board concurs with the Nearing
Officer and concludes and finds that the claimant is not entitled to further
medical care or to award of permanent partial disability as the result of
the incident of May 18, 1968.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

V'CB *70-1284 March 24, 1971

DUkli MITCilbLL, Claiman .
Sahlstrom 8 Starr, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners l.'ilson and Callahan.

The above entitled natter involves a procedural issue with respect to
whether the claimant is entitled to a hearing as a natter o'" right with
respect to an accidental injury of  pril 15, i960 when the claimant fell
and sustained, a sprain of the dorsal snine.

The claimant lost no time from work and the claim was administratively
closed on June 15, 196r>. The workmen's Compensation Board policy since
inception of the law on January 1, I960 has been that claims involving
no loss of tine ami only medical care do not normally require processing
pursuant to ORS 656.208. By administrative policy and duly promulgated
orders, such claims are deemed closed as of the administrative closure.
ORS 656.519 clearly indicates a legislative recognition of the advis
ability of such a policy by limiting requests for hearing to one year
from the date of injury.

The claimant, by virtue or a minimal injury, seeks to establish an
unlimited time for requesting a hearing and without the burden of proof
that would have been imposed by ORS 650.271 had the claimant been awarded
one day's time loss with a formal determination.

The law must be considered as a whole and given a practical inter
pretation. If the claimant after nearly five years lias a problem related
to tire accident: of  pril 15, 1966, he should he held to at least as minimal
a standard as the legislature requires pursuant to ORS 656.271.

The fact that the insurer, accidentally or otherwise, paid a medical
bill in May of 1970, does not give rise to a right, of hearing on the
merits of the order of .June, 1966. The medical reports tendered by the
claimant do not rise to the level required by ORS 656.271 as interpreted
by Larson v. SCD, 251 Or 178.

The Board is interested in protecting the rights of injured workmen.
If this claimant is entitled to further benefits the Board has the authority
to assume jurisdiction pursuant to ORS 656.278 regardless of whether the
claimant is entitled to a hearing ns a matter of right.







          
              
           
           
           

     

            
            
              
           

   

            
    

    

    
         

     

            
             
          

            
            

             
   

           
          

          
              

            
           

             
     

         

record reflects prirwrily a ler,al scuffle over :~tter:,pting to esta
blish a right to a hearinr: with P1inimal attelltion to the merits or some 
prima facic showing of the cla.i1aant' s enti tlcment to further benefits, The 
fact that some leg symptoms developed years after an accident, standing 
alone, gives little bnsis for assumin~ that such le~ <lisahilities are 
compensab!Y relatcJ to the upper back. 

The Board receives over 80,DOO mcdic:11 only clairrs r,cr year. To ;:idopt 
the claimant's theory there nre now over 400,000 open cl;:iiris for injuries 
which caused no loss of time, hut for which the clair.nnts are entitled to 
demand a hearing into infinity, 'fhc more seriously injured workmen nre 
circumscribed Ly various limitations, 

The rcsul t l'L!achcd by the 'learinr. Officer is correct. The order of 
the liearinr, Officer is affirmed, 

;larch 24, l'..171 

P,\Y~lm;D II. CC:P 1 L\.\; 1 Claimant, 
Hrown. Schler,el 1.; \lilliank, Clnjmant's i\tt~•s. 

Rcvie¼cJ by Commissioners Wilson and Cnllnhnn, 

The ;ibove entitled irinttcr 11·as heretofore before the Bo:1rd and was the 
subject of ;in order of tlw !\o;:ird on October 1:), 1970, affirr1ing the 
He.iring (Jfficcr <lc~isi<m Jenying n henrinr. rm :i cla:ir:i of a~~rnvntion. 

Upnn appeal to the Circuit Court, it clcvelor,ecl that the complete 
rccbrd of the proccc<l.in~s };cforc the llearin? Officer hnd not been certified 
to the P,oard ;rnJ the natter ,,::is rcn:rnc!ed to the Bonr<l for con:.idorntion 
of the CC);;1:1lctc re-cord, 

The issue is 1·:hctiwr the cl:ii.ninnt 1 s cbir1 of ,1)'.:;rc1v:1tinn is surportcd 
hr r1edic;1l opi11inn evidence srttinri .:-ortli .facts reflcctinr'. that the 
clnir1,mt h,is sustnincd n c0~;1cns<1ble <1f''.'T:1Vation o!: his in.iuries since 
Anril ~. 1~)68, in kcepi11,I; \·:ith (\J;S (1S(1,r:1_ ;:ind l.:irson v. sen, 251 nr 4i8. 

The i',o,ird hns rc,·ir.\•;c,! the entire record or the liearin;is Pi\'ision ::rncl 
:11~.iin concludes that t!H~ l'H~1.lic:al opinion _evidence tendered in support of 
the claim docs not meet the rc11uin~ncnt nf the st.itutc to entitle clnir.iant 
to a hcadni~ cm the i~.sue. 

T:1c orl'cr or the !1c:iri.n;'. n+ficcr is thcref0rc ar,1in ~1f:irmcd. 

The record reflects primarily a legal scuffle over attempting to esta
blish a right to a hearing with minimal attention to the merits or some
prima facie showing of the claimant's entitlement to further benefits. The
fact that some leg symptoms developed years after an accident, standing
alone, gives little basis for assuming that such leg disabilities are
compensably related to the upper back.

The Board receives over 80,000 medical only claims per year. To adopt
the claimant's theory there are now over 400,000 open claims for injuries
which caused no loss of time, but for which the claimants are entitled to
demand a hearing into infinity. The more seriously injured workmen are
circumscribed by various limitations.

The result readied by the Mearing Officer is correct. The order of
the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WOB *70-953 'larch 24, 1971

R YMOND II. GORM N, Claimant. '
Brown, Sell lege 1 f, Milbank , Claimant's  t t.vs.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

Tfie above entitled matter was heretofore before the Board and was the
subject of an order of the Board on October 13, 1970, affirming the
Hearing Officer decision denying a hearing on a claim of aggravation.

Upon appeal to the Circuit Court, it deve loped that the complete
record of the proceedings before the Hearing Officer had not been certified
to the Board and the matter was remanded to the Board for consideration
of the complete record.

The issue is whether the claimant's claim of aggravation is supported
by medical opinion evidence setting forth facts reflecting that the
claimant has sustained a compensable aggravation of his injuries since
 pril 2, 1968, in keeping with ORS 656.271 and Larson v. SCI), 251 Or 478.

The Board has reviewed the entire record of the Hearings Division and
again concludes that the medical opinion evidence tendered in support of
the claim does not meet the requirement of the statute to entitle claimant
to a hearing on the issue.

The order of the Hearing Officer is therefore again affirmed.





    

    
     

     

            
              

            

          
              

             
           

    

          
           
           

          

          
            

             
             

          

        

            
           

      

   
        

    

     

           
               
         

           
            

           
           

            
             

            
               
    

i/70-1792 ,farch 24, l'.)71 

ROBEI~T t·.1• \·/ALKER, Claimant .. 
Lander & Kowitt, Claimant's Attys. 

Revieh•ed by Commissioners L'ilson rmJ Cnlli1han. 

The above entitled w1ttcr im·olves nn issue o" the extent of pcrnanent 
disability sustained by a 48 yuir old dairy trucL drin:r 1:ho slipped on the 
ice an<l fracture<l the tibia of his left leg on ,J;1nuary ::', 19(,9, 

Pursuant _to OltS 6SC1,2r,8, c1 detcrr.tination issued •'indinr: the clain:rnt 
to have a disabi 1i ty of 14 degrees out of the allowable rn1ximum o-f 135 
<lerirees for injuries to the lcr, below the knee. Upon lrn:trinn, t::ikinr, into 
special consideration the factor of loss of earninr' capaci t~', the award 
was increased to 68 degrees. 

The claimant had soMc nenmis problems follov;in!"' his 1•rnr experiences 
and the evidence reflects that ;icciclent cxaccrbDtcd this rirobleri due to 
anxiety. The record ;ilso reflects, hm-1cver, that thi~:. nh;isc of the prob
lem presents no problem of perm;inent disabilitv due tn this injury, 

The claimant is unde rroinr. vocatinn:i. l rch:i.bi l i taticm as a kn·hcr but 
the prospect of nttainin1: his former inconc level at this tr:1Jc is minimal. 

The Board considers the award bv the !lcarin!"' o~·.c-iccr to be to1v:1.rd the 
1 ibcral side lrnt the Bo<ird c:imwt s~i:-· l\'i th conviction w0 nn t!1c cviclcncc at 
hand that the aw;ird is in error to rcouire a modification. 

The order of t!1e !lc;irinr: (;Pficcr is n.ccnrdin.~ly :if+-irmcd, 

Pursuant to (WS (,:i6,:)!,2 1 counsel fnr cl::iiriant is ::il.101-.•eci the fee of 
S2S0 pa~•alilc by the St:,tc Accident lnsurc:i.nce Fund ·for sen·ices on revie1v. 

'larch 2..J, 1971 

JUDITII ,; . :1.'\.HW:;. Cl:iin:rnt. 
Hurlburt, f:cnnc,l)·, l'ctcrsnn, l',('l'"les i; T0h·slcy, Cl,1in:rnt's .:\ttys. 
Request for \{cvi cw liy c:l ,li.n;rnt. 

l'.cvic1-:cd by Comr:ii:;sinncrs :-:ilson ~ind C:lllahcm. 

The nhove entitled r.1:ittcr invol'.·cs the issue of the extent of rerr1a
ncnt disnl.iilit~• sustained b~· n 21 ~·er!r old part time clerk i,,)10 fell frori 1 

ladder or. October I~, l'.l<,-:- nnd incurred ;:i lunhos;icral str:iin. 

The ni.llHlfCmcnt of her ph~•sical ccmdition l;ccar.ie conplic:itcd hv the fact 
tlwt she hcc,me prc,~nant atiout a month fol l<11·inf'. the accirlcnt. ~:Jie w::is 
trc.itcd conscrvati \'clv :ind the trc:1tinc dnctor sttfTf<ested she return to work 
in liccc1:1ber of 1 ~l(,~. !\\· February, ho,,c,·cr, t 11c post nccidcnt nrcr:nancy 
brought a mcdic:-11 rccomr.icnd;ition of avoidinr return tn worL 1'nr the ren~ainder 
of the term. The pre_r;nancy 1,as not the only factor contributin_fT to her 
problcns tlt:it 1,r1s within her sole control. The record re+="lects a 1·:eir:ht 
of 1(10 rounc!s unon n S foot fraric 1:ith th~ usual protests that th.is 1v~s 
:1 r:iattcr-not 1<·itliin her control. 

- 22 1-

WCi; i? 70-1792 March 24, 1971

ROBHUT W. h’ LKHR, Claimant.
Londer fj Kowitt, Claimant's  t tvs.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 4K year old dairy truck driver who slipped on the
ice and fractured the tibia of his left ley on .January 2, 1969.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant
to have a disability of 14 degrees out of the allowable maximum of 135
degrees for injuries to the leg below the knee. Upon hearing, taking into
special consideration the factor of loss of earning capacity, the award
was increased to 68 degrees.

The claimant had some nervous problems following his war experiences
and the evidence reflects that accident exacerbated this problem due to
anxiety. The record also reflects, however, that this phase of the prob
lem presents no problem of permanent disability due to this injury.

The claimant is undergoing vocational rehabilitation as a barber but
the prospect of attaining his former income level at this trade is minimal.

The Board considers the award by the Hearing Officer to be toward the
liberal side but the Board cannot say with conviction upon the evidence at
hand that the award is in error to reouire a modification.

The order of the Hearing Officer is accordingly affirmed.

Pursuant to ORS 656.382, counsel for claimant is allowed the fee of
$250 payable by the State  ccident Insurance Fund for services on review.

WCB f70-1014 March 24 , 1971

JUDITH 5. M JORS, Claimant.
Ilurlburt, Kennedy, Peterson, Bowles f, Tows ley, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.
The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of perma

nent disability sustained by a 21 year old part time clerk who fell from a
ladder on October 13, 1967 and .incurred a lumbosacral strain.

The management of her physical condition became complicated by the fact,
that she became pregnant about a month following the accident. She was
treated conservatively and the treating doctor suggested she return to work
in December of 1967. By February, however, the post accident pregnancy
brought a medical recommendation of avoiding return to work for the remainder
of the term. The pregnancy was not the only factor contributing to her
problems that was within her sole control. The record reflects a weight
of 160 pounds upon a 5 foot frame with the usual protests that this was
a matter-not within her control.







           
             

           
 

           
              
           
   

           

     

   
   
    

     

            
             

         

          
         
       

         
            

              
      

           
           

           
          
          

           
          

          

           
         
               

 

       

findinr, 0f residuo.l Jisabilit:.· r3de pursuant to or,s 6:,6.268 was 
that of a minimal 16 dcr,rccs out of the ~iaxinum allm,nble for unscheduled 
disabilities of 320 cier.recs, linon hcarin.r, the a11·:ird has increased to 
32 degrees, 

Tile l.\oard concludes :rnJ finds thnt t!ic llcnrin:, Officer has riven 
the claimant the benefit of the doubt by the increase to 32 cle.r;rees :rnd 
that the disallility attributable to the :i.ccident does not exceed that 
award of 32 degrees. 

For the re:Jsons stntcd, the order of the :lc;irin° Of"icer is affirrned. 

\.'Cl'• µ70-102 

ROSE \f. Cl10l'U~, C 1 air1 ant. 
Ch a r le s Pa u 1 son , C L:1 i 2 ;int ' s ,\tty. 
lkquest for J(cvic1•: by Clain:rnt, 

!Zcvic1•1cd by Cor1missioncrs 1.'ilson :ind C1ll7li:m. 

The .1bovc entitled r:icitter involn,s :in issue of the extent of perr:1zinent 
dis~11;ility s11st:iineJ bv a _:.l )'Gir c,ld 11·::iitrcss ,.-)1(1 ~-ell anc 1 ininred the 
sacrococcy1:cal _iuncturc L•f the 101•. h<ick on .l:inua:rv 2(,, l'l(1S, 

!'ursu:int to Cil'.5 (,'.",( 1.::(1i'., ;i ,:ctcrriin?ti'x, iss11ct: "indin!' the cl;:iir1:int 
to h<1vc no rcsid11al ,,cnnanc;1t clis:,hlitv nttri!n1t:ihlc to the ;iccidcnt. 
This Jctcrnin:"tion 1·::is :1:-rir::rc_! 1· 1 · ti,c 1 !cc1rin!1. c;r•-iccr, 

The :1:1rtic:;, on rC\'1C\•:, lnve suhnitt~, 1 :1 r:111city 0~- hric"'iw·. 
Further, il t,-=o p;,,,.c sclf-:0.cn·iil''. lcrtcr t!1e cl~'.ir,ant to her attorncv 
i:as subr;ittccl ;1s p:;rt o:· t!lc r"'q11cst :'nr rcvi.c·,:. 
value in the consi,icr:iti,m o~ the record. 

ft is o"' nn evidentiarv 

l h c c l a i u :=rn t ' s co n t1 nu i n ,, c OtT 1 a i n t s ! \ :=i vc l e d ll c r to :1 t l c as t 1 3 
doctors. Tile reports am! o;,imnns nf these v;1rio11s lloctors reflect no 
need for furt;1cr rie,iicll c;,rc Jnd 1:0 oi,iccti\'(, c\·idc11cc o+· residual dis
ability. The !!ei1,inf' C1f'.'u:cr cnncc,Jcs the claincrnt rc,1v l1;n=e risvcho'.'cnic 
proble1~1s r:ani!'cstcd :i:: hi=,irrc S\':nrtcr1s, b1tt c<1nclu<ics th:it the evidence 
does not c;iusal ly re Lite these svr1ptor1s to the accidental iniury. There 
c1ppcars to lie ;-1orc s11ust:rntinJ evidence rel;1tin!: the nsvchorcnic pr0blems 
to Jorncstic Ji•'ficultics ·,,hie! included ;1 divor::c su1Jscni1cnt to the 
accident. 

1he llo:1rd concurs 1.1th t\c finrlinr:s nnd condusicms of the !Jcarinf 
Officer that the claimant has sust~1ined no ncnnnwnt disabi 1i ty attri
butahic to the accident ,me! ,i5 not in need of ~utther r,!cdical care due to 
that acciJent. 

The order of the !!earing Officer is nffi rmed. 

-225-

The finding of residual disability made pursuant to ORS 656.268 was
that of a minimal 16 degrees out of the maximum allowable for unscheduled
disabilities of 320 degrees. Upon hearing, the award was increased to
32 degrees.

The Board concludes and finds that the Hearing Officer has given
the claimant the benefit of tlie doubt by the increase to 32 degrees and
that the disability attributable to the accident does not exceed that
award of 32 degrees.

For the reasons stated, the order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

IvCH #70-102 March 24, 1971

ROSE M. COOPER, Claimant.
Charles Paulson, Claimant's  ttv,
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners HiIson and .Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves an. issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 31 year old waitress who fell and injured the
sacrococcygeal juncture of the low back on January 26, 1968.

Pursuant to ORS (>f>6.268, a determination issued finding the claimant
to have no residual permanent disability attributable to the accident.
This determination was affirmed by the Hearing Officer.

The parties, on review, have submitted a paucity of briefing.
Further, a two page self-serving letter by the claimant to her attorney
was submitted as part of the request for review. It is of no evidentiary
value in tine consideration of the record.

The claimant'5 continuing complaints have led her to at least 13
doctors. The reports and opinions of these various doctors reflect no
need for further medical care and no objective evidence of residual dis
ability. The Hearing Officer concedes the claimant may have psychogenic
problems manifested by bizarre symptoms, but concludes that the evidence
does not causally relate these symptoms to the accidental injury. There
appears to be more substantia] evidence relating the psychogenic problems
to domestic difficulties which included a divorce subsequent to the
accident.

The Board concurs with tie findings and conclusions of the Hearing
Officer that the claimant lias sustained no permanent disability attri
butable to the accident and .is not in need of further medical care due to
that accident.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

. 







   

   
     
    

     

            
             

            

           
             

           

          
              
            

            
         

            
             

             
           

           
        

           
          
          
          

          

           
           

           
              

           
  

    

  
    

          

           
             

        
          

#70-1270 !larch 24, 1971 

DENNIS C. PURDY, Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys, 
l~equest for Review by Claimant. 

Re\·iewecl by Commissioners !•!i lson and Cnl lahan. 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent 
clisabilitr sustained by a 45 year old sidin1; applicato.r w)io fell from ::1 

scaffold on July 25, 196B and fractured the oscalsis of the right heel. 

Pursuant to ORS 656,268, the claimRnt prior to hearin~ had been 
awarded 33.S degrees out nf the allow~>lc maximum of 135 degrees for loss 
of a foot. Upon hearing, the m·:ard was increased to 40.5 cler.rees. 

So::1e difficulty in evaluatinr, the effect of this p;i rticular injury 
is caused by a subsequent intervening .iniury to the fin('.ers or one hand and 
a myocan.lial infarction, neither of which is of course :ittributablc to the 
accident at issue. The latter c\·ent contributes r1ore to :i limitation from 
heavier type lahor than the residuals of the foot injur.y. 

Aside from the other fac.tors, the Board concludes and·finds that the 
permanent residunls to the foot more closel~• npproxirrntr? a loss nf 50?.o of 
the foot. There is some ind!ication of a possjblc need .for future surgery. 
There is no indication that 'this 1✓ 0uld st;1hst<1ntial l v decrease the present 
disability and if the advisalbilit>· of further surrcrr arises it would 
basically be for the purpose of :ivoi,linr incrcc1scd dis:1hi lity. 

111c record reflects a 1 ir:i tcd inversion an,i evcrsion, n bnnc buildur, 
under the laternl rnal leolus. and de.rtencrat i ve chanr,es in the sub-taln.r 
joint. These oh,icttivc findinr,s do not _i'iustify the classification of 
"1:1inirial," tlinimal objective findinrs, o,n the other hand, would hardly 
qualify for a ratinr: of a ~o•i,, loss of the foot. 

For the reas0ns .stated, the 1)onrd concludes and fi~1ds that the 
claimant's disability attributable to the accident is S1)":, loss of tl1c foot. 

The order of the llcnrinr, Officer is modified c1cconlj ll!:!lY _to increase 
the award to G7.S de~recs .• Counsel for claimant is to receive n fee for 
services upon review of 2:·:;\ of such increa:se in cor.pensatinn, pa~,ahle 
therefrom ns pai<l. 

1·:r.n 1170.rn20 'larch 25, 1~)71 

LD\\l\ 1HNGl!N1, Claimant .. 
Robert II. (;rant, Claimant's /\tty. 

The nbove entitled matter involves nn :issue arisin~·1mdcr ore; 656,593. 

The claimant sustained an injury to his left lee nn December 11, 
1968 when struck by a fc1l\ling pile of venc,~r·, The accident occurred under 
circumstances entitlirnr, the claimnnt to workmen's conpensntion benefits 
and n concurrent right to, proceed arainst third r1crsons for dnr.in!!CS. 

WCB #70-1270 March 24, 1971

DENNIS C. PURDY, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson 5  tchison, Claimant’s  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 45 year old siding applicator who fell from a
scaffold on July 25, 1968 and fractured the oscalsis of the right heel.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, the claimant prior to hearing had been
awarded 33.5 degrees out of the allowable maximum of 135 degrees for loss
of a foot. Upon hearing, the award was increased to 40.5 degrees.

Some difficulty in evaluating the effect of this particular injury
is caused by a subsequent intervening injury to the fingers of one hand and
a myocardial infarction, neither of which is of course attributable to the
accident at issue. The latter event contributes more to a limitation from
heavier type labor than the residuals of the foot injury.

 side from the other factors, the Board concludes and finds that the
permanent residuals to the foot more closely approximate a loss of 50% of
the foot. There is some indication of a possible need for future surgery.
There is no indication that this would substantially decrease the present
disability and if the advisability of further surgery arises it would
basically be for the purpose of avoiding increased disability.

The record reflects a limited inversion and eversion, a bone buildup
under the lateral malleolus and degenerative changes in the sub-talar
joint. These objective findings do not justify the classification of
"minimal." Minimal objective findings, on the other hand, would hardly
qualify for a rating of a 30% loss of the foot.

l-'or the reasons stated, the Board concludes and finds that the
claimant's disability attributable to the accident is 50% loss of the foot.

The order of the Hearing Officer is modified accordingly .to increase
the award to 67.5 degrees,. Counsel for claimant is to receive a fee for
services upon review of 25% of such increase in compensation, payable
therefrom as paid.

wen #70-1820 March 25, 1971
EDWIN BINGH M, Claimant,,
Robert 11. Grant, Claimant’s  tty.

The above entitled matter involves an issue arising under ORS 656,593.

The claimant sustained an injury to his; left leg on December 11,
1968 when struck by a falling pile of veneer'. The accident occurred under
circumstances entitling the claimant to workmen's compensation benefits
and a concurrent right to- proceed against third persons Cor damages.



          
           
            
             
          
 

            
           

            
            

             
           

             
   

            
             

             
    

           
             

            

          
           

           

             
           

  

             
            
            
           

              
           

            
         

            
   

to ORS 656,168 the claimnnt' s condition h,is been evaluated 
as medically stationary. The roint in issue het1:een the parties arises 
from a rccorimen<l;ition for further surr,er)'. ,\t this point the emplover ns 
the pay inc; agent asserts :i rir,ht to 1-1i thhol<l at this tine "its reasonably 
to be expected future cxpen(\i tures for conpcnsation" as pen1i ttcd by 
0 RS 6 5 6 , 5 9 3 (1 ) ( c ) , 

If this su,r.r,estc<l SllrfCr:' is rc:-ison;ihlv to be ex11ectcd it c1ppcars the 
employer is cnti t led to rct;li n the sur:1 fro;,, the third rarty procccdin::s. 
If the StHr,cry is not no1✓ reasonablv exnected ::rnd the chinant receives 
the 1,ithheld third party proceeds 0ncJ the sur,,crv is per•c,rncd later, the 
question then shifts to 1:hethcr the surr:ery is not rern1 i reel nm, but hecnme 
required <Inc to a cOJ:,pcns:1l1le :'F'f'r;iv:ition, In the J:itter iw;t;i.ncc the 
thinl party recovery docs not liriit the ri"'ht n+' the \\'orl:n;in to further 
compensation :.nd r:1cdical c;ire. 

The i:oard dccr1cd the nroblci:i one 1-.,hic11 shntdd !1c rc.-erred to c1 

liearin~ Ufficcr for the ;1ur;,osc of :7ahnr ;i record 1·:ith 2 rcnucst for 
;1 recormcndation from tlic llc;irin.~ C,.ficcr 1,i th rcs~'ect to 2 clecision to 
he mil<le ]Jy the lloa rd. 

The rccornr::cndation n"" the !:c:1rinrr crficcr is t 1i:1 t the s1w 0 cstccl furt!1cr 
surpcry is not nm; a re:,s,1n2ldv to i1 c exrectc,\ h1tu,e expcn,h turc :rnd that 
the employer should 17ny over tc1 tile 1-:orf.,~an the halancc'ri,. the <"unds with
held. 

The iloard cnncludcs :m(: finds, ,:nncllrrin,, 1-:i t!t the l:c;irin,., o.i:-ficcr 
rccorimcn<lation, that ,.11rt:1er s1ir0er1· i_s not ;1 re;ison;ihlv to he cx11cctcd 
future cxpend.i turc. The h'i thr1e l d rund,; ;ire 0rdcrcd ri;i id over to the 
workmnn. 

There appears to he no 1,cisis ,:or ;ll ]0,-.~;ncc oF ;ittornc>' +'ees in these 
procec<lin\:S ;ind the rccor:1mcnd:1tinn nr t 11c '!earin:: (i'"ficer in this respect 
cannot lie adopted, 

1 f a clain for ag;:ravntion is filed ;:is snnc future tir1c the ermlover 
retains the rii~ht to lirin(T to issue whether the a:::r.r:r:iv.1tion cL1im is 
founded uron a compensable ar1 !:r;ivation c,r is nercJ,, .1 continuance of the 
present dis::ibility 1✓ ith respect to 1-:hich t 11e cL1i;,12nt has presently had 
the election to accept or cicnv s1irrery. The ournose o+- the l:iw 1·.'Puld be 
circur.wcnte<l if the clnirnnt is allO\•;cd to accept the distribution of 
funds an<l then proceeds tn seek stir)'cry anJ cnr1pcns:1.tion :is for an ::i(Tgra
vc1tion if ;J natcri:11 cli'.rravatirin has not in fnct occurred, 

The Board assu� es the usual rir.ht of a!_)pcal exists though no specific 
provision of statute applies. 

-227-

Pursuant to ORS 656,268 the claimant's condition has been evaluated
as medically stationary. The point in issue between the parties arises
from a recommendation for further surgery.  t this point the employer as
the paying agent asserts a right to withhold at this time "its reasonably
to be expected future expenditures for compensation" as permitted by
ORS 656.593(1)(c).

If this suggested surgery is reasonably to be expected it appears the
employer is entitled to retain the sum from the third party proceedings.
If the surgery is not now reasonably expected and the claimant receives
the withheld third party proceeds and the surgery is performed later, the
question then shifts to whether the surgery is not required now but became
required due to a compensable aggravation. In the latter instance the
third party recovery does not limit the right of the workman to further
compensation and medical care.

The Board deemed the problem one which should be referred to a
Hearing Officer for the purpose of making a record with a request for
a recommendation from the Hearing Officer with respect to a decision to
be made by the Board.

The recommendation of the Hearing Officer is that the suggested further
surgery is not now a reasonably to be expected future expenditure and that
the employer should pay over to the workman the balance*of the funds with
held.

The Board concludes and finds, concurring with the Hearing Officer
recommendation, that further surgery is not a reasonably to be expected
future expenditure. The withheld funds are ordered paid over to the
workman.

There appears to be no basis for allowance of attorney fees in these
proceedings and the recommendation of the Hearing Officer in this respect
cannot be adopted.

If a claim for aggravation is filed as some future time the employer
retains the right to bring to issue whether the aggravation claim is
founded upon a compensable aggravation or is merely a continuance of the
present disability with respect to which the claimant has presently had
the election to accept or deny surgery. The purpose of the law would be
circumvented if the claimant is allowed to accept the distribution of
funds and then proceeds to seek surgery and compensation as for an aggra
vation if a material aggravation has not in fact occurred.

The Board assumes the usual right of appeal exists though no specific
provision of statute applies.

■ 







   

   
     
    

      

            
             

             
               

           
             

       

           
          
          

            
          
 

           
            

         

           
            

          
            

            
 

             
          

          
             

           
     

           
           

            
            

             
          
          

             
           
            
           
           

#68-2011 

ROBERT E. ROYSE, Clair.tant. 
Emmons, Kyle.& Kropp, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by SAIF. 

narch 25, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, C~llaban and !~ore. 

The above entitled matter involves the clair.1 of a 50 year old co
partner with his wife in the operation of a small logging cor.1pany in 
which he worked as a logger. On October 3, 1966, the claimant slipped. 
while placing a tong on a log an<l sustained an iniury to his luT!lbar bnck. 
The injury., diagnosed as a ruptured intervertebral disc on the right 
side at the L4-5 level, was treated by the performance of a laminectomy 
operation for the removal of the ruptured disc. 

The Claim was closed December 9, 1968, hy c1~·c1eterr.1ination of the 
Board's Closing and Evaluation Uivision pursuant to ORS 656.268 which 
awarded the claimant permanent partial disability of 38.4 degrees or 
20"',, loss of an arm by separation for unscheduled disability. The claimant 
was dissatisfied with this deterraination and requested a he~1rin.1; three 
<lays later.· 

On August 12, 1969, the clain;ant filed a cla:ir.1 for increased compen
sation on account of an aggravation of the Jisabi Ii ty 1-;hich he sustained 
as a result of the October 3, 1966 accidental injury. 

The claimant's hearing was scheduled for ~!arch 30, 1970, relative to 
the extent of permanent <lisabilitf which resulted from the October 3, 1966 
accidental in_iury. The claimant I s request for a hearin~. for increased 
compensation on account of ag).'_ravation of August 12, 1969 of the disability 
which resulted from the October 3, 1966 accidental injury was not scheduled 
for hearing. 

The hearing held on :,frlrch 30, 1!)70; was restricted to the issue of 
the extent of permanent disability which resul tee! from. the cl air.iant I s 
compensable injury. The issue 0f the a~~ravation of the disabi 1i ty sus
tained by the claimant as a result of his conpensablc injury was knowinRlY 
left pending for suhsequent hearing. No hearing on the aggravation claim 
has since been held or scheduled. 

The hearing remained open until October 15, 1970, to permit cross 
examination of a medical witness. The llearing Officer's order was made 
and entered a short time thereafter without considen1tion of the claim of 
aggravation pending for over a year. Tl1e order crrantecl the clainant 211 

award of permanent partial disability of 192 degrees or 100% loss of an 
arm by separc1tion for unschcduied disnbility, The State /\cci<lcnt Insurance 
Fund rc(Juested llonnl revie1•: 0f tliis order of the llearini: o.=-ficcr, 

The Board finds :'rm, its revic•,, of the record in this r.atte~· th::it 
the tv:o matters re;::ndinc: 1•:hicli hec1rinr;s have been requested li:' the claim
ant, involving the issue of the extent o• permanent disability :ind the 
issue of the n,r,r,ravation of t]1e disnbilitv which resulted frori the compen
sable injury, preferably should be hen rd :iointly in n sin de henrinr: an<l 

-22S-

WCB #68-2011 March 25, 1971

ROBERT E. ROYSE, Claimant.
Emmons, Kyle 5 Kropp, Claimant's  ttvs,
Request for Review by S IF.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the claim of a 50 year old co
partner with his wife in the operation of a small logging company in
which he worked as a logger. On October 3, 1966, the claimant slipped
while placing a tong on a log and sustained an iniury to his lumbar back.
The injury., diagnosed as a ruptured intervertebral disc on the right
side at the L4-5 level, was treated by the performance of a laminectomy
operation for the removal of the ruptured disc.

The Claim was closed December 9, 1968, by a”determination of the
Board's Closing and Evaluation Division pursuant to ORS 656.268 which
awarded the claimant permanent partial disability of 38.4 degrees or
20-6 loss of an arm by separation for unscheduled disability. The claimant
was dissatisfied with this determination and requested a hearing three
days later.

On  ugust 12, 1969, the claimant filed a claim for increased compen
sation on account of an aggravation of the disability which he sustained
as a result of the October 5, 1966 accidental injury.

The claimant's hearing was scheduled for .'larch 30, 1970, relative to
the extent of permanent disability which resulted from the October 3, 1966
accidental iniury. The claimant’s request for a hearing for increased
compensation on account of aggravation of  ugust 12, 1969 of the disability
which resulted from the October 5, 1966 accidental injury was not scheduled
for hearing.

The hearing held on March 30, 1970* was restricted to the issue of
the extent of permanent disability which resulted from, the claimant's
compensable injury. The issue of the aggravation of the disability sus
tained by the claimant as a result of his compensable iniury was knowingly
left pending for subsequent hearing. No hearing on the aggravation claim
has since been held or scheduled.

The hearing remained open until October 15, 1970, to permit cross
examination of a medical witness. The Hearing Officer's order was made
and entered a short time thereafter without consideration of the claim of
aggravation pending for over a year. The order granted the claimant an
award of permanent partial disability of 192 degrees or 100% loss of an
arm by separation for unscheduled disability. The State  ccident Insurance
Fund requested Board review of this order of the Hearing Officer.

The Board finds from its review of the record in this matter that
the two matters regarding which hearings have been requested by the claim
ant, involving the issue of the extent of permanent disability and the
issue of the aggravation of the disability which resulted from the compen
sable injury, preferably should be heard jointly in a single hearing and













           
            

             
           
  

          
         
           

            
            

            
            

           
            
       

            
           
      

    

   
   
    

      

           
            
            
        

    

            
          

              
          

           
           
          
           
            

           

            
             

           
 

          
             

upon a consideration of all relevant evidence. The Board has 
concluded that the best interests of all concerned in this matter would 
be subservc<l by a corabine<l hearinr, 11.'i th respect to the du11 l issues of 
the extent of <lisahility and the a(;rravation of disability resultinQ from 
the acci<lental injury. 

Pursuant to the provisions of ORS 656. 295 (5), the Bo:-trd lrns 
determined that this matter has lJeen incompletely and insufficiently 
cleve loped and heard by the Ilcarinp. Officer, and• therefore, orders the 
matter remanded to the lfc,irinr: ()fficcr for the purpose of conducting a 
joint hearing upon the two principal issues of the extent of perm;:inent 
disability and the aggravation of disability, .:incl for the tnkinr, of such 
further evidence as is necessary to fully and completely c.lcvelop and hear 
both issues. Upon the conclusion of such further hcarinr- the !Iearing Of
ficer shal 1 make an<l enter such further order cts he shal 1 deterr1ine 
proper from a considerati0n of the complete record. 

Tltc re1:1an<l of this matter to the llcarinr Of+:icer under OHS 6:,(), 29:i(S) 
is deemed IJy the Boar<l to be a non-appealahle internal administrative 
action. \o ::inpeal not.ice is therefore apriendcd. 

LOU 1 S N. PAll.KEl: 1 Claimant. 
Charles Paulson, Clainant's /\tt\'. 
RC(lUCS t for Izev iew by SA I l. 

'.lnrch 25, 19-;"l 

lZcvicwed by Comi:iissioncrs \\:ilson c1nd Callahan, 

The above entitled matter involves the issue 0 1:· the extent of perma
nent disability sustained Ly a 49 year old construction laborer who was 
buried te1;1porarily in a ditch cave-in on '!a)' 12, 1961). He incurred 
multiple contusions and a condition dia;!nosed as n cervicc1l-d0.rsal-lumbo
sacral sprain of the spine. 

The claimant had a previous conpensable injury in 1957 in which lie 
incurred co:nprcssion fractures of the lOt!er vertebrae '1nd ,,:as c1warded 
compensation of 7S 0ii loss use o[ an arm, beinr: 75n& of the maximum then 
allowable for unscheduled injuries. on.s 65(1. 222 rc0ui res regard be r,i ven 
to the coT'.11,ined effect of successive injuries ;ind the recei!)t of cor:ipen
sation therefor. For the purpose of cvaJ uatinr: this clairi the initial 
premise is that the claimant had a subst;.intial existi.nr 11er1:1ancnt dis
ability for 1vhich he had already been compensated. Testimony from a 
hearing on the prior claim reflected that he could hardly strai~hten tip 
after bendinr, over. lle is not now so J.iritcJ fol101dnf! this ::1ccident. 

The Jetermin:ition nursuant to nr:~ 6:i(i. 268 on this accident of 'lay 12, 
1969 found the claimant to have an urypcr hack disability of 1() degrees 
attributable to tl1is ncci<lent, Upon hearing, the award vas increased to 
80 degrees. 

The record reflects that the clain:rnt has returned to essentially 
the same work as 1rns involved prior to this last accident with a hi;::her 

resolved upon a consideration of ail relevant evidence. The Board has
concluded that the best interests of all concerned in this natter would
be subserved by a combined hearing with respect to the dual issues of
the extent of disability and the aggravation of disability resulting from
the accidental injury.

Pursuant to the provisions of ORS 656.295(5), the Board has
determined that this matter has been incompletely and insufficiently
developed and heard by the Hearing Officer, and, therefore, orders the
matter remanded to the Hearing Officer for the purpose of conducting a
joint hearing upon the two principal issues of the extent of permanent
disability and the aggravation of disability, and for the taking of such
further evidence as is necessary to fully and completely develop and hear
both issues. Upon the conclusion of such further hearing the Hearing Of
ficer shall make and enter such further order as he shall determine
proper from a consideration of the complete record.

The remand of this matter to the Hearing Officer under ORS 656.295(5)
is deemed by the Board to be a non-appealable internal administrative
action. No appeal notice is therefore appended.

1vCB *70-1669 March 25, 1971

LOUIS N. P RKIiR, Claimant.
Charles Paulson, Claimant’s  tty.
Request for Review by S IF.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Cal laban.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of perma
nent disability sustained by a 49 year old construction laborer who was
buried temporarily in a ditch cave-in on May 12, 1969. He incurred
multiple contusions and a condition diagnosed as a cervical-dorsal-lumbo
sacral sprain of the spine.

The claimant had a previous conpensable injury in 1957 in which he
incurred compression fractures of the lower vertebrae and was awarded
compensation of 75% loss use of an arm, being 75% of the maximum then
allowable for unscheduled injuries. ORS 656.222 requires regard be given
to the combined effect of successive injuries and the receipt of compen
sation therefor. For the purpose of evaluating this claim the initial
premise is that the claimant had a substantial existing nermanent dis
ability for which he had already been compensated. Testimony from a
hearing on the prior claim reflected that he could hardly straighten up
after bending over. He is not now so limited following this accident.

The determination pursuant to ORS 656.268 on this accident of May 12,
1969 found the claimant to have an upper back disability of 16 degrees
attributable to this accident. Upon hearing, the award was increased to
80 degrees.

The record reflects that the claimant has returned to essentially
the same work as was involved prior to this last accident with a higher
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scale. The main arp:ument p:iven for the substantial increase in award 
is an al leied loss of "reserve" capacity. The claimant at ap,e Sl undoubtedly 
has less reserve than he had previously. This could be said with respect 
to any time of his life since he passed his princ nearly 30 years before, 

The Board concludes and finds that the initial deternination limiting 
the award in the current clai:?J to 16 der,rces wits on the mininal side. The 
Board, however, also concludes that the award by the !fearing Officer did 
not give sufficient consideration to the nrior accident and prior award, 

The Board concludes and finds that the additional measure of compen
sation for unscheduled disability payable to the claimant by reason of the 
last accident does not exceed 50 dcr,rees. The clai;1ant nrevio11slv received 
an award of 99 degrees for a back injury. An additional award of 50 degrees 
for the present injury is a liberal construction of the purpose of ORS 
656.222. 

The order of the ilcarinr. Officer is ri0di +="icd and the additional compen
sable disability for the accident of :18)', 1%9 is dctcrnined to he 50 dee;rces, 

Counsel for claimant is authorized to collect n fee or not to exceed 
$125 from the claimant for services on review, 

\;CB /:70-355 nnd 
l'iC:ll !I 70-856 

DICK C. HOWLAND, Claimant. 
A. C. Roll, Claimant's Atty, 
Rc1uest for Review by Er.iployer. 

:1,:irch 26, 1971 

lleviewcd by Commissioners 11/i lson and Callalrnn. 

The above entitled matter involves issues oF residual per1:1anent 
disability from t\vo separate compensable injuries in 1%9 1-:hile employed 
by Publishers Paper Cor.ip:rny, The first in_i ury to the 63 year old green 
chain worker was sustained on April 11, 19(1'.1, ,.,hen a 2 x 10 slirped from 
his hand and struck the left knee causin!: a contusion an<l strc1in, Ile was 
medically released to try working on May 19, 1969. On July 3, 1969, he 
sustained the second injury, this time a muscle tear in the unper left 
lumbar area, lie aiain returned to work on ::0ver1ber 24, 1969. 

!30th claims were consolidated for purpose of this hearing. Pursuant 
to ORS 656. 268, the only award of permanent disahili ty was marle for the 
leg and on that claim the award was for 8 dcp.rees out of the al lo1vable 
maximum of 150 degrees. 

Upon hearinr,, the claimant w::ts determined to be unable to ever ar:ain 
engage regul;:irly c1t a gainful and suitable occupation nnd was awarded 
compensation as being permanentlv ::ind totally disnhlecl, 

The award of permanent and total disability does not arrear to he 
justified by the evidence at hand, It is conceded that the ma.ior disabling 
factor is the injury to claimant's leg. If the clain:rnt's difficulty in 
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wage scale. The main argument given for the substantial increase in award
is an alleged loss of "reserve" capacity. The claimant at age SI undoubtedly
has less reserve than he had previously. This could be said with respect
to any time of his life since he passed his prime nearly 30 years before.

The Board concludes and finds that the initial determination limiting
the award in the current claim to 16 degrees was on the minimal side. The
Board, however, also concludes that the award by the Hearing Officer did
not give sufficient consideration to the prior accident and prior award.

The Board concludes and finds that the additional measure of compen
sation for unscheduled disability payable to the claimant by reason of the
last accident does not exceed 50 degrees. The claimant previously received
an award of 99 degrees for a back injury.  n additional award of 50 degrees
for the present injury is a liberal construction of the purpose of ORS
656.222.

The order of the ilearing Officer is modified and the additional compen
sable disability for the accident of May, 1969 is determined to be 50 degrees.

Counsel for claimant is authorised to collect a fee of not to exceed
$125 from the claimant for services on review.

WCB r70-355 and
WCH #70-856 March 26, 1971

DICK C. HOWL ND, Claimant.
 . C. Roll, Claimant's  ttv.
Request for Review by l-mployer.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves issues o? residual permanent
disability from two separate compensable injuries in 1969 while employed
by Publishers Paper Company. The first injury to the 63 year old green
chain worker was sustained on  pril 11, 1969, when a 2 x 10 slipped from
his hand and struck the left knee causing a contusion and strain. He was
medically released to try working on May 19, 1969, On July 3, 1969, he
sustained the second injury, this time a muscle tear in the upper left,
lumbar area. He again returned to work on November 24, 1969.

Both claims were consolidated for purpose of this hearing. Pursuant
to ORS 656.268, the only award of permanent disability was made for the
leg and on that claim the award was for 8 degrees out of the allowable
maximum of 150 degrees.

Upon hearing, the claimant was determined to be unable to ever again
engage regularly at a gainful and suitable occupation and was awarded
compensation as being permanently and totally disabled.

The award of permanent and total disability does not appear to be
justified by the evidence at hand. It is conceded that the major disabling
factor is the injury to claimant's leg. If the claimant's difficulty in
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to work is actu?.lly the injury to the le~, the awnrd would be 
limited to the leg in keeping with Jones v. sen, 250 Or 177. An additional 
minimal unschedule<l disability should not ·convert a ler, dis a bi Ii ty to 
permanent total disability. The role of the hack injury in the total 
problem was poorly developed at the hearing stage, The l~nrinR Officer 
expressed concern with respect to the minimn 1 :mard for the leg, hut made 
no finding with respect to the actual loss of the le,:,;. 

The Board maintains a facility identified as the Physical Rehn.bili
tatfon Center. In connection \'lith this center the Board utilizes a team 
of doctors as a back clinic to evaluate the linitntions attributable to 
back injuries. 

l'ii thout limiting any further hearinr, to a re ferencc· .of this claimant 
to the Physical Rehabilitation.Center, the 13oard concludes the matter 
should be remanded as incompletely heard for purposes of exa1:iina.tion by 
:the back clinic of the Physical nehabilit~tinn Center, The director of 
the l~orkmen' s Compensation Board is directed to coordinate efforts with 
respect tri other state a~encics involved in the re-cmploynent of injured 
workmen. 

In the interests of the workman, the award of ncrmanent total dis
abi Ii ty is not heing set aside. Upon further heo rinr., the llcnrfog Officer 
shall. make such award as he deems proper in lif!ht of the totali t)' of 
the evi<lencc at that tine, 

T_he Board has a-lso examined the record ~dth respect to the matter of 
increased compensation and attorney fees so far as the)' were established 
upon unreasonable delay in the e1~ploycr 1 s administration of thc.,clair.i. 
The Board concludes the c~ploycr fell short of its responsibilities in 
this area and ~he order of the llearinr Officer is affirmed in that respect. 

The matter is renandcd for further hcnring in keepinr with this or<ler. 
No notice of appeal is deemed applicable to this as an interim order but 
the usual notice is appenJc<l. 

\\'CB !! 70-1586 

\\'ILLIAM 0' KEY, Claimant. 
Emmons, Kyle & Kropp, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

~!nrch 26, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson an<l Callahan. 

The above entitled matter involves an in~ury at a cor.ip:rny picnic and 
the question is whether the injury arose. out of and in,course of employment. 
The claimant is a 45 )'ear old automobile salesman. The c;:laimant injured 
his neck and shoulders while pin.yin~ touch football. 

There is no case directly in point in Oref!on upon the compensability 
of accidents at company picnics. There is a split of authority in other 
states and those cases finding for compensability generally involve injury 
on ·the employer's prer.iises, continuation of wages clurinp the picnic or a 
major degree of compulsion. None of these factors are here present. 
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returning to work is actually the injury to the leg, the award would be
limited to the leg in keeping with Jones v. SCI), 250 Or 177.  n additional
minimal unscheduled disability should not convert a leg disability to
permanent total disability. The role of the back injury in the total
problem was poorly developed at the hearing stage. The Hearing Officer
expressed concern with respect to the minimal award for the leg, but made
no finding with respect to the actual loss of the leg.

The Board maintains a facility identified as the Physical Rehabili
tation Center. In connection with this center the Board utilizes a team
of doctors as a back clinic to evaluate the limitations attributable to
back injuries.

Without limiting, any further hearing to a reference of this claimant
to the Physical Rehabilitation.Center, the Board concludes the matter
should be remanded as incompletely heard for purposes of examination by
the back clinic of the Physical Rehabilitation Center. The director of
the Workmen's Compensation Board is directed to coordinate efforts with
respect to other state agencies involved in the re-employment of injured
workmen.

In the interests of the workman, the award of permanent total dis
ability is not being set aside. Upon further hearing, the Hearing Officer
shall make such award as he deems proper in light of the totality of
the evidence at that time.

The Board lias also examined the record with' respect to the matter of
increased compensation and attorney fees so far as they were established
upon unreasonable delay in the employer's administration of the^claim.
The Board concludes the employer fell short of its responsibilities in
this area and the order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed in that respect.

The matter is remanded for further hearing in keeping with this order.
No notice of appeal is deemed applicable to this as an interim order but
the usual notice is appended.

WCB It 70-15S6 March 26, 1971

KILLI M 0'KEY, C1aimant.
Emmons, Kyle £j Kropp, Claimant's  ttvs.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves an injury at a comnany picnic and
the question is whether the injury arose out of and in•course of employment.
The claimant is a 45 year old automobile salesman. The claimant injured
his neck and shoulders while playing touch football.

There is no case directly in point in Oregon upon the compensability
of accidents at company picnics. There is a split of authority in other
states and-those cases finding for compensability generally involve injury
on the employer's premises, continuation of wages during the picnic or a
major degree of compulsion. None of these factors are here present.

-251
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claimant had indicated that he could not attenJ Jue to havinp other 
persons to entertain. This problem \vas solved by makinrr his guests wel
come to the picnic. 

The closest factual situation in tile Orer:on cases involved a young 
part time service station attendant who attended an employer awards dinner, 
Despite beinr, injured 11·hile a p;:isscn.r:er with his employer in the employer's 
car enroute home fron the dinner, he 1 ✓ as rermitted to sue the employer on 
the basis that his nurrosc in r'.oing to the dinner h';1s social for R free 
dinner and entertainment, [',anseth v. 'la:·cock, 20'.J Or (16, 

The i3oard concurs '.,ith the l!c:irinr: C1fficer in thi'.; natter that the 
attendance 1-:as not under si'1ch direct or indirect compulsion as to rise 
to the <lir,nity of course of cmnloyment. There is no nuestion but that 
the attendance arose out of eripl oyricnt. Drc.ron L=i1, req,1i res th cit the 
accident not only· ;irisc out of CrlTJloyr.cnt 1 hut also rust be in course 
of cmploynent. An analysis of some decisions favoralile to clai~ants 
in this area reflects t!wt the ler:al. consideration was l1.1sic;:illv limited 
to arisinr, out of cr:ip1oyl'lent. In the inst,1nt case the cLi.ir,;mt I s immedi
ate surervisor did not attend, ::i circur,st:rnce suhst;1ntially clir.inishing 
any possible "business" irmort;rncc to the 0cc:1sion. The weight of the 
evidencc.stron~ly indicates the rotivation to attend w;1s social and not 
business. 

The Board concludes ;:ind finds that the c1ai:.:c1nt ,,:;is not in the course 
of crnr1loyr.icnt \\'hen inJured 1-:hile ;:ittcrHlinn the r1icnic. 

The order of the llc2rinr n-rficcr is affir:·1cd. 

'i.T I', tr 7 U - 1 (1 fJ 7 

CLARrnCL f. CO:ilZ.\Il, Clair:icint. 
Grant 1; Ferr,uson, Clair.;:int 's 1\ttvs. 
nequest for l!cvie\, lly Em;,10:-1er. 

!;cvic·.,ed bv Connissioncrs 1·.'ilson, Callahan an(: ::onrc. 

The above entitled r:inttcr invohcs t)1e issue of the extent of ;7ernancnt 
disability sustained by :.1 S6 ve:ir old off hc;,rcr inn s:i1,·mill who 11::ts 

struck in the nbJoncn by a c;:int kicked out fro;:1 ;m edger on April 25, 1968, 
The hlo1,! puslieJ the clain:.1nt :iriainst a steel roll with suf+'"icient force 
to rupture the colon :rnd subsenuent1;' produce ;1 l>looc: clot in the ri('.ht 
lower lung. Ile 1•1as severely bruised on liot!i sides :ihout the hips :mcl. thirrhs. 

Pursuant to ORS 65(,. 268, a determination issued find in~ the claimant 
to have residual pernancnt disahility of 112 Jcgrees out of the apnlicahle 
maximum of 320 degrees for unscheduled pernanent partial disabilities. 
Upon hearing, the claimc1nt \·ms mrnrded pcrnancnt total c~isabili ty as being 
unable,to ever ap:ain engage rer.ularly at a !?clinful and suitable occupation. 

The record reflects that the clairiant r.iade two futile atternnts to 
resume work in August of 1968. lie did rwnage t~·:o weeks of Nork in December 
of 1968 but has not worked since. 

-n2-

The claimant had indicated that he could not attend due to having other
persons to entertain. This problem was solved by making his quests wel
come to the picnic.

The closest factual situation in the Oregon cases involved a young
part time service station attendant who attended an employer awards dinner.
Despite being injured while a passenger with his employer in the employer's
car enroute home from the dinner, he was permitted to sue the employer on
the basis that his purpose in going to the dinner was social for a free
dinner and entertainment. Ranseth v. Maycock, 209 Or 66.

The Board concurs with the HearingOfficer in this matter that the
attendance was not under such direct or indirect compulsion as to rise
to the dignity of course of employment. There is no question but that
the attendance arose out of employment. Oregon law requires that the
accident not only arise out of employment, but also must be in course
of employment.  n analysis of.some decisions favorable to claimants
in this area reflects that the legal consideration was basically limited
to arising out of employment. In the instant case the claimant's immedi
ate supervisor did not attend, a circumstance substantially diminishing
any possible "business" importance to the occasion. The weight of the
evidence*.strongly indicates the motivation to attend was social and not
business.

The Board concludes and finds that the claimant was not in the course
of employment when injured while attending the picnic.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-1667 March 26, 1971

CL RENCb F. CONR D, Claimant.
Grant f, Ferguson, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Employer.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 56 year old off bearer in a sawmill who was
struck in the abdomen by a cant kicked out from an edger on  pril 25, 1968,
The blow pushed the claimant against a steel roll with sufficient force
to rupture the colon and subsequently produce a blood clot in the right
lower lung. He was severely bruised on both sides about the hips and thighs

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant
to have residual permanent disability of 112 degrees out of the apolicable
maximum of 520 degrees for unscheduled permanent partial disabilities.
Upon hearing, the claimant was awarded permanent total disability as being
unable .to ever again engage regularly at a gainful and suitable occupation.

The record reflects that the claimant made two futile attempts to
resume work in  ugust of 1968. He did manage two weeks of work in December
of 1968 but has not worked since.







           
           
          

            
           

            
     

         
           

           
           
            
              

         

           

            
          

     

   
       

    

     

           
           
             

             
   

           
          

             
          
            

        

          
          

             
        
          
          

          
         
         

addition to the physical residuals, the claimant appears to have 
functional problems which are causally related to the accident by the 
examining psychologist. The claimant appears to have had a satisfactory 
prior work record indicative of a well motivated workman. There is some 
indication that the claimant's physical disabilities are not as grea.t as 
he would have one believe. The Hearing Officer, however, was impressed by 
the claimant's demeanor as a witness. 

Noting the claimant's prior work history, ar,e, training and experi
ence in conjunction with the medical and psychological reports,· the Board 
concludes that the record justifies the conclusion that·the claimant is 
now precluded from working regularly at a gainful and suitable occupation. 
If either the psychological or physical prognosis proves to be in error, 
the matter is of course subject to re-examination at such time as it may 
appear that the claimant is again able to work rer,ularly. 

For the reasons stated, the order of the l~aring Officer is affirmed, 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, counsel for claimant is allowed a fee of 
$250 payable by the employer for services rendered upon this review. 

WCB #69-2150 Harch 26, 1971 

WILLIAM J. STANDLI:Y, Claimant, 
Franklin, Bennett, Des Rrisay & Jollcs, Claimant's Attys, 
Request for Review by Claimant, 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the now 
32 year old claimant has sustained a compensable aggravation with respect 
to an accidental injury of June 28, 1966. 111e claim was closed without 
finding of any residual disability and .,\fith a finding of only one week 
of temporary total disability. 

The claimant apparently began life with a congenital defect in his 
spine, Among the incidents affectinr the congenitally unstable back was 
a skating accident in 1963. A year before the accident at issue the 
claimant began wearing a brace and the desirability of surgical inter
vention to stabilize the back was being discussed. The claimant was in 
two automobile accidents followinR the industrial injury at issue. 

The order of determination in this claim becanc final without 
challenge to the finding that the claimant sustained no permanent dis
ability from that accident. The posture of the claim is thus that the 
claimant had preexisting disabilities which necessitated the surgery 
eventually given in 1970. The industrial injury caused no add~tional 
permanent injury, There was a substantial period of heavy work experi
ence plus two automobile accidents following the minor industrial accident. 
The claimant's self-serving testimony and history to medical examiners 
has minimized the preexisting problem and maximized the industrial inci
dent. 

-233-

In addition to the physical residuals, the claimant appears to have
functional problems which are causally related to the accident by the
examining psychologist. The claimant appears to have had a satisfactory
prior work record indicative of a well motivated workman. There is some
indication that the claimant’s physical disabilities are not as great as
he would have one believe. The Hearing Officer, however, was impressed by
the claimant's demeanor as a witness.

Noting the claimant's prior work history, age, training and experi
ence in conjunction with the medical and psychological reports, the Board
concludes that the record justifies the conclusion that the claimant is
now precluded from working regularly at a gainful and suitable occupation.
If either the psychological or physical prognosis proves to be in error,
the matter is of course subject to re-examination at such time as it may
appear that the claimant is again able to work regularly.

For the reasons stated, the order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, counsel for claimant is allowed a fee of
$250 payable by the employer for services rendered upon this review.

WCB #69-2150 March 26, 1971

WILLI M J. ST NDLEY, Claimant.
Franklin, Bennett, Des Brisay 5 Jolles, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan;

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the now
32 year old claimant has sustained a compensable aggravation with respect
to an accidental injury of June 28, 1966. The claim was closed without
finding of any residual disability and with a finding of only one week
of temporary total disability.

The claimant apparently began life with a congenital defect in his
spine.  mong the incidents affecting the congenitally unstable back was
a skating accident in 1963.  year before the accident at issue the
claimant began wearing a brace and the desirability of surgical inter
vention to stabilize the back was being discussed. The claimant was in
two automobile accidents following the industrial injury at issue.

The order of determination in this claim became final without
challenge to the finding that the claimant sustained no permanent dis
ability from that accident. The posture of the claim is thus that the
claimant had preexisting disabilities which necessitated the surgery
eventually given in 1970. The industrial injury caused no additional
permanent injury. There was a substantial period of heavy work experi
ence plus two automobile accidents following the minor industrial accident.
The claimant's self-serving testimony and history to medical examiners
has minimized the preexisting problem and maximized the industrial inci
dent.
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Board concurs with the llearing Officer findinl.! that only by 
conjecture and speculation could it be foun<l that the r.inimal incident 
of June, 1966 was q material factor in the eventual need for surgery in 
1970. The weight to be given the expression of Dr, Berr. r.iust be evalu
ated in the li~ht of the claimant's self-scrvinr, history that self-serving 
history is an attempt to impeach the determination issued by the Board 
findinr, the claimant sustained no permanent injury by that ;1cci<lent. The 
claimant di<l have a disability but it was a life long problem which g,we 
indications of needing correction prior to the minor incident on the iob, 
If there was an ar,r,ravation it wa5 an agrravation of the life lonrr problem 
and not of an incident which a!- a matter of record cnu!-ed no permanent 
exacerbation of the congenital defects. · 

TI1e or<ler of the llearinn Officer is affirmed, 

11/C:B 1170-540 

LYNN F. LESSELYOUNf., Clairtant. 
Ronald i'-1. Somers, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

i·larch 26, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson ~nd Callahan, 

The ahove entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 22 
year old service station attendant incurrecl an)' per11:mt'nt in.i ury as the 
result of a knee injury on July 26, 1968. The cl,iirumt was hospitalized 
for a few days and treated conservatively. 

Pursuant to ORS 65(;. 268, the c I aim was closed ,d thout nward of 
permanent disability. This order 1vas a fri rried b~ the lien ring Off iccr. 

There is an expression of disabi li tv b~, the treat.in;"! doctor in terms 
of "relation to your present occupational traininr,." The prohlem with this 
conclusion is thnt the clai.nant is noN employed in Much more rer.1unerative 
work than when injured and with little or no hindrance i.n his work from 
the accident, The doctor's conclusion was nlso wade despite the claim
ant's interveninn employment handling refuse for a sanitnry rarbace 
service. The conclusion also ignored the fact the claimnnt participated 
regularly in an amateur basketball league. The claimant's version of this 
athletic endeavor is that he wns "dogging it" to use the vernacular. 

The Board concurs with the !lea ring Officer and concludes a.nd finds 
that the claimant does not in fact have a residual perna.ncnt disabi Ii ty 
attributable to the accident. 

The order of the llcaring Officer is affj med. 
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The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer finding that only by
conjecture and speculation could it be found that the minimal incident
of June, 1966 was a. material factor in the eventual need for surgery in
1970. The weight to be given the expression of Dr. Berg must be evalu
ated in the light of the claimant's self-serving history that self-serving
history is an attempt to impeach the determination issued by the Board
finding the claimant sustained no permanent injury by that accident. The
claimant did have a disability but it was a life long problem which gave
indications of needing correction prior to the minor incident on the iob.
If there was an aggravation it was an aggravation of the life long problem
and not of an incident which as a matter of record caused no permanent
exacerbation of the congenital defects.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed,

WCB »70-540 March 26, 1971

LYNN F. LESS1-LY0UNG, Claimant.
Ronald M. Somers, Claimant's  tty,
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 22
year old service station attendant incurred an}' permanent injury as the
result of a knee injury on July 26, 1968. The claimant was hospitalized
for a few days and treated conservatively.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, the claim was closed without award of
permanent disability, This order was affirmed by the Hearing Officer.

There is an expression of disability by the treating doctor in terms
of "relation to your present occupational training." The problem with this
conclusion is that the claimant is now employed in much more remunerative
work than when injured and with little or no hindrance in his work from
the accident. The doctor's conclusion was also made despite the claim
ant's intervening employment handling refuse for a sanitary garbage
service. The conclusion also ignored the fact the claimant participated
regularly in an amateur basketball league. The claimant's version of this
athletic endeavor is that he was "dogging it" to use the vernacular.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds
that the claimant does not in fact have a residual permanent disability
attributable to the accident.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.
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/!70-1622 ~!arch 29, 1971 

CRAIG M, STINGER, Claimant, 
Collins, Redden, Ferris & Vclure, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant, 

Reviewed by Commissioners l•li lson and Callahan. 

The ahove entitled matter involves the issue of whether the motor 
vehicle accident in which a 20 year old janitor-trainee 1·rn.s injured on 
,July 3, 1970, arose out of and in the course of his employment for a 
janitorial maintenance service company. 

The claim was denied by the employer. The denial of the cl~.im was 
upheld by the llearing Officer. 

The claimant commenced his employment for this enployer six clavs 
prior to sustaining his accidental injury. The clainant's work during 
this period consisted exclusively of on the job tr~ininr in the per
formance of janitorial work under the supervision of an experienceJ 
janitor, The claimant was hired with the understanding that he would 
be appointed resident manager of the r.rants rass area. conllitioned 
upon the company obtainin~ sufficient janitorial business in that area 
and the clainant's successful completion of his training in janitorial 
service work. At this time the claimant's wage ,.:oul<l chanr.e froll' an 
hourly basis to a monthly salary, 

The claimant worked 12 1/2 hours between 5:30 p.m. and 6:00 a,m. 
the night preceding his injury, perforninS? janitorial work in several 
business establishments in Grants Pass and ~IE1dforcl. Enroute fror.t the· 
last business establishment to the employer's headquarters, the clair:,ant's 
supervisor and the claimant stopped at the home of relatives for several 
hours during which time they ate brea.kfast and clrank several beers. They 
returned the company vehicle to the employer's place of business and 
cleaned up their equipment finishing at approximately 10:00 a.m. ' 

Thereafter, while the claimant was a.lone at the conpany shon, he took 
a coMpany vehicle without the authority or knowledge o.c his employer. Mis 
stated purpose was that he intended to llri ve to Grants Pass to solicit 
additional janitorial business for his employer. J\t approxiMate.ly 11 :OO 
a.m., as the claimant turned off the freewnr at an exit apnroxirnately 
ten miles east of Grants Pass. he lost control of the ve~icle and it left 
the road and over.turned, resultin!', in his injuries. 

The claimant's testimony tlu,t he Nas on business for the employer is 
not convincing. lie did not have ,1i th him the necessary documents to properly 
si~n up a new customer. I~ was not attired so as to present the best ap
pearance to a prospective client, The clairiant was not a stranger to the 
area. yet he turned off the freeway several miles sooner than one would 
ordinarily do to reach his destination, The decision in this matter r.iust 
be reachecl on the basis of the claimant's testimony. It did not- convince 
the Hearing Officer and it does not convince the Board on review. 

The Board from its de nova review of the record and its consideration 
of the briefs, finds and c~ncludcs that the clnir.iant's ~otor vehicle accident 
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NCB #70-1622 March 29, 1971

CR IG M. STINGER, Claimant.
Collins, Redden, Ferris 5 Velure, Claimant's  ttvs.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the motor
vehicle accident in which a 20 year old janitor-trainee was injured on
July 3, 1970, arose out of and in the course of his employment for a
janitorial maintenance service company.

The claim was denied by the employer. The denial of the claim was
upheld by the Hearing Officer.

The claimant commenced his employment for this employer six days
prior to sustaining his accidental injury. The claimant's work during
this period consisted exclusively of on the job training in the per
formance of janitorial work under the supervision of an experienced
janitor. The claimant was hired with the understanding that he would
be appointed resident manager of the Grants Pass area, conditioned
upon the company obtaining sufficient janitorial business in that area
and the claimant's successful completion of his training in janitorial
service work.  t this time the claimant's wage would change from an
hourly basis to a monthly salary.

The claimant worked 12 1/2 hours between 5:30 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.
the night preceding his injury, performing janitorial work in several
business establishments in Grants Pass and Medford. Enroute from the'
last business establishment to the employer's headquarters, the claimant's
supervisor and the claimant stopped at the home of relatives for several
hours during which time they ate breakfast and drank several beers. They
returned the company vehicle to the employer's place of business and
cleaned up their equipment finishing at approximately 10:00 a.m. '

Thereafter, while the claimant was alone at the company shop, he took
a company vehicle without the authority or knowledge or his employer. His
stated purpose was that he intended to drive to Grants Pass to solicit
additional janitorial business for his employer.  t approximately 11:00
a.m., as the claimant turned off the freeway at an exit approximately
ten miles east of Grants Pass, he lost control of the vehicle and it left
the road and overturned, resulting in his injuries.

The claimant's testimony that he was on business for the employer is
not convincing, lie did not have with him the necessary documents to properly
sign up a new customer. He was not attired so as to present the best ap
pearance to a prospective client. The claimant was not a stranger to the
area, yet he turned off the freeway several miles sooner than one would
ordinarily do to reach his destination. The decision in this matter must
be reached on the basis of the claimant's testimony. It did not-convince
the Hearing Officer and it does not convince the Board on review.

The Board from its de novo review of the record and its consideration
of the briefs, finds and concludes that the claimant's motor vehicle accident
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July 3, 1970 <liLl not arise out of and in the course of his employment, 
and that the claimant <liJ not sustain a compensable in_iury ,,i thin the 
meaning of the Workmen's Compensation Law, 

The order of the l!earinr Officer is affirmed, 

l1!CB /170-837 

BERTI!/\ SINOf:N, Claimant. 
Berkeley Lent, Claimant's Atty, 
Request for lteview by Cl:-iinant. 

~larch 31, 1~)71 

Revie1,cd by Comr.1issioncrs Id.Ison and C;i llahan, 
\ 

The above cntitlc<l r:wttcr involves issues of the extent of tempor::iry 
total disaliility, permanent n:1rtial disability required, nedical services, 
penalties and attorney fees arisin~ from ,m accidcntnl injury of May :rn, 
1969 1✓ hcn the ,J:, year old waitress 1.;as in a collision 1-1ith a kitchen 
helper which caused her to bump ar:ainst the corner of ;:i cooler. 

The claim was closcJ as n medicnl only claim, the cla.i,:;int !iavinr. 
returned to work the day fol lov.;inr, the accident, '.,he worked for over a 
month, Apparently no request for further metlicnl cnre or cor:ipcns;ition 
was made upon the employer prior to filin~ the renucst for hcarinr. hercjn 
on /\pri l 27, 1 ~170, 

!t developed upon lie.:rinr: t!i;1t the clai1;iant did li:n·e residual cervical 
syr:iptor.is attributahle to the :iccidcnt preventi111: her fror:1 working thrOUf!h 
July and August of 19(i~J. Sltc i1 lso underwent treatment 1 or 1 low back 
problem of long-stan<lin~ and nlso ulcers and ~all bladder proble~s none of 
which are compensallly related to the ;1ccidcnt at issue, 

The posture of the claim fol lowing order of the llearin.f:'. Officer is 
that the employer is responsible for tir:c loss and P1Cd:ic:il care attributal1le 
to uprcr back in_iurics liut not for these benefits for her lm,1 Imel: ;,roblem, 
The only temporary total disaiJilitv fixed by the orc1cr 1,:is ot- July :rnd 
Au1~ust of l'.)(i'.) with subsenucnt responsibility to !Jc dctcn'lined hy further 
procedures. This is not ;1 sntisf'actory anSh'Cr to ,i continuino: problcrn where 
the hc;1ring was concluded in ,;c 1)ternllcr of 1970, over ;i ve;ir later. /\ 
remand for further heainr. would accomplish nothin~, ho1vevcr, as lonrr as the 
concurrent issue of the low back renains subject to litii(ation, I" the low 
back is also f0tm0 to he coripcnsablc at sorr:e level o+' revie1,, the riuestion 
of temporary total disability due to elate ::issurr:es entirely different dimen
sions, 

The Board concurs 1,ith the Ucariw' nfri.ccr and concludes and finds 
that the evidence docs not support a contention that the 10\, liricL was 
materially affcctcJ bv the accident at issue. The clai!'l;1nt had a con
ecni tal defect. It could have been a ffcctc( 1 J,y sonc tr:1ur:ia. It could 
become symy,tomatic without trauma. The fact that sy1:1rtons ap 1)e;ired at 
some later date clocs not justify a conclusion th:it symrtoms :ippearin~ later 
:ire necessarily caused hy sor.1c trauma, 
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of July 3, 1970 did not arise out of and in the course of his employment,
and that the claimant did not sustain a compensable injury within the
meaning of the Workmen's Compensation Law.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

I'/CB #70-837 March 31, 1971

BHRT11 SINDF.N, Claimant.
Berkeley Lent, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.
1

The above entitled matter involves issues of the extent of temporary
total disability, permanent partial disability required, medical services,
penalties and attorney fees arising from an accidental injury of May 30,
1969 when the <13 year old waitress was in a collision with a kitchen
helper which caused her to hump against the corner of a cooler.

The claim was closed as a medical only claim, the claimant having
returned to work the day following the accident. She worked for over a
month.  pparently no request for further medical care or compensation
was made upon the employer prior to filing the renucst for hearing herein
on  pril 27, 1970.

It developed upon hearing that the claimant did have residual cervical
symptoms attributable to the accident preventing her from working through
July and  ugust of 1969. Site also underwent treatment for a low back
problem of long-standing and also ulcers and gall bladder problems none of
which are compensablv related to the accident at issue.

The posture of the claim following order of the Hearing Officer is
that the employer is responsible for time loss and medical care attributable
to upper back injuries but not for these benefits for her low back nroblem.
The only temporary total disability fixed by the order was o^ July and
 ugust of 1969 with subsequent responsibility to be determined by further
procedures. This is not a satisfactory answer to a continuing problem where
the hearing was concluded in September of 1970, over a year later.  
remand for further heaing would accomplish nothing, however, as long as the
concurrent issue of the low back remains subject to litigation. If the low
back is also found to be compensable at some level of review, the question
of temporary total disability due to date assumes entirely different dimen
sions ,

The Board concurs with the Nearing Officer and concludes and finds
that the evidence does not support a contention that the low hack was
materially affected by the accident at issue. The claimant had a con
genital defect. It could have been affected by some trauma. It could
become symptomatic without trauma. The fact that symptoms appeared at
some later date docs not justify a conclusion that symptoms appearing Inter
are necessarily caused by some trauma.
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P,oarJ also limits its evaluation of' the dis8bi li tv to the basis 
reached by the llearinp: Officer conccdinr, :is noted ribovc, th:1t the result 
is not co1:1pletcly definitive an<l rer.ains subject to the issue of the low 
back. 

for the reasons st::i.ted, the order of the flearinrr O+'"ficer is affirmed. 

l'CH h70-1020 rlarch 31, 1971 

OLE JC!IN OLSEN, Claimant, 
Pozzi, \hlson & Atchison, Clainant 1 s Attvs. 
Request for l'.cview by Si\I F. 

The above entitled natter involves issues of the relationship between 
the accidental iniurics sustained bv R S8 year old lonr:shorcnan and liis 
subsequent disabilities c1nd dec1th. The 1:orkric1n struck his head on the 
windshield of a switch cnpine in a lm·J speed collision with sor1e gondola 
cars on November 18, 1969. ·n1e decedent anparently developed ,1 cerehral 
hemmorhage ,1nd the issue is ,,hether it 1• 1c1s related to the blow to the 
head since the claimant 1wrke(1 for about ten davs follm,1in<; the incident 
noted. 

Fro1;1 a denial of the clain, the riatter rroceclled to hcarinr,. The 
llearinr, Officer found the ccrehro vascul;ir incic..lent to h0vc been cor.ipensablv 
related to the accidental blm: to the forehead. 

J\ request for review filed hr the '";tate Accident Insurance Fund h;i_s 
now been 1~i thdrilh'n. 

There being no issue he:'orc the !,o:ird 1:ith the withdra1,:al of the 
request for revie1,1, the 11atter is JismisseL'. :ind the order of the !learinf'. 
Officer beconcs final as a ratter of lc1w, 

rm no-910 

ROY VAUCi'1~, Claimant. 
floore, \lurtz G Logan, CL1ir1;1nt's Attvs. 
Peques t for rzev ie1,J hy .Si\l F. 

'l:trch :il, JCJ71 

!{cviewell bv Comr;issioncrs \'ilson anJ Callahan. 

The above entitled natter involves the conpensability of a cardiac 
problem i~hich nanifcsted itself about one ninute follm•1inP ;in incident 
in which the c:laimnnt was struck by a lor.: in the rrocess of unhook.inr_ 
logs from a yarder. The evidence reflects that the blow from the log 
was not a relativeiy major traur.m. 'Dle record also reflects, however, that 
there was a momentary expectation of a serious impending trauna. The 
claimant collapsed in a faint one rninute later. .When he recovered to 
some degree. he was taken to his car and he nanar,e<l to drive some 20 miles 
home. A neighbor then drove hil!l to a hospital where he was confined for 
nine days. 

The claim was denied by the State Accident Insurance fund, hut ordered 
allowed by the Hearing Officer. 
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The Board also limits its evaluation of the disability to the basis
readied by the Hearing Officer conceding, as noted above, that the result
is not completely definitive and remains subject to the issue of the low
back.

For the reasons stated, the order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

V'CB #70-1020 March 31, 1971

OLE JOHN OLSEN, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by S IF.

The above entitled matter involves issues of the relationship between
the accidental injuries sustained by a 58 year old longshoreman and His
subsequent disabilities and death. The workman struck his head on the
windshield of a switch engine in a low speed collision with some gondola
cars on' November 18, 1969, The decedent apparently developed a cerebral
hemmorhage and the issue is whether it was related to the blow to the
head since the claimant worked for about ten days following the incident
noted.

From a denial of the claim, the matter proceeded to hearing. The
Hearing Officer found the ccrebro vascular incident to have been compensabl
related to the accidental blow to the forehead.

 request for review filed by the State  ccident Insurance Fund has
now been withdrawn.

There being no issue before the Board with the withdrawal of the
request for review, the matter is dismissed and the order of the Hearing
Officer becomes final as a matter of law.

WCB #70-910 March 31, 1971

ROY V UGHN, Claimant.
Moore, Wurtz 5 Logan, Claimant's  ttys.
R.equest for Review by S IF.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves the compensability of a cardiac
problem which manifested itself about one minute following an incident
in which the claimant was struck by a log in the process of unhooking
logs from a yarder. The evidence reflects that the blow from the log
was not a relatively major trauma. The record also reflects, however, that
there was a momentary expectation of a serious impending trauma. The
claimant collapsed in a faint one minute later. .When he recovered to
some degree, he was taken to his car and he managed to drive some 20 miles
home.  neighbor then drove him to a hospital where he was confined for
nine days.

The claim was denied by the State  ccident Insurance Fund, but ordered
allowed by the Hearing Officer.
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arguments on revie\·l before the Bonrcl centered about the force 
of the trauma and that ec:mivocal medical oni.nion evidence ":rom snme well . ' 
qualified experts who were unable to arrive at an etiolop:y for the con-
gestive failure, All of the doctors ngreed tiwt a r1ore definitive diap,no
sis could he made in a fatal case, since an autopsy would aid in resolving 
the nature of the mechanical defect, 

Under the circumst;rnces, it is onlv •';1ir to concede th;i.t the chain 
of events could have been entirely coincidental and that the cono.:cstive 
failure occurred one minute following a nominnl blow to the alidomen 
accompanied by some degree of apnrehension without .inv causal relntionship 
between the \Jork incident and the mnnifcstation of heart trouble, 

Takinr, the evidence in its entirety, however, the noard need not rely 
upon conjecture or speculation or "post hoc, err,o propter hoc" to find 
a causal relationship. The Board, as noted. concedes a nossiliilitr of no 
relationship, T.ikinr. the evidence in its entirety the noarJ concurs with 
the llearinp, Officer and concludes and finds thc1t the con~cstivc failure 
of the heart sustained by the claimant 1-.':1s corcrensably rel~� ted to the 
incident with the log as aller,e<l, 

The order of the llearinr, !:fficer is affimed, 

Pursuant to ORS 656.382 and 656,386, counsel fnr claimant is allowed 
the further fee of $250 paynhle by the State Accident Insurance Fund for 
services on review, 

LCD ff70-265 i\pril S, 1:171 

BLANCHE MILES, Claimant 
~ld!enamin, ,Jones, Joseph f, Lang, Claimant's Attys. 

The above entitled matter involves issues 1dth respect to the extent 
of disability sustained by .1 42 vcar old rcstaur;rnt cook ,is the result 
of an injury to her riri:ht hand on April )(1 1 1968, ,~ith further in_iury to 
the s:11:1e hand on Scntenhcr 14, 196:1. The ini t1ries 1•:ere incurr0cl in di f
ferent er1ployments lJut both enploycrs 1:erc insured by the ',U,tc Accident 
Insurance Fun<l. 

At the time of hcnrinr, it appeared that the clainant' s condi ti.on was 
not medical!)' stationary :1nd the matter was dismissed. 

It now appears that the State Accident Insurance Fttn<l has 110\, .tccepted 
the incident of Septenber 14, 1969t as a ne,1 injury. Both parties appenr 
to :igree that there is no issue before the Board which is cnnable of reso
lution on the b::tsis of the record, 

The Board is mindful of Keefer v. SIAC, 171 Or ,\OS, requiring ench 
accident he accorded its indc:1cndent cvalu:itinn, The !\oard cannot dis
miss this r.;citter without also 5cttin0 aside the order c,+- determination o"" 
August 15, 1969, since to do so 1muld in effect preclude any review of 
the extent of disability attributable to the accident of /\pril 16, 1968, 
The only recourse is to rcnand the matter. 
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The arguments on review before the hoard centered about the force
of the trauma and that equivocal medical opinion evidence from some well
qualified experts who were unable to arrive at an etiology for the con
gestive failure.  ll of the doctors agreed that a more definitive diagno
sis could be made in a fatal case, since an autopsy would aid in resolving
the nature of the mechanical defect.

Under the circumstances, it is only fair to concede that the chain
of events could have been entirely coincidental and that the congestive
failure occurred one minute following a nominal blow to the abdomen
accompanied by some degree of apprehension without any causal relationship
between the work incident and tlie manifestation of heart trouble.

Taking the evidence in its entirety, however, the Board need not rely
upon conjecture or speculation or "post hoc, ergo propter hoc" to find
a causal relationship. The Board, as noted, concedes a possibility of no
relationship. Taking the evidence in its entirety the Board concurs with
the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that the congestive failure
of the heart sustained by the claimant was compensably related to the
incident with the log as alleged.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed,

Pursuant to ORS 656.382 and 656.386, counsel for claimant is allowed
the further fee of $250 payable by the State  ccident Insurance Fund for
services on review.

V.'CB ft70-265  pril 5, 1071

BL NCHE MILES, Claimant
McMenamin, Jones, Joseph fi Lang, Claimant's  ttys.

The above entitled matter involves issues with respect to the extent
of disability sustained by a 42 year old restaurant cook as the result
of an injury to her right hand on  pril 16, 1968, with further injury to
the same hand on September 14, 1960, The injuries were incurred in dif
ferent employments but both employers were insured by the State  ccident
Insurance Fund.

 t the time of hearing it appeared that the claimant's condition was
not medically stationary and the matter was dismissed.

It now appears that the State  ccident Insurance Fund has now accepted
the incident of September 14, 1969, as a new injury. Both parties appear
to agree that there is no issue before the Board which is capable of reso
lution on the basis of the record.

The Board is mindful of Keefer v. 5I C, 171 Or 405, requiring each
accident he accorded its independent evaluation. The Board cannot dis
miss this matter without also setting aside the order of determination of
 ugust 15, 1969, since to do so would in effect preclude any review of
the extent of disability attributable to the accident of  pril 16, 1968.
The only recourse is to remand the matter.
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matter is accordingly remanded to the llearinr Officer for the 
purpose of consi<lerinp: on the ncrits the issue of the ex~ent ot 
permanent disability attributable to the accident nf April , 16, 1968. 

~;o notice of appeal is deemed applicable. 

G[NE E. HlERSON • Claimant. 
Coons & Malagon, Claimant's Attys, 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

April 5, 1971 

l~eviewed by Commissioners \\'ilson, C:;1llnh;-i11 and 'loore. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue or whether the clairiant 
is entitled to compensation as beinp, te11porarily and totally disahlecl 
during the period of time from August 30, 1 %9 to : lay 30, 1970, 

The claim::int \.ras a 35 ye;:ir old lop,;;cr on '.tav (J, l'.'16(J 1-:!1en his back 
was injured while bucking a lof,. 

The clain has been closed twice pursu<1nt to ow-; 656.268, the last 
closure being on September 8, 1969 in 11hich the pcrr1zinent unscheduled 
disability was increased to 48 degrees. On 'lay :rn, 1970 the clairant 
ar,ain entered the hospital for medical c;i_re. Ile harl not recei\'cd ;my 
medical care durinr the '!)Criodof Aur,ust, l'.)69 to '!av, 1970. ffc had worked 
durinr, this period, attended two different trade schools anrl also drew 
unenployment cor1pensation benefits upon his rcinescntation that he was 
able to work but unable to find work, 

It is true that the clainant suhi:ii ttcd a report fror1 the ;ilile Dr. A. 
Curney Kimberley that the clainant was conrlctely unable to enga(".e in a 
gainful and suitr1.l,le occupntion on 'l;iy 6, 1~)70 an,! th;it "I"" the history 
he gave me is correct, anJ I lwvc no re;-isnn to Joubt it, then he was so 
disabled at the tirie his case was closcc: on 9/8/69," etc. 

The llearing Officer obviously obtciincd a r.mch riorc detailed ;md 
accurate accounting of tl1e clairiant's activities in the period of tiMe 
involved than did Dr. Kinhcrlcy. 

It is true that the flo:ird is in no pos1t1on to p:iss )Wlrnent upon 
1vhetr.er the clainant properly drew uncrr;:]oynent conpcnsc1tion. The Doard 
has ha<l occasion to note that an application for ;ind receipt of such 
benefits upon a representation of ability to work n;-iy be ~ivcn aprropriatc 
weight upon a subsequent issue in 1·1hich the clainant, having received 
benefits upon that premise. seeks to now prnve that he received those 
benefits upon an erroneous representation. The credibility nf the clail'1-
ant is certainly placed in r,rave doubt when he seeks to obtain a financial 
advantage of his own about face on the issue of abili t~' to worL 

The llcaring Officer further observed the derieanor of the witness. 
The Board concurs with the findings and conclusions of the Ilcarinl' Officer 
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The matter is accordingly remanded to the Hearing Officer for the
purpose of considering on the merits the issue of the extent of
permanent disability attributable to the accident of  pril 16, 1968.

No notice of appeal is deemed applicable.

WCI1 #69-1666  pril 5, 1971

GENE E. EMERSON, Claimant.
Coons 5 Maiagon,. Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant
is entitled to compensation as being temporarily and totally disabled
during the period of time from  ugust 30, 1969 to May 30, 1970,

The claimant was a 35 year old logger on May 6, 1566 when his back
was injured while bucking a log.

The claim has been closed twice pursuant to ORS 656.268, the last
closure being on September 8, 1969 in which the permanent unscheduled
disability was increased to 48 degrees. On May 30, 1970 the claimant
again entered the hospital for medical care. lie had not received any
medical care during theneriodof  ugust, 1969 to May, 1970. He had worked
during this period, attended two different trade schools and also drew
unemployment compensation benefits upon his representation that he was
able to work but unable to find work,

It is true that the claimant submitted a report from the able Dr.  .
Gurney Kimberley that the claimant was completely unable to engage in a
gainful and suitable occupation on May 6, 1970 and that "1^ the history
he gave me is correct, and I have no reason to doubt it, then he was so
disabled at the time his case was closed on 9/8/69," etc.

The Hearing Officer obviously obtained a much more detailed and
accurate accounting of the claimant's activities in the period of time
involved than did Dr. Kimberley.

It is true that the Board is in no position to pass judgment upon
whether the claimant properly drew unemployment compensation. The Board
has had occasion to note that an application for and receipt of such
benefits upon a representation of ability to work may be given appropriate
weight upon a subsequent issue in which the claimant, having received
benefits upon that premise, seeks to now prove that he received those
benefits upon an erroneous representation. The credibility of the claim
ant is certainly placed in grave doubt when he seeks to obtain a financial
advantage of his own about face on the issue of ability to work.

The Hearing Officer further observed the demeanor of the witness.
The Board concurs with the findings and conclusions of the Hearing Officer
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the claimant has not shown b}' the wcir,ht of the evidence that he 
is cnitle<l to temporary total disability for the period of August 30, 
1969 to ~lay 30• 1970. 

The or<ler of the •~aring Officer is affirmed. 

\\!CB 1170-1688E April 5 • l!l71 

RALPII E:P.IETT CO!'IPTON. Claimant. 
Green, Richardson, Griswold fl Murphy, Clair.innt's Attys. 
R.equcst for Review by Claimant. 

Reviewed By Commissioners l'.'ilson. Callahan and rfoorc. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of 1,hether the then 
51 year old plywood mill worker s11staine<l any permanent disability as the 
result of a back injury incurred on J;inuary 16, 1969. If R permanent 
disability Has sustained the issue hecories one of the extent o+. such 
disability. 

The claimant was found purswmt to ORS 656,268 to have a permanent 
disability of 128 dc~rees. lie requested a hcarinf; secldnr: to have the 
award increased but the l!earin~ Officer concludc<l that the claimant in fact 
ha<l no residual disabi Ii ty attributable to the accident nnc! the award 
was set aside. There is no prcsunption attachin(; to a dcterminntion of 
disability which requires a llearin~ Officer to either affirn or increase 
an ,award. The duty of each level of review is to natc its own de novo 
evaluation. The claimant submi ttccl the award to de novo rcviei\· at his pcri 1, 

The claimant admittedly had preexistinr, patholot'!y, A previous award 
of co~pcnsation was Lase<l upon finding of permanent disability of 75% 
loss of use of a foot and 36 derrees for dorsal hack injuries. The ~loorny 
pro~nosis of the <lerrec of permanent disahility proved somewhat unfounded 
since the clair.,nnt returned to vir,orous henvy lahor. The success in 
that respect r.,ay account for the present protestations of' severe disahi 1 i ty 
which are classified as exaggerated with a surrestion in sone reports of 
malingering. Despite contentions of inability to use his hands, the 
hands as observed by the HearinR ()fficer, were· well cal loused. Rep.ar<llcss 
of whether the callouses developeJ ~rom drivinr, an autnriobilc, it is 
certain the callouses came only as callouses develop -- ~rom repented heavy 
usa.l!e. 

The claimant has some ps}'chopatholog:y but the expert evidence in this 
respect reflects at best a minimRl contribution to thnt condition from 
this accident, The claimant underwent surrtery but the need for the 
operation was not necessarily entirely attributable to the accident, nor 
is permanent disability necessarily an a<ljunct to the sur~ery primarily 
dcsi~ned to correct dcr,cnerative defects. 

The problem faced by the llcarin.i:: Officer and the Board is one of 
evaluating basicall)' subjecti vc symptoms where the llearinr. Officer concludes 
the claimant's testimony is not credible. If the claimant has some perma
nent disability, the fac_t remains that he lrns heretofore received an award 
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that the claimant has not shown by the weight of the evidence that he
is enitled to temporary total disability for the period of  ugust 30,
1969 to May 30, 1970.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-168813  pril 5, 1971

R LPH EMMETT COMPTON, Claimant.
Green, Richardson, Griswold Jj Murphy, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed By Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the then
51 year old plywood mill worker sustained any permanent disability as the
result of a back injury incurred on January 16, 1969, If a permanent
disability was sustained the issue becomes one of the extent of such
disability.

The claimant was found pursuant to ORS 656.268 to have a permanent
disability of 128 degrees. He requested a hearing seeking to have the
award increased but the Hearing Officer concluded that the claimant in fact
had no residual disability attributable to the accident and the award
was set aside. There is no presumption attaching to a determination of
disability which requires a Hearing Officer to either affirm or increase
an 'award. The duty of each level of review is to make its own de novo
evaluation. The claimant submitted the award to de novo review at his peril.

The claimant admittedly had preexisting pathology.  previous award
of compensation was based upon finding of permanent disability of 75%
loss of use of a foot and 36 degrees for dorsal back injuries. The gloomy
prognosis of the degree of permanent disability proved somewhat unfounded
since the claimant returned to vigorous heavy labor. The success in
that respect may account for the present protestations of severe disability
which are classified as exaggerated with a suggestion in some reports of
malingering. Despite contentions of inability to use his hands, the
hands as observed by the Hearing Officer, were well calloused. Regardless
of whether the callouses developed from driving an automobile, it is
certain the callouses came only as callouses develop -- from repeated heavy
usage.

The claimant has some psychopathology but the expert evidence in this
respect reflects at best a minimal contribution to that condition from
this accident. The claimant underwent surgery but the need for the
operation was not necessarily entirely attributable to the accident, nor
is permanent disability necessarily an adjunct to the surgery primarily
designed to correct degenerative defects.

The problem faced by the Hearing Officer and the Board is one of
evaluating basically subjective symptoms where the Hearing Officer concludes
the claimant's testimony is not credible. If the claimant has some perma
nent disability, the fact remains that he has heretofore received an award
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unscheduled disability and by virtue of ORS 656,313 is not rer.uirerl 
to repay the compensation received in this c Liin between the date or the 
original determination and the order of the J!c:irin,1: Of'ficer, 

The Board concludes and finds that the record docs not warnnt Jis
turbinr, the order of the l!earinp Ofqcer ancl thc1t the clair1rrnt is not 
entitled to further comrensation th;:rn he hns hcretnf'nrc received. 

The order of the I!carinr; Officer is zi•· �-irr:cd. 

\,Cl, #70-1212 ,\pri 1 '.,, l '.)70 

EUGPff IZ. AS!lfOIUl, Clc1inant. 
Pozzi, 11ilson c\ Atchison, (lainnnt's .\ttys. 

The above entitled nzitter "'as hcreto-rorc hc+ore the Lo1rd on ''.;nch 
24, 1971, on an ilTJ:1cal lw the St:ite Accident fns11rancc rum! in 1,hich t:1e 
;rnard by tile llcarin:: (Jfficcr 1s·:is affirmed. \o :1llm1:rncc nf ;ittorney 
fees was n;1dc. 

Pursuant to cmc; CS<.,_-;;r;2, cnunscl :·or cl.1ir,:111t is :11101-·cd :i fee or 
$2S0 payable !Jy the :;tntc .\cci<lent fnsur:-rnce Fund ror sc1Ticcs rendered on 
review. 

FLSIE TltDTll1'' '• UaiF1;i_nt. 
Burns [. Loci:, (l;ii1wnt 1 s .\ttvs, 
Ecuucst for Pcvich' by Clain.1nt. 

Hevic1,:ed l,y ConT'.'issioners Lilsnn, C;:ill;:;.h:111 one'. 'lnorc. 

The above entitled 1'.l,,ttcr involves the issue o+ tLc extent nf TJCrriancnt 
dis:1]1ility sustriinct! hv :1 1l<J ,·c1r old rc-ncr:il hospit:tl )1ousckccncr .:is the 
result of :i. lm: hack in_iury incurred .lc1nu:1rv 2(), l:l(1'.;, ~he has not heen 
r;ainfully emplorcJ in the three ,·c:i.rs foll011i1,n the :iccil!cnt. 

Pursuant to cw; hSfJ,268, the clain:rnt ,-.as fntmc 1 to :1:ive a c!isahi litv 
of 80 der.rces on t!10 basis of unschcJulcd dis:iliilit:: ct7ual to 2S~; of the 
workman. Upon henrinr the loss of e:irnin" c;on2.city +'actor \.'i'IS cited by 
the ilearinr; Officer as b:isis for :m incrc::isc in :n:;uJ to 12~; der,rces. 

The claimant on revic1,; asserts th:it !iv reasnn of her .1['.e, and lack of 
formal education and trainin~ tl1c acciJent no~ precludes her +rom working 
regularly at a gainful and suitable occupation. lier husband h.1s not worked 
for at least six years and arparent ly clrmvs ::i veterans pension. 

The State Accident Insurance fund urrcs that the clair.1:mt is si::iply not 
motivated to return to work and seeks to retire to a li~c nf ease on the 
pensions. If the record supported a conclusion that the clair.!ant hn<l onlv 
minimal residuals fron the accident, there f!i~ht be reason to accent such a 
hypothesis. 
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of unscheduled disability and by virtue of ORS 656.313 is not required
to repay the compensation received in this claim between the date of the
original determination and the order of the Hearing Officer.

The Board concludes and finds that the record does not warrant dis
turbing the order of the Hearing Officer and that the claimant is not
entitled to further compensation than he has heretofore received.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-1212  pril 5, 1970

EUGENE R.  SHFORD, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson fj  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.

The above entitled matter was heretofore before the Board on March
24, 1971, on an appeal by the State  ccident Insurance Fund in which the
award by the Hearing Officer was affirmed. No allowance of attorney
fees was made.

Pursuant to ORS 656,382, counsel for claimant is allowed a fee of
$250 payable by the State  ccident Insurance Fund for services rendered on
review.

WCB #70-1872  pril 5, 1971

ELSIE TRENT!! H, Claimant.
Burns 5 Lock, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore,

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 49 year old general hospital housekeeper as the
result of a low back injury incurred January 26, 1968. She lias not been
gainfully employed in the three years following the accident.

Pursuant to ORS 656,268, the claimant was found to have a disability
of 80 degrees on the basis of unscheduled disability equal to 25% of the
workman. Upon hearing the loss of earning capacity factor was cited by
the Hearing Officer as basis for an increase in award to 128 degrees.

The claimant on review asserts that by reason of her age, and lack of
formal education and training, the accident now precludes her from, working
regularly at a gainful and suitable occupation. Her husband has not worked
for at least six years and apparently draws a veterans pension.

The State  ccident Insurance Fund urges that the claimant is simply not
motivated to return to work and seeks to retire to a life of ease on the
pensions. If the record supported a conclusion that the claimant had only
minimal residuals from the accident, there might be reason to accent such a
hypothesis.





             
           
           

             
            

           
      

           
             
         

          
   

           
              
            
         

       

   
     

             
             

   

            
       

             
            
            
           
 

             
            
            
 

             
          
              

          
           
          

          
          
            

      

me<lical re!)orts reflect a belief by the doctors that she has real 
pain attributable to the accident of sufficient severity to preclu<le more 
than occasional light housework. The claima.nt ha<l h:1d a lamincctomy but 
it appears well established that she is not a good candidate for further 
surgery. The very factors which hampered her recovery fror, the injury nre 
a strong argument against success from surgery regardless of whether the· 
surgery proveJ successful on a mechanical basis, 

The Board concludes that the clainant is n0\·1 preclude<l from rcr.ularly 
workinr, at any suitable and painful occupation by virtue of her a·r.e and 
training couplcc.l with the physical .lir.litation~ impose<l b)' the accident. 

The claimant is therefore awarded compensation on the basis of 
permanent and total disability. 

Counsel for claimant for services upon hearing anJ review is to 
receive as a fee 25!!; of the increase in cormcnsation above the 80 cler,rees 
initially awarded pursuant to ORS 656.268. ·The fee is payable from the 
increase in conpensntion as paid but not to exceed Sl,500. 

SAIF Claim No. BC 166303 

JOllt~ G. Dc!FHE, Claimant. 
GooJe, Goode & Decker, Claimant's Attys. 

,\pril s, 1971 

The above cntitlcc.l natter involves the claim of' a 26 ~,ear old school 
teacher who was struck on the ri~ht shoulder b)' a falling lir.ht fixture 
on January 7, 1969. 

The clain was closed as n ncdical onl v cl nir.i ,-1i t!10ut ~ll·.'ard for 
temporary total disability or for pcrnanent partial disability. 

The clair.tant was exanined by !Jr • .lanes Van 01st on .Jnmrnr.y 16, 1969, 
April 21, 1970 and ~larch 11, 19il in connection with continuinr, problems 
arising from the accident. The reports of these exnminntions hr1.d not been 
presented to either the Workmen's Co� pensation Board or the State Accident 
Insurance Fund. 

P~re than one year havinn expired from the date of the accident and 
from the lns t medical hencfi t assur1ed by the State Accident Insurance Fund, 
the claimant has sought own motion consideration by the Board pursu:mt to 
ORS 656.278. 

The Bon rd has submitted the reports of Pr. Van 01st to the r.losin1; 
and Evaluatim1 Division of the Work~en's Cnnncnsntion Board witl1 reference 
to what the action of that Division would be if the matter was bein!! 
considered in the first instance for evaluation purslrnnt to ORS 656.268. 
The Board has been inforrmlly advised th::it ~ disnbilitr evaluation of 
l 0% loss of an arm or 19. 2 dep:rees wou lll be r.iade. 

The Board concludes from the present de~rce of syntornatolo~y existing 
over t,rn yc;i rs fol 101·:ing the accident, \•Ji thout prospect o~ further inprovc
ment and confiri::ed by Dr. Van 01st. rcnrcscnts n rierr.i::ment p:uti::il disability 
of 10% loss of the rirht arm. 
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The medical reports reflect a belief by the doctors that she has real
pain attributable to the accident of sufficient severity to preclude more
than occasional light housework. The claimant had had a laminectomy but
it appears well established that she is not a pood candidate for further
surgery, The very factors which hampered her recovery from the injury are
a strong argument against success from surgery regardless of whether the
surgery proved successful on a mechanical basis.

The Board concludes that the claimant is now precluded from regularly
working at any suitable and gainful occupation by virtue of her age and
training coupled with the physical limitations imposed by the accident.

The claimant is therefore awarded compensation on the basis of
permanent and total disability.

Counsel for claimant for services upon hearing and review is to
receive as a fee 25", of the increase in compensation above the 80 degrees
initially awarded pursuant to ORS 656.268. The fee is payable from the
increase in compensation as paid but not to exceed $1,500.

S IT Claim No. BC 166505  pril 5, 1971

JOHN C. DeBOIH, Claimant.
Coode, Goode F, Decker, Claimant's  ttys.

The above entitled matter involves the claim oO a 26 year old school
teacher who was struck on the right shoulder by a falling light fixture
on January 7, 1969.

The claim was closed as a medical onlv claim without award for
temporary total disability or for permanent partial disability.

The claimant was examined by Dr. James Van 01st on January 16, 1969,
 pril 21, 1970 and March 11, 1971 in connection with continuing problems
arising from the accident. The reports of these examinations had not been
presented to either the Workmen's Compensation Board or the State  ccident
Insurance fund.

More than one year having expired from the date of the accident and
from the last medical benefit assumed by the State  ccident Insurance Fund,
the claimant has sought own motion consideration by the Board pursuant to
ORS 656.278.

The Board has submitted the reports of Dr. Van 01st to the Closing
and evaluation Division of the Workmen's Compensation Board with reference
to what the action of that Division would be if the matter was being
considered in the first instance for evaluation pursuant to ORS 656.268.
The Board has been informally advised that a disability evaluation of
10% loss of an arm or 19.2 degrees would be made.

The Board concludes from the present degree of syntomatology existing
over two years following the accident, without prospect of further improve
ment and confirmed by Dr. Van Olst, represents a permanent partial disability
of 10% loss of the right arm.





            
          

            
    

            
        

            
               
             

            
           

         

     

  
    
    

      

           
              
             

            
            
    

          
            

            
       

           
            

           
          

          
            
           

                
              
               

             
 

            
            

    

 

claimant is found to have a disahility of El.2 dc1;rec5. The 
State Acci<lent Insurance Fund is ordered to co~pcnsate the claimant ac
corclin~ly. 

Counsel :for claimant is allowed a fee of 25~o of the conpcnsfltion 
awarded payable therefrom as paid. 

As an own motion procecdinr~ pursuant to 0RS 65(,. 278, no notice of 
appeal rights is appended with respect to the cl:tim:mt. 

If the State Accident Insurance fund ob_iects to the order, a request 
.for hearing may be filed h'ithin 30 clays of this order and the matter will 
be referred to a llcaring Officer for the purpose of tabnr evidence and 
makinf! a recommendation to the Board with respect to the r.1;1ttcr. The 
further order of the Board under such circur.istances would include the 
usual notice of ri/;ht to appeal to the Circuit Court. 

I\ICB 1170-2 71 

MARVIN MEELER., Clainant. 
Coons & ~~lagon, Clainant's Atty, 
Request for Review Gy Claimant. 

f\prj l 5, 1!171 

Reviewed by Comnissioncrs 1</ilson, Call/lhan nnd ~1onre. 

The ahovc entitled natter jnvolvcs the issue of the extent of 
permn.ncnt disabi 1 it~' sustained br ::i 43 year old lo'!rer as the rcsul t of an 
accidental inj11ry nf 'larch ~l, l!H,~l when n lo;'. r0llccl over hiM. Sonc con
tention also surrounds ri request to implcncnt the record 1dth new evidence. 
The evidence sought to be now introduced is b1.set! t:non post henrinr:r develori
ncnts anJ is not aclnissahlc. 

Pursuant to OHS (i56. 268 n clctcrninntion issued find.inf n per!'lancnt 
disal.Ji li ty of 32 de:;rces or 20!~. of the 1-mrkm:1n for unscheduled c.!isnhi Ii ty. 
Upon hearing, with special consideration to the factor <,f loss oc e::?.rnin~ 
capacity, the award wns increased to 64 ~crrccs. 

The clair:1ant has made several atteMr,ts to return to lo~f!inr. Ile 
professes to be tmal.i le to work satisfactorily on the r:mrc rur,r,ed Nestcrn 
Oregon terrain. Other factors seem to lwve interfered with lo.~ging in 
eastern Oregon. Tho clnirnmt' s 1,:ork record reflects a hnsic instahi 1 ity 
in employment which makes q1restionnhlc the alle~ed reason for terminntin~ 
any particular employment. The latter col'll'"lent is also hascd in nnrt unon 
the major part played by subJective S)'mr,tomatolo~y in this case. !\.nother 
complaint is one of lnck of fcclin~ in :m area or. one thi~h. If" the :nea 
was givinr.- pain it would need to he dis::ihlinr. pain to be cor:1nens3blc, ft 
is difficult to see how the nbsencc o+ any 11ain in the ~rca should he con
strued to be a disability. ~o loss or interference with RTlV work function 
is involved. 

The Board concurs with the !!earin~ Of+icer and concludes and finds that 
the disability a.ttributahle to this accident does not exceed the M der,rees 
allowed I.Jy the llearin.~ Officer. 

-2!13-

The claimant is found to hove a disability of 19,2 decrees. The
State  ccident Insurance Fund is ordered to compensate the claimant ac
cordingly.

Counsel for claimant is allowed a fee of 25% o^ the compensation
awarded payable therefrom as paid.

 s an own motion proceeding pursuant to OR.S 659,278, no notice of
appeal rights is appended with respect to the claimant.

If the State  ccident Insurance Fund objects to the order, a request
for hearing may be filed within 50 days of this order and the matter will
be referred to a Hearing Officer for the purpose of taking evidence and
making a recommendation to tiie Board with respect to the matter. The
further order of the Board under such circumstances would include the
usual notice of right to appeal to the Circuit Court.

Iv'CB it 70-27]  pril 5, 1971

M RVIN MFFLF.R, Claimant,
Coons G Malagon, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of
permanent disability sustained by n 43 year old logger as the result of an
accidental injury of March 9, 1969 when a log rolled over him. Some con
tention also surrounds a request to implement the record with new evidence.
The evidence sought to be now .introduced is based upon post hearing develop
ments and is not admissablc.

Pursuant to ORS 656,268 a determination issued finding a permanent
disability of 52 degrees or 20% of the 'workman for unscheduled disability.
Upon hearing, with special consideration to the factor of loss of earning
capacity, the award was increased to 64 degrees.

The claimant has made several attempts to return to logging. He
professes to be -unable to work satisfactorily on the more rugged western
Oregon terrain, Other factors seem to have interfered with logging in
eastern Oregon. The claimant's work record reflects a basic instability
in employment which makes questionable the alleged reason for terminating
any particular employment. The latter comment is also based in part upon
the major part played by subjective symptomatology in this case.  nother
complaint is one of lack of feeling in an area of one thigh. 1^ the area
was giving pain it would need to be disabling pain to be compensable. It
is difficult to see how the absence o* any pain in the area should be con
strued to be a disability. No loss or interference with any work function
is involved,

Tiie Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that
the disability attributable to this accident does not exceed the 64 degrees
allowed by the Hearing Officer.

-24 3-











  

      

           
           

       

            
             

           
             

             
              
             

           
            
           

             
            

           
          

             
           

               
             

             
             

            
           
            

           
          

            
           
           

         

            
             
         

       

           
             

  
      
    

S, 1971 

LEON HIDDEL, Cl:li1:1ant, 
Green, nichardson, Crish'olcl [1 1lurphy, c:laici,mt's :\ttys. 
Request for !:evie1·, by Lr.iployer. 

ltcvie1,e<l by Con111issioncrs i/ilson, Callahan and '.1oorc, 

The above entitled r1atter inv0lves the issue of v:hcther the cl:1iniant 
sustained a compensable accidc11t;1ly iniury ;is :1llc1:cd anL!, i:~ so, 1,hether 
his claim should ];e barred for untinclv notice. 

The clair:1ant 1,as cnplovcd by Scars RocbucL ;1s ,1 truck driver havinr: 
been in Scar's cr1ployrcnt for H years, On April ;~7, l'.)70 the claiT:1ant, 
shortly after leavinp Scars, initiated a cL1ir. for 101.· hack iniuries 
alle,2:e<lly sustninec.J on .June 27th or 28th, l'l(i'.l, h':1ile ]Htllinr rm t!1c top 
of a lJox containinr: a crated motorcvclc. In tile ccurse of the procecdinr:s 
on the cl;1irn it devclnpeJ that the cl:lir1:rnt •.•:as on \·:ccotion at that tine 
and the hc2..ring rrocec,lcd h'ith Jul\· S, l'.lfi'.l ::cs the alle("'.ed J;:itc of iniury. 

OW~ 65(1,2(15 prov1C1es thot failure to notifv ;:n cnploycr or ;rn 
accident ,,ithin 30 d:ivs !J,us the cl:lin, lh:7t prnvision is Follo1>·ed b)' 
nunerous exceptions. 1\nonr: the exceptions is one 1,:'.1crcin the failure to 
so notify is uased ~1pon roo(l cause. The evidence in this c:isc rc:'lccts 
the clair:1:rnt hc1u r,revious episodes of b:1ck trouble d:itin<; back to l:l60 
incl11Jinr: sunzcry in 1'165. Sorn: or the in11lic;1tjor1s o+~ t:1c f!e:irin<: 
Officer orJcr "-'it!i rcs:,ect tn 1·:hethcr 1,;or] ncn' s co:·'.r1cns:1ti on cL,im· h':1S 

made for tlwsc inci(:cnts •::nu ld he !,ctter :·nunJed i ,- t!1c status 0f Sc;,rs 
Hith respect to beinr: or not hcinc> ;i subicct cr':-,lovcr 1,;is cl:irificd. 
Be that as it riav, if the testi,,wm· of the cL1im:111t is believed he h:id 
reason to he reluct;mt to report b;id, trr'ulilc to his ec:~lovcr Lascd upon ;ip-
nrchcnsion that his er1pln\T1e11t ni,,~ht be in icon1rdv. If this 1,::1s the case 
the exception 1:i tl1 rcp:ird to ;1 00,l cau:~e for r:1i lure to reP0rt could he 
:ipplied. 

The credibility of tltc clnirant :is :1 ,;:tnc:::s is ir:1nortant upon issues 
such as this. Tlic llcarinr C1fficer 1,ho ohscn·c,'. t!:c cl:1in:rnt ccmclt:dcd 
fron, his o!Jser\·:iti<)l\ that tile clai1':rnt 1<2s tcllinrr ti1e tn1tl1. The llo:ird, 
1,·ithout tltc benefit of an ol>scn'::itinn of tl1c 1:itncss, ordin:1rily concurs 
with the llear:inr Officer unless the record :-cflccts inconsistencies or 
obvious errcrs of such a i1ar;nitudc :1s t0 n·:crcone the ot!,en.1isc hclievcthle 
demeanor. The l',o;ird fir1L!s no such o!J\·ioi1s inconsistency nr error ancl 
accordingly concurs 1iitlt the f!c:irinr Cl'ficer thc1t the clc1ir1:,nt hnd r00d 
c;iuse for his delay in riving notice of the :iccidcnt. 

The Board also concurs with the !!caring Officer arnl concludes and finds 
that the incident diJ happen as a llep,ed and that it 1-ms nnterial contributing 
cause to the clairnant's subsequent disability and nce<l for sur~ery. 

The or<ler of the llearinri Officer is :iffi med. 

Pursuant to ORS 656,382 and 656,336, counsel for claim~mt is al Jnwe<l 
the further fee of ~250 payable for services on revie,, ;~ayable by the 
employer. 

-2'14-

WCB #70-1010  pril 5, 1971

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant
sustained a compensable accidentalv injury as alleged and, if so, whether
his claim should be barred for untimely notice.

The claimant was employed by Sears Roebuck as a truck driver having
been in Sear's employment for 14 years. On  pril 27, 1970 the claimant,
shortly after leaving Sears, initiated a claim for low back injuries
allegedly sustained on June 27th or 28th, 1969, while pulling on the top
of a box containing a crated motorcycle. In the course of the proceedings
on the claim it developed that the claimant was on vacation at that time
and the hearing proceeded with July 5, I960 as the alleged date of injury.

ORS 656.265 provides that failure to notify an employer of an
accident within 30 days bars the claim. That provision is followed by
numerous exceptions.  mong the exceptions is one wherein the failure to
so notify is based upon good cause. The evidence in this case reflects
the claimant had previous episodes of back trouble dating back to 1960
including surgery in 1965. Some of the implications of the Hearing
Officer order with respect to whether workmen's compensation claim was
made for those incidents would be better founded i4? the status of Sears
with respect to being or not being a subject employer was clarified.
Be that as it may, if the testimony of the claimant is believed he had
reason to be reluctant to report back trouble to his employer based upon ap
prehension that his employment might be in jeopardy. If this was the case
the exception with regard to good cause for failure to report could be
applied.

The credibility of the claimant as a witness is important upon issues
such as this. The Hearing Officer who observed the claimant concluded
from his observation that the claimant was telling the truth. The Board,
without the benefit of an observation of the witness, ordinarily concurs
with the Hearing Officer unless the record reflects inconsistencies or
obvious errors of such a magnitude as to overcome the otherwise believable
demeanor. The Board finds no such obvious inconsistency or error and
accordingly concurs with the Hearing Officer that the claimant had good
cause for his delay in giving notice of the accident.

The Board also concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds
that the incident did happen as alleged and that it was material contributing
cause to the claimant's subsequent disability and need for surgery.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

Pursuant to ORS 656.382 and 656.586, counsel for claimant is allowed
the further fee of 8250 payable for services on review payable by the
employer.

LOON RIDDHL, Claimant.
Green, Richardson, Griswold 5 Murphy, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by employer.
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71-6 J\pril 5, 1971 

ROBLP.T S. BENl\iAY, Clairiant. 
Noreen A. Saltve!t, Clainant's Atty, 

The above entitled ri.attcr involves issues of the extent of disability 
incurred by ti 4~ year oltl :is the result of an accidcnUll injury in July 
of 1966 \Vhcn he injured his h:1ck and neck in a fc111 to a ccnent floor. 

A request for hcarinr was filed January 4, 1971 fnllowinr an order of 
Jctcrnination pursuant to CTt.; t>S(i.2(·,~ d:.itcd Dcccr:1lJcr ::'·1, 1970, The 
clairaant refused to comply with the reriuest of the cnrloyer thc1t he suhr~it 
to a physical examination by a doctor of the employer's clwic~. The 
claimant further refused to comply tiith nn order of the liearinr, Officer 
directing the claiTTlant to sho1-: cause 1vhy he should not sulmit to such 
examination under sanction of liavinr, the n:ittcr disr11issed for u.1nt of 
such exar1ination. ~Jo shm-;inr ivas made and the 11:itter was dismissed, 

It is the claimant's contention, apnarentl~·. tk1t he is entitled to 
compensation for a perioJ in nucstion but that since he is not rcccivinr 
compensation, the enploycr is not entitled to have s11ch examination. The 
claimant's position is cofllpletcl~' untenable under C'l~S 6S6.32S, The issue 
is entitler.ient to conpcnsRtion, l1: so entitled he must subnit to examina
tion. There is sound precedent in norr.al nracticc to ;i.lso require the 
claimant to UD<lcrro physical examination, 

The cL1inant apparently is out of state liut ni.r:lit simply he just 
across the border so far ;is the record is concerned, ln any event, the 
claimant 1101\· condescends _to sulmit to exar:1ination if it is set at his 
convenience not less than fi \'C ,!ays before a hearinr:. 

The Board has deciJcd tn remand this rna tter but without prece<lent for 
sir.ii larly excusin~ similar intrasi,r.cnce in future cases. The clrlimant is 
to be scheduled for exmdnation. The Henrin~s Division slF1.ll \dthin reason 
and without disruption of other r.atters rcgularl)' scheduled, set the mntter 
for henring within five days fol101,in;! the scl1e,!ulcd examination. The 
emplo:1er is to assur1c the cost o~ the ncdical cxar.in:ctior. but the 1-:orkman 
is to assume the expenses of !1is return to Oref:on. 

The natter is accordill''; ly rcnandcd for hcari nf . 

. ';o notice of appeal is clecned applicable. 

\'.'CB µ 7 0"-10 l '.l 

J()SEl'll CFO!I.GE S:!ITII, Cb1imant. 
Gehlen f} Lnrincr • Clair.wnt' s Attys. 
fleC1ucst for P.cvic,-.· by Cl nimmt. 

Apr i l :-i , 1071 

Reviewed b~· (onMissioners IHlsnn, C;1llahan :tnd nonrc, 

The above elltitle<l matter involves the issue of whether the clai1:ant 
sustained:. compensable accit!ent:ll in_iury on 'larch 21, E169 ,1nd, if so, 
whether the clair1ant's claim for benefits ;rnd rc(]uest for hcarinr is tinely 
filed. 

WCB 71-6  pril 5, 1971

ROBERT S. BhNIv Y, Claimant.
Norcen  . Saltveit, Claimant's  tty,

The above entitled natter involves issues of the extent of disability
incurred by a 43 year old as the result of an accidental injury in July
of 1966 when he injured his back and neck in a fall to a cement floor.

 request for hearing was filed January 4, 1971 following an order of
determination pursuant to ORS 656.268 dated December 24, 1970. The
claimant refused to comply with the request of the employer that lie submit
to a physical examination by a doctor of the employer's choice. The
claimant further refused to comply with an order of the Hearing Officer
directing the claimant to show cause why he should not submit to such
examination under sanction of having the natter dismissed for want of
such examination. No showing was made and the matter was dismissed.

It is the claimant's contention, apparently, that he is entitled to
compensation for a period in question but that since lie is not receiving
compensation, the employer is not entitled to have such examination. The
claimant's position is completely untenable under ORS 656.525. The issue
is entitlement to compensation. If so entitled he must submit to examina
tion. There is sound precedent in normal practice to also require the
claimant to undergo physical examination.

The claimant apparently is out of state but might simply be just
across the border so far as the record is concerned. In any event, the
claimant now condescends .to submit to examination if it is set at his
convenience not less than five days before a hearing.

The Board has decided to remand this matter but without precedent for
similarly excusing similar intrasigence in future cases. The claimant is
to be scheduled for examination. The Hearings Division shall within reason
and without disruption of other natters regularly scheduled, set the matter
for hearing within five days following the scheduled examination. The
employer is to assume the cost of the medical examination but the workman
is to assume the expenses of his return to Oregon.

The matter is accordingly remanded for hearing.

No notice of appeal is deemed applicable,

WCB #70-1019  pril 5, 1971

JOSUPil CfORCh SMITH, Claimant.
Cehlen tj I.arimcr, Claimant's  t tvs,
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant
sustained a compensable accidental injury on March 21, 1969 and, if so,
whether the claimant's claim for benefits and request for hearing is timely
filed.
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The claimant was the president of a small oil products corporation. At 
some time in 1969 he startcJ having back trouble. On April 9, 1%9 he was 
working underneath a tractor at home and went to a doctor the next day. A 
claim Has made to the State Accic~ent Insurance fund on· :icptenber 18, l!J69. 
This clair.i was denied, The onl:' request for hearin,t; filed with the \ior!:
nen's Compensation Board 1vas with respect to this accident of i\1.ril 9, 19(,9, 
but that accident is not the basis of the clain or hearin~ on revieh'• nay 
a claimant utilize an erroneous request +'or he:iring \•;ith respect to a non
compensable incident to sustain a rir,ht to Jic:iring on :motlier incident with 
respect to which no re~uest for hearinr was ever mmle to the ~orkmen's 
Compensation Board? The aller,ed fall fror.i a truck on : 1.1rch 21, l~)(,~l w;is 
not filed with the State Accident l:istirancc Fund until March 20, 1970, and 
no request for hcarinr, as to this incident a11;1cars to have ever been filed. 
It was not just a matter of erroneous dating since co~plctcly sepnrnblc 
anJ distinct r.1echanics of al lcgcd injury are reci tcd. 

The claimant sets fort!1 rather tcchnicnl arrur.ients in fovor of per
mitting unlimited tine to proceed. ilc allcrcs in his brief that as l)resi
dent of the corporation he kne\-. of the acciJcnt when it lw:,rencd :rnd no 
notice was ever required to be riadc. !•: the cnnloyer ''knew," '.lS an 
employer tl1ere was an even greater delinquency in notice since the c~ployer 
is recp1ircc.J to notify the State Accident lnsur:rncc Fund within Five <lays of 
an accident which mav result in n. cl::iiri, The clai:1ant 1·.'::ints to hide hehind 

. . ' 
the corporate veil 1·1hcn that suits his purpose and to assert the corporate 
veil for other purposes. The claimant's technical apprcrnch to this issue 
opens another question, The only evidence 1.,:ith respect to conduct of the 
business reflects that it ~as op~rated as a partnership. See Tr. rQs. 21, 
23, 25. As a partner the claimant bc::1rs a hir,)1er standard of 11roor with 
respect to any claim. \otc ORS 656.128(3). · 

With respect to 1-;hcthcr the claimant fell off the truck on 11arch 21, 
1969, the lien.ring Officer conclmle<l that the incident occurred, The Board 
notes discrepancies in the evidence stronRlY im!icatinp that no such inci
c.Jent occurred in rlarch of 1969. The claimant testified he had no b;:icl: 
trouhle prior to falling from the truck. llis "erroneous" claim as to 
April 9, 1969 recited "b::ick had been botherinr. a couple of' months pre
viously." The doctor's report of Dr. Cullen, l'.C., also gave a history of 
two months of back trou\Jlc prior to the April 0, 1969 incident. The claim
ant's partner signed a statement g'iving Jarniary or- 1968 as the elate of a 
truck incident. Upon hearinr.: he conceded he riay have been in error as to 
the year. 111is falls a couple of months short of the date asserted by the 
claimant. The ,,:eight of the evidence stron;:ly supports a conclusion that 
the claimant's problem started in January -- not ~arch and that a date 
1-1as selected to hring the matter ,d thin wh.at · 1·:ns concluded to he a one 
year limitation. 

The Board concludes and finds that the clain:rnt di(: not sustain n 
compensable injury as alleged on 'l::irch 21, 1969, that if he did sustain an 
accidental injury on that date the claim is barred by untimely filing 
prejud.icing the State Acci<lcnt insurance Fund administntion of the claim 
and th::it tlte matter should never have been subr1i tted to hear.in~ on the 
basis of a request for hearing directed toward another admittedly non
cornpensable injury. 

r:or the reasons stated, the order of the !learin?, Officer is a<'fimed. 
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The claimant was the president of a small oil products corporation.  t
some time in 1969 he started having back trouble. On  pril 9, 1969 he was
working underneath a tractor at home and went to a doctor the next day.  
claim was made to the State  ccident Insurance Fund on' September 18, 1969,
This claim was denied. The only request for hearing filed with the Work
men's Compensation Board was with respect to this accident of  pril 9, 1969,
but that accident is not the basis of the claim or hearing on review. May
a claimant utilize an erroneous request for hearing with respect to a non-
compensable incident to sustain a right to hearing on another incident with
respect to which no request for hearing was ever made to the Workmen's
Compensation Board? The alleged fall from a truck on March 21, 1969 was
not filed with the State  ccident Insurance Fund until Marcli 20, 1970, and
no request for hearing as to this incident appears to have ever been filed.
It was not just a matter of erroneous dating since completely separable
and distinct mechanics of alleged injury are recited.

The claimant sets forth rather technical arguments in favor of per
mitting unlimited time to proceed, i!e alleges in his brief that as presi
dent of the corporation he knew of the accident when it happened and no
notice was ever required to be made. If the employer "knew," as an
employer there was an even greater delinquency in notice since the employer
is required to notify the State  ccident Insurance Fund within five days of
an accident which may result in a claim. The claimant wants to hide behind
the corporate veil when that suits his purpose and to assort the corporate
veil for other purposes. The claimant's technical approach to this issue
opens another question. The only evidence with respect to conduct of the
business reflects that it was operated as a partnership. See Tr, Pgs. 21,
23, 25.  s a partner the claimant bears a higher standard of proof with
respect to any claim. Note ORS 656.128(3).

With respect to whether the claimant fell off the truck on Marcli 21,
1969, the Hearing Officer concluded that the incident occurred. The Board
notes discrepancies in tiic evidence strongly indicating that no such inci
dent occurred in Marcli of 1969. The claimant testified he had no back
trouble prior to failing from the truck. Mis "erroneous" claim as to
 pril 9, 1969 recited "back had been bothering a couple of months pre
viously." The doctor's report of Dr. Cullen, D.C., also gave a history of
two months of back trouble prior to the  pril 9, 1969 incident. The claim
ant's partner signed a statement giving January of 1968 as the date of a
truck incident. Uponhearing he conceded he may have been in error as to
the year. TTiis falls a couple of months short of the dateasserted by the
claimant. The weight of the evidence strongly supports a conclusion that
the claimant's problem started in January not March and that a date
was selected to bring the matter within what was concluded to be a one
year limitation.

The Board concludes and finds that the claimant did not sustain a
compensable injury as alleged on 'larch 21, 1969, that if he did sustain an
accidental injury on that date the claim is barred by untimely filing
prejudicing the State  ccident Insurance Fund administration of the claim
and that the matter should never have been submitted to hearing on the
basis of a request for hearing directed toward another admittedly non
conpensable injury.

For the reasons stated, the order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.
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#70-1491 April 8, 1971 

.JOHN TREAO\vELL, Claimant. 
Peterson, Chaivoc & Peterson, Claimant's Attys. 
ftequcst for Review b;' Employer. 

rzeviewed by Commissi0ners \''i lson, Callahan cind '1oore. 

The above entitled rnc1ttcr involves procedural issues as well as the 
me1·its of 11•hcther the clair:ant' s '1rohable ostenmyf'litis, first diar-noscd 
in October o+· 1967, is cor,;,cllS~tbl\· related to ;in ~ccidcnt of' .Time 24, 1966 
when the clainant Nas drivintr. a Conestoga 1rnron, The oxen st:.nnpeded 
and the cl;:1imant slipned in the n111d in jurnninrr from the 1·rnp:on with the 
wagon then nassinr over ltis rirrht le"'., This scene arose durin"'. the fil111in0. 
of a notion picture. In kccni nn , .. ·i th the code of the olcl h'Cst, the 
claimant stayed on the ioh 1,1ithout lnss nr tiric. oht;:.ininrr conservative 
medical care. 

The cl:=ii1,1ant was not x-r;ircd i1ut suhscflucnt +"i lr:s reflect that the 
tibula sustained a fracture. There 1·:as nn oncn ,,·,Hmc! 1.'11ich dcvelone(! ;:i 

drainaPc, There is no rccnrd n•' ;inv other tr;nm,1 1'.•hich could possi!Jlv 
have produced infection at the site of the wound cwscd bv the accident 
Nith the wagon. 

The claimant moved fro::, nreron. The claim wns closed administratively 
by the Workmen 1 s Compensation l'ioard ,1s a !:lcdic.'11 onlv claim. Pursuant to 
[3oar<l Rule of l'roccdurc 4,<ll A, formal detcrminntion orders do not issue 
in such cases. 1'.'ithout more it ,wuld appear t!:;it rWS f,::;6.~19 would nre
cludc a hcarin.1: in such matters. 

In the instant case tlic c,crilo'•er treated '.J rem,est tn reopen the cl;:ii:1 
as a cl,1im for aggravation 1-•hicll 1,,as denier!. 1'.ule of !'yocedure 7.02 deems 
claims of ar~ravation to have the dignity of claims in the first instance. 
;\ t!cnial is sub_iect to the rules applicable to denials of" the oridnal 
claim subJ cct only to the renui romcnt of corroborati vc r1edic;;i l evidence 
conforning to ORS 656.271. 

If the c;;mloyer•s contention is correct, the clair;1:int cannot be he:1rd 
because it is too late to rc(]ucst ;i hearinr- on the nrini.nal closure ::ind 
the record reflects a contjnu:'ltinn rather than an :i1•r:rr>\';:tion of the 
oriµi1rnl problem. The Boord nt this 11oint c011c1udcs the evidence l<'.IS suf
ficient to .iustify a hearinrr ;it lc:..st upon the issue of ng~ravation. Ic 
not• any acceptance Ji~, the Board of j urisJiction Intl)' be i usti fied under the 
01m motion authority vested in the iloilrd by ems <i56.278. The 1•;eight of 
the evidence is such that the Roa rd mav no1-; consider the ncri ts wi tliout 
rc1?,c1rd to whether the cl;;iirn,mt, as n ~ntter of rir:ht, could hrinp: the matter 
to a hearinr,. There is also the continuin)". res)1onsibility for rc17uired 
medical services ir,,posed by ORS (>56, 24S rc,inrdless of \·,hcthcr the claiM has 
been closed. 

The course of the disability and req11i red treatment is ollt lined in the 
order of the Jlcarinr. CJ fficer and nee(! not lw repeated he,·c. Suf:'"ice it 
to say that the record reflects n nroblcr.1 ori.dnatinp. with the fal 1 frol'l 
the wagon and continuing with periods of ex~.cerbation and remission rer1uir
inr, treatment to the date of hearing. 
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WCB #70-1491  pril 8, 1971

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves procedural issues as well as the
merits of whether the claimant's probable osteomyelitis, first diagnosed
in October of 1967, is compensably related to an .accident of June 24, 1966
when the claimant was driving a Conestoga wagon. The oxen stampeded
and the claimant slipped in the mud in jumping from the wagon with the
wagon then passing over his rirht ley. This scene arose during the filming
of a motion picture. In keening with the code of the old west, the
claimant stayed on the job without loss o+' time, obtaining conservative
medical care.

The claimant was not.x-rayed but subscouent films reflect that the
tibula sustained a fracture. There was an open wound which developed a
drainage. There is no record of anv other trauma which could possible
have produced infection at the site of the wound caused bv the accident
with the wagon.

The claimant moved from Oregon, The claim was closed administratively
by the Workmen's Compensation board as a medical only claim. Pursuant to
Board Rule of Procedure 4.01  , formal determination orders do not issue
in such cases. Without more it would appear that OILS 656..719 would pre
clude a hearing, in such matters.

In the instant case the employer treated a request to reopen the claim
as a claim for aggravation which was denied. Rule of Procedure 7.02 deems
claims of aggravation to have the dignity of claims in the first instance.
 denial is subject to the rules applicable to denials of the original
claim subject only to the romiiromcnt of corroborative medical evidence
conforming to ORS 656.271.

If the employer's contention is correct, the claimant cannot be heard
because it is too late to request a hearing on the original closure and
the record reflects a continuation rather than an aggravation of the
original problem. The Board at this point concludes the evidence was suf
ficient to justify a hearing at least upon the issue of aggravation. If
not, any acceptance by the Board of jurisdiction may be justified under the
own motion authority vested in the board by ORS 656.27S. The weight of
the evidence is such that the Board may now consider the merits without
regard to whether the claimant, as a matter of right, could bring the matter
to a hearing. There is also the continuing responsibility for required
medical services imposed by ORS 656.245 regardless of whether the claim has
been closed.

The course of the disability and required treatment is outlined in the
order of the Hearing Officer and need not be repeated here. Suffice it
to say that the record reflects a problem originating with the fall from
the wagon and continuing with periods of exacerbation and remission requir
ing treatment to the date of hearing.

JOHN TRE DWELL, Claimant.
Peterson, Chaivoe 5 Peterson,. Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Employer.
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full extent of the eH1ployer' s lic1bili t)' i\'as not fixed by the 
Ilcaring Officer. The issue resolved Has basically limited to whether 
the claimant's continuing nedical problems were compensal,lc. 

For the further reasons set fort'.1 1 the Board concludes that the 
result reached liy the ltearinr, Officer order should be and is hereby affirmed. 

Pursuant to ORS 6S6.382 and 656,386, counsel for claimant is allowed the 
further fee of $2S0 payable hy the emnloyer for services on review. 

\~CB lt70-777 

LeROY SEAVY, Claimant. 
Emmons, Kyle 6 Kropp, Clnim;int's Attys. 
Request for 1·'.eview by Claiiaant. 

April 8, 1971 

l!cvic1,ed by Commissioners liilson, Callahan and '1oorc. 

The above entitled matter involves the tssue of tll1; extent of perma
nent disability sustained by a 44 year old plywood jitney operator who 
incurred a low back injury on February 2S, l:l6'.l i·:hen knocked from his 
machine by a collision 1,ith another jitney. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a deterr:in;.1tion issued findinr, the claimant 
to have an unschedulcJ dis;-1bi..lity of 32 degrees 0r 10°., o1: the workman. 
Upon he:nin::: this determination ,,;:is ;iffirmed. 

The clainant has been exa1'.,ineJ by nur..erous doctors incluuing the b;-ick 
evaluation c 1 ini c maintained b:· the li·orkmen' s Cor::pcns;:ition Board as part 
of its Ph)'sical Rehabi li t;i.tion Center facil it~, 1vhich found the claimant's 
recitation of symptoms are not supported by a.ny objective evidence of 
either orthopedic or neurolor.ical disorder. The clair.iant docs have 
psychophysiologic.:il problems with :i.nxiety and depression. There is some 
expression from the ?.ble Ur, Kimberley 1-!hich indicate his belief tlrnt there 
may be ~n organic base for com11L1ints. His opportunity to evaluate the 
claimant was quite limi tcd when conp;ircJ to that afforded by the doctors 
associ;itcd 1·:ith the Physical IZchabilitatinn Center. 1\ k1sic part of the 
claimant's problem is a circulatory problem prescntin~ sy~ptoms akin to 
heart difficulties which pre-existed the accident at issue and which 
potentially are generally limitinr. to the claimant's activities. 

T:1e claiwmt is now employed in boat sales ,,:ork. There is some dis
pute over 1·:liether there is a loss of earnin;~ ca~,cici ty attributable to the 
accident at issue. 

TI1e Board concurs wi t!1 the !lcarinri: CYficcr that the pcrr.anent clisabi Ii ty 
incurred by the clair.i<mt docs not exceed the 32 degrees heretofore Jctcr
r:1incJ as affirmed by the lfearinf. Officer. 

The order of the llcaring Officer is affirmed. 

-.248-

The full extent of the employer's liability was not fixed by the
Hearing Officer. The issue resolved was basically limited to whether
the claimant's continuing medical problems were compensable.

For the further reasons set forth, the Board concludes that the
result reached by the Hearing Officer order should be and is hereby affirmed.

Pursuant to OKS 656.382 and 656.586, counsel for claimant is allowed the
further fee of $250 payable by the employer for services on review.

WCB if70-777  pril 8, 1971

LcROY SE VY, Claimant.
Emmons, Kyle 8 Kropp, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed bv Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of perma
nent disability sustained by a 44 year old plywood jitney operator who
incurred a low back injury on February 2S, I960 when knocked from his
machine by a collision with another iitney.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant
to have an unscheduled disability of 52 degrees or 10% of the workman.
Upon hearing this determination was affirmed.

The claimant has been examined by numerous doctors including the back
evaluation clinic maintained by the Workmen's Compensation Board as part
of its Physical Rehabilitation Center facility which found the claimant's
recitation of symptoms are not supported by any objective evidence of
either orthopedic or neurological disorder. The claimant does have
psychophysiological problems with anxiety and depression. There is some
expression from the able Ur. Kimberley which indicate his belief that there
may be an organic base for complaints. His opportunity to evaluate the
claimant was quite limited when compared to that afforded by the doctors
associated with the Physical Rehabilitation Center.  basic part of the
claimant’s problem is a circulatory problem presenting symptoms akin to
heart difficulties which pre-existed the accident at issue and which
potentially are generally limiting to the claimant's activities.

The claimant is now employed in boat sales work. There is some dis
pute over whether there is a loss of earning capacity attributable to the
accident at issue.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer that the permanent disability
incurred by the claimant does not exceed the 32 degrees heretofore deter
mined as affirmed by the Hearing Officer.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.
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it(iS-2011 April 8 1 1971 

ROBERT E. ROYS!:, Claimant. 
Emmons, Kyle & Kropp, Claimant's Attys. 

The above entitled matter was rernandeJ for fllrthcr hcarin~ on 
March 25, EJ71, due to failuie to consider a lonr.-standin~ renuest for 
hearing 1~ith respect .to a clai1:1 of ar!r:ravn.tion. The no0rd is now aJvisecl 
the request for ar,gravation hcJrinr: h::1s been 1-;i thdrawn, 

The order of March 25, 1971, is accordingly set aside. 

The above entitled matter involves the clain of a 50 year old co
partner 1,;i th his 1;i !'"e in the oner:ition of a srwl 1 lor,~in;; corip;:iny in which 
he worked as a logr,er. On October :5, 1966, the cl;1im:1nt slirped. 11•hile 
placin1.; ;1 tong on a lor. and sustained an injurv to his lumbar l>ack. The 
injury, Jiar,nosecl as a ruptured intervertehr:1I disc on t!1e rir:ht side at 
the Lcl-5 level, \~as treated by the rcrforrn:mce of a lnri.inecto!:'y o;icr<1tion 
for the removal of the ruptured disc. 

The claim was closed December 9, 1968, by a detcrmin:1tion oc the 
Board's Closinf! 3nJ fvaluation Division pursuant to OP.S (i56.2(J8 ll'liich 
awarded the claimant permanent partial disability 01 3r,,4 degrees or 20~; 
loss of an arm by separation for unscheduled rlisability. The cl::1i1!1ant 1-ms 
dissatisfied h'ith this determination and requested 11 hc:iring three days 
later. 

On .1\ui:ust 12, 1969, the clair;ant filed a cL1i1:1 for intrenscd comrcn
sation on account of ap,gr;ivatj nn of the disnhi lit:, •.•:hich he sustained as a 
result of the October 3, l'.)b6 accidental in_iurv. 

The claimant's hearing was scheduled for \larch 30, }(170, relative 
to the extent of perJ:1anent disal,i lit~' 1,;hich resu I ted fron the October 3, 
1966 accidental in_iury. The clair.wnt 's rcm1cst for n henrinr for incrcnscd 
compensation on account of ar.gravation of i\11Q:ust 12, 1969 of the disability 
which resulted from the October .1. 1966 accidcnt:il iniury 1·:c1s not scheduled 
for hcarin~. 

The hearing held on i!arch :rn, 1970, w;:is restricted to the issue of the 
extent of permanent Jisahilitv 1,hich resulted fron tltc clairn,1nt 1 s compensable 
injury. The issue of the ap.gravation of the dis.:ibility sustained by the 
clairiant as :i- result of his cornr,cnsablc injurv Nr1s l:nowin1;ly left pendinr. 
for subsequent henrinf;. :--in hec1rin,., on the aq~ravation cl:1if'l hns since 
been held or scheduled. 

The hearing rcrrni.ned open until nctober lS, 1970, to 11ernit cross 
examination of a ricdical witness. The l!e<1rinr: Officer's order 1-1as rnadc and 
entered a short time thereafter without considerntion of the cbim of 
a,r,gravation pcndinf"! for over a year. The on!cr cr:mtcd the cl;iimant an 
award of permanent partial disahility of 192 degrees or 100; los~ of an arm 
by separation for unschc<luled disability. The State Accident Insurance Fund 
requested Roar<l reviC\v of this order of the llcarin.r Officer, 

The problem of evaluation of disnhility attributable to the accident 
is admittedly more difficult tlue to dcveloJments 1·1hich have no causal 
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WCP> #68-2011  pril 8, 1971

ROBERT E. ROYSLi, Claimant.
Emmons, Kvlc 8 Kropp, Claimant's  ttys.

The above entitled matter was remanded for further hearing on
March 25, 1971, due to failure to consider a long-standing request for
hearing with respect to a claim of aggravation. The Board is now advised
the request for aggravation hearing lias been v;ithdrawn.

The order of March 25, 1971, is accordingly set aside.

The above entitled matter involves the claim of a 50 year old co
partner with his wife in the operation of a small logging company in which
he worked as a logger. On October 3, 1966, the claimant slipped while
placing a tong on a log and sustained an injury to his lumbar back. The
injury, diagnosed as a ruptured intervertebral disc on the right, side at
the L4-5 level, was treated by the performance of a laminectomy operation
for the removal of the ruptured disc.

The claim was closed December 9, 1968, by a determination of the
Board's Closing and Evaluation Division pursuant to ORS 656.26S which
awarded the claimant permanent partial disability of 38.4 degrees or 20%
loss of an arm by separation for unscheduled disability. The claimant was
dissatisfied with this determination and requested a hearing three days
later.

On  ugust 12, 1969, the claimant filed a claim for increased compen
sation on account of aggravation of the disability which he sustained as a
result of the October 3, 1966 accidental injury.

The claimant's hearing was scheduled for March 30, 1970, relative
to the extent of permanent disability which resulted from the October 3,
1966 accidental injury. The claimant's request for a hearing for increased
compensation on account of aggravation of  ugust 12, 1969 of the disability
which resulted from the October 3, 1966 accidental injury was not scheduled
for hearing.

The hearing held on March 30, 1970, was restricted to the issue of the
extent of permanent disability which resulted from the claimant's compensable
injury. The issue of the aggravation of the disability sustained by the
claimant as a-result of his compensable injury was knowingly left pending
for subsequent hearing. No hearing on the aggravation claim has since
been held or scheduled.

The hearing remained open until October 15, 1970, to permit cross
examination of a medical witness. The Hearing Officer's order was made and
entered a short time thereafter without consideration of the claim of
aggravation pending for over a year. The order granted the claimant an
award of permanent partial disability of 192 degrees or 100% loss of an arm
by separation for unscheduled disability. The State  ccident Insurance Fund
requested Board review of this order of the Hearing Officer.

The problem of evaluation of disability attributable to the accident
is admittedly more difficult due to developments which have no causal
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to the accident but which do seriously affect the cl:dmant' s 
ability to return to regular suitable employ~ent. 

In this instance the Hearing Officer granted the maximum award 
cable at the time of the accident to unscheduled injuries. As long 
residual disabilities did not render the clai~ant totall)' disabled, 
maximum award was limited to the award payable for loss of an arm. 
resulting disability might exceed that allowable for loss of an arm 
the award of compensation could not. 

appli
as the 
the 
The 
but 

The Board concludes and finds that the claimant sustained a sub
stantial d~sabili ty. ln some aspects the award may appear to be libera.l 
but the Board concludes that the evidence is such that the Board cannot 
with conviction find that the Hearing Officer was in error. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is accordingly affirmed. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.382, counsel for claimant is allowed a fee of 
$250 payable by the State Accident Insurance Fund for services on review. 

lvCB #70-2021 April 8, 1971 

JERRY BITZ, Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant I s A ttys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Hilson, Callahan and Moore. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 29 year 
old gear locker mechanic sustained any permanent disability as the result 
of a rather spectacular accident on ~lay 6, 1969, Nhen he fell into a truck 
frame and was pinned by the descending bed of the truck. 

The claim was closed pursuant to ORS 656.268 finding there to be no 
residual permanent partial disability. This determination was affirmed by 
the Hearing Officer. 

The claimant returned to his former el'lployment. lie claims to have 
been favored at first by fellow enployees in _iob assignments hut it appears 
that he has been carrying out his full work load for over a year:. There is 
no limitation in his ability to perfom his former work including substan
tial overtime, but he does occasionally have soMe clisconfort. It is not 
discomfort per sc which justifies an award of compensation. It is only 
disabling pain with a prognosis of pemanent limitation of work function 
which can serve as the basis for an award of permanent partial disability. 

The 11oarc.l concurs 1,ith the l!earin.r: Officer that the evic1encc falls short 
of reflecting any pernanent disahility, At best there is an occasional 
complaint consistent only with the concept that clafr1 is being mil.de for an 
award of conr,ensation. :~ei thcr the riedical opinions nor the claimant's 
recent work record l\!Oulcl support anv findinp of perrwncnt nartia 1 disahi li ty 
attributable to the accident. 

The orc.lcr of the Hearinr. Officer is affi med, 
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relation to the accident but which do seriously affect the claimant's
ability to return to regular suitable employment.

In this instance the Hearing Officer granted the maximum award appli
cable at the time of the accident to unscheduled injuries.  s long as the
residual disabilities did not render the claimant totally disabled, the
maximum award was limited to the award payable for loss of an arm. The
resulting disability might exceed that allowable for loss of an arm but
the award of compensation could not.

The Board concludes and finds that the claimant sustained a sub
stantial disability. In some aspects the award may appear to be liberal
but the Board concludes that the evidence is such that the Board cannot
with conviction find that the Hearing Officer was in error.

The order of the Hearing Officer is accordingly affirmed.

Pursuant to ORS 656.382, counsel for claimant is allowed a fee of
$250 payable by the State  ccident Insurance Fund for services on review.

WCB #70-2021  pril 8, 1971

JERRY BITZ, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson 5  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.
The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the 29 year

old gear locker mechanic sustained any permanent disability as the result
of a rather spectacular accident on May 6, 1969, when lie fell into a truck
frame and was pinned by the descending bed of the truck.

The claim was closed pursuant to ORS 656.268 finding there to be no
residual permanent partial disability. This determination was affirmed by
the Hearing Officer.

The claimant returned to his former employment, lie claims to have
been favored at first by fellow employees in job assignments but it appears
that he has been carrying out his full work load for over a year. There is
no limitation in his ability to perform his former work including substan
tial overtime, but he does occasionally have some discomfort. It is not
discomfort per sc which justifies an award of compensation. It is only
disabling pain with a prognosis of permanent limitation of work function
which can serve as the basis for an award of permanent partial disability.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer that the evidence falls short
of reflecting any permanent disability.  t best there is an occasional
complaint consistent only with the concept that claim is being made for an
award of compensation. Neither the medical opinions nor the claimant's
recent work record would support any finding of permanent partial disability
attributable to the accident.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed,
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!1, l'.171 

!lODNEY I.. LOMJ, Cl.i imant. 
Leonard .J. Keene, Claimant's Atty. 

The above entitled matter involves ::i cL1i1:1 of' aller,ed accidental injury 
of ;fovc1:1hcr 2~), l~l6~l. The cl:tin 1rns denied ,\pri I f\, 1'}70. The request 
for hc:irinJ'. 1 ✓ as not filed 1mtil ·1:1rch 15, 1~>71, Ion:: :1rtcr the <iO-U~O d:1vs 
permitted 1ly \lltS·(,~,<i.2(i2((,) anti Ul;S C,Sti.11'.l(:'). 

The rcqllcst for hc;ir,ii:P w;1s :1ccomp:111icd J.,y :1 :111rpDrtcd copy or :t 

Jetter allegedly ;1ddresscd to the t·:orkncn's C0!'1pen'.;:1ti<!ll llo:ird lic;iring a 
date of May· 1, l~l71l. 

The order of the llcarin!'. '.lfficer .li~;ni:;sini; the request for.he:1rinri 
\✓ .'lS entered lvi t:hout cntcrtai.nj n;'. evidence 11i th respect to l·Tl1cthcr tile ;11-

le~C'd letter of ;-lay :-i, l'l:'11 11':1'.; ('\'Cr filed witli tlw 'i''nrknen's Cor.ipensatinn 
Board. i\ny rcvie1, by tl:c Lo:rnl 1m11ld lie prc11;1t11rc 111 the ahscncc nl° evi
dence tlf'Clll tl1is point. 

!n :1id of further pr·ncu:,:iw''; the Jlo;1rd i'olln\,'; tile intcrprct:;1tin11 nf 
the workd "Li.ling" as set fnrtl1 In l:c b:tr'.ncr's !:state, lE:.! llr YlO. To lie 
filed• tile request for lie:1ri11P. r1ust he clclivcn!d to :111d received Ii:· the 
\'!orkrnen's Cornpcns:1ti.011 1:o:1rd t0 he effective. Tlte l\oard also notes fur 
the record that one of the reasons for lc1:islati \'e extension or the 
statutory limit fnm <,O to ISO davs :·:as to :1vnid li:1nlslti.p :nisin)'. frcm the 
forw~t· <,il d:1y li1:1it. 

Tltc m;1tter is ;1ccon:i11:•.l'i 1T:.andcd for ;,1·,,":" of the issue of 1,lic11, 
if ever, the purported r-cc11c::t 1-<•r hc:11·.in!'. d:1tc1! '!:i,, :., l~l,0 w:is ,:vcr 
filcJ h'itl1 t!ic l!orkrncn's (r,:q1c11•,::tion i:o:1rd. 

No notice of :q,pc:il. is i!ecr:1ed .. 1Pplicil,lc. 

HUBlYT,\ ,l;\\J';, t:lai1;1;rnt. 
l'oz:.:i, \·.'i hon ;; /\tchiso11, 

;\Pr: 1 12, 1 ~)7 l 

l:11J:1:t11t's Attys. 

Tl1c :il,n\·e entitled r;:1ti('r iino(,~e•; th'..· l'.;•;1w :\t. t!1c extent o' 1wr,·::1-
ncnt di:;;1! 1 i litv :;usta.inctl ! :' :1 \<, year old "r·nccr\' clc-dz ;1~; :• rcs11!t 0:· 

l>ci.np, stn1ck in the kicL liy :1 cooler dc•or n11 .J11lv :;1, l'lr.::. T!ic cl:1ii;,;1nt 
h:1d ;i previous 11on-i11i!11stri:1llv rcl;1ted kid: 11rol1!c1•1 i'nr ,-:11ich s11rr;cry 
had J,ccn pcrf'orr1cd. 

1'11rs11:111t to !!IZ'., (i\<,.2<,~;, ti;<~ clain /'qr the :1cci.dcn, of .J11l?, l'.l(,8 ,vas 
closed h'ithout :11·:1rd of ~icrr•1:1ncnt (lis:,:,ilit\·. Hpon he:1r11: 0 ::n ·n,:ird of 1m
'.;clicdulcd 'dis:il,i ! it\' (,1· :·i} dc11.rccs 1 ;1•·, ,,:1,'c. Tlic c·1ai;·•:1r:t 1·(•,111(";t:ed ;1 revic1,,, 
l,11t the Board i'..; nrn1 :1,!\1 ised th:1t 1!1,· i:;•;1!(' or extent 01· 1ic1T1 :rnc11t dis
:il•ility is prc•;r:11tlv 11c,nt due to the 1Tn'w1:i11,, 0 1· the cl:1i,·, 1':q· rurther 
1«cclical care :Ille! co::111cns:1t.i.nn l;~• th<' ·-:t :1I(' ,\cc.idcnt lns:1r: 1 nu• 1·u11d. J\nv 
iss11e of the extent: 01· tc:11nnr:iry tot;1l dis:d,ili.ty ;md pcrl'l:rncnt p;1rti:1l 
dis;il,ility is s1il 1 iect t:o further lw:trirw and :ip:w:11 llf'(lll '.;ul scriuc11t rc
-closi.1q'. or tile clai11 pursuant tn (II:', <,r:;(,.;'(,:;. 

Tile rn:1ttcr is nccordint'.lY c!i:;r!i:;'.;cd. 

WCb II71-528  pril 8, 1.071

RODNLY 1.. LO N, Claimant.
Leonard J. Keene, Claimant's  tty.

The above entitled matter involves a claim of alleged accidental injury
of November 29, 1969. The claim was denied  pril 8, 1970. The request
for hearing was not filed until "larch 16, 1971, Ions', after the (>0-180 days
permitted by ORS'666.262(6) and ORb (>66.719(2).

The request for hearim; was accompanied by a purported copy of a
letter allegedly addressed to the Workmen's Compensation hoard bearing a
date of Mav'7, 1970.

• The order of the- llcariup. Off icer d.i snissi nr, the request for .lienrim;
was entered without entertaini nr. ev i dence with respect, to whether the a l
leged letter of May 7, 1970 was ever filed with the Workmen's Compensation
hoard.  ny review by the hoard would be premature in the absence of evi
dence upon this point.

In aid of further proceedings the hoard follows the interpretation of
the workd "fi linfi" as set forth In he Wapner* s ,'istatc, 182 Or .740. To be
filed, the request for hearing must: be delivered to and received by the
Workmen's .Compensation hoard to be effective. The hoard also notes for
the record that one of the reasons for legislative extension of the
statutory limit from 00 to 180 days was to avoid hardship arising from the
former 60 day limit.

The matter is accordin.!, 1 v pemanded for proof of the issue of" when,
if ever, the purported rcouest for hear! nr. dated May. 3, 1970 was ever
filed with the Workmen's, Compensation hoard.

No notice of appeal Is decried applicable.

WCU 07O-127S  pril 12, 1971

ROHLRT D VIS, Claimant.
I’ozzi, Wilson >i  tchison, Claimant's  t tvs.

The above entitled natter involves the issue of the extent oh perma
nent' disability sustained l.-v a 46 year old Grocery clerk as a result of
beinp struck in the back by a cooler door on duly .71, 19or.. The claimant
bad a previous non-Industria11v related bad: problem for which surpery
bad been performed.

Pursuant to ORS 666.2(>.S, the claim ('or the accident, of duly, 1968 was
closed without award of permanent, disability. Upon hearinr an award of un
scheduled 'disability of .72 decrees was made. The claimant requested a review,
hut the hoard is now advised that the issue of extent of permanent dis
ability is presently moot due to the reopenin' or the claim for further
medical care and compensation by the State  ccident Insurance fund.  nv
issue of the extent of temporary total disability and permanent parti a 1
disability is subicct to further hearing and appeal upon subsequent' re
dos inp, of the claim pursuant to MRS (>66.268.

The matter is accordingly dismissed.
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#69-1475 April 14, 1~71 

Gl\'[N TIIUP-IJER, Claimant. 
Sanders, Lively & ~iswall, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

neviewc<l by ComJTlissioners \\'ilson, Callahan and rlnore. 

The above entitled matter 1-rns heretofore before the JioarJ on 
August 21, 1970, with reference to the extent of ne1Tanent disability sus
tiancd by the 42 year old grocerv checker as the result of a back injury 
sustained on April 7, 1967. The matter was at th~t tine rcnanded to ob
tain further evidence with respect to a suhset1ucnt auto accident. The 
further evidence was obtained and the !!earing Officer affirmed his earlier 
determination of 80 degrees of disability, The accident occurred at a time 
when unscheduled <lisabili tics were required to be evaluated hy cormarin? 
-the disabling effect of the residu;d disabilitr to one of the- scheduled 
members. There is a reference in the llea.rinr. Officer order to the maxirmr.i 
allowable disability of 192 degrees, but no referfmcc to the particular 
member utilized. Since the 19::! degrees is the maxi11um and the amount 
allowable for the loss of an :nm, the 11osture on revie1•: is whether the 
claimant's <lisnLility is comparable to the loss of n little more than 40% 
of an arm. 

The record reflects a claimant who aclrnitte<lly has some degenerative 
process in her back an<l ,~ho has h0<l non-inclustrial exacerbations of that 
problem. It is a condition which in itself, without industrial injury. 
calls for avoid:rnce of heavy labor. The clain:mt' s basic 11ork experiences 
and trainin1; have been in lighter lahor but she h0s sh01m no inclination 
to return to such work. 

The claimant apparently does her housework \✓ ithout trouble. She 
maintains a 142 bowlinr, averap,e, lier bowling is within the limits of 
physical activity encouraged by her doctor, TI1ere appears to he little 
if any limitation in the claimant's activity ,~hen measured in the light of 
things she likes or enjoys doing. 

The initial determination a11•;i,rd in this matter 111c1s 19.2 degrees re
presentin_!; a co1:1p:,rison to a loss of 10".; of an arr. 3ttributable to this 
1nJury. TI1e Board concludes ;-ind finds that the 10°;, o:' :rn 0rr.1 is more 
realistic than the over 40~. Rl lowed by the llcarinp Officer. 

The order of the l!earin~ Officer is therefore set aside and the deter
mination order finding a disability comparahle to the loss o~ 10% of an arm 
is reinstated. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.313, no compensation paid pursuant to the order of 
the llcarinp, Officer is repayable. 

Counsel for clairi:mt is authorized to collect a further fee from the 
claimant of not to exceed S125 for services on review. 

-2S2-

WCB #69-1475 April 14, 1971

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter was heretofore before the Board on
 ugust 21, 1970, with reference to the extent of permanent disability sus-
tianed by the 42 year old grocery checker as the result of a back injury
sustained on  pril 7, 1967. The matter was at that time remanded to ob
tain further evidence with respect to a subsequent auto accident. The
further evidence was obtained and the Hearing Officer affirmed his earlier
determination of 80 degrees of disability. The accident occurred at a time
when unscheduled disabilities were required to be evaluated by comparing
-the disabling effect of the residual disability to one of the scheduled
members. There is a reference in the Hearing Officer order to the maximum
allowable disability of 192 degrees, but no reference to the particular
member utilized. Since the 192 degrees is the maximum and the amount
allowable for the loss of an arm, the posture on review is whether the
claimant's disability is comparable to the loss of a little more than 40%
of an arm.

The record reflects a claimant who admittedly lias some degenerative
process in her back and who has had non-industrial exacerbations of that
problem. It is a condition which in itself, without industrial injury,
calls for avoidance of heavy labor. The claimant's basic work experiences
and training have been in lighter labor but she has shown no inclination
to return to such work.

The claimant apparently does her housework without trouble. She
maintains a 142 bowling average. Her bowling is within the limits of
physical activity encouraged by her doctor. There appears to be little
if any limitation in the claimant's activity when measured in the light of
things she likes or enjoys doing.

The initial determination award in this matter was 19.2 degrees re
presenting a comparison to a loss of 10% of an arm attributable to this
injury. The Board concludes and finds that the 10% of an arm is more
realistic than the over 40% allowed by the Hearing Officer.

The order of the Hearing Officer is therefore set aside and the deter
mination order finding a disability comparable to the loss of 10% of an arm
is reinstated.

Pursuant to ORS 656.313, no compensation paid pursuant to the order of
the Hearing Officer is repayable.

Counsel for claimant is authorized to collect a further fee from the
claimant of not to exceed S125 for services on review'.

GWEN TI1URBER, Claiman .
Sanders, Lively § Wiswall, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Employer.
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#70-230 

CHARLES J. SllEYTIIE, Claimant. 
Emmons, Kyle & Kropp, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

April 14, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 64 year old lo~~er who was struck on the right arm 
and shoulder by a fallinr, tree on December 11, 1968. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 a determination.issued finding the claimant to 
have a permanent injury to the rirr,ht arm of 58 dcr,rees out of the allowable 
maximum of 192 degrees together with 8 de~recs for injury to the right leg 
out of the maximum of 150 degrees for loss of a lef, 

Upon hearing, the disability evaluation as to the leg was affirmed. 
-However, the Hearing Officer first rnade a separate evaluation of the arm and 
shoulder together with an increase in evaluation bnsed upon loss of carnin~ 
capacity. The order, which was subsequently amended, at this point al
located disability of 34 degrees to the arm, 8 dc~rees to the leg, 56 
degrees unscheduled and an additional factor of 38 degrees for the loss of 
earning factor. 

At this point the applicability of the roster v. SAIF decision became 
an issue (roster v. SAIF, 91 Adv 171). The llcaring Officer concluded that 
injury was received only by the arm and that he had erroneousli ma<le an award 
for unscheduled disability. The award was thereupon increased to 67 der-rees 
for the arm, dcletin~ the 56 deRrees unscheduled anJ retaining the 8 de~rees 
for the leg and 38 degrees for loss of earninr;s. The implication in the 
latest Hannan decision, 91 Adv 903, 906 is that extension of loss of earn
ings components to scheduled injury may have been in error, If so and i~ the 
claimant's disability is limited to scheduled awards, the allowance of 38 
<legrees for earninr,s factor upon the order on review would be in error. 

If the Board's evaluation of the evidence w,1.s that the claimant had 
received no injury per se to the shoulder, its problem in _this case would 
be more difficult due to the 11ncertaintles imposed hy the aforenentioned 
implications in the lfannan case concerning the earnings factor as to 
scheduled injuries, 

The Board, however, concludes that the history of the clairi in this 
case from its inception reflected direct trauma and strain to the shoulder. 
It is not a matter of an injury to the arr.i 1vith a secondary effect upon 
the higher structure. A significant'pnrt of the injury and.disability ap
pears to be within the anatomy adjacent tobut separate from the arm. lJncler 
the circumstances, the Board conclud~s that the first order of the llearing 
Officer m9re .closely approximates 'the basis upon·which the claimant should 
be compensated. The Board concurs with the llearirir, Officer finding in that 
order with respect to the residual effects of the accident. The claimant 
is not an uneducated logger. ffis background includes two years of college. 
He is retired from choice and not from necessity related to this accident. 

WCB #70-230  pril 14, 1971

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 64 year old logger who was struck on the right arm
and shoulder by a falling tree on December 11, 1968,

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 a determination issued finding the claimant to
have a permanent injury to the right arm of 58 degrees out of the allowable
maximum of 192 degrees together with 8 degrees for injury to the right leg
out of the maximum of 150 degrees for loss of a leg.

Upon hearing, the disability evaluation as to the leg was affirmed.
-However, the Hearing Officer first made a separate evaluation of the arm and
shoulder together with an increase in evaluation based upon loss of earning
capacity. The order, which was subsequently amended, at this point al
located disability of 34 degrees to the arm, 8 degrees to the leg, 56
degrees unscheduled and an additional factor of 38 degrees for the loss of
earning factor.

 t this point the applicability of the Poster v. S IF decision became
an issue (Foster v. S IF, 91  dv 171). The Hearing Officer concluded that
injury was received only by the arm and that he had erroneously made an award
for unscheduled disability. The award was thereupon increased to 67 degrees
for the arm, deleting the 56 degrees unscheduled and retaining the 8 degrees
for the leg and 38 degrees for loss of earnings. The implication in the
latest Hannan decision, 91  dv 903, 906 is that extension of loss of earn
ings components to scheduled injury may have been in error. If so and if the
claimant's disability is limited to scheduled awards, the allowance of 38
degrees for earnings factor upon the order on review would be in error.

If the Board's evaluation of the evidence was that the claimant had
received no injury per se to the shoulder, its problem in this case would
be more difficult due to the uncertainties imposed by the aforementioned
implications in the Hannan case concerning the earnings factor as to
scheduled injuries.

The Board, however, concludes that the history of the claim in this
case from its inception reflected direct trauma and strain to the shoulder.
It is not a matter of an injury to the arm with a secondary effect upon
the higher structure.  significant"part of the injury and disability ap
pears to be within the anatomy adjacent to but separate from the arm. Under
the circumstances, the Board concludes that the first order of the Hearing
Officer more.closely approximates the basis upon which the claimant should
be compensated. The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer finding in that
order with respect to the residual effects of the accident. The claimant
is not an uneducated logger. His background includes two years of college.
He is retired from choice and not from necessity related to this accident.

CH RLES J. SHEYTIIE, Claimant.
Emmons, Kyle 5 Kropp, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.
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amended order of December 16, 1970 is therefore set aside and the 
opinion of the llearing Officer of November 12, 1970 is reinstated. 

\'iCB #70-1465 

LOUIS DINNOCENZO, Claimant. 
Charles Paulson, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

April 14, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Nilson, Callahan nn<l ~loore. 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 57 year old warehouseman as the result of a fall 
on June 27, 1969. There was a fracture of the left pelvic bone that healed 
without displacement. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant 
to have an unschc<lulcd disability of 10% of the workM~n or 32 dagrees out 
of the allowable maximum of 320 degrees. This determination of disability 
was affirr.iec.! by the !!earing nff.icer. 

The problem of disability evaluation is complicated by the fact the 
claimant for at least 15 years has been l1othered by a peripheral vascular 
disease and has coilgenital and,<legenerative conditions in his spine. There 
is no evidence that these factors were materially affected by the accident. 
Progressive clisability unrelate<l to and unaffected by an accidental injury 
which progresses following an accident to produce greater clisabi li ty is not 
properly a basis for compensation. 

The claimant's objective syriptoms related to the fall of .June in 1969 
are minimal. The injury did not. preclude his return to work in August of 
1969. lie worked until November of 1969. The great weight of the evidence 
reflects that the unrelated conditions were then responsible for the 
claimant's cessation from 1-1ork, These y,rob lems were the basis of obtaining 
early retirement. 

The 13oard concludes that the accident at issue has caused only parti
ally disabling conditions. The nomirnll award of 32 degrees does not appear 
to give the claimant the benefit of the doubt surroundino, the permanent ef
fect of the accident because of the overriding degenerative conditions which 
subsequently appear to have taken their toll. 

The Board concludes and finds that an awarcl of 96 degrees is more 
appropriate under the circumstances. 

The order of the !!earing Officer is modified and the determination of 
permanent disability is increased from 32 to 96 degrees, 

Counsel for claimant is allowed ·a fee of 25°6 of the increase in com
pensation payable therefrom as paid. 

-254-

The amended order of December 16, 1970 is therefore set aside and the
opinion of the Hearing Officer of November 12, 1970 is reinstated.

WCB #70-1465  pril 14, 1971

LOUIS DINNOCENZO, Claimant.
Charles Paulson, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 57 year old warehouseman as the result of a fall
on June 27, 1969. There was a fracture of the left pelvic bone that healed
without displacement.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant
to have an unscheduled disability of 10% of the workman or 32 degrees out
of the allowable maximum of 320 degrees. This determination of disability
was affirmed by the Hearing Officer.

The problem of disability evaluation is complicated by the fact the
claimant for at least 15 years has been bothered by a peripheral vascular
disease and has congenital and.degenerative conditions in his spine. There
is no evidence that these factors were materially affected by the accident.
Progressive disability unrelated to and unaffected by an accidental injury
which progresses following an accident to produce greater disability is not
properly a basis for compensation.

The claimant's objective symptoms related to .the fall of June in 1969
are minimal. The injury did not preclude his return to work in  ugust of
1969. He worked until November of 1969. The great weight of the evidence
reflects that the unrelated conditions were then responsible for the
claimant's cessation from work. These problems were the basis of obtaining
early retirement.

The Board concludes that the accident at issue has caused only parti
ally disabling conditions. The nominal award of 32 degrees does not appear
to give the claimant the benefit of the doubt surrounding the permanent ef
fect of the accident because of the overriding degenerative conditions which
subsequently appear to have taken their toll.

The Board concludes and finds that an award of 96 degrees is more
appropriate under the circumstances.

The order of the Hearing Officer is modified and the determination of
permanent disability is increased from 32 to 96 degrees.

Counsel for claimant is allowed "a fee of 25% of the increase in com
pensation payable therefrom as paid.

4
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#69-1364 April 16, 1971 

LLOYD P. SAUVOLA, Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Revie~ by Clainant, 

Reviewed by Commissioners Nilson, Callahan and :1oore. 

The above entitled matter was heretofore the subj cct of a Bo:ird order 
on April 24, 1970 1.·hich was appealed to Circuit Court and by that Court 
ordered remanded to the Hearin,: Officer to adnit into evidence a report from 
Dr. Clarke of Dccer1ber 3 1 19(i'.) 1 solicited and obtained by claimant's counsel 
following the initial order of the l!earinr Off'iccr in this matter, The con
tents of the December 3 1 1969 report by Dr. Clarke Jo not appear to have 
been made with reference to any additional examination followinr the examina
tion and report of September 22 1 1969 which was alre:,<ly of record. 

The hearin.c: fol lowinP, rcr:ian<l resul tcd in no ne1-,1 evidence beyond the 
suppler.icntal post hearing report above ;,entioned. The clainant was ap
parently hospitalized frma a subsequent non-industri;il accident ,1nd was not 
available for further testirionv. The posture of the c;:isc is thus limited 
to an evaluation of the claimant's disability as of October 16, 1969 1 the 
date of the first hcarinl!, The fact th:it f1r. ('l;irkc' s su;1nlemental report 
was dated December 3, 1969 must be treated in the li 0ht that it refers to 
kno1vle<lge by the doctor of pre-Octoher l(J, 1~169 conditions. 

The claimant's accidental injury dates frora June 8. 1966 when he 
fell from the roof of a service station. The <leteminc1tion pursuant to 
ORS (>56.268 found a permanent disauility o!' 33 degrees for loss of use of 
the right leg. This award was increase<l to 55 degrees representinr a 
50°,; loss of the leg. No further evidence 1-:as taken on the leg ;m<l the 
disauility as to the ler, is <'lffirmed at SS degrees. 

As noted aliove, the matter was rerwnded by the Circuit Court for a 
consicleration of nr. Clarke's suppleriental post hearing report. At the 
second hearing the llcarinr, Officer found the clair,wnt to have unscheduled 
disability equal to the loss of 10~,; of :111 ·arn or 19,2 degrees. 

There was evidence from nr. Clarke's earlier report from which a back 
disability awar<l could have been made. ~either repnrt is conclusive of the 
issue, Tlie Board concurs 1vi th the !!earinr Officer in retrospect thiit the 
disability does not exceed lO"a of an am. 

The record reflects that the clain,rnt has returned successf'ully to his 
former rather arduous work. lie has some residual symptor.1s but these do not 
materially intefere with his work. The awards of 50% of one leg and 10~,; 
of an arm for the back appear to be riuite aderp1ate. The order of the Hearing 
Officer is affirmed. 

-255-

V.'CB #69-1364  pril 16, 1971

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter was heretofore the subject of a Board order
on  pril 24, 1970 which was appealed to Circuit Court and by that Court
ordered remanded to the Hearing Officer to admit into evidence a report from
Dr. Clarke of December 3, 1969, solicited and obtained by claimant's counsel
following the initial order of the Hearing Officer in this matter. The con
tents of the December 3, 1969 report by Dr. Clarke do not appear to have
been made with reference to any additional examination following the examina
tion and report of September 22, 1969 which was already of record.

The hearing following remand resulted in no new evidence beyond the
supplemental post hearing report above mentioned. The claimant was ap
parently hospitalized from a subsequent non-industrial accident and was not
available for further testimony. The posture of the case is thus limited
to an evaluation of the claimant's disability as of October 16, 1969, the
date of the first hearing. The fact that Dr. Clarke's supplemental report
was dated December 3, 1969 must be treated in the light that it refers to
knowledge by the doctor of pre-October 16, 1969 conditions.

The claimant's accidental injury dates from June 8, 1966 when he
fell from the roof of a service station. The determination pursuant to
ORS 656.268 found a permanent disability of 33 degrees for loss of use of
the right leg. This award was increased to 55 degrees representing a
50% loss of the leg. N'o further evidence was taken on the leg and the
disability as to the leg is affirmed at 55 degrees.

 s noted above, the matter was remanded by the Circuit Court for a
consideration of Dr. Clarke's supplemental post hearing report.  t the
second hearing the Hearing Officer found the claimant to have unscheduled
disability equal to the loss of 10% of an arm or 19.2 degrees.

There was evidence from Dr. Clarke's earlier report from which a back
disability award could have been made. Neither report is conclusive of the
issue. The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer in retrospect that the
disability does not exceed 10% of an arm.

The record reflects that the claimant has returned successfully.to his
former rather arduous work. He has some residual symptoms but these do not
materially intefere with his work. The awards of 50% of one leg and 10%
of an arm for the back appear to be quite adequate. The order of the Hearing
Officer is affirmed.

LLOYD P. S UVOL , Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson 5  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.



 

   
    
   

  

            
            
               

               
             

             
             

           
            

   

             

            
     

      

    

  
     
    

      

             
            

              

         
       

             
           

             
 

             
           

            
     

            
             

       

#70-801 

The Beneficiaries of 
ROY J. BUIIRLE, Deceased, 
Coons & Malagon, /\ttys, 

April 16, 1971 

The above entitled natter involves the issue of whether Roy .J. Buhrle 
was permanently and totally disabled as the result of an accident of 
April 10, 1967 when he met his death from unrelated causes on August 29, 1969, 
At the time of his death he was receiving benefits on the basis of temporary 
total disability. Due to the death of the decedent's wife and three children 
in the same accident which claimed the decedent, and the death of another 
child from another accident, the only beneficiary is a 14 year old daughter, 
Linda. 

Upon hearin~. the !learinr nfficer found the clair1ant to have been 
permanently and totally disabled at the time of his death and ordered pay
ment of compensation accordin~ly, 

A request for review was made by the employer but has now been withdrawn. 

The matter is accordingly dismissed and the order of the llearing Officer 
becomes final by operation of law. 

No notice of appeal is deemed applicable, 

WCl3 1/70-1098 Apri 1 16, 1971 

IIENRY BIU CIIT, Claimant, 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys, 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

Reviewed by Commissioners l'Jilson, Callahan and 1loorc. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether a 23 year old 
factory handyman sustained a compensable injury on August 25, 1969 when he 
was allegedly struck on the rir:ht knee by the stee 1 door of a bailinp 
machine. 

The claimant had a preexisting condition known as Osgoocl-Schlatters 
disease from which he has suffered since childhood. 

No written notice of the alleged accident was given until April 7, 1970, 
The claimant had frequently reported every conceivable minor accident to the 
employer. In this case it is conten<le<l the natter was verbally reported to 
a foreman. 

At the two hearings the claimant first elected to assert the day of ac
cident as Aur,ust 18th and later re-asserted August 25th. The clainant' s 
emp loyrnent was terminated Septenber 15, 196~1 in a work dispute though the 
claimant asserts his knee was responsible. 

The denial of the claim Ly the State Accident Insurance Fund was af
firmed by the llearing Officer. The Board is not unanirious in its affirmation 
of the Ilea ring Officer. The majority consideration follows: 
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WCB #70-801

The Beneficiaries of
ROY J. BUIIRLE, Deceased.
Coons 5 Malagon,  ttys.

 pril 16, 1971

The above entitled natter involves the issue of whether Roy J. Buhrle
was permanently and totally disabled as the result of an accident of
 pril 10, 1967 when he met his death from unrelated causes on  ugust 29, 1969
 t the time of his death he was receiving benefits on the basis of temporary
total disability. Due to the death of the decedent's wife and three children
in the same accident which claimed the decedent, and the death of another
child from another accident, the only beneficiary is a 14 year old daughter,
Linda.

Upon hearing, the Hearing Officer found the claimant to have been
permanently and totally disabled at the time of his death and ordered pay
ment of compensation accordingly.

 request for review was made by the employer but has now been withdrawn

The matter is accordingly dismissed and the order of the Hearing Officer
becomes final by operation of law.

No notice of appeal is deemed applicable.

VvCB #70-1098  pril 16, 1971

HENRY BRIGHT, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson f,  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether a 23 year old
factory handyman sustained a compensable injury on  ugust 25, 1969 when he
was allegedly struck on the right knee by the steel door of a bailing
machine.

The claimant had a preexisting condition known as Osgood-Schlatters
disease from which he has suffered since childhood.

No written notice of the alleged accident was given until  pril 7, 1970,
The claimant had frequently reported every conceivable minor accident to the
employer. In this case it is contended the matter was verbally reported to
a foreman.

 t the two hearings the claimant first elected to assert the day of ac
cident as  ugust 18th and later re-asserted  ugust 25th, The claimant's
employment was terminated September 15, 1969 in a work dispute though the
claimant asserts his knee was responsible.

The denial of the claim by the State  ccident Insurance Fund was af
firmed by the Hearing Officer. The Board is not unanimous in its affirmation
of the Hearing Officer. The majority consideration follows:

-256-



          
            
              

              
         
             

           
           

           
              

           
              

            
           

            
           

          
           

            
   

           
             
             
           

             
           
              
         

             
          

             
            
               
         

     

            
         

          
           

         
             
             

           
             
            
          
            

           

arc several areas of inconsistency in the claimant's testimony 
as well as evidence impeaching his testimony. The claimant swore under oath 
that he never had any problems with the knee prior to the alleged accident. 
Ile was unable to explain how an examining doctor some four months prior to 
the accident' recorJed in his notes, "occas.ional <lisabili ty right knee." 
He was forced to acknowledge a sidewalk fall injurinp. the snme knee several 
years before. Pl'.evious trouble with the knee would not preclude further 
1n3ury. The underlying disahili ty might well be a factor predisposing the 
knee-to further injury, This bit is important because the claimant's 
testimony with respect to an important phase of the case was found to be 
unreliable. 

The fact that a claimant cannot remember whether an accident was 
August 18th or 25th is not in itself damaginr, to the merits of a claim. 
The selection of the date of August 25th, however, brought about an im
plausible explanation concernin~ medical care bcinr, given to his wife at 
Bess Kaiser Hospital and refused as to the claimant, despite the wife's 
entitlement to medical care at that facility being continp.cnt upon the 
claimant first being entitled thereto. The claimant's coverage with Bess 
Kaiser was not cancelled until Nover.iher, 1969. The llearinr, Officer concluded 
the claimant's story of attempting to obtain medical attention on that date 
was just a story. 

The mechanics of the alleged accident were a.lso chan?,cd during the 
course of the hearing when it appeared that the accident could not have 
happened in the manner first described. The door could not have opened as 
claimed and the claimant could not have struck the door as testified. 

The selection of Au~ust 25th ns the date also removed from Dr. Vore's 
area of speculation the possibility that there could have been some ef
fusion at the site of the alleged injury nine da.ys before, There was no 
effusion when Dr. Vore exarained the claimant on August 27th. 

The majori t~• vote that the Board does not have the ~dvantage of the 
Hearing Offi-cer who observed the claimant. The. llearinr, Of'ficer particularly 
had the advantage of observing the demeanor of the witness as various facets 
of his testir.iony were changed so as to accommodate to otherwise impeaching 
facts. /\s in Moore v. U. S. Plywood, 89 Adv 831, Or Ar!', the alleged ac
cident was unwitnessed. The surroundin~ circumstances and credibility of 
the claimant are quite i~portant. • 

The majority concur with the llearinr, Offifer :.md concludes and finds that 
the claimant did not sustain a compensable injury as allc.~ed. 

There is one phase of the Ilearinr, Officer order which'reouires r.odi
fication. After findinr, the cl1timant not to have sustained a compensable 
injury, the llearinr, Officer ordered cor.1pensation for teri!)orary total dis
ability paid between April 7, 1970 ancl May 22, 1970. The written notice 
required from the workman was not given until April 7, 1970. The claim 
was denied May 22, 1970. The Hearing Officer interprete<l ORS 656.262 
and Board Rule 2.02 to require an employer or the State Accident Insurance 
Fund to pay conpensation on non-valid claims until denied, That has not 
been the Board interpretation. Compensation is so payable on valid claims. 
The law gives employers and the State Accident Insurance Fund 60 days 
within which to deny claims. Compensation may be paid without waiver of 
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There are several areas of inconsistency in the claimant's testimony
as well as evidence impeaching his testimony. The claimant swore under oath
that he never had any problems with the knee prior to the alleged accident,
lie was unable to explain how an examining doctor some four months prior to
the accident recorded in his notes, "occasional disability right knee."
He was forced to acknowledge a sidewalk fall injuring the same knee several
years before. Previous trouble with the knee would not preclude further
injury. The underlying disability might well be a factor predisposing the
knee to further injury. This bit is important because the claimant's
testimony with respect to an important phase of the case was found to be
unreliable.

The fact that a claimant cannot remember whether an accident was
 ugust 18th or 25th is not in itself damaging to the merits of a claim.
The selection of the date of  ugust 25th, however, brought about an im
plausible explanation concerning medical care being given to his wife at
Cess Kaiser Hospital and refused as to the claimant, despite the wife's
entitlement to medical care at that facility being contingent upon the
claimant first being entitled thereto. The claimant's coverage with Bess
Kaiser was not cancelled until November, 1969. The Hearing Officer concluded
the claimant's story of attempting to obtain medical attention on that date
was just a story.

The mechanics of the alleged accident were also changed during the
course of the hearing when it appeared that the accident could not have
happened in the manner first described. The door could not have opened as
claimed and the claimant could not have struck the door as testified.

The selection of  ugust 25th as the date also removed from Dr. Vore's
area of speculation the possibility that there could have been some ef
fusion at the site of the alleged injury nine days before. There was no
effusion when Dr. Vore examined the claimant on  ugust 27th.

The majority vote that the Board does not have the advantage of the
Hearing Officer who observed the claimant. The Hearing Officer particularly
had the advantage of observing the demeanor of the witness as various facets
of his testimony were changed so as to accommodate to otherwise impeaching
facts.  s in Moore v. U. S. Plywood, 89  dv 831, Or  pp, the alleged ac
cident was unwitnessed. The surrounding circumstances and credibility of
the claimant are quite important. •

The majority concur with the Hearing Officer and concludes and finds that
the claimant did not sustain a compensable injury as alleged.

There is one phase of the Hearing Officer order which‘renuires modi
fication.  fter finding the claimant not to have sustained a compensable
injury, the Hearing Officer ordered compensation for temporary total dis
ability paid between  pril 7, 1970 and May 22, 1970. The written notice
required from the workman was not given until  pril 7, 1970, The claim
was denied May 22, 1970. The Hearing Officer interpreted ORS 656.262
and Board Rule 2.02 to require an employer or the State  ccident Insurance
Fund to pay compensation on non-valid claims until denied. That has not
been the Board interpretation. Compensation is so payable on valid claims.
The law gives employers and the State  ccident Insurance Fund 60 days
within which to deny claims. Compensation may be paid without waiver of
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right to contest the claim. If compensation is not paid the employer 
or the State Accident Insurance Fund do so at the risk of having such 
failure to pay deemed an unreasonable delay in y,ayr:ient. There can be no 
unreasonable delay in payment of compensation for invalid claiP1 except as 
provided by ORS 656,313. \'/hen compensation is ordered paid by a llearing 
Officer, Board or Court, the payment must be made even thouf'.h later held 
non-payable. There is no such injunction requiring paynent simply because 
a claimant requests compensation. 

The order of the llearing Officer is riodificd to set :isidc the finding 
of unreasonable delay in payment of compensation, The :)cn:1lty based 
thereon is also set aside. 

/sf M. Keith Wilson 
/s/ George A. Callahan 

~r. Callahan dissents as follows: 

This is a case of a workman h'ho obvious l v was not considered to be a 
valuable employee. It is probable that, because o" his absences and tardy 
arrivals, he was even an unJesiralde eriployee. PegarJless of how un
desirable a workman 1;1ay be, he is entitled to \~orknen's compensation if 
he is injured within the provisions of the \·!orkmen's Compensation Law, 

Further, this 1·JOrkman is a very young man a11J cannot have had the 
experience on filin1; clains that an older r1erson could lie expected to have. 
Our Supreme Court has on many occasions stated that the ~orkmen's Compen
sation Lai, should be administered liberally in favor of the 1-10rkman. It 
is in cases like tl1is, where the inexperience and the possible effects of 
an undesirable employee may enter into the evidence, tl,at this admonition 
of the Court should be observed. 

I do not agree with the Ilcaring Officer that clairrnnt did not sustain 
a compensable injury, nor that the claim was properly denied. 

Employer's Exhibits r. and II should not have been al lowed to be entered 
into evidence. These exhibits could he prejudicial an1I have absolutely 
no relevancy as to how, when, l·ihere or if the claimant was injured, which 
is the iss.,ue before us. 

The matter of the first Aid log book apparently had substantial effect 
upon the decision of the Ilearinr Officer. On p:ir,e 1 of the opinion and 
order the Ilearing Officer recites: 

"The employer provides the workman with a method for recordinr, 
accidental injuries on the job, and clai~ant had frequently 
availed himself of this opportunity by reporting every con
ceivable minor injury he had sustained. These included such 
matters as scratches, cuts, and scrapes, hut did not include 
any reference to an injury to the rir,ht knee," 

On page 2, the Hearing Officer recites: 

"The First Aid records show th;it claimant was well aware of the 
importance of reporting every accident, no matter how minor. 
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the right to contest the claim. If compensation is not paid the employer
or the State  ccident Insurance Fund do so at the risk of having such
failure to pay deemed an unreasonable delay in payment. There can be no
unreasonable delay in payment of compensation for invalid claim except as
provided by ORS 656.313. When compensation is ordered paid by a Hearing
Officer, Board or Court, the payment must be made even though later held
non-payable. There is no such injunction requiring payment simply because
a claimant requests compensation.

The order of the Hearing Officer is modified to set aside the finding
of unreasonable delay in payment of compensation. The penalty based
thereon is also set aside.

/s/ M. Keith Wilson
/s/ George  . Callahan

Mr. Callahan dissents as follows:

This is a case of a workman who obviously was not considered to be a
valuable employee. It is probable that, because of his absences and tardy
arrivals, he was even an undesirable employee. Regardless of how un
desirable a workman may be, he is entitled to workmen's compensation if
he is injured within the provisions of the Workmen's Compensation Law.

Further, this workman is a very young man and cannot have had the
experience on filing claims that an older person could be expected to have.
Our Supreme Court has on many occasions stated that the Workmen's Compen
sation Law should be administered liberally in favor of the workman. It
is in cases like this, where the inexperience and the possible effects of
an undesirable employee may enter into the evidence, that this admonition
of the Court should be observed.

I do not agree with the Hearing Officer that claimant did not sustain
a compensable injury, nor that the claim was properly denied.

Employer's Exhibits 0 and II should not have been allowed to be entered
into evidence. These exhibits could be prejudicial and have absolutely
no relevancy as to how, when, where or if the claimant was injured, which
is the issjje before us.

The matter of the First  id log book apparently had substantial effect
upon the decision of the Hearing Officer. On page 1 of the opinion and
order the Hearing Officer recites:

"The employer provides the workman with a method for recording
accidental injuries on the job, and claimant had frequently
availed himself of this opportunity by reporting every con
ceivable minor injury he had sustained. These included such
matters as scratches, cuts, and scrapes, but did not include
any reference to an injury to the right knee,"

On page 2, the Hearing Officer recites:

"The First  id records show that claimant was well aware of the
importance of reporting every accident, no matter how minor.
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the five months claimant worked for the employer between 
~larch 13 and August 9, 1969, he reported seven minor injuries, 
hut did not report the bump on his knee. llis explanation 
for this is plausible, but not convincing. Even accepting 
his explanation for not reporting the matter on August 25, 
why didn't he report it and list it in the First Aid book 
on August 27, when it became serious enough to cause hi~ to 
miss one day of Nork?" 

The I~aring Officer, in accepting this evidence at face value, may 
be excused; hut the employer, who probably furnished the log book, and 
counsel for the State Accident Ins11rance Fund knew or should hnve known 
that the purpose of the First Aid log book is not ns it was presented at 
tl1e hearing. The First Aid log book is not provided by the employer as 
a method for recording accidental injuries on the job, It is a record of 
First Aid treatments for minor injuries where services of a doctor are not 
required. If the injured workman receives services from a physician it 
would not be entered in the r:irst Aid log book, befause it is not First 
Aid, 

The Rules· of Practice and Procedure :\dministrative Order \KB 
No. 5-1966 as amended by \'/CB :fo. 4-1970 ,vill be C111oted to show tlwt this 
is a long-time rule still in effect: 

"Amended 
"2. 03 Every contributinr: eMployer shall, ,vi thin 5 days of 

notice or knowleJgc of accidental in-fur)', 1;ive the 
not ice of such rn_i uries to the [90:f!RFt;Jl'linit; J SAIF 
[whkiR-l,-!Jays], regardless of whether clain '"Ts""made 
for compensation on account of such injury. All em
ployers or their insurers shall sinilarly notify the 
Board of every compensable injury within 21 days 
(ORS [ 4J:;4~ :nii;] 656. 262) • 
[WCB '.fo, 4-1967] 

"a, If a workman is injured and requires only first 
aid without medical services and is otherwise not 
entitled to compensation, no notice neeJ be given 
[t~e-RepaFtffieRt-9F-A9AF~] where the employer main
tains records of the date, workman and nature of in
jury treated for at least one year, which records shall 
be open to inspection by any party or his representa
tive, 

"[Amended to conform to repeal of 
ORS 654,705 and !3oard regulations.]" 

From this it is apparent that the employer, who provided the First 
Aid log book, and counsel for the State Accident Insurance Fund knew or 
should have known that the First Aid log book Has not a Method pro-
vided by the employer for workmen to record accidental injuries on the 
job, but only for recording First Aid treatments not re~uiring medical 
services. Presentation of this evidence was misleading, For these reasons 
this reviewer has extreme doubts about the reliability of all evidence 
presented on behalf of the employer. 
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In the five months claimant worked for the employer between
March 13 and  ugust 9, 1969, he reported seven minor injuries,
but did not report the bump on his knee. His explanation
for this is plausible, but not convincing. Even accepting
his explanation for not reporting the matter on  ugust 25,
why didn't he report it and list it in the First  id book
on  ugust 27, when it became serious enough to cause him to
miss one day of work?"

The Hearing Officer, in accepting this evidence at face value, may
be excused; but the employer, who probably furnished the log book, and
counsel for the State  ccident Insurance Fund knew or should have known
that the purpose of the First  id log book is not as it was presented at
the hearing. The First  id log book is not provided by the employer as
a method for recording accidental injuries on the joFT It is a record of
£irst  id treatments f^or minor injuries where services of a doctor are not
required. If the injured workman receives services from a physician it
would not be entered in the First  id log book, because it is not First
 id.

The Rules' of Practice and Procedure  dministrative Order WCB
No. 5-1966 as amended by WCB No. 4-1970 will be quoted to show that this
is a long-time rule still in effect:

" mended
"2.03 Every contributing employer shall, within 5 days of

notice or knowledge of accidental injury,"give the"
notice of* such injuries to the [Bepartweat] S IF
[withiw-5-days], regardless of whether claim is made
for compensation on account of such injury.  ll em
ployers or their insurers shall similarly notify the
Board of every compensable injury within 21 days
(ORS [654*795] 656.262).
[WCB No. 4-1967]

"a. If a workman is injured and requires only first
aid without medical services and. is otherwise not
entitled to compensation, no notice need be given
[the-BepartmeHt-er-Beard] where the employer main
tains records of the date, workman and nature of in
jury treated for at least one year, which records shall
be open to inspection by any party or his representa
tive.

"[ mended to conform to repeal of
ORS 654.705 and Board regulations.]"

From this it is apparent that the employer, who provided the First
 id log book, and counsel for the State  ccident Insurance Fund knew or
should have known that the First  id log book was not a method pro
vided by the employer for workmen to record accidental injuries on the
job, but only for recording First  id treatments not requiring medical
services. Presentation of this evidence was misleading. For these reasons
this reviewer has extreme doubts about the reliability of all evidence
presented on behalf of the employer.
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is no doubt about the employer having knowledge of the claimant's 
1nJury. The absentee calendar for 1969, employer's Exhibit 1, shows that 
the claimant was absent from work August 26 because of plant injury. The 
form 801 (Claimant's Exhibit 3) shows the employer kne\v of the in~ury 8/26/69. 
The witness Schill testified (Tr. 102) that the hand printed statement 
(Claimant's ExhiLi t 2) about the ,-;orkman ini uring his knee on the baler at 
work was made by l1im within a week or so of his conversation with Dr. Vore 
on August 27. 

It strikes this reviewer as strange, indeed, that witnesses called by 
the employer remembered the claimant havinr.; a knee injury but could not 
recall whether claimant was contending it 1.;as an on-the-job injury. TI1is 
lack of memory on this particular aspect of the case could stem from the 
same source that promoted the manner in which the First Aid log book was 
presented. 

Dr. Vore ROt his information either from the employer who sent claimant 
to him or from the claimant. In either rnsc the employer an<l the State 
Accident Insurance Fund knew the claimant cnntcnded he was injured nn the 
job. The claimant should have completed notice of injury to the employer, 
form 801, but if the employer has knowlcJgc of the injury"thc employer has 
an obligation to act as wel 1 as the claimant. 

Neither the employer nor the State Accident Insurance r-und discharged 
their respective <l11ties imposed upon them by the Workmen's Compensation 
Law. ORS 656.262 clearly sets forth these duties: 

''(l) Processing of claims and provi~inf compensation for a workman 
in the employ of a contributing employer shall be the responsi
bility of the State Accident Insurance Fund, nnd when the workman 
is injured while in the employ of a direct responsibility employer, 
such employer shall be responsible. However, contributing employers 
shall assist the fund in rocessing claims as re uired in ORS 656.001 
to 656. 794." Emprnsis supplied 

One of the most important ways that the employer should assist is in 
getting the form 801 completed and sent in, Sitting back and 1·1ai ting for a 
workman to initiate the form 801 is not conplyin?, with the responsibility 
of the employer in this case where the cn:ilo:..,er had the knmdedge that it 
is clearly evident the enployer did have, 

Counsel for the State Accident Insurance Fund makes a great deal over 
the employer needing knowledge of a compensable injury. The words o~ the 
statute are as follows: 

"93) Contributing employers shall, i111mediately and not later than 
five days after notice or knowledge of any claims or accidents which 
~ result in a cornpensahlc ln)Ury claim, report the sane to the 
run<l. * * *" (Emphasis supnlieJ) 

The record clearly shows tlwt the employer !i;:id kn01dcdpe of an injury 
that may result in a compensoblc clain, yet the coploycr did not act to 
assist in processing the claim. The hearing was held about a year after the 
date when the events givinR rise to the clah1 occurred. The evidence pre
sented at the hearing was assenbled shortly prior to hearing. No doubt it 
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There is no doubt about the employer having knowledge of the claimant's
injury. The absentee calendar for 1969, employer's Exhibit 1, shows that
the claimant was absent from work  ugust 26 because of plant injury. The
form 801 (Claimant's Exhibit 3) shows the employer knew of the injury 8/26/69,
The witness Schill testified (Tr. 102) that the hand printed statement
(Claimant's Exhibit 2) about the workman injuring his knee on the baler at
work was made by him within a week or so of his conversation with Dr. Vore
on  ugust 27.

It strikes this reviewer as strange, indeed, that witnesses called by
the employer remembered the claimant having a knee injury but could not
recall whether claimant was contending it was an on-the-job injury. This
lack of memory on this particular aspect of the case could stem from the
same source that promoted the manner in which the First  id log book was
presented.

Dr. Vore got his information either from the employer who sent claimant
to him or from the claimant. In either case the employer and the State
 ccident Insurance Fund knew the claimant contended he was injured on the
job. The claimant should have completed notice of injury to the employer,
form 801, but if the employer has knowledge of the injury "the employer has
an obligation to act as well as the claimant.

Neither the employer nor the State  ccident Insurance Fund discharged
their respective duties imposed upon them by the Workmen's Compensation
Law. ORS 656.262 clearly sets forth these duties:

"(1) Processing of claims and providing compensation for a workman
in the employ of a contributing employer shall be the responsi
bility of the State  ccident Insurance Fund, and when the workman
is injured while in the employ of a direct responsibility employer,
such employer shall be responsible. However, contributing employers
shall assist the fund in processing claims as required in ORS 656.601
to 656.794." (Ernpha sis supplied)

One of the most important ways that the employer should assist is in
getting the form 801 completed and sent in. Sitting back and waiting for a
workman to initiate the form 801 is not complying with the responsibility
of the employer in this case where the employer had the knowledge that it
is clearly evident the employer did have.

Counsel for the State  ccident Insurance Fund makes a great deal over
the employer needing knowledge of a compensable injury. The words of the
statute are as follows:

"93) Contributing employers shall, immediately and not later than
five days after notice or knowledge of any claims or accidents which
S result in a compensable injury claim, report the same to the

1, * * *" (Emphasis supplied)

The record clearly shows that the employer had knowledge of an injury
that may result in a compensable claim, yet the employer did not act to
assist in processing the claim. The hearing was held about a year after the
date when the events giving rise to the claim occurred. The evidence pre
sented at the hearing was assembled shortly prior to hearing. No doubt it
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have been assembled much sooner, but the reason given for not acting 
was that it was not known the claimant was contending he was injured on 
the job. 

TI1e State Accident Insurance Fund did not discharge its responsibili
ties as imposed by the law. It had a report from the treating doctor, form 
827 (Claimant's Exhibit 6-2), wherein the doctor stated in item 7, workman's 
statement: 

"At work hit rt. knee on steel door." 

The employer was listed as Container Corp. A check mark in the "yes" 
box of item 12 indicated the treatment was for the injur)' described. The 
doctor also sent the State AcciJent Insurance Fund a statement for services 
rendered. ·c1aimant•·s Exhibit 7-1, a form letter from the State Accident 
Insurance Fund, informs the doctor that because a report has not been re
ceived from the employer and the workman his statement is being returned 
and no payment will be Made. There was too much "wait for the workman to 
act" attitude on the part of both. 

The accident was not witnessed, but if all unwitnessed accidents 
resulted in denied claims, justice, for which the Workmen's Compensation Law 
was enacted, would not be rendered. 

There was no evidence to show that this 23 year old unskilled workman 
was experienced in·filing claims. Indeed, if he had been, counsel for the 
State Accident Insurance Fund would have brought out that fact at the 
hearing. It is probable that the claimant is not certain what part of the 
door bumped his knee and after the lapse of a year could not give a good 
account of just what happened. Whether a part of the door proper, or the 
latch, struck his knee is not important. 

The Hearing Officer recites that the "deliberate inaccuracy in the 
claimant's testimony in this regard (Kaiser llospital) casts doubt on his 
entire testimony." Even if the claimant was "inaccurate" in. this, it was 
in regard to a collateral matter and did not involve, how, when, where or 
if claimant was injured. 

If the Hearing Officer feels that the "inaccuracy" on the part of 
the claimant casts doubt on his entire testimony, this reviewer feels that 
the matter of the First Aid log book beinr, presented so that the Hearing 
Officer believed it was provided for employees to list all injuries far 
exceeds any fault that may be attributed to the claimanr The excerpt from 
the Administrative Order, quoted earlier, is a carry-over from a rule durin~ 
the days of the State Industrial Accident Commission. When logged in the 
book, a record of First Aid treatment could be used to establish a claim 
at a later date if the minor injury caµsed more trouble than was antici
pated. An injury initially treated by a doctor would not be entered in the 
First Aid log book for the simple reason that the workman would not re
ceiving (sic) First Aid treatment. 

It is hard to believe that the employer's staff people did not know 
the purpose of the First Aid log book. It is still more difficult to 
believe that the attorney for the State Accident Insurance Fund, an 
Assistant Attorney General assigned to the State Accident Insurance Fund 
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could have been assembled much sooner, but the reason given for not acting
was that it was not known the claimant was contending he was injured on
the job.

The State  ccident Insurance Fund did not discharge its responsibili
ties as imposed by the law. It had a report from the treating doctor, form
827 (Claimant's Exhibit 6-2), wherein the doctor stated in item 7, workman's
statement:

" t work hit rt. knee on steel door."

The employer was listed as Container Corp.  check mark in the "yes"
box of item 12 indicated the treatment was for the injury described. The
doctor also sent the State  ccident Insurance Fund a statement for services
rendered. Claimant's Exhibit 7-1, a form letter from the State  ccident
Insurance Fund, informs the doctor that because a report has not been re
ceived from the employer and the workman his statement is being returned
and no payment will be made. There was too much "wait for the workman to
act" attitude on the part of both.

The accident was not witnessed, but if all unwitnessed accidents
resulted in denied claims, justice, for which the Workmen's Compensation Law
was enacted, would not be rendered.

There was no evidence to show that this 23 year old unskilled workman
was experienced in-filing claims. Indeed, if he had been, counsel for the
State  ccident Insurance Fund would have brought out that fact at the
hearing. It is probable that the claimant is not certain what part of the
door bumped his knee and after the lapse of a year could not give a good
account of just what happened. Whether a part of the door proper, or the
latch, struck his knee is not important.

The Hearing Officer recites that the "deliberate inaccuracy in the
claimant's testimony in this regard (Kaiser Hospital) casts doubt on his
entire testimony." Even if the claimant was "inaccurate" in. this, it was
in regard to a collateral matter and did not involve, how, when, where or
if claimant was injured.

If the Hearing Officer feels that the "inaccuracy" on the part of
the claimant casts doubt on his entire testimony, this reviewer feels that
the matter of the First  id log book being presented so that the Hearing
Officer believed it was provided for employees to list all injuries far
exceeds any fault that may be attributed to the claimant. The excerpt from
the  dministrative Order, quoted earlier, is a carry-over from a rule during
the days of the State Industrial  ccident Commission. When logged in the
book, a record of First  id treatment could be used to establish a claim
at a later date if the minor injury caused more trouble than was antici
pated.  n injury initially treated by a doctor would not be entered in the
First  id log book for the simple reason that the workman would not re
ceiving (sic) First  id treatment.

It is hard to believe that the employer's staff people did not know
the purpose of the First  id log book. It is still more difficult to
believe that the attorney for the State  ccident Insurance Fund, an
 ssistant  ttorney General assigned to the State  ccident Insurance Fund
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specializing in workmen's compensation, was not aware of the practice 
and familiar with the Administrative Order. This revie,.,,er places no confi
dence in the testimony presented by the employer, but does rely on exhibits 
written <luring the time the events givin~ rise to this matter were made. 

A careful revie\v of the record convinces this reviewer that llenry 
Bright sustaine<l a compensable oc~upational injury on or about August 25, 
1969 while working for Container Corporation of America. 

Claimant's Exhibit 5-1, a letter from Dr. Snell, University of Oregon 
Medical School Hospital, while not stating definitely that the occupational 
injury sustained by the claimant aggravated the prcexistin~ condition 
resulting in surgery, states that it is neither rare nor inconsistent. 
The chain of events leads to the logical conclusion that the treatment and 
surgery was required by the injury bcinr superimposed upon the pre
existing condition. 

For reasons stated above, I respectfully dissent from the order of 
the majority of the Board holding the claim to be not compensable. I agree 
with the maj ori t)' of the Board that the llearinr. ()fficer, having found that 
the claimant did not sustain an accidental inJury to his knee in the course 
and ~~ope of his employment, sho11ld not order payment fnr time loss, 
penalties or attorney fees. 

I find that lfenry Bright sustained a conpcnsable occupational injury on 
or about Aur,ust 25, 1969, while workin~ for Container Corporation of America, 
lie is entitled to payment for time loss as deternine<l, plus all medical 
treatment for the injury includinp the sur~ery later performed. The record 
should be subr.iitte<l to the Closing and Evaluation Division of the Workmen's 
Compensation Board for determination as re<1.uired hy ORS 656,268. Claimant 
is entitled to aclditional compensation for unreasonable resistance on the 
part of the employer and the State Accident Insurance Fund. Claimant's 
counsel is entitled to reasonable attorney fees to be paid by the State 
Accident Insurance Fund, 

/s/ l'Jm. A. Callahan. 

\:CB #70-1221 April 16, 1971 

IIAROLO /\, MAR.UHN, Claimant, 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys, 
Request for Review by Employer. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and ~loore. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether a cardiac 
arrest occurring six days following an admittedly co~pensable accidental 
rnJury was compensably related to the accident. The claimant fell about 
10 feet to some concrete with fractures of the left scapula and two lumbar 
vertebrae. lie was still hospitalized for those injuries when the cardiac 
problem developed. 

The employer denied responsibility for medical care and other benefits 
for any disability attributable to the cardiac problem. The llearing Officer 
concluded that the accidental fall did materially contribute to the subse
quent heart problem. 
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and specializing in workmen's compensation, was not aware of the practice
and familiar with the  dministrative Order. This reviewer places no confi
dence in the testimony presented by the employer, but does rely on exhibits
written during the time the events giving rise to this matter were made.

 careful review of the record convinces this reviewer that Henry
Bright sustained a compensable occupational injury on or about  ugust 25,
1969 while working for Container Corporation of  merica.

Claimant's Exhibit 5-1, a letter from Dr. Snell, University of Oregon
Medical School Hospital, while not stating definitely that the occupational
injury sustained by the claimant aggravated the preexisting condition
resulting in surgery, states that it is neither rare nor inconsistent.
The chain of events leads to the logical conclusion that the treatment and
surgery was required by the injury being superimposed upon the pre
existing condition.

For reasons stated above, I respectfully dissent from the order of
the majority of the Board holding the claim to be not compensable. I agree
with the majority of the Board that the Hearing Officer, having found that
the claimant did not sustain an accidental injury to his knee in the course
and scope of his employment, should not order payment for time loss,
penalties or attorney fees.

I find that Henry Bright sustained a compensable occupational injury on
or about  ugust 25, 1969, while working for Container Corporation of  merica.
He is entitled to payment for time loss as determined, plus all medical
treatment for the injury including the surgery later performed. The record
should be submitted to the Closing and Evaluation Division of the Workmen's
Compensation Board for determination as required by ORS 656.268. Claimant
is entitled to additional compensation for unreasonable resistance on the
part of the employer and the State  ccident Insurance Fund. Claimant's
counsel is entitled to reasonable attorney fees to be paid by the State
 ccident Insurance Fund.

/s/ Wm.  . Callahan.

WCB #70-1221  pril 16, 1971

H ROLD  . M RUHN, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson §  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Employer.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether a cardiac
arrest occurring six days following an admittedly compensable accidental
injury was compensably related to the accident. The claimant fell about
10 feet to some concrete with fractures of the left scapula and two lumbar
vertebrae. He was still hospitalized for those injuries when the cardiac
problem developed.

The employer denied responsibility for medical care and other benefits
for any disability attributable to the cardiac problem. The Hearing Officer
concluded that the accidental fall did materially contribute to the subsequent heart problem.
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noted by the Hearing Officer, this is not the usual type of heart 
case presented in workmen's cof:'lpensation claims. It is usual to the 
extent that there are conflicting opinions from reputable members of the 
medical profession with respect to ~1ether there was a causal relation. 

The 13oard does not deem a further recital of chronology of events 
and various medical reports to be required for the purpose of this order. 
The !!earing Officer order sets those matters forth in substantial detail, 

The Board, with due respect to the contrary medical opinion, concurs 
with the Hearing Officer that the cardiac problem at issue was materially 
related and due to the industrial trauma and associated hospitalization. 

The order of the Ilearing Officer is affirned. 

Pursuant to ORS 656. 382, counsel for claimant is allowed the further 
fee of $250 for services on review payable by the employer in addition to 
the fee heretofore allowed by the Hearin.~ Officer and increase<l by the 
Circuit Court. 

l'iCB #70-717 

EARL J. IIULJ\IE, Claimant. 
Parker & Abraham, Clainant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

April 16, 1971 

Reviewed by [onr.iissioners Wilson, Call~1an and \~ore. 

The ahove entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 51 year old sa1·,r1ill employc whose right hand 
becar:ic caught and run through a pulley or a trim sa1.1 , 

Pursuant to ORS 656. 2()8, a deterr.iination issued finding the clair:rnnt 
to have incurred permanent disability to ;ill five digits oc the hand. 
The total award calculated upon the individual digits car.1e to 39 dc~rees. 
Upon hearing the !!earing Officer utilized the portion of ORS 65(J,214 
authorizing computation of disability upon the basis of a forearm when all 
five dir,its are involved. TI1e maximum for loss of use or sep,ir;-i.tion of 
a forearm is 150 der:rees. The !learinp: Officer also applied a loss of earn
ing factor in arriving at tl1e Jegrees allowable for what is a<lmittedly only 
scheduled disability. In li.r:ht of 112.nnan v. Good S:uwritan, 91 Adv 903, 6, 
the reliance upon the Trent decision constitutes a venture onto tenuous 
.~round. The Trent decision remains the ruidenost for applying loss of 
earnings factor to scheduled injuries until a more pronounced departure by 
the Court is made than the oblique reference in I!annan. 

The Hearing Officer award of 143 degrees out of a r,ossible 150 degrees 
is probably excessive measured by purely physical factors. At best the 
medical reports woul<l not justify in excess.of 75% of a forearm. If this 
somewhat uscabie forearm is lost by separation in a further accident, the 
limit of additional permanent award by ORS 656.222 would be less than 5 
degrees. 
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 s noted by the Hearing Officer, this is not the usual type of heart
case presented in workmen's compensation claims. It is usual to the
extent that there are conflicting opinions from reputable members of the
medical profession with respect to whether there was a causal relation.

The Board does not deem a further recital of chronology of events
and various medical reports to be required for the purpose of this order.
The Hearing Officer order sets those matters forth in substantial detail.

The Board, with due respect to the contrary medical opinion, concurs
with the Hearing Officer that the cardiac problem at issue was materially
related and due to the industrial trauma and associated hospitalization.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

Pursuant to ORS 656.382, counsel for claimant is allowed the further
fee of $250 for services on review payable by the employer in addition to
the fee heretofore allowed by the Hearing Officer and increased by the
Circuit Court.

WCB #70-717  pril 16, 1971

E RL J. 1IULME, Claimant.
Parker 5  braham, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Employer.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 51 year old sawmill employe whose right hand
became caught and run through a pulley of a trim saw.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant
to have incurred permanent disability to all five digits of the hand.
The total award calculated upon the individual digits came to 39 degrees.
Upon hearing the Hearing Officer utilized the portion of ORS 656.214
authorizing computation of disability upon the basis of a forearm when all
five digits are involved. The maximum for loss of use or separation of
a forearm is 150 degrees. The Hearing Officer also applied a loss of earn
ing factor in arriving at the degrees allowable for what is admittedly only
scheduled disability. In light of Hannan v. Good Samaritan, 91  dv 903, 6,
the reliance upon the Trent decision constitutes a venture onto tenuous
ground. The Trent decision remains the guidepost for applying loss of
earnings factor to scheduled injuries until a more pronounced departure by
the Court is made than the oblique reference in Hannan.

The Hearing Officer award of 143 degrees out of a possible 150 degrees
is probably excessive measured by purely physical factors.  t best the
medical reports would not justify in excess of 75% of a forearm. If this
somewhat useable forearm is lost by separation in a further accident, the
limit of additional permanent award by ORS 656.222 would be less than 5
degrees.
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claimant's problem was rendered more serious by a preexisting 
Dupuytrens Contracture. (The Hearing Officer order contains a typo,:?raphical 
error in identification of this.) The contracture affected both hands, but 
was not particularly disabling. The combination of the traum;:i. to the right 
hand has caused a greater degree of disability due to the contracture. 

The Board is in the position of acknowledp:ing that its duly promul
gated interpretations of the factors of disability applicable appear to 
have been followed by the Hearing Officer with a result that the Board, 
in affirming the Bearing Officer, does so with some hesitation. 

Considering a 11 of the factors, however, the noarcl cone! ucles and finds 
that the award by the llearinp, Officer should be and is hereby affirJT1ed. 

Counsel for claimant is allowerl a fee of $250 payable hy the employer 
for services on review pursuant to ORS 656.3R2. 

April 16, 1971 

JERRY L. ROCKOW, Claimant, 
Rhoten, Rhoten fi Speerstr~, Claimant's Attys, 
Request for Review by Employer. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and :-toore, 

Tile above entitled matter involves issues of the extent of permanent 
disability and the further issue of whether :tll of the clnimant's entitle
ment to benefits stems from an accidental injury of ~larch 23, 1968, The 
claimant had a further incident on October 9, 1969 for a different employer. 

The first accident occurred in the er.iplo)'l'lent of Harion Construction 
Company in lifting two five gallon pails. A low back strain resulted, That 
claim was last closed on February 4, 1%9 with a determination of disability 
pursuant to ORS 656. 268 fin'din!! unscheduled disability of 32 de1n·ees or 
109• of the workman. 

The claimant entered the employment of ~·'cMinnvillc !iosnital in June of 
1969. On October 9, 1969, he suffered a severe episode of pain at approxi
mately the same area of the back while Ji ftinP. a liner sack full of 
~arbap,e from -a p,arhage pail. 

These proceedings were first instituted on the theory the entire 
matter, inclu<linR the incident at the hospital. was the responsibility of 
the first incident at Marion Construction Company. In order to resolve this 
phase of the dispute, the hospital was joined as a party. The posture of 
the proceedinr,s then became one of a denial of responsibi 1i ty by the hos
nital and a contention bv Marion Construction that its responsibilitv 
l1ad been fully met and ti1at any' a.ddi tional benefits ·were _the responsibility 
of the hospital, 

Upon hearing, the Hearing Officer found the clnimant had incurred a 
new accidental injury at the hospital and ordered the hospital to allow 
the claim. lfowevcr, the determination order with respect to the first 
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The claimant's problem was rendered more serious by a preexisting
Dupuytrens Contracture. (The Hearing Officer order contains a typographical
error in identification of this.) The contracture affected both hands, but
was not particularly disabling. The combination of the trauma to the right
hand has caused a greater degree of disability due to the contracture.

The Board is in the position of acknowledging that its duly promul
gated interpretations of the factors of disability applicable appear to
have been followed by the Hearing Officer with a result that the Board,
in affirming the Hearing Officer, does so with some hesitation.

Considering all of the factors, however, the Board concludes and finds
that the award by the Hearing Officer should be and is hereby affirmed.

Counsel for claimant is allowed a fee of $250 payable by the employer
for services on review pursuant to ORS 656.582.

WCR #70-190  pril 16, 1971

JERRY L. ROCKOW, Claimant.
Rhoten, Rhoten f, Speerstra, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Employer.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves issues of the extent of permanent
disability and the further issue of whether all of the claimant's entitle
ment to benefits stems from an accidental injury of March 23, 1968. The
claimant had a further incident on October 9, 1969 for a different employer.

The first accident occurred in the employment of Marion Construction
Company in lifting two five gallon pails.  low back strain resulted. That
claim was last closed on February 4, 1969 with a determination of disability
pursuant to ORS 656.268 finding unscheduled disability of 32 degrees or
10% of the workman.

The claimant entered the employment of McMinnville liosnital in June of
1969. On October 9, 1969, lie suffered a severe episode of pain at approxi
mately the same area of the back while lifting a liner sack full of
garbage from a garbage pail.

These proceedings were first instituted on the theory the entire
matter, including the incident at the hospital, was the responsibility of
the first incident at Marion Construction Company. In order to resolve this
phase of the dispute, the hospital was joined as a party. The posture of
the proceedings then became one of a denial of responsibility by the hos
pital and a contention by Marion Construction that its responsibility
had been fully met and that any additional benefits were the responsibility
of the hospital.

Upon hearing, the Hearing Officer found the claimant had incurred a
new accidental injury at the hospital and ordered the hospital to allow
the claim. However, the determination order with respect to the first
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at Marion Construction was modified by increasing the award from 
32 to 96 degrees. 

The Board concurs with the llearinp, Officer on the issue of whether the 
incident at the hospital constitutes an- independent compensable accidental 
injury. 

111e Board is unable to aprec, however, with the finding that the first 
injury produced permanent disability in excess of the 32° found by the 
Closing and Evaluation Division of the Workmen's Compensation Board. 

The second claim has been ordered allowed and certain compensation will 
be allowed. Since the claim has not been closed pursuant to ORS 656.268, 
it is now premature to attempt to evaluate any additional disability attri
butable to the hospital. accident. It appenrs likely that the claimant may 
have found attributable to the hospital injury, the Closinr! and Evaluation 
Division, upon closure, should recognize tho part played by claimant's 
counsel and award fees not norrnally·involved in CUE claim closures. 

A further factor of interest to the hospital is the'possiule applica
tion of second injury relief, the record beinr quite clear that the hospital 
employed the claimant· with full knowledge of his susceptibility to further 
injury. 

Upon the merits of the issues presented, the !!caring Officer is affirmed 
with respect to finding"the clai~ant to have~ new compensable accidental 
injury at the hospital. The llearinr, Officer is .ilso affirmed with respect 
to allowance of attorney fees payable by the hospital since the posture of 
that claim upon hearing was that of a denied claim. The llearinr, Officer 
order with respect to increasing the award of y,errianent partial disabi Ii ty 
from 32 to 96 <legrees for the ~larion Construction in_iury is set aside. 

WCB #70-1444 April 21, 1971 

HELEN ncKINLEY, Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys, 
Request for Review by Claimant, 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and CRllahan. 

The above entitled matter involves an iss·ue of the extent of pennanent 
disability sustain~d by a 49 year old ernploye of a seafood packing plant who 
raised tip under a shelf on Septenber 15, 1967, strikinr her right shoulder, 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued in June of 1970 ap-
paiently evaluatirig the disability as a scheduled injury affecting the arm 
with an award of 19 dep,recs approximatinp: a loss of 1()9.; of the arm. 

The claimant has continued to work but has avoided returning to "shrimp 
<lumping" since the activity involved in that particu.lar work is not com
pat-iblc with the residuals of her shoulc.ler injury. There is some functional 
overlay which produces complaints in excess of the true lini tation·s attri
butable to the accident. 
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accident at Marion Construction was modified by increasing the award from
32 to 96 degrees.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer on the issue of whether the
incident at the hospital constitutes an independent compensable accidental
injury.

The Board is unable to agree, however, with the finding that the first
injury produced permanent disability in excess of the 32° found by the
Closing and Evaluation Division of the Workmen's Compensation Board.

The second claim has been ordered allowed and certain compensation will
be allowed. Since the claim has not been closed pursuant to ORS 656.268,
it is now premature to attempt to evaluate any additional disability attri
butable to the hospital, accident. Tt appears likely that the claimant may
have found attributable to the hospital injury, the Closing and Evaluation
Division, upon closure, should recognize the part played by claimant's
counsel and award fees not normally involved in C £ H claim closures.

 further factor of interest to the hospital is the possible applica
tion of second injury relief, the record being quite clear that the hospital
employed the claimant with full knowledge of his susceptibility to further
injury.

Upon the merits of the issues presented, the Hearing Officer is affirmed
with respect to finding the claimant to have w new compensable accidental
injury at the hospital. The Hearing Officer is also affirmed with respect
to allowance of attorney fees payable by the hospital since the posture of
that claim upon hearing was that of a denied claim. The Hearing Officer
order with respect to increasing the award of permanent partial disability
from 32 to 96 degrees for the Marion Construction injury is set aside.

WCB #70-1444  pril 21, 1971

HELEN McKINLEY, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson G  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 49 year old employe of a seafood packing plant who
raised up under a shelf on September 15, 1967, striking her right shoulder.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued in June of 1970 ap
parently evaluating the disability as a scheduled injury affecting the arm
with an award of 19 degrees approximating a loss of 10% of the arm.

The claimant has continued to work but has avoided returning to "shrimp
dumping" since the activity involved in that particular work is not com
patible with the residuals of her shoulder injury. There is some functional
overlay which produces complaints in excess of the true limitation's attri
butable to the accident.
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hearing the Hearing Officer, conforming to recent decisions of 
the Court of Appeals, ·concluded the disability should be rated as unsche
duled due to the site of the injury being at the shoulder. The award in 
degrees was affirmed. The Board concurs with the llearinr Officer interpre
tation of these decisions, but does not a~rec that the award of 19 degrees 
is adequate. 

The Board concludes and finds that the disability attributable to the 
accident at issue is 10% of the workman or 32 degrees out of the applicable 
maximum of 320 degrees. 

Counsel for claimant' is allowed a fee of 25~., of the increased compen
sation payable therefrom. 

lvCB /170-1448 

ADLORE A. PAQUIN, Claimant. 
Bernard K. Smith, Claimant's Atty, 
Request for Review by SAIF. 

April 21, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners \vilson, Callahan and lloorc, 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent o:' j1ermanent 
disability sustained by a 63 year old sa1mill 1,orker as the result of a low 
back injury incurred on April 18, 1969. ~lore particuliirly, the issue is 
whether the disability now permanently precludes this claimant from ever 
regularly pcrforminz 1>'ork at a .1:::1inful and suit:ible occupation, The l!earinrr 
Officer so found in awarding pernanent total disability. 

The record reflects that the claimant h;is retired under social security 
on the basis of disability. The record also reflects th;it the claimant pro
fesses to be able to do no more than limited chores. 

There is a ri.uestion concerning motivation. There is also a question 
whether tl1e claimant's disability has been anplificcl by n personal conviction 
that he is totally disabled. It is clear from the recorJ that a treating 
doctor was instn1mental in encouraging this concept by the claimant. 

In retrospect it appears th:1t the surgicnl intervention which f'ailed to 
improve the condition, mirht better have been avoided. It also appears that 
encouragement from medical consultants might J1ave salvaged somethinr from the 
motivational aspect. l'le must consider the nroblem fron 1d1at is before us 
rather than from what mir,ht have been. 

The Board concurs with the Hearinp: Officer findings that considerinr, the 
claimant's age, experience and training he is essentially precluded from re
turn to any regular work which might be reasonably available to him. 

The order of the Bearing Officer is affirmed. 

Counsel for claimant is allowed the further fee of $250 payable by the 
State Accident Insurance Fund for services on review, 
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Upon hearing the Hearing Officer, conforming to recent decisions of
the Court of  ppeals, concluded the disability should be rated as unsche
duled due to the site of the injury being at the shoulder. The award in
degrees was affirmed. The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer interpre
tation of these decisions, but does not agree that the award of 19 degrees
is adequate.

The Board concludes and finds that the disability attributable to the
accident at issue is 10% of the workman or 32 degrees out of the applicable
maximum of 320 degrees.

Counsel for claimant-' is allowed a fee of 25% of the increased compen
sation payable therefrom.

WCB #70-1448  pril 21, 1971

 DLORF  . P QUIN, Claimant.
Bernard K. Smith, Claimant's  ttv.
Request for Review by S IF.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.
The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent

disability sustained by a 63 year old sawmill worker as the result of a low
back injury incurred on  pril 18, 1969. More particularly, the issue is
whether the disability now permanently precludes this claimant from ever
regularly performing work' at a gainful and suitable occupation. The Hearing
Officer so found in awarding permanent total disability.

The record reflects that the claimant has retired under social security
on the basis of disability. The record also reflects that the claimant pro
fesses to be able to do no more than limited chores.

There is a question concerning motivation. There is also a question
whether the claimant's disability has been amplified by a personal conviction
that he is totally disabled. It is clear from the record that a treating
doctor was instrumental in encouraging this concept by the claimant.

In retrospect it appears that the surgical intervention which failed to
improve the condition, might better have been avoided. It also appears that
encouragement from medical consultants might have salvaged something from the
motivational aspect. We must consider the problem from what is before us
rather than from what might have been.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer findings that considering the
claimant's age, experience and training he is essentially precluded from re
turn to any regular work which might be reasonably available to him.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

Counsel for claimant is allowed the further fee of $250 payable by the
State  ccident Insurance Fund for services on review.
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1170-1907 April 21, 1971 

VELMA CARNAl!AN, Claimant, 
WillnerD Bennett & Leonard, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by SAIF, 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore, 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of perma
nent disability sustained by a 59 year old cook who slid down some stairs 
on August 15, 1969, spraining her left ankle and strained her low back, 

Pursuant to ORS 656,268, a determination issued finding the claimant 
to have an unscheduled disability equal to 10% of the workman or 32 degrees. 
Upon hearing the claimant was granted a further award of 10 degrees for 
partial loss of the left foot. The unscheduled award was increased to 48 
degrees with an additional 100 degrees allotted to a loss of earning factor. 

As the !tearing Officer notes, the physical disability is minimal but 
a blend of the factors of obesity and psychopathology make these physical 
factors more disabling than usual. To the claimant's credit she has been 
succeeding in reducing her weight though it remains a factor. 

The major portion of the llearing Officer order to which objection is 
made by the State Accident Insurance Fund involves the additional degrees 
ailocated to the loss of earnings factor. The claimant appears to be 
motivated toward retirement, She is not uneducated to the extent found in 
many workers whose experience has been limited to heavier work. Since the 
actual physical disabilities are minimal, the medical recommend~tion to 
avoid further heavy work may rest upon her obesity, aging or simply 
caution against further 1nJury. It is also unfortunate that the claimant 
has developed some lack of confidence bordering on antipatl1y toward the 
doctors. 

Taking the evidence in its entirety, the Board concludes that the 
order of the llearin.~ Officer should not be modified, Thourh the claimant 
may well have sought early retirement in any event it appears that such re
employment as she may still obtain will not he as remunerative as that 
available prior to her 1nJury. A substantial loss of earning capacity thus 
is apparent along with the nominal loss of physical function, 

The order of the llearing Officer is accordinp:ly affirmed. 

Pursuant to ORS 6~6.382, counsel for claimant is allowed the further 
fee of $250 payable by the State Accident Insurance Fund for services neces
sitated by this review. 
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WCB #70-1907  pril 21, 1971

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of perma
nent disability sustained by a 59 year old cook who slid down some stairs
on  ugust 15, 1969, spraining her left ankle and strained her low back.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant
to have an unscheduled disability equal to 10% of the workman or 32 degrees.
Upon hearing the claimant was granted a further award of 10 degrees for
partial loss of the left foot. The unscheduled award was increased to 48
degrees with an additional 100 degrees allotted to a loss of earning factor.

 s the Hearing Officer notes, the physical disability is minimal but
a blend of the factors of obesity and psychopathology make these physical
factors more disabling than usual. To the claimant's credit she has been
succeeding in reducing her weight though it remains a factor.

The major portion of the" Hearing Officer order to which objection is
made by the State  ccident Insurance Fund involves the additional degrees
allocated to the loss of earnings factor. The claimant appears to be
motivated toward retirement. She is not uneducated to the extent found in
many workers whose experience has been limited to heavier work. Since the
actual physical disabilities are minimal, the medical recommendation to
avoid further heavy work may rest upon her obesity, aging or simply
caution against further injury. It is also unfortunate that the claimant
has developed some lack of confidence bordering on antipathy toward the
doctors.

Taking the evidence in its entirety, the Board concludes that the
order of the Hearing Officer should not be modified. Though the claimant
may well have sought early retirement in any event it appears that such re
employment as she may still obtain will not be as remunerative as that
available prior to her injury.  substantial loss of earning capacity thus
is apparent along with the nominal loss of physical function.

The order of the Hearing Officer is accordingly affirmed.
l

Pursuant to ORS 656.382, counsel for claimant is allowed the further
fee of $250 payable by the State  ccident Insurance Fund for services neces
sitated by this review.

VELM C RN H N, Claimant.
Willner, Bennett 5 Leonard, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by S IF.
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#70-1686 

W. B. VAN llORN, Claimant. 
Ralph W-. G. Wyckoff, Claimant's Atty. 
Request-for Review by Claimant. 

April 21, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 

The above entitled matter involves only the procedural issue of 
whether a claim should be held indefinitely upon the hearing docket after 
t_he claim has been reopened despite the fact· it must again be processed 
pursuant to ORS 656.268 before another issue could be framed before a 
llearing Officer. 

'.fhe claimant's right hand was caught between a loader and truck 
bumper on January 3, 1969. The claim was last closed August 25, 1969, 
with an award of permanent partial disability for the right index and 
right middle fingers together with an award for loss of opposition by the 
uninjured. thumb. Just short of the year limitation for hearing upon that 
order, the claimant requested a hearing in August of 1970. With the 
request for hearing p~nding, the employer reopened the claim for further 
benefits including further surgery. 

At this point the request for hearing ,.,ias dismissed. Under the 
circumstances, any issue as to the order of August 25,-1969 became moot. 
The c}aim must be resuhmitt~d pursuant to ORS 656.268. It is quite 
conceivable that the clain-,ant will be satisfied with such future closure 
order. If he is dissatisfied the issue will he based up~n some objection 
to the future order. 

Claimant's counsel insists the matter should just be left pending. 
Many claims are open for years depending upon the healing process. 
Counsel is seeking a short cut against a future contingency premised ap
parently on an assumption that he will be dissatisfied with some future 
action and that the issues will be the same as upon past objection to a 
previous order. 

The order of the Hearing Officer must be affirmed on the merits of 
the procedural issue. The matter is accordingly dismissed. 

The order of the Hearing Officer did fail to provide for attorney 
fees. It appears counsel was instrumental in obtaining the reopening of 
the claim. Counsel for claimant is allowed a fee 0£ 1 25% of the further 
benefits for temporary total disability not to exceed $1,500, 

The Board deems this order not appealable, but appends the usual 
notice of appeal, 
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Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves only the procedural issue of
whether a claim should be held indefinitely upon the hearing docket after
the claim has been reopened despite the fact it must again be processed
pursuant to ORS 656.268 before another issue could be framed before a
Hearing Officer.

The claimant's right hand was caught between a loader and truck
bumper on January 3, 1969. The claim was last closed  ugust 25, 1969,
with an award of permanent partial disability for the right index and
right middle fingers together with an award for loss of opposition by the
uninjured thumb. Just short of the year limitation for hearing upon that
order, the claimant requested a hearing in  ugust of 1970. With the
request for hearing pending, the employer reopened the claim for further
benefits including further surgery.

 t this point the request for hearing was dismissed. Under the
circumstances, any issue as to the order of  ugust 25, 1969 became moot.
The claim must be resubmitted pursuant to ORS 656.268. It is quite
conceivable that the claimant will be satisfied with such future closure
order. If he is dissatisfied the issue will be based upon some objection
to the future order.

Claimant's counsel insists the matter should just be left pending.
Many claims are open for years depending upon the healing process.
Counsel is seeking a short cut against a future contingency premised ap
parently on an assumption that he will be dissatisfied with some future
action and that the issues will be the same as upon past objection to a
previous order.

The order of the Hearing Officer must be affirmed on the merits of
the procedural issue. The matter is accordingly dismissed.

The order of the Hearing Officer did fail to provide for attorney
fees. It appears counsel was instrumental in obtaining the reopening of
the claim. Counsel for claimant is allowed a fee of'25% of the further
benefits for temporary total disability not to exceed $1,500.

The Board deems this order not appealable, but appends the usual
notice of appeal.

WCB #70-1686  pril 21, 1971

W. B. V N HORN, Claimant.
Ralph W. G. Wyckoff, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Claimant.
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#70-541 April 21 t 1971 

JOSEPH DUBRAVAC, Claimant, 
Green, Richardson, Griswold & r,lurphy, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore, 

The above ·entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 56 year old construction laborer as the result of 
a low back injury incurred on ,January 18, 1968, More particularly the issue 
is whether the permanent residual disability precludes the claimant from 
ever returning to regular and suitable gainful work. If so, the claimant's 
benefits are payable for permanent total disability. 

Pursuant to ORS 656,268 a determination issued finding the claimant to 
have only partial disablity which was evaluated at 80 degrees out of the 
applicable maximum of 320 degrees for unscheduled disability. The Hearing 
Officer found the claimant to be entitled to permanent total disability, 

The record reflects a history of low back difficulty dating back at 
least to 1951 at which time the claimant underwent surgery by way of a 
laminectomy and fusion. A laminectomy was also performed in Feburary of 
1968, following the accident at issue. 

The employer's objection to the award of permanent total disability of 
necessity concedes the claimant is precluded from heavy labor, The issue 
then becomes one of whether there is lighter work within the ambit of the 
claimant's residual resources in which he can be employed regularly in a 
well known branch of the labor market. There is aridence of record that 
the claimant could not perform satisfactorily even under conditions prevail
ing in a sheltered workshop. 

The Hearing-Officer was favorably impressed with the claimant' motivation 
and credibility. The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes 
and finds that the additional disability incurred in the accident at issue 
now precludes the claimant from working regularly at a gainful and suitable 
occupation. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed, 

Pursuant to ORS 656.382, counsel for claimant is allowed the further 
fee of $250 payable by the employer for services rendered on review. 
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WCB #70-541  pril 21, 1971

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 56 year old construction laborer as the result of
a low back injury incurred on January 18, 1968. More particularly the issue
is whether the permanent residual disability precludes the claimant from
ever returning to regular and suitable gainful work. If so, the claimant's
benefits are payable for permanent total disability.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 a determination issued finding the claimant to
have only partial disablity which was evaluated at 80 degrees out of the
applicable maximum of 320 degrees for unscheduled disability. The Hearing
Officer found the claimant to be entitled to permanent total disability.

The record reflects a history of low back difficulty dating back at
least to 1951 at which time the claimant underwent surgery by way of a
laminectomy and fusion.  laminectomy was also performed in Feburary of
1968, following the accident at issue.

The employer's objection to the award of permanent total disability of
necessity concedes the claimant is precluded from heavy labor. The issue
then becomes one of whether there is lighter work within the ambit of the
claimant's residual resources in which he can be employed regularly in a
well known branch of the labor market. There is evidence of record that
the claimant could not perform satisfactorily even under conditions prevail
ing in a sheltered workshop.

The Hearing Officer was favorably impressed with the claimant' motivation
and credibility. The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer and concludes
and finds that the additional disability incurred in the accident at issue
now precludes the claimant from working regularly at a gainful and suitable
occupation.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

Pursuant to ORS 656.382, counsel for claimant is allowed the further
fee of $250 payable by the employer for services rendered on review.

JOSEPH DUBR V C, Claimant.
Green, Richardson, Griswold § Murphy, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Employer.
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1#70-923 

ALVIN JACKSON, Claimant. 
Larkin & Bryant, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

April 21, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the employer 
is presently responsible for further benefits compensably related to an ac
cident·of October 6, 1969, when he raised up under a potato digger and cut 
his head on a protruding pieces_ of metal. The claimant now testifies that 
he was rendered unconscious but the weight of the evidence reflects that at 
most he may have been temporarily dazed. 

The relationship of the claimant's reported symptoms to the accident 
has been somewhat dubious from their inception. The claimant was hospital
ized on November 6, a month following the accident, after allegedly falling 
down stairs at home. Ile reported that he had had headaches in the interval 
and that an associated "blackout" or fainting spell was responsible for the 
fall. llis testimony with respect to the chronology of events is 
quite conflicting. The symptoms are largely subjective and the various 
alleged fainting spells at home and elsewhere are without corroboration. 
The fact that some of the treating doctors were not made aware of a startling 
similar pattern following 1964 decreases the value of their reports. 

This pattern of unreliable history of events is accompanied by a refusal 
of the claimant ;o undergo certain diagnostic tests. 

The employer denied "further responsibility," The claim .involved a cut 
head which required sutures and by no means can it be deemed a non-compensable 
accident. The Hearing Officer ordered the claim "reopened." The claim does 
not appear to have been "closed" in the manner require~ by ORS 656.268. 
The employer, however, paid for several months of temporary total disability 
for the period following. 

From the evidence available, the Board cannot concur with the Hearing 
Officer order which in effect orders a continuing liability for a condition 
or conditions of dubious origin and with respect to which the claimant has 
avoided recommended diagnostic procedures, 

The order of the Hearing Officer is modified to provide that the matter 
be submitted pursuant to ORS 656.268 for determination. The extent of 
temporary total disability or possible permanent partial disability are 
issues that must first be resolved by that process. If further benefits are 
determined payable at that point, the attorney would be entitled to an 
attorney fee payable therefrom. 

The Board also notes for the record that the claimant's alleged symptoms 
of dubious origin are such that the own motion jurisdiction of the Board 
remains if at some future time presently questionable d_isability and cause 
are established as related to the accident at issue. 
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WCB #70-923  pril 21, 1971

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the employer
is presently responsible for further benefits compensably related to an ac
cident of October 6, 1969, when he raised up under a potato digger and cut
his head on a protruding pieces of metal. The claimant now testifies that
he was rendered unconscious but the weight of the evidence reflects that at
most he may have been temporarily dazed.

The relationship of the claimant's reported symptoms to the accident
has been somewhat dubious from their inception. The claimant was hospital
ized on November 6, a month following the accident, after allegedly falling
down stairs at home. He reported that he had had headaches in the interval
and that an associated "blackout" or fainting spell was responsible for the
fall. His testimony with respect to the chronology of events is
quite conflicting. The symptoms are largely subjective and the various
alleged fainting spells at home and elsewhere are without corroboration.
The fact that some of the treating doctors were not made aware of a startling
similar pattern following 1964 decreases the value of their reports.

This pattern of unreliable history of events is accompanied by a refusal
of the claimant to undergo certain diagnostic tests.

The employer denied "further responsibility." The claim involved a cut
head which required sutures and by no means can it be deemed a non-compensable
accident. The Hearing Officer ordered the claim "reopened." The claim does
not appear to have been "closed" in the manner required by ORS 656.268.
The employer, however, paid for several months of temporary total disability
for the period following.

From the evidence available, the Board cannot concur with the Hearing
Officer order which in effect orders a continuing liability for a condition
or conditions of dubious origin and with respect to which the claimant has
avoided recommended diagnostic procedures.

The order of the Hearing Officer is modified to provide that the matter
be submitted pursuant to ORS 656.268 for determination. The extent of
temporary total disability or possible permanent partial disability are
issues that must first be resolved by that process. If further benefits are
determined payable at that point, the attorney would be entitled to an
attorney fee payable therefrom.

The Board also notes for the record that the claimant's alleged symptoms
of dubious origin are such that the own motion jurisdiction of the Board
remains if at some future time presently questionable disability and cause
are established as related to the accident at issue.

 LVIN J CKSON, Claimant.
Larkin § Bryant, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Employer.
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Though the llearing Officer order is moJifie<l, any claim closure 
pursuant to ORS 656.268 will be subject to hearing and review, The issue 
is not final by this order. It is questionable whether appeal lies, but 
the usual notice of appeal is appended, 

NCB #70-460 

FLOYD ALLEN, Claimant, 
J, B, Pfouts, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

April 21, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners l\1ilson and Callahan. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of \·Jhether the claimant's 
problems with his right wrist wl1ich developed in 1970 were compensably 
related as an aggravation of an industrial injury of ~larch, 1968, 

TI1e claim for apgravation was denied and the defense was largely 
premised on the fact the claimant !1ad two previous incidents involvinp the 
same wrist in 1965 and 1966. Neither of these prior accidents resulted in 
any award of permanent partial disability. On the other hand, the 1968 
accident at issue resulted in an award in November of 1968 finding a 
disability of loss of use of 15~ of the forearm. The previous disposition 
of these three claims creates no conclusion presumptions but is a factor 
for consideration. It is of course conceivable that the problem arising 
in 1970 was compensably related to an earlier injury. The resolution of 
this issue is largely dependent upon the evidence from the medical experts 
in light of the other evidence, 

The 1968 injury involved a definitive trmima with a flexion tyre 
injury caused when a larr,e beam slipped· and c;iur,ht the arJll bett-:een the beam 
and a table. Treatment inclu<led surr.ery to repair a carpal tunnel syndrome 
in Aug11st of 1968, The surr,ery in 1970 was an arthro<lesis to limit movement 
of the wrist. The diagnosis was one of derencrative arthritis of the wrist, 

The Board concurs with the conclusions reached by the llearing Officer 
that the development of the condition was materially related to the acci
dental injury of 1968, Conversely, it would .be unreasonable to look through 
the substantial trauma of 1968 and attempt to lay the blame on the rela
tively minor traumas of 1965 and 1966, 

The order of the !!earing Officer al lowin.r; the claim of ar,r,ravation 
against the claim of 1968 is affimed, 

Pursuant to ORS 656,382 and 656,386, counsel for claimant is allowed 
a further fee of $250 payable by the employer for services necessitated 
by the employer's request for review, 
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Though the Hearing Officer order is modified, any claim closure
pursuant to ORS 656.268 will be subject to hearing and review. The issue
is not final by this order. It is questionable whether appeal lies, but
the usual notice of appeal is appended.

WCB #70-460  pril 21, 1971

FLOYD  LLEN, Claimant.
J. B. Pfouts, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Employer.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant's
problems with his right wrist which developed in 1970 were compensably
related as an aggravation of an industrial injury of March, 1968.

The claim for aggravation was denied and the defense was largely
premised on the fact the claimant had two previous incidents involving the
same wrist in 1965 and 1966. Neither of these prior accidents resulted in
any award of permanent partial disability. On the other hand, the 1968
accident at issue resulted in an award in November of 1968 finding a
disability of loss of use of 15% of the forearm. The previous disposition
of these three claims creates no conclusion presumptions but is a factor
for consideration. It is of course conceivable that the problem arising
in 1970 was compensably related to an earlier injury. The resolution of
this issue is largely dependent upon the evidence from the medical experts
in light of the other evidence.

The 1968 injury involved a definitive trauma with a flexion type
injury caused when a large beam slippedand caught the arm between the beam
and a table. Treatment included surgery to repair a carpal tunnel syndrome
in  ugust of 1968. The surgery in 1970 was an arthrodesis to limit movement
of the wrist. The diagnosis was one of degenerative arthritis of the wrist.

The Board concurs with the conclusions reached by the Hearing Officer
that the development of the condition was materially related to the acci
dental injury of 1968. Conversely, it would be unreasonable to look through
the substantial trauma of 1968 and attempt to lay the blame on the rela
tively minor traumas of 1965 and 1966.

The order of the Hearing Officer allowing the claim of aggravation
against the claim of 1968 is affirmed.

Pursuant to ORS 656,382 and 656.386, counsel for claimant is allowed
a further fee of $250 payable by the employer for services necessitated
by the employer's request for review.
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Claim No. NA 810076 April 21, 1971 

GARY L. QUEENER, Claimant, 
Johnson, Johnson & llarrang, Claimant's Attys. 

The above entitled matter involves the question of whether the 
Workmen's Compensation Board should invoke its own motion jurisdiction 
pursuant to ORS 656,278 with respect to a·low back injury sustained by 
the claimant in July of 1960. 

The claimant was granted an award of unscheduled disability equal 
to the loss of use of 50% of an arm. As late as 1969 the claimant under
went further surgery due to a pseudoarthrosis of the site of a previous 
fusion of the lower vertebrae. 

The claimant's current disability attributable to the accident, in 
·the light of reports from Dr. :lcllolick, has been expressed in terms of 
80 to 90 per cent. 

The matter was referred to the State Accident Insurance Fund and 
that agency has expressed a recommendation that the award be increased te 
85% loss function of an arm. 

The Workmen's Compensation Board based upon the record and the recom
mendation of the State Accident Insurance Fund accordingly, pursuant to 
its own motion jurisdiction, finds the claimant to be entitled to a further 
award of 35°.; loss of use of an arm thereby increasing the award from SO% 
to 85% loss of an arm. 

Compensation is ordered paid accordingly. 

Counsel for claimant is allowed a fee of 25% of the increased com
pensation payable therefrom as paid, 

WCI3 #70-1497 April 21, 1971 

LUELLA C, GOOLD, Claimant. 
Peterson, Chaivoe & Peterson, Claimant's Attys. 

Workmen's Compensation Board Opinion: 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether a nervous 
tension and anxiety neurosis developed by a 57 year old social worker 
constituted a compensable occupational disease. 

The claim was denied by the State Accident Insurance Fund but ordered 
allowed by the Hearing Officer. 

The order of the llearing Officer was "rejected" to constitute an appeal 
to a Medical Board of Review. 

TI1e findings and conclusions of the duly constitut~d Medical Board 
arc attached, nre by reference made a part hereof nnd nre declared filed 
ds of April 12, 1971. 
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S IF Claim No. N 810076  pril 21, 1971

G RY L. QUEENER, Claimant.
Johnson, Johnson § Ilarrang, Claimant's  ttys.

The above entitled matter involves the question of whether the
Workmen's Compensation Board should invoke its own motion jurisdiction
pursuant to ORS 656.278 with respect to a low back injury sustained by
the claimant in July of 1960.

The claimant was granted an award of unscheduled disability equal
to the loss of use of 50% of an arm.  s late as 1969 the claimant under
went further surgery due to a pseudoarthrosis of the site of a previous
fusion of the lower vertebrae.

The claimant's current disability attributable to the accident, in
the light of reports from Dr. McIIolick, has been expressed in terms of
80 to 90 per cent.

The matter was referred to the State  ccident Insurance Fund and
that agency has expressed a recommendation that the award be increased to
85% loss function of an arm.

The Workmen's Compensation Board based upon the record and the recom
mendation of the State  ccident Insurance Fund accordingly, pursuant to
its own motion jurisdiction, finds the claimant to be entitled to a further
award of 35% loss of use of an arm thereby increasing the award from 50%
to 85% loss of an arm.

Compensation is ordered paid accordingly.

Counsel for claimant is allowed a fee of 25% of the increased com
pensation payable therefrom as paid.

WCB #70-1497  pril 21, 1971

LUELL C. GOOLD, Claimant.
Peterson, Chaivoe 8 Peterson, Claimant's  ttys.

Workmen's Compensation Board Opinion:

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether a nervous
tension and anxiety neurosis developed by a 57 year old social worker
constituted a compensable occupational disease.

The claim was denied by the State  ccident Insurance Fund but ordered
allowed by the Hearing Officer.

The order of the Hearing Officer was "rejected" to constitute an appeal
to a Medical Board of Review.

The findings and conclusions of the duly constituted Medical Board
are attached, are by reference made a part hereof and are declared filed
ds of  pril 12, 1971.
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appears from the answers to the questions propounded by ORS 656.812 
that the claimant's condition is an occupational disease and that disability 
has been total from April 3, 1970 to the date of examination by the ~~dical 
Board on April 1, 1971. 

Pursuant to ORS 656,814, the findings and conclusions of the Medical 
Board are final and binding as a matter of law, 

Medical Board of Review Opinion: 

On April 1st, 1971, Dr. 11orton Goodman, Dr, Charles Grossman, 
and I met together in my office, examined tlrs. Luella Goold, and 
came to a joint and unanimous conclusion concernin~ her case, 
This conclusion, signed by the three of us, is enclosed and is 
based on the following facts: 

During a period of prolonged and severe stress connected with 
her work, she developed numbness of the right side of her face 
and right hand in July of 1969, which has persisted, This was 
accompanied by positive lloffman tests, particularly on the right. 
At present there is a slirht asymmetry of the face. The numbness 
has been subjective much of the time but recently has been shown 
to be objective and demonstrable with pinprick. Following 
an examination on April 3, 1970 accompanied by severe aggravation 
of the tension she rapidly became depressed and agitated, and 
unable to work, normally relate with people, or care for her own 
home. This state has continued up until the present time even 
though some improvement has occurred. 

The minor transient ischemic episode which led to a slight 
residua is not materially disabling and was not work related, It 
was our op1n1on, however, that her disability was primarily due 
to the agitation and depression, and was work related, 

/s/ Roy L. Swank, \1,0. 

IVCB # 70-64 

ROLAND G, FRANKLIN, deceased 
By Ruth M. Franklin, Personal 
Representative of his Estate. 
Frank P. Santos, Attorney. 

Apri 1 21, 1971 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether any rights to 
benefits survived a workman who met his death from a non-industrial auto
mobile accident prior to award of benefits for a back injury allegedly 
sustained on October 8, 1969. A denial of the claim for the back injury 
had been set aside by the Hearing Officer on November 24, 1970, but the 
claimant had died on November 15th. A substitution of the personal 
representative was allowed and the Hearing Officer then dismissed the claim. 

TI1e personal representative of the deceased workman then sought Board 
review. 

, I 
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It appears from the answers to the questions propounded by ORS 656.812
that the claimant's condition is an occupational disease and that disability
has been total from  pril 3, 1970 to the date of examination by the Medical
Board on  pril 1, 1971.

Pursuant to ORS 656.814, the findings and conclusions of the Medical
Board are final and binding as a matter of law.

Medical Board of Review Opinion:

On  pril 1st, 1971, Dr. Morton Goodman, Dr. Charles Grossman,
and I met together in my office, examined Mrs. Luella Goold, and
came to a joint and unanimous conclusion concerning her case.
This conclusion, signed by the three of us, is enclosed and is
based on the following facts:

During a period of prolonged and severe stress connected with
her work, she developed numbness of the right side of her face
and right hand in July of 1969, which has persisted. This was
accompanied by positive Hoffman tests, particularly on the right.
 t present there is a slight asymmetry of the face. The numbness
has been subjective much of the time but recently has been shown
to be objective and demonstrable with pinprick. Following
an examination on  pril 3, 1970 accompanied by severe aggravation
of the tension she rapidly became depressed and agitated, and
unable to work, normally relate with people, or care for her own
home. This state has continued up until the present time even
though some improvement has occurred.

The minor transient ischemic episode which led to a slight
residua is not materially disabling and was not work related. It
was our opinion, however, that her disability was primarily due
to the agitation and depression, and was work related.

/s/ Roy L. Swank, M.D.

WCB #70-64  pril 21, 1971

ROL ND G. FR NKLIN, deceased
By Ruth M. Franklin, Personal
Representative of his Estate.
Frank P. Santos,  ttorney.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether any rights to
benefits survived a workman who met his death from a non-industrial auto
mobile accident prior to award of benefits for a back injury allegedly
sustained on October 8, 1969.  denial of the claim for the back injury
had been set aside by the Hearing Officer on November 24, 1970, but the
claimant had died on November 15th.  substitution of the personal
representative was allowed and the Hearing Officer then dismissed the claim.

The personal representative of the deceased workman then sought Board
review.
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parties have now entered into a stipulation settling the issue 
as a disputed claim pursuant to ORS 656,289(4). A copy of the stipulation 
is attached and by reference made a part hereof, 

The stipulation and settlement is hereby ap~roved and the matter is 
accordingly dismissed on the basis of the settlement, 

WC13 #70-1140 

WAYNE KOIVISTO, Claimant. 
Mike Dye, Claimant's Atty. 

April 21, 1971 

The above entitled matter involved issues of the extent of pemanent 
disability sustained by a 59 year old steamfitter welder as the result of 
a fall from a ladder on February 28, 1968 which injured the claimant's 
back. 

Pursuant to ORS 656,268, a determination issued finding the claimant 
to have unscheduled disability of 112 degrees out of the applicable 
maximum of 320 degrees, 

Upon hearing the award was increased to 208 degrees. 

The matter was pending on Board review when the following letter was 
received from claimant's counsel. 

"Tilis letter will serve to confirm a telephone conversation with 
your office on April 14, 1971, during which time you indicated 
to me that I would have an additional 10 to 14 days to file my 
brief. I have contacted Mr. Clinton (sic) Estell, the attorney 
for SAIF and he has indicated to me that he would be willing to 
send Mr. Koivisto to the Physical Rehabilitation Center in Portland 
for a back, physical and psychological examination in order to 
properly evaluate Mr. Koivisto's condition. In addition, he has 
agreed to pay temporary partial disability during this time. Mr. 
Estell has also agreed to furnish the transportation for Mr, 
Koi vis to from ~linnesota at the scheduled bus transportation rates 
and in addition include the sum of $6,00 per day for meals during 
his travel, All expenses while Mr. Koivisto is in the Portland 
area will be paid by SAIF. I have contacted ~lr. Koi vis to and he 
is more than willing to submit himself for evaluation by the 
Physical Rehabilitation Center. I would therefore appreciate the 
Workmen's Compensation Board permitting Hr. Koivisto to undergo 
this physical evaluation and then sending the case back to the 
Hearing Officer for further evaluation of any new evidence." 

The Board has verified from counsel for the State Accident Insurance 
Fund that the foregoing is the basis of an agreement of the parties. 

The matter is therefore remanded to obtain the benefit of a reference 
to the Back Clinic of the Physical Rehabilitation Center facility main
tained by the Workmen's Compensation Board and for further hearing before 
the Hearing Officer with respect to the issue of disability in light of 
such further evidence. 
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The parties have now entered into a stipulation settling the issue
as a disputed claim pursuant to ORS 656.289(4).  copy of the stipulation
is attached and by reference made a part hereof.

The stipulation and settlement is hereby approved and the matter is
accordingly dismissed on the basis of the settlement.

WCB #70-1140  pril 21, 1971

W YNE KOIVISTO, Claimant.
Mike Dye, Claimant's  tty.

The above entitled matter involved issues of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 59 year old steamfitter welder as the result of
a fall from a ladder on February 28, 1968 which injured the claimant's
back.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant,
to have unscheduled disability of 112 degrees out of the applicable
maximum of 320 degrees.

Upon hearing the award was increased to 208 degrees.

The matter was pending on Board review when the following letter was
received from claimant's counsel.

"This letter will serve to confirm a telephone conversation with
your office on  pril 14, 1971, during which time you indicated
to me that I would have an additional 10 to 14 days to file my
brief. I have contacted Mr. Clinton (sic) Estell, the attorney
for S IF and he has indicated to me that he would be willing to
send Mr. Koivisto to the Physical Rehabilitation Center in Portland
for a back, physical and psychological examination in order to
properly evaluate Mr. Koivisto's condition. In addition, he has
agreed to pay temporary partial disability during this time. Mr.
Estell has also agreed to furnish the transportation for Mr.
Koivisto from Minnesota at the scheduled bus transportation rates
and in addition include the sum of $6.00 per day for meals during
his travel.  ll expenses while Mr. Koivisto is in the Portland
area will be paid by S IF. I have contacted Mr. Koivisto and he
is more than willing to submit himself for evaluation by the
Physical Rehabilitation Center. I would therefore appreciate the
Workmen's Compensation Board permitting Mr. Koivisto to undergo
this physical evaluation and then sending the case back to the
Hearing Officer for further evaluation of any new evidence."

The Board has verified from counsel for the State  ccident Insurance
Fund that the foregoing is the basis of an agreement of the parties.

The matter is therefore remanded to obtain the benefit of a reference
to the Back Clinic of the Physical Rehabilitation Center facility main
tained by the Workmen's Compensation Board and for further hearing before
the Hearing Officer with respect to the issue of disability in light of
such further evidence.
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expe<lite the administration of the claim, the matter is referred 
to the director of the Workmen's Compensation Board, ~tr. R • .J. Chance, 
with directions to obtain an examination at the earliest date and for 
reference for prompt further hearinp, thereafter. 

No notice of appeal is deemed applicable. 

\1/Clf #69-2129 

KENNETII W. MENEELY, Claimant. 
James D. Fournier, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

April 21, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 32 year old green chain worker as the result of 
a low back injury incurred on December 7, 1966. Such unscheduled injuries 
dating from 1966 are evaluated for disability by comparing the disabling 
effect to the loss of an arm with a maximum award for partially disabling 
injur~es of 192 degrees. 

The claimant had a long course of medical care including a two level 
fusion between L-4 and S-1 to stabilize the lower spine. lie had exhibited 
no prior.back difficulties. lie has returned to work but is now precluded 
from heavier work such as the green chain job at which he was injured. 
His present level of wages is some 18% below that payable for his pre
accident work. 

Pursuant to ORS 6S6.268, the claimant was determined to have a 
disability of 67 de~rees. Upon hearing this was increased to 141 degrees, 
the Hearing Officer concluding that no consideration had been given to the 
factor of loss of earning capacity and that the loss of function was 
greater than had been determined. In degrees the awarJ approximates by 
comparison the loss of approximately 74~. of an arm. The employer urges 
this award to be excessive. 

TI1e record reflects that the claimant has continued to have problems 
with some possibility existing of further medica.1 intervention. The latter 
will not become a matter of choice if the claimant is able to work and 
tolerate the present level of discomfort. The claimant's age, education 
and experience are in his favor and do not militate as strone;ly against 
him as if he were older and limited to heavy labor in seeking to make a 
living. The effect of the injury remains substantial. 

The Board concludes and finds that the record justifies the result 
reached by the llearinr, Officer. 

The order of the llcaring Officer is affirmed. 

Pursuant to ORS 656. 382, counsc 1 for c lairnant is allowed the further 
fee of $250 for services rendered on review and payable hy the employer. 
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To expedite the administration of the claim, the matter is referred
to the director of the Workmen's Compensation Board, Mr. R. J. Chance,
with directions to obtain an examination at the earliest date and for
reference for prompt further hearing thereafter.

No notice of appeal is deemed applicable.

WCB #69-2129  pril 21, 1971

KENNETH W. MENEELY, Claimant.
James D. Fournier, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Employer.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.
The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent

disability sustained by a 32 year old green chain worker as the result of
a low back injury incurred on December 7, 1966. Such unscheduled injuries
dating from 1966 are evaluated for disability by comparing the disabling
effect to the loss of an arm with a maximum award for partially disabling
injuries of 192 degrees.

The claimant had a long course of medical care including a two level
fusion between L-4 and S-l to stabilize the lower spine. He had exhibited
no prior back difficulties. He has returned to work but is now precluded
from heavier work such as the green chain job at which he was injured.
His present level of wages is some 18% below that payable for his pre
accident work.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, the claimant was determined to have a
disability of 67 degrees. Upon hearing this was increased to 141 degrees,
the Hearing Officer concluding that no consideration had been given to the
factor of loss of earning capacity and that the loss of function was
greater than had been determined. In degrees the award approximates by
comparison the loss of approximately 74% of an arm. The employer urges
this award to be excessive.

The record reflects that the claimant has continued to have problems
with some possibility existing of further medical intervention. The latter
will not become a matter of choice if the claimant is able to work and
tolerate the present level of discomfort. The claimant's age, education
and experience are in his favor and do not militate as strongly against
him as if he were older and limited to heavy labor in seeking to make a
living. The effect of the injury remains substantial.

The Board concludes and finds that the record justifies the result
reached by the Hearing Officer.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

Pursuant to ORS 656.382, counsel for claimant is allowed the further
fee of $250 for services rendered on review and payable by the employer.
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#70-2231 April 21, 1971 

BUREN WORKMAN, Claimant. 
Franklin, Bennett, Des Brisay & Jolles, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant has 
incurred a compensable aggravation of injuries received on September 21, 1966. 
At that time the claimant fell from a ladder while picking pears fracturing 
the right wrist, right third and fourth ribs and the transverse process of 
the fifth lumbar vertebrae. 

The claim was closed pursuant to ORS 656.268 on September 20, 1967 with 
awards for unscheduled disability equal to 30% loss of use of the right arm 
and 10% of an arm for separation for unscheduled disabilities. 

The claimant has degenerative arthritis with disabilities in some 
areas attributable to that process clearly not chargeable to the accident of 
September, 1966. If the claimant's condition relating to the accident became 
stationary and if it could be found that all subsequent increase in disa
bility is unrelated to the accident at issue, there is no aggravation of 
disabilities due to the accident. The Hearing Officer so found. 

The claimant was 60 years of age when injured. He apparently never 
returned to full time work and took an early retirement on social security 
at age 62. 

The Board's evaluation of the evidence in this matter is that the 
denial of the claim of aggravation falls short of the requirement that the 
law be construed liberally in favor of the workman. 

This claimant sustained a major trauma with major 1nJuries of suffici
ent violence to create more than a temporary effect upon preexisting de
generative processes. 

The Board concludes and finds that the claimant has sustained a 
compensable aggravation of his injuries of September 21, 1966. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is reversed and the State Accident In
surance Fund is ordered to allow the claim of aggravation and to pay such 
benefits as the increased disability attributable to the accident warrants. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.386 and the rules of procedure of the Workmen's 
Compensation Board allowing attorney fees where a denial of a claim of 
aggravation is set aside, counsel for claimant is allowed a fee of $600 
payable by the State Accident Insurance Fund for services rendered upon hear
ing and review necessitated by the denial of the claim. 
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WCB #70-2231  pril 21, 1971

BUREN WORKM N, Claimant.
Franklin, Bennett, Des Brisay § Jolles, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant has
incurred a compensable aggravation of injuries received on September 21, 1966.
 t that time the claimant fell from a ladder while picking pears fracturing
the right wrist, right third and fourth ribs and the transverse process of
the fifth lumbar vertebrae.

The claim was closed pursuant to ORS 656.268 on September 20, 1967 with
awards for unscheduled disability equal to 30% loss of use of the right arm
and 10% of an arm for separation for unscheduled disabilities.

The claimant has degenerative arthritis with disabilities in some
areas attributable to that process clearly not chargeable to the accident of
September, 1966. If the claimant's condition relating to the accident became
stationary and if it could be found that all subsequent increase in disa
bility is unrelated to the accident at issue, there is no aggravation of
disabilities due to the accident. The Hearing Officer so found.

The claimant was 60 years of age when injured. He apparently never
returned to full time work and took an early retirement on social security
at age 62.

The Board's evaluation of the evidence in this matter is that the
denial of the claim of aggravation falls short of the requirement that the
law be construed liberally in favor of the workman.

This claimant sustained a major trauma with major injuries of suffici
ent violence to create more than a temporary effect upon preexisting de
generative processes.

The Board concludes and finds that the claimant has sustained a
compensable aggravation of his injuries of September 21, 1966.

The order of the Hearing Officer is reversed and the State  ccident In
surance Fund is ordered to allow the claim of aggravation and to pay such
benefits as the increased disability attributable to the accident warrants.

Pursuant to ORS 656.386 and the rules of procedure of the Workmen's
Compensation Board allowing attorney fees where a denial of a claim of
aggravation is set aside, counsel for claimant is allowed a fee of $600
payable by the State  ccident Insurance Fund for services rendered upon hear
ing and review necessitated by the denial of the claim.
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\\'CB #71-31 April 27, 1971 

SAMUEL ELLIS I Claimant. 
Quentin D. Steele, Claimant 1.s Atty. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of procedure as to 
whether a claimant, whose claim of aggravation was denied October 29, 
1970, ~as entitlcd'to a hearing. when the request for hearing was not 
received by the Workmen's Compensation Board until January 6, 1971. 

The Workmen's Compensation Board rules of procedure deem a claim of 
aggravation to be subject to the rules of procedure applicable to an 
original claim •. A request for hearing on the denial of a· claim must ordin
arily be·filed within 60 days. The 1969 legislature amended the law to 
permit filing within 180 days where good cause for the delay appears. 
This exception extends to claims for aggravation under the Board rules. 
In this instance the request for hearing was erroneously first directed·to 
the ~tate Accident Insurance Fund. The confusion of 1:1any people with ... 
respect to the two agencies. would appear to r.mke such a mistake .subject to 
the application of the ~ood cause for delay exception. 

The dismissal of the request for hearing by the llearinp, Officer ap
pears to ha.ve been on a summary ba'sis without re~ard to the foregofog. · · 

The order of the Hearing Officer is accordin~ly set aside and the 
matter is remanded to the Hearings Division for hearinR on the merits. 

The Board deems this order non-appealable, hut appends the usual 
appeal notice. . '\ \I 

WCB #68-898 

FRANK IIILTON, Claimant. 
Bailey, Swink & llaas; Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

April 27, 1971 

Reviewed by_Commissioners Wilson and Callahan. 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained hy a 48 year old claimant on November 30, 1966 when 
he incurred a low hack injury. The claimant's experience has largely been 
as a carpenter. When injured working at a dam site, he was employed as a 
carpenter welder. 

Pursuant to ORS 656,268 an evalvation of· disability established the 
claimant's permanent disability at 35~.; loss of tise of the rir,ht leg and 25% 
loss of an arm py separation for unscheduled disability. 

Upon hearin·g, the Hearing Officer concluded that the residuals of the 
accidental injury precluded the clai~ant from ever again engaging_ regularly 
at a gainful and suitable occupation which qualified the claimant for perma
nent total disability. 
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WCB #71-31  pril 27, 1971

The above entitled matter involves an issue of procedure as to
whether a claimant, whose claim of aggravation was denied October 29,
1970, was entitled to a hearing when the request for hearing was not
received by the Workmen's Compensation Board until January 6, 1971.

The Workmen's Compensation Board rules of procedure deem a claim of
aggravation to be subject to the rules of procedure applicable to an
original claim.  request for hearing on the denial of a claim must ordin
arily be filed within 60 days. The 1969 legislature amended the law to
permit filing within 180 days where good cause for the delay appears.
This exception extends to claims for aggravation under the Board rules.
In this instance the request for hearing was erroneously first directed’to
the State  ccident Insurance Fund. The confusion of many people with
respect to the two agencies would appear to make such a mistake subject to
the application of the good cause for delay exception.

The dismissal of the request for hearing by the Hearing Officer ap
pears to have been on a summary basis without regard to the foregoing.

The order of the Hearing Officer is accordingly set aside and the
matter is remanded to the Hearings Division for hearing on the merits.

The Board deems this order non-appealable, but appends the usual
appeal notice. g ()

WCB #68-898  pril 27, 1971

S MUEL ELLIS, Claimant.
Quentin D. Steele, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Claimant.

FR NK HILTON, Claimant.
Bailey, Swink 8 Haas* Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Employer.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 48 year old claimant on November 30, 1966 when
he incurred a low back injury. The claimant's experience has largely been
as a carpenter. When injured working at a dam site, he was employed as a
carpenter welder.

Pursuant to ORS 656,268 an evaluation of disability established the
claimant's permanent disability at 35% loss of use of the right leg and 25%
loss of an arm by separation for unscheduled disability.

Upon hearing, the Hearing Officer concluded that the residuals of the
accidental injury precluded the claimant from ever again engaging regularly
at a gainful and suitable occupation which qualified the claimant for perma
nent total disability.
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matter has been pending before the Board for an unusual period 
of time, The Board does not obtain new evidence at the Board level, How
ever, an exception was made in this case when it appeared from at least 
one doctor that the claimant might be re-employable, The record also 
reflected that the claimant mirht have been given short shrift with res
pect to vocational rehabilitation in Idaho. This led to efforts to hc1ve 
the claimant examined at the Physical Rehabilitation Center facility in 
Portland upon agreement of the respective counsel, The claimant, in the 
interval, has been receiving compensation as awarded by the !!earing Officer. 
The delay has not inconvenienced the claimant other than imposing some 
uncertainty as to the eventual disposition of the issue. 

TI1e Board has now again re-examined the matter and concludes and finds 
that the Hearing Officer properly found the claimant to be permanently and 
totally disabled. The efforts pending review to determine whether the 
claimant had salvageable work capacities have certainly produced nothing to 
indicate the Hearing Officer finding was unduly pessimistic with respect 
to the claimant's future capabilities. 

TI1e order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

Counsel for the claimant has been required to perfnrm an unusual 
amount of work in connection with tl1is Board review, Normally the Board 
review for the respondent is limited to a brief. The fee in such matters 
on the employer request is payable by the employer pursuant to ORS 656.382, 
The fee in this instance payable by the employer is set at $500, TI1is is 
in addition to the fee set by the Hearing Officer of 25% of the increased 
compensation payable from the increased conpensation as paid, To the 
extent the llearing Officer ner,lecte<l to impose a maximuJT1 limit of $1,500 
upon the fee at hearinr, level, the order of the llearinr, Officer is modified 
and the maximum fee payable from increased compensation is set at $1,500. 

WCB #69-993 

ALFRED E. FRANCIS, Claimant, 
Edwin A. York, Claimant's Atty, 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

April 27, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners \vi Ison, Callahan and Moore. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 56 year old green chain off bearer who incurred 
a loN back injury in a fall on September 17 0 1968. TI1e claimant also urges 
that a vascular problem is compenably related to the accident. 

The employer denied responsibility for the vascular condition on 
April 21, 1969. A request for hearing was filed June 2, 1969. The request 
for hearing was not directed toward the denial of the vascular problem but 
the hearing proceeded with that as an issue together with a supplemental 
request for hearing filed November 18, 1969 directed toward a determination 
issued October 6, 1969 pursuant to ORS 656.268. 
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This matter has been pending before the Board for an unusual period
of time. The Board does not obtain new evidence at the Board level. How
ever, an exception was made in this case when it appeared from at least
one doctor that the claimant might be re-employable. The record also
reflected that the claimant might have been given short shrift with res
pect to vocational rehabilitation in Idaho. This led to efforts to have
the claimant examined at the Physical Rehabilitation Center facility in
Portland upon agreement of the respective counsel. The claimant, in the
interval, has been receiving compensation as awarded by the Hearing Officer.
The delay has not inconvenienced the claimant other than imposing some
uncertainty as to the eventual disposition of the issue.

The Board has now again re-examined the matter and concludes and finds
that the Hearing Officer properly found the claimant to be permanently and
totally disabled. The efforts pending review to determine whether the
claimant had salvageable work capacities have certainly produced nothing to
indicate the Hearing Officer finding was unduly pessimistic with respect
to the claimant's future capabilities.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

Counsel for the claimant has been required to perform an unusual
amount of work in connection with this Board review. Normally the Board
review for the respondent is. limited to a brief. The fee in such matters
on the employer request is payable by the employer pursuant to ORS 656,382.
The fee in this instance payable by the employer is set at $500. This is
in addition to the fee set by the Hearing Officer of 25% of the increased
compensation payable from the increased compensation as paid. To the
extent the Hearing Officer neglected to impose a maximum limit of $1,500
upon the fee at hearing level, the order of the Hearing Officer is modified
and the maximum fee payable from increased compensation is set at $1,500.

WCB #69-993  pril 27, 1971

 LFRED E. FR NCIS, Claimant.
Edwin  . York, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.
The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent

disability sustained by a 56 year old green chain off bearer who incurred
a low back injury in a fall on September 17, 1968. The claimant also urges
that a vascular problem is compenably related to the accident.

The employer denied responsibility for the vascular condition on
 pril 21, 1969.  request for hearing was filed June 2, 1969. The request
for hearing was not directed toward the denial of the vascular problem but
the hearing proceeded with that as an issue together with a supplemental
request for hearing filed November 18, 1969 directed toward a determination
issued October 6, 1969 pursuant to ORS 656.268.
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determination of October 6, 1969 found the claimant to have an un
scheduled disability of 10% of the workman or 32 degrees excluding con° 
sideration of the vascular condition which had been denied. 

Upon hearing the employer's denial of responsibility for the vascular 
condition was affirmed by the Hearing Officer, The Hearing Officer, however, 
found the disability attributable to the accident to be 85 degrees in lieu 
of the 32 previously awarded. 

The claimant denies any prior symptomatology referrable to the vascu-
lar problem. The vascular problem was diagnosed as a severe degree of aorticD 
iliac and femoral arteriosclerosis with peripheral vascular insufficiency 
and severe symptomatology and bi lateral claudication." The problem of whether 
a condition so diagnosed was caused or materially affected by the trauma at 
issue requires expert medical opinion. The ~reat weight of the medical opin
ion evidence in this record supports a conclusion that the condition was not 
materially affected by the trauma. It is not a disability attributable to 
the accident. It is a condition responsible for a major portion of the 
claimant's present disability. 

The Board concurs with the llearing Officer on both issues, The 
claimant's vascular problem does not fall ,vithin the area of compensable 
factors attributable to the accident. The claimant's disability attributable 
to the accident does not exceed the 85 degrees found ancl awarded by the 
l!earing Officer. 

The order of the !!earing Officer is affirmed. 

\·/CB it70-1356 

\VILLIMI mNNICIIIELLO, Clair:iant. 
Gregory & R.eichsfeld, Claimant's /\ttys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

Apri 1 27, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and ~-loore, 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant 
sustained a cor.ipensable injury as alleged. The claimant is a 34 year old 
janitor who claims to have been injured in a fall from a ladder onto a 
sandwich board. The claim was executed June 10, 1970 alleging the date of 
injury as ~ay 15, 1970. Upon hearing the claimant changed the date to 
April 25th to conform to certain aspects of the evidence. 

The denial of the claim was upheld by the Hearing Officer. The Board· 
is without the benefit of briefs fror.i the parties. The appellant on March 4, 
1971 was given until March 19 to file a supporting brief. On April s, 1971 
appellant was further advised, by copy of a letter to respondent's counsel, 
that appellant's brief was past due and the Board was proceeding to review 
without briefs. 

The claimant did not seek medical attention or file a claim until one 
week following his discharge for alleged unsatisfactory work performance. 
The claimant's testimony was impeached as to the date of the alleged 
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The determination of October 6, 1969 found the claimant to have an un
scheduled disability of 10% of the workman or 32 degrees excluding con
sideration of the vascular condition which had been denied.

Upon hearing the employer's denial of responsibility for the vascular
condition was affirmed by the Hearing Officer. The Hearing Officer, however,
found the disability attributable to the accident to be 85 degrees in lieu
of the 32 previously awarded.

The claimant denies any prior symptomatology referrable to the vascu
lar problem. The vascular problem was diagnosed as a severe degree of aortic,
iliac and femoral arteriosclerosis with peripheral vascular insufficiency
and severe symptomatology and bilateral claudication." The problem of whether
a condition so diagnosed was caused or materially affected by the trauma at
issue requires expert medical opinion. The great weight of the medical opin
ion evidence in this record supports a conclusion that the condition was not
materially affected by the trauma. It is not a disability attributable to
the accident. It is a condition responsible for a major portion of the
claimant's present disability.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer on both issues. The
claimant's vascular problem does not fall within the area of compensable
factors attributable to the accident. The claimant's disability attributable
to the accident does not exceed the 85 degrees found and awarded by the
Hearing Officer.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

VO #70-1356  pril 27, 1971

WILLI M MINN1CHIELL0, Claimant.
Gregory 5 Reichsfeld, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of whether the claimant
sustained a compensable injury as alleged. The claimant is a 34 year old
janitor who claims to have been injured in a fall from a ladder onto a
sandwich board. The claim was executed June 10, 1970 alleging the date of
injury as May 15, 1970. Upon hearing the claimant changed the date to
 pril 25th to conform to certain aspects of the evidence.

The denial of the claim was upheld by the Hearing Officer. The Board
is without the benefit of briefs from the parties. The appellant on March 4,
1971 was given until March 19 to file a supporting brief. On  pril 5, 1971
appellant was further advised, by copy of a letter to respondent's counsel,
that appellant's brief was past due and the Board was proceeding to review
without briefs.

The claimant did not seek medical attention or file a claim until one
week following his discharge for alleged unsatisfactory work performance.
The claimant's testimony was impeached as to the date of the alleged
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the mechanics of the accident and the portion of the ana.tomy in
volved in the alleged trauma. The Hearing Officer was unfavorably impressed 
with the claimant's credibility. 

As noted by the Board and affinned by the Court of Appeals in Moore v. 
U. s. Plywood, 89 Or Adv Sh 831, 833, Or App , in an unwitnessed ac-
cident "the surrounding circumstances and credibility of the claimant become 
quite important." 

The surrounding circumstances in this case and the credibility of the 
claimant have not been established to reflect that the llearing Officer was 
in error. 

The Board concludes the claimant did not sustain a compensable injury 
as alleged. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

WCB #70-1420 

JAMES R. LOPER, Claimant. 
D. R. Dimick, Claimant's Atty. 
Request 'for Review by Claimant. 

April 27, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 

TI1e above enti tlcd matter involves issues of the extent of disability 
sustained by a 32 year old log truck driver as the result of an accident 
on September 22, 1969. A caterpillar was pushinr, against a log on the 
loaded truck on a steep grade switchback. The log moved against the cab 
and pushed the cab against the claimant into the steerinp, wheel. 

The claimant was discharged by the employer for cause on September 27, 
1969. The claimant at this point had continued to work 12 to 13 hours per 
day without complaint or observable difficulty. Claim was not made until 
October 10, 1969. There was a diagnosis of a low back sprain and paravcrte
bral spasm at that time. The.next event of interest o~curred October 16, 
1969 when a truck claimant was operating down grade jumped out of gear and 
lost its brakes. The claimant jumped from the out-of-control truck into 
the roadside ditch. 

The claimant had r,one to work for this new employer without observable 
disability and with no mention of any existing physical problems in his em
ployment application. lie did not relate this new incident to treating 
doctors though he had symptoms following October 16th that he did not have 
prior to that date. 

The claimant made applications for unemployment compensation but professed 
ignorance that such benefits are not payable if an applicant is physically 
unable to work. Despite protests of continuing inability to work he was 
employed doing general work about a restaurant without observable difficulty. 
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accident, the mechanics of the accident and the portion of the anatomy in
volved in the alleged trauma. The Hearing Officer was unfavorably impressed
with the claimant's credibility.

 s noted by the Board and affirmed by the Court of  ppeals in Moore v.
U. S. Plywood, 89 Or  dv Sh 831, 833, ___Or  pp ____, in an unwitnessed ac
cident "the surrounding circumstances and credibility of the claimant become
quite important."

The surrounding circumstances in this case and the credibility of the
claimant have not been established to reflect that the Hearing Officer was
in error.

The Board concludes the claimant did not sustain a compensable injury
as alleged.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-1420  pril 27, 1971

J MES R. LOPER, Claimant.
D. R. Dimick, Claimant's  tty.
Request "for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves issues of the extent of disability
sustained by a 32 year old log truck driver as the result of an accident
on September 22, 1969,  caterpillar was pushing against a log on the
loaded truck on a steep grade switchback. The log moved against the cab
and pushed the cab against the claimant into the steering wheel.

The claimant was discharged by the employer for cause on September 27,
1969. The claimant at this point had continued to work 12 to 13 hours per
day without complaint or observable difficulty. Claim was not made until
October 10, 1969. There was a diagnosis of a low back sprain and paraverte
bral spasm at that time. The.next event of interest occurred October 16,
1969 when a truck claimant was operating down grade jumped out of gear and
lost its brakes. The claimant jumped from the out-of-control truck into
the roadside ditch.

The claimant had gone to work for this new employer without observable
disability and with no mention of any existing physical problems in his em
ployment application. He did not relate this new incident to treating
doctors though he had symptoms following October 16th that he did not have
prior to that date.

The claimant made applications for unemployment compensation but professed
ignorance that such benefits are not payable if an applicant is physically
unable to work. Despite protests of continuing inability to work he was
employed doing general work about a restaurant without observable difficulty.
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Distrust of a witness may be generated in many wa)'s. It need not be 
based upon outright fabrication. Silence in certain areas nay be more 
telling than voluble inconsistencies. Given enough time plausible explan
ations and excuses may be contrived to whitewash such situations with an 
appearance of credulity. Claimant's able counsel has labored well with 
a poor situation. 

The matter comes before the noard upon the written record. The Hearing 
Officer obscrved·thc witness. It is possible that one or more members of 
the Board might have been more favorably impressed by the claiamant as a 
witness despite the record. ·That is entirely speculative. The Board is 
being asked to set aside the findings of the Hearing Officer. Too much of 
the issue at stake in this case depends upon an unqualified acceptance of 
the claimant's testimony. 

The noard concludes and finds that the record does not justify re
versing the Hearing Officer and that the claimant's claim was properly 
closed both with respect to temporary total disability and medical care and 
also with respect to lack of permanent partial disability attributable to 
the accident of September 22, 1969. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

WCB #70-761 

FREDERICK F. BENNETT, Claimant. 
Charles Paulson, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

April 27, 1971 

Reviewed by Comm1ssioners tlilson, Callahan and Moore. 

The above entitled matter involves issues stemming from a claim of 
aggravation allegedly compensably related to an accidental injury of 
December, 1968. The accident of December, 1968 was preceded by industrial 
injuries of 1965, 1966 and January of 1968. The matter was previously before 
the Board on October 16, 1970 and was remanded to clarify whether the 
claimant had in effect reported still another accident supposedly sustained 
on March 9, 1970. The matter following further hearing resulted in an order 
of the Hearing Officer finding the claimant to have sustained a compensable 
aggravation of his compensable injury of December, 1968. 

The employer has raised a procedural issue which must first be resolved. 
In the initial administration of the claim there was no award of disability. 
The employer poses the question of whether a non-existent disability may be 
subject to aggravation, 

This question arose with unfavorable results to the workman under the 
law as it read in 1948, In Lindeman v. SIAC, 183 Or 245, it was held that 
ar,gravation dated from the "first final m-rnrd." Only medical care was in~ 
valved and medical care at that time was not defined as conpensation, The 
law was subsequently amended to allow a claim for a~gravation ''if there 
has been no such award~ within five years of the order allowing the daim. 11 

This language was only retained in the 1965 amendment to ORS 656,278(2) 
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Distrust of a witness may be generated in many ways. It need not be
based upon outright fabrication. Silence in certain areas nay be more
telling than voluble inconsistencies. Given enough time plausible explan
ations and excuses may be contrived to whitewash such situations with an
appearance of credulity. Claimant's able counsel has labored well with
a poor situation.

The matter comes before the Board upon the written record. The Hearing
Officer observed the witness. It is possible that one or more members of
the Board might have been more favorably impressed by the claiamant as a
witness despite the record. That is entirely speculative. The Board is
being asked to set aside the findings of the Hearing Officer. Too much of
the issue at stake in this case depends upon an unqualified acceptance of
the claimant's testimony.

The Board concludes and finds that the record does not justify re
versing the Hearing Officer and that the claimant's claim was properly
closed both with respect to temporary total disability and medical care and
also with respect to lack of permanent partial disability attributable to
the accident of September 22, 1969.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-761  pril 27, 1971

FREDERICK F. BENNETT, Claimant.
Charles Paulson, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Employer.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves issues stemming from a claim of
aggravation allegedly compensably related to an accidental injury of
December, 1968. The accident of December, 1968 was preceded by industrial
injuries of 1965, 1966 and January of 1968. The matter was previously before
the Board on October 16, 1970 and was remanded to clarify whether the
claimant had in effect reported still another accident supposedly sustained
on March 9, 1970. The matter following further hearing resulted in an order
of the Hearing Officer finding the claimant to have sustained a compensable
aggravation of his compensable injury of December, 1968,

The employer has raised a procedural issue which must first be resolved.
In the initial administration of the claim there was no award of disability.
The employer poses the question of whether a non-existent disability may be
subject to aggravation.

This question arose with unfavorable results to the workman under the
law as it read in 1948. In Lindeman v. SI C, 183 Or 245, it was held that
aggravation dated from the "first final award." Only medical care was in
volved and medical care at that time was not defined as compensation, The
law was subsequently amended to allow a claim for aggravation "if there
has been no such award, within five years of the order allowing the claim."
This language was only retained in the 1965 amendment to ORS 656.278(2)
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respect to claims originating prior to January 1, 1966. That section 
of the law, without reference to awards, dates the right of aggravation 
to five y~ars from the determination issued by the Board pursuant to ORS 
656.268. The Board does not issue formal determination orders in the 
bulk of claims involving only medical care. It has, by Administrative 
Order WCB No. 4-1970, provided that a determination is deemed to have 
been made in such claims by the administrative closure of the claim and 
the records of the Board. Th·e Board concludes that the past legislative 
intent was to permit aggravation from claim closure regardless of whether 
there was an award of disability and that there appears to have been no · 
intention in the 1965 re-enactment to restore the posture of the Lindeman 
decision. 

On the merits with respect to- whether the claimant's condition was 
attributable to an aggravation of the December, 1968 claim or relatable 
to a new accident of March 9, 1970, the Board also concurs with the Hearing 
Officer. 

The medical evidence reflects that the accident of December, 1968 was 
a material contributing cause to the claimant's problem. The claimant's 
remarks to Dr. ·Pasquesi may well have been properly recorded by Dr. 
Pasquesi and this would not in itself absolve the December, 1968 accident 
or require a new claim. 

The order of the llearing Officer is affirmed. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.382 and 656.386, counsel for claimant is allowed 
a further fee in the sum of $250 payable by the employer for services 
rendered on review. 

WCB #70-1467-E April 27, 1971 

DONALD R. KENNISON, Clai~ant. 
Tooze, Powers, Kerr, Tooze & Peterson, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 22 year old green chain worker who incurred a low 
back strain on July 11, 1967 while lifting a heavy plank from the chain. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant to 
have an unscheduled disability of 98 degrees with 34 der,rees computed as a 
factor related to earning capacity. This award was affinned by the Hearing 
Officer. 

TI1e claimant's problem was precipitated by a congenital anomaly in that 
he has an extra lumbar vertebrae. It is common for this extra vertebrae to 
be imperfectly formed and to be predisposed to injury. The claimant has 
undergone surgery to stabilize the area and to this extent some repair has 
been accomplished toward nature's error. •. TI1e surgery, however, has not 
repaired the problem to the point where the claimant could ever return to 
arduous work such as that involved as an off-bearer at a green chain. 
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with respect to claims originating prior to January 1, 1966. That section
of the law, without reference to awards, dates the right of aggravation
to five years from the determination issued by the Board pursuant to ORS
656.268. The Board does not issue formal determination orders in the
bulk of claims involving only medical care. It has, by  dministrative
Order WCB No. 4-1970, provided that a determination is deemed to have
been made in such claims by the administrative closure of the claim and
the records of the Board. The Board concludes that the past legislative
intent was to permit aggravation from claim closure regardless of whether
there was an award of disability and that there appears to have been no
intention in the 1965 re-enactment to restore the posture of the Lindeman
decision.

On the merits with respect to whether the claimant's condition was
attributable to an aggravation of the December, 1968 claim or relatable
to a new accident of March 9, 1970, the Board also concurs with the Hearing
Officer.

The medical evidence reflects that the accident of December, 1968 was
a material contributing cause to the claimant's problem. The claimant's
remarks to Dr. Pasquesi may well have been properly recorded by Dr.
Pasquesi and this would not in itself absolve the December, 1968 accident
or require a new claim.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

Pursuant to ORS 656.382 and 656.386, counsel for claimant is allowed
a further fee in the sum of $250 payable by the employer for services
rendered on review.

WCB #70-1467-1;  pril 27, 1971

DON LD R. KENNISON, Claimant.
Tooze, Powers, Kerr, Tooze 5 Peterson, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Employer.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 22 year old green chain worker who incurred a low
back strain on July 11, 1967 while lifting a heavy plank from the chain.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant to
have an unscheduled disability of 98 degrees with 34 degrees computed as a
factor related to earning capacity. This award was affirmed by the Hearing
Officer.

The claimant's problem was precipitated by a congenital anomaly in that
he has an extra lumbar vertebrae. It is common for this extra vertebrae to
be imperfectly formed and to be predisposed to injury. The claimant has
undergone surgery to stabilize the area and to this extent some repair has
been accomplished toward nature's error. The surgery, however, has not
repaired the problem to the point where the claimant could ever return to
arduous work such as that involved as an off-bearer at a green chainc,
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substantial area of argument on the disability is whether the 
claimant has lost any degree of earning capacity. The pronouncement in the 
Ryf case appeared geared to some mathematical formula.. The Board has noted 
criticism that the adoption by the Board of a mathematical formula was an 
"over-reaction" to the Ryf decision. In administration of thousands of 
claims the alternative of saying that it is an "x" factor does not lend 
itself to the degree of uniformity desirable in a fixed scheduled compen
sation system. There are some jurisdictions where major permanent physical 
disability is not compensated if there is in fact no apparent decrease in 
actual earnings upon return to work. The claimant in this case found work 
at an increase in wages. The claimant urges that he was "lucky" and the 
fact that this wa~e was.greater does not mean that his earning capacity 
has not been reduced. The situation is a good example of the pitfalls 
appropriately noted by Larson on Workmen's Compensation whose text was 
quoted approvingly in the Ryf decision with the quotation stopping just 
short of the author's words of caution which are exemplified by the facts 
in this case. Actual wages before and after an accident may in some cases 
be a poor test of the workman's earning capacity. 

The Board does not concur with the Hearing Officer reasoning that 
disability is greater in a young man because of the duration, Disability is 
normally greater in the older individual due to the fact that at the ad
vanced age the workman's physical ability to recuperate is less and limi
tations of time to retrain and re-educate preclude effective rehabilitation. 

The Board does concur in the concept that this young man was exposed 
to substantial arduous recreational and work situations with his congenital 
defect without manifestation of disability until this accident. He may well 
have gone through 1i fe without disability attributable to that defect. The 
accident occurred, the disability is apparent an<l the claimant is neces
sarily substantially limited in his future activity. 

Regardless of the formula the Board concludes that an evaluation of 
approximately 30% of the workman is not unreasonable after a consideration 
of the totality of the evidence. 

The order of the Hearing Officer affiming the initial determination of 
98 degrees is affirmed. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.382 counsel for claimant is allowed a further fee 
of $250 payable by the employer for services on review. 

WCB #70-24 71 April 27, 1971 

LAWRENCE GREEN, Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan. 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of perm.anent 
disability sustained by a 43 year old electric motor repairman who was injured
June 29, 1967 when pinned between some equipment and a fork lift truck. The 
initial diagnosis included a "contusion of the pelvis, strain of the 
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 substantial area of argument on the disability is whether the
claimant has lost any degree of earning capacity. The pronouncement in the
Ryf case appeared geared to some mathematical formula. The Board has noted
criticism that the adoption by the Board of a mathematical formula was an
"over-reaction" to the Ryf decision. In administration of thousands of
claims the alternative of saying that it is an "x" factor does not lend
itself to the degree of uniformity desirable in a fixed scheduled compen
sation system. There are some jurisdictions where major permanent physical
disability is not compensated if there is in fact no apparent decrease in
actual earnings upon return to work. The claimant in this case found work
at an increase in wages. The claimant urges that he was "lucky" and the
fact that this wage was greater does not mean that his earning capacity
has not been reduced. The situation is a good example of the pitfalls
appropriately noted by Larson on Workmen's Compensation whose text was
quoted approvingly in the Ryf decision with the quotation stopping just
short of the author's words of caution which are exemplified by the facts
in this case.  ctual wages before and after an accident may in some cases
be a poor test of the workman's earning capacity.

The Board does not concur with the Hearing Officer reasoning that
disability is greater in a young man because of the duration. Disability is
normally greater in the older individual due to the fact that at the ad
vanced age the workman's physical ability to recuperate is less and limi
tations of time to retrain and re-educate preclude effective rehabilitation.

The Board does concur in the concept that this young man was exposed
to substantial arduous recreational and work situations with his congenital
defect without manifestation of disability until this accident. He may well
have gone through life without disability attributable to that defect. The
accident occurred, the disability is apparent and the claimant is neces
sarily substantially limited in his future activity.

Regardless of the formula the Board concludes that an evaluation of
approximately 30% of the workman is not unreasonable after a consideration
of the totality of the evidence.

The order of the Hearing Officer affirming the initial determination of
98 degrees is affirmed.

Pursuant to ORS 656.382 counsel for claimant is allowed a further fee -
of $250 payable by the employer for services on review.

WCB #70-2471  pril 27, 1971

L WRENCE GREEN, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson §  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 43 year old electric motor repairman who was injured
June 29, 1967 when pinned between some equipment and a fork lift truck. The
initial diagnosis included a "contusion of the pelvis, strain of the
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spine, possible inguinal hernia." The clair.1ant's hernia was 
repaired and conservative therapy was given for the low back. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued findin!-': the claimant 
to have a disability of 19.2 degrees based upon the then applicable 
standard of comparing the disability to 10% loss of an arm. This deter
mination was affirmed by the llcaring Officer. 

The claimant has returned to his former occupation with no loss of 
earnings level. TI1e claimant's complaints of pain are largely subjective 
and do not appear to interfere with work functions. There is reason to 
believe that the complaints of pain are not based upon actual pain since 
at least one doctor found that when the claimant's attention is diverted, 
pressure can be applied to certain areas without any response of discomfort 
though the claimant had volunteered discomfort as to that area when atten
tion was focused to that area rather than diverted. 

Apparently there is some apprehension that the hernia mir,ht recur, 
If a further hernia occurs as a compensable aggravation, the compensation 
for such a development will be payable then rather than upon present con
jecture and speculation. 

·Taking the evidence in its entirety, the Board concurs with the Hearing 
Officer and concludes and finds that the permanent disability attributable 
to the accident does not exceed a comparison to the loss of 10% of an arm. 

The order of the llearing Officer is affirmed, 

WCB #70-1232 and 
WCB #70-1233 April 27, 1971 

PRENTICE WALLACE, Claimant, 
Pozzi, Wilson and Atchison, Claimant's Attys, 
Request for Review by Claimant, 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and ~loo re, 

The above entitled matter involves issues of procedure and extent of 
disability following two accidental injuries sustained by a self-employed 
baker who had elected to be insured as a workman pursuant to ORS 656,128, 

The first low back injury was sustained on July 25, 1966. The claim 
was closed pursuant to ORS 656,268 on April 19, 1967 without award of 
permanent partial disability, The second injury of October 8, 1966 was 
also closed on April 19, 1967 with an award for unscheduled disability of 
19.2 degrees based upon a comparison to the loss of an arm, 

No request for hearing was ever submitted to· the Workmen's Compensation 
Board directed to either of these orders of April 19, 1967, The requests 
for hearing as to both claims were filed June 16, 1970 and both requests 
were in the nature of claims for ar,gravation. 
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lumbosacral spine, possible inguinal hernia." The claimant's hernia was
repaired and conservative therapy was given for the low back.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination issued finding the claimant
to have a disability of 19.2 degrees based upon the then applicable
standard of comparing the disability to 10% loss of an arm. This deter
mination was affirmed by the Hearing Officer.

The claimant has returned to his former occupation with no loss of
earnings level. The claimant's complaints of pain are largely subjective
and do not appear to interfere with work functions. There is reason to
believe that the complaints of pain are not based upon actual pain since
at least one doctor found that when the claimant's attention is diverted,
pressure can be applied to certain areas without any response of discomfort
though the claimant had volunteered discomfort as to that area when atten
tion was focused to that area rather than diverted.

 pparently there is some apprehension that the hernia might recur.
If a further hernia occurs as a compensable aggravation, the compensation
for such a development will be payable then rather than upon present con
jecture and speculation.

Taking the evidence in its entirety, the Hoard concurs with the Hearing
Officer and concludes and finds that the permanent disability attributable
to the accident does not exceed a comparison to the loss of 10% of an arm.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

WCB #70-1252 and
WCB #70-1233  pril 27, 1971

PRENTICE W LL CE, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson and  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves issues of procedure and extent of
disability following two accidental injuries sustained by a self-employed
baker who had elected to be insured as a workman pursuant to ORS 656.128.

The first low back injury was sustained on July 25, 1966. The claim
was closed pursuant to ORS 656.268 on  pril 19, 1967 without award of
permanent partial disability. The second injury of October 8, 1966 was
also closed on  pril 19, 1967 with an award for unscheduled disability of
19.2 degrees based upon a comparison to the loss of an arm.

No request for hearing was ever submitted to the Workmen's Compensation
Board directed to either of these orders of  pril 19, 1967. The requests
for hearing as to both claims were filed June 16, 1970 and both requests
were in the nature of claims for aggravation.
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Upon hearing the claimant attempted for some reason to base the 
proceedings as timely requests for hearing from the determination orders 
which had been issued nearly 38 months before. It is assumed that counsel 
may have ha.d doubts about the sufficiency of his corroborating medical 
evidence required for a claim of aggravation. ORS 656.319(2)(b) is quite 
explicit in requiring that requests for hearing be filed within one year 
after the determination is made. There is no provision in the law for an 
extension of time for r,ood cause such as the "estoppel" urged by the 
claimant. Even if the statute provided for an extension of time "for 
cause" the Doar<l deems the facts insufficient to warrant a delay of 38 
months. 

TI1e matter did go to hearing and the Board now addresses itself to the 
issue of whether the claimant's condition has worsened since the claim 
closures in April of 1967 and, "if so, whether such worsening is a compensable 
aggravation or the natural progression of preexisting degenerative problems 
not materially affected by the accident, 

The Hearing Officer conclusion was that the claimant's condition had 
not materially changed from an objective basis over the period of time 
involved. There is an expression from another doctor without the benefit 
of before and after personal examination concerninr. pror,rcssion of conditions 
from which the claimant suffers. 

The Board concurs with the llearing Officer that the weight of the 
evidence does not reflect a compensable aggravation of the disability attri
butable to the accident. 

The order of the llearinr, Officer is ?.ffirmed. 

TI1e request for review alludes to a request for disqualification of the 
llearing Officer. It is not of record. No objection appears at the time of 
hearings from the transcript of the proceedings. Disqualifications are not 
routinely made even upon affidavit being filed unless the record :reflects 
the parties may not obtain a fair hearin~. The selection and assignment of 
Hearing Officers must remain with the Board and cannot be delegated to the 
whims of either party. 

l\iCB #70-1078 April 28, 1971 

The Beneficiaries of 
JOIIN O. PETERS, Claimant, Deceased. 
Green, Richardson, Griswold & Murphy, Attys. 
Request for Review by SAIF. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan. 

The ahove entitled matter involves the compensability of a claim by 
the beneficiaries of a deceased workman that he was permanently and totally 
disabled at the time of his death as the result of a condition diagnosed a.s 
cor pulmonale incurred by the 61 year old school maintenance employe in the 
week of August 26, 1967. The workman died on April 1, 1970. 

-~ 
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Upon hearing the claimant attempted for some reason to base the
proceedings as timely requests for hearing from the determination orders
which had been issued nearly 38 months before. It is assumed that counsel
may have had doubts about the sufficiency of his corroborating medical
evidence required for a claim of aggravation. ORS 656.319(2)(b) is quite
explicit in requiring that requests for hearing be filed within one year
after the determination is made. There is no provision in the law for an
extension of time for good cause such as the "estoppel" urged by the
claimant. Even if the statute provided for an extension of time "for
cause" the Board deems the facts insufficient to warrant a delay of 38
months.

The matter did go to hearing and the Board now addresses itself to the
issue of whether the claimant's condition has worsened since the claim
closures in  pril of 1967 and, if so, whether such worsening is a compensable
aggravation or the natural progression of preexisting degenerative problems
not materially affected by the accident.

The Hearing Officer conclusion was that the claimant's condition had
not materially changed from an objective basis over the period of time
involved. There is an expression from another doctor without the benefit
of before and after personal examination concerning progression of conditions
from which the claimant suffers.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer that the weight of the
evidence does not reflect a compensable aggravation of the disability attri
butable to the accident.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

The request for review alludes to a request for disqualification of the
Hearing Officer. It is not of record. No objection appears at the time of
hearings from the transcript of the proceedings. Disqualifications are not
routinely made even upon affidavit being filed unless the record reflects
the parties may not obtain a fair hearing. The selection and assignment of
Hearing Officers must remain with the Board and cannot be delegated to the
whims of either party.

WCB #70-1078  pril 28, 1971

The Beneficiaries of
JOHN 0. PETERS, Claimant, Deceased.
Green, Richardson, Griswold § Murphy,  ttys.
Request for Review by S IF.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.
The above entitled matter involves the compensability of a claim by

the beneficiaries of a deceased workman that he was permanently and totally
disabled at the time of his death as the result of a condition diagnosed as
cor pulmonale incurred by the 61 year old school maintenance employe in the
week of  ugust 26, 1967. The workman died on  pril 1, 1970.

■x
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to his death the workman's claim had been denied hut found 
compensable on November 22, 1968 by a llearin,q Officer whose order became 
final for want of an appeal. The effect of this prior order on the claim 
of the beneficiaries is a major issue in these proceedinr,s. The benefici
aries urge the prior proceedings as res adjudicata and the State Accident 
Insurance Fund contends the first proceedings were limited to the issue of 
whether the claimant had a compensable injury. 

Ne~ther the denial of the claim by the State Accident Insurance Fund 
nor the order of the Hearing Officer in allowing the claim are definitive 
with respect to denial and allowance of the cor pulmonale. This situation 
was confused by an early disa~nosis of a possible back strain, The situa
tion was further confused by the denial of the State Accident Insurance 
Fund in these proceedings being a denial that the workman's death ''was not 
a consequence of his accident." The benefici.aries do not contend that the 
workman's injury in August of 1967 caused death~ Their contention is that 
the workman was permanently and totally disabled, 

The workman's death was attributed to pneumonia resulting from -chronic 
obstruc_tive pulmonary disease. He apparently suffered from obstructive 
pulmonary disease prior to the episode in August of 1967, There is evi
dence that a person with this condition is subject upon exertion to the 
heart enlargement characteristic of cor pulmonale, 

The Board does not have before it on this review a transcript of 
the proceedings upon which the workman's clai~ was held compensable. There 
is certainly an area of substantial doubt upon the medical evidence and 
the Hearing Officer order with respect to whether the original order allow
ing the workman's claim would have withstood a challenge on appeal, 

To the extent that res adjudicata applies only to the same parties it 
is not a principle which can be applied per se to these proceedings. It is 
interesting to note that the weight of authority appears to permit a bene
ficiary to have the benefit of a ruling in favor of a workman during his 
lifetime but to also permit a beneficiary to proceed independently without 
being bound by an adverse decision rendered against thc11 workman, Note 
Larson Workmen's Compensation 64.10. The justice or equity of this double 
standard is not for this Board to resolve. 

The Board concludes that the issue of whether the effort was a material 
contributing cause in the development of the cor pulmonale _was resolved 
favorably to the workman and that this decision inures to the benefit of the 
beneficiaries in this proceeding. The fact that cor pulmonale would have 
been the eventual natural result of the obstructive pulmonary disease does 
not defeat the claim as long as the work effort is diagnosed ~s a material 
contributing factor in the development of the cor pulmonale, If the cor 
pulmonale was only a transient episode and the work effort of August 1967 
had no permanent effect, the position of the State Accident Insurance Fund 
might pe sustained. 

The Board concurs in the result reached by the Hearing Officer however 
in the present proceedings for the reasons stated. 
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Prior to his death the workman's claim had been denied but found
compensable on November 22, 1968 by a Hearing Officer whose order became
final for want of an appeal. The effect of this prior order on the claim
of the beneficiaries is a major issue in these proceedings. The benefici
aries urge the prior proceedings as res adjudicata and the State  ccident
Insurance Fund contends the first proceedings were limited to the issue of
whether the claimant had a compensable injury.

Neither the denial of the claim by the State  ccident Insurance Fund
nor the order of the Hearing Officer in allowing the claim are definitive
with respect to denial and allowance of the cor pulmonale. This situation
was confused by an early disagnosis of a possible back strain. The situa
tion was further confused by the denial of the State  ccident Insurance
Fund in these proceedings being a denial that the workman's death "was not
a consequence of his accident." The beneficiaries do not contend that the
workman's injury in  ugust of 1967 caused death. Their contention is that
the workman was permanently and totally disabled.

The workman's death was attributed to pneumonia resulting from chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease. He apparently suffered from obstructive
pulmonary disease prior to the episode in  ugust of 1967. There is evi
dence that a person with this condition is subject upon exertion to the
heart enlargement characteristic of cor pulmonale.

The Board does not have before it on this review a transcript of
the proceedings upon which the workman's claim was held compensable. There
is certainly an area of substantial doubt upon the medical evidence and
the Hearing Officer order with respect to whether the original order allow
ing the workman's claim would have withstood a challenge on appeal.

To the extent that res adjudicata applies only to the same parties it
is not a principle which can be applied per se to these proceedings. It is
interesting to note that the weight of authority appears to permit a bene
ficiary to have the benefit of a ruling in favor of a workman during his
lifetime but to also permit a beneficiary to proceed independently without
being bound by an adverse decision rendered against tha workman. Note
Larson Workmen's Compensation 64.10. The justice or equity of this double
standard is not for this Board to resolve.

The Board concludes that the issue of whether the effort was a material
contributing cause in the development of the cor pulmonale was resolved
favorably to the workman and that this decision inures to the benefit of the
beneficiaries in this proceeding. The fact that cor pulmonale would have
been the eventual natural result of the obstructive pulmonary disease does
not defeat the claim as long as the work effort is diagnosed as a material
contributing factor in the development of the cor pulmonale. If the cor
pulmonale was only a transient episode and the work effort of  ugust 1967
had no permanent effect, the position of the State  ccident Insurance Fund
might be sustained.

The Board concurs in the result reached by the Hearing Officer however
in the present proceedings for the reasons stated.
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No issue was raised with respect to attorney fees, The Hearing Officer 
order appears to order fees paid from the compensation awarded, As a denied 
claim, the fees are payable by the employer or its insurer, in this case 
the State Accident Insurance Fund, Pursuant to ORS 656,386, the _fee in the 
amount of $1,500 is affirmed, but the llearinr, Officer order is modified to 
provide that the fee is payable by the State Accident Insurance Fund in 
addition to and not from the compensation- awarded. 

\<lCfi #70-1122 

RONNIE NIOI0LS0N, Claimant, 
Moore, Wurtz & Logan, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

April 28, 1971 

Reviewed by ComJ11issioners l'iilson and Callahan. 

TI1e above entitled matter irivolves issues on the responsibility of the 
employer for a claim of temporary total dis:ibili ty and further medical care 
in connection with an electric shock sustained by a 26 year old maintenance 
worker while operating an electric dri 11 on September 22, 1969. 

The claim was closed pursuant to ORS 656,268 with a findinr that the 
claimant's benefit rights were limited to medical care, 

The claimant returned to work immediately following the incident of 
September 22 with only one call to a doctor, l!e sought no other medical 
attention for over five months when he returned to a doctor with complaints 
of dizziness and headaches. TI1is was somewhat coincident with his failure 
to show up for work. 

The question then becomes one of whether the medical care and time loss 
for a limited period following February 27, 1970, is compensably related to 
the accident of over five months before, In June of 1970 he obtained another 
job payinr, substantially higher \-/ages. 

There is some indication that the primary problem encountered by the 
claimant was one of headaches and dizziness which were apparently produced 
by a sort of phobia when he was working at some height above the ground. 
The question is whether his lack of employment in this period is compensable, 
I~ was not fired but his rather lackadaisical efforts before and after the 
accident ma<le him expendable and his discharge was impending. 

The Board concurs with the !!earing Officer that the evidence is just 
too tenuous and speculative to find that the claimant was totally disabled 
or, if so, that such disability was attributable to the shock, 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed, 
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No issue was raised with respect to attorney fees. The Hearing Officer
order appears to order fees paid from the compensation awarded.  s a denied
claim, the fees are payable by the employer or its insurer, in this case
the State  ccident Insurance Fund. Pursuant to ORS 656.386, the .fee in the
amount of $1,500 is affirmed, but the Hearing Officer order is modified to
provide that the fee is payable by the State  ccident Insurance Fund in
addition to and not from the compensation awarded.

W.CB #70-1122  pril 28, 1971

RONNIE NICHOLSON, Claimant.
Moore, IVurtz § Logan, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves issues on the responsibility of the
employer for a claim of temporary total disability and further medical care
in connection with an electric shock sustained by a 26 year old maintenance
worker while operating an electric drill on September 22, 1969.

The claim was closed pursuant to ORS 656.268 with a finding that the
claimant's benefit rights were limited to medical care.

The claimant returned to work immediately following the incident of
September 22 with only one call to a doctor. He sought no other medical
attention for over five months when he returned to a doctor with complaints
of dizziness and headaches. This was somewhat coincident with his failure
to show up for work.

The question then becomes one of whether the medical care and time loss
for a limited period following February 27, 1970, is compensably related to
the accident of over five months before. In dune of 1970 he obtained another
job paying substantially higher wages.

There is some indication that the primary problem encountered by the
claimant was one of headaches and dizziness which were apparently produced
by a sort of phobia when he was working at some height above the ground.
The question is whether his lack of employment in this period is compensable.
He was not fired but his rather lackadaisical efforts before and after the
accident made him expendable and his discharge was impending.

The Board concurs with the Hearing Officer that the evidence is just
too tenuous and speculative to find that the claimant was totally disabled
or, if so, that such disability was attributable to the shock.

the order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.
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#70-1047 April 28, 1971 

JOIIN J. WELCH, Claimant. 
Davis, Ainsworth & Pinnock, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the compensability 
of a ciaim for a myocardial infarction sustained by a 42 year old main
tenance repair man who inhaled chlorine fumes on January 13, 1970 at 
3:00 p.m. and had the infarction the next Monday morning. The issue is 
whether the chlorine inhalation was a material contributin~ cause of the 
coronary infarction some six days later. 

The claim was denied by the State Accident Insurance Fund and this 
denial was affirmed by the Hearing Officer, 

Significantly the claimant had experienced pains indicative of cardiac 
arterial insufficiency on seven or eight occasions prior to the occasion 
involved in this claim. The symptoms differed materially from the symptoms 
reported following the chlorine exposure. 

The claimant did submit a report from a Dr. Grossman who was of the 
opinion there was some relationship. The opinion was categorical without 
explanation of the mechanics of the situation, without indication that 
Dr. Grossman was aware of the claimant's history and without setting forth 
the theory by which a causal relation was found to bridge the intervening 
period in which none of the cardiac symptoms appeared. Furthermore, none 
of the medical witnesses found any support for a causal relationship in 
the medical literature they had studied. 

TI1e claimant contends that the State Accident Insurance Fund "sup
pressed" a medical report from another doctor. Failure to call every witness 
or produce every bit of evidence in defense of a claim denial is not a 
basis for reversal. The clair.iant bears the burden of proof. The claimant 
may have anticipated other witnesses but he does not enjoy a presumption 
that every possible witness not called in defense would be favorable to 
the claimant. Nothing stood in the way of clnimant obtaining the testi
mony of that or ~ny other doctor. 

The Board concurs with the finding and conclusion of the Hearing 
Officer that the weight of the evidence fails to support a contention that 
the myocardial infarct Nas compensa.bly related to the nominal inhalation 
of chlorine some six days before. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed, 
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WCB #70-1047  pril 28, 1971

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the compensability
of a claim for a myocardial infarction sustained by a 42 year old main
tenance repair man who inhaled chlorine fumes on January 13, 1970 at
3:00 p.m. and had the infarction the next Monday morning. The issue is
whether the chlorine inhalation was a material contributing cause of the
coronary infarction some six days later.

The claim was denied by the State  ccident Insurance Fund and this
denial was affirmed by the Hearing Officer.

Significantly the claimant had experienced pains indicative of cardiac
arterial insufficiency on seven or eight occasions prior to the occasion
involved in this claim. The symptoms differed materially from the symptoms
reported following the chlorine exposure.

The claimant did submit a report from a Dr. Grossman who was of the
opinion there was some relationship. The opinion was categorical without
explanation of the mechanics of the situation, without indication that
Dr. Grossman was aware of the claimant's history and without setting forth
the theory by which a causal relation was found to bridge the intervening
period in which none of the cardiac symptoms appeared. Furthermore, none
of the medical witnesses found any support for a causal relationship in
the medical literature they had studied.

The claimant contends that the State  ccident Insurance Fund "sup
pressed" a medical report from another doctor. Failure to call every witness
or produce every bit of evidence in defense of a claim denial is not a
basis for reversal. The claimant bears the burden of proof. The claimant
may have anticipated other witnesses but he does not enjoy a presumption
that every possible witness not called in defense would be favorable to
the claimant. Nothing stood in the way of claimant obtaining the testi
mony of that or any other doctor.

The board concurs with the finding and conclusion of the Hearing
Officer that the weight of the evidence fails to support a contention that
the myocardial infarct was compensably related to the nominal inhalation
of chlorine some six days before.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

JOHN J. WELCH, Claimant.
Davis,  insworth § Pinnock, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.
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11CB #70-1791 April 28, 1971 

HOWARD UIIT, Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by SAIF. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Nilson and Callahan. 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 45 year old choker setter as the result of a 
severe injury to his right leg below the knee on April 26, 1968. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination found the disability to be 
102 degrees out of an applicable maximum of 135 degrees. Upon hearing, the 
award was increased to 129 degrees. Expressed in terms of proportionate 
loss, the award represents slightly in excess of 95% of the use of the leg 
be 1 ow the knee. · 

To some extent this result was reached by the application of a loss 
of earning factor to the loss of function following Court decisions applying 
that principle to scheduled injuries. The Board is aware that the Court of 
Appeals has by dictum indicated that the application of this factoT to 
scheduled injuries may have been in error. Unfortunately, the Board is 
not in position to anticipate a reversal of tha prior pronouncements and 
must apply those decisions until they are set aside by a definitive decision. 

TI1e claimant cannot walk upon rough and uneven surfaces. lie docs 
retain an ability to walk upon level surfaces without the aid of canes and 
crutches. This, despite the various limitations of use and movement, makes 
a finding that the claimant has lost in excess of 95 per cent of the use 
of the lower leg verge upon the untenable. If earning capacity remains a 
factor the ~ward may appear quite liberal but not untenable. 

The Board accordingly affirms the order of the Hearing Officer. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.382, counsel for claimant is allowed a further fee 
of $250 payable by the State Accident Insurance Fund for services on review. 

WCB #70-663 

MARY G. HAMILTON, Claimant. 
Douglas A. Shepard,' Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by SAIF. 

April 29, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners l<lilson and Callahan, 

TI1e above entitled matter involves a claim of aggravation with res
pect to a low hack injury sustained by a SO year old food processing worker 
on February 7D 1966. TI1e claim was closed July 31, 1967 with temporary 
total disability until June 7D 1967 and an award of unscheduled disability 
comparable to the loss by separation of 20% of an arm, 

On April 2, 1970, a request for hearing was directed toward the 
closing order of July 31, 1967, TI1e right to a hearing on that order expired 
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WCB #70-1791 April 28, 1971

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 45 year old choker setter as the result of a
severe injury to his right leg below the knee on  pril 26, 1968.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, a determination found the disability to be
102 degrees out of an applicable maximum of 135 degrees. Upon hearing, the
award was increased to 129 degrees. Expressed in terms of proportionate
loss, the award represents slightly in excess of 95% of the use of the leg
below the knee.

To some extent this result was reached by the application of a loss
of earning factor to the loss of function following Court decisions applying
that principle to scheduled injuries. The Board is aware that the Court of
 ppeals has by dictum indicated that the application of this factor to
scheduled injuries may have been in error. Unfortunately, the Board is
not in position to anticipate a reversal of the prior pronouncements and
must apply those decisions until they are set aside by a definitive decision.

The claimant cannot walk upon rough and uneven surfaces. He does
retain an ability to walk upon level surfaces without the aid of canes and
crutches. This, despite the various limitations of use and movement, makes
a finding that the claimant has lost in excess of 95 per cent of the use
of the lower leg verge upon the untenable. If earning capacity remains a
factor the award may appear quite liberal but not untenable.

The Board accordingly affirms the order of the Hearing Officer.

Pursuant to ORS 656.382, counsel for claimant is allowed a further fee
of $250 payable by the State  ccident Insurance Fund for services on review.

WCB #70-663  pril 29, 1971

M RY G. H MILTON, Claimant.
Douglas  . Shepard, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by S IF.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves a claim of aggravation with res
pect to a low back injury sustained by a 50 year old food processing worker
on February 7, 1966. The claim was closed July 31, 1967 with temporary
total disability until June 7, 1967 and an award of unscheduled disability
comparable to the loss by separation of 20% of an arm.

HOWARD UI1T, Claiman .
Pozzi, Wilson §  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by S IF.

On  pril 2, 1970, a request for hearing was directed toward the
closing order of July 31, 1967. The right to a hearing on that order expired
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31, 1968. If the request for hearing was one of ar.gravation it should, 
by Board rule, have been first directed to the employer or insurer. In any 
event the hearing should not have been allowed until an appropriate cor
roborating medical report had been submitted pursuant to ORS 656.271. 

The hearing did proceed, however, and the· Hearing Officer ordered the 
claim reopened. The Board review has been directed to the merits regardless 
of the two obvious lapses in procedure. This does not import, howeverf a 
disregard of whether the medical reports adduced a hearing conform to the 
standard prerequisite to the hearing itself. 

The Hearing Officer, in allowing the claim for aggravation, relied upon 
one medical report then some 14 months old and a more recent report recom
mending further diagnosis. Neither report, taken individually or together, 
rises to the level of setting forth facts that the claimant's condition 
compensably related to the accident has become worsened or exacerbated. The 
Hearing Officer also relied heavily on the claimant's testimony to bridge 
the obvious p,ap in the supporting medical evidence. The legislature ob
viously intended to impart a higher standard of proof with regard to claims 
of aggravation. 

It is not sufficient to show that a claimant's condition is worse. 
A workman may be worse today than a year ago due to conditions unrelated to 
the claim. In this claim responsibility for thrombophlebitis, anemia and 
gastrointestinal prblems have been denied by the State Accident Insurance 
Fund and are not at issue. A doctor who has never seen the claimant before 

-

has no·basis for comparison and without benefit of the prior medical history A 
is ordinarily in no position to even express an opinion on the subject of W 
aggravation. 

Under the circumstances in this claim the Board concludes ·that Dr. 
Raaf's report is more convincing. It is difficult to discount this inter
vening report with respect to the functional and possibly malingering as
pects of the case. With respect to the reports of doctors without the 
benefit of long term personal acquaintance with the claimant, Dr. Reimer's 
opinion is more persuasive. His report was made upon the basis of an in
formal study of the previous nedical reports. 

The Board concludes the weight of the evidence did not justify referral 
of the matter for hearing and that even after hearing the weight of the 
evidence did not justify allowance of the claim for aggravation. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is reversed. 

The order is of course limited to the issues as joined upon hearing and 
does not bar further proceedings upon a new claim of aggravation if a new 
claim is duly supported by medical evidence and such medical evidence and 
such medical evidence establishes a compensable aggravation. 
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July 31, 1968. If the request for hearing was one of aggravation it should,
by Board rule, have been first directed to the employer or insurer. In any
event the hearing should not have been allowed until an appropriate cor
roborating medical report had been submitted pursuant to ORS 656.271.

The hearing did proceed, however, and the Hearing Officer ordered the
claim reopened. The Board review has been directed to the merits regardless
of the two obvious lapses in procedure. This does not import, however, a
disregard of whether the medical reports adduced a hearing conform to the
standard prerequisite to the hearing itself.

The Hearing Officer, in allowing the claim for aggravation, relied upon
one medical report then some 14 months old and a more recent report recom
mending further diagnosis. Neither report, taken individually or together,
rises to the level of setting forth facts that the claimant's condition
compensably related to the accident has become worsened or exacerbated. The
Hearing Officer also relied heavily on the claimant's testimony to bridge
the obvious gap in the supporting medical evidence. The legislature ob
viously intended to impart a higher standard of proof with regard to claims
of aggravation.

It is not sufficient to show that a claimant's condition is worse.
 workman may be worse today than a year ago due to conditions unrelated to
the claim. In this claim responsibility for thrombophlebitis, anemia and
gastrointestinal prblems have been denied by the State  ccident Insurance
Fund and are not at issue.  doctor who has never seen the claimant before
has no basis for comparison and without benefit of the prior medical history
is ordinarily in no position to even express an opinion on the subject of
aggravation.

Under the circumstances in this claim the Board concludes that Dr.
Raaf's report is more convincing. It is difficult to discount this inter
vening report with respect to the functional and possibly malingering as
pects of the case. With respect to the reports of doctors without the
benefit of long term personal acquaintance with the claimant, Dr. Reimer's
opinion is more persuasive. His report was made upon the basis of an in
formal study of the previous medical reports.

The Board concludes the weight of the evidence did not justify referral
of the matter for hearing and that even after hearing the weight of the
evidence did not justify allowance of the claim for aggravation.

The order of the Hearing Officer is reversed.

The order is of course limited to the issues as joined upon hearing and
does not bar further proceedings upon a new claim of aggravation if a new
claim is duly supported by medical evidence and such medical evidence and
such medical evidence establishes a compensable aggravation.
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WCB #70-1336 April 29, 1971 

RONALD L, GILES, Claimant, 
O'Reilly, Anderson, Richmond & Adkins, Claimant's Attys, 
Request for Review by SAIF, 

Reviewed by Commissioners \vi lson and Callahan. 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 30 year old sheetrock hanger who injured his low 
back on August 12, 1968, 

The claimant Kad experienced a similar incident in May of 1968 with a 
temporary problem in the upper back, This area had also been injured in 
his youth at age 16. The claimant also had a subsequent muscle strain 
injury in the upper back in February of 1970. There were also automobile 
accidents in 1968 and 1970. The testimony is to the effect that the only 
significant low back injury is that on which this claim is based. 

The low back was subjected to surgery including a fusion which has 
resulted in a pseudo arthrosis, Despite the limitations imposed by the 
upper back injuries not related to this claim and despite the limitations on 
the lower back associated with this claim, the claimant returned to his 
vocation of working sheetrock, llis last such work was just three weeks 
prior to the hearing. · 

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 a determination set the permanent disability 
at 20% of the workman or 64 degrees unscheduled disability. Upon hearing 
the award, including a factor for earning capacity loss, was raised to 144 
degrees. 

There were some inconsistencies in the claimant's testimony and ap
parently some matters excluded from the history obtained by examining'· 
doctors. The latter is not surprising in light of the rather long history 
of traumatic episodes, The question of whether the claimant is basically 
a credible witness must yield in most instances to the conclusion of the 
Hearing Officer who observed the witness in the course of the hearing. The 
Hearing Officer in this case discounts the materiality of the inconsistencies 
and concluded in favor of the claimant's credibility. 

The Board concedes that there is certainly reason to question how much 
disability is attributable to one incident out of such a series of mis
adventures, Where other non-related factors also mitigate against a 
claimant's continuance at his former occupation, the factor of earning capa
city loss becomes more uncertain, 

Taking the evidence in its entirety, the Board concludes and finds that 
the weight of the evidence as reflected by the record does not justify a modi
fication of the order of the Hearing Officer, 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 

Pursuant to ORS 656,382 counsel for claimant is allowed a fee of $250 
for services on review payable by .the State Accident Insurance Fund, 
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WCB #70-1336  pril 29, 1971

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 30 year old sheetrock hanger who injured his low
back on  ugust 12, 1968.

The claimant Had experienced a similar incident in May of 1968 with a
temporary problem in the upper back. This area had also been injured in
his youth at age 16. The claimant also had a subsequent muscle strain
injury in the upper back in February of 1970. There were also automobile
accidents in 1968 and 1970. The testimony is to the effect that the only
significant low back injury is that on which this claim is based.

The low back was subjected to surgery including a fusion which has
resulted in a pseudo arthrosis. Despite the limitations imposed by the
upper back injuries not related to this claim and despite the limitations on
the lower back associated with this claim, the claimant returned to his
vocation of working sheetrock. His last such work was just three weeks
prior to the hearing.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 a determination set the permanent disability
at 20% of the workman or 64 degrees unscheduled disability. Upon hearing
the award, including a factor for earning capacity loss, was raised to 144
degrees.

There were some inconsistencies in the claimant's testimony and ap
parently some matters excluded from the history obtained by examining
doctors. The latter is not surprising in light of the rather long history
of traumatic episodes. The question of whether the claimant is basically
a credible witness must yield in most instances to the conclusion of the
Hearing Officer who observed the witness in the course of the hearing. The
Hearing Officer in this case discounts the materiality of the inconsistencies
and concluded in favor of the claimant's credibility.

The Board concedes that there is certainly reason to question how much
disability is attributable to one incident out of such a series of mis
adventures. Where other non-related factors also mitigate against a
claimant's continuance at his former occupation, the factor of earning capa
city loss becomes more uncertain.

Taking the evidence in its entirety, the Board concludes and finds that
the weight of the evidence as reflected by the record does not justify a modi
fication of the order of the Hearing Officer.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.
Pursuant to ORS 656.382 counsel for claimant is allowed a fee of $250

for services on review payable by the State  ccident Insurance Fund.

RON LD L. GILES, Claimant.
O'Reilly,  nderson, Richmond §  dkins, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by S IF.
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#70-1632 April 29, 1971 

AUGUST J. PARGON Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan. 

The above entitled matter involves issues of the extent of both 
temporary total disability and permanent partial disability arising from 
the accidental left arm injury sustained by the 59 year old grocery store 
manager and clerk on June 3, 1967. He was seated in a car pulling the door 
shut when the open door was struck by a passing vehicle causing a jerking 
type injury to the arm. 

The claim was closed pursuant to ORS 656.268 on August 5, 1969 with 
allowance of temporary total disability to July'l7, 1969 less time worked and 
with a finding of permanent partial disability of 22 degrees out of an ap
plicable maximum of 145 degrees. The claimant contends there are certain 
required medical costs unpaid, that the interval of continued treatment 
justified further temporary total disability and that the award of permanent 
partial disability was inadequate in that there is a factor of loss of earn
ing capacity which was allegedly ignored. 

-

Upon hearing, the claimant's award with respect to the temporary total 
disability and permanent partial disability of the arm were affirmed hut an 
additional award of 30 degrees was made for unscheduled injuries to the 
shoulder. The Hearing Officer also directed that responsibility for certain -
short term physical therapy be accepted. This linited medical care was 
authorized in keeping with ORS 656.245. 

The claimant's primary problem was a rupture of the biceps muscle which 
was repairecl, Whether the claimant sustained a clearly separable injury to 
the shoulder area and whether the claim warrants separate awards for the 
scheduled and unscheduled areas is admittedly the subject of both medical 
and legal doubt. 

The claimant's wage was minimal by present standards. Ile has been 
attendinr, school to enable him to get into real estate work. TI1e prime 
contention of the claimant is to establish that he was totally disabled while 
going to school and to utilize an occasional "checkup" at the doctor's 
office to reflect a period of temporary total disability. 

The record reflects that the claim was properly closed and that the 
subsequent visits to the doctor were not for treatment. 

The Board concludes that the claimant was properly given the benefit 
of any doubt in the matter of ratin~ the additional disablity for the 
shoulder and that the disability attributable to the accident does not ex
ceed the awards he has received. The floard also concludes that the claimant 
is not entitled to further temporary total disability as contended. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed. 
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WCB #70-1632  pril 29, 1971

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.

The above entitled matter involves issues of the extent of both
temporary total disability and permanent partial disability arising from
the accidental left arm injury sustained by the 59 year old grocery store
manager and clerk on June 3, 1967. He was seated in a car pulling the door
shut when the open door was struck by a passing vehicle causing a jerking
type injury to the arm.

The claim was closed pursuant to ORS 656.268 on  ugust 5, 1969 with
allowance of temporary total disability to July 17, 1969 less time worked and
with a finding of permanent partial disability of 22 degrees out of an ap
plicable maximum of 145 degrees. The claimant contends there are certain
required medical costs unpaid, that the interval of continued treatment
justified further temporary total disability and that the award of permanent
partial disability was inadequate in that there is a factor of loss of earn
ing capacity which was allegedly ignored.

Upon hearing, the claimant's award with respect to the temporary total
disability and permanent partial disability of the arm were affirmed but an
additional award of 30 degrees was made for unscheduled injuries to the
shoulder. The Hearing Officer also directed that responsibility for certain
short term physical therapy be accepted. This limited medical care was
authorized in keeping with ORS 656.245.

The claimant's primary problem was a rupture of the biceps muscle which
was repaired. Whether the claimant sustained a clearly separable injury to
the shoulder area and whether the claim warrants separate awards for the
scheduled and unscheduled areas is admittedly the subject of both medical
and legal doubt.

The claimant's wage was minimal by present standards. He has been
attending school to enable him to get into real estate work. The prime
contention of the claimant is to establish that he was totally disabled while
going to school and to utilize an occasional "checkup" at the doctor's
office to reflect a period of temporary total disability.

The record reflects that the claim was properly closed and that the
subsequent visits to the doctor were not for treatment.

The Board concludes that the claimant was properly given the benefit
of any doubt in the matter of rating the additional disablity for the
shoulder and that the disability attributable to the accident does not ex
ceed the awards he has received. The Board also concludes that the claimant
is not entitled to further temporary total disability as contended.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

 UGUST J. P RGON Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson §  tchison, Claimants  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.
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#70-2278 April 29, 1971 

EDWARD PARTRIDGE, Claimant. 
Peterson, Chaivoe & Peterson, Claimant's Attys. 

The above entitled matter involves issues of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by a 24 year old maintenance employe who injured 
his left foot on March 18, 1968. The claim was closed October 26, 1970 with 
an award of 47 degrees for permanent injury to the foot. 

A hearing was conducted on January 28, 1971 and on rebruary 18, 1971, 
the Hearing Officer issued an order affirming the determination of disability. 

It now appears from infornation received by the Board since the order 
of the llearinr, Officer that on February 15th the claimant's condition was 
exacerbated requirinr, additional medical attention. The claimant sought to 
have the claim reopened in lieu of proceeding with the review. TI1e Board 
brought the matter to the attention of the State Accident Insurance Fund 
which apparently does not concede the exacerbation to be their responsibility. 

The Board could proceed to review the record and in effect require the 
claimant to initiate a new hearing by way of a claim for aggravation. The 
alternative is to remand the matter to the Hearing Officer for considera
tion of the compensability of the exacerbation which occurred prior to the 
order of the Hearing Officer. 1ne latter course appears to be the sensible 
course. 

The matter is accordingly remanded to the Hearing Officer for the 
purpose of takine further evidence with respect to the claimant's need for 
medical care and extent of disability. 

The Board deems this order non-appealable, but appends the usual notice 
of appeal rights. 

WCB #70-2256 April 29, 1971 

JOHN JUENEMAN, Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

The above entitled matter involved issues of the extent of disability 
sustained by a 30 year old icing mixer employe at a biscuit factory. 

Pursuant _to ORS 656.268, the claim was closed September 21, 1970 with 
period of temporary disability to September 3, 1970 and an award of permanent 
partial disability of 112 degrees. Upon hearing this was increased to 128 
degrees. 

The claimant sought review. Pending review the parties advise that the 
claim was voluntarily reopened on March 18, 1971 for further medical care and 
temporary total disability. 
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WCB #70-2278  pril 29, 1971

EDW RD P RTRIDGE, Claimant.
Peterson, Chaivoe 8 Peterson, Claimant's  ttys.

The above entitled matter involves issues of the extent of permanent
disability sustained by a 24 year old maintenance employe who injured
his left foot on March 18, 1968. The claim was closed October 26, 1970 with
an award of 47 degrees for permanent injury to the foot.

 hearing was conducted on January 28, 1971 and on February 18, 1971,
the Hearing Officer issued an order affirming the determination of disability.

It now appears from information received by the Board since the order
of the Hearing Officer that on February 15th the claimant's condition was
exacerbated requiring additional medical attention. The claimant sought to
have the claim reopened in lieu of proceeding with the review. The Board
brought the matter to the attention of the State  ccident Insurance Fund
which apparently does not concede the exacerbation to be their responsibility.

The Board could proceed to review the record and in effect require the
claimant to initiate a new hearing by way of a claim for aggravation. The
alternative is to remand the matter to the Hearing Officer for considera
tion of the compensability of the exacerbation which occurred prior to the
order of the Hearing Officer. The latter course appears to be the sensible
course.

The matter is accordingly remanded to the Hearing Officer for the
purpose of taking further evidence with respect to the claimant's need for
medical care and extent of disability.

The Board deems this order non-appealable, but appends the usual notice
of appeal rights.

WCB #70-2256  pril 29, 1971

JOHN JUENEM N, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson 8  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

The above entitled matter involved issues of the extent of disability
sustained by a 30 year old icing mixer employe at a biscuit factory.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268, the claim was closed September 21, 1970 with
period of temporary disability to September 3, 1970 and an award of permanent
partial disability of 112 degrees. Upon hearing this was increased to 128
degrees.

The claimant sought review. Pending review the parties advise that the
claim was voluntarily reopened on March 18, 1971 for further medical care and
temporary total disability.
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the circumstances, the extent of permanent partial disability 
cannot properly be determined. The matter on review is dismissed. When 
the claimant's condition is again medically stationary, the matter is to 
be resubmitted pursuant to ORS 656.268. 

Upon resubmission pursuant to ORS 656,268, the matter of attorney fees 
shall also be considered to recognize the efforts of counsel in obtaining 
any increase in award of permanent partial disability above the initial 
determination. 

The parties do not indicate in the reopening whether attorney fees are 
attached to the compensation for temporary total disability upon the 1·e
opening. Counsel for claimant would be entitled to a fee of 25% of the 
such payment up to a maximum of $1,500. 

No notice of appeal rights is deemed applicable. 

\VCR #69-1370 

JAMES L. GOURLEY, Claimant. 
Emmons, Kyle & Kropp, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by SAIF. 

~fay 4, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 

TI1e above entitled matter was heretofore the subject of an order of 
the Board promulgated on April 14, 1971. The issue reviewed was with 
respect to the extent of disability sustained by a "foster grandparent" 
in a program of the State's Fairview llospital. following the hearing but 
prior to issuance of the Hearing Officer orcler, the State Accident 
Insurance Fund had denied responsibility for the clair1. The State 
Accident Insurance Fund now contends that the claim denial at this point 
served to divest the !fearing Officer of jurisdiction and proceedings from 
that point would be contingent upon the claimant's requesting a hearing 
upon the denial. 

The only appellate decision of aid to this problem is Ilolmes v. SIAC, 
227 Or 562. This case arose prior to 1966 1 but the Board concedes that the 
principle is sound of encourar.ing early acceptance of claims and prompt 
initiation of compensation with a reservation to the employer or insurer 
to later deny responsibility. 

TI1e Board's order of April 14, 1971 took the position that the claim 
denial was not before the Hearin~ Officer when the matter was hear-d a.nd 
was thus not a matter for consideration on review with a suggestion that 
the State Accident Insurance Fund utilize the general right of all parties 
to seek a further hearing. 

The State Accident Insurance fond has filed a motion requesting the 
Board to reconsider its order of April 14, 1971. The time for appeal from 
that order has not expired and no notice of appeal has heen filed which 
would remove the jurisdiction of issues from the Workmen's Compensation 
Board to the Circuit Court. 
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Under the circumstances, the extent of permanent partial disability
cannot properly be determined. The matter on review is dismissed. When
the claimant's condition is again medically stationary, the matter is to
be resubmitted pursuant to ORS 656,268.

Upon resubmission pursuant to ORS 656.268, the matter of attorney fees
shall also be considered to recognize the efforts of counsel in obtaining
any increase in award of permanent partial disability above the initial
determination.

The parties do not indicate in the reopening whether attorney fees are
attached to the compensation for temporary total disability upon the re
opening. Counsel for claimant would be entitled to a fee of 25% of the
such payment up to a maximum of $1,500,

No notice of appeal rights is deemed applicable.

WCB #69-1370 May 4, 1971

J MES L. COURLEY, Claimant.
Emmons, Kyle 5 Kropp, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by S IF.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter was heretofore the subject of an order of
the Board promulgated on  pril 14, 1971. The issue reviewed was with
respect to the extent of disability sustained by a "foster grandparent"
in a program of the State's Fairview Hospital. Following the hearing but
prior to issuance of the Hearing Officer order, the State  ccident
Insurance Fund had denied responsibility for the claim. The State
 ccident Insurance Fund now contends that the claim denial at this point
served to divest the Hearing Officer of jurisdiction and proceedings from
that point would be contingent upon the claimant's requesting a hearing
upon the denial.

The only appellate decision of aid to this problem is Holmes v. SI C,
227 Or 562. This case arose prior to 1966, but the Board concedes that the
principle is sound of encouraging early acceptance of claims and prompt
initiation of compensation with a reservation to the employer or insurer
to later deny responsibility.

The Board's order of  pril 14, 1971 took the position that the claim
denial was not before the Hearing Officer when the matter was heard and
was thus not a matter for consideration on review with a suggestion that
the State  ccident Insurance Fund utilize the general right of all parties
to seek a further hearing.

The State  ccident Insurance Fund has filed a motion requesting the
Board to reconsider its order of  pril 14, 1971. The time for appeal from
that order has not expired and no notice of appeal has been filed which
would remove the jurisdiction of issues from the Workmen's Compensation
Board to the Circuit Court.
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The l3oard now concludes that the issues raised by the motion to 
reconsider involve matters which cannot be resolved upon the present state 
o.f the record, but which may appropriately be considered by the Hearing 
Officer if the matter is remanded, This is particularly true where the 
Hearing Officer order issued at a time when the jurisdiction of the Hearing 
Officer or the right of the claimant to decision on the merits had been 
placed in doubt. 

The Board concludes that the preferable procedure is to now remand the 
matter to the Hearing Officer for consideration of the issues raised by the 
petition of the State Accident Insurance fund in its motion for reconsidera
tion by the Board, 

The order of the Workmen's Compensation Board in this matter promulgated 
April 14, 1971 is set aside. 

The matter is remanded to the llearing Officer for further hearin,e and 
proceedings consistent with this order to include but not to be limited by 
the issues raised by the petition for reconsideration. 

The Board deems this order not appealable but appends the usual notice. 

WCB #71-564 

COLUMBUS ROBINSON, Claimant. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

May 5, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and /~ore. 

The above entitled matter involves the claim of a 26 year old logger 
who cut his right knee with an axe on ~lay 19, 1966. 

Pursuant to ORS 656,268 the claim was originally closed on July 28, 
1966 with a finding of disability of 5% loss of use of the leg, Upon 
hearing a settlement was made increasing the award to 10% loss of use of 
the leg. 

On March 18, 1971 the claimant sought a reopening of his claim. The 
claimant was then and is now imprisoned in the State of Washington following 
a felony conviction. 

The request for hearing was dismissed upon the basis of Court decisions 
to the effect that such a prisoner is deprived of the right to hearing and 
appeal. 

The claimant's request for Board review reflects that the claim is one 
of aggravation and that there is no supporting medical evidence as required 
by ORS 656,271. The clai~ant would also not have been entitled to a hearing 
under these circumstances even though he was under the bar from hearing due 
to his imprisonment. 

The Workmen's Compensation Board, rathcrthan limit its inquiry to 
these two procedural bars to hearing as a matter of right, has made inquiry 
of the prison officials in Washington with respect to the condition of 
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The Board now concludes that the issues raised by the motion to
reconsider involve matters which cannot be resolved upon the present state
of the record, but which may appropriately be considered by the Hearing
Officer if the matter is remanded. This is particularly true where the
Hearing Officer order issued at a time when the jurisdiction of the Hearing
Officer or the right of the claimant to decision on the merits had been
placed in doubt.

The Board concludes that the preferable procedure is to now remand the
matter to the Hearing Officer for consideration of the issues raised by the
petition of the State  ccident Insurance Fund in its motion for reconsidera
tion by the Board.

The order of the Workmen's Compensation Board in this matter promulgated
 pril 14, 1971 is set aside.

The matter is remanded to the Hearing Officer for further hearing and
proceedings consistent with this order to include but not to be limited by
the issues raised by the petition for reconsideration.

The Board deems this order not appealable but appends the usual notice.

WCB #71-564 May 5, 1971

COLUMBUS ROBINSON, Claimant.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves the claim of a 26 year old logger
who cut his right knee with an axe on May 19, 1966.

Pursuant to ORS 656.268 the claim was originally closed on July 28,
1966 with a finding of disability of 5% loss of use of the leg. Upon
hearing a settlement was made increasing the award to 10% loss of use of
the leg.

On March 18, 1971 the claimant sought a reopening of his claim. The
claimant was then and is now imprisoned in the State of Washington following
a felony conviction.

The request for hearing was dismissed upon the basis of Court decisions
to the effect that such a prisoner is deprived of the right to hearing and
appeal.

The claimant's request for Board review reflects that the claim is one
of aggravation and that there is no supporting medical evidence as required
by ORS 656,271. The claimant would also not have been entitled to a hearing
under these circumstances even though he was under the bar from hearing due
to his imprisonment.

The Workmen's Compensation Board, rather than limit its inquiry to
these two procedural bars to hearing as a matter of right, has made inquiry
of the prison officials in Washington with respect to the condition of
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knee. The Board could assume jurisdiction of this matter -
regardless of whether the claimant has a right to hearing. The Board is now 
advised and concludes that even as to the merits there is no medical basis· 
for reopening the claim. The whole proceeding appears prompted by the five 
year limitation for hearinp, claims of aggravation. For the claimant's 
information, there is no limitation of time within which a claim may be re-
opened by the Board when there is medical evidence justifying such re-
opening. This is not subject to a right to hearing, ho1·1ever. 

For the further reasons stated, the order of the Hearinp Officer is 
affirmed, 

The Board deems this order to be not subject to appeal but by attached 
enclosure copies of ORS 656.295 and 656.298 are beini provided to the 
claimant since he is not represented by counsel. 

WCB #70-1894 May 5, 1971 

COLUMBUS MATSLER, Claimant. 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Atty~. 

The above entitled matter involved an issue of the responsibility of 
the employer for further medical care as the result of a low hack injury 
sustained on May 13, 1969 when the 55 year old claimant fell between a 
cab and dump body of a truck as it was being loaded. 

A partial denial by the employer of further medical care was the 
subject of a hearing. The order of the Ilea.ring Officer ordering the claim 
reopened provided attorney fees payable from increased compensation, 

The issue on review involved the propriety of charging attorney fees 
to the claimant's increased compensation. The parties have now entered a 
stipulation which is attached and by reference made a part hereof providing 
for the payment of attorney fees by the employer. 

The stipulation and settlement by the parties is hereby approved and 
the matter is thereupon dismissed. 

No notice of appeal is deemed necessary. 

WCB #70-443 

WESLEY D. PETTIT, Claimant. 
Babcock & Ackerman, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

May S, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners. Wilson, Callahan and Hoore. 

-

The above entitled matter involves a procedural issue as well as the 
issue of whether the claimant's multiple sclerosis was compensably related 
to work activity from being jostles about in his work as a cat skinner and -
several operative and diagnostic procedures undertaken to relieve what was 
first thought to be an orthopedic. problem before the eventual diagnosis was 
made of multiple sclerosis. The chain of causation involves questions of 
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claimant's knee. The Board could assume jurisdiction of this matter
regardless of whether the claimant has a right to hearing. The Board is now
advised and concludes that even as to the merits there is no medical basis-
for reopening the claim. The whole proceeding appears prompted by the five
year limitation for hearing claims of aggravation. For the claimant's
information, there is no limitation of time within which a claim may be re
opened by the Board when there is medical evidence justifying such re
opening. This is not subject to a right to hearing, however.

For the further reasons stated, the order of the Hearing Officer is
affirmed.

The Board deems this order to be not subject to appeal but by attached
enclosure copies of ORS 656.295 and 656.298 are being provided to the
claimant since he is not represented by counsel.

WCB #70-1894 May 5, 1971

COLUMBUS M TSLER, Claimant.
Pozzi, Wilson 5  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.

The above entitled matter involved an issue of the responsibility of
the employer for further medical care as the result of a low back injury
sustained on May 13, 1969 when the 55 year old claimant fell between a
cab and dump body of a truck as it was being loaded.

 partial denial by the employer of further medical care was the
subject of a hearing. The order of the Hearing Officer ordering the claim
reopened provided attorney fees payable from increased compensation.

The issue on review involved the propriety of charging attorney fees
to the claimant's increased compensation. The parties have now entered a
stipulation which is attached and by reference made a part hereof providing
for the payment of attorney fees by the employer.

The stipulation and settlement by the parties is hereby approved and
the matter is thereupon dismissed.

No notice of appeal is deemed necessary.

WCB #70-443 May 5, 1971

WESLEY D. PETTIT, Claimant.
Babcock 5  ckerman, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Employer.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves a procedural issue as well as the
issue of whether the claimant's multiple sclerosis was compensably related
to work activity from being jostles about in his work as a cat skinner and
several operative and diagnostic procedures undertaken to relieve what was
first thought to be an orthopedic, problem before the eventual diagnosis was
made of multiple sclerosis. The chain of causation involves questions of
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whether the work activity in itself exacerbated the underlying neurological 
problem to the probability that medical intervention in search of an ortho
pedic problem in itself exacerbated the degenerative process under way in the 
nerves, 

The procedural issue involves a denial by the employer of responsi
bility for the multiple sclerosis, A timely request for hearing was made, 
Despite the denial the matter was submitted by the employer to the Board 
for determination pursuant to ORS 656,268. If the claim was denied there 
was no basis for a disability determination by the Board, In the confusion 
the initial request for hearinr, was withdrawn and the natter came to issue 
following the determination, 

The employer position with respect to its position has vacillated from 
one of urging that the denial was a complete denial to one of alt&rnately 
urging that it was a partial denial and that the withdrawal of the first 
request for hearing left the claimant without a right to hearing. Normally 
procedural limitations are strictly construed and the claimant might well 
have found himself without the right to reinstate the issue, TI1e Hoard 
concludes that the employer's ambivalence with respect to its posi~ion in 
the matter left the matter with an open issue still subject to the me> 
newed request for hearing with the right to a hearing on the merits, 

Upon the merits the facts reflect that the claim:mt 's employment was 
such that when he presented himself and his symptoms to the doctoTSv thei-e 
was every reason to believe the problem w~s orthopedic and was the p:oduct 
of the employment, Even the neurological problem could have bee11 exacer
bated by the employment. Thi:; was not as clear, The treatment of choice, 
as it turned out, was certainly not the surgical intervention which in 
itself probably exacerbated the degeneration of the nerves diagnosed as 
multiple sclerosis. 

In 13aker v. SIAC, 128 Or 369, the Supreme Court in 1929 cautio11ed with 
respect to lugging in the back door of workmen's compensation concepts of 
probable cause which were excluded in the enactment O Thus» if the t-Jork 
effort of the claimant set in motion a chain of causation contributing to 
the claimant 9 s disability, there results a compensable claim. The rather 
long and complicated medical history is detailed by the llearing Offic,:n· and 
need not be reproduced, 

Tiie Board concurs with the findings and conclU!,ions of the Hearing Of
ficer upon both the procedural issue and the compensability of the claim 
upon its merits. 

The order of the llearing Officer is affirmed. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.382 and 656.386, counsel for claimant is allowed 
the further fee of $250 for services on review payable by the employer. 
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whether the work activity in itself exacerbated the underlying neurological
problem to the probability that medical intervention in search of an ortho
pedic problem in itself exacerbated the degenerative process under way in the
nerves.

The procedural issue involves a denial by the employer of responsi
bility for the multiple sclerosis.  timely request for hearing was made.
Despite the denial the matter was submitted by the employer to the Board
for determination pursuant to ORS 656.268. If the claim was denied there
was no basis for a disability determination by the Board. In the confusion
the initial request for hearing was withdrawn and the matter came to issue
following the determination.

The employer position with respect to its position has vacillated from
one of urging that the denial was a complete denial to one of alternately
urging that it was a partial denial and that the withdrawal of the first
request for hearing left the claimant without a right to hearing. Normally
procedural limitations are strictly construed and the claimant might well
have found himself without the right to reinstate the issue. The Board
concludes that the employer's ambivalence with respect to its position in
the matter left the matter with an open issue still subject to the re
newed request for hearing with the right to a hearing on the merits.

Upon the merits the facts reflect that the claimant's employment was
such that when he presented himself and his symptoms to the doctors„ there
was every reason to believe the problem was orthopedic and was the product
of the employment. Even the neurological problem could have been exacer
bated by the employment. This was not as clear. The treatment of choice,
as it turned out, was certainly not the surgical intervention which in
itself probably exacerbated the degeneration of the nerves diagnosed as
multiple sclerosis.

In Baker v. SI C, 128 Or 369, the Supreme Court in 1929 cautioned with
respect to lugging in the back door of workmen's compensation concepts of
probable cause which were excluded in the enactment. Thus, if the work
effort of the claimant set in motion a chain of causation contributing to
the claimant's disability, there results a compensable claim. The rather
long and complicated medical history is detailed by the Hearing Officer and
need not be reproduced.

The Board concurs with the findings and conclusions of the Hearing Of
ficer upon both the procedural issue and the compensability of the claim
upon its merits.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed.

Pursuant to ORS 656.382 and 656.386, counsel for claimant is allowed
the further fee of $250 for services on review payable by the employer.



   

   
    
    

      

           
                 

        

            
             

            
         

            
           
          

   

           
             

              
           

            
            

           
            
            

 

             
           

             
             

           
         

            
           

            
           
 

           
              

         

            
         

#70-461 

LOUIS G. MADRID, Claimant. 
Cramer & Gronso, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by SAIP. 

May S, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of disabil
ity for a workman who was 33 years of age when his low back was injured while 
moving bags of beet pulp on December 20, 1968. 

The 
ability. 
least to 
position 

claim was closed on June 27, 1969 without award of permanent dis
The claimant has a history of low back trouble dating back at 

1958 with numerous exacerbations since that time due to his predis
to such injury related to a degenerative arthritic condition. 

The issue for resolution is whether the incident of December 20, 1.968 
produced and permanent physiological injury or whether the effects of that 
incident were merely a temporary and transitory exacerbation of the under
lying non-industrial degenerative process. 

llpon hearing, the Hearing Officer found in effect that the "permanent 
disability which is traceable to the injury of 1968 to be minimal." However, 
this minimal disability was converted to an award of 20% of the workman and 
it is this apparent inconsistent result which brought the request for review. 

TI1e Board notes that the claimant has been an industrious workman who 
has worked hard despite the arthritic developments over the year. He is 
described as an honest and credible witness. The issue, howev~r, is 
basically one for resolution by the medical experts with respect to the res
ponsibility of the 1968 incident for any of the permanent disability the 
claimant presents. 

The medical reports simply do not reflect that the 1968 incident has a 
added to the claimant's problem. There is, in fact, categorical medical 
evidence from a doctor familiar with the claimant's condition that it is no 
worse in 1970 than it was in 1967 which was prior to the accident. 

The Board is sympathetic to the plight of any individual with progres
sive degenerative processes. The temporary exacerbation of those processes 
warrants benefits for .medical care and wage loss during the period of tempor
ary exacerbation. Unless there has been some additional degree of permanent 
disability imposed by the accident, the accident cannot serve as the ha.sis 
for award of either preexisting disability or a natural regression following 
the injury. 

The "minimal" disability found by the Hearing Officer certainly did not 
warrant an award of 20% of the workman. The Boa.rd concludes and finds that 
there was no material permanent disability attributable to the accident. 

-

-

The order of the Hearing Officer is reversed and the order of determina~ A 
tion finding there to be no permanent disability is reinstated. W 
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WCB #70-461 May 5, 1971

LOUIS G. M DRID, Claimant.
Cramer 5 Gronso, Claimant's  ttys,
Request for Review by S IF.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.
The above entitled matter involves an issue of the extent of disabil

ity for a workman who was 33 years of age when his low back was injured while
moving bags of beet pulp on December 20, 1968.

The claim was closed on June 27, 1969 without award of permanent dis
ability. The claimant has a history of low back trouble dating back at
least to 1958 with numerous exacerbations since that time due to his predis
position to such injury related to a degenerative arthritic condition.

The issue for resolution is whether the incident of December 20, 1968
produced and permanent physiological injury or whether the effects of that
incident were merely a temporary and transitory exacerbation of the under
lying non-industrial degenerative process.

Upon hearing, the Hearing Officer found in effect that the "permanent
disability which is traceable to the injury of 1968 to be minimal." However,
this minimal disability was converted to an award of 20% of the workman and
it is this apparent inconsistent result which brought the request for review.

The Board notes that the claimant has been an industrious workman who
has worked hard despite the arthritic developments over the year. He is
described as an honest and credible witness. The issue, however, is
basically one for resolution by the medical experts with respect to the res
ponsibility of the 1968 incident for any of the permanent disability the
claimant presents.

The medical reports simply do not reflect that the 1968 incident has a
added to the claimant's problem. There is, in fact, categorical medical
evidence from a doctor familiar with the claimant's condition that it is no
worse in 1970 than it was in 1967 which was prior to the accident.

The Board is sympathetic to the plight of any individual with progres
sive degenerative processes. The temporary exacerbation of those processes
warrants benefits for medical care and wage loss during the period of tempor
ary exacerbation. Unless there has been some additional degree of permanent
disability imposed by the accident, the accident cannot serve as the basis
for award of either preexisting disability or a natural regression following
the injury.

The "minimal" disability found by the Hearing Officer certainly did not
warrant an award of 20% of the i^orkman. The Board concludes and finds that
there was no material permanent disability attributable to the accident.

The order of the Hearing Officer is reversed and the order of determina
tion finding there to be no permanent disability is reinstated.
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to ORS 656,313 none of the compensation paid to the claimant 
is repayable and such compensation received to date certainly exceeds any 
minimal contribution the accident may possibly have contributed. 

Counsel for claimant is authorized to collect a fee of not to exceed 
$125 from the claimant for services on review, 

II/CB #69-2236 

JEFF IVEY, Claimant, 
Emmons, Kyle & Kropp, Claimant's Attys. 

Hay 5, 1971 

The above entitled matter involves the claim of a 39 year old 
apprentice mortician. On January 27D 1969, the claimant re-injured his low 
back while shoveling snow off the funeral home roof. The claimant previously 
injured his low back on 1964 for which he received a scheduled and unsche
duled permanent partial disability award, 

The Closing and Evaluation Division determined pursuant to ORS 656,268, 
that the claimant had sustained no permanent p,:irtial disability. The claim
ant requested a hearing, The order entered by the Hearing Officer following 
the hearing granted the claimant an award of permanent partial disability of 
128 degrees of the maximum of 320 degrees for unscheduled disability, 

The State Accident Insurance Pund requested Board review of the order 
of the Hearing Officer, The request for review has now been withdrawn. 

The request for review having been withdrawn, the above entitled matter 
is dismissed, and the order of the Hearing Officer is final. 

An appeal notice is not deened reriuirecl, 

K. C. PAYTON, Claimant. 

l\lCB #70-1424 and 
lvCB #70-1425 

A, C, Roll, Claimant's Atty. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

~lay 5, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and P~ore. 

The above entitled matter involves two claims hy a 58 year old driver 
warehouseman. The first claim involved a coronary infarction incurred 
August 3, 1967 which was determined by a final order to be compensable in 
a previous hearing on May 22, 1968. The claimant thereafter received an 
award of permanent partial disability in September of 1968 finding his condi
tion to be medically stationary with a residual permanent partial disability 
of 30% of the workman. 

The claimant returned to the same employment but upon restricted work 
schedules. On March 30, 1970 the claimant aj?ain experienced disabling cir
culatory problems after unusually heavy work effort and he had not returned 
to work as of the date of the hearing herein in November of 1970. 
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Pursuant to ORS 656,313 none of the compensation paid to the claimant
is repayable and such compensation received to date certainly exceeds any
minimal contribution the accident may possibly have contributed.

Counsel for claimant is authorized to collect a fee of not to exceed
$125 from the claimant for services on review.

WCB #69-2236 May 5, 1971

JEFF IVEY, Claimant.
Emmons, Kyle § Kropp, Claimant's  ttys.

The above entitled matter involves the claim of a 39 year old
apprentice mortician. On January 27, 1969, the claimant re-injured his low
back while shoveling snow off the funeral home roof. The claimant previously
injured his low back on 1964 for which he received a scheduled and unsche
duled permanent partial disability award.

The Closing and Evaluation Division determined pursuant to ORS 656.268,
that the claimant had sustained no permanent partial disability. The claim
ant requested a hearing. The order entered by the Hearing Officer following
the hearing granted the claimant an award of permanent partial disability of
128 degrees of the maximum of 320 degrees for unscheduled disability.

The State  ccident Insurance Fund requested Board review of the order
of the Hearing Officer. The request for review has now been withdrawn.

The request for review having been withdrawn, the above entitled matter
is dismissed, and the order of the Hearing Officer is final.

 n appeal notice is not deened required.

WCB #70-1424 and
WCB #70-1425 May 5, 1971

K. C. P YTON, Claimant.
 . C. Roll, Claimant's  tty.
Request for Review by Employer.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves two claims by a 58 year old driver
warehouseman. The first claim involved a coronary infarction incurred
 ugust 3, 1967 which was determined by a final order to be compensable in
a previous hearing on May 22, 1968. The claimant thereafter received an
award of permanent partial disability in September of 1968 finding his condi
tion to be medically stationary with a residual permanent partial disability
of 30% of the workman.

The claimant returned to the same employment but upon restricted work
schedules. On March 30, 1970 the claimant again experienced disabling cir
culatory problems after unusually heavy work effort and he had not returned
to work as of the date of the hearing herein in November of 1970.
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insurers are involved with the issues being whether the disability 
resulting from the exertion in March of 1970 is an aggravation of the 1967 
accident or whether the circumstances warrant acceptance of the March inci
dent as a new compensable claim. The Board has by rule provided a forum 
for the resolution of such disputes between insurers, and the 1971 legis
lature by Ch 70 0 L 1971 has substantially enacted that regulation into 
law to become effective 90 days following the conclusion of the current 
session. 

The Hearing Officer resolved the issue in favor of the State Accident 
Insurance Fund and against Truck Insurance Exchange by finding the March 30, 
1970 incident compensable as a new claim. With this finding the Hearing 
Officer also relieved the State Accident Insurance Fund of any responsibil
ity with respect to any delay on the claim of aggravation. Any issue of 
unreasonable delay with respect to benefits for an aggravation claim must 
necessarily fall with the denial of the claim. 

The weight of the evidence reflects that the incident of March 30, 
1970 was not a progression of nor attributable to the former incident of 
some 31 months prior thereto. There was a period of unusual effort on 
March 30th which precipitated a major physiological change precluding the 
claimant from continuing with the rather regular employment he had been 
satisfactorily performing. 

The order of the Hearing nfficer is affirmed in all respects. 

The issue of the extent of disability remains to be resolved and the 
Board notes the probable applicability of second injury relief with respect 
to the insurer of the second accident pursuant to ORS 656. 622. 

Pursuant to ORS 656.386, the employer through its insurer, Truck 
Insurance Exchange, is ordered to pay to the claimant the further attorney 
fee of $250 for services rendered on this review on a denied claim. 

WCB #70-1588 May S, 1971 

KATHERINE BEHRENS, Claimant. 
Rhoten, Rhoten & Speerstra, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Qaimant. 
Cross Appeal by Employer. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 

The above entitled matter involves issues of the extent of temporary 
total disability and permanent partial disability to which an 18 year old 
cannery worker was entitled as the result of an unfortunate accident on 
August 27, 1968 when the young lady caught her left hand in a bean cutter 
with traumatic amputations of portions of all four fingers. Only the thumb 
escaped direct trauma. The uninjured thumb can serve as the basis of an 
award for the function lost by interference with the normal opposition 
utilized in opposing the thumb to a finger of fingers. 

The last of three determination orders issued pursuant to ORS 656.268 
was dated June 11, 1970 and brought the awards in degrees for the five 
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Two insurers are involved with the issues being whether the disability
resulting from the exertion in March of 1970 is an aggravation of the 1967
accident or whether the circumstances warrant acceptance of the March inci
dent as a new compensable claim. The Board has by rule provided a forum
for the resolution of such disputes between insurers, and the 1971 legis
lature by Ch 70 0 L 1971 has substantially enacted that regulation into
law to become effective 90 days following the conclusion of the current
session.

The Hearing Officer resolved the issue in favor of the State  ccident
Insurance Fund and against Truck Insurance Exchange by finding the March 30,
1970 incident compensable as a new claim. With this finding the Hearing
Officer also relieved the State  ccident Insurance Fund of any responsibil
ity with respect to any delay on the claim of aggravation.  ny issue of
unreasonable delay with respect to benefits for an aggravation claim must
necessarily fall with the denial of the claim.

The weight of the evidence reflects that the incident of March 30,
1970 was not a progression of nor attributable to the former incident of
some 31 months prior thereto. There was a period of unusual effort on
March 30th which precipitated a major physiological change precluding the
claimant from continuing with the rather regular employment he had been
satisfactorily performing.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed in all respects.

The issue of the extent of disability remains to be resolved and the
Board notes the probable applicability of second injury relief with respect
to the insurer of the second accident pursuant to ORS 656,622.

Pursuant to ORS 656.386, the employer through its insurer, Truck
Insurance Exchange, is ordered to pay to the claimant the further attorney
fee of $250 for services rendered on this review on a denied claim.

WCB #70-1588 May 5, 1971

K THERINE BEHRENS, Claimant.
Rhoten, Rhoten § Speerstra, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.
Cross  ppeal by Employer.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.

The above entitled matter involves issues of the extent of temporary
total disability and permanent partial disability to which an 18 year old
cannery worker was entitled as the result of an unfortunate accident on
 ugust 27, 1968 when the young lady caught her left hand in a bean cutter
with traumatic amputations of portions of all four fingers. Only the thumb
escaped direct trauma. The uninjured thumb can serve as the basis of an
award for the function lost by interference with the normal opposition
utilized in opposing the thumb to a finger of fingers.

The last of three determination orders issued pursuant to ORS 656.268
was dated June 11, 1970 and brought the awards in degrees for the five
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digits to 12.2 for.loss of opposition by the uninjured thumb, 2.4 degrees 
for the index finger, 14 degrees for the middle finger, 3.5 degrees for the 
ring finger and 3.3 degrees for the little finger. 

The Hearing Officer affirmed the findings with respect to the physical 
loss attributable to each digit. The Hearing Officer allowed an additional 
18.6 degrees on the basis of a wage loss factor on the basis of an additional 
30% of each finger. 

The claimant initiated the review by a request for hearing filed Decem
ber 8, 1970, urging allowance of further temporary total disability. 
The employer's cross appeal received December 9, 1970 questioned the appli
cation of the wage loss factor to the scheduled injuries. The issue raised 
by the employer is one the Court of Appeals has left in a state of suspended 
animation by the decision in Hannan v. Good Samaritan where it commented 
to the effect that there may be some merit in the contention that the wage 
loss factor is not applicable in scheduled injurtes as decided in the Trent 
case. Until a more definitive decision is forthcoming, the Board leaves 
the reversal of the Trent doctrine to the appellate courts. If any case would 
justify the application of such a factor it would be one such as before the 
Board where the tragedy befell the young lady at age 18 to foreclose many 
of the opportunities of life otherwise available to her. Upon the present 
state of the law, the order of the Hearing Officer upon the extent of perma
nent partial disability is affirmed. 

The issue of further temporary total disability is limited to a period 
from November 2, 1968 to December 25, 1968, a time during which the claimant 
was not receiving medical care and during which she was a full time student. 
The Board concurs with the result reached by the Hearing Officer that the 
evidence does not justify an award of temporary total disability for the 
period at issue. 

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed in its entirety. 

ORS 656.382 would justify allowance of attorney fees had the review been 
initiated by the employer •. The legislative purpose was to relieve the claim
ant of legal costs where the claimant must obtain counsel to protect bene
fits obtained at the hearing level. It is obvious that the claimant did not 
so obtain counsel in this case and had proceeded to review regardless of 
whether the employer was also, though unknown to her, in the process of 
asking for review. The Board concludes ORS 656.382 is not applicable. 

WCB #70-1627 
CLAUDE JOHNSON, Claimant. 
Grant & Ferguson, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Claimant. 

May 5, 1971 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore. 

The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent 
disability sustained by the claimant as the result of an accidental injury on 
August 2, 1966. The claimant, a 47 year old catskinner in a logging operation, 
sustained severe back injuries when he was thrown 20 to 30 feet in the.air by 
a running high lead haulback line ·and landed on his back crosswise over a log. 
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digits to 12.2 for loss of opposition by the uninjured thumb, 2.4 degrees
for the index finger, 14 degrees for the middle finger, 3.5 degrees for the
ring finger and 3.3 degrees for the little finger.

The Hearing Officer affirmed the findings with respect to the physical
loss attributable to each digit. The Hearing Officer allowed an additional
18.6 degrees on the basis of a wage loss factor on the basis of an additional
30% of each finger.

The claimant initiated the review by a request for hearing filed Decem
ber 8, 1970, urging allowance of further temporary total disability.
The employer's cross appeal received December 9, 1970 questioned the appli
cation of the wage loss factor to the scheduled injuries. The issue raised
by the employer is one the Court of  ppeals has left in a state of suspended
animation by the decision in Hannan v. Good Samaritan where it commented
to the effect that there may be some merit in the contention that the wage
loss factor is not applicable in scheduled injuries as decided in the Trent
case. Until a more definitive decision is forthcoming, the Board leaves
the reversal of the Trent doctrine to the appellate courts. If any case would
justify the application of such a factor it would be one such as before the
Board where the tragedy befell the young lady at age 18 to foreclose many
of the opportunities of life otherwise available to her. Upon the present
state of the law, the order of the Hearing Officer upon the extent of perma
nent partial disability is affirmed.

The issue of further temporary total disability is limited to a period
from November 2, 1968 to December 25, 1968, a time during which the claimant
was not receiving medical care and during which she was a full time student.
The Board concurs with the result reached by the Hearing Officer that the
evidence does not justify an award of temporary total disability for the
period at issue.

The order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed in its entirety.

ORS 656.382 would justify allowance of attorney fees had the review been
initiated by the employer. The legislative purpose was to relieve the claim
ant of legal costs where the claimant must obtain counsel to protect bene
fits obtained at the hearing level. It is obvious that the claimant did not
so obtain counsel in this case and had proceeded to review regardless of
whether the employer was also, though unknown to her, in the process of
asking for review. The Board concludes ORS 656.382 is not applicable.

WCB #70-1627 May 5, 1971
CL UDE JOHNSON, Claimant.
Grant § Ferguson, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Claimant.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson, Callahan and Moore.
The above entitled matter involves the issue of the extent of permanent

disability sustained by the claimant as the result of an accidental injury on
 ugust 2, 1966. The claimant, a 47 year old catskinner in a logging operation,
sustained severe back injuries when he was thrown 20 to 30 feet in the air by
a running high lead haulback line and landed on his back crosswise over a log.
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to ORS 656.268, the Closing and Evaluation Division of the -
Board, by a third determination order dated July 30, 1970, the claim 
having been closed on two prior occasions and subsequently reopened, granted 
the claimant an award of permanent partial disability of 134 degrees of the 
then applicable maximum of 192 degrees fo~ unscheduled disability. 

At the hearing requested by the claimant it was his contention that 
he was entitled to an award of permanent total disability. The Hearing 
Officer was of the opinion that the claimant's permanent disability fell 
short of permanent total disability. The Hearing Officer increased the 
permanent partial disability award by 58 degrees to the maximum of 192 
degrees for unscheduled disability. 

The claimant requested Board review -of the llearinp. Officer's order. 
The claimant .contends that the Hearing Officer erred in not granting an 
award of permanent total disability. The State Accident Insurance Fund 
contends that the Hearing Officer's award of the maximum of 192 degrees for 
unscheduled permanent partial disability .is proper and should be affirmed. 

The claimant was temporarily and tot:ally disabled as a result of his 
accidental injury for a period just short of four years. The medical 
treatment provided the claimant during this period, which included a lamin
ectomy in 1970, failed to significantly relieve his symptoms. The claimant 
experiences constant pain, primarily in his back, which is aggravated by 
most activity. He requires daily medication, heat treatment and periodic 
rest. He is unable to either sit, stand' or walk for any prolonged period 
of time. Other than brief and unsuccessful attempts to return to work on 
a trial basis, the claimant has not work~d since his accidental injury in 
August, 1966. 

TI1e claimant is now 52 years of ag.e. lie has an eighth grade formal 
education. His intellectual level is classed as average. His entire adult 
life has been devoted to employment involving heavy physical labor. His 
most recent employment was as a heavy eqµipment operator and logger. He has 
no special job training and no special work skills other than those acquired 
through actual work experience. It is undisputed that he is unable to 
return to his former employment or engage in any type of heavy or strenu-
ous employment. Prior to his injury the claimant established a reputation 
as a highly motivated and exceptionally hard and diligent worker. 

The evidence of record relative to the claimant's physical impairment, 
coupled with such other relevant factors as his age, education, intellectual 
resources, job training and work experience, reflect that while the claimant 
may be able to perform some limited forms of light work for brief periods on 
an intermittent basis with adverse consequences, the claimant is unable to 
perform any type of work of sufficient quality, dependability and quantity 
that a reasonably stable labor market exists for his services. 

The evidence of record establishes, as contended by the claimant, 
that the claimant falls within the so-called odd-lot category of workmen, 

-

who, while not altogether incapable of workin~, are sufficiently handicapped A 
and disabled that they are unable to obtain rer,ular employment in any recog- W' 
nized branch of the labor market. Swanson v. Nestport Lumber Co., 91 Adv Sh 
1651 (1971). 
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Pursuant to ORS 656.268, the Closing and Evaluation Division of the
Board, by a third determination order dated July 30, 1970, the claim
having been closed on two prior occasions and subsequently reopened, granted
the claimant an award of permanent partial disability of 134 degrees of the
then applicable maximum of 192 degrees for unscheduled disability.

 t the hearing requested by the claimant it was his contention that
he was entitled to an award of permanent total disability. The Hearing
Officer was of the opinion that the claimant's permanent disability fell
short of permanent total disability. The Hearing Officer increased the
permanent partial disability award by 58 degrees to the maximum of 192
degrees for unscheduled disability.

The claimant requested Board review of the Hearing Officer's order.
The claimant contends that the Hearing Officer erred in not granting an
award of permanent total disability. The State  ccident Insurance Fund
contends that the Hearing Officer's award of the maximum of 192 degrees for
unscheduled permanent partial disability is proper and should be affirmed.

The claimant was temporarily and totally disabled as a result of his
accidental injury for a period just short of four years. The medical
treatment provided the claimant during this period, which included a lamin
ectomy in 1970, failed to significantly relieve his symptoms. The claimant
experiences constant pain, primarily in his back, which is aggravated by
most activity. He requires daily medication, heat treatment and periodic
rest. He is unable to either sit, stand or walk for any prolonged period
of time. Other than brief and unsuccessful attempts to return to work on
a trial basis, the claimant has not worked since his accidental injury in
 ugust, 1966.

The claimant is now 52 years of age. He has an eighth grade formal
education. His intellectual level is classed as average. His entire adult
life has been devoted to employment involving heavy physical labor. His
most recent employment was as a heavy equipment operator and logger. He has
no special job training and no special work skills other than those acquired
through actual work experience. It is undisputed that he is unable to
return to his former employment or engage in any type of heavy or strenu
ous employment. Prior to his injury the claimant established a reputation
as a highly motivated and exceptionally hard and diligent worker.

The evidence of record relative to the claimant's physical impairment,
coupled with such other relevant factors as his age, education, intellectual
resources, job training and work experience, reflect that while the claimant
may be able to perform some limited forms of light work for brief periods on
an intermittent basis with adverse consequences, the claimant is unable to
perform any type of work of sufficient quality, dependability and quantity
that a reasonably stable labor market exists for his services.

The evidence of record establishes, as contended by the claimant,
that the claimant falls within the so-called odd-lot category of workmen,
who, while not altogether incapable of working, are sufficiently handicapped
and disabled that they are unable to obtain regular employment in any recog
nized branch of the labor market. Swanson v. Westport Lumber Co., 91  dv Sh
1651 (1971).
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Dr. Hald, bas ~u upon an e> tensive .;;,.~.J thorough examination of th~ -::l, • .L.,,

:·•1t on tv.:o occasions in May, 1968 .• and a subsequent follm~ up exarnir.1ation 0·· 

thr., claimant just prior to the hearing in October, 1970, together with his 
review of the pertinent medical reports and records relative to the treatmeat 
of the claimant, testified unequivocally and persuasively that in his opinion 
the claimant was permanently and totally unemployable. 

The claim;int having sus'tained his burden of proof of establishing that 
l:c is p1·i::1a f. · within the odd-lot enploye category, the burden of proof 
is upon the ei:::· ... ,:,er !ld : : s insu1·cr, he State .".ccident Insurance Fund, to 
~how that thert.- .:; never · less reguVq· suitable employment :>vnilab· e to •'·c 
cl,;dmant. Swans, •n ·1. 1 ·0~ ~port I.umber Co., supra. ------

The Board fir,ds and concludes from its de novo review of the r,:cord in 
this matter that the claimant is permanently incapacitated from regularly 
performing any wc,rk at a gainful and suitable occupation, and that the 
claimant is therefore permanently and totally disabled, 

The order of the Hearing Officer is modified from an award of the 
maximum of 192 de.~rees for unscheduled permanent partial disability to an 
award of permanent total disability, 

Claimant's attorney is entitled to an attorney fee for his services 
on behalf of the claimant at the hearing on review of 25% of the increase in 
compensation over and above the 134 degrees awarded pursuant to ORS 656.268, 
payable from the increased compensation as paid to the claimant, but not to 
exceed $1,500. 

WCB #70-2359 May 5, 1971 

GEORGIA ATEN, Claimant, 
Pozzi, Wilson & Atchison, Claimant's Attys. 
Request for Review by Employer. 

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan. 

The above entitled matter involves an issue of whether the claimant has 
sustained a compensable aggravation of injuries incurred on November 4, 1966, 
when the then 50 year old courtesy car driver was driving a vehicle that was 
rear-ended, That claim was closed in December of 1968 with an award of 
disability comparable to the loss of 10% of an arm. That award was affirmed 
by the Hearing O_fficer and became final when affirmed by the Workmen's 
Compensation Board. The record of the proceedings on the original claim 
closure has been made a part of this file. A substantial issue on that closure 
was whether a parotid cyst was the result of the accident. The decision on 
this issue was adverse to the claimant and is long since final on a legal 
basis though not "closed" in the claimant's thinking, The adverse decision 
in that proceeding was also largely influenced by the obviously poor and 
inconsistent histories obtained by the various doctors for a long and varied 
set of "symptoms." 

The claimant then moved to Arizona where a new assortment of doctors 
have examined and treated the claimant. The primary problem initially was 
the neck, but those problems did ·not start with the accident. She had a 
long prior history of degenerative intervertebral disc disease, The accident 
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Dr. Hald, bas;u upon an e>tensive oi.d thorough examination of th: ci<tx..-i-
- it on two occasions in May, 1968., and a subsequent follow up examination o '
the claimant just prior to the hearing in October, 1970, together with his
review of the pertinent medical reports and records relative to the treatment
of the claimant, testified unequivocally and persuasively that in his opinion
the claimant was permanently and totally unemployable.

The claimant having sustained his burden of proof of establishing that
he is piipa f within the odd-lot employe category, the burden of proof
is upon the ec 'j. >yer rid : ’ s insurer, he State  ccident Insurance Fund, to
show that thert, never less regular suitable employment nvailab e to ■‘■’'C
claimant. Swanson v. To^port Lumber Co., supra. ' -...

The Board fi.pds and concludes from its de novo review of the record in
this matter that the claimant is permanently incapacitated from regularly
performing any work at a gainful and suitable occupation, and that the
claimant is therefore permanently and totally disabled.

The order of the Hearing Officer is modified from an award of the
maximum of 192 degrees for unscheduled permanent partial disability to an
award of permanent total disability.

Claimant's attorney is entitled to an attorney fee for his services
on behalf of the claimant at the hearing on review of 25% of the increase in
compensation over and above the 134 degrees awarded pursuant to ORS 656.268,
payable from the increased compensation as paid to the claimant, but not to
exceed $1,500.

WCB #70-2359 May 5, 1971

GEORGI  TEN, Claimant.
Pozzi, IVilson §  tchison, Claimant's  ttys.
Request for Review by Employer.

Reviewed by Commissioners Wilson and Callahan.
The above entitled matter involves an issue of whether the claimant has

sustained a compensable aggravation of injuries incurred on November 4, 1966,
when the then 50 year old courtesy car driver was driving a vehicle that was
rear-ended. That claim was closed in December of 1968 with an award of
disability comparable to the loss of 10% of an arm. That award was affirmed
by the Hearing Officer and became final when affirmed by the Workmen's
Compensation Board. The record of the proceedings on the original claim
closure has been made a part of this file.  substantial issue on that closure
was whether a parotid cyst was the result of the accident. The decision on
this issue was adverse to the claimant and is long since final on a legal
basis though not "closed" in the claimant's thinking. The adverse decision
in that proceeding was also largely influenced by the obviously poor and
inconsistent histories obtained by the various doctors for a long and varied
set of "symptoms."

The claimant then moved to  rizona where a new assortment of doctors
have examined and treated the claimant. The primary problem initially was
the neck, but those problems did not start with the accident. She had a
long prior history of degenerative intervertebral disc disease. The accident
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impose a degree of permanent disability bttt the question is whether 
the natural pror,ression of the preexistinr, disease becomes the responsi
bility of the employer simply because of a temporary exncerbation, 

Another of the problems assuminr, major proportions is a colitis which 
the claimant attributes to the accident though she hns suffered from coli tis 
problems for nearly 30 years. TI1e Hearing Officer in the current proceed
ings ruled the coli tis not compensable nnd the claim:rnt did not make a 
cross appeal upon that issue, 111c Board concludes that condition was 
properly excluded and makes note of this phase of the case as part of 
the pattern. 

TI1e claim for aggravation with respect to the neck situation was 
allowed, In this instance the issue is largely resolved upon medical re
ports and the llearing Officer has no specinl advantar,e above the 13oard in 
interpreting the medical reports of Arizona doctors, The Arizona doctorsD 
on the other hand, have obviously been han<licapped with respect to having 
to rely for their conclusions upon the recitation of complaints from the 
claimant and her apparent conviction that evcrytl1inr has been increasingly 
adverse since the accident :rnd that the accident is the cause of it all. 
Interestingly, tl1e only orthope<lic doctor from Arizona concluded that the 
claimant's condition from the 1966 injury was stationary and tl1at she did 
not require further specific medical treatment. Yet Or. Johnson's report 
of limitations of mover.1ent was use<l as the basis for "a~gravation" and re
opening. TI1e succession of reported medical recordings of neck limitations 
in fact reflect that short 1 v before Dr • .Johnson's examinntion the claimant's 
con<lition, if anything, ha<l ir.1proved. To the extent that such movements are 
within the voluntary control of a patient with a lonr: historv of unsub
stantiated subjective symptoms they becm:ie quite unreliable. 

The Board notes for the record at this point that further medical re
ports have been submitted that were not part of the record at the hearing. 
TI1ese reports have not entered the Board's evaluation of the case which is 
necessarily limited to the record. 

TI1e Board concludes an<l finds that the weight of the evidence does not 
justify a reopening of the claim. Any conditions for which the claimant may 
possibly need treatment are neither caused nor materially related to the 
incident of November, 1966. 

For the reasons stated, the order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed 
only as to the exclusion of the colitis conJition fron the area of compens
ability. With respect to the order allowing the claim reopened for further 
medical care and temporary total disability, the order of the l~aring Officer 
is reversed. 

Counsel for claimant is authorized to collect a fee of not to exceed 
$125 from the claimant for services on review. No compensation paid pursuant 
to order of the Hearing Officer is repayable pursuant to ORS 656.313. 
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did impose a degree of permanent disability but the question is whether
the natural progression of the preexisting disease becomes the responsi
bility of the employer simply because of a temporary exacerbation.

 nother of the problems assuming major proportions is a colitis which
the claimant attributes to the accident though she has suffered from colitis
problems for nearly 30 years. The Hearing Officer in the current proceed
ings ruled the colitis not compensable and the claimant did not make a
cross appeal upon that issue. The Board concludes that condition was
properly excluded and makes note of this phase of the case as part of
the pattern.

The claim for aggravation with respect to the neck situation was
allowed. In this instance the issue is largely resolved upon medical re
ports and the Hearing Officer has no special advantage above the Board in
interpreting the medical reports of  rizona doctors. The  rizona doctors,
on the other hand, have obviously been handicapped with respect to having
to rely for their conclusions upon the recitation of complaints from the
claimant and her apparent conviction that everything has been increasingly
adverse since the accident and that the accident is the cause of it all.
Interestingly, the only orthopedic doctor from  rizona concluded that the
claimant's condition from the 1966 injury was stationary and that she did
not require further specific medical treatment. Yet Dr. Johnson's report
of limitations of movement was used as the basis for "aggravation” and re
opening. The succession of reported medical recordings of neck limitations
in fact reflect that shortly before Dr. Johnson's examination the claimant's
condition, if anything, had improved. To the extent that such movements are
within the voluntary control of a patient with a long history of unsub
stantiated subjective symptoms they become quite unreliable.

The Board notes for the record at this point that further medical re
ports have been submitted that were not part of the record at the hearing.
These reports have not entered the Board's evaluation of the case which is
necessarily limited to the record.

The Board concludes and finds that the weight of the evidence does not
justify a reopening of the claim.  ny conditions for which the claimant may
possibly need treatment are neither caused nor materially related to the
incident of November, 1966.

For the reasons stated, the order of the Hearing Officer is affirmed
only as to the exclusion of the colitis condition from the area of compens
ability. With respect to the order allowing the claim reopened for further
medical care and temporary total disability, the order of the Hearing Officer
is reversed.

Counsel for claimant is authorized to collect a fee of not to exceed
$125 from the claimant for services on review. No compensation paid pursuant
to order of the Hearing Officer is repayable pursuant to ORS 656.313.
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PAYMENT 

TABLE OF CASES 

SUBJECT INDEX 

Receipt of payment fatal to appeal: G. McElroy 

AGGRAVATION 

................... 202 

Allowance of claim affirmed: D. Sydnam ••·•·••·•·············•··•• 65 
Allowance reversed: E. Jenkins •.••••••••••••••••••••..•.••••••••• 119 
Allowance of claim reversed: G. Aten •• , • • • • • • • • • • . • • . . . . • • • • • • • • • 303 
Allowed for delayed back symptoms: J. Wilson ••••••••....• , • , • • • • • 112 
Allowable even if original closure allowed no permanent 

disability: F. Bennett . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 281 
Arm not shown to be worse: G. Dalton , •••••••••••••••••••••••• , •• , 175 
Back: None where only congenital defect: N. Standley •••••••••••• 233 
Back claim allowed: w. Willits ••••• , .. , •• , •• , •• , •••• ~,........... 192 
Back difficulties not related to 1967 injury: J. Neilson ••••••••• 205 
Claim disallowed where medical reports were insufficient: 

M. l-lamilton . • • • • • • • . • • . • . . • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . . . . . • • • • • • • • 289 
Medical reports insufficient: R. Gorman •••••••••·••··•••·•••••••• 223 
.None where exaggeration of back symptoms: M, Proffitt ••·••••••••• 148 
Nothing where long standing back difficulty: W. Thames ·•••••••••• 180 
Physicians report must have been made since last fixing of compen-

sation: A. ~lagee . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . • • • . . • . . . . . . • . 97 
Psychologist's report insufficient to meet statutory criteria of 

Physician's Report: A. Dunham •·····••·•··•••••••••••·•··••·· 89 
Penal ties denied in aggravation claim: M. Hibbard •••••••••• , •• , • • 151 
Procedure where ask for aggravation and direct appeal at same 

time: R. Royse ••••••··•· .. ····•••••·•••••••••••• .. •·•••••••• 228 
Proof insufficient: P. Wallace ··•·•·••••••••••••••···•·•••••••••• 284 
Request to reopen treated by employer as aggravation: J. Treadwell. 247 
Records of initial claims proceedings should be introduced: 

E • Jenkins • . . • . . . • .. • . . • • . . . . . • . • . . . • • . . • . • • • . . • • • . • • • . . . . • . . . 119 
SAIF advised that was aggravation and not new injury until all 

rights to appeal had expired then terminated ·aggravation 
payments: R. Day •••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , • • • • • • • • • • • 61 

Third party claim effect: E. Bingham ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 226 
Wrist problem related to 1968 injury: F, Allen •·•·••·•·•••••••••• 271 

AOE/COE -- Arising Out of and In Course of Employment 

Attorney fees in secondary compensable injury case: J. Rackow •••• 264 
Back claim not proven: J. Reill •••••••••••••••·•••••••••••••••••• 186 
Back claim not related to knee injury: E, Ferguson ••••••••••••••• 68 

·sack claim allowance affirmed: D. Cossitt •••••••••·•••••••••••••• 141 
Breakdown of skin graft attributed to ankle sprain: D, Berry ••••• 50 
Bowel and prostate problem not related to back injury: G, Burgess • 41 
Car agency car case settled: H. Brown ······•••••••·••••••·••••·•· 157 
Cardiac arrest from near injury: R. Vaughn ·••••••••••••••·•··••·· 237 
Cardiac arrest 6 days after accident: H. Maruhn ••••••••••••••···· 262 
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hemorrhage claim allowed: o. Olsen •••••••••••••••••••••• 237 
Claim allowed where prior back problems: A. Beagle ••••••••••••••• 71 
Claim allowed despite some reservations: M. Nordahl , ••••••••••• , • 160 
Claim denied after 15 months: K. Applegate ••••••••••••••••••••••• I 
Claim denied where first made an off the job claim: A. Ping •••·•· 97 
Death ivhile loading a wrecked car: S. Harris •••• , , •••••• , ••• , , , • • 215 
Denial upheld where no notice of injury several months and no 

particular incident: K. Goodwin ··•··•··••·•••·•··•••·••·•••· 53 
Denial affirmed of knee complaints where was acknowledged back 

injury: V. DeChand •.. •••••••••• ... •••••••••. ••• •••••• .. .. ... 92 
Denial of back claim affirmed: E. Tincknell •·•·•··•··••••••••·••• 122 
Denial affirmed for knee injury hy majority: H, Bright •·•·•••··•• 256 
Denial upheld to self-employed: ,J. Smith •••••••• , ••••••••••••• , , • 245 
Denial affirmed where credibility impeached: W. ~finnichiello • • • • • • 279 
Dupuytren's contracture not shown to be related: T, C:ountess ••••• 38 
Fatty Necrosis not related to typhoid shot: B. Standridge ••••·••• 183 
Foot infection not related to shin bump: E, Nelson •••••••••·••••• 167 
Football injury at company picnic: w. O'Key •••••••••••••••••••·•• 231 
Frolic and detour with auto: C, Stinger •··•••·•••·••··•••·••·•••• 235 
Going and Coming: Injury to bartender in loading zone 

in front of hotel while r,oing home: G, Lee •••••••••••••••·•• 40 
l~rnia diagnosed 6 months later not related: A. Davis •••••••·•••• 115 
!!earing Officer should view premises: M, Palodichuk •·•••••·••·••• 113 
Heart attack claim defeated: F, Robertson ••••·••••••·•••••••••·•• 122 
lleart attack claim: P. Mcconaughy • , ••. , ••••••• , •••••••••••••• , • • • 200 
Heart attack not related to chlorine gas inhalation 6 days 

before: J. Welch o............................................ 288 
Live~in nurse subject to domestic servant exemption: C, f,unter ••• 138 
Monday morning back claim allowed: R, /,!ills ••••••• , • , • • • • • • • • • • • • 191 
Moving personal workbench from store to home is not in line 

of employment: J, Etchison ••••••••••••• , ••• , •• , ••••••• , •• , • • 174 
fllultiple sclerosis claim: w. Pettit • , , • , , ••••••• , •• , , •••••• , • • • • • 296 
Neck problem found to be work related by majority: J. Staudenmaier. 165 
New injury found: G. Spills , ••••• , ••••••••••• , •••• , , •••••••••• , • • 109 
Res adju<licata as applied to beneficiaries: .J. Peters •••••••••••· 285 
School teacher fell off student's bicycle: F. Kemnitzer •·•·•••••· 197 
Six-year-old boy not subject workman on father's farm: B. Gehring. 77 
Symptoms not related to minor accident: R, Allen , •••• , •••••• , • • • • 28 
Symptoms not related: 0, Andre ••••••••• , , • , •••••••••••••••••• , • • • 5 
Tinnitus not related where no complaints for two years: G, Garrett. 135 
Two-page dissent would allow: R, Fenwick •••••·••••••••••••••••••• 208 
Torn rotator cuff not related to work incident: R. Fenwick ••••••• 208 
Vascular insufficiency not related to not existant carbon 

monoxide exposure: J. '.lontgomery • , •••••••••••• , ••••••••••• , • 121 

DEATH BENEFITS 

Effect of finding prior to death: J. Peters ·••••••·••·•••••••·•• 285 
Not available to abandoned widow: s. Harris •••••••••·••·•••••••· 215 
Proof of total disability after death: R. Buhrle •••••••••·•••••• 256 
\voman not qualified for benefits where not married to decedent: 

D. Thomas • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 49 
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Defects in non-complying case: s. Harris ·•••••••••••·•••••••••••• 215 
Denial after claim barred doesn't give claim new vitality: H. Trump 33 
Denial upheld where issued after 15 months of paying benefits: 

K. Applegate • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Denial gives no greater rights where claim already barred for 

want of notice: M. Evans ••·••••••••••••••••••••·•••••••••••• 8 
Denial reasonable when plane missing: W. Gale •••••••••••••••••••• 95 
Denial of further responsibility reversed: A .. Jackson ••·••·••·••• 270 
Effect where denial made after hearing on extent of disability 

but before order: J. Gourley •••·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 294 

DUAL PURPOSE DOCTRINE 

Movement of work bench all personal: J. Etchison I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I 174 

EMPLOYER OR INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR 

Death while loading a wrecked car: s. Harris ••••••••••••••••••••• 215 
Oregonian newsboy case on remand: D. Oremus •••••••••••••••••••••• 129 

EVIDENCE 

Attorney's letters of inquiry should be produce on demand: 
11. Patterson • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • . . . . . . • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • . . 124 

HEARING OFFICER DECISION 

Board defers to where heavy question of fact: K. Applegate •••••• 1 
Hearing Officer may vacate an order prior to expiration of appeal 

time: T. l'lhalen •••.•.•••••••.•••••••••.•.• , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 24 
Remand for view of premises: M. Palodichuk •••••••••••••••••••••• 113 

HEART AITACK 

Cardiac arrest 6 days after industrial accident: H. Maruhn •••••• 262 
Congestive heart failure: F. Robertson •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 122 
Heart attack: 32° allowed: R. Pattison ••••·•••••••••••••·•··•·• 127 
Six days after chlorine gas inhalation: J. Welch •••••·••••••••• 288 

INSURANCE,~ CARRIER RESPONSIBLE 

New injury found: J. Rockow •••••••••··•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 264 
Heart attack claim: K. Payton ·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·•••• 299 
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Awa rd r.1ade on 01vn mot ion: G. Mc Larney • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
Claim of 1964 not reopened: II. Fairbairn • • • • • • .. .. .. • • .. • • • • • • • • • 171 
Own motion not taken: w. Glendenning ••••••·••·•••••••••••••••••·• 10 
Own motion only on 1961 injury: D. Chamberlin •••••••••••••••••••· 155 
SAlf recommendation followed in own motion case: G. Queener ••·••• 272 

MEDICAL REPORTS 

Copies of letters of inquiry should be produced 1vith medical 
reports: H. Patterson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 124 

Psychologist's report should have been admitted: E. Monen • • • • • • • • • 212 
Refusal to submit to medical examination: R. Benway ••••••••·••••• 245 

i!EDICAL SERVICES 

Back surgery refused: E. Biros ·······•···•··••·••··•·•··•··••·•·• 18 
Back surgery failed: A. Paquin ····•·••···•··••••···•··•••···••••· 266 
Refusal of back surgery is invariably reasonable: C. Schefter 87 
Refusal of surgery not unreasonable: E. Walty •••·••••··••·••••••• 126 

NOTICE OF INJURY 

Claim allowed despite 10-month delay: ~l. Nordahl • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • 160 
Claim defeated where none given for 3 months and long history 

of back problems: W. Fitzmorris ·•······•·•··•···•·•······•·· 94 
Delayed notice justified: L, Riddel ·•••·••••••••·•••·•••••••••••• 244 
Delay prejudicial: C. Gaffney •.•...•.•.•. , ••••.•••••••••••••••••• 110 
Oral notice only is insufficient: M. Evans • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 8 
Self-employed person: J, Sr.1ith ·····•··•··•··••••·••••••·•••••·••• 245 

OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE LA\\l 

Allergy: 16° for allergic reaction to epoxy resin: S, Jones ••••• 146 
Anxiety neurosis claim allowed to social worker: L. Goold • • • • • • • • 272 
Arthritis related to dermatitis: F. Hickman ·•••••••·••••••·•••••• 17 
Dermatitis claim unsuccessful: 13, Thinnes • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 104 
Dermatitis: 10 9,, loss fingers of both hands: C. ~loore • • • • • • • • • • • • 134 
Findings filed: H. Thurston • . • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 120 
Fireman with smoke inhalation: F. O'Sullivan • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 103 
Insurance adjuster claiming for back difficulty from long 

distance auto driving: o. Nielsen ·•·•••••••••••••••••••••••• 43 
Lead poisoning: C. Spriggs ••··••••••·••••••••••••••••••••·••••••• 106 
None found: o. Nielsen •····••··•••·••••••••··•••••••••••••••••••• 62 
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AND FEES -------
Allowed for delays in accepting claim: M. Guinn •••••••••••••••••• 20 
Attorney fee dispute settled: C. Matsler •••••••·••••••••••••••••• 296 
Denied where delay when decedent was missing in aircraft: w. Gale • 95 
Dereliction of duty by SAIF: F. Dexter ·•••••••••••••·•••••••••••· 195 
Fee allowed on occupational disease claim: F. Hickman • • • • • • • • • • • • 17 
Fee of $250 allowed: E. Ashford ···•·•··••••··•··••·•··••••••••••· 241 
Fees allowed in secondary injury case: J. Rockow •·····•·••••••·•· 264 
Fee may be allowable in own motion proceeding where sought by 

employer: E. ~1ay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . • • • . . • . • . . . . . • • . . . . 211 
Fee not applicable where employer only cross-requests review: 

K. Behrens • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 300 
Fee of $150 allowed in own motion proceeding: C. Cole •••••••••••• 138 
Fee of $600 allowed for hearing and review on denied 

aggravation claim: B. Workman • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 276 
Fee of $750.00 allowed concerning denied claim: G. Lee ••••••••••· 61 

Mandamus to enforce payment pending appeal: E. Brown ••••••••••••· 145 
None where delayed reopening of claim but was advance payment: 

N. {Vingfield • . . . . . • • . • • • . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • . • • • • . . . . • • . • 25 
Penal ties denied in aggravation claim: M. Hibbard • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 151 
Regarding hernia claim: w. Miller ••••·••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 6 

PERMANENT PARTIAL DISABILITY 

(1) Arm and Shoulder 
(2) Back - Lumbar and Dorsal 
(3) Fingers 
( 4) Foot 
(5) Forearm 
(6) Leg 
(7) Neck and Head 
(8) Unclassified 

(1) ARM AND SHOULDER 

Arm: Nothing for infection in elbow: A. Pepper •····••••••••••••· 133 
Arm: 19.2° on own motion: J. DeBoie •••••·•···••••·•·••••·••••••· 242 
Arm: 20° for fracture: L. Tippery •••••••••·••·····••·•••••·••••· 15 
Arm and Shoulder: 22° and 30° for ruptured biceps: A, Pargon •••• 292 
Arm and Neck: 24° and 16° after auto crash: n. Sackfield •·•·•••• 63 
Shoulder: 32° where avoid heavy work: H. McKinley ••••••••••••••• 265 
Arm and Shoulder: 40° & 68° after surgery on the biceps: A. Lee 13 
Arm: 50° for ruptured tendon: L. Pankratz •••••••••••••••••·••••• 39 
Arm and Leg: 58° and 8° to logger: C. Sheythe ••••••••·•·•••····• 253 
Arm: 192° to 71-year-old painter: R, Briones •••••••••·•····••··• 91 
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PEN LTIES  ND FEES

 llowed for delays in accepting claim: M. Guinn ............................... 20
 ttorney fee dispute settled: C. Matsler ............................................ 296
Denied where delay when decedent was missing in aircraft: W. Gale . 95
Dereliction of duty by S IF: F. Dexter ............................................... 195
Fee allowed on occupational disease claim: F. Hickman .................... 17
Fee of $250 allowed: E.  shford ........................................................... 241
Fees allowed in secondary injury case: J. Rockow ............................. 264
Fee may be allowable in own motion proceeding where sought by

employer: E. May ............................................. ............................... 211
Fee not applicable where employer only cross-requests review:

K. Behrens .......................................................................................... 300
Fee of $150 allowed in own motion proceeding: C. Cole .................... 138
Fee of $600 allowed for hearing and review on denied

aggravation claim: B. Workman ....................................................... 276
Fee of $750.00 allowed concerning denied claim: G. Lee .................. 61

Mandamus to enforce payment pending appeal: E. Brown ...................... 145
None where delayed reopening of claim but was advance payment:

N. Wingfield ...................................................................... ............... 25
Penalties denied in aggravation claim: M. Hibbard ............................ 151
Regarding hernia claim: W. Miller ........................................ ............... 6

PERM NENT P RTI L DIS BILITY

(1)  rm and Shoulder
(2) Back - Lumbar and Dorsal
(3) Fingers
(4) Foot
(5) Forearm
(6) Leg
(7) Neck and Head
(8) Unclassified

(1)  RM  ND SHOULDER

 rm: Nothing for infection in elbow:  .Pepper ................................... 133
 rm: 19.2° on own motion: J. DeBoie ..................................................... 242
 rm: 20° for fracture: L. Tippery .................... 15
 rm and Shoulder: 22° and 30° for ruptured biceps:  . Pargon .... 292
 rm and Neck: 24° and 16° after auto crash: D. Sackfield .............. 63
Shoulder: 32° where avoid heavy work: H. McKinley ............... 265
 rm and Shoulder: 40° 8 68° after surgery on the biceps:  .Lee . 13
 rm: 50° for ruptured tendon: L. Pankratz .......... 39
 rm and Leg: 58° and 8° to logger: C. Sheythe ................................. 253
 rm: 192° to 71-year-old painter: R. Briones .................................... 91
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BACK - Lumbar and Dorsal 

Back: Nothing where symptoms not related: o. Andre ••••••••·••••• 
Back: Nothing more for multiple back claims: w. Hedrick ••••••••• 
Back: No further award after reopening: D. Steward •••••••••••••• 
Back: Nothing where won't return to work: L. Spence ••••••••••••• 
Back: Nothing for strain: M.Rowling ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Back: Nothing where no physiological basis for complaints: J, House 
Back: Nothing more where prior low back award of 35%: J, Johnson. 
Back: Nothing to dental assistant: R. Bergline •••••••••••••••••• 
Back: Nothing when 6 doctors didn't find anything: C. Roeder •••• 
Back: Nothing for aggravation where long standing back difficulty: 

W. Thames •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •• • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Back: Nothing for mild strain where refuse therapy: T. Hankins •• 
Back: Nothing after reopening: M. Easley ••••••••·••••••••••••••• 
Back: Nothing for bizarre symptoms: R. Cooper ••••••••••••••••••• 
Back: Nothing where some discomfort: J. Bitz •••••••••••·•••••••• 
Back: None where continued to work without observable 

difficulty: J. Loper •••··••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ......•. 
Back: None after reversal of 64°: L. Madrid ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Back: 16 ° affirmed where other accidents: S. Waldroup ••••••••••• 
Back: 16° to obese fence builder: s. Hicks •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Back: 19.2° for subjective complaints: L. Green ••••••••••••••••• 
Back: 19.2° where can bowl: G. Thurber •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Back & Leg: 25° additional where prior award of 87°: L. Ames •••• 
Back: 28.8° where prior back problems: E. Oe •••••••••••••••••••• 
Back: 32 ° affirmed: D. Knapp ••••••••• , • , •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Back: 32° where minor objective disability: J. Alexander •••••••• 
Back: 32° to psychiatric aide: C. Gee ••••••••••·••••••·••••••••• 
Back: 32° where long back history: R. Dean •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Back: 32° reinstated where Hearing Officer and ordered 

reopening: K. Lettenmaier ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .- ••••• 
Back: 32° for residual disabling pain: R. Shields ••••••••••••••• 
Back: 32° where obese: J. Mai ors •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Back: 32° where lack of objective symptoms: L. Seavy •••••••••••• 
Back: 38,2° to secretary after fall: J. Patitucci ·•••••••••••••• 
Back: 40° where bending and lifting limited: D. Young ••••••••••• 
Back: 40° where obesity: T. Cavin •••••••••• , •••••••• , ••••••••••• 
Back: 40° to logger where other accidents: H. Patterson ••••••••• 
Back: 40° on one of two back claims: J. Greer ••••••••••••••••••• 
Back: 48° after reopenin~: J. Taylor •••••••••••••••••••••~•••••• 
Back: 48° where compression fracture and return to work: V. Curtis 
Back: 4 8 ° reversed: O. Andre •••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••••••• 
Back: 48° where few objective symptoms: D. Tassin ••••••••••••••• 
Back: 48 ° to logger who can work: P. Petite •••• , ••• , •••••••• , ••• 
Back: 48° to grocery clerk: E, Monen ·••·•••••·•••··•••••••••••••• 
Back: 48° to roofer who became mechanic: R. Greene••••••••••••••• 
Back: 50° where prior award of 99°: L. Parker ••••••••••••••••••• 
Back: 52° for sprain where now limited to watchman's job: G. Smith 
Back: 58° after fusion: L. Alstead ••••·••·•••••••••••••••••••••• 
Back: 64° reduced to 32° where claimant appealed: F. Ashcraft ••• 
Back: 64° after 108° earninP,s factor reversed: w. Grossen ••••••• 
Back: 64° after reduction where prior award: J. Phipps •••••••••• 
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5 
11 
19 
93 

111 
118 
131 
133 
162 

180 
181 
221 
225 
250 

280 
298 
173 

36 
283 
252 
196 
58 
66 

102 
140 
141 

176 
194 
224 
248 

59 
100 
114 
124 
188 

3 
4 
5 

171 
201 
212 
190 
229 
128 
144 
55 
69 
70 

(2) B CK - Lumbar and Dorsal

Back: Nothing where symptoms not related: 0.  ndre ........................ 5
Back: Nothing more for multiple back claims: W. Hedrick......... 11
Back: No further award after reopening: D. Steward .............. 19
Back: Nothing where won't return to work: L. Spence .................... 93
Back: Nothing for strain: M. Rowling ................ Ill
Back: Nothing where no physiological basis for complaints: J. House 118
Back: Nothing more where prior low back award of 35%: J. Johnson . 131
Back: Nothing to dental assistant: R. Bergline ............................... 133
Back: Nothing when 6 doctors didn't find anything: C. Roeder .... 162
Back: Nothing for aggravation where long standing back difficulty:

W. Thames ..................................................................................... 180
Back: Nothing for mild strain where refuse therapy: T. Hankins .. 181
Back: Nothing after reopening: M. Easley .................. 221
Back: Nothing for bizarre symptoms: R. Cooper ................................. 225
Back: Nothing where some discomfort: J. Bitz ............................... 250
Back: None where continued to work without observable

difficulty: J. Loper ................................................................... 280
Back: None after reversal of 64°: L. Madrid ..................................... 298
Back: 16° affirmed where other accidents: S. Waldroup ................... 173
Back: 16° to obese fence builder: S. Hicks ....................................... 36
Back: 19.2° for subjective complaints: L. Green .......... 283
Back: 19.2° where can bowl: G. Thurber ................ 252
Back 8 Leg: 25° additional where prior award of 87°: L.  mes .... 196
Back: 28.8° where prior back problems: E. Oe ......... 58
Back: 32° affirmed: D. Knapp ................................................................ 66
Back: 32° where minor objective disability: J.  lexander ........... 102
Back: 32° to psychiatric aide: C. Gee .......... 140
Back: 32° where long back history: R. Dean ....................................... 141
Back: 32° reinstated where Hearing Officer and ordered

reopening: K. Lettenmaier ..................................................... 176
Back: 32° for residual disabling pain: R. Shields ......... 194
Back: 32° where obese: J, Majors ................................ 224
Back: 32° where lack of objective symptoms: L. Seavy ..................... 248
Back: 38.2° to secretary after fall: J. Patitucci .......................... 59
Back: 40° where bending and lifting limited: D. Young .................. 100
Back: 40° where obesity: T. Cavin ................................ 114
Back: 40° to logger where other accidents: H.Patterson ................. 124
Back: 40° on one of two back claims: J. Greer .............. 188
Back: 48° after reopening: J. Taylor ................................ 3
Back: 48° where compression fracture and return to work: V. Curtis 4
Back: 48° reversed: 0.  ndre .......... 5
Back: 48° where few objective symptoms: D. Tassin .......................... 171
Back: 48° to logger who can work: P. Petite .................... 201
Back: 48° to grocery clerk: E. Monen .................................................... 212
Back: 48° to roofer who became mechanic: R. Greene .......... 190
Back: 50° where prior award of 99°: L. Parker ................................. 229
Back: 52° for sprain where now limited to watchman's job: G. Smith 128
Back: 58° after fusion: L.  lstead .......... 144
Back: 64° reduced to 32° where claimant appealed: F.  shcraft ... 55
Back: 64° after 108° earnings factor reversed: W. Grossen ........... 69
Back: 64° after reduction where prior award: J. Phipps ................ 70
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64° after stipulation: J. Sargent ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 73 
Back: 64° where refused surgery: C. Schefter •••••••••••••••••••• 87 
Back: 64° where heavy lifting precluded: J. Middleton ••••••·•••• 184 
Back: 64° where some basis for avoiding further heavy labor: 

R. Reed • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 189 

Back: 64° after reduction: J. Massey •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 203 
Back: 64° where consider earnings loss: M. Meeler ••••••••••••••• 243 
Back and Leg: 70° & 30° where dissent would reduce: E. Hershaw •• 16 
Back: 75° to hotel maid: M. Davis •·•·••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 164 
Back: 85° where unrelated vascular problem: A. Francis •••••••••• 278 
Back: 85.5° after reduction: E. Townsend •••••••••••••••••••••••• 14 
Back: 95° where prior award of 147°: M. Cecil ••••••••••••••••••• 178 
Back: 96° where refuse surgery: E. Biros •••••••••••••••••••••••• 18 
Back: 96° after laminectomy where can work: J. Wirtjes •••••••••• 168 
Back: 96 ° to grocery checker: L. McDonald • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 170 
Back: 98° after surgery: D. Kennison •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 282 
Back and Leg: 100° and 30° to meat cutter: B. Lewis ••••••••••••• 42 
Back: 100° called liberal: G. Lanier •••·•••••••••••••••••••••••• 127 
Back: 112° including earnings factor: G. Kern •••••••••••·••••••· 187 
Back: 115° after fall from scaffold: G, Biggers •••••••••··•••••· 52 
Back: 115,2 degrees where claim that can't work again: o. Keirsey. 51 
Back and Leg: 120° and 8° to 67-year-old: M. Kolander • • • • • • • • • • • 107 
Back and Legs: 126°, 138° & 32° to janitor: L. Carrell •••••••••• 10 
Back: 128° determination reversed: R. Compton ·••••••••••·••••••• 240 
Back: 138° where consider earnings loss: V. Vesterby ••••·••••••• 73 
Back: 141° where precluded from heavy work and may need 

surgery: K, Meneely • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 275 
Back: 144° where consider earnings factor: R. Giles ••••••••••••• 291 
Back: 148° where consider earnings factor: V. Carnahan ••··•••••· 267 
Back: 160° for herniat·ed d1.sc: E. Hinzman ................... ••.. 57 
Back: 160° where removal of tail bone and fusion: J. Carrion •••• 147 
Back: 192° instead of total: J. Powell •··••••••·••••••••••••·••• 80 
Back: 192° is maximum for 1965 injury: M. Ullrich • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 132 
Back: 192° after ruptured disc: R. Royse ·••·••·••••••••••••••••· 249 
Back: 198° where consider earnings loss: R. Veneman •·••••••••••· 22 

(3) FINGERS 

Fingers: 3° and 5° for electrical burns: L. Boyce ••••·•·•·•••••• 169 
Fingers: 10° where can return to work: D. Maldonado ••••••••••••· 185 
Fingers: 10% both hands for dermatitis under occupational 

disease law: C. Moore • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 134 
Finger: Depuytren' s contracture not supported medically: 

T. Countess • • • . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . • 38 
Fingers: Various for bean cutter accident: K. Behrens ••••••••••• 300 

(4) FOOT 

Foot: 34° for foot injury: R. Hembree ••·•••••••••••••••••••••••• 82 
Foot: 40° for fractured heel: ·I.Warthen •••••••••••••••••••••••• 72 
Foot: 67.5° for fracture of oscalsis: D. Purdy •••••••••••••••••• 226 
Foot: 68° for broken leg: R. Walker ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 224 
Foot: 129° to logger where can just walk; earnings factor 

considered: H. Uht •••••...••. , . , . . . . . . . • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • . . . . . • 289 
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Back: 64° after stipulation: J. Sargent ......................................... 73
Back: 64° where refused surgery: C. Schefter ....................... 87
Back: 64° where heavy lifting precluded: J. Middleton ................... 184
Back: 64° where some basis for avoiding furtherheavy labor:

R. Reed ................................................................................................ 189
Back: 64° after reduction: J. Massey ................... 203
Back: 64° where consider earnings loss: M. Meeler .......................... 243
Back and Leg: 70° § 30° where dissent would reduce: E. Hershaw .. 16
Back: 75° to hotel maid: M. Davis ................... 164
Back: 85° where unrelated vascular problem:  .Francis .. ................ 278
Back: 85.5° after reduction: E. Townsend ......... ............................... 14
Back: 95° where prior award of 147°: M. Cecil .............. 178
Back: 96° where refuse surgery: E. Biros ......... 18
Back: 96° after laminectomy where can work: J.Wirtjes ................... 168
Back: 96° to grocery checker: L. McDonald ........................................ 170
Back: 98° after surgery: D. Kennison ................................ 282
Back and Leg: 100° and 30° to meat cutter: B. Lewis ...................... 42
Back: 100° called liberal: G. Lanier ......... 127
Back: 112° including earnings factor: G. Kern ................................. 187
Back: 115° after fall from scaffold: G. Biggers ................. 52
Back: 115.2 degrees where claim that can't work again: 0. Keirsey. 51
Back and Leg: 120° and 8° to 67-year-old: M. Kolander .................. 107
Back and Legs: 126°, 138° & 32° to janitor: L. Carrell .......... 10
Back: 128° determination reversed: R. Compton ................................. 240
Back: 138° where consider earnings loss: V. Vesterby ..................... 73
Back: 141° where precluded from heavy work and mayneed

surgery: K. Meneely ................................................................... 275
Back: 144° where consider earnings factor: R. Giles ... ..................... 291
Back: 148° where consider earnings factor:V. Carnahan ..................... 267
Back: 160° for herniated disc: E. Hinzman .................................. 57
Back: 160° where removal of tail bone and fusion: J.Carrion .... 147
Back: 192° instead of total: J. Powell ......... 80
Back: 192° is maximum for 1965 injury: M. Ullrich .......................... 132
Back: 192° after ruptured disc: R. Royse ........................ 249
Back: 198° where consider earnings loss: R. Veneman ...................... 22

(3) FINGERS

Fingers: 3° and 5° for electrical burns: L. Boyce .......................... 169
Fingers: 10° where can return to work: D. Maldonado ............. 185
Fingers: 10% both hands for dermatitis under occupational

disease law: C. Moore ........................................................ ........... 134
Finger: Depuytren’s contracture not supported medically:

T. Countess ............................................................. ...................... . 38
Fingers: Various for bean cutter accident: K. Behrens .................. 300

(4) FOOT

Foot: 34° for foot injury: R. Hembree .................. ...................... 82
Foot: 40° for fractured heel: I. Warthen ................................. 72
Foot: 67.5° for fracture of oscalsis: D. Purdy ................................ 226
Foot: 68° for broken leg: R. Walker ................................................... 224
Foot: 129° to logger where can just walk; earnings factor

considered: H. Uht .................... ..................................................... 289
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FOREARM 

Forearm: 15° for each for dermatitis: J. Grimm •••••••••••••••••• 150 
Forearm: 15° for burns: R, Springstead •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 153 
Forearm: 23°, 16° and 25° where earnings loss allowed: M. Ro~ers , 64 
Forearm: 35° where consider earnings capacity: M. Hardison •••••• 31 
Forearm: 143° for mangled hand: E. Hulme •••••••••••••••••••••••• 263 
Forearm: SO% & 25% plus 192° for unscheduled disability: o. Davis. 48 

(6) LEG 

Leg: 
Leg: 
Leg: 
Knee: 
Leg: 
Leg: 
Leg: 
Leg: 
Leg: 
Hip: 

Leg: 

Nothing for knee: L. Lesselyoung •••••••••••·•••••••·•••·•·• 
22.5° by stipulation: A. Amacher ••••••••••••••··••••••••••• 
23° for knee: M. Riechie ·•·•••·•·•••·••••••••••••••••·••·•• 

45° where surgery: w. Langston ••••·••••·•••••··•••·••••••· 
50° for thrombophelibitis: V, Phillips ••••••·•··•·•·•·•·••• 
50° for broken knee where now unstable: L. Holm ........... . 
55° reaffirmed after remand: L. Sauvola ••••··••••••••·••••· 
76° where utilize earnings factor: D, McNamara •···••••••••• 
90° after stipulated reduction: C. Buchanan ••··•••••·•••••• 
101.25° for fracture where consider earning capacity: 

I. Pollack ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••• .. 
113° for knee injury to left leg where previously lost right 

leg: I. Redman ••••.••......•..•.... •••••••·••· •·•••••••·· ... 

(7) NECK AND HEAD 

234 
59 

164 
37 

214 
85 

255 
32 

193 

45 

83 

Neck and Head: 32° affirmed where sprain and concussion: N, Biggers 68 
Neck and Shoulder: 48° after fall: D. Pollard • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 35 
Neck: 96° to plumber: N. Worley ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 178 
Neck: 192° where two previous fusions: N, Roth .. • .. .. • .. • • • • • • • • 136 

(8) UNCLASSIFIED 

Allergy: 16° under occupational disease law: S. Jones •••••••••·• 146 
Dennatitis: 192° where sensitivity triggered by x-rays: o. Davis • 48 
Fumes exposure: 32° in complicated case: F. Barron ·•·••·•·••·••• 200 
Gunshot wounds: 96° to sheriff: D. Kauffman •••••··•·•·••••··••·• 74 
Heart attack: 32° where go back to work, R, Pattison ••••••·••·· 127 
Hip: 32° for pain: J, Holloway ••••••• , ••••••••••••• , ••••••• , • • • • 99 
Multiple fractures from log: 80° & 14° affirmed: T. Thompson 78 
Multiple injuries from car wreck: 80° after reduction: M.Stout •• 161 
None for numerous complaints: c. Rios ·••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 33 
Pelvis: 16° for fracture: L. Fuller ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 28 
Pelvis: 32° for fracture where can't work: L. Dinnocenzo •••••••• 254 
Pelvis: 98° for fracture: E. Walty ••·••••••••••••••••••••••••••· 126 
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(5) FORE RM

Forearm: 15° for each for dermatitis: J. Grimm ................ 150
Forearm: 15° for bums: R. Springstead .............................................. 153
Forearm: 23°, 16° and 25° where earnings loss allowed: M. Rogers . 64
Forearm: 35° where consider earnings capacity: M. Hardison ...... 31
Forearm: 143° for mangled hand: E. Hulme .................... 263
Forearm: 50% § 25% plus 192° for unscheduled disability: 0. Davis. 48

(6) LEG

Leg: Nothing for knee: L. Lesselyoung .............................................. 234
Leg: 22.5° by stipulation:  .  macher ................................................ 59
Leg: 23° for knee: M, Riechie .................. .......................................... 164
Knee: 45° where surgery: W. Langston ................................................. 37
Leg: 50° for thrombophelibitis: V. Phillips ..................................... 214
Leg: 50° for broken knee where now unstable: L. Holm .................... 85
Leg: 55° reaffirmed after remand: L. Sauvola ................................... 255
Leg: 76° where utilize earnings factor: D. McNamara ............ 32
Leg: 90° after stipulated reduction: C. Buchanan ............................ 193
Hip: 101.25° for fracture where consider earning capacity:

I. Pollack ........................................................................................... 45
Leg: 113° for knee injury to left leg where previously lost right

leg: I. Redman .......................................... ....................................... 83

(7) NECK  ND HE D

Neck and Head: 32° affirmed where sprain and concussion: N. Biggers 68
Neck and Shoulder: 48° after fall: D. Pollard ................................. 35
Neck: 96° to plumber: N. Worley ................................................. ......... 178
Neck: 192° where two previous fusions: N. Roth ............................... 136

(8) UNCL SSIFIED

 llergy: 16° under occupational disease law: S. Jones ................... 146
Dermatitis: 192° where sensitivity triggered by x-rays: 0. Davis . 48
Fumes exposure: 32° incomplicated case: F.Barron ......................... 200
Gunshot wounds: 96° to sheriff:D. Kauffman ................................. 74
Heart attack: 32° where go back to work. R.Pattison ...................... 127
Hip: 32° for pain: J. Holloway ................................ 99
Multiple fractures from log: 80° § 14° affirmed: T. Thompson .... 78
Multiple injuries from car wreck: 80° after reduction: M.Stout .. 161
None for numerous complaints: C. Rios ......................... 33
Pelvis: 16° for fracture: L. Fuller .................. 28
Pelvis: 32° for fracture where can't work: L. Dinnocenzo ............. 254
Pelvis: 98° for fracture: E. Walty ............ 126
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Board modified order to apply earnings factor: A. Lee •••••••••••• 41 
Case remanded for additional medical report: C. Kelley ••••••••••• 143 
Claim denied after 15 months: K. Applegate••••••••••••••••••••·••• 1 
Confusion where have direct appeal and aggravation claim 

pending at same time: R. Royse •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 228 
Denial of back claim set aside 10 days after claimant's death, 

claim settled: R. Franklin .................. , • , , •••••• , • .. • • 273 
Denial after hearing on extent of disability: J. Gourley ••••••••• 294 
Further order after defective attempt to appeal to Circuit Court: 

D. Allen •••. • •• , •••.•••••...•.•.•.• , ••••.•••••• , •••• ,., •. ,,., 142 
Hearing should be dismissed after claim reopened: W, VanHorn ••••• 268 
Non-complying employer: L. Gillispie •••••·•••••••·••·•••••··••••• 35 
No right to hearing regarding 1965 injury: D. Packebush •••••••••• 9 
No right to hearing where in prison: c. Robinson ••••••••••••••••• 295 
No right to hearing on 1966 injury even though no formal 

closing: D. Mitchell •••••••••••••••••••••• ·•••••••••••••••••• 222 
No rights if in prison: F. Winchester ••••••••••••·••·••••••••··•• 114 
Mandamus available to enforce payment pending appeal: E. Brown ••• 145 
Order reaffirmed after consideration of impact of RYF: M. Bray ••• 76 
Procedure for appeal to Circuit Court : L. Ho lrnes • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 14 9 
Remand for further hearing where exacerbation after hearing and 

prior to decision: E. Partridge ••·•·•·•••••••·•••••••·•••••• 293 
Remand for joinder of additional employer: E. Kilgore ••••••·••••• 159 
Review dismissed where prior proceeding in Circuit Court which 

should have disposed of the issues: R. Schulz •••••••·•••·•·· 169 
Set for hearing on merits where SAIF failed to properly advise 

claimant of his rights: R. Day •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 61 
Stipulated remand: w. Koivisto • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 274 
Where question of compensability decided to benefit of workman 

prior to his death, beneficiaries may have benefit of this 
finding: J. Peters ••••••··•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 285 

REQUEST ~ HEARING 

Claimant bears risk of nonarrival of letter requesting hearing: 
R. Loan •••••••••••••• , •••.••••••••••••••• , • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 251 

Direction of request to SAIF good cause for application of 180 
day limit: S. Ellis ..............................• , . , . , . . . • • 277 

Too late where comes 184 days after partial denial: E. Keller •••• 204 

REQUEST ~ REV! EW 

Case settled: R. Duncan •··••·····•••••·•·••••••···•··•••••••••••• 91 
Not timely: D, Miller •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 62 
Not timely: P. Mabe ••••••..•.. , • • • • . . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • 98 
Review dismissed where claim reopened to await determination: 

R. Davis . • . . . . • • • • • . . . . • • . • • . . . . • . • • • • • . . . • • • • • • • . • . • . • • • • • . • 251 
Thirty-first day held soon enough: J. Williams • .. • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • 149 
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M. Kimbrough • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • 6 
Withdrawn: J. Fleishman . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • • . . . • . • • . . • . • . • • . • . . . • • • • . 14 
Withdrawn: M. Blachfield • • . • . . . • . . . • . • . • . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • 24 
Withdrawn: w. Smith • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • 64 
Withdrawn: E. Dahack • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 108 
Withdrawn: 
Withdrawn: 
Withdrawn: 

J. 
L. 
J. 

Stiles • . • • . . . . . • • . . . . • • • . • . • • • • • • . • • . • . . • • • • • • • • • • . 112 
Lovel • • • • • • . • • • • • . •• . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • •• • • . • • • • • . . 176 
Ivey • . • • • • • • . • . . . • • • . • . • . • . • • • . • . • • • • • • • . . • . . • • . • • . 299 

SCOPE OF WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION ACT 

Live-in Nurse not subject workman: C. Gunter 
Paperboy is employee of Oregonian: D. Oremus 

SECONDARY INJURY 

Heart attack symptoms treated as aggravation: 

TEMPORARY TOTAL DISABILITY 

..................... ..................... 

K. Payton .......... 

138 
129 

299 

Additional period affirmed: J. Alverez ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 189 
Claim reopened but not-retroactively: D. Anderson ••••••••••••·••· 75 
Claim reopened for psychiatric treatment: T. Graves •••••••••••••• 179 
I-lernia claim: \\'. ~1iller . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . 6 
Not allowed when case in this posture: B. Sinden ••••••••••••••••• 236 
None where receive unemployment benefits: G. Emerson ••••••••••••• 239 
None where fired: R. Nicholson •••••••••••••••••·••••••••••••••·•• 287 
One period disallowed: B. Lampheare •••••••••••••·••••••••••••••••• 213 
Order reopening claim for psychiatric care reversed: J. Holland •• 155 

THIRD PARTY CLAIMS 

Effect of potential aggravation claim: E. Bingham •••••••·•••••••• 226 

TOTAL DISABILITY 

Affirmed for construction worker for back disability: J. Dubravac. 269 
Allowed for back disability: A. Paquin ••••••••••••••••·•••••••••• 266 
Allowed where more surgery would not be wise: E. Trentham •••••••• 241 
Allowed for crushed body: c. Conrad •••••••••••••••••••••••••·•••• 232 
Allowed by majority for blow to face: E. Ashford ••••••••••••••••• 217 
Allowed for neck injury where any other employment not shown: 

C • Inman • • • . . • . • • • . • • • • • • . • • . . . . . • . • • , • . • . • • • • • • • , • . • . • • . • • • • l 7 2 
Allowed where prior award of 95% for unscheduled disability: 

N. Kipfer .•.• , ..•.••.••..............••....•..... , ••....••• , • 74 
Allowed for arm injury where previous loss of a forearm: L, Durham. 54 
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for back disability on own motion: c. Cole ••••••••••••••• 109 
Allowed where now substantially precluded from lifting, 

stooping and bending: A. Rossiter ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 125 
Allowed for a whiplash: I. Gibbs ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 152 
Attorney's fees applicable if compensation not reduced where 

hearing on own motion proceeding: E. May •••••••••••••••••••• 211 
Award affirmed: F. Hilton ••••···••••··•••••••••••••••••·••••••••• 277 
Dissent would allow: J. Powell ••··••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 80 
Knee injury not total disability: D. Howland ••••••··••••••••••••• 230 
Logger after four years of temporary total disability: c. Johnson. 301 
Sought by beneficiaries: R, Buhrle ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 256 
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Alexander, Jack 
Allen, Dwight 
Allen, Floyd 
Allen, Ralph 
Alstead, Lyn Woodard 
Alverez, Jerry 
Amacher, Alfred L. 
Ames, Lois 
Anderson, Donald J. 
Andre, Oletha 

Applegate, Kenneth 
Ashcraft, Franklin 
Ashford, Eugene R. 
Ashford, Eugene R. 
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Barron, Floye 
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Benway, Roberts. 
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Giles, Ronald L. 
Gillespie, Linda 
Glendenning, Willard J. 
Goodwin, Karl 
Goold, Luella C. 
Gorman, Raymond H. 
Gourley, James L. 
Graves, Tommie L. 

Green, Lawrence 
Greene, Ronald F. 
Greer, John V. 

Grimm, Janet 
Grossen, William A. 
Guinn, M. O. 
Gunter, Clarice D. 
Hamilton, Mary G. 
Hankins, Truman 
Hardison, Margaret 

Harris, Samuel 
Hebener, Truman P. 
Hedrick, Wade 

Hembree, Roy 
Hershaw, Erwin 
Hibbard, Mary 
Hickman, Frank E. 
Hicks, Steve 
Hilton, Frank 
Hinzman, Ernest 

Holland, Jack 
Holloway, Joyce L. 
Holm, Laurance B. 
Holmes, Loren 
House, James E. 
Howland, Dick c. 
Hulme, Earl J. 
Inman, Clarence 
Ivey, Jeff 
Jackson, Alvin 

Jenkins, Elijah 
Johnson, Claude 
Johnson, Joe II. 
Jones, Sharon 
Jueneman, John 

WCB Number Page 

#70-362 77 
#70-468 152 
#70-1336 291 
#70-2004 35 
SAIF Claim #EA 948246 10 
#70-477 53 
#70-1497 272 
#70-953 223 
#69-1370 294 
#70-1179 179 

#70-2471 283 
#70-1040 190 
#70-1404 and 
#70-1405 188 
#70-1091 150 
#70-1065 E 69 
#70-602 20 
#70-1027 138 
#70-663 289 
#70-1427 181 
#70-900 31 

#67-513 215 
#70-676 56 
#68-1047, #68-1286 & 
1#69-1518 11 
#70-1237 82 
#70-843 16 
#70-1071 151 
#69-1843 17 
#70-321 · 36 
#68-898 277 
#69-2256 57 

#69-2125 155 
#70-39 99 
#70-1181 85 
#70-488 149 
#70-1134 118 
#70-855 & #70-856 230 
#70-717 263 
#70-1319 172 
#69-2236 299 
#70-923 270 

#70-98 119 
#70-1627 301 
#70-1188 131 
#69-2035 146 
#70-2256 293 
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Claimant's Name WCB Number Page

Gehring, Byron W. #70-362 77
Gibbs, Isaac H. #70-468 152
Giles, Ronald L. #70-1336 291
Gillespie, Linda #70-2004 35
Glendenning, Willard J. S IF Claim #E 948246 10
Goodwin, Karl #70-477 53
Goold, Luella C. #70-1497 272
Gorman, Raymond H. #70-953 223
Gourley, James L. #69-1370 294
Graves, Tommie L. #70-1179 179

Green, Lawrence #70-2471 283
Greene, Ronald F. #70-1040 190
Greer, John V. #70-1404 and

#70-1405 188
Grimm, Janet #70-1091 150
Grossen, William  . #70-1065 E 69
Guinn, M. 0. #70-602 20
Gunter, Clarice D. #70-1027 138
Hamilton, Mary G. #70-663 289
Hankins, Truman #70-1427 181
Hardison, Margaret #70-900 31

Harris, Samuel #67-513 215
Hebener, Truman P. #70-676 56
Hedrick, Wade #68-1047, #68-1286 $

#69-1518 11
Hembree, Roy #70-1237 82
Hershaw, Erwin #70-843 16
Hibbard, Mary #70-1071 151
Hickman, Frank E. #69-1843 17
Hicks, Steve #70-321 36
Hilton, Frank #68-898 277
Hinzman, Ernest #69-2256 57

Holland, Jack #69-2125 155
Holloway, Joyce L. #70-39 99
Holm, Laurance B. #70-1181 55
Holmes, Loren #70-488 149
House, James E. #70-1134 118
Howland, Dick C. #70-855 5 #70-856 230
Hulme, Earl J. #70-717 263
Inman, Clarence #70-1319 172
Ivey, Jeff #69-2236 299
Jackson,  lvin #70-923 270

Jenkins, Elijah #70-98 119
Johnson, Claude #70-1627 301
Johnson, Joe H. #70-1188 131
Jones, Sharon #69-2035 146
Jueneman, John #70-2256 293
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Name 

Kauffman, Darrel L. 
Keirsey, Olive M. 
Keller, Eugene c. 
Kelley, Charles c. 
Kemnitzer, Freeda 

Kennison, Donald R. 
Kern, George 
Kilgore, Eddie L. 
Kimbrough, Margrette 
Kipfer, Norman R. 
Knapp, Darlene 
Koivisto, Wayne 
Kolander, Mae E, 
Lampheare~ Billy J. 
Langston, Walter E. 

Lanier, Grace M. 
Lee, Albert A. 
Lee, Albert A. 
Lee, Glenn 
Lee, Glenn 
Lesselyoung, Lynn r. 
Lettenrnaier, Kay 
Lewis, Billy J, 
Loan, Rodney L. 
Loper, James R. 

Lovel, Lola Mae 
Mcconaughy, Pierce 
McDonald, Lois M. 
McElroy, Gerald G. 
McKinley, Helen 
McLarney, Glenda L. 
McNamara, Donald w. 
Mabe, Pauline 
Madrid, Louis G. 
Magee, Alice E. 

Majors. Judith S. 
Maldonado, Dan R. 
Maruhn, Harold A. 
Massey, Jimmy 
Matsler, Columbus 
May, Ervin Ernest 
Meeler, Marvin 
Meneely, Kenneth w. 
Middleton, James c. 
Miles, Blanche 

WCB Number 

#70-1054 
1170-340 
#71-27 
#69-2050 
#70-1565 

#70-1467 E 
#70-1545 
#69-2115 
#69-1036 
#70-337 
#70-893 
#70-1140 
#70-661 
#70-1502 
#70-304 

#70-1272 
#70-282 
#70-282 
#70-902 
#70-902 
#70-540 
#70-1049 
#70-240 
#71-528 
#70-1420 

#70-486 
#70-1727 
#70-990 
#70-2297 
#70-1444 
SAIF Claim #EB 84579 
#70-149 
#69-2101 
#70-461 
#70-1699 

#70-1014 
#70-1481 
#70-1221 
#70-1778 
#70-1894 
#68-1409 
#70-271 
#69-2129 
#70-861 
#70-265 
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74 
51 

204 
143 
197 

282 
187 
159 

6 
74 
66 

274 
107 
213 

37 

127 
13 
41 
40 
61 

234 
176 
42 

251 
280 

176 
200 
170 
202 
265 

22 
32 
98 

298 
97 

224 
185 
262 
203 
296 
211 
243 
275 
184 
238 

I 

Claimant's Name WCB Number Page

Kauffman, Darrel L. #70-1054 74
Keirsey, Olive M. #70-340 51
Keller, Eugene C. #71-27 204
Kelley, Charles C. #69-2050 143
Kemnitzer, Freeda #70-1565 197

Kennison, Donald R. #70-1467 E 282
Kern, George #70-1545 187
Kilgore, Eddie L. #69-2115 159
Kimbrough, Margrette #69-1036 6
Kipfer, Norman R. #70-337 74
Knapp, Darlene #70-893 66
Koivisto, Wayne #70-1140 274
Kolander, Mae E. #70-661 107
Lampheare, Billy J. #70-1502 213
Langston, Walter E. #70-304 37

Lanier, Grace M. #70-1272 127
Lee,  lbert  . #70-282 13
Lee,  lbert  . #70-282 41
Lee, Glenn #70-902 40
Lee, Glenn #70-902 61
Lesselyoung, Lynn F. #70-540 234
Lettenmaier, Kay #70-1049 176
Lewis, Billy J. #70-240 42
Loan, Rodney L. #71-528 251
Loper, James R. #70-1420 280

Lovel, Lola Mae #70-486 176
McConaughy, Pierce #70-1727 200
McDonald, Lois M. #70-990 170
McElroy, Gerald G. #70-2297 202
McKinley, Helen #70-1444 265
McLamey, Glenda L. S IF Claim #EB 84579 22
McNamara, Donald W. #70-149 32
Mabe, Pauline #69-2101 98
Madrid, Louis G« #70-461 298
Magee,  lice E. #70-1699 97

Majors, Judith S, #70-1014 224
Maldonado, Dan R. #70-1481 185
Maruhn, Harold  . #70-1221 262
Massey, Jimmy #70-1778 203
Matsler, Columbus #70-1894 296
May, Ervin Ernest #68-1409 211
Meeler, Marvin #70-271 243
Meneely, Kenneth W. #69-2129 275
Middleton, James C. #70-861 184
Miles, Blanche #70-265 238
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Claimant's Name 

Miller, Dale G. 
Miller, William N. 
Mills, Richard A. 
Minnichiello, William 
Mitchell, Duke 
Monen, Eugene G. 
Montgomery, John L. 
Moore, Clayton E. 
Neilsen, Joseph 
Nelson, Elwood 

Nicholson, Ronnie 
Nielsen, Orville K. 
Nielsen, Orville K. 
Nordahl, Melvin s. 
Oe, Edward w. 
O'Key, William 
Olsen, Ole John 
Oremus, Daniel 
O'Sullivan, Fred N. 
Packebush, Duane 

Palodichuk, Mike 
Pankratz, Leo J. 
Paquin, Adlore A, 
Pargon, August J. 
Parker, Louis N. 
Partridge, Edward 
Patitucci, Josephine 
Patterson, Henry 
Pattison, Robert 
Payton, K, C. 

Pepper, Austin 
Peters, John 0, 
Petite, Pete 
Pettit, Wesley D. 
Phillips, Vera M. 
Phipps, ,Joseph 

· Ping, Ad lore E. 
Pollack, Ilse 
Pollard, Daisy 
Powell, James F. 

Proffitt, Marvin J. 
Purdy, Dennis C, 
Queener, Gary L. 
Redman, Ivan G. 
Reed, Richard L. 

WCB Number 

#69-2357 
#70-423 
#70-784 
#70-1356 
#70-1284 
#69-1796 
#70-95 
#69-1302 
#70-1071 
#70-1005 

#70-1122 
#69-2056 
#69-2056 
#70-640 
#69-1680 
#70-1586 
#70-1020 
#68-107 
#69-1065 
#70-1626 

#70-1127 
#70-370 
#70-1448 
#70-1632 
#70-1669 
#70-2278 
#70-250 
#69-1244 
#69-682 
#70-1424 & #70-1425 

#69-1977 
#70-1078 
#70-628 
#70-443 
#70-1358 
#70-846 
#69-2098 
#68-2005 
#70-303 
#70-1202 

#70-811 
#70-1270 
SAIF Claim #NA 810076 
#69-690 
#70-1256 
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62 
6 

191 
279 
222 
212 
121 
134 
205 
167 

287 
43 
62 

160 
58 

231 
237 
129 
103 

9 

113 
39 

266 
292 
229 
293 

59 
124 
127 
299 

133 
285 
201 
296 
214 

70 
97 
45 
35 
80 

148 
226 
272 

83 
189 

Claimant's Name WCB Number Page

Miller, Dale G. #69-2357 62
Miller, William N. #70-423 6
Mills, Richard  . #70-784 191
Minnichiello, William #70-1356 279
Mitchell, Duke #70-1284 222
Monen, Eugene G. #69-1796 212
Montgomery, John L. #70-95 121
Moore, Clayton E. #69-1302 134
Neilsen, Joseph #70-1071 205
Nelson, Elwood #70-1005 167

Nicholson, Ronnie #70-1122 287
Nielsen, Orville K. #69-2056 43
Nielsen, Orville K. #69-2056 62
Nordahl, Melvin S. #70-640 160
Oe, Edward W. #69-1680 58
O'Key, William #70-1586 231
Olsen, Ole John #70-1020 237
Oremus, Daniel #68-107 129
O'Sullivan, Fred N. #69-1065 103
Packebush, Duane #70-1626 9

Palodichuk, Mike #70-1127 113
Pankratz, Leo J. #70-370 39
Paquin,  dlore  . #70-1448 266
Pargon,  ugust J. #70-1632 292
Parker, Louis N. #70-1669 229
Partridge, Edward #70-2278 293
Patitucci, Josephine #70-250 59
Patterson, Henry #69-1244 124
Pattison, Robert #69-682 127
Payton, K. C. #70-1424 S #70-1425 299

Pepper,  ustin #69-1977 133
Peters, John 0. #70-1078 285
Petite, Pete #70-628 201
Pettit, Wesley D. #70-443 296
Phillips, Vera M. #70-1358 214
Phipps, Joseph #70-846 70
Ping,  dlore E. #69-2098 97
Pollack, Use #68-2005 45
Pollard, Daisy #70-303 35
Powell, James F. #70-1202 80

Proffitt, Marvin J. #70-811 148
Purdy, Dennis C. #70-1270 226
Queener, Gary L. S IF Claim #N 810076 272
Redman, Ivan G. #69-690 83
Reed, Richard L. #70-1256 189
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Name 

Reill, John E. 
Riddel, Leon 
Riechie, Michael 
Rios, Carlos 
Robertson, Francis A. 
Robinson, Columbus 
Rockow, Jerry L. 
Roeder, Charles M. 
Rogers, Margie F. 
Rossiter, Albert 

Roth, Nathan 
Rowling, Maxine 
Royse, Robert E. 
Royse, Robert E. 
Sackfield, David 
Sargent, John 
Sauvola, Lloyd P. 
Schefter, Clifford J. 
Schulz, Ray 
Seavy, LeRoy 

Sheythe, Charles J. 
Shields, Roy W. 
Sinden, Bertha 
Smith, George R. 
Smith, Joseph George 
Smith, Wallace J. 
Spence, Leonard F. 
Spills, George 
Spriggs, Charles L. 
Springstead, Richard A. 

. Standley, William J. 
Standridge, Bernice 
Staudenmaier, Joan A. 
Stewart, Donald G. 
Stiles, James M. 
Stinger, Craig M. 
Stout, Mary K. 
Sydnam, Dorothy B. 
Tassin, Dorothy s. 
Taylor, Jewell Lee 

Thames, Walter R. 
Thinnes, Billy L. 
Thomas, Donald 
Thompson, Thomas A. 
Thurber, Gwen 

WCB Number 

#70-1133 
#70-1010 
#70-1366 
#70-754 
#69-1854 
#71-564 
#70-190 
#69-2341 
#69-1745 
#70-912 

#69-1808 
#70-1520 
#68-2011 
#68-2011 
#70-1094 
#70-941 
#69-1364 
#70-798 
#69-1709 
#70-777 

#70-230 
#69-2127 
#70-837 
#70-1255 
#70-1019 
#70-379 & #70-380 
#70-600 
#70-475 
#70-1009 
#70-480 

#69-2150 
#70-298 
#70-1402 
#70-297 
#70-733 
#70-1622 
#69-1095 
#70-694 
#70-870 
#70-434 

#70-1498 
#70-952 
#70-652 
#69-2205 
#69-1475 
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186 
244 
164 

33 
122 
295 
264 
162 

64 
125 

136 
111 
228 
249 
63 
73 

255 
87 

169 
248 

253 
194 
236 
128 
245 
64 
93 

109 
106 
153 

233 
183 
165 

19 
112 
235 
161 

65 
171 

3 

180 
104 
49 
78 

252 

Claimant's Name WCB Number Page

Reill, John E. #70-1133 186
Riddel, Leon #70-1010 244
Riechie, Michael #70-1366 164
Rios, Carlos #70-754 33
Robertson, Francis  . #69-1854 122
Robinson, Columbus #71-564 295
Rockow, Jerry L. #70-190 264
Roeder, Charles M. #69-2341 162
Rogers, Margie F. #69-1745 64
Rossiter,  lbert #70-912 125

Roth, Nathan #69-1808 136
Rowling, Maxine #70-1520 111
Royse, Robert E. #68-2011 228
Royse, Robert E. #68-2011 249
Sackfield, David #70-1094 63
Sargent, John #70-941 73
Sauvola, Lloyd P. #69-1364 255
Schefter, Clifford J. #70-798 87
Schulz, Ray #69-1709 169
Seavy, LeRoy #70-777 248

Sheythe, Charles J. #70-230 253
Shields, Roy W. #69-2127 194
Sinden, Bertha #70-837 236
Smith, George R. #70-1255 128
Smith, Joseph George #70-1019 245
Smith, Wallace J. #70-379 $ #70-380 64
Spence, Leonard F. #70-600 93
Spills, George #70-475 109
Spriggs, Charles L. #70-1009 106
Springstead, Richard  . #70-480 153

Standley, William J. #69-2150 233
Standridge, Bernice #70-298 183
Staudenmaier, Joan  . #70-1402 165
Stewart, Donald G. #70-297 19
Stiles, James M. #70-733 112
Stinger, Craig M. #70-1622 235
Stout, Mary K. #69-1095 161
Sydnam, Dorothy B. #70-694 65
Tassin, Dorothy S. #70-870 171
Taylor, Jewell Lee #70-434 3

Thames, Walter R. #70-1498 180
Thinnes, Billy L. #70-952 104
Thomas, Donald #70-652 49
Thompson, Thomas  . #69-2205 78
Thurber, Gwen #69-1475 252
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Name WCB Number Page 

Thurston, Heber w. #69-975 120 
Tincknell, Ella #69-1864 122 
Tippery, Lorraine #70-939 15 
Townsend, Earl c. #70-772 14 
Treadwell, John #70-1491 247 

Trentham, Elsie #70-1872 241 
Trump, Ilelen #70-243 33 
Uht, Howard #70-1791 289 
Ullrich, Miles R. #70-1152 132 
Van Horn, w. B. #70-1686 268 
Vaughn, Roy #70-910 237 
Veneman, Richard D. #69-2249 22 
Vesterby, Verl E. #69-1797 73 
Waldroup, Stephen H. #69-1648 173 
Walker, Robert w. #70-1792 224 

Wallace, Prentice #70-1232 & #70-1233 284 
Walty, Earnest #70-1239 126 
Warthen, Ivan #70-435 72 
Welch, John J. #70-1047 288 
Whalen, Torn #70-163 24 
Williams, James A. #70-615 149 
Willits, William C. #70-1618 192 
Wilson, Joe L. #70-534 112 
Winchester, Floyd #70-192 114 
Wingfield, Nevia #70-1206 25 

Wirtjes, James F. #70-808 168 
Worden, Stewart #70-1680 182 
Workman, Buren #70-2231 276 
Worley, Newton E. #70-65 178 
Young, Donald E. #70-181 100 
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Claimant's Name WCB Number Page

Thurston, Heber W. #69-975 120
Tincknell, Ella #69-1864 122
Tippery, Lorraine #70-939 15
Townsend, Earl C. #70-772 14
Treadwell, John #70-1491 247

Trentham, Elsie #70-1872 241
Trump, Helen #70-243 33
Uht, Howard #70-1791 289
Ullrich, Miles R. #70-1152 132
Van Horn, W. B. #70-1686 268
Vaughn, Roy #70-910 237
Veneman, Richard D. #69-2249 22
Vesterby, Verl E. #69-1797 73
Waldroup, Stephen H. #69-1648 173
Walker, Robert W. #70-1792 224

Wallace, Prentice #70-1232 5 #70-1233 284
Walty, Earnest #70-1239 126
Warthen, Ivan #70-435 72
Welch, John J. #70-1047 288
Whalen, Tom #70-163 24
Williams, James  . #70-615 149
Willits, William C. #70-1618 192
Wilson, Joe L. #70-534 112
Winchester, Floyd #70-192 114
Wingfield, Nevia #70-1206 25

Wirtjes, James F. #70-808 168
Worden, Stewart #70-1680 182
Workman, Buren #70-2231 276
Worley, Newton E. #70-65 178
Young, Donald E. #70-181 100
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CITATIONS 

' I 
ORS 16.790 . . . . . . . . . . 149 ORS 656.271 ••••••••• 222 
ORS 174.120 . . . . . . . . . . 149 ORS 656.271 ••••••••• 247 
ORS 656.002(2) • • • • • • 216 ORS 656. 271 ••••••••• 290 
ORS 656.016 . . . . . . . . . 122 ORS 656.278(2) •••••• 281 
ORS 656.016 . . . . . . . . . 138 ORS 656. 289 ......... 149 
ORS 656.016(l)(a) . . . 35 ORS 656.289(4) ...... 56 
ORS 656.027(1) • • • • • • 138 ORS 656,289(4) •••••• 274 
ORS 656.027(2)(3) . . . 216 ORS 656.295 ......... 149 
ORS 656.054 . . . . . . . . . 216 ORS 656.295(5) •••••• 113 
ORS 656.128 . . . . . . . . . 284 ORS 656.295(5) •••••• 143 
ORS 656.128(3) . . . . . . 246 ORS 656.295(5) •••••• 207 
ORS 656.206 . . . . . . . . . 81 ORS 656.295(5) •••••• 229 
ORS 656.214 . . . . . . . . . 263 ORS 656.298(1) •••••• 154 
ORS 656.214(4) . . . . . . 70 ORS 656.304 ......... 202 
ORS 656.214(4) • • • • • • 88 ORS 656.307 ......... 129 
ORS 656.220 . . . . . . . . . 6 ORS 656.310(2) •••••• 90 
ORS 656.222 . . . . . . . . . 92 ORS 656,313 ......... 7 
ORS 656.222 . . . . . . . . . 131 ORS 656.313 ••••••••• 145 
ORS 656.222 • • • • • • • • • 153 ORS 656.319 ••••••••• 247 
ORS 656,222 • • • • • • • • • 188 ORS 656,319(1) •••••• 33 
ORS 656.222 • • • • • • • • • 196 ORS 656.319(l)(b) ••• 206 
ORS 656.222 • • • • • • • • • 230 ORS 656.319(2) •••••• 8 
ORS 656.226 . . . . . . . . . 49 ORS 656.319(2) •••••• 33 
ORS 656.230(3) . . . . . . 25 ORS 656,319(2) .... •· . 251 
ORS 656.245 . . . . . . . . . 190 ORS 656,319(2)(b) ••• 285 
ORS 656.245 . . . . . . . . . 213 ORS 656,325 ••••••••• 245 
ORS 656.245 . . . . . . . . . 247 ORS 656.382 ......... 42 
ORS 656.245 • • • • • • • • • 292 ORS 656.382 ••••••••• 95 
ORS 656.262 • • • • • • • • • 196 ORS 656.382 ••••••••• 211 
ORS 656. 262 (1) . . . . . . 21 ORS 656.382 ••••••••• 301 
ORS 656.262(1) . . . . . . 260 ORS 656.382(2) •••••• 85 
ORS 656.262(6) • • • • • • 204 ORS 656.386 ••••••••• 152 
ORS 656.262(6) . . . . . . 251 ORS 656.388 ......... 95 
ORS 656.262(7) • • • • • • 20 ORS 656.442 ••••••••• 35 
ORS 656.262(8) . . . . . . 7 ORS 656.444 ••••••••• 35 
ORS 656.262(8) • • • • • • 25 ORS 656.446 ••••••••• 35 
ORS 656.262(8) • • • • • • 95 ORS 656.593 ••••••••• 226 
ORS 656.265 • • • • • • • • • 8 ORS 656.593(1)(c) ••• 227 
ORS 656.268(3) . . . . . . 25 ORS 656.622 .......... 200 
ORS 656.271 • • • • • • • • • 90 ORS 656.622 ••••••••• 54 
ORS 656.271 • • • • • • • • • 97 ORS 656.638 ••••••••• 54 
ORS 656.271 ••••••••• 151 ORS 656.807(4) t • • •• I 17 
ORS 656.271 I I I I I I I I I 181 ORS 656.812 I I I I I I t I I 62 
ORS 656.271 . . . . . . . . . 207 ORS 656.814 ......... 62 

ORS 656.814 ......... 134 
ORS 675.060 ......... 180 
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ORS CIT TIONS

ORS 16.790 149
ORS 174.120 149
ORS 656.002(2) 216
ORS 656.016 122
ORS 656.016 138
ORS 656.016(1)(a) ... 35
ORS 656.027(1) ......... 138
ORS 656.027(2)(3) ... 216
ORS 656.054 216
ORS 656.128 284
ORS 656.128(3) 246
ORS 656.206 81
ORS 656.214 263
ORS 656.214(4) ...... 70
ORS 656.214(4) 88
ORS 656.220 6
ORS 656.222 92
ORS 656.222 131
ORS 656.222 153
ORS 656.222 188
ORS 656.222 196
ORS 656.222 230
ORS 656.226 49
ORS 656.230(3) 25
ORS 656.245 190
ORS 656.245 213
ORS 656.245 247
ORS 656.245 292
ORS 656.262 196
ORS 656.262(1) 21
ORS 656.262(1) 260
ORS 656.262(6) 204
ORS 656.262(6) 251
ORS 656.262(7) 20
ORS 656.262(8) 7
ORS 656.262(8) 25
ORS 656.262(8) 95
ORS 656.265 8
ORS 656.268(3) 25
ORS 656.271 90
ORS 656.271 97
ORS 656.271 151
ORS 656.271 181
ORS 656.271 207

ORS 656.271 222
ORS 656.271 247
ORS 656.271 290
ORS 656.278(2) 281
ORS 656.289 149
ORS 656.289(4) 56
ORS 656.289(4) ...... 274
ORS 656.295 149
ORS 656,295(5) 113
ORS 656.295(5) 143
ORS 656.295(5) 207
ORS 656.295(5) 229
ORS 656.298(1) 154
ORS 656.304 202
ORS 656.307 129
ORS 656.310(2) 90
ORS 656.313 7
ORS 656.313 145
ORS 656.319 247
ORS 656.319(1) 33
ORS 656.319(1)(b) ... 206
ORS 656.319(2) 8
ORS 656.319(2) 33
ORS 656.319(2) 251
ORS 656.319(2)(b) ... 285
ORS 656.325 245
ORS 656.382 42
ORS 656.382 95
ORS 656.382 211
ORS 656.382 301
ORS 656.382(2) 85
ORS 656.386 152
ORS 656.388 95
ORS 656.442 35
ORS 656.444 35
ORS 656.446 35
ORS 656.593 226
ORS 656.593(1)(c) ... 227
ORS 656.622 200
ORS 656.622 54
ORS 656.638 54
ORS 656.807(4) 17
ORS 656.812 62
ORS 656.814 62
ORS 656.814 134
ORS 675.060 180
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